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IntroductionfRemrad
When I started teaching Old Irish at the University of Vienna in 1996, I soon realized that the
existing handbooks of and introductions to Old Irish did not meet the requirements of late 20th
and early 21st century university teaching. With the rapid decline of Latin in modern schools and
with the number of students who have had their fair share of classical languages ever dwind
ling, it has become practically impossible to explain the peculiarities of Old Irish by simply refer
ring to similarities with or differences to Latin (not to mention Greek or Sanskrit). At the same
time, because the number of students who take interest in Old Irish is ever growing, I found it
necessary to write a beginners' course of Old Irish that is self-explanatory without making
reference to a classical language. It has been my aim to compile a book that ideally allows even
an absolute beginner to learn the language on his or her own, without the guidance of a teacher.
This is not to say, of course, that tutorial guidance should not be sought in the first place!
To avoid the rather dull presentation of introductory courses not only in Irish but also in most
old languages, I have chosen an approach that is still more at home in modern language
teaching than in the instruction of so-called dead languages. Humorous ovine illustrations serve
to emphasize grammatical points or help to give the students a bit of relief when the difficulties
of the Old Irish language become too hard to bear. Odd as it may seem to scholars of traditional
upbringing, it has been my own experience over the years that the students react very positively
to the illustrations and that these help very much to keep the interest in the language alive.
The book is divided into 58 lessons. Each lesson again consists of several smaller paragraphs that
are devoted to particular elements of Old Irish grammar. I have been careful not to pack too
much material into the lessons at once. Instead a slow pace, proceeding step by step, has been
chosen. Topics from nominal morphology, the verbal complex, and the syntax alternate with
each other. After every two or three lessons an additional lesson has been inserted that is exclu
sively devoted to exercises and to the repetition of the newly learned material. These exercises
partly consist of tests that aim at the recognition of verbal and nominal forms. But their most im
portant part is comprised of translations of Old Irish sentences.
The translations go in two directions. First you will find 20 sentences in Old Irish that have to be
translated into English. Then 20 sentences in English, using the same words and grammatical
structures as the corresponding Old Irish ones, although with slight variations, which then have
to be translated into Old Irish. Although the latter may seem an unnecessary task, it has been my
personal experience when learning Old Irish that the language is best acquired by forming sen
tences in it by oneself. I have put much effort into finding as many authentic Old Irish sentences
as possible for the exercises. This has not been possible for the first lessons, however, where the
students have been exposed to too little grammar, and therefore I have had to invent those sen
tences myself. But in the later lessons I could largely rely on authentic material, gathered both
from the glosses and from more secular literature. Nevertheless I have taken the liberty of inter
fering with the Old Irish texts to whatever extent seemed appropriate to me in order to avoid too
complicated grammatical structures that would ask too much of the students.

xi

A single asterisk * before a sentence indicates that it builds on authentic Old Irish material but
that I have changed some elements in the sentence (e.g., the tense, persons, etc.). A double as
terisk** indicates that the following sentence is authentic Old Irish. But even in these latter cases
I have sometimes silently adapted the orthography or slightly changed grammatical features so
that they conform to standard grammar. Sometimes I have used Middle Irish texts and 'palaeo
hibernicized' them in order to accord with the standards of Old Irish. My own translations of
Irish sentences, both in the exercise sections and in the corresponding solutions, may not always
sound like good, idiomatic English, but this is intentional. I have tried to follow the wording of
the Old Irish sentences as closely as possible, without doing too much violence at the same time
to English syntax.
In all exercises and in most other paragraphs I have added phonological transcriptions of the
Old Irish texts. Old Irish phonology and spelling are notoriously difficult, and it has been my
experience while teaching that the rules of orthography cannot be repeated often enough. I hope
that with many transcriptions I can offer guidelines to beginners of Old Irish that help them
come to terms with the sounds and alphabet of this language.
Where it seemed necessary or advisable, I have made reference to grammatical features in mod
ern languages that are similar or dissimilar to constructions in Old Irish. The primary reference
language for that purpose has been English, but because the book was originally written for a
German-speaking audience, examples from this language have also been included. I have added
at the end of the book various appendixes, including a basic bibliography, a glossary containing
the words used in the exercises, and solutions for all exercises, which may be useful to those
using this text as their first stepping stone to mastering the Old Irish language.
My heartfelt thanks go to Jurgen Uhlich and Dennis King for many corrections and suggestions,
to Melanie Malzahn for the special fonts, to my many students in Vienna from 1996 to 2004 for
their unwitting service as guinea pigs in the book's development and for their unceasing
encouragement, to the staff of Syracuse University Press for their patience and assistance in
preparing the final version of the manuscript, and of course to my teachers Kim McCone, Heiner
Eichner, and Helmut Birkhan to whom I owe all that has been put into this book and who sup
ported me through all stages of its production. Last but most certainly not least, I thank Theres
Illes for the wonderful sheep illustrations.
It gives me special pleasure that a provisional draft of this course has been completed in time for
the 150th anniversary of the publication of Johann Kaspar Zeuss' Grammatica Celtica.
I hope you will enjoy learning Old Irish grammar as much as I enjoyed creating this course.
David Stifter, April 2006
At tau i mo sessam for guailnib rosuad rosruithe.

To make it easier for users of this book to make suggestions, corrections, requests, etc., a special
Web site has been set up at http://www.univie.ac.at/indogermanistik/sengoidelc.cgi, where
entries can be made online.
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OLD IRISH FOR BEGINNERS

Lesson 1
1.1. The Celtic languages in the context of the Inda-European language family
Old Irish is part of the Celtic language family, which itself forms one of the twelve attested bran
ches of the Inda-European linguistic family. The ancestor language called Proto-Inda-European
(PIE) (German: Urindogermanisch) originated most probably in the 4th or 3 rd millennium B.C. in
the area north of the Black Sea (modern Ukraine). But by the end of the 3rd millennium B.C. at the
latest PIE had begun to split up into different branches, which must have been mutually
understandable as dialects at the beginning, but developed into separate languages in the course
of time.

The Celtic branch shares some common traits with other Western Inda-European branches like
Germanic or Italic. One of the most notable traits is the merger of the PIE velar and palatal
consonants in one velar set ('kentum-languages').
PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN (PIE)
sa tern-languages

ken tum-languages

t ANATOLIAN

GERMANIC

t TOCHARIAN

CELTIC (Proto-Celtic)

INDIC

�

- Insular Celtic

Continental Celtic

Brit' sh

Goidelic

tCeltiberian
t Lepontic

t Gaulish (Galatian)

IRANIAN

SW-British

tCumbric

Old Irish

/\
Old Welsh
� Old/omish Old reton

Middle Welsh

Middle Cornish Middle Breton

I

t Late Cornish
Modern Irish Scots Gaelic
(Gaeilge [na
hEireann])

(Gaidhlig [na
h-Alba])

(Gaelg)

Modern Welsh Neo-Cornish
(Cymraeg)

(Kemewek)

Illustration 1.1: The Celtic languages and the Indo-European family tree; t = extinct
1

Modern Breton
(Brezhoneg)
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1.2. The classification of the Celtic languages
The classification of the attested Celtic languages in relation to one another is somewhat prob
lematic. The Celtic languages used to be grouped into p-Celtic (Gaulish and British) and q-Celtic
(Goidelic) languages, depending on the reflex of the PIE phoneme *k!! (PIE *k!!etpores '4': Gaul.
petuar-, Cymr. pedwar, Olr. cethair). This resulted in a clear-cut differentiation between the
western-most group (Goidelic) and the rest. But with the deciphering of the Iberian script in the
1920s, the discovery of the Celtiberian language in the 1950s and the discovery that it, too, like
Goidelic had kept PIE *k!! unchanged (e.g., Cib. nekue 'and not,' cp. Latin neque) a new picture
started to emerge. Today scholars tend to stress the non-trivial morphological, morphonological
and syntactical similarities between Goidelic and British, grouping them together under the
label 'Insular Celtic languages,' with Lepontic, Gaulish and Celtiberian on the other hand
forming a loose group of 'Continental Celtic languages' (the change *k!! >pin Lepontic, Gaulish
and British is now viewed as a trivial common innovation in the central area of Celtic lan
guages1 ). In effect, at the moment two competing models of the Celtic languages' family tree ex
ist side by side (see illustration 1.2). It must, however, be noted that, since the Continental Celtic
languages are only attested in ancient times (from the 6 th century B.C. to approximately the 3rd or
4th century A.D.), whereas the Insular Celtic languages are attested from early medieval times
until today, once existing linguistic correspondences between individual languages may have
been obscured by this chronological divergence, or once minor differences may have intensified,
so that in the end both models are built on a considerable amount of uncertainty.
Karl Horst SCHMIDT'S model:

Kim MCCONE's model:
Proto-Celtic

Proto-Celtic

�kV =kV

�
Celti
Leponhc
Goidelic

/

Brythonic

Goidelic

British

Gaulish Celtiberian

Illustration 1.2: The two models of the Celtic family tree (from: Kim McCONE, Towards a Relative Chronology of
Ancient and Medieval Celtic Sound Change, Maynooth 1996, p. 67 and 104). Reprinted by permission of the author

You will have noticed that I basically followed MCCONE's model in my family tree (ill. 1.1). This
is not to say that this model is the 'correct' one: it only means that at the moment MCCONE's ap
proach seems to account best for the given linguistic facts. But it may easily be that in the future
new material (for example in the form of Continental Celtic inscriptions) will be discovered that
will radically alter the situation. Maybe a completely different model will then be necessary.
Family trees are a rather superficial means of describing the relationships between languages,
because it is not possible to express mutual influences between languages. On maps, as in
illustration 1.3, these interrelations can be more easily represented.
1 It is noteworthy that in Gaul itself not all areas seem to have undergone the sound change *kll > p: cp., for example,
the ethnic names Sequani and Quariates, which at least superficially show the sound k!!.
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1.3. The Continental Celtic languages and their attestation
The map below illustrates the maximum extent of the Celtic speaking world in antiquity. The
following ancient Celtic languages are known to have been spoken at the time:
1. Celtiberian, 2. Transalpine Gaulish, 3. Cisalpine Gaulish, 4. Galatian, 5. Lepontic, 6. Lusitanian
('para-Celtic'), 7. British, 8. Goidelic, 9. Pictish (perhaps British).

Gaulish

Illustration 1.3: Ancient Celtic languages

The attestation of these languages extends over a period of roughly a thousand years:
-600

-500

-400

-300

-200

Lepontic
Gaul. (Gr.)
Gaul. (Etr.)
Gaul. (Lat.)
Galatian
Celtiberian
Illustration 1.4: The Continental Celtic languages
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+200
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. 1.3.1. Lepontic
Lepontic inscriptions come from an area of about 50 km around the Swiss town of Lugano.
Lepontic is often considered to be an early variant of Gaulish. But despite the extreme scarcity of
Lepontic inscriptions, it can be demonstrated to be an independent language, and the archaeo
logical evidence suggests that Lepontic
may have separated from the other Celtic
languages even as early as the 13th cen
tury B.C.

Lepontic and cisalpine Gaulish (called
Gaulish (Etr.) in table 1.4) are written in
the North Italian so-called Lugano al
phabet, which had been taken over from Illustration 1.5: Lepontic inscription on an urn from Ornavasso,
Lugano alphabet to be read from right to left. Reprinted from
the Etruscans. This alphabet makes no Latomus 46 (1987), 498 by permission of the editor
distinction between voiced and voiceless
consonants.
transcription:
LATUMARUI: SAPSUTAI: PE i UINOM: NASOM
'for Latumaros and Sapsuta-Naxian wine'
1.3.2. Gaulish and Galatian
Gaulish was the language spoken in most of ancient Gaul ('transalpine Gaulish') and, after the
invasion of the Apennine Peninsula at the beginning of the 4th century B.C., in Northern Italy
('cisalpine Gaulish'). Many inscriptions have been found so far, some of the longest and most
valuable only in the past decades (e.g., Chamalieres, Larzac, Chateaubleau). The writing systems
used for Gaulish are the Greek, the Etruscan or North-Italian and the Roman alphabets. Little is
known about the Celtic languages in Central Europe, but it is assumed that they were dialects of
Gaulish and probably mutually intelligible. At least the personal and local names from these
areas are similar to those of Gaul.
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Illustration 1.6: Dedicatory inscription from
Nimes in the Greek alphabet. Reprinted from
Wolfgang MEID, Gaulish Inscriptions,
Budapest 1992, by permission of the author

transcription:
segomaros
ouilloneos
tooutious
namausatis
eioroubele
samisosin
nemeton

phonological transcription:
segomaros
l}.illoniios
tol}.tiios
namalJSatis

iowu

belesaml
sosin
nemeton

translation:
Segomaros ('big in victory'), son of Uillu,
citizen (?) of Namausos, dedicated this
sanctuary for Belesama
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Illustration 1.7: Lugano-alphabet, from a Latin-Gaulish bi
lingual dedicatory inscription from Vercelli. Reprinted by
permission of CNRS Editions

translation:
Akisiios Argantomaterekos ('silver measurer'?),
gave this area (?) for gods and humans
transcription:
AKISIOS.ARKATOKO{K}
MATEREKOS.TOSO
KOTE.ATOM.TEUOX
TONION.EU

phonological transcription:
akisiios argantomaterekos
totsokonde (?) antom (?)
devoydoniion eu

Illustration 1.9: Facsimile of the Chamalieres
inscription by R. MARICHAL in Latin cursive.
Reprinted by permission of CNRS Editions

Illustration 1.8: Lead plate with magical inscription from
Chamalieres (Puy-de-Dome), excavated 1971. Reprinted
by permission of CNRS Editions

transcription:

attempt at translation (very doubtful!):

1 andedion uedifumf difiuion risun
2 artiu mapon aruerifatin
3 lop/tites snfeooic sos brixtfa anderon
4 c lucion floron nigrfnon adgarion aemilf
5 on paterin claudion legitumon caelion
6 pelign claudio pelign marcion uictorin asiatf
7 con aooedilli etic se coui toncnaman
8 tone sifontio meion pone se sit bue
9 tid ollon reguc cambion exsops
10 pissfiumf tsoc cantfrissu ison son
11 bissfet luge dessumm ifis luge
12 dessumfis luge dessumHs luxe

I pray with the(written?) force of interior(?) and
sky gods to the son( or Maponos) of Aruernia
... us and them with the magic of the underworld
(?, or women): C. Lucius Florus Nigrinus, the ad
vocate, Aemilius Paterinus, Claudius Legitumus,
Caelius Pelignus, Claudius Pelignus, Marcius Vic
torinus Asiaticus son of A88edillos and they who
swear this oath. What was small will be whole, I
will straighten the crooked, blind I will see. ...
Swear at my right(??), swear at my right, swear at
my right.

5
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Until the conquest by C. Iuuus CAESAR in the years 58-51 B.C. the Greek alphabet was used for
all writing purposes in Gaul. With some slight modifications (e.g., tau Gallicum) it was on its
way to develop into a national alphabet (see ill. 1.6). After the incorporation of Gaul into the
Roman Empire the Greek alphabet slowly went out of use for Gaulish and was ultimately
replaced by the Roman alphabet (ill. 1.8 and 1.9).
Galatian was spoken in Asia Minor (today Central Turkey). Because of its geographical remote
ness it is often taken as a language of its own, though from all that we know it must have been a
dialect of Gaulish, brought to Asia Minor by Celtic invaders in the 3rd century B.C. No Galatian
inscriptions have been found and we only know about the language from personal names and
odd references to isolated Galatian words in the works of Greek and Latin authors. Apparently
Galatian was never put to writing by native speakers.

1.3.3. Celtiberian
Lepontic and Gaulish (Galatian) share many features that make them look rather similar. Celt
iberian on the other hand looks phonetically and morphologically decisively different. It seems
to have separated from the other Celtic languages at an early stage. Celtiberian was recognized
to be a separate language only after its decipherment in the 40s of the 20th century. Some of the
most important inscriptions were found in the past 30 years. As an example of a Celtiberian text
you can see below side A of the bronze tablet number 1 from the Spanish town of Botorrita
(Celtiberian and Latin: Contrebia Belaesca), usually just called Botorrita I (ill. 1.10). It probably
deals with legislation concerning a temple district in Contrebia Belaesca. Under the picture you
will find a transcription of side A in Roman letters. Occlusives are transcribed by means of the
'archigrapheme,' which means that Ta stands for /ta/ or /da/, etc.

Illustration 1.10: Celtiberian inscription on a bronze tablet, Botorrita I, found 1970; side A. Reprinted by permission of
Museo de Zaragoza
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transcription:
(1) ti-r-i-ka-n-ta-m: be-r-ku-n-e-ta-ka-m: to-ko-i-to-s-ku-e: s-a-r-n-i-ki-o (:) ku-e: s-u-a: ko-m-ba-1-ke-z: n-e-1-i-to-m /
(2) n-e-ku-e [:] to-[u]-e-r-ta-u-n-e-i: 1-i-to-m: n-e-ku-e: ta-u-n-e-i: 1-i-to-m: n-e-ku-e: m-a-s-n-a-i: ti-z-a-u-n-e-i: 1-i-to
m: s-o-z: a-u-ku / (3) a-r-e-s-ta-1-o: ta-m-a-i: u-ta: o-s-ku-e-z: s-te-n-a: u-e-r-z-o-n-i-ti: s-i-1-a-bu-r: s-1-e-i-to-m: ko
n-s-ki-1-i-to-m : ka-bi-z-e-ti / (4) ka-n-to-m [:] s-a-n-ki-1-i-s-ta-r-a : o-ta-n-a-u-m : to-ko-i-te-i : e-n-i : u-ta : o-s-ku-e-z :
bo-u-s-to-m-u-e : ko-r-u-i-n-o-m-u-e / (5) m-a-ka-s-i-[a?]-m-u-e : a-i-1-a-m-u-e : a-m-bi-ti-s-e-ti : ka-m-a-n-o-m : u-s-a
bi-tu-z : o-z-a-s : s-u-e-s: s-a-i-1-o : ku-s-ta: bi-z-e-tu-z : i-o-m / (6) a-s-e-ka-ti: [ a]-m-bi-ti-n-ko-u-n-e-i : s-te-n-a: e-s:
u-e-r-ta-i: e-n-ta-r-a: ti-r-i-s: m-a-tu-s: ti-n-bi-tu-z: n-e-i-to : ti-r-n! -ka-n-ta-m / (7) e-n-i: o-i-s-a-tu-z: i-o-m-u-i: 1-i-s
ta-s: ti-ta-s: z-i-z-o-n-ti: s-o-m-u-i: i-o-m: a-r-z-n-a-s: bi-o-n-ti: i-o-m: ku-s-ta-i-ko-s / (8) a-r-z-n-a-s: ku-a-ti: i-a-s:
o-z-i-a-s: u-e-r-ta-to-s-u-e : te-m-e-i-u-e: r-o-bi-s-e-ti: s-a-u-m: te-ka-m-e-ti-n-a-s: ta-tu-z: s-o-m-e-i / (9) e-n-i-to-u-z
e-i: i-s-te: a-n-ki-o-s: i-s-te: e-s-a-n-ki-o-s: u-z-e: a-r-e-i-te-n-a: s-a-r-ni-ki-e-i: a-ka-i-n-a-ku-bo-s / (10) n-e-bi-n-to-r:
to-ko-i-te-i: i-o-s : u-r-a-n-ti-o-m-u-e: a-u-z-e-ti: a-r-a-ti-m-u-e: te-ka-m-e-ta-m: ta-tu-z: i-o-m: to-ko-i-to-s-ku-e / (11)
s-a-r-n-i-ki-o-ku-e: a-i-u-i-z-a-s: ko-m-ba-1-ko-r-e-s: a-1-e-i-te-s: i-s-te: i-r-e-s: r-u-z-i-m-u-z: a-bu-1-u: u-bo-ku-m /

For the greatest part Celtiberian inscriptions
are written in the Iberian script. This script
has alphabetic letters for vowels, sonorants
and sibilants, but only syllabic signs of the
type Consonant + Vowel for occlusives, without a distinction between voiced and voiceless consonants. From the time of the Roman
occupation inscriptions in the Roman alphabet exist as well.

vowel

b

k

a

�

I

IA

X

l

�

e

�

�

f

�

r

�

f<"

Lusitanian,

a language known from a few inscriptions in the Roman alphabet in Portugal,
is generally not considered to be Celtic, but
at best para-Celtic.

r

'

J'

m

*

X

\I/

n

r

D

�

�

s

t\

Illustration1.11: The characters of
the Iberian script

z

�

0

H

u

t

1.4. The Insular Celtic languages and their attestation
The Insular Celtic languages are attested from the early and high Middle Ages onwards (not
counting personal and local names in ancient Latin and Greek sources).
300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900
Prim. Irish
Irish

Early Old Ir.

Old Irish

M iddle Irish

Class. Mod. Irish

dialectal

Mod. Irish

Scot. Gaelic
Manx

Welsh

Old Welsh
Old

Cornish

Breton

Old Breton

Illustration1.12: The Insular Celtic languages
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The map to the left illustrates the areas in Western
Europe where Celtic languages were spoken at the end
of the 19th century. In the meantime these areas have
shrunk dramatically.
Key to the map:
1. Irish, 2. Scots Gaelic, 3. Manx, 4. Welsh, 5. Cornish
(not spoken anymore at that time), 6. Breton

Illustration 1.13: The modern Celtic languages around 1900

1.4.1. The Gaelic languages
Primitive Irish

is an archaic stage of Irish, written in the peculiar
Ogam alphabet. As the Ogam alphabet was in use during a deci
sive period of the development of Irish, a lot of sound changes
are directly observable on Ogam inscriptions. That is, in older
inscriptions inflectional endings ultimately going back to PIE are
still written, whereas in later inscriptions these endings have been
lost. Ogam inscriptions practically only consist of personal names
in the genitive case.
and Manx form the Goidelic branch of IlluSrration l.l4: Panceltism
Celtic. All three languages are 'Gaelic.' To avoid confusion it is best to refer to every language by
its individual name. Up until late medieval times there existed only one literary standard. After
Ireland had fallen under English dominion Scottish Gaelic and Manx started to develop stand
ards of their own. The orthography of Scottish Gaelic is very similar to that of Irish, but Manx is
written with English orthography! This can obscure important phonological distinctions of the
language (e.g., the distinction between palatalized and non-palatalized consonants).
Irish, Scottish Gaelic

All Goidelic languages are minority languages in their respective countries and are in a very
weak and vulnerable state. Despite being the first official language of Ireland, Irish as an every
day language is spoken only in a few remote areas, mainly on the west coast of the island.
Approximately 2% of the Irish population regularly speaks Irish. Only in the last years has Irish
become available on modern mass media like television. Scottish Gaelic is spoken mainly on the
north western islands off the Scottish mainland. About 1% of the Scottish population speaks
Gaelic. In Nova Scotia (Canada) a few Gaelic speaking villages used to exist, but the language
has now ceased to be spoken. Manx was spoken on the Isle of Man and died out in the 1960s.
Today efforts are made to revive the language.
8
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1.4.2. The British languages
Welsh (Cymric), Cornish and Breton make up the British branch of Celtic. All three are closely
related to one another, with Cornish and Breton being especially close. Cumbric, which died out
some time in the Middle Ages, was spoken in North England and South Scotland and must have
been very close to Welsh. Nearly nothing has come down to us of Cumbric. Perhaps Pictish, a
language known from a handful of unintelligiable, early medieval inscriptions from Scotland,
was a British language as well, but this is absolutely unclear.

�==�)

All British languages are minority languages in their
respective countries. Welsh has about 600,000 speakers, a
quarter of the population of Wales. In recent years it has
J
been possible to halt the former rapid decline of speakers
and the numbers have started to rise slightly again. Welsh
fg
� �
is also spoken in a few villages in Patagonia (Argentina).
' ,.
Despite being situated on the European continent, Breton
is called an Insular Celtic language, because the language
was brought to Brittany by refugees from Britain in the
_ =�
early middle ages. Breton has about 250,000 speakers,
most of whom are over 60 years of age. Because of
France's francocentric language policy Breton is doomed
to death in a few decades. Cornish died out in the late 18th Illustration 1.15: Fest-Noz Brezhoneg
century. This century efforts have been made to revive the
language. A few hundred people speak it as their everyday language, several hundred more
know the language, but they are divided into three different standards.

t

1.5. What is Old Irish?
The period of the 8th and 9th centuries in Irish language history is called Old Irish. Our first
extant manuscripts containing Irish language material date from ca. the end of the 7th century
and the beginning of the 8th century. The Irish literary tradition probably started at least a
century earlier, but no manuscripts from that time have come down to us. Those texts written in
the 7th century that have survived (e.g., many law texts like Crfth Gablach) are to be found in
much later manuscripts from the early modern times.
The earliest Old Irish texts in contemporary manuscripts have mainly survived not in Ireland,
but in monasteries on the European continent. For the most part these texts do not contain nar
rative or poetic literature, but consist of very short interlinear glosses and translations of Latin
texts: the Pauline epistles (Wb. = Wiirzburg glosses, middle of the 8th century), a commentary on
the psalms (Ml. = Milan glosses, beginning of the 9th century) and the Latin grammar of Pris
cianus (Sg. =St.Gall glosses, middle of the 9th century). From Vienna stem two very short collec
tions of glosses on the Easter calculation ( Vienna Bede) and on Eutychius. In the library of the
monastery of St. Paul im Lavanttal the very famous Reichenau Codex2 (9th century) is kept,
which contains five Old Irish poems, among them the popular poem on the scholar and his cat
Messe ocus Pangur Ban. All these texts are collected in the Thesaurus Palaeohibemicus (Thes.).
Rudolf THURNEYSEN's Grammar of Old Irish (GOI), which is the foundation of all modern hand-

2

This codex can be found online at: http://www.rz.uni-potsdam.de/u/lingtri/schulheft/index.html
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books of Old Irish, is based on the language of the Old Irish glosses. This is basically the
language you will learn in this course.
Because even in that corpus linguistic variation can be observed, the language of basically the 8 th
century is called Classical Old Irish, while that of especially the end of the 9th century Late Old
Irish. The language prior to that period, that is from the 7th century or perhaps even earlier,
shows decisively older linguistic traits and is therefore called Early Old Irish. The period from
the 10th to the 12 th century is labelled Middle Irish. The language of that period shows a great
amount of grammatical simplification in comparison to Old Irish, but also an amount of lin
guistic variation, which points to the state of a language in transition to a different grammatical
system. Modem Irish then (ca. from 1200 onwards) is again a language with a fixed and stand
ardized grammar.
The language encountered in Old Irish texts shows a surprisingly high degree of uniformity,
with hardly any dialectal distinctions discernible, although these certainly must have existed at
the time. From this it would seem that Old Irish was a literary language whose standard was
taught to the Irish 'men of writing' in school, much as standardized Latin was taught to
Continental pupils as a language of literary communication, long after Classical Latin had
ceased to be a spoken language of the people. One may wonder if Classical Old Irish was ever
spoken as such, or whether it was solely a written standard.
What makes the study of Old Irish maybe a bit more difficult than that of other languages?
Apart from the intricacies of the grammar (e.g., it is sometimes hardly possible to recognize the
underlying word in a given grammatical form), there are other factors that contribute to the
difficulties one encounters when reading Old Irish texts. Most of the texts are not to be found in
manuscripts of the time they were originally composed, but in much later copies. Copying, on
the one hand, always leads to orthographic mistakes. On the other hand, the language of the
scribes was younger than that of the texts they were copying; this often lead to 'automatic cor
rections,' when the scribes replaced older, obsolete grammatical forms with more familiar ones.
Thus the texts changed over the course of time, and often they show an intricately intertwined
mixture of Old, Middle and Modern Irish grammatical forms. Additionally, the orthography of
Irish changed over the course of time, too, so that you may find in a manuscript one word
written in Old Irish, the next in Modern Irish spelling and the third in a completely odd attempt
at combining different standards.
You won't, however, encounter difficulties of the latter type in the present book. What I will be
using is an idealized grammar of Old Irish in a purity that probably never existed in reality,
spelled in a normalized orthography, that today is usually used for modern editions. But you
should be aware of the fact that as soon as you start to work with real Irish texts and with
manuscripts, you will meet with trouble.
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2.1. The writing of Old Irish
In the course of history three different writing systems were used for Irish:
1. the Ogam alphabet
2. the Cl6 Gaelach ('Irish type' - a variant of the Roman alphabet)
3. and the Roman alphabet.

2.2. Ogam
The oldest writing system is Ogam (Modern Irish spelling Ogham), most probably developed in
Ireland itself or in the multicultural environment of southwest Britain during the later centuries
of Roman rule. Ogam is a monumental script consisting of strokes and notches engraved on the
edges of standing stones (Ogam stones). The extant inscriptions either served a funeral function
or denoted land possession. Maybe Ogam was also used on wooden sticks for other purposes
but nothing of that sort has remained in the archaeological record and the odd references in Irish
sagas to that practice need not necessarily be taken at face value. Ogam was in use from the 4th
to the 6th/7th century. Occasional references in popular books to Ogam inscriptions from North
America are pure phantasy.
In medieval manuscript tradition names for the Ogam letters have come down to us. Often tree
names are used for the names, but many of these arboreal identifications are more than dubious
(a detailed discussion in MCMANUS 1991: 36 ff.). Not all original phonological values of the
Ogam letters are absolutely clear; values given in brackets in ill. 2.1 represent the certain or pos
sible original value (cf. MCMANUS 1991: 1-41).

Group I

Group II

T

B

Beithe (Birch)

..L

T

L

Luis (Rowan-tree)

..IL

D

Dair (Oak)

T

F (V)

Fern (Alder)

JlL

T

Tinne (Holly?)

lBf

s

Sail (Willow)

JIil

C

Coll (Hazel)

llllf

N

Nin (Ash-tree?)

JJUL

Q

Cert (Bush?)

Illustration 2.la: The Ogam alphabet
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H (P/J?) hOath (Whitethorn, Fear?)
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Group IV

Group III

f

I
I
If

Ill-

M

Muin (Vine)

A

Ailm (Pine-tree)

G

Gort (Ivy)

0

Orm (Ash-tree)

NG (Ci))

nGetal (Killing)

u

Ur (Heath)

Z (ST?)

Straif (Sulphur)

E

Edad (Aspen?)

R

Ruis (Elder-tree)

I

Idad (Yew Tree?)

-

Illustration 2.lb: The Ogam alphabet

Ill. 2.2 gives a typical example of an Ogam inscription, found at the northwest end of Mount
Brandon (Dingle Peninsula, Co. Chiarrai) [CIIC 145, p. 140]. The Ogam inscription reads as
follows (from left to right):
11111 1/1//

,

111

r · nm 1111 · · ,1 · · ,.V · 11111 11111

1/1// 1/11/ • 11111 • 11111 11111 ,

In Roman transliteration (Ogam inscriptions are always transliterated in
uppercase!):
QRIMITIR RON[A]NN MAQ COMOGANN
'of the priest Ronan, the son of Comgan'
Since the inscription shows linguistically young, i.e., Archaic Irish forms
(loss of final syllables, raising of e > i before a following i, loss of g
between vowel and n with compensatory lengthening), it must be from a
relatively late date, perhaps the later 5th or 6th century, but no absolute
dating is possible. In earlier inscriptions the mentioned sound changes
would not have taken place yet; at a Primitive Irish stage the inscription
would probably have looked like 'QREMITERI RONAGNI MAQI
COMAGAGNI. Into classical Old Irish the inscription would translate as
*cruimthir Rona.in maicc Comgain.

Illustration 2.2: Ogam stone, CUC 145. Reprinted
by permission of Four Courts Press
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2.3. Cl6 Gaelach
In medieval times a special Irish writing style developed from the Roman semi-uncial scipt. At
the early modern period with the invention of the printing press this Irish type was standard
ized as Cl6 Gaelach 'Irish type' for the printing of the Irish language. The Cl6 Gaelach is
basically identical with the Roman alphabet, except for the shapes of a few letters (g, lowercase r
and s). The Cl6 Gaelach was in use until the 1950s. In secondhand book shops you can find
many books in this type, and the type is still often used to give public inscriptions a kind of old
Irish flair. Older editions of Old Irish texts, especially from the 19th century, are also printed in
Cl6 Gaelach.

,d

a

l
I

b
b

C
C

d

n1
m

l1

0

n

e

1D

e

p
p

0

r
f

R, 1'

r

:s
g

S,r
s

h
h

1

"C

u

t

1

u

Illustration 2.3: Cl6 Gaelach, the basic set of letters

The Cl6 Gaelach is a reduced variant of the Roman alphabet and basically consists of 18 letters.
But in addition some of the letters can be combined with the diacritics </>1 and <·>. Moreover
there is one special sign <7> for 'and.' The diacritic </> marks the length of a vowel, never the
word accent (which in Old Irish basically is fixed on the first syllable). The name for the length
mark in Irish is sfneadh fada. The diacritic <·> is the lenition mark, which in modern ortho
graphy is expressed by an <h> following the letter. The transliteration below is in modern Irish
orthography.

A

0

c

,

'()

a

bh

ch

dh

e

0

p

S,t

t

u

6

ph

sh

th

Illustration 2.4: The diacritics of the

�

�

u

t

fh

E

gh

1
i

7
agus

Cl6 Gaelach

1 '<' and '>' are the brackets used to indicate graphemes, i.e., the basic, distinctive written signs.
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This is a detail of page 113 of the famous
manuscript Book of Leinster ( Lebor Laig
nech or LL = TCD MS 1339), written in the
12th century. You'll find the complete page
at:
http://www.isos.dcu.ie/tcd/tcd_ms_
1339/jpgs/113.jpg

Illustration 2.5: portion of LL 20b. Reprinted by permission of
the library of Trinity College Dublin

2.4. The Roman alphabet
Since the introduction of literacy into Ireland in the early Middle Ages Irish was, apart from
Ogam inscriptions, written in the Roman alphabet, though in a special character that gradually
developed into the Cl6 Gaelach. In the course of the reform of 1953, when a new Irish standard
language ('An Caighdean Oifigiuif) was created, the Cl6 Gaelach was abolished as the official
Irish script and the standard Western European Roman alphabet with certain adaptations was
again adopted. Old Irish texts have been printed using the Roman alphabet since last century.
The orthographic conventions for Irish (Old and Modern) are very different from 'usual' writing
rules for European languages and will be dealt with in the following lesson.
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3.1. The phonological system of Old Irish in comparison
Phonemes are the basic sounds of a language that make distinctions between words. Thus it is
easily comprehensible that the difference between the two German words <haus> 'house' and
<maus> 'mouse' lies in the two initial sounds /h/1 and /m/, which proves that the two are inde
pendent phonemes. But often phonemes of one language are not perceived as different sounds
in another. For example /s/ and /z/ are two different phonemes in English, i.e., they make lex
ical distinctions: /su:/ (spelled <sue>) is something other than /zu:/ (spelled <zoo>), whereas in
German they are merely variants of one another: /sone/ and /zone/ are only different pronun
ciations of the same word <sonne> 'sun.' In this case we say that /s/ and /z/ are allophones in
German. The phonological system of a language is the whole complex of its phonemes and their
interrelations. Traditionally these phonemes are grouped according to certain phonetic features.
Every language, and even every dialect of a language, has its own, individual phonological sys
tem that distinguishes it from other languages. Old Irish possesses an extremely high number of
phonemes in comparison to other European languages. Old Irish has an especially high number
of consonantal phonemes.
In nearly no alphabetically written language is there a correspondence in the number of pho
nemes and graphemes. In most cases the number of phonemes exceeds the number of gra
phemes by far. But there is hardly another language where the difference between phonemes
and graphemes is as blatant as in Old Irish. Eighteen letters are used to express 66 sounds,
which means that on an average every letter has more than 3 meanings, depending on the posi
tion in the word or sentence and depending on the surrounding letters.
In the following table (illus. 3.1) a few languages are compared as regards the numbers of their
phonemes and the numbers of letters used in their respective orthographic systems. The
phonemes are further separated into consonants, vowels and diphthongs. Sometimes letters may
have both consonantal and vocalic values, as in English where <y> can be a consonant as in
<year> or a vowel as in <by>. This is indicated by a number after a '+' in the fourth column.
Note:
1. If graphemes for long vowels marked with the sineadh fada (which is not obligatory in Old
Irish) are counted separately from short vowel graphemes, one arrives at 23 graphemes (13/10).
If one adds the letters with the punctum delens, which was not used in the earliest Old Irish
period and prevailed only in Modern Irish, one arrives at 32 graphemes (22/10).
2. In THURNEYSEN's phonological system of Old Irish (GOI 96 ff.), which has velarization
('u-quality') as a third series of consonantal quality beside palatalization and non-palatalization,
and gemination as a further mutation beside lenition, nasalization and aspiration, there is a
record number of nearly 100 phonemes in Old Irish. A phoneme system of that type is typo
logically very improbable, however, and THURNEYSEN's system is generally not used any more
today.

1 Two slashes '/ /' indicate phonemes. I will make heavy use of phonological transcriptions in this book.
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phonemes cons. / vowels / letters consonant / vowel
total
graphemes
total
diphthongs

language

Old Irish

66

42 I 11 I 13

Modern Irish

52
67
54
51
44
40
31
40

37 I 11 I 4
38 I 19 I 10
26 I 13 I 15
40 I 6 I 5
24 /12 Is
22 I 15 I 3
17 /10 I 4
25 I 11 I 4

Scottish Gaelic
North Welsh
Russian
English
German
Latin
PIE

18

13 I 5

18
18
22
33
26
30
23

13/5
13 /5
14+2 /5+2
21+2 /10
20+1 I 5+1
21 /9
17+2 I 4+2

Illustration 3.1: The phonological system of Old Irish in comparison with other European languages

3.2. The phonological system of Old Irish
The following illustration lists all phonemes of Old Irish. At the same time it presents the
phonological transcription of Old Irish that I will use in this book
1. vowels:

1.2. long vowels

1.1. short vowels
u

i
e

d

i

0

a
1.3. diphthongs:

ai
oi
(ui)

ia

TI

e

0

a
av (ov)
ev
it)
ua

2. consonants:
2.1. sonorants:
2.1.1. unlenited, non-palatalized:
2.1.2. unlenited, palatalized:
2.1.3. lenited, non-palatalized:
2.1.4. lenited, palatalized:
2.2. occlusives (and fricatives):
2.2.1. unlenited, non-palatalized:
2.2.2. unlenited, palatalized:
2.2.3. lenited, non-palatalized:
2.2.4. lenited, palatalized:
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av (ov)
ev
it)

m
m'
µ
µ'

n
n'

b
b'
�

d
d'
8

w

l]
l]'

V

v'

8'

g
g'
'Y

y'

r
r'

l'

p
p'

"A
"A'

p
p'
f/cp
f'/cp'

t
t'
0
0'

k
k'
X

x'
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2.3. sibilants (and aspirates):
2.3.1. unlenited, non-palatalized:
2.3.2. unlenited, palatalized:
2.3.3. lenited, non-palatalized:
2.3.4. lenited, palatalized:

s
s'
h
h'

Illustration 3.2: The phonological system of Old Irish

3.2.1. Vowels
3.2.1.1. The vowels are pronounced with their classical European quality, not with their English
quality.
3.2.1.2. /a/ schwa is a murmured sound without a distinct quality that in Old Irish appears only
in unaccented syllables. Short vowels are sometimes marked by a special diacritic, e.g., /a/.
3.2.1.3. Sometimes you can find long vowels represented by the vowel followed by a colon, e.g.,
/i:j. Early Old Irish apparently had two allophones of long e, namely closed /�/ and open /°£/,
which behaved differently in certain contexts. But for simplicity's sake I will render both with
/e/ in my phonological transcriptions.
3.2.1.4. My rendering of the diphthong system draws an idealized picture valid only for the
earliest period of Old Irish. Already in Classical Old Irish /01J/ and /a11/ had mostly developed
into monophtongs. If /ui/ ever existed as a separate diphthong different from /oil, the two must
have merged very early. The /ail and /oil merged during the Old Irish period and eventually
developed into a mid high monophthong which in modern orthography is spelled <ao> and
<aoi>. The only Old Irish diphthongs still extant in Modern Irish are /ia/ and /ua/. All the other
modern diphthongs, very numerous in modern Gaelic languages, developed later from other
sound clusters.
The sign /ii represents English consonantal <y>, German <j>, as in year or jahr. The /11/ repre
sents English <w> as in water.
3.2.2. Consonants
Every Old Irish consonant (with the exception of /IJ/) can appear in four different forms,
depending on the presence or absence of the two features palatalization and lenition. The
difference that the various possibilities make can be demonstrated with some examples: /bal/
'member,' /bal'/ 'members,' jba'}../ 'situation (nom.),' /ba"A.'/ 'situation (acc.);' or /rod/ 'road,'
/rod'/ 'roads,' Early Old Irish /ro8/ 'fierce (sg.),' Early Old Irish /ro8'/ 'fierce (pl.).'
3.2.2.1. Palatalization means the pronunciation of a sound with the back of the tongue raised to
wards the palate (roof of the mouth). If you try to pronounce a /ii immediately following a con
sonant you produce its palatalized variant. Non-palatalization, on the other hand, is the 'normal'
neutral pronunciation. In phonological transcriptions palatalization is usually marked by an
apostrophe <'> after the palatalized consonant; non-palatalization remains unmarked. The Mod
ern Irish term for non-palatalized consonants is leathan 'broad,' while palatalized consonants are
called caol 'slender.'
In Irish the opposition between palatalized vs. non-palatalized extends to all consonants. In
other languages (e.g., Romance and many Slavic languages) only some consonants are subject to
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this opposition (e.g., in Spanish the opposition between <n> and <fi>). Another language where
the palatalization opposition extends to almost the whole system is Russian. In consequence the
number of consonantal phonemes in Russian is nearly as high as in Old Irish (see illus. 3.1).
3.2.2.2. Lenition is a complex phenomenon in Old Irish (and in Insular Celtic as a whole), but
basically it means the 'relaxed' pronunciation of a consonant. In Old Irish lenition means that the
place of articulation of the consonant in question more or less stays the same, but in contrast to
the unlenited pronunciation no perfect occlusion is reached during the articulation: the mouth is
left open a little bit. In the end this can result in sounds that differ markedly from their unlenited
variants.
3.2.2.3. /k p t/ are pronounced, more or less like in English or Standard German, as voiceless
stops with a slight aspiration. /b d g f m h/ are pronounced as in English and German, /J3 cp/ like
English <v> and <f>. /s/ is pronounced as in English and German, but palatalized /s'/ is
pronounced like English <sh> or German <sch>. /s/ and /s'/ are always voiceless in Irish. It is a
matter of dispute if a palatalized variant of /h/ existed, but I set it up in this book for systematic
reasons. /-rJ/ is the product of nasalization of /g/, and in Old Irish it is always followed by /g/. It
is pronounced like <ng> in English <king>, but unlike in English or German the /-rJ/-sound can
also appear at the beginning of a word, e.g., a ngothae /a 'f]go0e/ 'their voices.'
3.2.2.4. For the transcription of the lenited sounds I use Greek letters.
/µ/ is pronounced like /J3/, but with a nasal quality. In other publications you may find this
sound transcribed as /v/.
/v/2 is more or less pronounced like German or English single <n>. The unlenited Old Irish /n/,
on the other hand, is pronounced somewhat stronger, probably taking a bit more time. In other
publications you may find the unlenited sound transcribed as /n:/ or as /N/, with /n/ being
used for the lenited variant.
/p/3 is pronounced with one flap of the tip of the tongue. The unlenited Old Irish /r/ on the
other hand is pronounced with a sequence of trills of the tongue. This opposition is similar to the
one in Spanish between <r> in <pero> 'but' and <rr> in <perro> 'dog.' In other publications you
may find the unlenited sound transcribed as /r:/ or as /R/, with /r/ being used for the lenited
variant.
/A/ is more or less pronounced like a German or English single <I>. The unlenited Old Irish /I/
on the other hand is pronounced somewhat stronger, probably taking a bit more time. In other
publications you may find the unlenited sound transcribed as /1:/ or as /L/, with /I/ being used
for the lenited variant.
/J3/ is a labial sound as in Latin Vergilius. In other publications you may find this sound tran
scribed as /v/.
/8/ is pronounced somewhat like the English voiced <th> in <this, that, father>.4 In other
publications you may find this sound transcribed as /of.

2 This sign is a Greek <v> 'ny'; do not confuse it with Latin <v> 've'!
3 This sign is a Greek <p> 'rho'; do not confuse it with Latin <p> 'pe'!
4 Maybe, however, the tip of the tongue did not rest between the two rows of the teeth, but rather on the base of the
upper teeth (alveols).
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/y/ is pronounced like <g> in Dutch, Modern Greek or Ukrainian, like <g> intervocally in
Spanish or <gh> in Arabic, that is, it is the voiced counterpart to German <ch>. Palatalized /y'/
is close to /i/.

/q,/

is actually the same sound as /f/. It is only used sometimes for systematic reasons to
represent ph, that is, lenited p.
/0/ is pronounced somewhat like the English voiceless<th> in<thick, thin>.

Unpalatalized /x/ is pronounced like German <ch> in <ach, Bach>; palatalized /x'/ is pro
nounced like German<ch> in<ich, dich>. Sometimes /x/ is used to represent this sound.

3.3. Pronunciation rules
Until now we have been talking only about the abstract phonological system of Old Irish. Now
we are turning our attention to the actual graphematic realization, that is the orthography and
the pronunciation of written Old Irish.
The pronunciation rules of Old Irish are very complex. The pronunciation of vowels depends on
whether they stand in accented or unaccented syllables, or whether they are simply used as
markers for the palatalization or the non-palatalization of consonants, in which case they are not
pronounced at all. The pronunciation of consonants is determined by their position at the begin
ning or inside the word, whether they stand in a consonant cluster or not, and by the quality of
the preceding or following vowel. Moreover the syntactical position within the sentence has an
impact on the realization of anlauting5 consonants as well. But step by step now (from now on I
won't put Old Irish graphemes between< > brackets any more, but I will print them in italics):
3.3.1. C pt

1. c, p, tare pronounced as voiceless stops /k p t/ in anlaut, with some aspiration as in English
and standard German, which, however, I won't mark in the phonological transcription: cor
/kop/ 'the putting,' poll /pol/ 'hole,' tol /toAj 'wish.' Anlauting p appears only in loan words.
2. Between vowels and in auslaut after vowels they are pronounced as voiced stops /g b d/:
bucae jbuge/ 'softness,' boc /bog/ 'soft,' popul /pobuAj 'people,' op /ob/ 'refusal,' fotae /fode/
'long,' fat /fod/ 'length.' In most consonant clusters in the interior of words they represent
voiced sounds as well, but no absolute rule can be given for that: ecnae /egve/ 'wisdom,' -eipret
/eb'p'ad/ 'they say,' cetnae /k'edve/ 'the same.'
3. After r, 1, n in the interior or in the auslaut of a word no rule can be given: derc /d'erk/ 'hole,'
but derc or derg /d'erg/ 'red,' ale /olk/ 'bad,' delc or delg /d'elg/ 'thorn;' certa /k'erta/ 'rights,'
cartae /kapde/ 'they who love,' daltae /dalte/ 'fosterling,' celtae /k'elde/ 'they who hide,' anta
/anta/ 'staying (gen. sg.),' antae /ande/ 'they who stay.' Take special note of pairs such as the
following: altae /alte/ '(s)he was reared' and altae /alde/ 'they who rear.'
4. When written double c, p, t most often mean voiceless /k p t/ in the interior or in the auslaut
of words. Unfortunately c, p, t may be written with single letters in these cases as well: mac(c)
/mak/ 'son,' boc(c) /bok/ 'he-goat,' at(t) /at/ 'the swelling,' at(t)ach /atax/ 'refuge, the praying,'
sop(p) /sop/ 'wisp, tuft.' And even more unfortunately cc, pp, tt may mean voiced /g b d/ as
5 Note the following terms: anlautmeans absolute word-initial position, inlautis word-interior position, and auslautis
absolute word-final position.
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well: mace /mak/ 'son' and bratt /brat/ 'coat' have /k t/, but becc /b'eg/ 'small' and brott jbrod/
'goad, whip' have /g d/.
3.3.2. b d g
1. b, d, g are pronounced as voiced stops /b d g/ in anlaut gel /g'eA/ 'bright,' bun jbuv/ 'ground,
base,' du] /duAj 'the going.'
2. Between vowels and in auslaut after vowels they are pronounced as voiced fricatives /� 8 y/:
togu /toyu/ 'choice,' mug /muy/ 'slave,' dubae /du�e/ 'sadness,' dub /du�/ 'black,' mod /mo8/
'manner, mode,' badud jba8u8/ 'the drowning.' In most word interior consonant clusters they
are pronounced as voiced fricatives as well, although, as can be seen from the examples in
3.3.1.3, they can also stand for /b d g/, especially after r, 1, n.
3. If written double bb, dd, ggmean voiced stops /b d g/, e.g., abb /ab/ 'abbot.'
4. After certain proclitic elements and in certain syntactical constructions initial b, d, g, p, t, c
don't have their anlaut values, but those of word interior position. More will be explained about
this in the chapter about mutations in lesson 4.
3.3.3. ch ph th
1. ch, ph, th are the voiceless fricatives /x <p 0/; phis identical in pronunciation with f. ech /ex/
'horse,' ofph /oicp/ 'beauty,' ath Jae/ 'ford,' a chatt /a xat/ 'his cat,' in phfan /iv cpiav/ 'the pain,'
mo thech /mo 0'ex/ 'my house.'
3.3.4. f
1. f is the voiceless fricative /f/: feil /f'eJ:/ 'feast-day,' leicfid /l'eg'f';38'/ 'he will let.' In certain
syntactic constructions it means /�/ in anlaut a feil /a WeA!/ 'their feast-day.' I (often, especially
in old texts, also f without the punctum delens) represents the 'non-sound' / /: a leil, a feil /a e,..:j
'his feast-day,' neimlfrinnech, neimffrinnech /n'eµ'Ip'i3n'i3X/ 'untruthful.'
3.3.5. S X
1. s is the voiceless sibilant /s/: sail /sa).'/ 'willow,' leis /l'es'/ 'with him.' In word-internal
position especially after short vowels, /s/ can be written with double ss: leiss = leis /l'es'/ 'with
him,' cossa = cosa /kosa/ 'feet.' s (often, especially in old texts, also s without the punctum
delens) represents /h/: a sfl, a sfl /a h'IA/ 'his seed, his offspring,' drochsuil, drochsuil /droxhu),,'/
'evil eye;' x and chs represent the consonant cluster /xs/: foxal, fochsal /foxsi3A/ 'abduction.'
3.3.6. r In
1. In anlaut r, 1, n are pronounced as strong /r 1 n/: run /ruv/ 'secret,' Jebor /l'e�i3p/ 'book,' not
/nod/ 'note.' The same is true for double rr, 11, nn: corr /kor/ 'crane,' coll /kol/ 'hazel,' cenn /k'en/
'head,' a llibuir /a l'i�up'/ 'her/their books,' a rrfge /a r'Iy'e/ 'the/her/their kingdom,' cenna
/k'ena/ 'heads.' The same pronunciation is true most of the time for the position before t, d, s, I, r,
n and after s, 1, r, n.
2. Between vowels and in auslaut after vowels single r, 1, n are pronounced as lenited /p A v/:
torad /topi38/ 'fruit,' tola /to'Aa/ 'desires,' cona /kova/ 'dogs (acc. pl.),' car /kop/ 'contract,' col
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/koA/ 'sin,' son /sov/ 'sound.' The same is true for anlauting r, 1, n when preceded by leniting
words: mo lebor /mo A'e�ap/ 'my book,' dond nof /dond voif 'to the boat.'
3.3.7.m
1.min anlaut represents /m/: marb /mar�/ 'dead.'
2. In the interior of words and in auslaut m is pronounced as the bilabial, nasal fricative /µ/:
dama /daµa/ 'companies,' dam /daµ/ 'ox, stag.' The same is true for anlauting m when preceded
by a leniting word: a mathair /a µa.Sap'/ 'his mother.'
3. Double mm always represents /m/: m6raimm /mopam'/ 'I praise,' lomma /lama/ plural of
Jomm /lorn/ 'naked,' a mmathair /a ma.Sap'/ 'her/their mother.' Unfortunately, all these cases
can be written with a single mas well: m6raim /mopam'/ 'I praise,' Joma /lama/ plural of Jom
/lorn/ 'naked,' a mathair /a ma.Sap'/ 'her/their mother.'
3.3.8. nd mb
1. In early Old Irish nd and mb stood for /nd/ and /mb/ (also in the beginning of words). But
from late Old Irish onwards they were pronounced as /n/ and /m/ and are freely interchange
able with nn and mm in the manuscripts.
3.3.9. h
1. In the earliest sources of Old Irish h seems to be an empty letter, which means that it stands
for nothing (except in the digraphs ch, ph, th, where it marks lenition). One theory says that the
letter h before vowels in the anlaut of short words was used to make the word look bigger: e.g.,
hi /if 'in,' hi /1/ a deictic particle, huair /uap'/ 'hour, because.' Phonetic /h/ that results from
lenition of s is written s or s: a suil, a suil /a ho.A'/. Phonetic /h/ that results from aspiration
('h-mutation') is usually not written: a ech /a h'ex/ 'her horse,' inna Eirenn /ina h'ep'an/ 'of Ire
land.'6 In later texts and manuscripts, however, written h usually does represent the sound /h/,
though instances of cases like hi for /i/ also occur frequently.
3.3.10. Vowels
1. The short vowels a, e, i, o, u are pronounced with their own quality only in stressed syllables
and in absolute auslaut, that is in the last syllable if no other consonant follows: dam /daµ/ 'ox,
stag,' fer /f'ep/ 'man,' fir /f'ip'/ 'men,' tola /toAa/ 'desires,' subach /su�ax/ 'happy,' tuatha /tuaSa/
'tribes, nations,' ceile /k'eA'e/ 'client,' ceili /k'eA'i/ 'clients,' inna sulo /ina sUAo/ 'of the eye,' a liru
/a ipu/ 'oh men!'
2. In Old Irish all nouns and adjectives are stressed on the first syllable.7 Only some adverbs, e.g.,
those starting with in-, are stressed on the second syllable. Where necessary, the accent in
6 For a different opinion on the nature of Old Irish h in the earliest sources see: Peter SCHRIJVER, 'On the Nature and
Origin of Word-Initial H- in the Wiirzburg Glosses,' Eriu 48 (1997)", 205-227.
7 This definition only holds true from a modern point of view of Old Irish parts of speech under the assumption that
articles, prepositions and other particles are separate words of their own. It seems, however, that in earliest times Irish
men of letters had a different concept of 'words.' Judging by the spellings found, for example, in the Old Irish glosses,
it would emerge that anything that fell under one stress was conceived to belong to a single word. In the following
two examples the stressed vowels have an understroke: 'he imitates my manners' was spelled with two orthographic
words in Wb. 9a15 ins§!.mlatharside mobtsusa, whereas we would today write in-samlathar-side mo besu-sa; or
tresinfgil stQridi adQparar cachdfil. forsind§!.ltoir ( Wb. 20d13) 'through the spiritual blood which is offered every day
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phonological transcriptions is represented by the acute < >: indfu /in'd'fv/ 'today,' innuraid
/inQp.38'/ 'last year,' alaile /a"A,J"A,'e/ 'the other, some.' Some word classes like prepositions,
possessive pronouns and articles are unstressed. In compound verbs, which means verbs that
consist of more than only the verbal root plus ending, at the beginning of the sentence the stress
falls on the second element; in fact the second element is treated as the beginning of the word
also in other respects. In this book the second element in the 'verbal complex' will be marked by
a preceding mid-high dot <->;8 the stress falls immediately after the dot: as-beir /as-b'_gp'/ 'he
says,' condid-nderofmed /kond'.38-n'd'_gpoiµ'.38'/ 'so that he should protect him.'
3. In non-final unstressed syllables all short vowels except for u represent /.3/ 'schwa,' that is a
short, murmured sound without full vocalic quality. How this schwa is spelled is determined by
the quality of the surrounding consonants: 9
3.1. /C.3C/: <CaC>
If both surrounding consonants are non-palatalized, schwa is spelled with a: tabart
/ta�.3rt/ 'the giving.'
3.2. /C.3C'/: <CaiC> or <CiC>
If the preceding consonant is non-palatalized and the following is palatalized, schwa is
spelled with ai or i: formait or formit /form.3d'/ 'envy.'
3.3. /C'.3C/: <CeC>
If the preceding consonant is palatalized and the following is non-palatalized, schwa is
spelled with e: epert /eb'.3rt/ 'the saying.'
3.4. /C'.3C'/: <CiC>
If both consonants are palatalized, schwa is spelled with i: baitsid jbat's'.38'/ 'he baptizes.'
Note the possibility of confusion with case 3.2.
Etymological spellings can overrule these rules. In the vicinity of labial sounds (m, b, p) schwa
can be represented by o or u, e.g., the personal name Conchobor /kovx.3�.3p/. Where u is found in
an unstressed, non-final syllable it means that /u/ and not /.3/ schwa is the sound to be pro
nounced in this syllable; iu in unstressed syllables stands for /u/ after a palatalized consonant,
e.g., fothugud /fo0uyu8/ 'the establishing,' Jeiciud /l'eg'u8/ 'the letting.'
4. The long vowels a, e, i, 6, (z are pronounced longer than their short counterparts. They always
retain their own quality, irrespective of their position. For /e/ sometimes a? or ;f2 is written.
Sometimes, especially in early texts, the length of a vowel can be indicated by the double spell
ing of the vowel, e.g., rii or rfi /r'I/ 'king.' It seems as if at no stage of medieval Irish history the
marking of vowel length by the sfneadh fada <"> was obligatory; it could always be left out,
leaving the vowel length orthographically unexpressed.
5. Diphthongs (not to be confused with the vocalic digraphs, see 3.3.10.6 below!) always retain
their own quality. In normalized editions the diphthong /oi/ is written of and 6e, the diphthong
upon the altar' would break up into the following eight words tresin fuil storidi ad-oparar each dia forsind altoir in
modern editions. If we based our phonological analysis of Old Irish accent rules on these spelling conventions, things
would become much more complicated and we could in no way speak of regular initial stress in Old Irish.
8 A hyphen <-> is used by some scholars to indicate the same thing. In many Old Irish text editions, however, and of
course in the manuscripts themselves, the pre-accentual part of the verb may be separated from the accented part by a
space, or the position of the stress may be not indicated orthographically at all: the verbal form is written as one word.
9 In this course C is used as cover symbol for all consonants.
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/ai/ is written af and ae (note the position of the sfneadh Eada!): 16ech, loich /loix/ 'warrior,' mail,
ma.el /map,/ 'shorn, bald.' ae and 6e can only be used before non-palatalized consonants. The
variants of and af stand mostly before palatalized consonants, but they may also be used before
non-palatalized consonants.
The diphthongs /ov/ and /av/ are written 6u and au, ao in normalized editions: bao /bav/
genitive singular of 'cow.'
The diphthong /ev/ is written eo, eu, the diphthong /iv/ is written fu, the diphthong /ui/ is
written uf: beo, beu jb'ev/ 'alive,' indfu /in'd'fv/ 'today,' druf /druif 'druid.'
The diphthongs /ia/ and /ua/ are written fa and ua: grian /g'r'iav/ 'sun,' truag /truay/ 'sad.'
Never mistake a manual for real life! In the manuscripts the use and the position of the sfneadh
fada varies freely. To avoid confusion with the vocalic digraphs and with hiatus forms I will
adhere to the normalized practice outlined above.
6. In addition to the diphthongs, which count as one syllable, in Old Irish so-called hiatuses
exist. These are sequences of two vowels (mainly ia, iu and ie) that have to be pronounced as
two syllables. They are recognizable in normalized orthography by the fact that unlike the corre
sponding diphthongs, no sfneadh fada is written on them. In transcription they are represented
by forms with < ·> dieresis or trema10: disyllabic fiach /f'iax/ 'raven' (but monosyllabic ffach
/f'iax/ 'a legal due'), nie /n'ie/ 'nephew,' friu /f'r'iti f'r'ihu/ 'towards them.' Sometimes the dier
esis is also used in text editions to indicate hiatus. Hiatuses fell together with their diphthongic
counterparts rather early in the Gaelic language of Ireland, but they have mostly remained until
today in spoken Scottish Gaelic.
3.3.11. The marking of palatalization and non-palatalization
As stated in 2.7.4 above, every consonant in Old Irish can appear either palatalized or non-pala
talized ('neutral'). In phonological transcriptions palatalization is marked with the apostrophe
<'>;11 but Old Irish orthography uses other means to express this distinction:
1. An anlauting consonant is palatalized if followed by one of the front vowels i, e, f,
'seed, offspring,' gillae /g'ile/ 'boy, servant,' sel /s'eAj 'a while,' der /d'ep/ 'tear.'

e: sfl /s'i"A/

2. The same is basically true for word interior consonants. In most cases a purely orthographic i
that has no sound value is added before the consonant in question: berid and beirid /b'ep'.38'/ 'he
carries,' cele and ceile /k'e"A'e/ 'client,' magen and maigen /may'.3v/ 'field.'
3. In auslaut palatalization is indicated by a preceding i, which is purely orthographic and has
no sound value; cf. the minimal pairs:
ben /b'ev/ 'woman'
6r /op/ 'gold'
gabal /ga�aAj 'the taking'

vs.
vs.
vs.

bein jb'ev'/ 'woman' archaic acc. sg
6ir /op'/ 'of the gold' gen. sg
gabail /ga�a"A'/ 'the taking' prep., acc. sg.

4. The use of i to indicate palatalization of a following consonant creates the non-diphthongic
digraphs ai, ei, oi, ui, ai, ei, 6i, ui, which stand for the monophthongs /a e o u a e o u/ before a
10 The forms with dieresis /a a o ti/ in transcription have nothing to do with German umlaut! These letters only
represent tautosyllabic /a a o u/ in Irish words after another vowel.
11 Of course the reverse is true as well: if in a phonological transcription no apostrophe <'> is written, the preceding
consonant is not palatalized.
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palatalized consonant: gaib /gaW/ 'take!,' beir /b'ep'/ 'carry!,' 6ir /op'/ 'of the gold,' duin /duv'/
'of the fort' etc. Real diphthongs are written af, ae, of, 6e, ui (see 3.3.10.5. above). The diphthongs
ai and of are usually used before palatalized consonants; ae and 6e are consistently used before
non-palatalized consonants.

5. If followed by one of the back vowels a, o, u, a, 6, u, any consonant is non-palatalized. A
consonant in auslaut is non-palatalized if no i precedes it.

6. To complicate matters, in unstressed word interior syllables i may follow directly a non-pala
talized consonant or an a can be inserted before it: berid and beraid can both stand for /b'epa8'/
'he may carry'12 (see 3.3.10.3 above).
7. In words of one syllable with i or i as their vowel no distinction between palatalization or non
palatalization of the auslauting consonant can be made: mind /m'ind/ nom. sg. of 'diadem,' but
mind /m'in'd'/ gen. sg. of 'diadem.' In later times and in Modern Irish orthography an o is
written in such cases to indicate non-palatalization: mionn /m'in/.
8. In absolute auslaut the following conventions are used: -i and -e may follow directly a non
palatalized consonant, or a purely orthographical a can be inserted before them: dalte, daltae
/dalte/ 'fosterling,' dalti, daltai /dalti/ 'fosterlings' (spellings like dalte or dalti are of course
ambiguous, as they could theoretically also indicate a palatalized consonant before the e/1). -iu
stands for a /u/ after a palatalized consonant: Laigniu, Lagniu /lay'v'u/ 'inhabitants of Leinster
(acc. pl.);' -ea and -eo stand for /a/ and /o/ after palatalized consonants: doirsea, dorsea
/dop's'a/ 'doors,' toimseo /toµ's'o/ 'measure (gen. sg.).'
3.3.12. One final word
You'll find tables displaying the spellings of Old Irish phonemes in Appendix F.1 and F.2. In the
previous pages many subtleties of Old Irish orthography had to be silently passed over in order
not to extend the length of the lesson. Certain aspects of the orthography changed over the cen
turies, and the scribes often confused old and modern spelling conventions, so that in the
manuscripts you will hardly ever encounter texts that conform 100% to the rules laid out above.
In reality Old Irish orthography is much more complicated, and the only way to come to terms
with it is to read and read and read...

\(

Illustration 3.3: A sheep after having
tried to master Old Irish orthography

12 Note: berid can stand for beirid /b'ep'a8'/ 'he carries' and beraid /b'epa8'/ 'he may carry'!
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3.4. Sample texts with phonological analysis
3.4.1 Seel lemm duib
The following is an Old Irish poem about the coming of winter in Old Irish orthography and a
phonological transcription. I followed Gerard MURPHY (Early Irish Lyrics, Oxford 1956: 160) in
the wording, but I adapted the orthography of the poem a little bit. The translation is rather free.

Seel lemm duib

phonological transcription

News of Winter

Seel lemm duib:
dordaid dam,
snigid gaim,
ro,faith sam;

s'k'eA l'em dnW
dordd8' daµ
s'n'iy'd8' gaµ'
ro,fa.0' saµ

News for you,
hear stags bell,
winter snows,
summer's gone;

gaeth ard uar
'
isel grian,
gair a rith,
ruirthech rian;

gai0 ard uap
is'dA g'r'iav
gap' a r'i0
rup'0'dx r'iav

wind, strong, cold,
sun is low,
short his course,
heavy sea;

roruad rath,
ro,cleth cruth,
ro-gab gnath
giugrann guth;

ropua8 rae
ro·k'l'e0 krue
ro,ga� gna.0
g'ivypdn gu0

fern rust-red,
lost its shape,
wild-goose cries
usual cry;

ro·gab uacht
etti en,
aigre re:
e mo scel.

ro-ga� uaxt
et'i h'ev
ay'p'e r'e
e mo s'k'eA

cold takes hold
of birds' wings,
time of ice:
that's my news.

3.4.2 The opening sentences of Scela Muicce Meic Dath6
The following passage is taken (again with some slight adaptations in spelling) from Rudolf
THURNEYSEN's edition of Scela Mucce Meic Dath6 'The Tale of Mac Da Th6's Pig' (Dublin Insti
tute for Advanced Studies. Medieval and Modern Irish Series 6, Dublin 1935). The phonological
transcription and the translation again are mine.
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Text:

Phonological Transcription:

Boi ri amrae for Laignib, Mac Dath6 a ainm.
Boi cu occo. Im-diched in cu Laigniu uili.
Ailbe ainm in chon, ocus ba Ian Eriu dia air
dircus in chon. Do-eth 6 Ailill ocus 6 Meidb
do chungid in chon. Immalle dano tancatar
ocus techta Ulad ocus Chonchobair do chun
gid in chon chetnai. Ro-ferad failte friu uili,
ocus ructha cuci-sium isin mbrudin. Is si-sin
in ch6iced bruden ro-boi i nErinn isind aim
sir-sin, ocus bruden Da-Derg i crich Cua
lann ocus bruden Forgaill Manaich ocus
bruden Maic Da-Reo i mBrefni ocus bruden
Da-Choca i n-iarthur Midi.

boi r'i aµpe fop lay'v'aW, mak daeo a an'm'.
boi kn ogo. im'·d'1x'a8 in kn lay'v'u huA'i.
aA'We an'm' in xov, ogus ba lav ep'u d'ia ap'8'ar'k'us in xov. do-ee o aA'al' ogus o µ'e8'W
do xuIJ'g'a8' in xov. imal'e dav6 tavgadap
ogus t'exta uAa8 ogus xovxa�ap' do xuIJ'g'a8'
in xov xedvi. ro-f'epa8 fal't'e f'r'ihu huA'i,
ogus pugea kugi-s'uµ is'av mbru8'av'. is s'i
s'iv' in xog'a8 �pu8'av ro-�oi i v'ep'an' is'and
am's'ap'-s'iv', ogus �u8'an da-b'erg i g'r'iX' kua
Aan ogus �pu8'av orgal' µavax' ogus �pu8'av
µak' 8a-p'el} i m'b'r'ef'v'i ogus �pu8'an da
xoga i v'iapeup µ'i8'i.

Translation:
There was a famous king over the Laigin (Leinster-men), Mac Da-Th6 his name. He
had a dog. The dog used to guard all Laigin. Ailbe the name of the dog, and Ireland
was full of the dog's renown. There came (men) from Ailill and from Medb to ask for
the dog. At the same time then they came and the messengers of the Ulaid (Ulster
men) and of Conchobar came to ask for the same dog. Welcome was given to all of
them, and they were brought to him in the hostel. This is the fifth hostel that existed
in Ireland at that time, and the hostel of Da-Derg in the district of Cualu and the
hostel of Forgall Manach and the hostel of Mac Da-Reo in Breifne and the hostel of
Da-Choca in the West of Mide.
3.5. Exercise
Now try your own luck in transcribing an Old Irish
poem. It is the famous poem about the monk and his cat,
found in a manuscript in the monastery of St. Paul im
Lavanttal in Austria (Thes. ii 293.14-294.4). Don't be
afraid of making mistakes. Do it like the monk and his cat
Pangur: catch whatever comes into your net. And should
nothing come into your net, just enjoy the poem.

Illustration 3.4: Pangur Ban
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Messe ocus Pangur ban

The Scholar and his Cat

Meisse ocus Pangur Ban,
cechtar nathar fria saindan;
bith a menma-sam fri seilgg,
mu menma cein im saincheirdd.

Myself and Pangur Ban,
each of us at his own art.
His mind is always turned to hunting,
my own mind to my special trade.

Caraimm-se fos, ferr each chi,
oc mu lebran leir ingnu.
Ni foirmtech frimm Pangur Ban,
caraid cesin a maccdan.

I love it quiet, better than fame,
while eagerly studying my book.
Pangur is not envious of me,
he loves his own childish art.

6 ru-biam (scel cen scis)
innar tegdais ar n-6endis,
taithiunn (dichrichide clius)
ni fris-tarddam ar n-athius.

When we two are (no fatigue)
alone in our house,
we have something (unlimited sport)
to point our attention to.

Gnath huaraib ar gressaib gal
glenaid luch inna lin-sam;
OS me, du-fuit im lin chein
dliged ndoraid cu ndroncheill.

Regularly, after a violent rush,
a mouse clings to his net.
And I, into my own net falls,
a dark, but important statement.

Fuachaid-sem fri frega fal
a rose anglese comlan.
Fuachaimm chein fri fegi fis
mu rose reil, cesu imdis.

Towards the wall he points
his bright and penetrating glare.
Towards the keenness of knowledge
I point my own clear, but weak glare.

Failid-sem cu ndeine dul,
hi-nglen luch inna gerchrub;
hi-tucu cheist ndoraid ndil,
os me cheine am failid.

He rejoices in dashing around,
when a mouse clings to his sharp claw;
when I grasp a dark but dear problem,
it is I myself who rejoices.

Cia beimmi ammin nach re,
ni·derban each a cheile.
maith la cechtar nar a dan,
subaigthius a 6enuran.

Though we are like this all time,
no-one disturbes the other.
Each of us loves his art,
and is glad in it alone.

He feisin as choimsid dau
in muid du-ngni each 6enlau.
Du thabairt doraid du gle
for mu mud cein am meisse.

He himself is his master
of the job he does each single day.
But to bring dark to light,
in my own way, that's what I do.
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3.6. Exercise
And now go ahead with a longer piece of prose. It tells about the arrival of the greatest hero of
the Ulaid (inhabitants of the northern Irish province of Ulster) Cu Chulainn as a small boy of five
years at the court of the province's king Conchobar mac Nessa. The passage is taken from John
STRACHAN's Stories from the Ta.in (Dublin 1904), a beginners' reader in Old Irish saga texts. If
you want to read the whole story of the Cattle Raid of Cuailnge, the translation of Thomas
KINSELLA (The Tain, Oxford University Press 1970) can be recommended. Try to analyze each
word on its own.
'Altae-som em,' ol Fergus, 'la mathair 7 la athair ocond Airgdig i mMaig Muirtheimni.
Ad-fessa d6 airscelae na maccraide i nEmain. Ar biit tri c6ecait mace and,' ol Fergus, 'oca clui
chiu. Is samlaid do-meil Conchobar a flaith: trian ind lai oc deicsin na maccraide, a trian n-aill oc
imbirt fidchille, a trian n-aill oc 6ul chormae, conid-gaib cotlud de. Cia beimmi-ni for longais
riam, ni-fil i nEire 6claig bas amru,' ol Fergus.
'Guidid Cu Chulainn dia mathair didiu a leiciud dochumm na maccraide. "Ni-regae," ol a
mathair, "condit-roib coimthecht di anrothaib Ulad." "Rochian lemm-sa anad fri sodain," ol Cu
Chulainn. "Inchoisc-siu dam-sa ced leth at-ta Emain." "Fathuaid ammne," ol a mathair, "7 is
doraid a n-uide," ol si, "at-ta Sliab Fuait etruib." "Do-ber indass fair," ol Cu Chulainn, "ammin."
Teit ass iarum, 7 a sciath slissen laiss 7 a bunsach 7 a lorg a.nae 7 a liathr6it. Fo-ceirded a
bunsaig riam conda-gaibed ar loss resiu do-rotsad a bun for lar.
Teit cosna maccu iarum cen naidmm a f6esma forru. Ar ni-teiged nech cuccu inna cluichemag
co-n-arnastae a f6esam. Ni-fitir-som a n-i-sin. "Non-saraigedar in mace," ol Follomon mace
Conchobuir, "sech ra-fetammar is di Ultaib d6." Arguntais d6. Maidid f6o.
Fo-cerdat a tri c6ecta bunsach fair, 7 ar-sissetar isin sdath slissen uili leis-seom. Fo-cerdat dano
a liathr6iti uili fair-seom. Ocus nos-gaib-seom each n-oin liathr6it inna ucht. Fo-cerdat dano a tri
c6ecta lorg n-anae fair. Ara-clich-som connach-rancatar, 7 gabais airbir diib fria aiss.
Riastarthae imbi-seom i suidiu. Inda lat ba tindorcun as-n-ort each foiltne inna chenn lasa
coimeirge con-erracht. Inda lat ba oibell teined boi for each 6enfinnu. fadais indala suil connarbo
letha indaas cr6 snathaite. As-oilgg alaili combo m6ir beolu fidchoich. Do-rig dia glainini co-rrici
a au. As-oilg a beolu coa inairdriuch combo ecnae a inchr6es. At-recht in luan laith assa mulluch.
Benaid fona maccu farum. Do-scara c6ecait mace diib resiu ristais dorus nEmna. Fo-rrumai
n6nbar diib toram-sa 7 Chonchobar; bammar oc imbirt fidchille. Lingid-som dano tarsin fidchill
i ndegaid ind n6nbuir.
Gaibid Conchobar a rigid. "Ni maith ar-railter in maccrad," ol Conchobar. "Deithbir dam-sa, a
phopa Conchobuir," ol se. "Dos-roacht do chluichiu 6m thaig 6m mathair 7 6m athair, 7 ni maith
ro-mbatar friumm." "Cia th'ainm-siu?" ol Conchobor. "Setantae mace Sualtaim atom-chomnaicc
se, 7 mace Dechtire do fethar-su. Nibu d6ig mo choinfere sund." "Ced naro-nass do f6esam-so
dano forsna maccu?" ol Conchobar. "Ni-fetar-sa a n-i-sin," ol Cu Chulainn. "Gaib it laim mo
f6esam airriu didiu." "Atmu," ol Conchobar.
La sodain do-ella-som forsin maccraid sechn6n in tige. "Cid no-tai dano doib indossa?" ol
Conchobar. "Co-ronastar a f6esam-som form-sa dano," ol Cu Chulainn. "Gaib it laim didiu," ol
Conchobar. "Atmu," ol Cu Chulainn.
Lotar uili isa cluichemag farum, 7 ata-rechtatar in maicc-hi ro-slassa and. Fos-rathatar a
muimmi 7 a n-aitti.'
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4.1. The initial mutations
One of the most striking features of all Insular Celtic languages are the so-called mutations, the
systematic changes in the anlaut of words, governed by the syntactical properties of the pre
ceding word. Mutations seem to be an exclusively Insular Celtic morphonematic phenomenon:
there is no certain evidence that Continental Celtic had anything of that kind. In the context of
European languages initial mutations take up an 'exotic' position: no other European standard
language has them, but, for example, in a number of dialects of Romance languages (Andal
usian, Sardian, etc.) comparable phenomena occur.
To give you an impression of how mutations operate and what they can look like (observe only
the changes in the anlaut of the following words, don't be worried about the changes in the in
terior and in the end): ech means 'horse,' becc means 'small.' With the article in, the nominative
singular 'the small horse' is realized as int ech becc /int ex b'eg/. In the genitive the whole phrase
becomes ind eich bicc /ind ex' Wig'/ - nothing has changed in the anlaut of eich, but the anlaut of
becc /b'eg/ was lenited to bicc /Wig'/, due to the influence of the form eich. In the accusative the
phrase becomes in n-ech mbecc /in n'ex m'b'eg/: an n was added to the anlaut of ech, and in a
similar way becc was nasalized to mbecc /m'b'eg/, all these changes triggered by the preceding
word.
Mutated forms are those forms that are actually encountered in the texts. If you want to look up
a word in the dictionary you always have to look for the unmutated form.

4.2. The mutations of Old Irish
Old Irish has three different types of mutations (British languages can have even more):
1. lenition (Mod. Ir. seimhiu)
2. nasalization ('eclipsis') (Mod. Ir. uru)
3. aspiration ('h-mutation')
Mutations usually affect words within a phrase (noun phrase, verbal phrase). Phrases are the
constituent parts of the sentence, that is subject, object, prepositional phrase, verb, etc. To take an
English example: in the sentence My big brother can see the small, spotted puppy happily
playing in the blooming garden with a group of children, the subject phrase is 'my big brother,'
'the small, spotted puppy' is the object phrase, 'in the blooming garden' and 'with a group of
children' are prepositional phrases and 'can see' is the verbal phrase.
Mutations usually, although not absolutely, have no effect across the phrase boundary. That
means that, e.g., the last word in a subject phrase would not affect the first word of an object
phrase, even though the latter would immediately follow the first. In Early Old Irish mutational
effects even across phrase boundaries may be encountered.
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4.3. Lenition
Lenition basically means that consonants are pronounced in a more relaxed way than usual. The
place of articulation stays the same, but unlike with stops, the tongue or the lips do not com
pletely seal off the stream of air flowing through the mouth. Lenition only affects consonants;
anlauting vowels do not change. The lenited pronunciation of consonants per se is nothing
exotic at all; in fact this happens all the time in many languages (think of the way tt in words like
matter is pronounced in American English, or how bis pronounced in a word like lieber in
Austrian German), though in most languages this remains a variant pronunciation, which
creates no difference in meaning. This is how lenition started off in Irish and Insular Celtic as a
whole, too. But the Insular Celtic languages underwent a series of decisive changes in their
prehistory, which in the end resulted in grammatical systems where the lenited articulation of a
sound made an important difference in meaning.
The exact way in which this 'relaxation' is realized for each consonant in Old Irish can be seen in
illustration 4.2. The entry under the heading 'lenited' shows you how the lenited sounds are
realized in pronunciation. Unfortunately in most cases there is no
distinction in orthography between the unlenited sounds and
their lenited counterparts (b, d, g, m, n, r, 1, s, f). Only with p, c, t
and s2 is the lenited form always graphically distinct. In the other
-�----.-=::::::::.--·
cases one simply has to know from the context when lenition is
Illustration 4.1: Relaxation
present. You will learn this in the course of time. Unlike in Old
Irish, in Modern Irish orthography lenition is consistently marked: lenited consonants always
have an h after them.

:��

-�

Note: In illustrations 4.2 and 4.3 the consonants stand for palatalized and non-palatalized con
sonants alike.
unmutated

lenited

written

unmutated

lenited

written

m

/µ/
/v/
/p/

m

p

ph

n

C

/<p/

r

/0/

th

s, s

t
b
d

d

f,ph

g

/8/
/y/

n
r
I
S1 (< *s)
S2

(< *SJ!)

f

IV

/h/
/f/

II

1

l, f, -

Ix/

ch

/Bl

b
g

Illustration 4.2: Lenition

Note:
1. There is no difference in pronunciation between s1 and s2; the difference is only historical
etymological. s1 continues PIE *s. s2, from PIE and Common Celtic *sg, appears only in a tiny
number of words, the most important being siur /s'itip/ 'sister.' For example, 'my sister' would
be mo fiur, mo phiur /mo f'itip/. The lenition of s > f obviously struck the speakers of Irish
themselves as very peculiar, as it was soon given up in favor of s > h1 like in the vast majority of
cases.sis not affected by lenition when followed by p, t, c, m.
1

Scottish Gaelic, however, behaved differently from Irish.
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2. f is actually lenited to / / zero, which may be spelled l, for not at all.
3. In the oldest time both withs1 and with flenition was not indicated in spelling, e.g., <f> could
both stand for /f/ and for / /: a fine /a f'iv'e/ 'her family' and a fine /a iv'e/ 'his family.' It was
only during the Old Irish period that the punctum deJens <·>, the dot put overs and f, came into
use to indicate the lenited variants: a fine /a iv'e/ 'his family.'
4. Lenition is prevented when the final consonant of the leniting word and the consonant to be
lenited are 'homorganic,' that is, when they are articulated at the same place in the mouth. This
refers to the dental sounds (Id t 1 n s/), the labial sounds (/b p m/) and the guttural sounds (lg
k/).

4.4. Leniting forms
Throughout this book all words and inflectional forms that trigger lenition of the following
word will have a superscript L after them.
Lenition takes place after the following words and forms:
1. certain prepositions (e.g., arL 'in front of,' immL 'around,' doL 'to, for,' etc.)
2. certain conjunctions (e.g., maL 'if,' ocusL 'and,' etc.)
3. certain possessive pronouns and infixed pronouns (e.g., moL 'my,' doL 'thy,' aL 'his,'
-mL 'me,' -tL 'thee,' etc.)
4. certain case endings within noun phrases (e.g., gen. sg., prep. sg. and nom. pl. of
the a-stems, nom. sg. and prep. sg of the a-stems, etc.)
5. in certain syntactical constructions (certain relative clauses, etc.)
Don't be worried now; you will learn all the leniting words and forms at the appropriate time.
Examples for lenited forms:
peccad /p'eka8/ 'sin'
tech /t'ex/ 'house'
cfall /k'ial/ 'sense'
ben /b'ev/ 'woman'
du.an /duav/ 'poem'
gair /gap'/ 'a shout'
mathair /ma0ap'/ 'mother'
neJ /n'e'A/ 'cloud'
Jeth /l'e0/ 'side'
rfar /r'iap/ 'will, wish'
soiJse /sol's'e/ 'brightness'
siur /s'itip/ 'sister'
frecrae /f'r'egpe/ 'answer'
ainm /an'm'/ 'name'

mo pheccad /mo cp'eka8/ 'my sin'
imm thech /im' 0'ex/ 'around a house'
in chiall /in x'ial/ 'the sense'
in ben /in Wev/ 'the woman'
di duain /d'i 8uav'/ 'two poems'
in gair /in yap'/ 'the shout'
do mathair /do µa0ap'/ 'thy mother'
fa neuJ /fo v'ev'Af 'under a cloud'
do Jeth/do A'e0/ 'towards'
fa reir /fo p'ep'/ 'under the will'
int soilse, int soilse /int hol's'e/ 'the brightness'
mo fiur, mo phiur /mo f'itip/ 'my sister'
do frecrae (frecrae, recrae) /do p'egpe/ 'thy answer'
m'ainm /man'm'/ 'my name'
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4.5. Nasalization
Basically, nasalization means that a nasal sound (In m lJI) is added to the anlaut of a word,
though this isn't always orthographically and phonetically evident. Both consonants and vowels
are affected by nasalization. With nasalization, as in lenition, nasalized sounds in many cases are
spelled exactly as their unmutated counterparts (p, t, c, f, s). One has to know from the context
when a letter represents the nasalized value of a sound. Only with b, d, g and words beginning
with vowels is nasalization unambiguously expressed in orthography.
nasalized

written

unmutated

nasalized

written

p

t
b
d

/bl
lgl
ldl
lmbl
lndl
l1Jgl

lml
lnl
lrl
II/
Isl
l�I
lvVI

m(m)
n(n)

g

m
n
r
1
s
£

unmutated

p
C

C

t
mb
nd
ng

vowel

Illustration 4.3: Nasalization

r(r)
1(1)
s
f

n-V

Note:
1. The nasalized products of band d: mb and nd probably were pronounced lmbl and lndl in
earliest Old Irish, but changed to pronunciation lml resp. lnl before the Middle Irish period.
2. The nasalization of an anlauting vowel is indicated in normalized Old Irish orthography by an
n separated by a hyphen <-> from the word: inna n-ech lina v'exl 'of the
horses.' In the manuscripts they are not separated.
3. In addition to the sounds lfl and I I, the letter f can also represent the
nasalized variant I�/. So, a fine could also stand for la Wiv'el 'their family.'
4. With m, n, r, 1, nasalization may be indicated by geminate spelling, but
need not: a lles, a Jes la l'esl 'their benefit.'
Illustration 4.4: Nasalization

4.6. Nasalizing forms
Throughout this book all words and inflectional forms that trigger nasalization of the following
word will have a superscript N after them.
Nasalization takes place after the following words and forms:
1. certain prepositions (e.g., farN 'after,' jN 'in,' coN 'with,' etc.)
2. certain conjunctions (e.g., araN 'so that,' diaN 'if,' etc.)
3. certain possessive and infixed pronouns (e.g., arN 'our,' aN 'their,' -aN 'him,' etc.)
4. certain case endings within noun phrases (e.g., nom. and acc. sg. of neutral a-stems, acc.
sg. and gen. pl. of all declensions, etc.)
5. in certain syntactical constructions (certain relative clauses)
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Don't be worried now; you will learn all the nasalizing words and forms at the appropriate time.
Examples for nasalized forms:
poll /pol/ 'hole'
tuath /tuae/ 'tribe'
claideb /kla8'a�/ 'sword'
bel /b'eA/ 'mouth'
denum /d'evuµ/ 'doing'
gein /g'ev'/ 'birth'
Mide /m'i8'e/ 'Mide, Meath'
nem /n'eµ/ 'heaven'
Jeth /l'e0/ 'half'
rfched /r'tx'a8/ 'heaven'
filid /f'iA'a8'/ 'poets'
ucht /uxt/ 'bosom, lap'

i poll /i bol/ 'into a hole'
far tuath /fap duae/ 'your tribe'
co claidiub /ko gla8'u�/ 'with a sword'
i mbeul /i m'b'elJA/ 'in a mouth'
far ndenum /iap n'd'evuµ/ 'after doing'
far ngeinimm /iap I]'g'ev'am'/ 'after a birth'
i Midiu, i mMidiu /i m'i8'u/ 'in Mide, in Meath'
i nim, i nnim /i n'iµ'/ 'in heaven'
a Jeth, a lleth /a l'e0/ 'the half'
i rfchiud, i rrfchiud /i r'tx'u8/ 'in heaven'
ar filid /ap WiA'a8'/ 'our poets'
i n-ucht /i vuxt/ 'in a lap'

4.7. Aspiration
Aspiration2 is rarer than the other two mutations. Aspiration occurs only after certain forms
ending in a vowel and affects words beginning with a vowel by adding an /h/ to the anlaut of
the word. Unfortunately, due to the dubious status of the letter h in Old Irish orthography (see
3.3.9), aspiration is rarely orthographically indicated and one has to know from the context
where it has to appear: a ech /a h'ex/ 'her horse,' inna Eirenn /ina h'ep'an/ 'of Ireland.'
Sometimes anlauting consonants are geminated (spelled double) in aspirated position, e.g., inna
mmaccu /ina maku/ 'the sons (acc. pl.).' This gemination is probably a purely orthographic
convention and does not imply a lengthened pronunciation of the sound.
Throughout this book all words and inflectional forms that trigger aspiration of the following
word will have a superscript H after them.
Aspiration takes place after the following words and forms:
1. certain prepositions (e.g., friH 'turned towards,' coH 'towards,' etc.)
2. the possessive pronoun aH 'her' and the infixed pronouns of the 3rd singular
feminine and 3rd plural (-aH 'them, her')
3. the negated copula nfH 'it is not' and baH 'was, were'
4. basically, all words that end in a vowel but do not cause lenition or nasal
ization, e.g., the article of the genitive singular feminine and of the accusative
plural of all genders (in)naH, words like naH 'any' or zfaH 'grandson,' etc.
Don't be worried now; you will learn all the aspirating words and forms at the appropriate time.
Examples for aspirated forms:
ed /e8/ 'it'
mod /mo8/ 'manner'

nf ed /n'i h'e8/ 'it is not it'
indala mmod /indaAa mo8/ 'one of the two ways'

2

In my system aspiration is basically the same phenomenon that in COi 150 is called gemination. Do not confuse Irish
aspiration with aspiration in Welsh, which is a completely different mutation.
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4.8. Exercise
1. aH means 'her' in Old Irish. Try to say of all the following items that they belong to her and try
to write the words in Old Irish orthography and in phonological transcription:
ainm /an'm'/ 'name'
enech /ev'ax/ 'face, honor'
indile /in'd'aA'e/

'property'
oftiu /oid'u/ 'youth'
uball /uBal/ 'apple'
,,,

2. moL means 'my' in Old Irish. Try to say of all the
following items that they belong to you, and try to write
the words in Old Irish orthography and in phonological
transcription:

��s,UV�.
��
�
c:,..

d'

/'

•/;;/
Illustration 4.5: (Missing) as iration
))

p

popul /pobuA/ 'people'
teine /t'ev'e/ 'fire'
cu /ku/ 'dog'
b6 jbo/ 'cow'
det /d'ed/

'tooth'
'deed'
muin /muv'/ 'neck'
n6s /nos/ 'custom, tradition'
lugbart /luyBart/ 'kitchen-garden'
rfge /r'Iy'e/ 'kingdom'
sere /s'erk/ 'love'
sluag /sluay/ 'crowd, group'
smacht /smaxt/ 'rule, command'
filidecht /f'iA'a8'axt/ 'poetry'
athair /a0ap'/ 'father'
gnim /g'n'Iµ/

,

3. arN means 'our' in Old Irish. Now say of the same items as above that they belong to us, and
try to write the words in Old Irish orthography and in phonological transcription.
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5.1. The grammatical categories of Old Irish
Like all old Inda-European languages Old Irish is an inflected language. That means that the
shapes of words, especially the endings, change according to certain rules in order to indicate
grammatical categories: gender, number and case with nouns and adjectives; number, person,
mood, voice, tense and dependence with verbs. But unlike most other old Inda-European lan
guages where inflection is expressed in the alternation of transparent and recognizable endings,
Old Irish inflection consists to a large amount of alternations of palatalization/non-palatalization
in the end of words, of changes in the interior of words and of changes of the mutating effects
upon following words.

5.2. Nouns and adjectives: gender
Old Irish, like, for example, Latin, German or Russian, has still fully retained the distinction be
tween the three inherited Inda-European grammatical genders masculine, feminine and neuter.
The neuter gender, however, disappeared during the Middle Irish period, the greatest part of the
old neuter words becoming masculine, some feminine.
Masculine gender is used for naturally male beings and feminine gender for naturally female
beings. Apart from that, no general rules can be given as to what gender a word has-in the end
it has to be learned for each word separately (as in German).

5.3. Nouns and adjectives: number
In the declension of nouns Old Irish has retained the three inherited Inda
European numbers singular, dual and plural.
5.3.1. Singular
The singular is used to refer to individual items or beings ( tech /t'ex/ 'a
Illustration 5.1:
house,' ingen /iv'y'av/ 'a girl') or abstract concepts (cert /k'ert/ 'justice').
eciera (sg.)

5.3.2. Dual

Illustration 5.2:
di chaeraig (du.)
'two sheep'

'a sheep, one sheep'

The dual expresses duality ('twoness') of things or beings, either accidental
pairs ('occasional dual': di mnaf /d'i µvaif 'two women') or things that natu
rally come in pairs ('natural dual': di suil /d'i hTIA'/ 'two eyes'). The dual is
always used in combination with the numerals daL, daL (with masculine
nouns), daN, daN (with neuter nouns) and diL, dfL (with feminine nouns)
'two.' The short vowel forms are older than those with long vowels.
Adjectives, pronouns and verbs, however, have lost the category of dual
and use the plural instead.
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5.3.3. Plural
The plural is used to express more than two elements (tige /t'iy'e/
'houses,' fir /f'ip'/ 'men,' suili /su)/ij 'eyes').

mustration 5.3: caeraig (pl.) '(many) sheep'

5.4. Nouns and adjectives: case
Old Irish has retained five of the presumably eight Inda-Euro
pean and Common Celtic cases. These five cases will be called
nominative, genitive, prepositional, accusative and vocative in
this course. Every case can appear in any of the three numbers:
singular (sg.)

dual (du.)

plural (pl.)

nominative (nom.)

caeraL

diL chaeraigL

caeraig

genitive (gen.)

caerach

daL chaerachL

caerachN

prepositional (prep.)

coN caeraigL (ca.era?)

coN ndilr caerchaib

coN caerchaib

accusative (acc.)

caeraigN

diL chaeraigL

caerchaH

vocative (voe.)

aL chaeraL

aL diL chaeraigL

aL chaerchaH

Illustration 5.4: all 15 possible cases of caera 'sheep'

5.4.1. Nominative
The main function of the nominative is to indicate the subject of the sentence. The subject is that
part of the sentence that performs the action of the sentence (with active verbs) or upon which
the action of the sentence is performed (with passive verbs). Examples from English: The impu
dent boy kisses the shy girl (active verb) and The imprudent boy is being slapped by the shy girl
(passive verb).
Furthermore, the nominative is used as predicative nominative, that is, to make a statement
about the subject. In the sentence This little boy is impudent and imprudent, this little boy is the
subject, impudent and imprudent are the predicates - they are the statements that are being
made about the boy.
Finally, the nominative in Old Irish is very often used as nominatiuus pendens. A nominatiuus
pendens-construction means that any part of the sentence that is specifically to be stressed is put
into the nominative and is 'fronted' to the beginning of the sentence, where it is left without any
connection to the rest of the sentence. In most cases a pronoun is used to compensate within the
sentence for the fronted phrase. In the English example This shy girl, I wouldn't want to come
across her in a dark alley, this shy girl is the fronted phrase, and her is the pronoun that takes its
place in the sentence.
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5.4.2. Genitive
The main function of the genitive is to qualify or to determine another noun. In English the word
house on its own is undetermined, but in John's house the word is qualified by the genitive
John's-now we are speaking about a specific house. Note that, apart from cases where personal
names are involved, in English relations of that type are usually expressed with constructions
with of In the above example you could also say the house of John; but you cannot use another
construction in house of pain.
In classical Old Irish prose the genitive is always following the word it defines: rfgthech
Cormaic /r'I'y'0'ex1 gormak'/ 'Cormac's palace,' Cu Chulainn /ku xu11.an'/ 'hound of Culann,
Culann's hound,' dorus inna boithe /dopus ina bo0'e/ 'the door of the hut,' cluichemag inna mac
raide /klux'aµay ina makpa8'e/ 'playing ground of the boy troop.' Sometimes constructions with
genitives are more naturally expressed by adjectival constructions in English: fer saidbre /f'ep
sa8'Wp'e/ 'a man of wealth= a wealthy man.'
Furthermore, genitives can be dependent on a few adjectives
(mainly those meaning 'able': tualaing labartha /tuaAaI)'g' laf3ap0a/
'capable of speaking,' cp. German der Sprache machtig), can be
used predicatively, e.g., ammi De /ami d'e/ 'we are God's = we be
long to God' ( Wb. 6b20), and can have temporal meaning in a few
fossilized phrases, e.g., cecha bliadnae /k'exa b'l'ia8ve/ 'every year.'
Illustration 5.5:
mace Domnaill 'Donald's son'
mace = nominative singular
Domnaill = genitive singular

Note:
1. In poetry and legal texts ('archaic language') the genitive may
precede the word it qualifies.
5.4.3. Prepositional

The prepositional case is in Old Irish prose mostly used after certain prepositions like doL /do/
'to,' coN /ko/ 'with,' diL /d'i/ 'from,' etc. In Old Irish prose this case doesn't seem to have an
inherent syntactical meaning, which means it doesn't seem to have a meaning of its own in the
sentence, but the relation of the prepositional to the rest of the sentence is dependent upon the
preposition preceding it.
There are only a few cases where an 'independent' prepositional (i.e., without a preceding prep
osition) can be used in classical Old Irish prose: after the comparative to express the compared
item, e.g., ferr gaes gaisciud /f'er gais gas'k'u8/ 'wisdom is better than weapons' (BFF 6.77), and
in a few constructions with pronouns, e.g., m'6enur /moivup/ 'I alone,' ar ndiis /ap n'd'ias'/ 'the
two of us.' Independent prepositionals of substantivized neutral adjectives, usually with the
article, are used as adverbs, e.g., in tanisiu /in tavas'u/ 'secondly.'
Note:
1. The prepositional is called dative in all traditional grammars. In my view this is an unfortu
nate designation, since the Old Irish prepositional is a syncretistic case going back functionally
and formally to four different Common Celtic and Inda-European cases: dative, instrumental,
1 Don't be confused by seeing a short /e/ here in an unaccented syllable where you would expect /a/. In the case of
compounds, i.e., words that are being made up by two other words (here: rig- 'king' and tech 'house'), and especially
in the case of transparent compounds, the rules for /a/ in unaccented syllables can be suspended, and the vocalism of
the second compound member may be pronounced as its uncompounded counterpart.
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ablative and locative. The datival function (that is, the function as the indirect object of the verb)
of this case is nowhere prominent in Old Irish.
2. In poetry and legal texts ('archaic language') independent prepositionals do appear more fre
quently. They can be used in practically all meanings, which in normal prose are expressed
through preposition plus prepositional. But in most of these cases the prepositionals function as
instrumentals.
5.4.4. Accusative
The main function of the accusative is to designate the object of the verb. The object is that part
of the sentence upon which the action is performed in the case of active verbs. Examples in
English: I kiss the girl. Thereupon she slaps me. The girl and me are the respective objects of the
two sentences.
Furthermore, the accusative is used to designate periods of time, e.g. in n-aithchi n-uili /in na0'x'i
vuA'i/ 'the whole night,' or points of time, e.g., in fecht-so /in Wext-so/ 'at that time.' For this
usage compare German: Diesen Sonntag werde ich nur femschauen 'I'll only be watching TV this
Sunday,' where the temporal phrase diesen Sonntag is also in the accusative.
Furthermore, the accusative is required after certain prepositions like JaH /la/ 'with,' friH /f'r'i/
'turned towards,' iN /i/ 'into,' etc., and it is used as the case of comparison after amal /aµaAj 'like'
and the equative, e.g., m6ir beolu midchuaich /mop' b'el).AU m'i8xuax'/ 'as big as the mouth of a
mead-cup' (TBC 431 f).
5.4.5. Vocative
The vocative is the case of addressing. That means that when you speak directly with a person
and address him or her with his or her name or title, you have to use the vocative. Example from
English: In the sentence Donald, don't go near that girl!, Donald has the function of a vocative
(though it is not a separate case in English!). Of course, this is not only true for proper names but
also for all terms that you use on people, as in the following example: Now that's your own fault,
you stupid ass!

In Old Irish the vocative is always preceded by the leniting particle aL , aL /a a/ 'oh': a Domnaill
/a 8oµval'/ '(oh) Donald,' or a asain boirb /a asav' �or'b'/ '(oh) you stupid ass.'2
Note:
1. In the singular only the masculine a-declension has a special vocative ending. In all other de
clensions the vocative is formally identical with the nominative. In the dual the vocative is for
mally identical with nominative and accusative. In the plural the vocative seems to be formally
identical with the accusative, but too few examples are attested to draw secure conclusions.

2 This is an entirely hypothetical and made-up example, as the ass seems not to have been native in early medieval
Ireland (Fergus KELLY, Early Irish Farming, Dublin 1998, 131 f.).
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5.5. Adjectives
Adjectives conform in gender, number and case with the noun they
qualify. The only exception occurs when the noun is in the dual: then
the plural form is used for the adjective.
Adjectives basically follow their head noun in Old Irish: Eriu alainn
/ep'u a).,an'/ 'beautiful Ireland,' ingen m6r /iv'y'av µop/ 'big girl.' Only a
few adjectives are exceptions to that rule: uile /uA'e/ 'all, whole' and
sain /sav'/ 'special' may stand before or after the word they qualify.
dag-, deg- /day d'ey/ 'good,' droch- /drox/ 'bad,' bith- /b'i0/ 'lasting,
permanent,' sith- /s'i0/ 'long,' mi- /m'I/ 'ill, wrong,' so-, su- /so su/ Illustration 5_6: oenchaera
'good,' do-, du- /do du/ 'bad' and 6en-, oin- /oiv/ 'one' are prefixed to 'one sheep, a single sheep'
the nouns they qualify. That means that they appear as the first member of a compound. They do not change according to gender, number and case. Other adjectives
like sen /s'ev/ 'old,' il /iAj 'many' or fir /f'Ip/ 'true' are mainly used as first members of com
pounds but may also be used as independent words. Examples: drochmacc /droxµak/ 'bad boy,'
sendui /s'endui/ 'old fool.'

5.6. The article
Old Irish has no indefinite article. So ben /b'ev/ can simply mean 'woman' or 'a woman,' and fer
/f'ep/ can mean 'man' or 'a man.'
Old Irish has a definite article. Its basic form is in /in/ 'the,' but this form undergoes considerable
changes depending on the gender and the case and the anlaut of the following word. The article
is used to indicate determination: in fer /in f'ep/ means 'the man.' That means we are now
speaking about a specific man, not just any man.
It is sometimes used with proper names: in Cu Chulainn /in ku xuAan'/ 'the famous Cu
Chulainn.' In narrative texts the definite article is sometimes used to introduce new, hitherto
unknown characters, where speakers of English and German would put an indefinite article,
e.g., co-n-accai in fer ocond lulucht i mmed6n ind leda /ko-vaki in Wep ogand UAUXt i m'e8ov ind
e8a/ 'he saw a man at the cooking-pit in the middle of the forest' (TBC 516).
If a noun is followed by a determined genitive, that is, a genitive which itself has an article or a
possessive pronoun or which is a proper name, the first noun as a rule never takes the article:
cluichemag inna macraide /klux'aµay ina makpa8'e/ 'the playing ground of the boy troop,' prim
apstal Eirenn /p'r'IµabstaA ep'an/ 'the chief apostle of Ireland.'
Remember this rule: within an Old Irish noun phrase there is not more than one article allowed.
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5.7. Word order
Insular Celtic languages stand isolated from the rest of the Indo-European languages in that
they exhibit a very peculiar word order. Word order is the order in which the different parts of a
sentence are arranged to make up an 'unmarked' sentence, i.e., a sentence in which no part is
specifically stressed. Insular Celtic languages have the word order
V stands for verb, S for subject,

vso

0 for object.

That means in an unmarked declarative sentence the verb takes the very first place in the sen
tence, immediately followed by the subject (nom.), the object (acc.) taking third place. All other
parts of the sentence (adverbs, adverbial expression, etc.) follow after that.
So a 'normal' sentence in Old Irish would look like: caraid in gille in n-ingin /kapa8' in gil'e in
n'iv'y'av' / 'the lad loves the girl' with caraid 'loves' being the verb, the nominative in gille 'the
lad' the subject and the accusative in n-ingin 'the girl' the object.
All other Indo-European languages (including Continental Celtic languages) have either a word
order SOV or SVO. An example for SOV is Latin: puer puellam amat, English is typical SVO: the
boy loves the girl. German der bub liebt das madchen would seem to be SVO, too, but things are
a bit more complex here.
A basic word order VSO, however, has more and further-reaching consequences: such a word
order typologically entails among other things that nouns follow prepositions (Old Irish con
forms to this: i nEirinn /i v'ep'an'/ 'in Ireland') and that adjectives and attributive genitives follow
the noun they qualify (Old Irish conforms to this, too: Eriu alainn /ep'u a.A.an'/ 'beautiful Ireland,'
inis inna nn6eb /iv'as' ina noi�/ 'the island of the saints').
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6.1. Nouns: declensional classes
Old Irish has retained a large number of the declensional classes of Proto-Indo-European; the
nomenclature agrees to a great extent with that of Latin and Greek stem-classes. The names for
the different stem-classes used throughout this book (and used by all scholars of Old Irish) are
purely historical. If you look at actual Old Irish paradigms you will normally notice that the let
ter that lends its name to the declensional class appears nowhere in the inflection. For example,
there is no o to be found anywhere in the paradigms of o-stem words. In Indo-European and in
Common Celtic times the eponymous sounds were still there in these declensions and made up
the stems of the words, that is those parts of the words unto which the inflectional endings were
stuck, e.g., Common Celtic o-stem nom. sg. l)iros 'man': the stem vowel in l)iro- is -o-, -s is the
ending of the nominative singular. Due to the radical sound changes, especially the loss of most
final syllables, that took place between Common Celtic and Old Irish times, the eponymous
sounds largely disappeared from the inflections, so that you won't find any o left in the Old Irish
continuant of viros, namely fer.
The stem-classes of Old Irish, together with the genders they can have, are:
o-stems (masculine and neuter)
a-stems (feminine)
io-stems (masculine and neuter)
ia-stems (feminine)
I-stems (feminine)
i-stems (masculine, feminine and a few neuters)
u-stems (masculine and neuter)
consonantal-stems:
k-stems (masculine and feminine)
g-stems (masculine and feminine)
t/d-stems (masculine and feminine)
nt-stems (masculine, feminine and neuter)
n-stems with subclasses (masculine, feminine and neuter)
r-stems (masculine and feminine)
s-stems (neuter)
some irregular nouns
Don't be afraid; you will learn these one by one in this course.
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6.2. Adjectives: declensional classes
Things are a bit easier with the inflection of adjectives. There are basically four classes:
o-, a-stems
io-, ia-stems
i-stems
u-stems
Besides, there are two or three consonantal-stem adjectives.
If an adjective belongs to the o-, a-declension this means that it uses a-inflection after a mascu
line or neuter noun and a-inflection after a feminine noun. The same distribution is true for io-,
ia-stem adjectives. The i-stem adjectives use the same inflection for all genders.

6.3. Declension: general remarks
Before we turn to our first declension some preliminary remarks have to be made as regards the
presentation of declensional paradigms in this course. Throughout this book I will give you
tables that illustrate the inflection of the stem-classes at various stages of Irish, Celtic and Proto
Indo-European (PIE).
In these tables the Old Irish inflection, which is the one important to you, will be given in italics.
Declension in Old Irish largely consists of changes in palatalization/non-palatalization of the
stem final consonant and in changes of the mutational effects on following words. Always keep
an eye on these changes and effects! Superscript L, N, H mean that the case form in question causes
lenition, nasalization or aspiration respectively on the following word within a phrase.
Keep in mind that not all of the case-forms I present for individual words are actually attested in
Old Irish. Especially more marginal cases, e.g., the dual cases of rarely used words, may not be
attested at all throughout the whole history of the Irish language. I do not especially mark these
purely conjectural case-forms. Whenever I had to make up a form myself I tried to be as
consistent with the attested Old Irish system as possible and I used the form that seemed to me
the most plausible in a given case.
To the right of the Old Irish forms you will find reconstructions of various earlier stages, usually
from the Primitive Irish (the period immediately preceding Old Irish, about which we know
mainly from Ogam inscriptions), the Proto-Celtic and the Proto-Inda-European periods. The
label 'Pre-Celtic' in some of the reconstructions serves to justify forms, where for the sake of con
venience I use Proto-Inda-European sounds and endings, but which as such cannot be recon
structed for Proto-Inda-European for various reasons. The reconstructed forms ultimately reflect
my personal opinions about the morphological systems of Celtic and Inda-European, and they
will sometimes diverge from the communis opinio.
Sometimes you will find forms in pointed brackets < > in the Proto-Celtic or Primitive Irish
columns. These are then actually attested forms in their respective spelling. I will use the usual
Inda-European diacritic symbols to represent reconstructed phonemes.
An asterisk * means that the form is not attested, but reconstructed.
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A double arrow « means that the development from the preceding stage did not go
according to sound laws (German: lautgesetzlich), but that morphological modifica
tions, usually of analogical nature, took place between the two stages.
One or two question marks ? mean that I have some or great doubt about the recon
struction of the form in question.
To the left of the italicized Old Irish forms I will give abstract patterns of the inflections in for
malistic descriptions. C stands for the stem final consonant (or group of consonants) of the
word. The symbol ' means palatalization of the preceding consonant,
superscript L, N, H mean lenition, nasalization or aspiration of the fol
lowing word. (u) means that a u may appear before the stem final
�
consonant in addition to the root vowel or instead of the /a/ (the exact
rules are a bit complicated). This phenomenon is called u-infection or
u-insertion. {R} means that raising of the root vowel takes place where
applicable, {L} means that lowering of the root vowel takes place
where applicable.
Illustration 6.1:
�<IA

eciera samna

'Hallowe'en sheep'

6.4. Nouns: masculine o-stems
Now let's turn our attention to the o-stems. This is probably the stem-class with the largest
number of words in Old Irish. o-stems can be both masculine and neuter, but we will first look
at masculine o-stems. Our first word will beech /ex/ 'horse,' stem final consonant /x/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom. sg.

{L}C

*exvah

*ek\!os

*h1ekvos

gen.

{R}C'L

prep.

{R}(u)CL

acc.

{L}CN

voe.

C'L

ech
eichL
euchL
echN
a_LeichL

nom. pl.

{R}C'L

gen.

{L}CN

prep.

{L}CdW

acc.

{R}(u)CuH

voe.

{R}CuH

eichL
echN
echaib
echuH, euchuH
a_LechuH «

n.a.v. du.

{L}CL

gen.
prep.

{L}CL
{L}C.)�'

*exv1

da_LechL
da_LechL
dibN n-echaib «

l
1

«, *ek

osio

*h1ekvos(io)

*exvu

*ekllui, -u, -u8

*h1 ekvoi, -oh1, -od

*exvav

*ek\/om

*h1ekvom

*exve

*ek\!e

*h1ekve

*exv1

*ek\/ oi «

*h1ekvos

*exvav

*ekllom

*h1ekvom

*exva�ih

*ek obis «

*h1ekvois, -obhos

*exvuh

*ek\/us

*h1ekvons

*exv1

*ek\!oi «

*h1ekvos

*exva

*ek\!o «

*h1ekvoh1

*exvo

*ek\!OlJ- («)

*h1ek1J-Oh1s, -oh1u

*exva�iv

*ek obim «

*h1ekvobhih1, -moh1 7

Illustration 6.2.: The standard masculine o-stem declension
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Note:
1. After the vowel e, u-infection may later also be expressed by the vowel o. Therefore the prep.
sg. may also be spelled eoch /evx/, the accusative plural also eochu /etJxu/.

6.5. Variants of the o-stem declension
The paradigm of the word ech 'horse' gives you the basic pattern of alternations as regards
palatalization/non-palatalization of the stem final consonant and the different mutating effects
within the o-stem paradigm. Remember that it is this special sequence of alternations that makes
up the important part of the declension and distinguishes it from other declensional classes.
What you did not see in the example above, however, are alternations within the root of the
word itself. The vowel e of ech basically remained unchanged throughout the paradigm. Un
fortunately the o-stem declension is the one Old Irish declensional class fraught with most
variants and irregularities, and therefore it is perhaps the most difficult of all classes. This is
largely due to the so-called 'raising' and 'lowering' effects that have to be taken into account in a
great number of words. These effects basically mean that the root vowel of monosyllabic (and
some disyllabic) words changes in a manner comparable to German umlaut. Lowering and rais
ing only affect stressed short syllables (neither long vowels nor diphthongs). They are the effects
of historical developments, depending on the type of vowel that originally stood in the follow
ing syllable.
'Lowering' means that the stressed short vowels i and u become e and o respectively. Whenever
in a word stressed short i and u come to appear in a paradigmatical form where lowering takes
place (indicated by {L} in my formalistic description), they change into e and o.
'Raising' is more or less the reverse development, but it is much more restricted in is application
and doesn't take place indiscriminately. In the case of raising the stressed short vowels e and o
become i and u. Some conditions have to be fulfilled, not all details of which have been worked
out yet with absolute certainty: no voiceless consonant or no consonant group must follow the
vowel. But when a single voiced consonant follows, short stressed e or o change to i and u in
those paradigmatic forms where raising takes place (indicated by {R} in my formalistic
description).1
A good example for the changes that are brought about by lowering and raising (in addition to
the alternations regarding palatalization/non-palatalization of the stem final consonant) is the
paradigm of the word fer /f'ep/ 'man' (stem final consonant /p/). Note that wherever lowering
{L} is indicated in the formalistic description, the root vowel is e in the following example, and
where raising {R} is indicated, the root vowel appears as i. These effects are in addition to the
changes in the mutational effects on the following word and in addition to the changes in pala
talization/non-palatalization of the root final consonant:

1 Kim McCONE, Towards a Relative Chronology of Ancient and Medieval Celtic Sozmd Change, Maynooth 1996: 109115 gives an overview and historical explanation of the two effects.
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case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

nom.sg.

{L}C

*l)ipah

gen.

{R}CL

prep.

{R}(u)CL

acc.

{L}CN

voe.

CL

fer
firL
fiurL
ferN
aL firL

nom. pl.

{R}CL

gen.

{L}CN

prep.

{L}C3�'

acc.

{R}CuH

voe.

{R}CuH

firL
ferN
feraib
firuH
L
a firuH «

n.a.v. du.

{L}CL

gen.
prep.

Proto-Celtic
l) iros

<uiros>

Pre-Celtic
*lliros

*l)ipi

*l) iri «, *l)irosio

*l)iros(io)

*l)ipu

*l)irui, -u, -u.(8)

*lliroi, -oh1 , -od

*l)ipav

*llirom

*l) irom

*l) ipe

*l)ire

*\lire

*l) ipi

*l)iroi «

*lliros

*l)ipav

*l)irom

*l)irom

*l) ipa�ih

*l)irobis «

*llirois, -obhos

*l)ipuh

*llirus

*l)irons

*l) ipi

*l)iroi «

*lliros

daL ferL

*l)ipa

*l)iro «

*lliroh1

{L}CL

daL ferL

*l)ipo

*l)ifOl) ( «)

*l) iroh1 s, -oh1u

{L}C3�'

dibN feraib «

*l) ipa�iv

*l)irobim «

*l)irobhih1, -moh1 ?

Illustration 6.3: o-stem declension and the raising/lowering effects on e/i in the root

An example for the same changes in a word with the root vowel o is son /sov/ 'sound' (stem fi
nal consonant /v/). Here you will find o in the root where lowering {L} takes place and u where
rasing {R} takes place. Since this word is a loan from Latin sonus 'id.' and therefore cannot be
older than Primitive Irish times I have refrained from reconstructing earlier forms.
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

nom. sg.

{L}C

*sovah

gen.

{R}CL

prep.

{R}(u)CL

son
suinL
sunL

acc.

{L}CN

sonN

*sovav

voe.

CL

aLsoinL

*sove

nom. pl.

{R}CL

*sovi

gen.

{L}CN

prep.

{L}CdW

acc.

{R}CuH

voe.

{R}CuH

suinL
sonN
sonaib
sunuH
L
a sunuH «

n.a.v. du.

{L}CL

gen.

{L}CL

prep.

{L}CdW

daLsonL
daLsonL
dibN sonaib «

*sovi
*sovu

*sovav
*sova�ih
*sovuh
*sovi
*sova
*sovo
*sova�iv

Illustration 6.4: o-stem declension and the raising/lowering effects on o/u in the root
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6.6. Nouns: neuter o-stems
The inflection of neuter o-stems is very similar to that of masculine o-stems. There are only a few
typical differences: in neuter words the nominative of all numbers is identical with the
accusative. That means that, unlike masculine words, neuters always cause nasalization in the
nominative singular. The vocative is identical with the nominative/accusative as well.
In the nominative and accusative plural neuter o-stems have two different forms: a so-called
'short' and a so-called 'long' plural. The short plural (which etymologically continues the Celtic
and Inda-European preforms) has no further syllable added as ending, looks like the singular
form but causes lenition. It is mainly used after numerals and articles, which carry the 'plural
information.' The long plural has a distinct ending -a. For the use of these different forms, cf. the
following examples: the short plural seeht see] /s'ext s'k'eAj 'seven stories,' inna see] /ina s'k'eA/
'the stories' (inna = neuter plural of the article), but the long plural seela lai bratha /s'k'eAa lai
�pa.Sa/ 'tidings of Doomsday.' The following example is eenn /k'en/ 'head' (stem final consonant
/n/):
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Pre-Celtic

nom. acc. sg.

{L}CN

eennN

*kll enav

*kll ennom

gen.

{R}C'L

cifln L

*k\! eni «

*k\! ennos(io)

prep.

{R}(u)CL

ciunnL

*k\! enu

*k\! ennoi, -oh1 , -od

voe.

{L}CN

aL chennN

*k\! enav

*kllennom

*k\! ena

*k\!enneh2

nom. acc. pl. {L}CL/CaH eennL, cennaH («)
gen.

{L}CN

cennN

*kl! enav

*k\! ennom

prep.

{L}c�w

cennaib

*k\! ena�ih «

*k\!ennois, -obhos

voe.

{L}CaH

8 chennaH «

*k\!ena

*k\! enneh2

nom. acc. du.

{L}CN

daN CennN «

*k\!ena «??

*k\!ennoih1

gen.

{L}CN

daN cennN «

*k\! eno («)

*kllennoh1s, -oh1u

prep.

{L}c�w

dibN cennaib

*k\! ena�iv «

*kllennobhih1 , -moh1 ?

Illustration 6.5: The neuter o-stem declension
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6.7. Exercise
Try to decline some or all of the following o-stem words. To make things a little bit easier, you
don't have to form the duals of the words in this and future exercises:
mace /mak/

(m.) 'son, boy'
dun /duv/ (n.) 'fort, hill-fort'
corp /korp/ (m.) 'body'
ball /bal/ (m.) 'limb, member'
roth /roe/ (m.) 'wheel, disk'
rose /rosk/ (n.) 'eye'
som /sorn/ (m.) 'furnace, oven'
bech jb'ex/ (m.) 'bee'
bedg /b'e8g/ (m.) 'leap, start, bound'
Jeth /l'e0/ (n.) 'half'
Note:
1. corp, rose, som and bedg are 'raisable,' resp. 'lowerable.' In ball u-infection takes place in the
appropriate cases; in mace it does not. In all other words the root vowel stays unaltered
throughout the paradigm.

6.8. Long vowels, words of more than one syllable and further subtleties
As mentioned above, the o-stem declension is probably the declension with the largest number
of variants and apparent irregularities. Below follow some of the most important rules that have
to be observed when declining an o-stem word. In the end one really has to know in each
individual case which rules apply to a particular word. This is best learned by experience.
6.8.1. Words with long vowels
1. Words of one syllable that have one of the long vowels a, i, 6, u in their root (e.g., dal /da).j
'share,' sfl /s'IA/ 'seed,' slog /slay/ 'host,' mur /mup/ 'wall') are easily dealt with: this vowel
never changes, no u-infection takes place. One only has to be careful as to the change in palatal
ization/non-palatalization of the final consonant.
2. o-stem words of one syllable that have e as their vowel in the nom. sg. (!) are more compli
cated. The vowel changes depending on the quality of the following consonant. If a palatalized
consonant follows, the e usually changes to the diphthong /ev/, spelled eui or eoi; sometimes,
however, it changes to /iv/, spelled fui. Examples: en /ev/ 'bird,' but nom. pl. eoin, euin /evv'/
'birds'; nel /n'eA/ 'cloud,' but gen. sg. nfuil /n'IVA'/. If a syllable containing u follows or in case of
u-infection (prep. sg. and acc. pl.), e changes to the diphthong /ev/, spelled eu, eo; sometimes,
however, it changes to /iv/, spelled fu. Examples: prep. sg. eun, eon /evv/; nom. sg. tren /t'r'ev/
'strong,' but acc. pl. trfunu /t'r'Ivvu/.
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6.8.2. Words with diphthongs
1. Words of one syllable with zfa as their vowel (e.g., bzfar jbuap/ 'cattle, herds') are easy: this
diphthong never changes.2 No u-infection takes place; e.g., gen. sg. bu.air jbuap'/, prep. sg. buar
jbuap/.
2. For o-stem words of one syllable with ae, af, 6e, of as their vowel (e.g., saer /saip/ 'craftsman,'
/noi�/ 'saint') this is basically true as well: these diphthongs do not change. But often,
especially in normalized spelling, the two possible spellings of these diphthongs (see 3.3.10.5)
are utilized to make orthographical distinctions: ae, 6e are used before non-palatalized conso
nants, and af, of frequently occur before palatalized consonants. That way there is an alternation
throughout the paradigm (e.g., nom. sg. saer /saip/, gen. sg. safr /saip'/, prep. sg. saer /saip/,
etc.). I will conform to this use in my course.

n6eb

3. Words of one syllable with the diphthong fa /ia/ in the nominative singular show an alter
nation with ei /e/ throughout the paradigm: fa occurs in those cases where a non-palatalized
consonant follows, ei where a palatalized consonant follows: nom. sg. rfan /r'iav/ 'sea, ocean,'
gen. sg. rein /r'ev'/, prep. sg. rfan /r'iav/, etc. No u-infection takes place.
4. The neuter word ceol /k'evA/ 'music' has the diphthong eo /ev/ in the nom. and acc. sg. and
pl. and in the gen. and prep. pl. In the gen. sg. this changes to cfuil /k'il)A'/, in the prep. sg. to
ciul /k'ilJA/.
So far I have been talking about words of one syllable only. If o-stem words have more than one
syllable, though, things get a little bit trickier.
6.8.3. Words with hiatuses
A clear distinction has to be made between words with diphthongs and words with hiatuses
(see 3.3.10.6). Hiatuses can only appear in stressed syllables and are distinguished from diph
thongs in that no fadas (length-marks) are written on them, at least in normalized spelling: com
pare, e.g., the diphthong fa /ia/ (one syllable!) with the hiatus ia /ia/ (two syllables!). Since a
hiatus form like fiach /f'iax/ 'raven' actually consists of two syllables /f'i - ax/, the inflectional
changes only take place in the second syllable: gen. sg. fiich /f'iax'/, prep. sg. with u-infection
fiuch /f'i-ux/. As you can see from this example, a schwa in hiatus position /a/ is written a before
a non-palatalized consonant, but i before a palatalized consonant.
Hiatuses can only exist as long as there are no more than the two hiatus-syllables in the word.
As soon as another syllable is added, the hiatus is contracted to the corresponding diphthong or
long vowel. For example, ia becomes the diphthong fa /ia/, ii becomes long vowel f /i/: prep. pl.
fiachaib /fiaxa�'/ (two syllables) < fiach /f'iax/ + aib /aW/. (In the case of certain verb formations,
e.g., the future, things are a bit different: ia can be contracted toe there.)
6.8.4. Behavior of schwa /a/
In the case of other words apart from hiatus-words that have schwa /a/ in their second syllable
it is important to keep in mind that with the change of palatalization/non-palatalization in the
final consonant also the orthography of the /a/ before it changes accordingly. That is, you get
2 Note that the diphthong ua may always alternate with the long vowel 6. This variation, however, has nothing to do
with the changes described in this lesson and is completely independent from any phonetic environment.
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nom. sg. claideb /kla8'a�/ 'sword' with non-palatalized final b, but gen. sg. claidib /kla8'aW/
with palatalized final b. In the prepositional where a u can be inserted before the final consonant
(= 'u-infection') we get claidiub /kla8'u�/. Or nom. sg. salann /sa'Aan/ 'salt,' gen. sg. salainn
/saA�m'/, prep. sg. salunn /sa'Aun/.
The difficulties start when an extra syllable is added in the ending. Then a very important rule
called syncope comes into action.
6.8.5. Syncope
Syncope is a rule by which in pre-Old Irish times after the loss of inherited final syllables the
vowel of every second, non-final syllable was deleted. Although this was originally a prehistoric
rule it has still enormous repercussions on the way Old Irish words, both nouns and verbs,
behave. For example, if we want to put claideb into the acc. pl., by adding the ending -u we
would theoretically get *claidebu. Now this form would have three syllables-an environment
in which syncope applies. Syncope means that every second syllable, unless it is the very last
syllable of the word, loses its vowel. In *claidebu the vowel of the second syllable is e, and since
it is not the very last syllable of the word, it has to be deleted.
Now another factor has to be observed: if the deleted vowel was historically a 'front vowel,' that
i� e, e, i, I, the whole consonant cluster that results from the vowel loss becomes palatalized. In
*claidebu the second vowel was historically one of those four vowels
, ,
-- S16t-1 ,
(most probably 1), therefore in the resultant acc. pl. claidbiu /kla8'�'u/
the cluster db /8'�'/ is palatalized. But it is not always apparent on the
" /1 1 '
surface what the historical vowel was: e.g., in carpat /karbad/ 'char
iot' the second vowel was originally e, a front vowel as well. There
fore in the acc. pl. the whole cluster has to be palatalized, too: cairptiu
/kar'b'd'u/. If, however, the syncopated vowel was historically a 'back ,.-�
vowel,' that is a, a, o, o, u or a, the whole resultant consonant cluster Illustration 6.6:
Did you understand it?
becomes non-palatalized.
Keep in mind that the rules just given do not only apply to the o-stem declension, but to all
nouns, adjectives and verbs that have more than two syllables. These rules will be of great
importance in advanced lessons, with even higher and more far-reaching consequences in the
verbal inflection.
Unfortunately, however, in the prehistory of Old Irish many more counterrules and analogical
adjustments took place, so that in many words where syncope would be expected it does not
take place or does not seem to take place.
6.8.6. Syncope with long vowels
One of the environments where syncope is often overruled is when a long vowel, especially one
resulting from compensatory lengthening, is standing in the second syllable, e.g., the prep. pl. of
cenel /k'ev'e'A/ 'race, people, nation' ( < Proto-Celtic *kenetlom) is cenelaib, no syncope of e takes
place.
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7.1. The basic pattern of the masculine article
The basic form of the article is in /in/, but this changes considerably depending on the case and
the anlaut of the following word. I will present the 'normal' paradigm for the masculine article
first, which is the one used before words beginning with b, d, g, p, t, c, m.
case

transc.

Old Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom. sg.

in

in

*(s)indos

gen.

in(')L

in L

*(s)indi

prep.

(s'.J)nL

-(si)nL

*(s)indui, -u, -u8

acc.

inN

inN

*(s)indom

nom. pl.

in(')L

inL

*(s)indi

gen.

(i)naN

(in)naN

*(s)indoisom

prep.

(s)naW

-(s)naib

*(s)indobis

acc.

(i)naH

(in)naH

*(s)indus

n.a.du.

in

in da_L

*(s)indo

gen.

in

in da_L

*(s)indo

prep.

(s)na�'

-(s)naib dibN

*(s)indobim

Illustration 7.1: The basic pattern of the masculine article

Note:
1. The mutational effects of the masculine article are identical to those of the masculine o-stem
declension.
2. In the prepositional case the article combines with the preceding preposition, e.g., doL 'to, for,'
but donL 'for the (sg.),' donaib 'for the (pl.)'; arL 'in front of,' but arin L 'in front of the (sg.),' amaib
'in front of the (pl.)'; jN 'in,' but isinL 'in the (sg.),' isnaib 'in the (pl.)' etc. Independent articles, that
means articles without preceding prepositions, are extremely rare in the prepositional case; an
example occurs in the poem Dom-larcai fidbaide fa.I (verse 3): uas mo lebran ind lfnech 'over my
little book, the lined one' (Thes. ii 290.8). Prepositionless articles in the prepositional case are
sometimes encountered in petrified adverbial expressions, e.g., in chruth-so 'thus.'
3. Whether the form withs or withouts of the article is used in the prepositional case depends
on the preposition. Prepositions that lenite (like doL, foL etc.) use the s-less forms; all other prep
ositions (like JaH, jN etc.) use the s-forms. Exceptions are treL, which takes the s-form, for, which
can take both forms with and withouts, and oc, which is always s-less.
4. In the accusative, too, the article combines with those prepositions that govern an accusative.
Again forms with or withouts are used, following the same rules as in 7.1.3.
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5. Only in the oldest texts the article inna in the gen. and acc. pl. is disyllabic. The most common
variant in Irish is na.
6. The article cannot be used in the vocative.
7. It is very difficult to say if there was a change in palatalization of then of in throughout the
paradigm. It may be suspected that originally palatalization was there in the appropriate cases,
but it must have been given up by the rule of depalatalization of proclitics. Therefore I have put
the palatalization mark in parentheses in the table above. I will not mark palatalization in the
article in further transcriptions in this book.

7.2. Variants in the basic pattern of the masculine article
1. The nominative singular is int /int/ with words that begin with a vowel: int en /int ev/.
2. The genitive singular and nominative plural is indL /in(')d(')/ with words that begin with a
vowel, 1, r, nor f, which is lenited to zero: ind euin /ind evv'/ 'of the bird, the birds,' ind lofch
/ind Aoix'/ 'of the warrior, the warriors,' ind rein /ind p'ev'/ 'of the sea, the seas,' indnfuil./ind
v'ilJA'/ 'of the cloud, the clouds,' ind fir /ind ip'/ 'of the man, the men.' The genitive singular and
nominative plural is intL /in(')t(') / with words that begin withs, which is lenited to /h/: int sacairt
/int hagar't'/ 'of the priest, the priests.'
3. The prepositional singular is -(si)ndL /(s'a)nd/ with words that begin with a vowel, J, r,nor f,
which is lenited to zero: dond eun, cosind I6ech, arind rfan, isind nful, fond fiur. The prepo
sitional singular is -(si)ntL /(s'a)nt/ with words that begin with s, which is lenited to /h/: dont
sacart, cosint sacart.

7.3. The neuter article
The neuter article is basically identical in form and behavior with its masculine counterpart,
except for nominative and accusative singular and nominative and accusative plural:
case

transcript.

Old Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom. acc. sg.

aN

aN

*(s)osim

gen.

in(')L

inL

*(s)indi

prep.

(s'a)nL

-(si)nL

*(s)indu-i, -u, -u8

nom. acc. pl.

(i)na

(in)na «

*(s)inda (?)

gen.

(i)naN

(in)naN

*(s)indoisom

prep.

(s)naW

-(s)naib

*(s)indobis

n.a.du.

in

in daN

*(s)indo

gen.

in

in daN

*(s)indo

prep.

(s)mW

-(s)naib dibN

*(s)indobim

Illustration 7.2: The neuter article
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Note:
1. The mutational effects of the neuter article are identical to those of the neuter o-stem
declension.
2. When combined with a preposition in the accusative, the neuter article aN, too, appears either
with or without s, following the same rules as in 7.1.3 above, e.g., foaN 'under the' (foL + aN), but
isaN 'into the' (iN + saN).
3. Only in the oldest texts the article inna in the nom., acc. and gen. pl. is disyllabic. The most
common variant in Irish is na.
You can find a survey of the article in Appendix F.3. Below are two typical examples of the
inflection of masculine and neuter o-stem nouns preceded by the article. Note the mutations
indicated in orthography, but also be aware of the mutations (in this case nasalizations) you
cannot see in spelling, but which nonetheless have to be pronounced. I will use the preposition
do L 'to, for' as the default preposition to illustrate the formation of the prepositional case.
case

masculine

transcription

neuter

transcription

nom. sg.

infer
ind L ffrL
dondL liurL
inNferN
a_L ffrL

in f'ep

aN cennN
in L chinnL
donL chiunnL
aN cennN
a. L chenn

a g'en

gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.
nom. pl.
gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.
n.a.du.
gen.
prep.

ind L ffrL
innaNferN
donaib feraib
innaH firuH
a. L fjruH
in da.L ler L
in da.L ler L
donaib dibNferaib

ind ip'
dond ivp
inWep
a ip'
ind ip'
ina Wep
donaW f'epaW
ina f'ipu
a 1pu

inna cennL (-aH)
innaN cennN
donaib cennaib
inna cennL (-aH)
a. L chennaH

inx'in'
donx'ivn
a g'en
ax'en
ina k'en(a)
ina g'en
donaW kenaW
ina k'en(a)
ax'ena

in da g'en
in da.N cennN
in da ep
in da g'en
in da.N cennN
donaW d'iWWepaW donaib dibN cennaib donaW d'iW g'enaW
in da ep

Illustration 7.3: Two typical paradigms
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7.4. The o-stem adjectives
The o-stem adjectives are basically identical in inflection with o-stem nouns, with two slight
differences: in the neuter nominative and accusative plural the long form with the ending -a is
exclusively used, and the masculine accusative plural has a by-form in -a, beside regular -u.
After the classical Old Irish period the masculine nominative and accusative plural also take on
the ending -a. The two examples below are masculine in catt ban 'the white cat' and neuter a clar
ndess 'the right side (board).'
case

masculine

transcription

neuter

transcription

nom.sg.

in catt ban

in kat bav

aN cJarN ndessN

a glap n'd'es

gen.

inl chaittl bainl

in xat' �av'

inl chlairl deissl

in xMp' 8'es'

prep.

donl

banl

don xat �av

donl

don XAap 8'es

acc.

inN cattN mbanN

in gat mbav

voe.

al chaittl bainl

a xat' �av'

nom. pl.

inl chaittl bainl

gen.

innaN cattN mbanN

prep.

donaib cattaib banaib

acc.

innaH

chattL

cattuH

banuH(-aH)

chJarl

dessl

aN cJarN ndessN

a glap n'd'es

in xat' �av'

inna cJarl (-aH) dessaH

ina klap(a) d'esa

ina gat mbav

innaN clarN ndessN

ina glap n'd'es

dona�' kat.::,W bav.::,W donaib claraib dessaib don.::,W klap.::,W d'es.::,W
ina katu bavu/a

inna clarl (-aH) dessaH

ina klap(a) d'esa

voe.

al chattuH banuH

a xatu bavu

n.a.v. du.

in dal chatfl bainl

in da xat �av'

in daN cJarN ndessa

in da glap n'd'esa

gen.

in dal chattl ban

in daN cJarN ndessN

prep.

donaib dibN cattaib
banaib

in da xat �av
donaW d'iW gat.::,W
bav.::,W

in da glap n'd'es
donaW d'iW klap.::,W
d'es.::,W

donaib dibN claraib
dessaib

Illustration 7.5: Inflection of article, noun and adjective

7.5. Exercise
Now try to inflect the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them
with the adjectives becc /b'eg/ 'small' and m6r /mop/ 'big.' Becc is 'raisable' and/or 'lowerable.'
Dliged, sacart and cenel do not exhibit syncope, and biad /b'ia8/ is contracted to bfad- /b'ia8-/
when an extra syllable is added.
ca
in slog /slay/

(m.) 'host, troop'

in tempul /t'empuA/ (m.) 'temple'
in bel /b'eA/ (m.) 'lip, pl.: mouth'

a ndliged /d'l'iy'.J8/

(n.) 'law'

1$•{:,t�

in sacart /sagclrt/ (m.) 'priest' qJ»C/»;�
.•
int fasc /iask/ (m.) 'fish'
,-:·�··
0

•

in 16ech /loix/

�
>--

ce'iP•• .._,

-(r. 1
�--�

::� ... ' ----t(

(m.) 'warrior'
(n.) 'race, people'
in czfan /kuav/ (m.) 'bay, harbor'
a mbiad /b'ia8/ (n.) 'food'

a cenel /k'ev'eA/

p

�

-----((
"
Illustration 7.6:
in beich dein 'the swift bees' -::::::::::s:t:1h�
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Lesson 8
8.1. The Old Irish verb
The Old Irish verbal system differs very much from that of other European languages. One of
the most striking peculiarities is that in Old Irish every verb has two different inflectional sets,
depending on whether the verb is independent or dependent.
1. A verb is in dependent position when a so-called conjunct particle precedes it. Conjunct
particles are most of the conjunctions (e.g., dia 'if,' coN 'so that,' etc.) and sentence particles
,.
. N '?'
. , etc.) .
(e.g., n1 'not, ' m
2. A verb is in independent position when no such particle precedes it.
The exact way in which the difference between the two different sets in a given word is realized
depends on another feature: whether the verb is simple or compounded. Simple verbs are
uncompounded, that is, they consist of the mere verbal root plus the ending. Simple verbs in
English would be to get, to draw etc., in German gehen, stehen. Compound verbs have one or
more preverbs before the root. In English verbs like to withdraw, to forget are compound verbs,
in German ausgehen, verstehen. In this lesson, we will only look at simple verbs in Old Irish. In
simple verbs the independent forms are distinguished from the dependent ones in that the
former use the so-called absolute endings, the latter the so-called conjunct endings.
position

independent

dependent

ending set

absolute

conjunct

Illustration 8.1: Simple verbs

Only simple verbs that are not preceded by a particle use the absolute endings. In all other cases
conjunct endings are used. Remember this basic rule:
As soon as any element, be it particle or preverb, comes before the verbal root, the verb
changes to conjunct inflection.
In this course I will separate the first preverbal element, be it particle or preverb, by a superscript
dot <-> from the rest of the verbal form, e.g., nf,cara /n'i·kapa/ '(s)he does not love' or do-biur
/do-bil)_p/ 'I give.' The accent falls immediately after this dot. In other textbooks instead of the
superscript dot <·> a hyphen <-> or colon <:> may be used, e.g., do-biur, do:biur, but in a lot of
editions no such diacritic sign is used at all, e.g., nf cara, dobiur.
8.2. Conjugation: general remarks
In Old Irish grammar books three different classifications of the verbal inflectional classes exist
side by side. I will follow Kim McCONE's classification as set out in The Early Irish Verb, 21-25.
Other classifications are those of Rudolf THURNEYSEN (GOI 352-357) and of John STRACHAN
(OIPG 34). You can find a table comparing the various classifications in Appendix F.6.
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Throughout this course I will give you tables to illustrate the inflection of the verbal classes. The
Old Irish inflection will be represented in italics. To the right of the Old Irish forms I will give
abstract patterns of the inflections in formalistic descriptions. C stands for the stem final
consonant (or group of consonants) of the verb. The symbol 'means palatalization of the pre
ceding consonant. {R} means that raising of the root vowel of the verb takes place where appli
cable, {L} means that lowering of the root vowel of the verb takes place where applicable. I will
use nf· 'not' as the default conjunct particle to illustrate the inflection in dependent position.
Since Old Irish does not have an infinitive, I will use the form of the independent 3rd sg. present
tense as the citation form for all verbs throughout this book. When an independent 3rd sg.
present tense verbal form is translated with an English infinitive, e.g., caraid 'to love,' this means
that I refer to the abstract citational form of the verb. When it is translated with an English 3rd sg.
form, however, this means that I specifically refer to the 3rd person, e.g., caraid '(s)he loves.'
To distinguish between the 2nd persons singular and plural, which are formally absolutely
distinct in Old Irish, I will use the Old English pronouns thou, thee, thine for the former, and
standard you, your only for the latter in all translations, e.g., carai 'thou lovest,' but carthae 'you
(all) love.'

8.3. The verbal inflection
Old Irish has no personal pronouns in the way most other modern Inda-European languages
have. Personal pronouns are words like I, she, him, we, them in English or ich, dich, ihr, uns,
euch in German.
In English or German you can form sentences like J write a book, ich schreibe ein buch, where
the subject is expressed by I, resp. ich, the 1 st person singular pronoun in the nominative case. In
Old Irish, however, it is not possible to express the subject through a personal pronoun in a
normal sentence. The Old Irish equivalent to the sentence above is scrfbaimm lebor /s'k'r'i�am'
l'e�apj. Here the person is solely expressed by the ending of the verb: the inflectional form
scrfbaimm 'I write' already contains the reference to the 1 st person singular, so it is not necessary
(and indeed impossible) to express it through a pronoun. This is true for all persons in Old Irish.
But this also means that a 3rd person singular form like s6eraid /soipa8'/ can stand for 'he saves,'
'she saves' and 'it saves.' One has to infer from the context what or who is meant in a given
instance. A similar situation is to be found for example in Latin, where scribo means 'I write,' but
scribit can stand for 'he writes,' 'she writes,' 'it writes.'
We will learn in a later lesson what strategies Old Irish uses to express things like J save her, ich
rette sie, seruo earn, where in English and German two personal pronouns are involved, and the
Latin version at least involves an object pronoun.

8.4. Verbs of the Wl-class (a-verbs)
In Kim MCCONE's classification W stands for 'weak verbs.' Weak verbs are characterized by the
fact that their root ends in a consonant and that in the 3rd singular active present tense conjunct
the verbal form ends in a vowel.
Wl is the first weak class. The characteristic vowel of Wl verbs in the 3rd sg. conjunct is -a.
Furthermore in Wl verbs the root final consonant remains non-palatalized throughout the
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whole paradigm. The following example is the present indicative of caraid /kapa8'/ 'to love,' root
car- /kap-/(root final consonant /p/):
Wl
1st sg.

conjunct (dependent)

absolute (independent)
caraim(m)

Cam'

(ni)-caraim(m)

Cam'

sg.
3rd sg.

carai

Ci

(ni)-carai

Ci

caraid

Cao'

(ni)-cara

Ca

1st pl.

carmai

Cmi

(ni)·caram

Caµ

pl.
3rd pl.

carthae

Cee

(ni)-caraid

Cao'

carait

Cad'

(ni)-carat

Cad

2nd

2nd

Illustration 8.2: The conjugation of Wl verbs

Note:
1. The Wl-class consists to a large amount of denominative verbs, that is, verbs that are created
from already existing nouns or adjectives and mean something like 'to make like the corre
sponding adjective or noun.' Examples: from marb /mar�/ 'dead' the verb marbaid /mar�a8'/ 'to
kill( = to make dead)' is created, from m6r /mop/ 'big' the verb m6raid /mopa8'/ 'to praise(= to
make big)' is created.
2. Many Latin loan words fall into this class as well, like scrfbaid /s'k'r'I�a8'/ 'to write' from
scribere, or legaid /l'eya8'/ 'to read' from legere.
3. The ending of the 1st sg. -aim(m) /-am'/ is always unlenited. But be careful: most often it is
only written with a single -m: caraim.
4. In the 1st pl. absolute the ending -mai /-mi/ always has an un
lenited m /m/. But it is nearly always written with a single m. In the
1st pl. conjunct, however, the ending -am /-aµ/ has a lenited -m /µ/
in Old Irish!
5. If the stem of the verb ends inn(like in glanaid /glava8'/ 'to clean,'
stem glan-), in the 2nd pl. absolute the ending -thae fee/ becomes -tae
/te/ by the rule of delenition of homorganic sounds (see 4.3.4): Illustration 8.3:
caraid each a cheile
glantae /glante/ 'you clean.'
'they love each other'

8.5. Exercise
Now try to conjugate some of the following verbs in absolute and conjunct inflection:
m6raid /mopa8'/ 'to praise'
legaid /l'eya8'/ 'to read'
glanaid /glava8'/ 'to clean'
berraid /b'era8'/ 'to shear, to shave'
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9.1. Varia
1. In the exercises below you will encounter two of the most important conjunct particles: the
negative particle nf /n'I/ 'not,' which turns a positive main clause into a negative one, and the
sentence particle inN /iv/, which turns a positive sentence into a positive question. Remember
that you have to use dependent verbal forms after these particles.
2. ocusL /ogus/ is the usual Old Irish word for 'and.' It is traditionally abbreviated 7 in
manuscripts and editions. Do not confuse this sign with the number '7'!
3. The main disjunctive conjunction in Old Irish is acht /axt/ 'but.'
4. The preposition arL 'in front of, for the sake of' takes the prepositional.
The preposition doL 'to, for' takes the prepositional.
The preposition iN means 'in' when followed by the prepositional,. but 'into' when followed by
the accusative.
5. Old Irish has a very odd counter-rule against nasalization: when a word that ends in n and
that causes nasalization on the following word (especially the accusative singular article and the
interrogative particle inN·) comes to stand in front of a word beginning with d, the nasalization is
not expressed; e.g., the accusative of in domun /in doµuv/ 'the world' is also in domun /in
doµuv/ and not tin ndomun, as would be expected.

9.2. Exercise
First translate the Old Irish sentences into your native language. Sentences with one asterisk *
are based on authentic Old Irish sentences, but have been modified by me; sentences marked
with two asterisks ** are authentic Old Irish; modifications have only been applied to a very
slight degree at the best, usually to normalize the orthography.
Then try the reverse: translate from English into Old Irish. The English-Old Irish sentences use
the same vocabulary as their Old Irish counterparts. But be careful; the necessary grammatical
forms will be slightly different.
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Old Irish
1. * Caraimm fos (Thes. ii 293.16), carai degscela, caraid in mace oac echu dianu. 2. Nf.caram
libru salm, ni-caraid in catt nderg, nf.carat loich templu sacart. 3. Pridchait int sacairt scel nDe
donaib l6echaib, acht marbait ind loich inna sacartu cosnaib claidbib. 4. In-mberra in mace c6em
folt nderg ind fir bicc? 5. Ni-m6rai scela fer n-oac. 6. Carmai fos n6eb i templaib De. 7. A firu,
ni-glanaimm in da chlaideb arin mace ouc. 8. A 16echu triunu, s6erthae inna maccu ar
drochferaib. 9. Techtait fir in domun m6r, acht techtaid Dia a rriched rrindach. 10. A maicc
leigind, scribai scel i llibur linech. 11. In-llegaid degscela i senlebraib? 12. Gerrmai fer nglas
donaib echaib dianaib. 13. Marbaimm in n-en mbecc ngorm isin chrunn. 14. In,n-asat cranna
arda isind feur glas? 15. Carthae sunu duil, a l6echu. 16. Berrait loich oic in cheniuil inna cenna 7
glanait inna curpu. 17. Pridchait in chruimthir dligeda De fir. 18. In,techtai ech m6r, a maicc
bicc? 19. Nf,cara in fer ceol inna n-en isnaib crannaib. 20. A chruimtheru, scribthae i llibur m6r 7
legmai a scel.
Transcription
1. kapam' fos, kapi d'eys'k'eAa, kapa8' in mak oag exu d'iavu. 2. n'i,kapaµ l'iPpu salm, n'i·kapa8' in gat
n'd'erg, n'i·kapad loix' t'empAu sagart. 3. p'r'i8xad' int hagar't' s'k'eA n'd'e donaW loixaW, axt marPad' ind
Aoix' ina sagartu kosnaW kla8'WaW. 4. iv,m'b'era in mak koiµ folt n'd'erg ind ip' Wig'? 5. n'i·mopi s'k'eAa f'ep
voag. 6. kapmi fos noiP i d'empAaW d'e. 7. a ipu, n'i·glavam' in da x11.a8'aP ap'an µak otig. 8. a Aoixu t'r'Ivvu,
soip0e ina maku ap 8poxepaW. 9. t'extad' f'ip' in doµuv mop, axt t'exta8' d'ia a r'1x'a8 r'indax. 10. a µak'
A'ey'an'd', s'k'r'IPi s'k'eA i l'iPup A'ivax. 11. in·l'eya8' d'eys'k'eAa i s'evA'ePpaW? 12. g'ermi fep l)glas donaW
exaW d'iavaP'. 13. marpam' in n'ev m'b'eg l)gorm is'an XPUn. 14. in ·nasad krana arda is'and evp yAas?
15. kap0e suvu kil;J.A', a 11.oixu. 16. b'erad' loix' oag' in x'ev1v11.' ina k'ena ogus yAavad' ina kurpu. 17. p'r'i8xad' in xpuµ'0'ap' d'l'iy'a8a d'e Ip'. 18. in d'exti ex mop, a µak' Wig'? 19. n'i kapa in f'ep k'ev11. ina v'ev isnaW
kranaw. 20. a xpuµ'0'apu, s'k'r'iP0e i l'ipup µop ogus A'eymi a s'k'eA.

English
1. I don't love quietness, dost thou love a good story, the young boy does not love a swift horse.
2. We love a book of psalms, you love red cats, warriors love temples of priests. 3. The priest
preaches stories of God to the warrior, and the warrior does not kill the priest with a sword.
4. The nice boy shaves the red hair of the small men. 5. We praise the story of the young men.
6. Thou lovest not the holy quietness in a temple of God. 7. Oh man, we do not clean the sword
for the young boy. 8. Oh strong warrior, thou savest a boy from a bad man. 9. Men do not pos
sess the big world, but does God possess the starry heaven? 10. Oh sons of study (= students),
you write stories in a lined book. 11. We do not read a good story in old books. 12. Do you cut
green grass for the swift horse? 13. We do not kill the small blue bird in the tree. 14. A tall tree
grows in the green grass. 15. Dost thou love the sound of music, oh warrior? 16. The young
warrior does not shave the head, but he cleans the body. 17. Does the priest preach the law of
the true God? 18. Thou dost not possess big horses, oh small boy. 19. Do the men love the music
of the birds in the tree? 20. Oh priest, dost thou write in a big book? I do not read the story.
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Lesson 10
10.1. Nouns: feminine a-stems
Our first exclusively feminine declension is the a-stem inflection. It is, fortunately, more homo
geneous than the o-stem declension, so that it will suffice to give you two exemplary paradigms.
A typical a-stem is tuath /tuae/ 'people, tribe, petty kingdom' (stem final consonant /0/):
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom. sg.

{L}CL

tuathL

*toea

toµta <-wowm>

*teµteh2

gen.

{R}C'eH

tuaitheH

*toSiiah «

toµtas <toutas>

*teµteh2s

prep.

{R}C'L

tuaithL

*to8I

*toµtai «

*teµteh2ei, -eh2i

acc.

C'N

tuaithN

*to8ev

*toµtam

*teµteh2m

voe.

{L}CL

a_L thuathL

*to8a

*toµta

*teµte(h2)

nom,. pl.

{L}CaH

tuathaH

*to8ah

*toµtas

*tevteh2es

gen.

{L}CN

tuathN

*to8av

*tovtom («)

*tevteh2om

prep.

{L}CaW

tuathaib

*toea�ih

acc.

{L}CaH

tuathaH

*toeah

*tovtas

*teµteh2ns

voe.

{L}CaH

a_L

*toeah

*tovtas

*tevteh2es

n.,a.,v. du.

{R}C'L

dfL thuaithL

*to8I

*tovtai

*tevteh2ih1

gen.
prep.

{L}CL

da_L thuathL

*toeo

*toµtov ( «)

*tevteh2h1oh1s, -(H)oh1u

{L}CaWN

dibN tuathaib «

* to8a�iv

*toµtabim «

*teµteh2bhih1, -moh1 ?

thuathaH

*tovtabis

(«)

*teµteh2bhis, -eh2bhos

Illustration 10.1: The standard a-stem declension

10.2. Variants of the a-stem declension
While usually the stem final consonant becomes palatalized in the gen. sg. (cp. tuaithe), a num
ber of words are exempt from this rule. These are words where the stem ends in a consonant
cluster, e.g., delb /d'el�/ 'form' or deacht /d'eaxt/ 'divinity,' the gen. sg. of which are delbae
/d'el�e/ and deachtae /d'eaxte/ respectively. Words in -cht /xt/ never palatalize their auslauting
cluster in the whole paradigm. Some of the alternations (changes) that we encountered in
o-stems have to be taken into consideration with a-stems as well.
1. The diphthong fa of the nom. sg. changes into e in cases where the following consonant be
comes palatalized: e.g., dall /k'ial/ 'sense,' gen. sg. ceille /k'el'e/, brfathar /b'r'ia0ap/ 'word,' prep.
sg. breithir /b'r'e0'ap'/.
2. In words of more than one syllable the usual syncope rules (see 6.8.5) have to be observed.
That means that in forms where an extra syllable is added as an ending (in the gen. sg. and the
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nom., acc. and prep. pl.) the vowel of every second, non-final syllable has to be deleted. Again
one has to pay attention to whether the deleted vowel was historically a front or back vowel. If
the vowel was historically a front vowel (e, i, e, I), the resulting consonant cluster becomes
palatalized, irrespective of whether one of the consonants would have been non-palatalized
without syncope, e.g., buiden jbuo'av/ 'troop,' acc. pl. buidnea jbuo'v'a/. The vowel was
historically an *i here. If it was a back vowel (a, o, u, a, o, a), the resulting consonant cluster
becomes non-palatalized, irrespective of whether one of the consonants would have been pala
talized without syncope, e.g., dfgal /d'IyaAj 'revenge,' gen. sg. diglae /d'Iy"Ae/. The vowel was
historically an *a here.
Many words, however, are exempt from the effects of syncope. In words like ingen /iv'y'av/
'daughter, girl,' syncope has already taken place historically (< *enigena, cf. ENIGENA on the
Ogam inscription CIIC 362), so that the gen. sg. ingine /iv'y'av'e/ only on the surface shows no
syncope, although historically it did take place regularly (< *enigenijas). In other words a long
vowel in the unstressed syllable seems to have impeded syncopation: gabal /ga�aA/ 'the taking,'
but gen. sg. gabalae /ga�aAe/. In yet other words syncope is obviously simply suppressed be
cause the resultant consonant cluster would have been impossible to pronounce. This is true for
abstract nouns in -acht, like bendacht /b'endaxt/ 'blessing,' gen. sg. bendachtae /b'endaxte/.
Raising/lowering effects play less a role in this declension than in the o-stems. Raising/lowering
can be encountered in monosyllabic words that have e and o, in most cases followed by a single
consonant, as their root vowel in the nom. sg. An example for this behavior is the word cell
'church, monastic settlement' (stem final consonant /1/), a loan from Latin cella:
case

ending

Old Irish

Primitive Irish

nom. sg.

{L}CL

celJL

*kela

gen.

{R}C'eH

cilleH

*keliiah

prep.

{R}C'L

cilJL

*kelI

acc.

C'N

ceilJN

*kelev

voe.

{L}CL

jL chelJL

*kela

nom. pl.

{L}CaH

celJaH

*kelah

gen.

{L}CN

celJN

*kelav

prep.

{L}CaW

cellaib

*kela�ih

acc.

{L}CaH

celJaH

*kelah

voe.

{L}CaH

aL chelJaH

*kelah

n.,a.,v. du.

{R}C'L

*kelI

gen.

{L}CL

dfL chilJL
daL chelJL

*kelo

prep.

{L}CaWN

dibN cellaib «

*kela�iv

!

Illustration 10.2: The a-stem declension with raising/lowering effects
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10.3. ben 'woman'
The word for 'woman' ben /b'ev/ (stem final consonant /v/) historically belongs to this inflec
tional class, too, although the synchronic Old Irish paradigm is absolutely anomalous:
case

transcription

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom. sg.

b'evL

benL

*beva «

bena <-bena>

*gVenh2

gen.

mna8

mnaH

*mnah

*rn/bnas

*g9neh2s

prep.

mnaiL

mnafL

*mnai

*rn/bnai, mjbnai

*g9 neh2ei, -eh2i

acc.

b'ev'N

mnafN (beinN) «

*bevev

*benam <beni>

*gVenh2

voe.

Wev'L

aLbenL

*beva «

*ben

*g9en
*g9neh2es

a

nom. pl.

mna8

mnaH

*mnah

mjbnas <mnas>

gen.

bavN

banN

*bavav

*banom <bnanom>

*gVIJh20ffi

prep.

mnaaw

mnaib

*mnaa�ih «

*mjbnabis («)

*g 1Jh2bhis, -bhos

acc.

mna8

mnaH

*mnah

mjbnas <mnas>

*g9neh2ns

voe.

aµva8

aLmnaH

*mnah

*rn/bnas

*g9neh2es

n.,a.,v. du.

d'iLµvaiL

dfL mnafL

*mnai

*rn/bnai

*g9neh2ih1

gen.

daL �avL

daLbanL

*bavo

*banog («)

*g91Jh2h1 6h1 s, -(H)6h1u

prep.

d'iWN mnaaw

dibN mnaib «

*mnaa�iv «

*rn/bnabim «

*g91Jh2bhfh1, -m6h1 ?

9

Illustration 10.3: The declension of ben 'woman'

Note:
1. In the transcription I have mainly taken account of the earliest Old Irish forms. In the prep. pl.
and du. the early Old Irish hiatus was later monophthongized to /mna�'/. In the acc. sg. the his
torically correct form beinN was already very early replaced by mnafN. Very rarely bein L can be
used for the prep. sg.
2. Besides benL in legal texts a neutral form beN is found, e.g., in the phrase be cuitgemsa /b'e
gud'y'�unsa/ 'woman of joint authority' or be cama /b'e gapna/ 'whore.'
3. In compounds ban- appears, e.g., banchomairle jbavxoµap'A'e/ 'advice of a
woman' (comairle 'advice'). Often this creates feminine variants to otherwise
masculine nouns, e.g., banap jbavab/ 'abbess' to ap 'abbot,' bantigemae
jbant'iy'arne/ 'lady, female ruler' to tigemae 'lord, ruler.'

Illustration 10.4:
banchaera 'she-sheep'
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11.1. The basic feminine article
The basic form of the article is in /in/, but again this can change considerably depending on the
case and the anlaut of the following word. I will present the 'normal' paradigm for the feminine
article first, which is the one used before words beginning with b, d, g, p, t, c, m.
case

transc.

Old Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom. sg.

inL

inL

*(s)inda

gen.

(i)naH

(in)naH

*(s)indas

prep.

(s'd)n (')L

-(si)nL

*(s)indai

acc.

in (')N

inN

*(s)indam

nom. pl.

(i)naH

(in)naH

*(s)indas

gen.

(i)naN

(in)naN

*(s)indoisom

prep.

(s)mW

-(s)naib

*(s)indabis

acc.

(i)naH

(in)naH

*(s)indas

n.a.du.

in(')

in dfL

*(s)indai

daL

*(s)indo

gen.

in

prep.

(s)mW

in

-(s)naib dibN

*(s)indabim

Illustration 11.1: The basic pattern of the feminine article

Note:
1. The mutational effects of the feminine article are identical to those of the a-declension.
2. As for the way the article is used when combined with prepositions, the same is true as for the
masculine article (see 7.1.2-4).

11.2. Variants of the feminine article
1. The nominative singular is indL /ind/ with words that begin with a vowel, 1, r, n or f, which is
lenited to zero: ind iress /ind ip\�s/ 'the belief, the faith,' ind lam /ind Aaµ/ 'the hand,' ind run
/ind puv/ 'the secret,' ind naire /ind vap'e/ 'the shamefulness,' ind llesc /ind A'esk/ 'the rod.' The
nominative singular is intL /int/ with words that begin with s, which is lenited to /h/: int suil
/int hu).,'/ 'the eye.'
2. The prepositional singular is -(si)ndL /(s'a)nd/ with words that begin with a vowel, 1, r, nor f,
which is lenited to zero: isind iriss 'in the belief, in the faith,' isind laim 'in the hand,' arind ruin
'for the secret,' dond nairi 'to the shamefulness,' cosind lleisc 'with the rod.' The prepositional
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singular is -(si)ntL /(s'a)nt/ with words that begin withs, which is lenited to /h/: isint suil 'in the
eye.'
3. Only in the oldest texts the article in the gen. sg. and nom., acc. and gen. pl. is disyllabic inna.
The most common variant, however, is na.

11.3. The article after prepositions
In Old Irish the article always has to combine with a preceding preposition. In certain cases
something similar happens in German as well: e.g., the preposition zu and the article dem
coalesce to zum, in and dem coalesce to im. But whereas in German this is restricted to a few
forms, in Old Irish this is always the case, both for prepositions that govern the prepositional,
and for prepositions that govern the accusative.
There are two basic variants in which the article can appear in these complexes of preposition
and article: one with s(s) and one withouts.
The variant withs is used with prepositions that do not lenite (but note tre!):

aH
coH
coN
for

'out of'
'towards, against, till'
'with'
'upon, over'
frjH 'turned towards'
farN 'after'
jN
'in, into'
JaH
'with, by'
6s 'over'
reN 'before'
tar 'across'
treL 'through'
The variant withouts is mainly used with prepositions that lenite (but note oc and for!):

arL 'in front of, before'
diL 'of, from'
doL 'to, for'
etirL 'between, among'
fiadL 'in the presence of'
foL 'under'
for 'upon, over'
immL 'around'
6L
'from'
'at'
oc
sechL 'past, beyond'
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Note:
1. In the prep. sg. of all genders the basic form is -(s)inL. Furthermore, d or t can be appended
depending on the anlaut of the following word, e.g., donL , cos(s)intL , fondL, etc.
2. In the prep. pl. of all genders the basic form is -(s)naib, e.g., asnaib, amaib, etc.
3. In the acc. sg. m./f. the form is -(s)inN, e.g., fris(s)inN, dfnN, etc.
4. In the acc. sg. n. the form is -(s)aN, e.g., foaN, is(s)aN, etc.
5. In the acc. pl. of all genders the form is -(s)naH, e.g., farsnaH, 6naH, etc.
You can find a survey of all variants of the article in Appendix F.3.

11.4. The a-stem adjectives
The a-stem adjectives are identical in inflection with the a-stem nouns. Here follows a complete
paradigm with article, a-stem noun and a-stem adjective: ind ingen becc 'the little girl.'
case

feminine

transcription

nom.sg.
gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.

indL ingenL beccL
innaH ingineH bicceH
dondL inginL biccL
inN n-inginN mbiccN
aL ingenL beccL

ind iv'y'av Weg
ina h'iv'y'av'e b'ig'e
dond iv'y'av' Wig'
in n'iv'y'av' m'b'ig'
a iv'y'av Weg

nom. pl.
gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.

innaH ingenaH beccaH
innaN n-ingenN mbeccN
donaib ingenaib beccaib
innaH ingenaH beccaH
aL ingenaH beccaH

ina h'iv'y'ava b'ega
ina v'iv'y'av m'b'eg
donaW iv'y'avaW b'egaW
ina h'iv'y'ava b'ega
a iv'y'ava b'ega

n.a.v.du.
in dfL inginL beccaH
in daL ingenL beccN
gen.
· prep.
donaib dibN n-ingenaib beccaib

in d'I iv'y'av' Wega
in da iv'y'av Weg
donaW d'iW v'iv'y'avaW b'egaW

Illustration 11.2: Inflection of feminine article, noun and adjective

Note:
1. Adjectives belonging to the o-, a-class are inflected according to the a-stem pattern when
following masculine and neuter nouns, and according to the a-stem pattern when following
feminine nouns, irrespective of the declensional class of the preceding noun. The noun need not
necessarily belong to the same declensional class. The determining factors for the use of the
correct form of the adjective are solely the gender and the case of the preceding noun.
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11.5. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words together with the article. Combine them with the adjectives
ban /bav/ 'white,' cl6en /kloiv/ 'crooked,' fir /f'Ip/ 'true' and gel /g'eV 'bright.'
in grfan /g'r'iav/ (f.) 'sun'
in chorr /kor/ (f.) 'heron'
ind ilesc /f'l'esk/ (f.) 'rod, stick'
ind lam /laµ/ (f.) 'hand'
in ben jb'ev/ (f.) 'woman'
ind ires /ip'as/ (f.) 'faith'
int slat /slat/

(f.) 'twig, branch'

in chloch /klox/ (f.) 'stone'

Note:
1. gel and corr are raisable; the second syllable of ires is
not syncopated.
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Illustration 11.3: clocha 'stones'

Lesson 12
12.1. Verbs of the W2a and W2b-class (I-verbs)
W2 is the second weak verbal class. The characteristic vowel of W2 verbs in the 3rd sg. conjunct
is -i. Furthermore, in W2 verbs the stem final consonant basically remains palatalized through
out the whole paradigm.
This class has two subtypes: W2a and W2b. The only difference between the two in the present
stem is that W2b verbs have short o or u as their root vowel (sluindid /slun'd'a8'/ 'to declare, to
tell,' roithid /ro0'a8'/ 'to set in motion, to make run'). All other W2 verbs belong to the W2a class.
There is no other difference in behavior between these two sub-classes in the present tense, so
that the example for the present indicative of W2a, leicid 'to leave, to allow,' root leic- /l'eg'/
(root final consonant /g'/), will serve as a model for W2b as well:

W2
1st sg.
2nd
3rd

sg.
sg.

1st pl.
pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

absolute (independent)

leiciu, leicim(m)
Ieici
Ieicid

C'u,C'am'

leicmi
leicthe
leicit

Cm'i

Ci
C'ao'
C'0'e

Cad'

conjunct (dependent)

(ni)-leiciu, -Jeicim(m)
(ni)-leici
(ni)-leici

C'u,C'am'

(ni)-leicem
(ni)-leicid
(ni)-leicet

Caµ

Ci
Ci
C'ao'

Cad

Illustration 12.1: The conjugation of W2-verbs

Note:
1. The ending -im(m) in the 1st sg., which is original only with Wl and S3 verbs (historically
speaking, athematic verbs), becomes the only productive ending during the Old Irish period and
ousts the original ending -u of the thematic verbs. With most verbs only the ending -imm is at
tested in the 1st sg.
2. In W2 verbs the root final consonant is typically palatalized throughout the paradigm. A few
verbs with two root final consonants (e.g., erbaid /erba8'/ 'to entrust') or with a, 6 or u in the root
(e.g., radaid /ra.8a8'/ 'to speak' and do-lugai /do-luyi/ 'to forgive') originally had non-palatalized
root final consonants. This 'anomaly' within the W2-class, however, was given up in the Old
Irish period and finally these verbs acquired palatalized root final consonants throughout the
paradigm as well (e.g., raidid /ra.8'a8'/ etc.).
3. The W2a-class consists to a large number of denominative verbs from o- and a-stem nouns,
that is, verbs that are created from already existing nouns or adjectives and that mean something
like 'to make something with the corresponding adjective or noun.' For example, from see]
/s'k'e"Aj 'story' the verb do-sceulai /do-s'k'etJAi/ 'to make known' is created, from rim /rtµ/
'number' the verb rimid /riµ'a8'/ 'to calculate' is created.
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4. The W2b-class consists of old causative and iterative verbs with an historical root vowel o,
which usually became u in Old Irish through raising. Causative verbs mean 'to make somebody
do a certain action,' e.g., W2b do-lugai 'to forgive (= to make something to lie down)' from Sl
Jaigid 'lie,' or W2b roithid 'to make run' from Sl reithid 'to run.'
12.2. Exercise
Now try to conjugate some of the following verbs in absolute and conjunct inflection:
dailid /daA\�8'/ 'to distribute'
raidid /ra8'a8'/ 'to speak'
guirid /gup'a8'/ 'to make warm, to heat'
roithid /ro0'a8'/ 'to make run'
sluindid /slun'd'a8'/ 'to mention, to declare, to name'

12.3. The prehistory of the Wl and W2 ending sets
General remarks: As with the nominal inflections, I will give you tables with reconstructed
verbal endings and stem formations throughout this book. I will use basically the same conven
tions and symbols as laid out in 6.3. There is one symbol we have not met yet: t marks syn
copated syllables (syncope took place between the Primitive Irish and Old Irish periods). But be
aware of the fact that the tables below can convey only a very rough picture. Reconstructing
preforms of verbs is for various reasons much more difficult than reconstructing nominal inflec
tions, and the developments that took place historically are far more complex. This book is not
the place to go into any details of this.

Wl

Olr.

Prim. Ir.

Insular Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

-aimm

*-ami«

*-ami«

*-ah2mi, *-ahi.ioh2

2nd sg.
3rd sg.

-(a)i

*-ahi

*-asi«

*-ahi (ie)si

-aid

*-aei

*-ati«

*-ahi (ie)ti

1st pl.

-tm(a)i

*-amosi«

*-ah2 (io)mosi

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

-tth(a)e

*-amohi«
*-aee-«

*-atesi«

*-ah2 (ie)tesi

-ait

*-adi«

*-anti«

*-ah2nti, *-ahiionti

1st sg.

-aimm

*-ami«

*-am

*-ah2mi, *-ahi.ioh2

2nd sg.
3rd sg.

-(a)i «

*-ahi«

*-as

*-ah2 (ie)si

-a

*-ae

*-at

*-ah2 (ie)ti

1st pl.

-am

*-aµah

*-amos

*-ah2 (io)mosi

pl.
3rd l.
p

-aid

*-aeeh

*-ates

*-ah2 (ie)tesi

-at

*-ad«

*-ant

*-ah2enti, *-ahi.ionti

absolute

conjunct

2nd

Illustration 12.2: Reconstructed Wl endings
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W2
absolute
1 st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg.
1st pl.

2nd pl.
Jrd pl.

conjunct
}st

s g.

2ndsg.
3rd sg.
1st pl.
2nd l.
p
d
Jr pl.

0Ir.

Prim. Ir.

Insul. Celtic

Pre-Celtic

-(i)u
-i
-id
-tmi
-tthe
-it

*-iiU

*-iiu

*-eioh2

*-ihi

*-isi «

*-eiesi

*-i0i

*-Iti «

*-eieti

*-imohi«

*-imosi «

*-eiomosi

*-i0e- «

*-Itesi «

*-eietesi

*-idi

*-inti«

*-eionti

*-iiTI

*-iiTI

*-eioh2

*-ih

*-is

*-eiesi

*-i0

*-It

*-eieti

*-iµah

*-imos«

*-eiomosi

*-i0eh

*-Ites

*-eietesi

*-id

*-int«

*-eionti

-(i)u
-i
-i
-em
-id
-et

Illustration 12.3: Reconstructed W2 endings

Note:
1. Them of the 1st sg. -(a)im(m) /am'/ was delenited in analogy to the 1st sg. of the copula am(m),
im(m) /am im/ 'I am' (< CC *emmi < PIE *h1 esm1). The ending -(a)imm starts to spread to all
verbal classes in Old Irish times and replaces the historically justified -(i)u.

2. The Wl 2nd sg. conj. -ai apparently was taken over from the corresponding absolute ending,
probably in analogy to the 2nd sg. abs. and conj. of the W2 verbs, where the two forms are
regularily identical.

3. The m of the 1st pl. abs. -(m)m(a)i jm(')ij was delenited in analogy to the 1st pl. of the copula
ammi, immi /ami imi/ 'we are' (< CC *emmos1); the 1st pl. conj. -am, -em /aµ/, however,
preserves the historically expected form.
4. In what I represent as one Wl paradigm in fact at least three different PIE stem formations fell
together: athematic factitives with the suffix *-ah2-, thematic denominatives with the suffix
*-ahi.Je/o-, and primary root presents from roots ending in a vowel like *h2 anh1 ti 'breathes'> CC
*anati > Olr. anaid 'to wait' or *skerHti 'separates' > CC *skarati > Olr. scaraid 'to separate, to
part.'
5. In what I represent as one W2 paradigm in fact at least two different PIE stem formations fell
together: primary verbs with the thematic suffix *-ejejo-, and athematic statives in *-ehi (je/o-).
Furthermore, at least creitid 'to believe' continues a primary verbal collocation PIE *kred dhehr
'to put one's heart.' In the tables above I assume that at some stage in the language history, but in
the Insular Celtic period at the latest, *-J- was generalized as the W2 stem suffix, even where
*-ijo- would be expected, either in analogy to the verbs with original *-J- < PIE *-ehr, or in ana
logy to the Wl verbs that had a uniform stem suffix *-a- throughout the paradigm.
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6. The distinction between absolute and conjunct endings in Old Irish has a parallel in the earli
est British (Old Welsh) material. It has nothing to do with the distinction between primary and
secondary endings in PIE, but is the result of a special Insular Celtic development: early loss of
final inherited final short *-i, but retention of the vowel before enclitic particles. Subsequently the
forms with and without *-i were redistributed in the whole verbal system. The exact nature of
those particles in front of which *-i was retained is a matter of heated disputes.

12.4. Possessive pronouns
In English possessive pronouns are words like my, your,her, etc., in German unser,euer,ihr, etc.
Functionally these pronouns are very similar to the genitive case: they can express possession,
e.g., my book = the book that belongs to me, but they can also express various other relations,
e.g., tut dies zu meinem Gedachtnis = do this to remember me, where the possessive pronoun
serves as the object of Gedachtnis 'rememberance.' This second type
of construction is very important in Old Irish, as we shall see in a
later lesson.
Fortunately, Old Irish possessive pronouns are not inflected. There
is one form for each person that remains unaffected by all inflectio
nal changes of the noun it qualifies. Old Irish possessive pronouns
always precede the word they qualify. All possessive pronouns
have mutational effects. Which mutation follows which pronoun
can be seen in the table below:
Illustration 12.4:
mo chuilen 'my puppy'

person

translation

pronoun

1st sg.

my

moL,m'

2nd sg.

thy

doL , t,' th'

3rd sg.m.
3rd sg.f.

his

aL

her

aH

3rd sg.n.

its

aL

lstpl.
2nd pl.

our

arN

your

forN,farN,barN

3rd pl.

their

aN

Illustration 12.5: Possessive pronouns
Note:
1. The -o of moL and doL is elided before words beginning with vowels; in the case of doL we
then get t' or lenited th' (it is not clear when and why we get the lenited form): m'athair 'my
father,' t'ainm,th'ainm 'thy name.' In early texts moL and doL have by-forms with u: muL, duL .
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2. Be careful with a! Depending on the mutation it causes it can either mean 'her,' 'his,' 'its' or
'their.' So it is always of highest importance to look at the following word and note the muta
tional effect exerted on it. In this context it is of greatest importance to be familiar with Old Irish
orthography, in order to recognize what mutation could be reflected in the spelling.
3. Just like the article, possessive pronouns combine with preceding prepositions. The possessive
pronouns retain their mutational effects.
3.1. In the case of mo and do we get -m L /m/ and -tL /t/ after prepositions ending in a
vowel and after for. dom L /dom/ (< doL + moL) 'to my,' frim L /f'r'im/ (friH + moL) 'against
my, towards my,' fortL /fort/ (< for + do L) 'on thy,' etc. Otherwise mo L and do L remain:
asmoL (aH + mo L) 'out of my,' imdu L (imm L + duL) 'around thy,' or ocduL (oc+ do L) 'at thy.'
3.2. All a behave the same, no matter what mutational effects they cause. In most cases the
a is simply stuck to the preposition: fora (for+ a) 'on his, her, its, their,' fria (friH + a) 'againt
his, her, its, their.' The two prepositions doL 'to, for' and diL 'from' both become dia with
possessive a and one has to decide from the context which of the two is meant in a given
case. Nasalizing prepositions display an n before the a: e.g., cona (coN + a) 'with his, her,
its, their;' in the case of jN this n is frequently spelled double: inna or ina (iN + a) 'in(to) his,
her, its, their.' aH 'out of' inserts an s before the a: asa 'out of his, her, its, their.'
3.3. arN 'our' behaves like a: diarN (doL/di L + arN) 'to our; from our,' iamarN (farN + arN)
'after our,' occarN (oc+ arN) 'at our,' asarN (aH + arN) 'out of our.'
3.4. forN, farN, barN /�op �ap/ 'your' is simply added to the preposition: dibarN (diL + barN)
'from your,' ibarN or ifarN (iN + barN) 'in(to) your.'
4. Possessive pronouns are apparently not affected by the mutational effects of preceding parti
cles or prepositions, e.g., ammo sruith /a mo hpu0'/ 'oh my wise man' (I2T 10), where mo is not
lenited after the otherwise leniting vocative particle aL.
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13.1. A poem
The lines below about a scribe form the third stanza of a poem edited by Kuno MEYER in ZCPh
13, 8 (also edited in EIL 70 and GT 159). The poem dates approximately to the 11th. century, but it
is put into the mouth of Saint Colum Cille, who lived in the 6th century and who was famous for
being a tireless scribe. Many miracles in connection with books are ascribed to him. I have
normalized the spelling of the stanza.
Sinim mo phenn mbecc mbr6enach
tar 6enach lebor ligoll
cen scor fri selba segonn,
dian scith mo chrob 6n scribonn.
s'iv'am' mo f'en m'b'eg mbroivax
tap oivax l'ePap hyol
k'ev skop f'r'i s'elpa s'eyan,
d'iav s'k'I0 mo xpop on s'k'r'IPan.

Illustration 13.1: Ca.era Chille oc scribund
'the sheep of the church writing'

13.2. Varia
1. In the sentences below we will meet a new conjunct particle: innadN is the negated interroga
tive particle 'do ... not?,' and as such takes the dependent form of the verb, e.g., Innad-carai do
mnaf, a fir? 'Dost thou not love thy wife, man?'
2. There are a number of new prepositions:
The preposition cen L 'without' takes the accusative.
The preposition coN 'with' takes the prepositional.
The preposition diL 'from' takes the prepositional.
The preposition foL means '(placed) under' when followed by the prepositional, but '(going)
under' when followed by the accusative.
The preposition friH '(turned) against, towards' takes the accusative.
The preposition 6L 'from' takes the prepositional.
The preposition tar 'across' takes the accusative.
3. Note the use of the verb creitid (W2a) 'to believe.' If you want to say 'to believe in' you simply
have to use an object in the accusative: e.g., creitiu Dia (Dia = acc. sg.) means 'I believe in God.'
There is no need to especially express the 'in' in Old Irish.
4. The phrase slan co ceill, taken from a poem (in sentence 17) translates as 'safe and sound.'
Literally it means 'sound with sense.' This is a so-called cheville, or a phrase that is more or less
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meaningless in the context of the sentence, but which is needed in a poem to achieve rhyme and
the necessary number of syllables. Note the special language and the way things are expressed
in sentences 16-20, which are all taken from poems.
5. Colum Cille 'the Dove of the Church' is the Irish name of Saint Columba, one of the most
important of all Irish saints, who amongst other things founded the monastery on the small
island of Ioua (Iona) off the Scottish coast. He belonged to the royal family of the Uf Neill
'descendants of Niall,' who ruled the greatest part of Ireland in the early Middle Ages. Their
ancestor was the prehistoric, legendary king Niall Nofgiallach 'Niall of the Nine Hostages,' the
Niall alluded to in sentence 17.
13.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. Ni-leiciu (or. ni-leicimm) inna mucca m6ra forsa fer. 2. A mo ben ligach, in-sluindi drochscela
do thuaithe dond fiur thriun fo deraib dianaib? 3. Innad-creiti Dia, a fir bicc? 4. Dailmi ar mbiad
7 ar ndig forsna ingena 7 maccu. 5. A thuatha in domuin m6ir, ni-creitid firdeacht Crist bii, acht
creitte far ngudeu. 6. Brisit inna drochingena creitt in charpait cona claidbib. 7. Leiciu ( or.
leicimm) sunu ceoil asmo chruitt di 6r 7 argut. 8. Sluindi cella linmara do tuaithe donaib mnaib,
a Erner ruad. 9. Creitid in buiden m6r breithir int sacairt. 10. Ni-leicem claidbiu i llamaib ingen
inna fer. 11. In-rraidid ruin ind libuir salm do dib n-ingenaib c6emaib inna mna gaithe, a chruim
theru? 12. Guirid in grian gel curpu fer 7 ban 7 delba crann co neurt isin maitin. 13. Brisid in
gaeth aicher crann inna luinge. 14. Innad-mmarbat buidnea 16ech? 15. A di senmnai, in-curaid
inna ingena 6ca co flescaib daingnib tara t6ebu? 16. * Crochaid n6eb Colum Cille a chorp forsna
tonna glassa. (GT 20) 17. * Colum Cille, caindel Neill, seolaid a luing tarsin sal, slan co ceill.
(GT 20) 18. * Brisid in n6eb tonna arda ind neimid bled i lluing brisc. (GT 20) 19. * Int en becc,
leicid feit din gup glan, in Ion din chraib glais. (EIL 6) 20. ** Dordaid dam,[ ...] gaeth ard uar, isel
grian. (EIL 160)
Transcription
1. n'i·l'eg'u (n'i·l'eg'am') ina muka mopa forsa Wep. 2. a mo Wev A'iyax, iv-slun'd'i droxs'k'eAa do 0ua0'e
dond ivp 0'p'i1J.V fo 8'epaW d'iavaW? 3. ina.8-g'r'ed'i d'ia, a ip' �'ig'? 4. daA'm'i ap m'b'ia8 ogus ap n'd'iy' forsna
h'iv'y'ava ogus µaku. 5. a 0ua0a in doµuv' µop', n'i·k'r'ed'a8' f'ip8'eaxt g'r'is't' Wi'i,
axt k'r'et'e �ap l)gU8'elJ.. 6. b'r'is'ad' ina droxiv'y'ava k'r'et' in xarbad' kova gla8'
WaW. 7. l'eg'u (l'eg'am') suvu k'elJ.A' asmo xput' d'i op ogus argud. 8. slun'd'i k'ela
l'ivµapa do 0ua0'e donaW mnaaW, a eµ'ap pua8. 9. k'r'ed'a8' in �u8'av µop b'r'e0'ap'
int hagar't'. 10. n'i·l'eg'aµ kla8'Wu i laµaW iv'y'av ina Wep. 11. iv-ra8'a8' ru.v' ind
A'i�up' halm do d'iW v'iv'y'avaW koiµaW ina mna gai0'e, a xpuµ'0'apu? 12. gup'a8' in
y'p'iav y'eA kurpu f'ep ogus �av ogus 8'el�a kran ko nevrt is'an µad'av'. 13. b'r'i
s'a8' in yai0 ax'ap kran ina lul)'g'e. 14. ina.8-mar�ad bu8'v'a loix? 15. a d'i h'evµvai,
iv-gu.pa8' ina h'iv'y'ava hoga ko Wl'eskaW dal)'g'v'aW tapa doi�u? 16. kroxa8' noi�
koAum k'il'e a xorp forsna tona glasa. 17. koAum k'il'e, kan'd'aA v'el', s'e1J.Aa8' a
Illustration 13.2:
AUl)'g'
tars'an saA, slav ko g'el'. 18. b'r'is'a8' in noi� tona harda ind v'eµ'a8' Wl'e8 i
caindel isin gaith
lul)'g'
Wr'is'k'.
19. int ev b'eg, l'eg'a8' f'ed' d'in yub yAav, in lov d'in xpaiW yAas'.
'candle in the wind'
20. dorda8' daµ, gai0 ard uap, is'aA g'r'iav.
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English
1. I allow the big pig (to go) onto the grass. 2. Oh my beautiful women, you relate the bad story
of your tribes to the strong men under fierce tears. 3. Don't you believe in God, little men? 4. Do
we distribute our food and our drink among the girls and the boys? 5. Oh tribes of the world,
you believe in the true divinity of the living Christ, and you do not believe in your false gods.
6. Do the bad girls break the frames of the chariots with their swords? 7. We do not release the
sound of music from our harps of gold and silver. 8. You do not enumerate the churches of your
tribes to the woman, oh red-haired girls. 9. Doesn't the big troop believe the words of the priest?
10. We leave the sword in the hand of the girl of the man. 11. Thou speakest the secrets of the
psalm book to the beautiful daughter of the clever woman, oh priest. 12. Does the sun warm the
bodies of men and women and the shapes of the trees with might in the morning? 13. The strong
wind does not break the masts of the ships. 14. Does he kill a troop of warriors? 15. Oh old
woman, dost thou punish the young girl with a hard rod on her side? 16. Does saint Colum Cille
crucify his body on the blue waves? 17. Colum Cille, the candel of Niall, does he not sail his ship
over the sea, safe and sound? 18. The saint does not break the high waves of the whales'
sanctuary in fragile ships. 19. The little bird, does it release (= give) a whistle from the bright
peak, the blackbird from the green branches? 20. The stags bellow.

13.4. Test
Try to recognize the inflectional forms of the following nouns and give as much information
about them as possible - gender, stem class, case, number. Where two or more slots follow a
form, more than one correct answer is possible:
eoin:

or

ind lam:

gaith:

or

in llaim:

inn-en:

inna rosca:

or

claidbib:

caindil:

or

inna mban:

in mace mbecc:

in mace becc:

inna mace mbecc:

ech:

or

or

inna rose:

or

or

inna mna:

or

or

a chenn:

int en:

ceill:

laim:

or

ind leith:

in chlaidib:

or

inna run:-----

a cenn:

or

in bech:

Jeth:

or

or

or

or
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14.1. Nouns: masculine io-stems
Historically speaking io-stems were but a variant of the o-stems in PIE (they simply had a j befo
re the o). But as a result of the drastic sound changes in the prehistory of Irish, the inflection of
the io-stems differs radically from that of the o-stems in Old Irish. Unlike the inflectional classes
we have learned so far io-stems do have something that may be called an ending: there is always
a vowel at the end of the word. This vowel may bee, i or u, depending on the case. As regards
the mutational effects on the following word, io-stems go absolutely parallel with the o-stems.
As a mnemonic device to remember the endings of the masculine io-stems you can use the word
fer (to the right of the table below). In nearly all cases the root vowel of fer corresponds to the
ending of the io-stem.
The root final consonant before the vowel of the ending may either be palatalized (cp. the 1 j')...'j
in ceile below) or non-palatalized (cp. the t /t/ in daltae below) throughout the paradigm. In the
latter category fall mainly words with consonant clusters before the final vowel. Pay attention to
the different spellings of the final vowels in the two inflectional patterns, but be also always
aware that the final vowels are identical at the same time. No vowel changes like raising, lower
ing, etc. take place in the roots of the words. The following examples are ceile /k'e).'e/ 'client,
companion' for words with palatalized root final consonants, and daltae /dalte/ 'fosterling,
foster-son' for words with non-palatalized root final consonants:
case

ending pal. root final cons.

non-pal. root final cons.

Proto-Celtic

fer

daltae

* 0 (i)ios

fer

nom.sg.

C(')eH

ceile

gen.

C(')iL

cei]jL

daltaiL

* (i)iI

firL

prep.

C(')uL

ceiJiuL

daltuL

* 0(i)iui, -u, -u(8)

fiurL

acc.

C(')eN

ceileN

daltaeN

* 0(i)iom

fer N

voe.

C(')iL

aL chei]jL

aL daJtajL

* 0(i)ie

aL ffrL

nom. pl

C(')iL

ceiJiL

daltaiL

* 0(i)ioi

firL

gen.

C(')eN

ceileN

daltaeN

* 0(i)iom

ferN

prep.

ceilib

daltaib

* 0(i)iobis

feraib

acc.

O'\�W
C(')uH

cei]iLJH

daJtuH

firu8

voe.

C(')uH

aL chei]iLJH

aL daJtuH

* (i)ius
« * 0(i)ioi

aL firuH

n.-a. du.

C(')eL

daL chei]eL

daL daltaeL

* 0(i)io

daL ferL

gen.

C(')eL

daL chei]eL

daL daltaeL

* 0(i)i0l)

daL ferL

prep.

O'l.=)W

dibN ceilib

dibN ndaltaib

« *0 (i)iobim

dibN feraib

Illustration 14.1: The masculine io-stem declension
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14.2. Nouns: neuter io-stems
Neuter io-stems are just as parallel to masculine io-stems, as neuter a-stems are parallel to mas
culine a-stems. As a mnemonic device to remember the endings of the neuter io-stems you can
use the word cenn (to the right of the table below). In nearly all cases the root vowel of cenn cor
responds to the io-stem endings. Again the root final consonant before the vowel of the ending
may either be palatalized or non-palatalized, and stays so throughout the paradigm. No vowel
changes like raising, lowering, etc., take place in the roots of the words. The following examples
are cride /k'ri8'e/ 'heart' for words with palatalized root final consonants, and cumachtae
/kuµdxte/ 'power, strength, might' for words with non-palatalized root final consonants:
case

ending pal. root final cons. non-pal. root final cons.

Proto-Celtic

cenn

nom. acc. sg.

C(')eN

crideN

cumachtaeN

* 0(i)jom

cennN

gen.

C(')iL

cridiL

cumachtaiL

* 0(i)jI

cinnL

prep.

C(')uL

cridiuL

cumachtu L

* (i)iui, -u, -u(8)

ciunnL

voe.

C(')eN

aL chrideN

aL chumachtae'V

* 0(i)jom

a.L chennN

nom. acc. pl.

C(')eL

crideL

cumachtaeL

* 0(i)ia

cennL

gen.

C(')eN

crideN

cumachtaeN

0

cennN

prep.

O'l.)W

cridib

cumachtaib

* (i)jobis

cennaib

voe.

C(')eL

aL chrideL

aL chumachtaeL

* 0(i)ia

a.L chennaH

nom. acc. du.

C(')eN

daN crideN

daN cumachtaeN

*0(i)io

da.N cennN

gen.

C(')eN

da_N CTideN

daN cumachtaeN

*0(i)iov

da.N cennN

prep.

O'l.)W

dibN cridib

dibN cumachtaib

« * 0(i)jobim

dibN cennaib

0

* (i)jom
0

Illustration 14.2: The neuter io-stem declension

Illustration 14.3: da cheile oc cluichiu 'two companions playing'
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14.3. Adjectives: io-stems
In lessons 7 and 11 we learned the o-, a-adjectives, i.e., adjectives that inflect as a-stems when ac
companying masculine and neuter nouns, and as a-stems when accompanying feminine nouns.
There is also a large number of adjectives that inflect as io-stems when qualifying masculine and
neuter nouns (and, you guessed correctly, their feminine counterparts are ia-stems. We will look
at them in the next lesson).
The root final consonant of io-stem adjectives may either be palatalized or non-palatalized and
stays so throughout the paradigm. In the singular io-stem adjectives are identical in inflection
with masculine, respectively neuter io-stem nouns. In the plural, however, they show a diver
gent behavior: they have the ending -(a)i in the nominative, accusative and vocative, -(a)e in the
genitive and -(a)ib in the prepositional. The examples below are buide /buo'e/ 'yellow' for words
with palatalized root final consonants and rigdae /r'Iyoe/ 'royal, kingly' for words with non
palatalized root final consonants.
case

ending masc., palat.

masc., non-palat.

ending neuter,-palat. neuter, non-palat.

nom.sg.

C(')eH

buide

rigdae

C(')eN

buideN

rigdaeN

gen.

C(')iL

buidiL

rigdaiL

C(')iL

buidiL

rigdaiL

prep.

C(')uL

buidiLJ L

rigduL

C(')uL

buidiLJL

rigduL

acc.

C(')eN

buideN

rigdaeN

C(')eN

buideN

rigdaeN

voe.

C(')iL

aL buidiL

aL rfgdaiL

C(')eN

aL buideN

aL rfgdaeN

nom. pl.

C(')iL

buidiL

rigdaiL

C(')iL

buidiL

rigdaiL

gen.

C(')eN

buideN

rigdaeN

C(')eN

buideN

rigdaeN

prep.

O'ldW

buidib

rigdaib

O'ldW

buidib

rigdaib

acc.

C(')iH

buidiH

rigdaiH

C(')iL

buidiL

rigdaiL

voe.

C(')iH

aL buidiH

aL rfgdaiH

C(')iL

aL buidiL

aL rfgdaiL

Illustration 14.4: io-stem adjectives

14.4. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
the io-stem adjectives foirbthe /for'W0'e/ 'perfect,' amrae /aµpe/ 'wonderful,' nue /nue/ 'new,'
dorchae /dopxe/ 'dark.'
in ceile /k'e'A'e/ (m.) 'client, companion'
a cluiche /klux'e/ (n.) 'game, sport'
in techtaire /t'extap'e/ (m.) 'messenger'
int ecnae /egne/ (m.) 'knowledge'
a fiadnaise /f'iaovas'e/ (n.) 'witness, testimony'
int aitte /at'e/ (m.) 'foster-father'
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15.1. Verbs: general remarks on compound verbs
Now that you have learned the two weak conjugations Wl and W2 we can turn to a very impor
tant chapter of the Old Irish verbal system: the compound verbs. In 8.1 I already pointed out the
basic distinction between simple and compound verbs in Old Irish, but I will go into the ap
propriate details now.
In English compound verbs (like under-take, over-hear, etc.) can only consist of a single preverb
(under-, over-, etc.) and the verbal root (take, hear, etc.). They make up only a small part of the
verbal system. German has decisively more compound verbs than English. Here, too, in the
overwhelming majority they consist of a single preverb followed by the verbal root (auf-nehmen,
bei-legen, etc.), but sometimes two preverbs are possible as well (nach-be-arbeiten, vor-unter
suchen, etc.). In Old Irish on the other hand compound verbs make up the greatest part of the
verbal system, and the language loves preverbs: up to four of them can stand before the verbal
root. We will only look at compound verbs with one preverb at the beginning.

,

LJ

W
\

� 1,.

�
'f\

One of the greatest differences between simple and compound verbs in Old Irish is
that compound verbs only use conjunct endings! I said in 8.1 that as soon as any
particle comes before a verb it changes to conjunct inflection. Preverbs count as partides just as well. The first particle in a verbal form always comes before the stress,
and this is true for compound verbs, too.

In most cases you will find a basic simple verb in Old Irish from which a compound verb is
formed. For example the simple Wl verb scaraid 'to part, to separate, to cut off' forms with the
preverb to the compound Wl verb do-scara 'to overthrow, to destroy,' or the simple W2 verb
rfmid 'to count, to estimate' forms with the preverb ad the compound W2 verb ad-rfmi 'to count,
to compute.' Note that in both cases the whole verb changes to conjunct inflection and that the
preverb (as the first particle in the verbal form) comes before the stress and is therefore
separated from the rest of the word by the mid high dot<-> in my standardized orthography.
Sometimes the meaning of the basic simple verb is only slightly modified by a preverb (e.g.,
rfmid 'to count, to estimate' 7 ad-rfmi 'to count, to compute,' cf. English hear 7 overhear or
German rechnen 7 berechnen), but more often than not the semantical connection between the
simple and the compound verb is weak or hardly visible at all, e.g., W2b sluindid 'to relate, to
name' 7 W2b do-sluindi 'to deny, to reject, to refuse.' Note that it is usually not possible to find
out the meaning of a compound verb by simply adding the meaning of the preverb(s) and the
meaning of the verbal root in the translation!
Sometimes no simple verb exists beside a compound verb in Old Irish at all. For example, the
compound Wl verb ad-ella 'to visit, to approach' consists of the preverb ad and a Wl verbal
stem ella-, but a simple Wl verb *ellaid, which might be expected, is not found in Old Irish. This
verbal root is only attested in composition.
Because of the obscuring effects of assimilation, syncope, vowel affection and other prehistoric
sound changes in Irish it is often very difficult to recognize the preverbs and verbal roots in
volved in a compound. In grammars and dictionaries you will often find a system for the formal
representation of compound verbs, to which I will adhere: the underlying forms of the preverbs
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are separated by hyphens from one another and from the underlying verbal root (without the
stem vowel!). Do-scara is thus represented as to-scar-, ad-ella as ad-ell-, ad-rimi as ad-rim-,
do-sluindi as di-sluind-. Or a more complex example: W2 do-r6scai 'to distinguish oneself' is a
compound of di-ro-od-scoch- . It is important to be aware of these underlying forms: e.g., pre
tonic1 do- can represent two different preverbs, to- and di-, which behave completely differently
as soon as they leave the pretonic position. In the illustration below you will find all preverbs of
Old Irish with their underlying forms and what they look like in pretonic position. The sugges
ted meanings are only an approximation. I will not attempt to give a picture of the preverbs
outside of the pretonic position, as this would go far beyond the scope of this book.

underlying form

meaning

pretonic

underlying form

meaning

pretonic

ad

'to, towards'

ad-

in

'in, into'

in•

are, air

'before, for'

ar·

inde

'in, into'

in•

aith

're-, ex-'

ad-

ne,ni

'down'

n/a

com,cum

'with'

con-

oc

'at'

OCU·, OCCU·

de, di

'from'

do-

OSS, USS

'up, off'

as·

ess

'out of'

as·

re, ri, rem-

'before, prae-'

remi-

eter

'between'

eter·,etar·

ro

grammatical

rO·,rU·

fo

'under'

fo.

sech

'past, beyond'

sechmi·

for

'on, over'

for.

tar, tairm-

'across, over'

tarmi·,tremi·

frith, fris

'against'

iris-

to

'to, towards'

do·, du-

farm-

'after'

farmi·

tri, tre, trem-

'through'

tremi·,trimi·

imbe,inun

'around'

im-,imm·

Illustration 15.1: Underlying and pretonic variants of preverbs

15.2. Verbs: deuterotonic and prototonic verbal forms
So far, so good. But now the difficulties start. You remember that every verbal form in Old Irish
has two variants, an independent and a dependent variant. In simple verbs this distinction is
made by the use of absolute or conjunct endings. But how is this distinction made in compound
verbs where only conjunct endings are possible in the first place?
This distinction is effected by a shift of the stress. Compound verbs in independent position as
we saw them above are stressed on the second element of the verbal form, the first preverb
coming immediately before the stress. Because of this stress pattern these forms are called deu
terotonic forms (from Greek deuteros = 'second,' t6nos = 'accent, stress'). As soon as any other
conjunct particle (like nf, inN, etc.) comes before the verbal form, the stress shifts one position to
the left, that is onto the first element of the verbal form, which was unstressed so far. These
forms are called prototonic forms (from Greek pr6tos = 'first').
1 Pretonic = in the position immediately before the stress.
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This leads to the following system in Old Irish as regards dependent and independent verbal
forms (forms with conjunct endings are underlined):
independent

dependent

simple verbs
(e.g., scaraid)

absolute ending

conjunct ending

scaraid

(nf)-scara

compound verbs
(e.g., do-scara)

deuterotonic form

prototonic form

do-scara

{nf) .tascra

Illustration 15.2: Dependence and independence

Unfortunately this is not all that has to be said about deutero- and prototonic verbal forms. The
shift of the accent one position to the left has heavy consequences. The accent shift means that in
the prototonic form the verb usually has one syllable more than it had in the deuterotonic form.
Consequently a completely different syncope-pattern applies, and the resulting form can differ
vehemently from the form we started from.
Let's look at Wl ad-ella /a8-ela/ 'to visit' first. In the deuterotonic form the accent lies on the e.
That part of the verb which lies under the stress (·ella) has two syllables, therefore no syncope
applies. But when we put it into its prototonic form the stress now falls on ad-, upon which -ella
immediately follows. We would get *-adella. This form, however, has more than two syllables,
therefore syncope has to apply. The syncope rule is that the vowel of every second, non-final
syllable is deleted. In this case the e of * -adella is affected by deletion. Since e is a front vowel
and syncopation of a front vowel entails palatalization of all surrounding consonants, the d /8/
and the 11 /l/ become palatalized, so that we end up with /a8'l'a/, which is written -aidlea.
But often even more changes take place. Let's look at the other examples we have had so far.
W2 ad-rfmi /a8-r'Iµ'i/ 'to count' becomes *·adrfmi first of all. d /8/ is lost before r, but before it
disappears it lengthens the vowel in front of it (= compensatory lengthening), so that we get
*·arimi. Now syncope applies: I in the second syllable is a front vowel so that all surrounding
consonants are palatalized by its syncopation. The result is /ap'µ'i/, written -airmi.
Wl do-scara /do-skapa/ 'to destroy' is a compound of to- (which becomes do in the position
before the stress, see illustration 15.1.) and scara-, so that our starting point for the prototonic
variant is *·toscara. Now a not very clear rule applies that changes o of preverbs to a especially
in cases when the following syllable has an a (scar-), which gives us *·tascara. Now we come to
syncope. In this case the back vowel a has to be deleted, which means that all surrounding
consonants become non-palatalized and we finally arrive at /taskpa/, which is written -tascra 'to
destroy.'
But things can get even worse. W2b do-sluindi 'to deny' is a compound of dJ- (which also be
comes do in the position before the stress, see illustration 15.1.) and sluindi-, so that our starting
point for the prototonic variant is *-disluindi. The first development to take into account here is
lenition, which turns s into h: *·dihluindi. Now syncope takes place. Since u is a back vowel that
depalatalizes everything around it we arrive at *·dihlndai (orthographic a!). Now the trouble
really starts: as soon as any voiced consonant (here d) comes into immediate contact with h ( < s)
it gets devoiced, so that in this case t results; the h disappears. Furthermore, then is assimilated
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to the J so that it itself becomes J. The two ls then merge into one unlenited J. What we get in the
end is /d'Ilti/, which is written -diltai 'to deny.' In the case of -diltai it is very important to note
that as a result of a secondary development, that is, syncope of a back vowel, the final consonant
of the verbal root has become non-palatalized throughout the paradigm, even though ideally W2
verbs always have a palatalized root final consonant! Of course exactly
the opposite can be true in the case of Wl verbs, which ideally have a
non-palatalized root final consonant throughout the paradigm. For
example, Wl for-cenna 'to finish' has -foircnea /for'k'n'a/ (< * -forkenna)
as its prototonic counterpart, where the consonant cluster before the
ending is always palatalized.
Be assured that do-sluindi, -diltai is not the most extreme alternation
found in Old Irish. You can find a short list of representative pairs in
GOI 534-536. In the vocabulary I will always give both the 3rd sg.
deuterotonic and prototonic forms of any compound verb. Although this will be of some help
for you, always be aware that- because of the many and complicated developments within Old
Irish- some unexpected form may crop up somewhere that I cannot take into consideration in
the vocabulary.
Illustration 15.3:
tascarthae 'knocked out'

15.3. Exercise
Inflect the following compound verbs both in the independent and dependent form.
ad-suidi, -astai /a8-su8'i -asti/ (W2b) 'to stop, to prevent'
con-tibi, -cuitbi /kon-t'iWi -kud'Wi/ (W2a) 'to laugh at'
fo-gella, -foiglea /fo·g'ela -foy'l'a/ (Wl) 'to appeal to'
con-scara, -coscra /kov-skapa -koskpa/ (Wl) 'to destroy'

15.4. Adverbial compounds
In addition to normal composition as discussed in the previous section, it is also possible in Old
Irish to use certain ·adjectives as first members of compounds. The adjectives then have adverbial
meaning in such compounds. Usually, though not exclusively, these adjectives stand in pretonic
position. Frequently used adjectives are: cain 'fine,' ceta, cita 'first'< cet-, mad 'well'< maith, mi
'bad', mos 'soon'< m6, e.g., cain-scribaimm 'I write well,' ceta-creti '(s)he believed first' (preterite
of W2a creitid 'to believe'), mad-genair '(s)he was well born' (preterite of S2 gainithir 'to be born'),
mi-airlither '(s)he gives bad advice' (W2a airlithir 'to give advice'), mos-tairchella '(s)he takes in
soon' (Wl do-airchella 'to take in, to absorb').
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16.1. Varia
1. The preposition aH 'out of' takes the prepositional. When combined with a possessive pronoun
this preposition becomes as-, e.g., asmoL 'out of my,' asa 'out of his, her, its, their,' etc.
The preposition farN 'after' takes the prepositional. In combination with the possessive pronouns
a and arN it becomes fam-: fama 'after his, her, its, their,' famarN 'after our.'
The preposition oc 'at, by' takes the prepositional.
The preposition

6s 'over,

overhead' takes the prepositional.

2. The masculine io-stem duine /duv'e/ 'man, human being' forms its plural from a different
stem with i-inflection: nom., acc., voe. doini /doiv'i/, gen. doine, prep. doinib.
3. Ulaid (o, m) are the 'inhabitants of Ulster, the men of Ulster;' at the same time they signify the
province Ulster herself. Thus maccrad Ulad can be translated 'boygroup of the men of Ulster'
and 'boygroup of Ulster.'
4. In the construction possessive pronoun + 6enur /oivup/ (prep. sg. of 6enar) '... alone' we have
one of the few cases in Old Irish prose where a prepositional can be used without preposition:
m'6enur 'I alone,' t'6enur 'thou alone,' a 6enur '(s)he alone,' etc.
5. Some of the adjectives used show exceptional behavior:
uile /u')....'e/ 'all, whole' may stand
domun uile 'the whole world.'

before or after the noun it qualifies:

int uile domun

or

in

The unstressed pronominal each, cech /kax, kex/ 'each' stands before the word it qualifies. Its
anlaut is never lenited! In the singular they are uninflected, except for the feminine gen. sg.
cacha, cecha. In the plural, usually (but not necessarily) the ending -a appears.
The neuter of aile /a')....'e/ 'other, second' is aill /al'/ in the nominative and accusative singular. In
the phrase aill... aill ... 'the one ... the other..., the ones ... the others...' it is also used for mas
culine and feminine words.
16.2. Exercise
Old Irish
1. 01 Cu Chulainn oac: 'Do-scaraimm inna maccu di maccraid Ulad m'6enur.' 2. Do-sluindi ice
don duiniu athgoitiu. 3. For-cenna gaire m6r degscel in techtairi. 4. Innad-tascram cuire ll6ech
tren conar clelamaib? 5. Ni-diltaid briathra int soiscelai. 6. In-foircnet in techtairi dail inna ceile
co claidbib? 7. Innad-n-airmiu ceiliu mo muintire? 8. In-n-aidli daltu do cheniuil? 9. Ni-astai
omun De in ngataige ndanae oc gait isin chill. 10. Ad-rimem laithe deidencha aui Chonairi.
11. Ad-ellaid muintir for ceili i carput da roth. 12. Ad-suidet ind notairi <lanai inna gataigiu lobru
isind luing. 13. In-fursannai in grian inna eunu isnaib crannaib 7 inna iascu isind uisciu?
14. In-diltaid creitim i n-eisseirgiu inna corp asa lligib 7 i nduiniu biu iarna bas? 15. For-osnai in
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grian gel uide in beich buidi a blath find i mblath nderg. 16. A duini nemfulachtai, ad-suidi mo
da cheile amrai oc cluichiu fidchille. 17. Innad-fodlai int echaire aran 7 uisce forsna daltu?
18. Do-fortai Dia uisce inna n-uile nnel for domun llethan inna ndoine n-olc. 19. * Imm,raidimm
popul ca.en ind rfgi diadai 6s nelaib, aill 6s laithib ligdaib, aill fo deraib dianaib. (Pel. Prol. 21-24)
20. * Ma.el Ruain, grian m6r Midi, fccaid a lige cneit cech cridi. (Pel. Prol. 225-228)
Transcription
1. OA ku xuAan' oag: 'do-skapam' ina maku d'i µakpa8' uAa8 moivup.' 2. do-slun'd'i ik' don duv'u a8yoid'u.
3. fop-k'ena gap'e mop d'eys'k'eA in t'extap'i. 4. inad-daskpaµ kup'e loix d'r'ev kovap g'l'eAaµaW? 5. n'i·d'ilta8'
b'r'ia8pa int hos'k'eAi. 6. iv-�or'k'n'ad in t'extap'i daA' ina g'eA'e ko gla8'WaW? 7. ina.8-vap'µ'u k'eA'u mo
µun't'ap'e? 8. in-na8'l'i daltu do x'ev'ilJA'? 9. n'i·asti oµuv d'e in l)ga
day'e ndave og gad' is'an x'il'. 10. a8-r'iµaµ la8'e 8'e8'avxa havi xovap'i.
11. a8-ela8' mun't'ap' fop g'eA'i i garbud da po8. 12. a8-su8'ad ind
vodap'i 8avi ina gaday'u lo�pu is'and AUI]'g'. 13. iv-�upsani in y'p'iav ina
h'evvu isnaW kranaW ogus ina h'iasku is'and us'k'u? 14. in-d'ilta8'
k'r'ed'aµ' i v'es'ep'y'u ina gorp asa l'iyaW ogus i nduv'u Will iarna �as?
15. fop-osni in y'p'iav y'eA u8'e in Wex' �u8'i a bla.8 ind i mbla.8 n'd'erg.
16. a 8uv'i v'eµuAaxti, a8-su8'i mo da x'eA'e aµpi og klux'u i8x'il'e.
�
17. ina8-�o8Ai int exap'e apav ogus us'k'e forsna daltu? 18. do-forti d'ia
Illustration 16.1: do-fortai Dia uisce
us'k'e ina vuA'e n'eA fop doµuv ina ndoiv'e volk. 19. im'-ra8'am' pobuA
inna nel for domun 'God pours the
gaiv
ind p'iy'i 8ia8i os n'eAaW, al' os la8'aW l'iy8aW, al' fo 8'epaW d'iavaW.
water of the clouds upon the
world'
20. maiA puav', g'r'iav µop µ'i8'i, ika8' a A'iy'e k'n'ed' g'ex k'r'i8'i.

English
1. I do not overthrow the boys of the boygroup of the Ulaid alone. 2. Dost thou refuse healing to
the severely wounded people? 3. Does not great laughter end the good stories of the messen
gers? 4. We overthrow the troop of strong warriors with our left hands. 5. You reject the word of
the Gospel. 6. The messengers end the meeting of the clients with swords. 7. I recount the clients
of thy family. 8. Thou visitest the foster-son of my race. 9. Fear of God prevents the bold thieves
from stealing in churches. 10. Do we recount the last day of Conaire's grandson? 11. You do not
visit the family of our clients in chariots. 12. Do the bold scribes not stop the weak thief in the
ship? 13. The sun lights up the bird in the tree and the fish in the water. 14. Thou rejectest the
belief in the resurrection of thy body out of its grave and in the living man after thy (far do)
death. 15. Does not the bright sun light up the path of the yellow bees from a red blossom to a
white blossom? 16. The unbearable person does not prevent my wonderful companion from
playing fidchell. 17. The foster-son distributes bread and water among the horse-keepers.
18. Does God pour the water of all the clouds upon the wide world of the bad people? 19. We
think of the fine peoples of the divine kingdom over the clouds. 20. Does not his grave heal the
sigh of every heart?
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17.1. Nouns: feminine ia-stems
Just as io-stems are historically related to o-stems, so ia-stems are related to a-stems. Like the
a-stems they are exclusively feminine. The mutational effects are identical to those of the
a-declension. Again, as with io-stems, we have something that could be called endings, i.e., e and
i that alternate in a particular, but different way from the pattern we learned with the io-stems.
ia-stems can have palatalized or non-palatalized stem consonants. No raising or lowering effects
take place in the root vowel of the word. The two examples below are guide /gu'6'e/ 'prayer' for
words with palatalized root final consonants and ungae /ul)ge/ 'ounce' for words with non
palatalized root final consonants:
case

ending

pal. root final cons.

nom.sg.

C(')eL
C(')eH
C(')iL
C(')eL

guideL
guideH
guidjL
guidjN
aL guideL

ungaeL
ungaeH
ungaiL
ungaiN
aL ungaeL

*oiia
*0iiah
*oiii
*0iiev
*oiia

*0 (i)ia
* 0 (i)ias
*0 (i)iai
*0 (i)iam
* 0 (i)ia

C(')iH
C(')eN
O'laW
C(')iH
C(')iH

guidjH
guideN
guidib
guidjH
aL guidjH

ungaiH
ungaeN
ungaib
ungaiH
aL ungaiH

*0 ih «
*0iiav
*0iia�ih
*0ih «

*0 (i)ias
* 0 (i)iom
*0 (i)iabis
*0 (i)ias
*0 (i)ias

dfL guidjL
daL guideL
dibN nguidib

dfL ungaiL
daL ungaeL
dibN n-ungaib

*oiii
*oiio
0
* iia�iv

*0 (i)iai
*0 (i)iOl}
*0 (i)iabim

gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.
nom. pl.
gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.

C(')iN

n.-a. du. C(')iL
C(')eL
gen.
O'laWN
prep.

non-pal. root final cons. Prim. Irish

0

* ih «

Proto-Celtic

Illustration 17.1: The ia-stem declension

Note:
1. The immediate preforms of the nominative, vocative and accusative plural must have been
taken over from the I-stems (see 17.3 below) with which the ia-stems are identical to a great
extent.
2. The ia-stems frequently form abstract nouns from adjectives, e.g., o-, a-adjective slan 'whole,
sound, complete' 7 ia-stem abstract slaine 'soundness, completeness,' or i-stem adjective enairt
'weak' 7 ia-stem abstract enairte 'weakness.'
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17.2. Adjectives: ia-stems
The ia-stem adjectives are the feminine counterparts to masculine and neuter io-stem adjectives.
They inflect exactly like ia-stem nouns. If we again take the two examples from 14.3, buide
jbu8'e/ 'yellow' for words with palatalized stem final consonant (/8'/) and rfgdae /r'Iy8e/ 'royal,
kingly' for words with non-palatalized stem final consonant (/y8/), we get the following
inflection:
case

ending

palatalized

non-palatalized

nom. sg.

C(')eL

buideL

rigdaeL

gen.

C(')eH

buideH

rigdaeH

prep.

C(')iL

buidiL

rigdaiL

acc.

C(')iN

buidiN

rigdaiN

voe.

C(')eL

aL buidel

aL rfgdaeL

nom. pl.

C(')iH

buidiH

rigdaiH

gen.

C(')eN

buideN

rigdaeN

prep.

O')aW

buidib

rigdaib

acc.

C(')iH

buidiH

rigdaiH

voe.

C(')iH

aL buidiH

aL rfgdaiH

Illustration 17.2: ia-stem adjectives

17.3. Nouns: feminine I-stems
The I-stems are exclusively feminine. They have a very close connection to the ia-stems. To a
large extent the two declensions have identical endings, and it is obvious that in the prehistory
and history of the Irish language the two declensions influenced each other. In most cases an
extra syllable is added to the root final syllable as 'ending.' Where no such ending is added, the
root final consonant is palatalized. Where an extra syllable is added, the root final consonant can
either be palatalized or non-palatalized, depending whether a back or front vowel was synco
pated before the ending. No raising or lowering effects take place in the root vowel of the word.
Unlike the declensions we learned so far, there are no adjectives that inflect as I-stems.
Two subtypes of the I-declension can be distinguished: one with 'long' endings and one with
'short' endings. It seems that the 'long' variant must continue the original, inherited inflectional
pattern, since many old, frequently used words belong to this variant. The 'short' variant, on the
other hand, consists of a number of young loan-words from Latin and of words that may
originally have inflected as a-stems, especially verbal nouns in which the prepositional case has
replaced the nominative, e.g., buith 'being,' prep./acc. also buith, very rarely a-stem nom. sg.
both. So the 'short' inflection may in fact be due to influence from the a- and possibly also the
i-declension.
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We will look at the 'long' variant first. A number of important words belong to this inflection:
adaig, gen. sg. aidche /a8dy' a8'x'e/ 'night,' blfadain, gen. sg. blfadnae /b'l'ia8dv' b'l'ia8ve/ 'year,'
Brigit, gen. sg. Brigte jb'r'iy'dd' b'r'iy'd'e / 'Brigit,' inis, gen. sg. inse /iv'ds' iv's'e/ 'island,' seitig,
gen. sg. seitche /s'ed'dy' s'ed'x'e/ 'wife.' I will use rfgain /r'iydv'/ 'queen' (root final consonant
/v/) as the example:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom. voe. sg.

C'L

rfgainL

*riyavi

*rigani

*h3regIJih2

gen.
prep.

C(')eH

rfgnaeH

*riyaviiah

*riganias

*h3regIJieh2s

*riyavi

*riganiai («)

*h3regIJieh2ei, -ieh2i

CL, C(')iL rfgainL, rfgnaiL ( «)

acc.

C(')iN

rfgnaiN

*riyaviiev «

*riganim

*h3regIJih2m

nom. voe. pl.

C(')iH

rfgnaiH

*nyavih «

*riganiias

*h3remih2es

gen.

C(')eN

rfgnaeN

*riyaviiav

*riganiom ( «)

*h3regIJieh2om

prep.

O'laW

rfgnaib

acc.

C(')iH

rfgnaiH

*riyavih

*riganis

*h3regIJih2ns

n.,a.,v. du.

C'L

dfL rfgainL

*riyavi

*rigani

*h3regIJih2ih1

gen.

C(')eL

da_L rfgnaeL

*riyaviio

*riganim; «

*h3regIJieh2h1oh1s, -Hoh1u

prep.

O'laW

dfbN rrfgnaib «

*riyaviia�ih *riganiabis («)

*riyaviia�iv *riganiabim «

*h3regIJieh2bh is, -ieh2bhos

*h3regIJieh2bhih1 , -moh1 ?

Illustration 17.3: The I-stem declension (long variant)

The 'short' variant is identical in dual and plural with the 'long' variant, but in
the prepositional and accusative singular the short variant shows no ending (the
form looks just like the nominative singular), whereas the long variant has the
ending -i there. Since the 'short' declensional pattern probably developed under
the influence of the a- and i-declensions, and thus is secondary to the 'long' va
riant, I will not give any reconstructed forms. I use aithis; gen. sg. aithise /ae'ds'
a0'ds'e/ 'insult, disgrace' (stem consonant /s'/) as an example:

Illustration 17.4:
guide do Brigti

'a prayer to Brigit'
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case

ending

Old Irish

nom. voe. sg.
gen.
prep.
acc.

CL

aithisL

C(')eH

aithiseH

CL

aithisL

CN

aithisN

C(')iH

aithisiH

C(')eN

aithiseN

O'ldW

aithisib

C(')iH

aithisiH

CL

diL aithisL

C(')eL

da_L aithiseL

O'ldW

dibN n-aithisib

nom. voe.pl.
gen.
prep.
acc.
n., a., v. du.
gen.
prep.

Illustration 17.5: The I-stem declension (short variant)

Note:
1. The Old Irish I-stem declension basically continues the so-called PIE devt-inflection.
2. The reconstruction of the nominative plural is difficult. We would expect an ending CC *-ijas
< PIE *-ih2es, which is not attested. The Proto-British ending *-ijas (e.g., in Cymric rhianedd
'girls'< Proto-British rtganijas) must have been taken over from the ia-stems. This is not possible
for Irish. Several other strategies of explanation are viable for Irish: either the ending was taken
over from the i-stems (*-ijas » *-ejes > *-ijes > *-ts), or the isolated nominative plural ending *-as
was replaced by the regular nominative plural ending of the consonantal stems *-es (*-ijas »
*-ijes > *-ts), or the old nominative plural ending was replaced by the accusative plural ending in
analogy to the a-stems, where nominative and accusative plural were identical (*-ijas » *-ts).

17.4. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
any of the adjectives you learned so far.
in chomairle /koµap'A'e/ (ia, f) 'advice, counsel'
int soilse /sol's'e/ (ia, f) 'light'
ind labrae /la�pe/ (ia, f) 'speech'
ind inis /iv'as'/ (long I, f) 'island'
Brigit /b'r'iy'ad'/ (long I, f) 'Brigit' (only singular)
in bliadain /b'l'ia8av'/ (long I, f) 'year'
in meit /m'ed'/ (short I, f) 'greatness, size, amount' (only singular)
ind luib /luW/ (short I, f) 'herb, plant'
ind epistil /eb'as't\:lA'/ (short I, f) 'letter' (gen. sg. epistle)
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18.1. The conjugated prepositions: general remarks
In 8.3, I mentioned that Old Irish basically has no personal pronouns. How then are phrases like
German mit mir, iiber dich, an ihn or English through us, by you, under them expressed, for
which in most languages prepositions are used, followed by personal pronouns? The strategy
used in Old Irish is that the preposition in question is 'conjugated,' comparable to the way verbs
are inflected. The term 'conjugation' is in fact not absolutely appropriate, as the 'endings' of the
conjugated prepositions have nothing in common with the inflectional endings of the verbs. On
the other hand, the expression 'conjugated preposition' is widely used in Irish studies, so I will
stick to it in this book.
Historically speaking these 'endings' are nothing but the personal pronouns
of Proto-Celtic, which formed an accentual unit with the preceding preposi
tion and consequently came into such close contact that the two eventually
merged and came to be regarded as a single entity. It is not possible to sepa
rate one element from the other. So, for example, d6 'to him, for him' ( < doL
+ 3rd sg. masc.) cannot be analyzed and split into two elements, one of which
means 'to,' one of which means 'him.' The whole word simply means 'to
him.'
In the following lessons I will present you one by one all conjugated prepoIllustration 18.1:
sitions of Old Irish. I will basically follow GOI and OIPG by only presenting
form 'upon me'
those forms that are actually attested in Irish texts. Often there are numerous variant spelings beside the ones I will give in the tables. I will stick to
the frequently used ones, but you can find more detailed accounts in GOI and in DIL under the
individual prepositions.
Whereas simple prepositions are by nature unstressed in Old Irish, the conjugated forms are
fully stressed words. Although this divergent behavior has no import at the moment, it is of
consequence for Old Irish metrics.
As you will have noticed in the lessons so far, some of the Old Irish prepositions take the prepo
sitional, some the accusative, and some (iN, for, arL, foL) can take both, depending on the mean
ing. In the 1st and 2nd persons of the conjugated prepositions the endings are the same for both
cases. In the 3rd persons, however, the endings differ according to the case. This is especially
important for the four prepositions that can take both the prepositional and the accusative: e.g.,
indib means 'in them,' but intiu means 'into them,' or fuiri means 'on her,' forrae means 'onto
her.' Now and then confusion between the two cases occurs.
Although all conjugated prepositions behave pretty much the same, it is not possible to give one
well-defined set of endings that is valid for all prepositions and persons. Instead they all differ
slightly from one another and in the end they all have to be learned by heart separately. A basic
pattern can be set up, though:
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person

1st

sg.

2nd sg.

transcr.

-(u)m,
-(u)mm

/(u)µ/
/(u)m/

In the 1st sg. conjugated prepositions end in -m (sometimes lenited
/µ/ when the preposition lenites, but usually unlenited /m/); often
there is u-infection before the -m.

-(u)t

/t/
/(u)d/

In the 2nd sg. the ending is -t /t d/.
Often there is u-infection before the -t.
No rules can be given for the 3rd sg. masc. and neuter. The forms
have to be learned individually.

3rd sg.
m.,n.

3rd sg. f,

1st pl.

2nd pl.

3rd pl.

explanation

ending

-e, -i

-(u)nn,
-(u)n

-ib

-u, -ib

/e/ /i/

In the 3rd sg. £. usually -e /e/ with prepositions taking the acc., or -i
/i/ with prepositions taking the prep., are added to the preposition.
Where possible the consonant before the -e or -i is devoiced.

/(u)n/

In the 1st plural the ending is -n(n) /n/.
Often there is u-infection before the -n(n).

/WI

In the 2nd plural the ending is -ib /W/.

In the 3rd plural the ending is -u ju/ with prepositions that take the
ju/ /aW/ accusative, or -ib /aW/ (with prepositions that take the preposi
tional). Where possible the consonant before the -u is devoiced.

Illustration 18.2: The endings of the conjugated prepositions

Note:
1. Where both disyllabic and monosyllabic pronunciations are given in the transcription, the di
syllabic (= hiatus) variant is the older one, the monosyllabic the younger one.
2. The only preposition that certainly has the lenited ending -m /µ/ in the 1st sg. form is doL 'to,
for.' One would expect that other leniting prepositions would have had lenited /µ/ originally,
too, but the attested forms like dim from deL 'from, of' and trium from treL 'through' are too
scanty and too ambiguous to allow for a decision. In the later language these forms all clearly
have an unlenited -m /m/, and I hesitatingly adopted this pronunciation also for the Old Irish
period in my tables. The rhymes dim : rig /r'iy/ (EIL 25.1), 6.aimm : buain jbuav'/ (EIL 17.1),
6.aim: 6.air /uap'/ (EIL 46.49), 6.aim: -16.aid /lua8'/ (Gasp. 29) do not prove a lenited quality for
-m, since after long vowels unlenited liquids may rhyme with lenited voiced consonants.
3. Ideally the -t of the 2nd sg. ought to be voiceless /t/ in monosyllabic forms like frit, lat, and
voiced /d/ in disyllabic forms like indut, airiut, etc. I have followed this principle in the phono
logical transcriptions of the forms, but this probably draws too idealized a picture and a certain
amount of variation will actually have existed in the spoken language. In the Poems of Blath88
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mace lat may rhyme either with mace, thus attesting to the expected pronunciation /lat/, or with
fris,accat (vers 923), which can only mean a pronunciation /lad/.

4. In the 3rd pl. and the 3rd sg. fem. sometimes forms with -th- before the ending may be encoun
tered, e.g., lethu 'with them' (Thes. ii 241.4), frithiu 'towards them' (Gosp. 17) in old sources, or
f6thu (LL 8416), foithib (LU 6166) 'under them,' foithi 'under her' (Trip. 8.10) in younger sources.

18.2. The conjugated prepositions 1
1. Conjugated prepositions with the prepositional:
person

doL 'to, for'

sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg. m., n.
3rd sg. £.
1st

ending

transcription

dom, dam

/doµ daµ/
/dut' dat'/
/do/
/d'I/

duit, dait
d6 (dau)
di

1st

pl.

dun(n)

2nd

pl.

duib

3rd

pl.

do(a)ib, duaib, d6ib

/dun/
/duW/
/doaW dua�' doW/

Illustration 18.3: The conjugated prepositions 1: doL

person

1st

sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg. m., n.
3rd s . £.
g
1s t pl.

deL, diL 'from, of'

6L, uaL 'from, by'

ending

transcription

ending

transcription

dim

/d'Im d'Iµ (?)/
/d'It'/
/d'e/
/d'i/

uaim(m)

/uam'/
/uat'/
/ua8/
/ua8'i/

/d'In/
/d'iaW d'rW/
/d'iaW d'rW/

uain(n)

dit
de
di
din(n)

2nd

pl.

diib, dib

3rd

pl.

diib, diib, dib

uait
uad
uadi

uaib

/uan'/
/ua�'/

uadaib, uaidib /ua8aW ua8'aW/

Illustration 18.4: The conjugated prepositions 1: diL, 6L

Note:
1. dau 'for himself' in Thes. ii 294.3 is a hypercorrect spelling for /do/ that gives evidence that
the 0Ir. diphthong au had already become monophthongized to /o/ at the time the poem was
written.
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2. Conjugated prepositions with the accusative:
JaH

person

'with'

ending

transcription

lem(m), lim(m), lium(m)

/l'em l'im l'ivm/

lat(t)

/lat/

3rd sg. m., n.

leis(s), les(s), lais(s)

/l'es' las'/

3r4 sg. f.

lee

/l'ehe l'ee/

1st pl.

Jinn, leinn, Jenn

/l'in l'en' l'en/

pl.
rd
pl.
3

lib

/l'iW/

leu, leu, lea

/l'ehu l'eho l'ev/

}st sg.
znd

sg.

znd

Illustration 18.5: The conjugated prepositions 1: JaH

friH

person

'through'

ending

transcription

ending

transcription

1st sg.

friumm, frim

/f'r'ivm f'r'im/

trium

/t'r'ivm/

sg.

frit(t), friut(t)

/f'r'it f'r'ivt/

triut

/t'r'ivt/

sg. m., n.

iris

/f'r'is'/

triit

/t'r'iJd'/

frie

/f'r'ih'e f'r'ie/

tree

/t'r'ehe t'r'ee/

1st pl.

frinn

/f'r'in/

triun, trin

/t'r'ivn t'r'in/

pl.
3rd pl.

frib

/f'r'iW/

triib

/t'r'iJW/

friu

/f'r'ihu f'r'iv/

treu, treo, treu

/t'r'ehu t'r'eho t'r'ev/

2nd
3rd

treL, friL

'towards, against'

3rd

sg. f.

2nd

Illustration 18.6: The conjugated prepositions 1: friH, treL

18.3. Verbs of the Sl-class
So far we were looking at 'weak' verbal classes only. Now we turn to 'strong' classes. In
McCONE's classification S stands for 'strong verbs.' Strong verbs are characterized by the fact
that in the present tense in the 3rd singular conjunct they end in a consonant.
Sl is the first strong class. Sl verbs are characterized by an alternation of palatalization/non
palatalization of the root final consonant throughout the paradigm. That means that in certain
persons the root final consonant is palatalized, in certain other persons it is non-palatalized. In
the main type of Sl verbs the root final consonant is non-palatalized before the ending of the 1 st
singular and the 1 st and 3rd plural persons, but palatalized before the 2nd and 3rd singular and 2nd
plural endings. In the 3rd sg. conjunct Sl verbs end in the plain palatalized root consonant. Be
careful; apart from these alternations in palatalization in some cases raising and lowering effects
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also have to be taken into account in this class. The example below is the present indicative of
the very important verb beirid /b'ep'ao'/ 'to carry,' root ber- /b'ep/ (root final consonant /p/):
Sl
1st sg.
2nd
3rd

sg.
s g.

1st pl.
2nd
3rd

pl.
pl.

absolute (independent)

biru
biri
beirid

{R}Cu

bermai
beirthe
berait

{L}Cmi

{R}C'i
C'd<>'

C'0'e
{L}C.xl'

conjunct (dependent)

(ni)-biur
(ni)-bir
(ni)-beir

{R}(u)C

(ni)-beram
(ni)-beirid
(ni)-berat

{L}Clµ
C'd<>'

{R}C'
C'

{L}Cad

Illustration 18.7: The conjugation of S1 verbs

Note:
1. In MCCONE's classification Sl has many subclasses, all of which are basically characterized by
an alternation of palatalization/non-palatalization in the root final consonant:
1.1. Sla is the basic type as outlined above. A few verbs have a root vowel e that changes
to a in front of palatalized g or d: 3rd sg. laigid, -laig /lay'ao', -lay'/, but 3rd pl. legait, -legat
/l'eyad', -l'eyad/ 'to lie,' 3rd sg. saigid, -saig, but 3rd pl. segait, -segat 'to seek, to approach,'
and in analogy to that pattern 3rd sg. saidid, -said, but 3rd pl. sedait, -sedat 'to sit.'
1.2. Verbs with an underlying short e as their root vowel and lenited th /0/ and d /8/ as
their root final consonants behave like the basic Sla type when the root is stressed, e.g.,
reithid, -reith 'to run.' When the root is unstressed, however, the vowel is reduced in the
usual manner, but the final dental becomes a non-palatalized, unlenited t /d/, e.g., the
compound of reth- fo-timmdiriut /fo-t'im'o'ap'ud/ 'I fumigate' (fo-to-imm-di-reth-). In
some verbs, the non-palatalized, unlenited t appears also in the stressed 3rd sg. conjunct,
e.g., ad-fet /ao-f'ed/, but 3rd pl. ad-ffadat /ao-f'iaoad/ 'to tell, to relate' (root fed- /f'eo-/). This
type is Slb.
1.3. Slc verbs permanently have a or o as their root vowel. Their root final consonant is
palatalized only in the 2nd and 3rd sg. conjunct, otherwise it is always non-palatalized, e.g.,
canaid, -cain /kavao', -kav'/ 'to sing' or orgaid, -oirg /orgao', -or'g'/ 'to slay.'
1.4. A number of verbs have a nasal (norm) before their root final consonant, which disap
pears outside of the present stem. This will be of importance in advanced lessons. This is
class Sld; examples are dingid, -ding 'to press' or tongaid, -toing 'to swear.' Some verbs
have a or o as their root vowel and behave like type Slc in regard to the palatalization of
their root final consonant. Otherwise, verbs of this class behave exactly like the basic type.
2. Even in the earliest attestations certain restructurings of the standard conjugation have al
ready taken place: the 1st sg. may also end in -imm /am'/.
3. The Sl class is made up of old e/o-thematic verbs: PIE *bhereti, *bheronti > CC *bereti, *beronti
> Oir. beirid, berait. Where Sla verbs have non-palatalized stem consonants, the thematic vowel
was historically o; where they have palatalized stem consonants, the thematic vowel was e.
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18.4. Compound Sl verbs
Compound verbs in this stem class behave exactly analogously to the stem classes we already
learned. Let's look, for example, at the important verb do-beir /do-b'ep'/ 'to give, to bring,' proto
tonic · tabair /ta�.Jp'/. This is a compound of the preverb to- and the verbal root ber-:

S1

deuterotonic (independent)

prototonic (dependent)

do-biur

{R}(u)C

(ni)-tabur

(u)C

do-bir

{R}C'

(ni)-tabair

C'

do-beir

C'

(ni)-tabair

C'

1st pl.

do-beram

{L}Caµ

(ni)-taibrem

tC(')aµ

pl.
3rd l.
p

do-beirid

C'ao'

(ni)-taibrid

tC(')c)O'

do-berat

{L}Cad

(ni)-taibret

tC(')ad

1 st sg.
2nd
3rd

2nd

sg.
sg.

Illustration 18.8: The conjugation of compounded Sl verbs

Note:
1. In most cases raising and lowering effects do not apply in unaccented syllables; therefore they
can be disregarded for the verbal root in prototonic forms (but note that of course other effects of
that sort can again apply to the preverbs when they come under the stress!).
2. Do not forget the effects of syncope! Be aware that in the plural forms of prototonic Sl verbs,
due to the effects of syncope, the root final consonant may be secondarily palatalized, like e.g., in
3rd pl. -taibret above.
3. Even in the earliest attestations certain restructurings have taken place: in order to disambi
guate it from the 3rd sg., in some verbs the 1st sg. may also end in -u /u/ and -(a)imm j.Jm'/, the
2nd sg. may end in -i /i/, e.g., ro-iccu, ro-iccimm 'I reach,' do-icci, -ticci 'thou reachest.'
18.5. Exercise
Now try to conjugate some of the following verbs in absolute and conjunct inflection, or in
deuterotonic and prototonic form respectively:
ceilid /k'eA'.J8'/

(Sl) 'to hide'
feidid /f'e8'.J8'/ (Sl) 'to lead'
aigid /ay'.J8'/ (Sl) 'to drive'
as-beir, -eipir /as-b'ep', -eb'.Jp'/ (Sl) 'to say, to speak'
do-ice, -ticc /do-ig', -t'ig'/ (Sl) 'to come'
for-beir, -forbair /for-b'ep', ,forb.Jp'/ (Sl) 'to increase, to grow'
Note:
1. Lowering has to be applied in do-ice in the appropriate persons.
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19.1. From a poem
This is an excerpt from a famous poem called 'St. Patrick's lorica' or breastplate, in which the
poet enumerates the powers with which he girds himself against the adversities of life. I have
left out all those lines that contain words in stem-classes we haven't learned so far (source: GT
28-29).
The poet tells that he girds himself today with God's strength to be guided:
cumachtae nDe dom chumgabail [...]
cluas De dom etsecht
briathar De dom aurlabrai
lam De dom imdegail
intech De dom remthechtas [...]
sochraite De dom anaccul
ar intledaib demnae
ar aslaigib dualchae
ar airrechtaib aicnid
ar each nduine [...]
i n-uathad ocus i sochaidi.

kuµaxte n'd'e dom xuµya�aA'
kluas 8'e dom et's'axt
b'r'ia0ap 8'e dom aµpAa�pi
laµ 8'e dom im'8'ayaA'
in't'ex d'e dom p'eµ'0'axtas
soxpad'e 8'e dom avakuA
ap in't'l'a8aW d'eµve
ap aslay'aW duaAxe
ap ar'axtaW ak'n'a8'
ap kax nduv'e
i vua0a8 ogus i soxa8'i.

Illustration 19.1:
atom-riug indiu
'I gird myself today'

19.2. Varia
1. There are no separate reflexive pronouns in Old Irish. Reflexive pronouns are pronouns like
German sich or like English forms ending in -self, which refer to the subject of the clause. In
stead, any pronominal construction of Old Irish (e.g., conjugated prepositions, infixed pronouns
etc.) can refer to the person or thing forming the subject of the clause. Of course this means that
sometimes such constructions can be ambiguous: e.g., as,beir breithir iris may mean 'he says a
word to him = someone else' (non-reflexive) or 'he says a words to himself = he speaks with
himself' (reflexive). One has to judge from the context which is meant in a given instance.
2. The neuter io-stem la 'day' has an older disyllabic inflection: singular nom., acc. laeN /lae/,
gen. lafL /lai/, prep. Jau L, lauL, laoL /lal)/, plural nom., acc. laeL /lae/, gen. laeN /lae/, prep. Jaib
/laaW/; and a younger monosyllabic inflection: singular nom., acc. JaN /la/, gen. lafL /lai/, prep.
J6L /lo/, plural nom., acc. JaL /la/, gen. JaN /la/, prep. laib /laW/. Moreover there is a longer form
laithe /la0'e/ (io, n) 'day' as well.
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3. The very important Sl verb teit 'to go' and its compound do-tet 'to come' show many peculi
arities. Their present stem is tiag- (note that the fa turns to ei before a palatalized consonant), but
in the 3rd sg. they use a stem tet- /t'ed-/. You should learn these forms by heart.
Sl

absolute (independent)
t'iaru

3rd sg.

tiagu
teigi
teit

pl.
znd pl.
3rd pl.

tiagmai
teit
tiagait

t'iarmi

1st

sg.

2nd sg.

1st

conjunct (dependent)

(ni)-tiag
(ni)-teig
(ni)-tet

•t'iar

(ni)-tiagam
(ni)-teit, •teigid
(ni)-tiagat

·t'iayaµ

t'er'i
t'ed'
t' ed'
t'iayad'

·t'er'
·t'ed
-t'ed' •t'er'ao'
-t'iayad

Illustration 19.2: The inflection of Sl teit 'to go'

Sl

deuterotonic (independent)

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd s .
g

do-tiag
do-teig
do-tet

do·t'iar

1st pl.

do-tiagam
n/a
do-tiagat

do·t'iaraµ

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

do-t'ey'
do·t'ed

do·t'iayad

prototonic (dependent)

(ni)-tafg, -taeg
(ni)-tafg
(ni)-taft, -ta.et

·tai'Y

-taiy'
·taid

n/a
n/a
(ni)-tafgat

Illustration 19.3: The inflection of Sl do-tet 'to come'

4. Sentences containing conjugated prepositions or other prepositional phrases can often be
construed without verb in Irish, whereas in translation a verb has to be provided in the target
language. See for example the following two lines from Old Irish sagas: 'Carpat dam-sa!' 'lit.: A
chariot to me! = Give me a chariot!' (seven-year-old Cu Chulainn to king Conchobor in TBC 648)
and 'In fer 6.ait dam-sa [ ...] n6 bas fort beolu!' 'lit.: The man from thee to me or death upon thy
lips! = Leave the man and give him to me, or may death befall thee!' (The jealous future queen of
the Laigin to her maiden who had been the first to sleep with the king's son Ma.el Fothartaig, in
FG 71-72).
5. Bran is the name of the hero of the tale Echtrae Brain maicc Febail 7 a Immram 'The Adventure
of Bran mac Febail and his Voyage,' which tells of Bran's sea journey to the 'Other World.'
6. Inis Fail 'the Island of Fal' is a poetical name for Ireland, named after the Lia Fail 'the stone of
Fal' in Temair (Tara), which shrieked when the future king stepped on it. Though we would
regularily expect lenition after inis, the name is usually pronounced without lenition. Only inis is
inflected in this name; Fail is in the genitive and stays so.
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19.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. As-biur breithir failte fritt, acht ni-tabair failti frimm. 2. * Do thabairt diglae biri in claideb latt.
( Wb. 6a13) 3. For-osnai soilse inna greine in n-uile ndomun isind lau, acht do-ceil in grfan a agaid
isind aidchi. 4. Ni-alam maccu ban mbocht, acht almai daltu do rignaib. 5. In-n-imbrid fidchill
lemm, a seitchi inna cennaige? 6. Lengait eisc asind fairrgi i soilsi ind lai. 7. Ni-fulang dorchae
n-aidche nlnse Fail isin gemriud. 8. Teigi lae 7 di adaig i do churuch cosin n-insi m6ir n-aird. 9.
Ni-astai airde int snechtai deini inna n-ech ndonn. 10. Innad-tiagam cosa rriched cona meit noibe
farnar mbas? 11. Do guidi do Brigti do-iccid ifar ndail each n-aidchi. 12. In-forcnat int sacairt
gaith forcetal ind Nufiadnaisi dunn? 13. ** Bendacht uaimm for Eithni n-ollguirm, ingen
Domnaill. (GT 202) 14. * Fo-fuasna in gaeth aicher findfolt inna fairrge innocht. (Thes. ii 290)
15. * A Christ, senai mo labrai, a maicc amrai De. (Pel. Prol. 1) 16. * Fo-ceird Dia cen dolmai neim
n-6ir deirg form labrai. (GT 202) 17. * Lingid in chraeb di laim Brain i llaim inna mna. (IB 31)
18. * Teit in ben uaidib farum 7 beirid in craib lee cosin n-insi. (IB 31) 19. * Canaid in fer isin char
put rannu d6 7 donaib comaltaib Brain. (IB 32) 20. * In-foidi Bran fer dia muintir i nlnsi Subai?
(IB 61)
Transcription
1. as-b'h;p b'r'e0'ap' �ail't'e f'r'it, axt n'i-ta�ap' fail't'i f'r'im. 2. do ea�ar't' d'iyAe b'ip'i in gla8'a� lat.
3. for-osni sol's'e ina g'r'ev'e in nuA.'e ndoµuv is'and Aal,J, axt do-k'eA.' in y'p'iav a haya8' is'and a8'x'i.
4. n'I·aAaµ maku bav mboxt, axt aAmi daltu do p'IyvaW. 5. in-n'im'b'r'a8' f'i8x'al' l'em, a h'ed'x'i ina g'enay'e?
6. l'eIJgad' es'k' as'and ar'g'i i sol's'i ind Aai. 7. n'I·fuAal]g dopxe va8'x'e v'iv's'e fa.A' is'an y'eµ'p'u8. 8. t'ey'i lae
ogus 8'I a8ay' i do xupux kos'an niv's'i mop' var'd'. 9. n'I-asti ar'd'e int h'v'exti d'ev'i ina v'ex ndon. 10.
inad-t'iayaµ kosa r'rx'a8 kova µ'ed' voiWe iapvap mbas? 11. do yu8'i do Wp'iy'd'i do-ig'a8' i�ap ndaA' kax
va8'x'i. 12. iv-�orknad int hagar't' yai0' fork'adaA ind vuia8vas'i dun? 13. b'endaxt uam' fop e0'v'i volyur'm',
iv'y'an doµval'. 14. fo.fuasva in yai0 ax'ap f'indolt ina far'g'e in6xt. 15. a x'p'Is't', s'evi mo Aa�pi, a µak' aµpi
8'e. 16. fo-k'er'd' d'ia k'en doA.µi n'eµ' vop' 8'er'g' form Aa�pi. 17. l'il]'g'a8' in XPai� d'i A.aµ' �pav' i laµ' ina
mna. 18. t'ed' in Wev ua8'aW iapuµ ogus Wep'a8' in graiW l'eh'e kos'an n'iv's'i. 19. kava8' in f'ep is'an xarbud
ranu do ogus donaW koµaltaW brav'. 20. iv-�oi8i brav f'ep d'ia µun't'ap' i v'iv's'i su�i?

Illustration 19.4: p6c duit, a ingen 'a kiss for you, girl'
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English
1. We do not say a word of welcome to you, but you give welcome to us. 2. Thou dost not carry
the sword for the infliction of revenge. 3. Does the light of the sun illuminate the whole world
during the day, and does the sun hide his (0Ir. her'.) face in the night? 4. They rear the son of a
poor woman, but they do not rear foster-sons for a queen. 5. Thou playest fidchell with us, wife
of the merchant. 6. A fish jumps out of the sea in the light of the day. 7. We endure the darkness
of the nights of Inis Fail in the winter. 8. Do they go (for) a day and two nights in their curach to
the big, high island? 9. The height of the snow hampers the swiftness of the brown horse. 10. I go
to heaven with its greatness of sanctity after my death. 11. For praying to Brigit they meet
(0Ir. they come into their meeting) every night. 12. The wise priest teaches the teaching of the
New Testament to her. 13. Blessing from us on Eithne, the daughter of Domnall. 14. The sharp
wind does not disturb the white hair of the sea tonight. 15. Christ, dost thou bless my speech?
16. The gods pour (0Ir. put) without hesitance the lustre of red gold upon our speech. 17. Do the
branches jump from the hand of Bran into (0Ir. i + acc.!) the hands of the women? 18. The
women do not go from him then and they do not carry the branches with them to the island.
19. The man in the chariot does not sing a verse to them. 20. Bran sends men from his retinue
into the Island of Joy.
19.4. From the Tain B6 Cuailnge
The following sentence is from the Tain B6 Cuailnge (TBC 415-416). It tells how Cu Chulainn
sets out from his home in Mag Muirthemne to join the boytroop in Emain Macha.
Teit ass iarum 7 a sciath slissen laiss 7 a bunsach 7 a lorg a.nae 7 a liathr6it.
t'ed' as iapuµ ogus a s'k'ia8 s'l'isdv las' ogus a �unsdx ogus a Aorg ave ogus a Aia8pod'.

Note:
1. ass is the 3rd sg. neuter of the conjugated preposition aH 'out of.'
Literally it means 'out of it,' but here it is used for 'away.'
2. Cu Chulainn's scfath slissen is a 'shield made of boards,' obviously
a toy for young Irish boys.

Illustration 19.5:
Ciera Chulainn cona Joirg anae 7 cona liathr6it

'the sheep of Culann with his hurley stick and with his ball'
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20.1. Nouns: masculine and feminine i-stems
All three genders can have i-stems. We will first look at masculine and feminine nouns. Mascu
line and feminine i-stems basically inflect alike; the only difference lies in the nominative sin
gular: feminine i-stems lenite a following word, while masculine i-stems don' t.
In the singular the nominative, prepositional, accusative and vocative end in the palatalized
stem final consonant. The genitive singular has an ending attached to the non-palatalized stem
final consonant, which in the early Old Irish period is -o, but from the Classical Old Irish period
onward is -a. In the genitive singular and dual lowering of short i and u toe and o takes place in
the root-otherwise there are no such effects in the i-stem declension. In the plural the stem final
consonant in front of the endings -i, -e and -ib is either always palatalized or always non
palatalized (especially after a, 6 and consonant clusters).
A typical masculine i-stem is cnaim/knaµ /
' 'bone' (stem final consonant/µ/). Note that it is also
an example of a word with a non-palatalized stem final consonant in the plural:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom.sg.

C

*knaµih

*knamis

*kneh2mis

gen.

{L}Co/aH

*knaµoh «

*knames

prep.

CL

*knaµe, -µI

*knamei, -ml «

acc.

CN

*knaµiv

*knamim

voe.

CL

cnaim
cnamofi, cnamaH
cnaimL
cnaimN
aL chnaimL

*knaµih

*knamis «

*kneh2mei

nom. pl.

C(')iH

*knaµIh

*knamiies

*k1Jh2meies

gen.

C(')eN

*knaµiiav

*knamiiom

*k1Jh2meiom

prep.

O')aW

*knaµi�ih

*knamibis ( «)

*k1Jh2mibhis, -ibh6s

ace, voe.

C(')iH

*knaµIh

*knamis

*k1Jh2mins

n., a., v. du.

CL

cnamaiH
cnamae1\T
cnamaib
cnamaiH

*kJJh2meis

*kJJh2meiei

*kneh2mim

*knaµI

*knamI

*kneh2mih1

gen.

{L}Co/aL

daL chnaimL
daL chnamoL, -aL «

*knaµiio

*knamii01; ( «)

*k1Jh2mih16h1s, -H6h1u

prep.

O'laW

dibN cnamaib «

*knaµi�iv

*knamibim «

*k1Jh2mibhih1, -moh1 ?

Illustration 20.1: Masculine i-stems
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An example of a feminine i-stem, and at the same time an example of a word with a palatalized
stem final consonant in the plural, is suil /su}...'/ 'eye,' stem final consonant /A/:
case

singular

plural

dual

nom.

s(r_iJL

s(r_jJiH

dIL 5(r_iJL

gen.

SU]cft, s(r_JaH

suileN

daL 5(r_JoL, 5(r_}aL

prep.

s(r_iJL

suilib

dibN suilib

acc.

s(r_iJN

5(r_j}iH

dIL 5(r_j]L

voe.

a suiJiH

a 5(r_j]

L

a dIL suiJ

L

Illustration 20.2: Feminine i-stems

Note:
1. Words ending in g /y/ show a special alternation in their root vocalism between ai /a/ before
palatalized g and e /e/ before non-palatalized g, e.g., nom. sg. aig jay'/, gen. sg. ego /eyo/ 'ice,'
or nom. sg. liaig /l'iay'/, gen. sg. Jego /l'eyo/, nom. pl. legai /l'eyij 'doctor, physician.'

20.2. Nouns: neuter i-stems
Neuter i-stems are not very frequent. In the singular they look like masculine or feminine
i-stems, with the sole difference that they cause nasalization in the nominative, accusative and
vocative. In the plural they have an ending -eL in the nominative, accusative and vocative. A
frequent word of this class is muir /mup'/ 'sea,' stem final consonant /p/. · Note the effect of
lowering in the genitive singular:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom. acc. sg.

CN

muirN

*mopiv «

*mori

gen.

{L}Co/aH

*mopoh «

*mores

moroH,

moraH

muirL

(«)

*mope, *mopi *morei, *mori

prep.

CL

nom. acc. pl.

C(')eL

muireL

*mopiia

*moriia

gen.

C(')eN

muireN

*mopiiav

*moriiom

prep.

O')aW

muirib

*mopi�ih

*moribis

nom. acc. du.

CN

daN mmufrN

*mopi

*mori

gen.

{L}Co/aN

*mopiio

*moriiov

prep.

O')aW

*mopi�iv

*moribim

daN mmoroN,

-aN

dibN mmuirib«

Illustration 20.3: Neuter i-stems
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20.3. The i-stem adjectives
Beside o-, a-adjectives and io-, ia-adjectives, i-stem adjectives form the third and last large group
of adjectives. Their inflection differs a little bit from the corresponding i-stem nouns: in the
genitive singular they have the endings of o-, a-adjectives; in the genitive plural they can have
either the ending -e of the i-stem nouns or an endingless form reminiscent of the o-, a-adjectives.
The two examples below are maith /ma0'/ 'good,' stem final consonant /0/, for words with a
palatalized root final consonant throughout the paradigm, and allaid /ala'6'/ 'wild,' stem final
consonant /8/, for words with a non-palatalized root final consonant in those cases where a
further syllable is attached as ending:
case

ending

masc./neut., pal.

m./n., non-pal.

ending

feminine, pal.

fem., non-pal.

nom. sg.

C(N)
CL

maith(NJ

a]Jaid(N)

maithL

allaidL

maithL

allaidL

C'L
C(')eH

maitheH

alltaeH

CL

maithL

allaidL

C'L

maithL

allaidL

CN
CL/N

maithN

allaidN

maithN

allaidN

aL maithL/N

aL alJaidL/N

CN
CL

aL maithL

aL alJaidL

C(')i

maithiH

alltaiH

gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.

nom. pl.
maithiH
alltaiH
C(')iH
gen. C(')eN , CN maitheN, maithN alltaeN, allaidN
O')aW
maithib
alltaib
prep.
acc.
C(')iH
alltaiH
maithiH
voe.
C(')iH
aL maithiH
aL alJtaiH

C(')eN , CN maitheN, maithN alltaeN, allaidN
O')aW

maithib

alltaib

C(')iH
C(')iL

maithiH

alltaiH

aL maithiH

aL alJtaiH

Illustration 20.4: i-stem adjectives

20.4. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
the adjectives allaid /ala'6'/ 'wild,' maith /ma0'/ 'good,' sainemail /sav'aµaA'/ 'excellent' (fem.
gen. sg. sainemlae), sochraid /soXPa'6'/ 'beautiful, handsome' (fem. gen. sg. sochraide).
a cuirm /kur'm'/ (i, n) 'beer, ale'
in buachaill jbuaxal'/ (i, m) 'lad, cowherd, cowboy' (gen. buachalla)
ind liaith /fla0'/ (i, f) 'sovereignty, rule, ruler, prince'
a ndruimm /drum'/ (i, n) 'back'
in tailm /tal'm'/ (i, f) 'sling' (gen. telmo)

Illustration 20.5:
Notlaic 'Christmas'
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21.1. The conjugated prepositions 2
Here follow the inflected forms of those four Old Irish prepositions that can take both the prep
ositional and the accusative (the prepositional usually expressing the position or the placement
somewhere, and the accusative expressing the direction or the movement somewhere). There is
no difference in form in the 1st and 2nd persons between the two cases, but in the 3 rd persons
there are always two distinct forms, one for the prepositional and one for the accusatival usage.
arL 'for,

person

1st

sg.

2nd sg.
3rd sg. m., n. prep.

3rd sg. £.

transcription

ending

transcription

airium, erum

/ap'um epum/
/ap'ud epud/
/ap'u/
/ap'ij

foum

/fm;m fotim?/
/fovt £out?/
/foy fo/
/foil

airiut, erut
airiu

£out
f6u, f6
foi

airi

prep.

n/a

acc.

airre

/ar'e/

face, f6e

/foh'e foe/

erunn, eronn

/epun/
/ap'aW epuW/
/ap'.J�'/
/ar'u eru/

founn

/foyn/
/fuW/
/foaW ?/
/foho foo/

pl.

3rd pl.

ending

acc.

1st pl.
2nd

foL 'under'

on account of, in front of'

n/a

airib, eruib

prep.

airib

acc.

airriu, erru

fuib
foib
foo

Illustration 21.1: The conjugated prepositions 2: arL, foL
for

person

1st

sg.

2nd sg.
3rd sg. m., n. prep.

3rd sg. f.

'in, into'

transcription

ending

transcription

form

/form/
/fort/
/fop/
/fop' fap'/
/fup'i fopa/
/fore/

indiumm

/in'd'um/
/in'd'ud/
/and/
/in'd'/
/in'd'i/
/in't'e/

/forn/
/fup'aW fop'aWI
/fopaW/
/for'u/

indiunn

fort
for

acc.

fair, fair

prep.

fuiri, fora

acc.

forrae
fomn

2nd pl.

fuirib, foirib

pl.

jN

ending

1st pl.
3rd

'on'

prep.

foraib

acc.

forru

Illustration 21.2: The conjugated prepositions 2: for, iN
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indiut
and
ind
indi
inte

indib
indib
intiu

/in'd'un/
/in'd'aW/
/in'd'aW/
/in't'u/

,i
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21.2. Secondary or nominal prepositions
We have met a large collection of prepositions so far, e.g., iN, coN, arL, friH, foL, etc. These are, to
put it simply, short, unstressed words, whose syntactical function within a clause is to express
certain local, temporal or causal relations of the words they are preposed to. Just the same is true
for German (auf, iiber, wahrend, wegen, etc.) or English (upon, in, for, etc.) prepositions.
Beside these primary prepositions, as they may be called, Old Irish also has so-called secondary
or nominal prepositions. These have basically the same or similar functions and meanings as the
primary prepositions, but their syntactic behavior is different. Furthermore, they are not old
prepositions inherited from Proto-Celtic or even Proto-Inda-European times, like many of those
above, but had only very recently been formed in the prehistory or history of Irish. Usually their
most important component is a noun (that is why they are called nominal prepositions).
German and English have secondary prepositions as well: e.g., German angesichts is a petrified
case form of the noun Angesicht, or English in front of is a fixed phrase made up of the old prep
osition in and the noun front. In the same way the Old Irish secondary preposition dochumN
'towards' is a petrified case form of tochim 'the stepping forward,' or i ndegaid 'after, behind' is a
fixed phrase of the old preposition iN and the prepositional
of the noun degaid 'the act of seeking, search.'
Secondary prepositions not only differ from
old primary prepositions by the fact that they
Illustration 21.3:
are made up of nouns, but they also behave inna degaid
differently in relation to other elements with- 'after her'
��"'
'---'=-in the clause. Whereas primary prepositions
in Old Irish either take the prepositional or the accusative of the word that follows, secondary
prepositions always take the genitive, e.g., dochum inna scuile 'to school' (inna scuile is gen. sg.
of in seal (a, f) 'the school'), i ndegaid in charpait 'after the chariot' (in charpait is gen. sg. of in
carpat (o, m) 'the chariot'). This is true for secondary prepositions in German as well; compare,
for example, angesichts des Weltuntergangs (gen. sg. of der Weltuntergang). Furthermore, in Old
Irish the article of the following word does not merge with the secondary preposition.
Secondary prepositions cannot be inflected according to person in the same way as primary Old
Irish prepositions are. Instead they are construed with the possessive pronoun of the person
intended: mo dochum 'towards me,' a ndochum 'towards them,' it degaid 'after thee' (itL = iN +
doL ), innar ndegaid 'after us' (innarN = iN + arN), etc. Note that the possessive pronoun always
comes immediately before the noun of the nominal preposition, and don't forget about the
necessary mutation after the possessive pronoun!
The construction with possessive pronouns again has a parallel in German and English: in
German you cannot use normal personal pronouns after secondary prepositions, as you would
do with primary prepositions. A construction like *zugunsten mir or *zugunsten mich is plainly
wrong; instead you have to use a possessive pronoun: zu meinen Gunsten. This is also true for
English, e.g., for my sake, not *for sake me.
Among the most important of the secondary or nominal prepositions are the following. I will
always give one example for the construction with a possessive pronoun in parentheses:
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dochumN /doxum/

'to, towards' (mo dochum /mo 8oxum/ 'to me')

jN n-arradL /i vara8/

'near, with, besides' (it arrad /id ara8/ 'near thee, at thy side')

foL bfthL /fo WI0/

'because of, on account of, for the sake of' (foa bfth /foa WIS/
'for his sake')

jN ndegaidL /i n'd'eya8'/

'after, behind' (ina degaid /iva d'eya8'/ 'after her')

arL belaib /ap

'before, in front of' (ara belaib /apa WeAa�'/ 'in front of it')

arL chiunnL

WeAaW/

/ap x'il).n/

arL chennN /ap

x'en/

'facing, awaiting' (arar ciunn /apap g'il).n/ 'facing us')
'towards, against' (arfar cenn /ap�ap g'en/ 'against you')

tar cennN /tap k'en/

'for' ( tara cenn /tapa g'en/ 'for them')

farN cuJL /iap

'behind (position)' (farmo chul /iapmo xuA/ 'behind me =

gTIA/

hinter mir')
for cuJuH /fop

kTIAu/

'behind (direction)' (fort chulu /fort XU.Au/ 'behind thee =
hinter dich')

iN ndeadL, iN ndiadL

'after' (ina dead, ina diad /iva 8'ea8, iva 8'ia8/ 'after him')

/i n'd'ea8, i n'd'ia8/
tar eissiH /tap es'i/

'behind, for, instead of' (tara eissi /tapa h'es'ij 'behind her,
for her')

iN mmed6n /i m'ec>ov/

'in the middle, amidst' (inna med6n /ina µe8ov/ 'in its midst')

Note:
1. You will find more nominal prepositions, but by no means all, in GOI 536-537. In DIL you will
usually find them listed under the noun.

21.3. Demonstrative particles
Demonstrative pronouns are words like dieser, jener in German or this, that, these, those in
English. Old Irish doesn't have words that are directly comparable in form and function to the
German or English examples, but instead uses enclitic particles to express the demonstrative
meaning. Enclitic means that these particles, which are never accented, immediately follow the
word they qualify. They always have to be used together with the article. Throughout this
course I will separate these particles from the rest of the word by a hyphen.
1. The particle -so, -sa, -se, -seo, -sea (always with unlenited s) points to something near,
present or immediately following and corresponds roughly to English 'this.' -so, -sa /so sa/
are used after non-palatalized sounds, -se, -sea, -sea /s'e s'o s'a/ after palatalized sounds.
-so and -sa on the one hand, and -se, -sea, -sea on the other hand are simply variants of one
another; e.g., in lebor means 'the book,' in Jebor-sa means 'this book' (the final r of lebor is
non-palatalized, therefore -so or -sa have to be used); but ind libuir 'the books,' ind libuir
se 'these books' (this time the r is palatalized, therefore -se or -sea or -sea have to be used).
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2. The particle -sin /s'iv'/ (always with unlenited s) is used for 'that.' It points to something
more remote or already mentioned before; e.g., in ben means 'the woman,' in ben-sin
means 'that woman'; ind fir 'the men,' ind fir-sin 'those men.'
3. When used alone or only with the article, -so 'this' and -sin 'that' have substantival force,
e.g., is deired mbetho in-so 'this is the end of the world' ( Wb. 10b3), as,biur sin 'I say that';
the same is true, when -so and -sin are added to prepositions, e.g., amal sin 'like that,' a sin
'from there, therefrom.'

21.4. Verbs of the S2-class
The second strong verbal class, S2, is characterized by palatalization of the stem final consonant
throughout the paradigm. It is thus very similar to the W2-class with the one difference that it,
like any strong verbal class, ends in the root final consonant in the 3rd sg. conjunct. I will only
give an example for a simple verb; the inflection of compound S2 verbs absolutely agrees to the
usual rules for compound verbs. The example is gaibid /gaWa8'/ 'to take,' root gaib- /ga�'/ (root
final consonant /W/):
S2
1st

sg.

absolute (independent)

conjunct (dependent)

gaibiu, gaibimm

C'u,C'am'

(ni),gaibiu, ·gaibimm

C'u,C'am'

sg.
3rd sg.

gaibi

Ci

(ni),gaibi

Ci

gaibid

C'a6'

(ni),gaib

C'

pl.

gaibmi

C'm'i

(ni)·gaibem

Caµ

pl.
3rd pl.

gaibthe

C0'e

(ni),gaibid

C'ao'

gaibit

C'ad'

(ni)·gaibet

Cad

2nd

1st

2nd

Illustration 21.4: The conjugation of S2 verbs

Note:
1. Like in W2, in this class the 1st sg. ending -iu ju/ is being replaced by -imm /am'/ during the
Old Irish period.
2. Though S2 verbs ideally have a palatalized stem final consonant throughout their paradigm,
of course in compound verbs the stem consonant can be secondarily depalatalized because of
the syncopation of a back vowel: e.g., fo,gaib, ,fagaib /fo·ga�' .fayaW/ 'to find, to get,' but 3rd pl.
prototonic -fagbat /fay�ad/ 'they find'< *,fagaibet.
3. The S2 class consists of old ie/o-thematic verbs: PIE *gYhedhjeti, *gPhedhjonti > CC *gYedjeti,
*g!!edjonti (cf. Gaul. uedilumi 'I pray') > 0Ir. guidid, guidit 'to pray, to request.'
4. Forms like ad,gaur /a8·gat;p/ 'I sue' (Thes. ii 228.30) or for,congur /fop,kol)gup/ 'I command'
(Wb. 19d25) without overt ending, but with u-infection in the 1st sg., or 3rd pl. du,aimgerat
/du-ap'I]'g'apad/ 'they promise' (Ml. 87b15) with non-palatalized instead of palatalized r attest to
a certain amount of confusion with the Sl-class in the case of some verbs.
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21.5. Verbs of the S3-class
S3 is the third and last strong verbal class. In Sl we had verbs that show an alternation of pala
talized and non-palatalized root final consonants in their paradigm, in S2 we had verbs with a
palatalized root final consonant throughout, and in S3 we have the third logical possibility: a
non-palatalized root final consonant throughout the paradigm. Furthermore, the root final
consonant is always n /v/, which disappears outside the present stem.
In MCCONE's classification there is only a single S3-class. Historically, however, the verbs in this
class go back to two slightly different sources and therefore I will distinguish them by calling
those that show the vowel e in the present tense S3a (THURNEYSEN's B IV class, see GOI 356), and
those with the vowels i or u in the present tense S3b (THURNEYSEN's B V class, see GOI 357).
However, apart from the diverging vowels both subclasses behave identically. S3a is by far the
better attested subclass in the present indicative: crenaid /k'r'eva<>'/ 'to buy,' stem cren- /k'r'ev/,
present stem final consonant /v/:
S3
1st sg.
2nd

sg.

Jrd sg.
1st pl.
pl.

2nd

3rd

pl.

absolute (independent)

crenaim(m)
crenai
crenaid

vam'

crenmai
crentae
crenait

vmi

vi

vao'
nte
vad'

conjunct (dependent)

(ni)-crenaim(m)
(ni)-crenai
(ni)-cren

vam'

(ni)·crenam
(ni)·crenaid
(ni)-crenat

vaµ

vi
V

VclO'
Veld

Illustration 21.5: The conjugation of S3a verbs

Note:
1. No simple, active S3b verb seems to be attested, and also of compound verbs only very few
present tense forms are actually found in the texts, e.g., 1st sg. as·gninaim 'I know,' do.Jinaim 'I
flow,' ara·chrinim 'I perish,' 3rd sg. do.Jin 'flows,' ara·chrin 'perishes,' itar·gnin 'understands,' 3rd
pl. do.Jinat 'they flow,' ara·crinat 'they perish.'

2. The sole exception to the rule that the present stem in S3 verbs ends in a non-palatalized n is
at the same time one of the very few S3 deponent verbs (we will learn about them in a later les
son): ro·cluinethar 'to hear.' The stem cluin- fkluv'/ ends in palatalized n.

3. Palatalization of n in the present stem is of course introduced secondarily when the vowel
before the n is syncopated, e.g., 1 st sg. do.fuibnimm /do·fuWv'am'/ 'I cut, destroy' < *to-fo
benaimm.
4. The S3-class consists of old nasal infix presents of PIE verbal roots ending in a laryngeal: PIE
*kYrineh2ti, *kPrinh2enti > CC *kYrinati, *kPrinanti (cf. Gaul. prinas 'bought,' OW. prinit 'buys') >
Olr. crenaid, crenait 'to buy.'
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21.6. The prehistory of the Sl, S2 and S3 ending sets
Below you find my attempts at reconstructing the ending sets of the strong verbs. Whereas the
original 'pre-Celtic'(= more or less PIE) input forms are pretty certain, the intermediate stages of
the development towards Old Irish have to be viewed with some caution. Especially the forms
that I termed 'Insular Celtic' are far from being undisputed. In the case of S3 verbs I refrained
from reconstructing further back than the Insular Celtic period (and even these forms are highly
simplified), as the PIE input formations are very diverse and show a complicated behavior.
S1

Oir.

Ins. Celtic

Prim. Ir.

Pre-Celtic

abs.

1st sg.
.2nd sg.
3rd sg.
1st pl.
2nd l.
p
3rd

-u«

*-u

*-u

*-oh2

-i«

*-ehi

*-esi«

*-esi

-id

*-e0i

*-eti«

*-eti

conj.
_uc
{R}-C'«
-C'

*-omosi«

*-omosi

-tm(a)i *-omohi«

pl.

Oir.

Prim. Ir. Ins. Celtic Pre-Celt.
*-u

*-u

*-oh2

*-eh

*-es

*-esi

*-e0

*-et

*-eti

-am

*-oµah

*-omos

*-omosi

-tthe

*-e0e-«

*-etesi«

*-etesi

-id

*-e0eh

*-etes

*-etesi

-ait

*-odi

*-anti«

*-anti

-at

*-od

*-ont

*-anti

Illustration 21.6: Reconstructed S1 endings

S2

0Ir.

Prim. Ir.

Ins. Celtic

Pre-Celtic

abs.

0Ir.

Prim. Ir. Ins. Celtic Pre-Celt.

conj.

1st sg.

-iu

*-iiu

*-iu

*-ioh2

-iu

2nd sg.
3rd sg.

-i

*-ihi

*-isi«

*-iesi

-id

*-i0i

*-iti «

-tmi

1st pl.
2nd pl.

-fthe

3rd pl.

-it

*-iU
*-is

*-ioh2

-1«

*-iiU
*-ih

*-ieti

-C'

*-i0

*-it

*-ieti

*-iomosi

-em

*-iµah«

*-iomos

*-iomosi

*-ietesi

-id

*-i0eh

*-ites

*-ietesi

*-ionti

-et

*-id«

*-iont

*-ionti

Insul. Celtic

Oir.

*-imohi « -*iomosi «
*-i0e- «
*-itesi «
*-idi «

*-ionti «

*-iesi

Illustration 21.7: Reconstructed S2 endings

S3

0Ir.

Prim. Ir.

abs.

Prim. Ir.

Insul. Celtic

conj.

1st sg.

-naim(m)

*-vami «

*-nami «

-naim(m)

*-vami «

*-nam

2nd sg.
3rd sg.

-nai

*-vahi

*-nasi«

-nai «

*-vah

*-nas

-naid

*-va0i

*-nati«

-n

*-va0

*-nat

1st pl.

-ntmai

*-namosi «

-nam

*-vaµah

*-namos

-ntte

*-vamohi «
*-va0e- «

*-natesi«

-naid

*-va0eh

*-nates

-nait

*-vadi «

*-nanti «

-nat

*-vad «

*-nant

2nd
3rd

pl.
pl.

Illustration 21.8: Reconstructed S3 endings
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21.7. Exercise
Now try to conjugate some of the following verbs in absolute and conjunct inflection, or in their
deuterotonic and prototonic form respectively. Watch out for depalatalization, resp. secondary
palatalization as a consequence of syncope in the plural forms of prototonic verbs (e.g., 3rd pl.
,fodmat, ,frecrat, ,freipnet, -foirbnet):
airid /ap'a8'/ (S2) 'to plough'
guidid /gu8'a8'/ (S2) 'to ask, to pray'
fo-daim, ,fodaim /fo-daµ', .fof>aµ'/ (S2) 'to suffer, to endure'
fris-gair, ,frecair /f'r'is-gap', .f'r'egap'/ (S2) 'to answer'
emaid /erna8'/ (S3a) 'to bestow'
renaid /r'eva8'/ (S3a) 'to sell'
fris-ben, -frepen /f'r'is-b'ev, .f'r'eb'av/ (S3a) 'to heal'
for.fen, ,forban /fop,f'ev, ,for�av/ (S3a) 'to finish, to complete'
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22.1. From the Old Irish Triads
The Old Irish Triads are a collection of roughly 250 short and often clever aphorisms, usually
comprising three, sometimes more, items typical for certain places, persons or legal aspects.
They have been edited by Kuno MEYER in 1906 in volume 13 of the Todd Lecture Series of the
Royal Irish Academy. Below I give you two examples. Note, that the preposition friH in Triad 66
is used in the sense 'for; to attend to,' and that buaid (i, n) in Triad 156 means 'special quality,
mark of quality.' I have normalized the spelling.
Triad 66

Tri airgarta ecailse: caillech fri clocc, athlaech i n-apdaini, bainne for alt6ir.
t'r'I hap'ydrta egdl's'e: kal'dx f'r'i klog, a0Aaix i vab8dv'i, ban'e fop altop'.

Triad 156

Tri buadae etaig: maisse, clithchae, suthaine.
t'r'I bua8e eddy': mas'e, k'l'iexe, suedv'e.

22.2. From the Old Irish glosses
The following piece is from the Old Irish glosses. The glosses are our most important source for
the grammar of Old Irish because they are practically the only texts that have come down to us
directly in early medieval manuscripts. The glosses are short commentaries between the lines of
books of the bible or grammatical tracts. I have modified and shortened this little piece a bit.
Note the unusual word order VOS in the first sentence!
* [ ...] Ni-foircnea in fini ithe neich di anuas. [ ...] Ad-ellat [in doini sechmaill] in fini
do thabairt neich doib dia torud. (Ml. 102a15)
n'I-for'k'n'a in Wiv'i ie'e v'ex' d'i avuas. a8-efad in doiv'i s'exµdl' in Wiv'i do ea�dr't' v'ex' doaW
d'ia topu8.

Note:
1. SechmaJJ literally means 'the act of passing by'; dofni
sechmaill therefore are the 'people of passing by,' which
means 'passers by.'
2. Neich is the genitive of nf 'something.'
3. Anuas is stressed on the second syllable.
Illustration 22.1:
caeraig sechmaill oc tabairt neich doib de thorud inna fine

'sheep passing by taking something from the fruit of the vine for themselves'
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22.3. Varia
1. The male personal name Cormac (o, m) in sentence 14 below refers to the great and just king
Cormac mac Airt, one of the legendary prehistoric kings of Ireland. You can find more infor
mation about him in Tomas 6 CATHASAIGH's book The Heroic Biography of Cormac mac Airt
(Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1977).
2. The phrase gaibid X buaid di Y 'lit. X takes victory from Y' in sentence 12 means 'X defeats Y,
X wins over Y.'
22.4. Exercise

Old Irish
1. ** Guidiu itche asmo chridiu der6il dur duit, a maicc De. 2. In-llenai graig inna n-ech cosin
cluain, a buachaill? 3. ** Benaid [sc. Cu Chulainn] fona maccu iarum. (TBC 435) 4. Tri buadae
glana: rodarc tree, laith indi, fuil asa bruur. 5. * Bentae clocan mbinn inna cille i n-aidchi gaithe, a
sacartu. Nf.tiag ina dail, co-lleice, acht i ndail mna baithe. (GT 113) 6. Fris,gairet ind legai ceisti
ind fir thinn. 7. Nf.crenaimm cuirm din chennaigiu dochraid. 8. Fo,daimi m6r peine 7 m6r
ngortae t'6enur isin muir. 9. Ni,air mo dam maith in n-uir-sin arin 116g-so. 10. Ni·sernam 6r 7
argat for lama inna mban sochraid. 11. ln,mbenaid cenn in chimbedo echtrainn frisin fraig, a
16echu? 12. Agait gataigi mucca inna tuaithe 6n chluain. Gaibit buachailli buaid diib iarum.
13. ** Nf.feraimm cuirm maith milis. (GT 49) 14. Gaibid Cormac flaith fer n-Inse Fail. 15. Brisiu
cnaim ndrommo in buachalla co cloich thruimm. 16. Innad,mbeir in techtaire mace inna rignae
lais dochum inna scoile? 17. * Fegthae uaib sair fo-thuaid a muir muad milach. (GT 205)
18. ** Caine amrae lasin mBran inna churchan tar muir nglan. (IB 33) 19. ** Oar ind adaig i
mM6in M6ir, feraid dertan ni der6il. (GT 206 f.) 20. ** Is samlaid do,meil Conchobor a flaith:
trian ind lai [...] oc imbirt fidchille, a trian n-aill oc 6ul chorma. (TBC 402 ff.)
Transcription
1. gu8'u id'x'e asmo x'p'i8'u 8'epo).! 8up dut', a µak' 8'e. 2. iv-l'evi gray' ina v'ex kos'.m gluav', a �uaxal'?
3. b'eva8' fona maku iapuµ. 4. t'r'i bua8e glava: ro8ark t'r'eh'e, la8' in'd'i, fu)- ! asa bruiip. 5. b'ente klogav
m'b'in' ina k'il'e i va8'x'i yai8'e, a hagartu. n'i-t'iay iva 8a)/, ko-l'eg'e, axt i ndaA' mna bai8'e. 6. f'r'is-gap'ad
ind A'eyi k'es't'i ind ip' 8'in'. 7. n'i·k'r'evam' kur'm' d'in x'enay'u 8oXPa8'. 8. fo-daµ'i mop b'ev'e ogus µop
l)gorte toivup is'an µup'. 9. n'i·ap' mo 8aµ ma8' in nup'-s'av' ap'an loy-so. 10. n'i·s'ernaµ op ogus argad fop
laµa ina mbav SOXPa8'. 11. iv,m'b'eva8' k'en in x'im'b'a8o extran' f'r'is'an �ray', a Aoixu? 12. ayad' gaday'i
muka ina tua8'e on XAuav'. gaWad' buaxal'i bua8' d'iaW iapuµ. 13. n'i·f'epam' kur'm' ma8' m'iA'as'.
14. gaWa8' kormak fla8' Wep v'iv's'e fa.A'. 15. b'r'is'u knaµ' ndromo in �uaxala ko glox' Spurn'. 16. ina.8-m'b'ep' in
textap'e mak ina r'iyve las' doxum ina skoA'e? 17. f'ey8e uaW sap' fo-8ua8' a mup' mua8' m'iAax. 18. kaiv'e
aµpe las'an mbrav ina xupxav tap mup' l)glav. 19. uap ind a8ay' i mov' µop', f'epa8' dertav ni d'epoA'. 20. is
saµAa8' do-m'eA' kovxa�ap a Aa8': t'r'iav ind Aai og im'b'ar't' i8x'al'e, a d'r'ian nal' og Ol}A xorma.
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English
1. We pray a prayer from our insignificant, hard hearts to thee, Son of God. 2. You follow the
stud of the horses to the meadow, lads. 3. Does he make an assault on the boy after that? 4. 5. Thou ringest a sweet-sounding bell of the church, priest. I go to meet it (in 0Ir.: to his [the
bell's] meeting), and I do not go to meet a wanton woman (in 0Ir.: to the meeting of a wanton
woman). 6. Does the doctor answer the questions of the sick man? 7. We buy beer from the ugly
merchants. 8. She suffers a lot of pain and a lot of hunger alone on the sea. 9. My oxen plough
that land for this price. 10. Thou spreadest gold and silver over the hand of the beautiful woman.
11. The soldiers beat the heads of the foreign prisoners against the wall. 12. A thief drives the
pigs of the tribe from the meadow. The cowboy takes victory from him after that.
13. We pour good, sweet beer on you (on = for+ acc.). 14. Does Cormac take the rule of the men
of Inis Fail? 15. Do we break the bones of the back of the lad with a heavy stone? 16. The
messengers bring the sons of the queen with them to the school. 17. We see away from us to the
North-East the glorious sea full of animals. 18. A wonder of beauty for (0Ir.: la!) the men in their
little curachs over the clear sea. 19. Cold the night in the big bog, but no storm does pour. 20. In
this way the queens spend their sovereignty: a third of the day playing fidchell, another third
drinking beer.

Illustration 22.2:
cid £err? cuirm maith milis no uisce bethad?

--=��--=

_

'what is better? good sweet beer or water of life?'

22.5. Test
Recognize the following conjugated prepositions. Say which preposition the form belongs to and
give person and number, as well as gender and case, where possible.
fair:

lib:

dit:

uainn:

triit:

and:

fuiri:

ind:

foe:

airium:

dunn:

inte:

indib:

or

fou:

frie:

leis:

form:

uadi:

friut:

foo:
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22.6. Test
Try to recognize the verbal forms. Give as much information about the words as possible-class,
person, number, dependent or independent variant. If the verb is in a dependent form, write the
corresponding independent variant into the slot in parentheses, and vice versa:
in-crenaid:
nf.foircnet:

(

)

biri:

(

)

gairiu:

(

)

nf,eiprem:

(

)

nf. tascraid:

(

)

nf,imbiur:

)

raitte:

)

imm-raidem:

)

nf,frecra t:

(

)

guidid:

)

for.fenam:

)

in-n-airem:

(

rentae:

(

semmai:

(

in-freipnid:

)

nf,fodmam:

)

fo-gaibimm:

(

gaibit:
in-dfltai:

(
or

for-cain:

or

)
(
22.7. From a poem

Below follows the greatest part of a poem by the poet MUGR6N (abbot of f 965-981). It is an
invocation of the powers of Christ's cross. Again I have omitted those lines of the poem that
have declensional forms we have not learned so far. The complete poem can be found in Gerard
MURPHY's Early Irish Lyrics, Dublin 1956 (repr. Dublin: Four Courts Press 1998), p. 32 ff.
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Cros Christ tarsin ngnuis-se,
tarsin cluais fon c6ir-se.
Cros Christ tarsin suil-se.
Cros Christ tarsin sr6in-se.

kros x'p'is't' tars'an J]gUs'-s'e
tars'an gluas' fon gop'-s'e
kros x'p'is't' tars'an su.A'-s'e
kros x'p'is't' tars'an srov'-s'e

Cros Christ tarsin mbel-sa.
Cros Christ tarsin craes-sa.
Cros Christ tarsin cul-sa.
Cros Christ tarsin taeb-sa.

kros x'p'is't' tars'an m'b'eA-sa
kros x'p'is't' tars'an grais-sa
kros x'p'is't' tars'an gu.A-sa
kros x'p'is't' tars'an dai�-sa

[...] Cros Christ tarsin tairr-se.
Cros Christ tarsin druimm-se.

kros x'p'is't' tars'an dar'-s'e
kros x'p'is't' tars'an drum'-s'e

Cros Christ tar mo lama [ ...]
Cros Christ tar mo lesa.
Cros Christ tar mo chosa.

kros x'p'is't' tap mo 11,aµa
kros x'p'is't' tap mo A'esa
kros x'p'is't' tap mo xosa

Cros Christ lemm ar m'agaid.
Cros Christ lemm im' degaid.
Cros Christ fri each ndoraid
eitir fan 7 telaig. [...]

kros x'p'is't' l'em ap maya8'
kros x'p'is't' l'em im 8'eya8'
kros x'p'is't' f'r'i kax ndopa8'
ed'ap' £av is t'e11,ay'

Cros Christ tar mo suide.
Cros Christ tar mo lige.
Cros Christ mo brig uile [... ]

kros x'p'is't' tap mo hu8'e
kros x'p'is't' tap mo 11,'iy'e
kros x'p'is't' mo Wp'iy' uA'e

Cros Christ tar mo muintir.
Cros Christ tar mo thempal.
Cros Christ isin alltar.
Cros Christ isin chenntar.

kros x'p'is't' tap mo µun't'ap'
kros x'p'is't' tap mo 0'empaA
kros x'p'is't' is'an altap
kros x'p'is't' is'an x'entap

6 mulluch mo baitse
co ingin mo chaise [...]

o µulux mo �at's'e
ko h'iJ]'g'av' mo xos'e

Co laithe mo bais-se,
ria ndul isin n-uir-se,[...]
Cros Christ tarsin ngnuis-se.

ko la8'e mo �as'-s'e
r'ia nduA is'an nu.p'-s'e
kros x'p'is't' tars'an J]gUs'-s'e

Note:
1. The spelling taeb for t6eb: the orthographical interchangeability of the diphthongs ae, af and
6e, of is a feature of later Irish.
2. The word ingen /iJJ'av/ means 'nail (of a finger or a toe),' do not confuse it with ingen, pro
nounced/iv'y'.w/ 'girl.'
3. Note especially the many demonstrative particles used in the text.
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23.1. Nouns: masculine u-stems
The last 'vocalic' declensional class we will learn are the u-stems. These are mostly masculine; a
few are neuter. The feminines that seem to have historically belonged to this class have all gone
over to the a-stems.
Monosyllabic words with root vowel u or words with 'infected' u before their final consonant in
the nominative and accusative singular are at once identifiable as u-stems, e.g., guth /gu0/
'voice,' giun /g'it1v/ 'mouth,' ammus /amus/ 'attempt,' etc. Many words, however, do not display
au in the nominative and accusative singular, e.g., bith /b'i0/ 'world,' dan /dav/ 'gift,' cath /kae/
'battle,' molad /moAdb/ 'praise,' etc.; these you have to learn by heart as belonging to this class.
Some words sometimes show u before their final consonant, sometimes not: e.g., the word for
'knowledge' can either appear as fis /f'is/ or as fius /f'ivs/. In the prepositional singular,
however, these words frequently do show the u, e.g., biuth 'world.'
The root final consonants of u-stems are basically non-palatalized throughout the paradigm. An
exception is of course in those cases, where the root final consonant is secondarily palatalized as
a result of syncope: e.g., the genitive singular of ammus /amus/ 'attempt,' which goes back to an
older *ammessu-, is aimseo, aimsea /am's'o am's'a/, because in the second syllable an historical e
was syncopated < * ammesso.
We will first look at masculine u-stems. A typical word is guth /gu0/ 'voice' (root final conso
nant /0/):
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom. voe. sg.

{R}(u)C

guth

*gu0uh

*gutus «

*ghevtus

gen.

{L}Co/aH

gothoH, gothaH

*gueoh

*gutovs

*gh utevs

prep.

{R}(u)CL

guthL

acc.

{R}(u)CN

guthN

nom. pl.

{L}Ce/i/aH

gen.

{L}CeN

gothaeN «

prep.

{L}CdW

acc. voe.

*gueu («) *gutovei, *gum «

*g;hutevei, *ghutuh1

*gutum «

*ghevtum

*gutoves

*gh uteves

*gueovav

*gutovom

*ghutevom

gothaib

*gueo�ih «

*gutubis

*gh utubhis, -ubhos

{R}(u)CuH

guthuH

*gueuh

*gums

*gh utuns

n., a., v. du.

{R}(u)CL

daL guthL

*gueu

*gutu «

*ghevtuh1

gen.

{L}Co/aL

daL gothoL , -aL

*gueovo

*gutovov («)

*ghutuh16h1s, -(H)6h1u

prep.

{L}CdW

dibN ngothaib «

*gueo�iv «

*gutubim «

*ghutubh ih1 , -moh1 ?

*gueuv

gothaeH, -aiH, -aH *gueoveh

Illustration 23.1: The masculine u-stems
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Note:
1. As with the i-stems, the genitive singular of the u-stems can end either in -o (oldest form) or -a
(younger, usual form). In the nominative plural of the masculines three different endings are
possible: -(a)e /e/, -(a)i /i/, -a /a/. Of these -(a)e is the oldest,1 -(a)i must have been taken over
from the i-stems, and -a may simply reflect a younger development whereby final vowels lose
their independent quality.

23.2. Nouns: neuter u-stems
Just like all neuters, neuter u-stems cause nasalization in the nominative, accusative and vocative
singular. In the nominative, accusative and vocative plural they have two forms: a short and a
long form. Just like in the neuter o-stems the short form is identical with the singular and causes
lenition, whereas the long form adds an extra -a to the stem. The addition of the -a entails
syncope if a form with more than two syllables would result. The example below is dorus
/dopus/ 'door' (root final consonant /s/):
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom. acc. sg.

{R}(u)CN

dorusN

*dopesuv «

*dl)-orestu

gen.
prep.

{L}Co/aH

doirseoH, doirseaH

*dopesoh

*dl)-orestOl)- S

{R}(u)CL

dorusL

nom. acc. pl.

{R}(u)CL/{L}Ca

dorusL , doirsea «

*dopesol)-a

*dl)-orestol)- a

gen.
prep.

{L}CeN

doirseN «

*dopesol)-av

*dl)-orestol)-om

{L}C.JW

doirsib

*dopeso�ih «

*dl)-orestubis

n., a., v. du.

{R}(u)CN

daN ndorusN

*dopesu

*dl)-orestu

gen.

{L}Co/aN

daN ndoirseoN, -aN

*dopesol)-o

*dl)-orestOl)-Ol)-

prep.

{L}C.JW

dibN ndoirsib «

*dopeso�iv «

*dl)-orestubim

*dopesu

(«)

*dl)-orestol)-ei, *dl)-orestu

Illustration 23.2: The neuter u-stems

23.3. Adjectives: u-stems
Only a few adjectives belong to this group: a few simple adjectives
like dub /du�/ 'black,' tiug /t'h; ry/ 'thick,' fliuch /f'l'ivx/ 'wet,' accus,
ocus /agus ogus/ 'near,' and some compounded adjectives like solus
/soAus/ 'bright,' follus /folus/ 'clear,' cumung /kuµul]g/ 'narrow,'
dfriug, dfriuch /d'Ip'uy d'Ip'ux/ 'straight,' etc.
Apart from the u-vowel or u-infection, u-stem adjectives inflect like
o-, a-stem adjectives in the singular and like i-stem adjectives in the
plural. Only in the genitive plural they behave like o-, a-stems.
Illustration 23.3: fliuch 'wet'
1 For the development CC *-oyeC > 0Ir. -ae, compare -robae 'has been' < *·ro-boye.
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The vocatives probably would have been identical with the nominative forms, but according to
GOI 227 no such forms are attested. The two examples below are dub /du�/ 'black' for simple
monosyllabic words and solus /soA.us/ 'bright' for disyllabic compounded words (note the effect
of syncope in the latter):
case

ending

masc. and neut.

masc. and neut.

ending

feminine

feminine

nom. sg.

uC

dub(N)

solus(NJ

uCL

dubL

solusL

gen.

CL

duibL

solaisL

C(')eH

dubaeH

soilseH

prep.

uCL

dubL

soJusL

CL

duibL

solaisL

acc.

uCN

dubN

solusN

CN

duibN

solaisN

nom.pl.

C(')iL

dubaiL

soilsiL

C(')iH

dubaiH

soilsiH

gen.

uCN

dubN

solusN

uCN

dubN

solusN

prep.

O'ldW

dubaib

soilsib

O'ldW

dubaib

soilsib

acc.

C(')iH

dubaiH

soilsiH

C(')iH

dubaiH

soilsiH

Illustration 23.4: u-stem adjectives

23.4. Determining the stem class of adjectives
It is very easy to recognize to which inflectional class a given adjective belongs, as long as you
know what its nominative singular looks like. Basically you only have to look at the final portion
of the word and you will immediately know its inflectional class.
1. If an adjective ends in -e, it belongs to the io-, ia-adjectives.
2. If an adjective ends in a palatalized consonant, it belongs to
the i-adjectives.
3. If an adjective has a
to the u-adjectives.

u

before the final consonant, it belongs

4. All other adjectives, that is adjectives ending in a non-pala
talized consonant, belong to the o-, a-adjectives.
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dub 'black'
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23 .5. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
any of the adjectives you learned so far.
a rrind /r'ind/ (u, n) 'star'
in bith /b'i0/ (u, m) 'world'
in molad /mo"Aa'6/ (u, m) 'praise,

the praising' (gen. sg. with syncope and
delenition molto, -a /molto molta/, no u-infection in the prep. sg.
molad /mo"Aa'6/)
a mbir, a mbiur /b'ip b'igp/ (u, n) 'stake, point, spear, spit'
int a.es /ais/ (u, m) 'people, folk'
in fid /f'i'6/ (u, m) 'wood, forest'
a mmind /m'ind/ (u, n) 'diadem, badge, crown' (no lowering of the 1)
in foilsigiud /fol's'ay'u'6/ (u, m) 'manifestation, the revealing' (gen. sg.
with syncope foilsigtheo, -a /fol's'ay'0'o fol's'ay'0'a/)
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24.1. The cardinal numbers 1-19
Cardinal numbers are the basic numerals one, two, three, etc., used to count things. Below are
the cardinal numbers from 1 to 10 with their respective mutational effects:
nr. transcr. masculine

1
2
3
4

oiv-

neuter

feminine

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

*oiva-

*oino-

*oino-

*k11og11e «

*k11 mk11e «

*penk11e

*sl).eh

*slJ-exs

*sl).eks

*sextam

*septq,_

6en-, ofn-

diL, dfL
daL,daL daN,daN
L
teoir, teora
(tre )
triH, triH
cetheoir, cetheora
cethair

}

see below

no distinction of gender

5
6
7
8
9
10

kog'L

c6icL

s'eH

seH

s'extN

sechtN

*sextev

oxtN

ochtN

*oxtev «

noiN

nofN

*nol).ev

*nol).an

*h1nel).1J

d'ex'N

deichN

*dexev

*dekam «

*dekq,_t

*oxtu

(«?)

*h2oktoh1u

Illustration 24.1: The cardinal numbers

Note the following peculiarities in the use of these numbers:
1. Unlike adjectives, cardinal numerals always stand before the word they qualify.
2. The singular of the counted word is used after 6en-, ofn- (which means also after 11, 21, 31,
etc.). The dual is used after da, di (which means also after 12, 22, 32, etc.). The plural is used after
the numerals 3-10 and after 13-19, 23-29, 33-39, etc.
3. The numeral 6en-, ofn- 'l' is always compounded with the word it counts, causing lenition in
this process: 6enchaera 'one sheep,' 6enchlall 'one sense.'
4. The numbers 2, 3 and 4 are inflected together with the noun they qualify. For the inflection of
'2' (0Ir. masc. neut. da, da < CC *dovo < PIE *duvo(h1); 0Ir. fem. di, di< CC *dve < PIE *dvej?),
compare the dual sections of the respective declensional classes.
5. The inflection of '3' and '4' goes as follows (I do not reconstruct feminine forms as their
prehistory is highly problematic):

I

'�
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3

transcr.

Old Irish

masc.nom.

t'r'iH

fyjH

*trih

*triies

*treies

neut. nom. acc.

t'r'iL t'r'eL

triL (treL) «

*triia

*triia «

*trih2

gen.

t'r'iN t'r'eN

triN (treN) «

*triiav

*triiom

*treiom, *trii6m

prep.

t'r'iW

trib

*tri�ih

*tribis «

*tribhf, tribh (i)6s

masc. acc.

t'r'iH

fyjH

*trih

*tris

*trins

fem.nom.

t'elJp' t'elJpaH

teoir, teuir, teoraH

*tisres

gen.

t'elJpaN

*tisr6m

prep.

t'elJpclW

acc.

t'elJpaH

teoraN
teoraib
teoraH

Prim. Irish Com. Celtic

PIE

*tisrbhf, -bh (i)6s
*tisn)s

Illustration 24.2: The inflection of the cardinal '3'

4

transcription

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Com. Celtic

PIE

masc. norn.

k'e8clp'

cethair

*kY.e811opeh

*kY.etvores

*kY-et116res

n. norn. acc.

k'e8clp'L

cethairL «

*kY- e8upa

*kY-etura «

*kY.etvor

gen.

k'e8'p'eN

ceithreN

*kY.e8upiiav «

*kY- eturom

*kY-etur6m

prep.

k'eS'p'clW

ceithrib

*kY.e8upi�ih «

*kY-etrubis

*kY.etrubhf, -ubh (i)6s

acc.

k'e8'p'iH

cethriH

*kY.e8upih «

*kY-eturas

*kY-etun)s

fem.nom.

k'e8'e11p' k'e8'e11paH cetheoir, cetheoraH

*kY.etesres

gen.

k'e8'e1JpaN

cetheoraN

*kY.etesrom

prep.

k'e8'elJpclW

cetheoraib

kY.etesrbhi, -bh (i)os

acc.

k'e8'elJpaH

cetheoraH

*kY.eteSflJS

Illustration 24.3: The inflection of the cardinal '4'

6. The numbers 5-10 are not inflected. Note, however, the mutational effects of the numbers. c6ic
'5' and se '6' nasalize the following word when used in genitival position.
7. The 'teens'(the numbers 11-19) are formed by adding the word deac, deec /d'eag/, later dee
/d'eg/ '-teen'(< Prim. Ir. *dehegav < *dexegav < *dekenkom < CC *dekam-kom 'with ten') after
the counted word: e.g., da Jae deac 'twelve days,' teoir aidchi deac 'thirteen nights,' a ocht deac
/a hoxt d'eag/ 'eighteen,' etc.
8. When the cardinal numbers are used on their own as substantives(that is without counting an
object), the particle aH precedes them. In this case 6en can be used on its own without being com
pounded to another word; instead of da, df the form dau, d6 is used: a 6en /a hoiv/ 'one,' a dau,
a d6 /a dal). a do/ 'two,' a trf, a cethair, a c6ic, a se, a secht, a ocht /a hoxt/, a nof, a deich.
9. The cardinal numbers cannot be used to count people. For this purpose a separate numeral
series exists, which we will learn in a later lesson.
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24.2. The ordinal numbers 1-19
Ordinal numbers are those forms of the numerals that are used to specify the order of elements,
e.g., in English first, second, third etc.
Ordinal numbers basically behave like adjectives, in that they conform in case, number and gen
der with the words they qualify. Cetnae, aile and tanaise inflect as io-, ia-adjectives, all others as
o-, a-adjectives. But unlike normal adjectives, ordinal numbers precede the word they qualify,
e.g., in chethramad rann 'the fourth part,' in seissed lebor 'the sixth book.' The only exceptions
are cet-, which is compounded with the word it qualifies (e.g., cetadaig 'first night,' cetmuinter
/k'edµun't'ap/ 'first wife'; cp. Gaulish Cintugnatos 'first born'), and tanaise and occasionally aile,
which follow the words they qualify. As you can see in the reconstructions below, a large
amount of restructuring has taken place in these words.
nr.

k'ed- k'edve
1
tav."}s'e aA'e
2
t'r'is t'r'es
3
k'e8pdµd8
4
kog'."}8
5
s'es'."}8
6
s'extµd8
7
oxtµd8
8
noµ."}8
9
d'exµ."}8
10
11 oivµ."}8 ... d'e�g

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

cet-, cetnae

kedu-, kedaviiah

kmtu-, kmtaniios

tanaise, aile

ta8vihessiiah, aAiiah t'adnisetsiios, alios

PIE

*hi�lios

tris(s), tres(s)

trisah («)

tristos, trit(ii)os «

*trih26s

cethramad

k1,1e8upaµe8ah «

k1,1etyariios «

*k1,1turih26S

c6iced

k1,1og1,1e8ah «

k1,1mk1,1etos «

*pIJk1,1t6s

seissed

SlJeseSah «

SlJexsos «

*suksh26s

sechtmad

sextaµe8ah

sextametos «

*septJ11h26s

ochtmad

oxtaµe8ah «

oxtumetos «

*h2okth1uh26s

nomad

nol}aµe8ah

nolJametos «

*h1IJlJIJh26S

dechmad

dexaµe8ah

dekametos «

*dekJ11h26S

oivaµe8ah

oinometos

6enmad

...

deac

Illustration 24.4: The ordinal numbers

The ordinal numbers 12-19 are formed by adding deac /d'eag/ after
the word qualified: e.g., ind aile ingen deac 'the twelfth girl,' in tress
16ech deac 'the thirteenth warrior.'
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24.3. The copula
We have dealt with two weak verbal classes and three strong verbal classes so far. There are still
three further classes to look at. We will learn them in the next lesson. Completely outside of the
system of verbal classes stands one very important, but in many languages notoriously irregular,
word: the copula, that is, the verb 'to be.' Now, first of all, you cannot talk about the verb 'to be'
simply like that in Old Irish. A statement like ich bin in German or I am in English can be
rendered by three different verbs in Old Irish, depending on exactly what I mean. Do I want to
speak about some characteristic trait of mine that is part of my very individuality and existence,
or do I want to speak about a momentary condition, or do I want to speak about a regular con
dition? In the first case in Old Irish I would have to use the copula, in the second case the sub
stantive verb, and in the third case the habitual variant of the substantive verb.1 We will look at
the copula first. I will talk about the substantive verb in the next lesson.
The copula is used to form a connection between a subject and its predicate, that is, it is used to
make an equation between the subject and another word, noun or adjective. Examples for this
use would be: am Duid-se 'I am David' (that is true for me for all of my life, and there is no other
David like me; or as a response to someone calling me 'Daniel'), is m6r in truaige 'the sorrow is
great' (it is a characteristic of this particular sorrow that it is great and unbearable), at ben danae
'thou art a bold woman' (a characteristic trait of your nature), it insi Eriu 7 Albu 'Ireland and
Britain are islands' (won't change for a couple of more years).
However, in cases where existence, presence, a condition or a state is meant, the copula cannot
be used: statements like 'I think, therefore I am,' 'you are here,' 'she is with child' or 'we are in
rage' call for the use of the substantive verb. But the substantive verb may apparently also
always be employed instead of the copula, especially when the predicate does-for whatever
reason-not immediately follow the verb (see paragraph 2 below), e.g., biid duine slan 7 ffrian
'man is sound and righteous' for normal *is slan 7 ffrian duine (Wb. 4d33).
The following hints may serve as a rough guideline: wherever a connection with a noun or
adjective is made, usually the copula is used; wherever a connection between a noun and a
prepositional phrase is made, the substantive verb is used.
Or: wherever you can put an equal sign '=' between words or between two statements, the
copula has to be used.
There are some peculiarities in the use of the copula:
1. No form of the copula, either absolute or conjunct, is ever accented. The copula is enclitic, that
is, it merges with preceding sentence particles or conjunctions where possible.
2. The word order in normal predicative sentences of the type Xis Y diverges from German or
English. Whereas in the latter the word order is SCP (subject S - copula C - predicate P), e.g.,
Hans (S) ist (C) ein Mann (P) or Mary (S) is (C) a woman (P), the word order in Old Irish is CPS.
That means that the predicate immediately follows the copula and the subject is placed at the
very end of the statement: is (V) fer (P) Boin (S) 'John is a man,' is (V) ben (P) Maire (S) 'Mary is a
woman.'
1 The distinction between the copula and the substantive verb is not peculiar to Old Irish. A very similar distinction
exists in Spanish with its two verbs ser = copula and estar = substantive verb. The copula and the uerbum substan
tiuum in Old Irish and Spanish match perfectly from an etymological point of view: both ser in Spanish and is in Old
Irish go back to the PIE root Vh1 es 'to be,' and both estar and at-ta go back to the root vsteh2 'to stand.' But this is only
a coincidence and does not go back to a common Indo-European distinction between the two functions of 'to be.'
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3. A very frequent use of the copula is to stress a certain part of the sentence by placing it at the
beginning of the sentence and introducing it with the copula, with the rest of the sentence fol
lowing in a relative construction. For example, a normal, unmarked sentence would be: benaid
in manach in clocc i n-aidchi 'the monk rings the bell in the night.' Now I can front any of the
constituent elements of the sentence:
Is i n-aidchi benaid in manach in clocc

'it is in the night, that the monk
rings the bell' or: 'the monk rings the bell in the night.'
Is in manach benas2 in clocc i n-aidchi 'it is the monk
in the night' or: 'the monk rings the bell in the night.'

who rings the bell

Is in clocc benas in manach i n-aidchi 'it is the bell that the
the night' or 'the monk rings the bell in the night.'

Illustration 24.6:
is dall in chaera-so

'this sheep is blind'

monk rings in

Is beimm in chluicc do-gnf in manach i n-aidchi 'it is ringing the bell that
the monk makes in the night' or 'the monk rings the bell in the night.'

4. Pronouncing the stressed part of the sentence louder and with more emphasis, as is usual in
German and English and expressed by the use of italics in writing, is not possible in Old Irish! If
you want to stress a word or phrase, it has to be fronted to the beginning of the sentence. The
copula may also be left away in these cases: I n-aidchi benaid in manach in clocc 'in the night the
monk rings the bell' or: 'the monk rings the bell in the night.'
24.3.1. Independent forms of the copula
Independent and dependent forms of the copula look very different from each other, so we will
have to go through them one by one:
Old Irish

person

Prim. Ir.

Proto-Celtic

PIE

absolute (independent)
1st sg.
2ndsg.
3rd s .
g

am

*emi

*emmi

*hi(':�smi

it, at«

*ihi

*esi

*hl�si

is

*isi

*esti

*h1esti

1st pl.

ammi(n)

*emohi

*emmosi «

*h1smes

2nd pl.

adi(b)

*e8ihi «

*etesi «

*h1ste

*idi

*(s)mti («)

*h 1senti

3rd

pl.

it

«

«

Illustration 24.7: The absolute inflection of the copula

Note:
1. The reconstructions, morphological and phonetical changes and explanations offered above
and in the tables below are highly conjectural. I do not claim any reliability for them.
2. In the 2nd sg. absolute it, at the t has been added to the expected form *i in analogy to the con
jugated prepositions and/or the infixed pronouns, according to the proportion
pronominal 1st sg. -m : 2nd sg. -t = copula 1st sg. am : X (X = at, it).
2

Benas is

a relative form of the verb

benaid.

Don't worry about it now; you will learn it soon enough.
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The same explanation is true for the -n of 1st pl. ammin and the -b of 2nd pl. adib.
24.3.2. Dependent forms of the copula
The dependent forms of the copula go as follows:
person

Old Irish

Prim. Ir.

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

conjunct (dependent)
}st sg.
sg.
3rd s .
g

2nd

1st pl.
pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

-daL «
-daL «
-t, -id, -did

*-d/8em

*-d/8'em

*-de emmi

*-d/8eh

*-d/8'eh

*-de esi

*-d/8ih

*-d/8'iss

*-de esti

-danL «
-dad L «
-datL «

*-d/8emah

*-d/8'emoh

*-de emmosi

*-d/8e8ih «

*-d/8'e0ih

*-de etesi

*-d/8id

*-d/8'mt

*-de mti

Illustration 24.8: The conjunct inflection of the copula

Note:
1. I have no explanation why the conjunct forms (except for the 3rd sg. forms) lenite.
2. The conjunct forms are added directly to a preceding particle or conjunction. For example,
together with the interrogative particle inN this gives forms like 1st sg. indaL 'am I?,' 2nd sg. indaL
'art thou?,' 3rd pl. indan L 'are we?', etc. The interrogative of the 3rd sg. of the copula is simply inN
'is he, is she, is it?' The negated forms of the copula, 'lam not,' 'she is not,' etc., are special:
person

Old Irish

Prim. Ir.

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

negated
1st sg.
sg.
3rd s .
g

2nd

1st pl.

pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

nftaL, -daL «
nftaL, -daL «
nfH

*ni8(i)8em «

*niti8'em

*ne eti de emmi

*ni8(i)8eh «

*niti8'eh

*ne eti de esi

*nih

*niss

*ne esti

nftan L, -dan L «
nftad L, -dad L «
nftatL, -datL «

*ni8(i)8emah «

*niti8'emoh

*ne eti de emmosi

*ni8(i)8e8ih «

*niti8'e0ih

*ne eti de etesi

*ni8(i)8id «

*niti8'mt

*ne eti de (s)mti

Illustration 24.9: The negative inflection of the copula

3. After the conjunctions cfa 'although' and ma 'if,' special forms of the 3rd persons are used: 3rd
sg. cfasuL, cfasoL, cesoL, cesuL, neg. cenid, 3rd pl. cetoL, cetuL; 3rd sg. masoL, masu L, neg. manid, 3rd
pl. matuL.
You can find all forms of the copula in Appendix F.12.
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25.1. Infixed pronouns class A
I already mentioned earlier that Old Irish basically has no independent personal
pronouns. In 18.1. we learned what strategy the language uses to express a se
quence of preposition and personal pronoun: the prepositions are actually
'inflected' or 'conjugated' like :e rbs . N o-: we will look a� ; he way Old Irish ex
_ �
h h
presses things i1 ke G erman ic11 1 iebe d ic11 or Eng is
1 h s e1. e 1 aves me not, i.e.,
cases where object pronouns (most often in the accusative case, but sometimes also with datival
meaning) are dependent on verbs. The strategy used is to infix(= to put into) the pronominal
forms right into the middle of the verbs they are dependent on. Therefore they are called infixed

pronouns .

Let's take the S2 verb fo-gaib 'to find,' for example. Imagine a game of
hide-and-seek. Things like the following could be said during the
game (note that the ending = the subject of the verb, and the infixed
pronoun = the object of the verb, are totally independent from an
other): fom-gaib /fom-yaW/ 'he finds me,' fo§.·ngaibiu /fos·I)gaWu/ 'I
find her,' fo]2-gaibem /foB-gaWaµ/ 'we find you,' fot.-gaibet /fod-yaWad/ 'they find thee.' Other
participants of the game could be more successfully hiding, and things like the following could
be said (note the regular use of the prototonic variant of the verb after the negative particle and
the infixation of the pronoun immediately after the negative particle): nfm-lagbai /n'Im-ayBi/
'thou dost not find me,' ni-fagaib /n'I·BayaW/ 'she does not find him,' nfnn.fagbaid /n'In-fayBao'/
'you do not find us,' nf§.·fagaib /n'Is-fayaW/ 'he does not find them.'
The basic idea should be clear. But of course Old Irish wouldn't be
Old Irish if matters weren't a little bit more complicated altogether.
1. There are different sets of infixed pronouns in Old Irish, their use
depending on phonetical and syntactical factors. What we are
talking about in this lesson are the so-called class A pronouns.
These are used after preverbs and particles that historically ended
in vowels. These comprise the preverbs ro·, do- ( < *to), do· ( < *di),
fo., ar· ( < *are) and imm· ( < *imbi), and the particles no- and nf·.

Illustration 25.1:
Fob-geb, fob-geb!

'I'll find you, I'll find you!'

2. The pronouns are always infixed after the first particle in a verbal
form. That means that in deuterotonic forms of compound verbs the
pronoun is infixed after the first preverb (cf. fom-gaib above). In proto
tonic forms of compound verbs and in conjunct forms of simple verbs
the pronoun is infixed immediately after the conjunct particle (cf.
nfm-lagbai above, or nfm-gaib 'he doesn't take me').
3. If a pronoun is to be infixed into an independent simple verb, which
per se, of course, has no particle in front of it, the meaningless and
'empty' particle no· has to be put before the verb. The pronoun is infixed
after this particle, but of course the inflection of the simple verb has to
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change from absolute to conjunct. For example, W1 3rd sg. absolute caraid means 'he loves.'
If I want to say 'he loves her' I have to use the empty particle no·, unto which I then stick
the infixed 3rd sg. feminine pronoun -sN. At the same time I change the verb to conjunct in
flection (because now a particle stands in front of it): nos-cara /nos-gapa/ 'he loves her.' If,
however, a conjunct particle (like negative ni·) already stands before the verb, the pronoun
simply has to be infixed according to the normal rules: ni-cara /n'I·kapa/ 'she does not
love,' but nit-chara /n'Id-xapa/ 'she does not love thee.'
4. The infixed pronouns class A are usually simply added to the final vowel of the preverb
or particle: do, + 2nd pl. -b > dab·, fo. + 2nd sg. -tL > fotL., ni· + 3rd sg. fem. -sN > nfsN., etc.
Those two preverbs, however, which do not show a vowel in their standard form (ar· and
imm·), add a vowel between preverb and pronoun: 1 st sg. arum·, arom·, aram·, 2nd sg. arat·,
1 st pl. arun·, arin·, 2nd pl. arub·, arob·; 1 st sg. immum-, immim·, 1 st pl. immun(n),, imman(n),,
3rd pl. immus·.
The 3rd sg. pronouns masc. -aN and neuter -aL behave differently. In preverbs and particles
that end in -o they replace (elide) the -o: do·+ -aN/L > daN/L., no·+ -aN/L > naN/L., etc. With
ar· and imm· we get araN/L . and immaN/L. (and older areNIL. and immeNIL). After nf.,
however, -aN/L disappears, only the mutational effects remain: ni·+ -aN/L > m�/L.!
5. The infixed pronouns have various mutational effects. 1 st sg. -m and
2nd sg. -t lenite. 3rd sg. feminine and 3rd pl. -s may or may not nasalize.
Historically the 3rd sg. feminine nasalized, the 3rd pl. aspirated. At the
time of classical Old Irish the original distribution had become com
pletely obscured and both options are viable for both persons. 1 st pl.
-nn and 2nd pl. -b have no effect. The 3rd sg. masculine -a nasalizes, the
3rd sg. neuter -a lenites. In the case of the 3rd persons do not mix up the
mutational effects of the infixed pronouns with the different muta
tional effects of the possessive pronouns!
6. Because of the lack in Old Irish of special reflexive pronouns (e.g., German sich, the
English forms in -self, Latin sui, sibi, se, etc.), the infixed pronouns cannot only be used to
refer to an object, but also to the subject of the sentence. This can lead to ambiguous sen
tences like na-mmarba 'he kills him,' but also 'he kills himself.'
Infixed pronouns are nothing exotic at all. They are just a variant of the en
clitic use of pronouns, which is very widespread among many languages
like French je t'aime 'I love you' (je aime 'I love' + enclitic t' 'thee'), or
Spanish digamelo 'tell it to me' ( diga 'tell' + enclitic -me 'to me' + enclitic
-Jo 'it') or Austrian German wannstn gsiagst 'when you see him' (con
jugated conjunction1 wannst 'when thou'+ enclitic -n 'him').

The conjugated conjunctions of Austrian German are even more outlandish than the conjugated prepositions of Old
Irish!

1
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person

translation

pronoun

class A
}st

s g.

me

-mL, -mmL

/mL/

2nd

sg.

thee

-tL

/dL/

him

-aN

/aN/

her

-s(N)

js(N)j

3rd sg. neutr.

it

-aL

/aL/

}st pl.

us

-n, -nn

/n/

you

-b

them

/�/

-s(N)

js(N)j

3rd sg. masc.
3rd sg. fem.

2nd
3rd

pl.

pl.

Illustration 25.2: The infixed pronouns class A

You'll find a survey of all infixed pronouns in Appendix F.4. Below follow two model paradigms
for the use of infixed pronouns: one for the compound S2 verb fo-gaib, .fagaib 'to find,' the other
for the simple Wl verb caraid, ·Cara 'to love.' For variation's sake I will use different persons in
the verbal endings (1 st sg., 3rd sg., 1 st pl., 3rd pl.). Note the various ambiguous cases, where the
infixed pronouns can also be understood with reflexive meaning.
pronoun

Old Irish

transcription

translation

independent (deuterotonic)
1st

sg.

fom·gaibiu

/fomyaWu/

I find me (myself)

2nd

sg.

fot·gaibiu

/fod.yaWu/

I find thee

Jrdsg. m.

fa.ngaibiu

/fa·I]gaWu/

I find him

Jrd sg. f.
Jrdsg. n.

fos·(n)gaibiu

/fos·IJgaWu, fos·gaWu/

I find her

fa.gaibiu

/fa·yaWu/

I find it

fonn·gaibiu

/fon.gaWu/

I find us

znd pl.

fob·gaibiu

/fo�·gaWu/

I find you

Jrd pl.

fos-(n)gaibiu

/fos·gaWu, fos·IJgaWu/

I find them

1st

pl.

Illustration 25.3: Paradigm of infixed pronouns class A with fo-gaib
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pronoun

Old Irish

translation

transcription

dependent (prototonic)
}st sg.
2nd

sg.

3rd sg. m.

nfm.fagaib

/n'im-ayaW/

he does not find me

nft.fagaib

/n'Id,ayaW/

he does not find thee

nf.fagaib

/n'i·�ayaW/

he does not find him (himself)

3rd

sg. £.

nfs,fagaib

/n'is·�ayaW, n'Is,fayaW/

he does not find her

3rd

sg. n.

nf.fagaib

/n'i·ayaW/

he does not find it

1st pl.

nfnn,fagaib

/n'in,fayaW/

he does not find us

pl.
3rd l.
p

nfb.fagaib

/n'i�·fayaW/

he does not find you

nfs.fagaib

/n'is·fayaW, n'is·�ayaW/

he does not find them

2nd

Illustration 25.5: Paradigm of infixed pronouns class A with fo-gaib

pronoun

translation

transcription

Old Irish

independent (particle no·, conjunct)
1st sg.

nom·charam

/nom-xapaµ/

we love me

sg.

not·charam

/nod·xapaµ/

we love thee

2nd

3rd sg. m.
3rd sg. £.

na·caram

/na,gapaµ/

we love him

nos·caram

/nos,gapaµ nos,kapaµ/

we love her

3rd sg. n.

na·charam

/na·xapaµ/

we love it

}st pl.

nonn,caram

/non·kapaµ/

we love us (ourselves)

nob·caram

/no�·kapaµ/

we love you

nos·caram

/nos,kapaµ nos,gapaµ/

we love them

2nd

pl.
3rd l.
p

Illustration 25.6: Paradigm of infixed pronouns class A with caraid

pronoun

Old Irish

translation

transcription

dependent (conjunct)
1st sg.
2nd

sg.

3rd

nfm,charat

/n'Im·xapad/

they do not love me

nft.charat

/n'Id·xapad/

they do not love thee

sg. m.
3rd s . £.
g

nf-carat

/n'I·gapad/

they do not love him

nfs-carat

/n'is·gapad n'Is,kapad/

they do not love her

3rd sg. n.

nf-charat

/n'I·xapad/

they do not love it

}st pl.

ninn-carat

/n'in·kapad/

they do not love us

nib-carat

/n'i�·kapad/

they do not love you

nfs-carat

/n'is·kapad n'is·gapad/

they do not love them (themselves)

2nd

pl.
3rd l.
p

Illustration 25.7: Paradigm of infixed pronouns class A with caraid
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25.2. Exercise
Use an possible pronouns of class A with the following verbal forms:
do-cil /do-k'iA'/ (Sl) 'thou hidest'
ni-leicet /n'I·l'eg'ad/ (W2) 'they do

not let'
do-scara /do-skapa/ (Wl) '(s)he overthrows'
ni-taibrem /n'HaWp'aµ/ (Sl) 'we do not bring'
renaimm /r'evam'/ (S3) 'I sell'
gairthe /gap'0'e/ (S2) 'you call'

25.3. Conjugated prepositions 3
In this lesson you will learn six new conjugated pronouns: two that take the prepositional and
four that take the accusative. Often certain persons are not attested at all; in these cases their
slots are left free. Certain forms are only attested relatively late. I will not, however, specially
mark these younger forms.
In the accusatival pronominal forms the 3rd sg. feminine and 3rd pl. forms show a divergent
behavior from the other persons. The former two have voiceless consonants before their ending
(e.g., cuicce /kuk'e/, impu /impu/ etc.); the latter have voiced consonants (e.g., cuccum
/kugum/, imbi /im'b'i/ etc.). We had the same difference already in 21.1, e.g., between 3rd sg.
fem. inte /in'fe/ and 3rd sg. masc. neut. ind /in'd'/. The same difference exists between lenited r
(e.g., 1st sg. airium /ap'um/) and unlenited rr (e.g., 3rd pl. airriu /ar'u/).

1. Conjugated prepositions with the prepositional:
person

fiadL �in the presence of'

aH �out of'

ending

transcription

ending

transcription

1st sg.

asum

/asum/

fiadam,fiadum

/f'ia8.3m f'ia8um/

2nd sg.
3rd sg. m., n.

essiut

/es'ud/

fiadut

/f'ia8ud/

ass, as

/as/

fiado,fiada

/f'ia8o f'ia8a/

eissi, eisti

/es'i es't'i/

n/a

rd

3

sg. f.

1st pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

n/a
n/a
eissib, eistib

n/a
/es'.3W es't'.3W/

fiadib

/f'ia8.3W/

fiadib,fiadaib

/f'ia8.3W/

Illustration 25.8: The conjugated prepositions 3: aH, fiadL
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2. Conjugated prepositions with the accusative:
person

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg. m., n.
3rd sg. f.

eterL 'between'

coH 'to'
ending

transcription

ending

transcription

cuccum

/kugum/
/kugud/
/kugi/
/kuk'e kuke/

etrom, etrum

/edpam edpum/
/edpud/
/ed'ap' id'ap'/

/kugun/
/kuguW/
/kuku/

etronn, etrunn

cuc(c)ut
cuc(c)i, cuccai
cuicce, cuccae

1st pl.

cucunn

2nd pl.
3rd l.
p

cuc(c)uib
cuccu

etrut
etir, itir

n/a
etruib
etarru, etarro

/edpan edpun/
/edpaW/
/etaru etaro/

Illustration 25.9: The conjugated prepositions 3: coH, eter

person

1st sg.
2ndsg.
Jed sg. m., n.
3rd sg. f.
1st pl.
pl.
3rd l.
p

2nd

immL 'around about'

tar 'over, across, beyond'

ending

transcription

ending

transcription

immum

/imum/
/imud/
/im'b'i im'i/
/im'p'e/

torom, torum

/topam topum/
/topud/
/tapas'/
/tap's'i tap's'e/

/imun/
/im'aW/
/impu impo/

torunn

immut
imbi, immi
impe
immunn
immib
impu, impo

torut
tarais
tairsi, tairse

toraib
tairsiu

/topun/
/topaW/
/tap's'u/

Illustration 25.10: The conjugated prepositions 3: immL, tar

25.4. Emphasizing particles
If you want to stress pronominal forms in English or German, you can do this by uttering the
pronoun in question with more emphasis, that is, louder and stronger. In writing this emphatic
pronunciation is often rendered by italics, e.g., 'I love you (and not this guy with the Ferrari-he
just wants your sex)' or 'I love you (and not this long-legged blonde)' or 'Das ist mein Sitzplatz
(und nicht Ihrer, Sie haben sich vorgedrangt).'2
This option, however, does not exist in Old Irish. In Old Irish all pronominal forms are un
stressed (with one exception, which we will learn in a later lesson), and therefore it is of course
not possible to pronounce them with more emphasis. Instead, enclitic particles, so-called empha
sizing particles, have to be added, very much like the enclitic particles we met in 21.3 about
demonstrative particles.

2

Excuse my use of drastic language, but this often helps to make things clearer in grammatical explanations.
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Where in the table below more than one form is given, the variants before the semicolon are
used after words ending in a non-palatalized consonant or in the vowels a, o, or u; those after the
semicolon are used after words ending in a palatalized consonant or in the vowels e or i.
Throughout this course I will separate the particles from the word they are attached to by a
hyphen<->.
emphasizing particle

person
1st sg.

-sa;-se, -sea

/sa/ /s'e s'a/

2ndsg.

-so, -su;-siu

/so su/ /s'u/

3rd sg. masc.

-som, -sam;-sem, -sium, -seam

/soµ saµ/ /s'eµ s'uµ s'oµ/

3rd sg. fem.

-si

/s'i/

3rd sg. neutr.

-som, -sam;-sem, -sium, -seam

/soµ saµ/ /s'eµ s'uµ s'oµ/

1st pl.
2nd pl.

-ni

/n'i/

-si

/s'i/

-som, -sam;-sem, -sium, -seam

/soµ saµ/ /s'eµ s'uµ s'oµ/

3rd

pl.

Illustration 25.11: The emphasizing particles

The enclitic emphasizing particles have to follow another accented word. Since the pronouns
that have to be emphasized themselves are unaccented this practically means that emphasizing
particles immediately follow the next accented word after the pronoun. Although both the pro
nominal form and the emphasizing particle remain unstressed, the whole construction is equiv
alent to a strongly stressed form in English or German.
Emphasizing particles can emphasize any pronominal form.
1. They can emphasize subjects(= inflectional endings) and objects(= infixed pronouns) of
verbal forms: not-charaimm-se 'I love thee,' not-charaimm-siu 'I love thee,' nom-charai-siu
'thou lovest me,' nom,charai-se 'thou lovest me.'
2. They can emphasize possessive pronouns: a lam-som 'his hand,' inna laim-sem 'in his
hand' (innaL = iN + aL), a catt-si 'her cat,' dia cattaib-si 'for her cats'(diaH = doL + aH).
3. They can emphasize conjugated prepositions: leis-sem 'with it,' dun-ni 'for us,' dib-si
'from you,' forru-som 'upon them.' Sometimes a form changes a bit when emphasized, e.g.,
3rd sg. masc. d6 'for him' becomes do-som 'for him' with short o.
Emphasizing particles are important to distinguish between forms that otherwise would be am
biguous: e.g., a ech could either mean 'his horse' /a ex/ or 'her horse' /a h'ex/, a ech-som makes
it clear that it is 'his horse'; 3rd sg. asaid could either mean 'he grows,' 'she grows' or 'it grows,'
asaid-si makes it clear that we are talking about a feminine subject; nos-caraimm could either
mean 'I love her' or 'I love them,' nos,caraimm-seom 'I love them' makes it clear that I am in a
moral dilemma.
Emphasizing pronouns are frequently used to contrast two persons: nom-charai-siu, acht
thee,' or is m6r ar sluag-ni, acht is lobur for

nit-charaimm-se 'thou lovest me, but I do not love
sluag-si 'our army is big, but your army is weak.'
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26.1. Test
Emphasize the pronominal forms in the following words:
immum:

cuicce:

etarru:

friss:

torunn:

duib:

Jatt:

fair:

imbi:

leis:

mo chos:

do maicc:

ar n-echu:

a argat:

or

for ngaire:

a tuath:

or

a fir:

or

or

nos-crenaimm:

or

or

ninn-feid:

or

or

nit-glanat:

or

na-mbenai:

or

immum-agaid:

or

nib-taibrem:

or

da-beirid:

or

fot-daimet:

or

26.2. Varia

Illustration 26.1: nonn-celam-ni
'we hide ourselves'

1. The demonstrative particles -so and -sin(see 21.3) can be used with the article alone. They are
stressed on the second syllable and are used like substantives: in-so 'this' (referring to present
place and time), in-sin 'that' (anaphorically referring to something already mentioned); e.g.,
as-beir-si in-so 'she says this,' or (is) airde serce moire in-sin 'that(= what I was talking about) is a
sign of great love' (Wb. 24c2). Together with the adverb sis /s'is/ 'down below' in-so is some
times used in the title of stories, e.g., Immram Brain 7 a Echtrae in-so sis 'The Voyage of Bran and
his Adventure(follow) down here.'
2. Neuter adjectives can be used as substantives. They can then either have the meaning of a
neuter abstract noun, e.g., m6r (o, n) 'something big= a great amount, a lot,' becc (o, n) 'some
thing little = little amount' (sentence 11 of the exercise), or sometimes they come to signify a
concrete object, e.g., dub(u, n) 'something black= ink'(sentence 20 of the exercise).
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3. We will meet our first Old Irish conjunctions in this exercise. Conjunctions are words that
connect a dependent clause with a main clause. These are words like while, after, because, that,
etc. in English or weil, nachdem, damit, dass, etc. in German. Conjunctions can be very tricky in
their construction in Old Irish, but the two examples in this lesson are simple in their use: after
the causal conjunction arL, airL 'because, since, for' and after connective sech 'and moreover' a
normal independent form of the verb is used.
26.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. Fo-gaibi-siu ubla isind fid 7 nos-biur-sa [or nos-mbiur-sa] cosin rrignai. Is i mmed6n ind feda
fos-gaibi (or fos-ngaibi). 2. * Benaid-seom [ = Cu Chulainn] a cethair cenn diib 7 fos· ceird for
ceitheora benna inna gablae. (TBC 334 f.) 3. Nib-caram-si, a a.es catha, 7 is uath dun-ni cumachtae
for claideb. 4. Crenaid in cennaige glicc fid ndarae ar theoraib cumalaib, acht na-rren frisna
rrignai ar cheitheoraib cumalaib. 5. It m6ra aslacha in betha 7 ammi cimbithi-ni doaib-sem.
6. ** Ni ar formut frib-si as-biur-sa in-so. (Wb. 12c29) 7. ** Nita chummae-se friu-som.
(Wb. 20c25) 8. * It failti inna ingena oc techt Beltaini. (GT 49) 9. * Is deithbir dom-sa br6n, sech
am tr6g, am sentuinne. (GT 49) 10. ** Is becc, is Hath mo thrilis, ni Hach drochcaille tarais.
(GT 49) 11. ** Techt do R6im, m6r saetho, becc torbai. (Thes. ii 296.3-4) 12. Do-linat tri srothae
folo a t6eb ind loich 7 asa laim 7 asa chiunn farna guin. 13. Is dorchae int uile bith 7 is Ian de
runaib isind aidchi. 14. Nim-gaib format frit-su, a fir saidbir, ar is aire tromm duit indeb m6r.
15. * Fuachaid-sem a rose fri £al inna frega, fuachaimm-se mo rose reil fri feigi ind fessa. (Thes. ii
293.22 ff.) 16. C6ic lae 7 se aidchi tfagait-sem tar druimm in mora, 7 do-tfagat co insi solais lain di
enlaith isint sechtmad lau. 17. ** Fo-cerdat a lliathr6iti uili fair-seom 7 nos-gaib-seom each
n-6enliathr6it inna ucht. (TBC 424 f.) 18. * Fo-cerdat dano a llorga a.nae uili fair, acht arus-clich
seom 7 gaibid airbir diib fria aiss. (TBC 425 ff.) 19. ** 'Nida saithech dim chluichiu beos, a phopa
Chonchobuir,' ol in gillae. (TBC 565 f.) 20. * Is scith mo lam 6n scribund; sceithid mo phenn sruth
di dub glegorm. (GT 159)
Transcription
1. fo-gaWi-s'u u�la is'.md i8 ogus vos-b'i1Jp-sa (nos-m'b'i1Jp-sa) kos'.m r'Iyvi. is i m'e8ov ind e8a fos-gaWi
(fos-l)gaWi). 2. b'eva8'-s'oµ a g'e0ap' k'en d'iaW ogus os-k'er'd' fop k'e0'e1Jpa b'ena ina ga�Ae. 3. n'I�·kapaµ-s'i,
a ais ka0a, ogus is ua0 dun-n'i kuµaxte �op gla8'a�. 4. k'r'eva8' in k'enay'e g'l'ik' f'i8 ndape ap 0'e1JpaW
kuµaAaW, axt na-r'ev f'r'isna r'Iyvi ap x'e0'e1JpaW kuµaAaW. 5. id mopa aslaxa in We0a ogus ami k'im'b'a0'i-n'i
doaW-s'eµ. 6. n'I ap ormud f'r'iW-s'i as-b'i1Jp-sa in-so. 7. n'Ida xume-s'e f'r'ihu-soµ. 8. id fail't'i ina h'iv'y'ava
og t'ext Weltav'i. 9. is d'e0'Wap' doµ-sa brov, s'ex am troy, am s'entun'e. 10. is b'eg, is l'ia0 mo 0'p'iA'as', n'I
l'iax droxkal'e tapas'. 11. t'ext do poµ', mop sai0o, b'eg dor�i. 12. do-l'ivad t'r'i sro0e foAo a toi� ind Aoix'
ogus asa Mµ' ogus asa x'ilJn iapva yuv'. 13. is dopxe int uA'e b'i0 ogus is lav de puvaW is'and a8'x'i.
14. n'ImyaW formad f'r'it-su, a ip' ha8'Wap', ap is ap'e trom dut' in'd'a� mop. 15. fuaxa8'-s'eµ a posk f'r'i faA
ina f'r'eya, fuaxam'-s'e mo posk r'eA' f'r'i f'ey'i ind esa. 16. kog' Aae ogus h'e ha8'x'i t'iayad'-s'eµ tap drum' in
µopa, ogus 80-t'iayad ko h'iv's'i soAas' lav' d'i evAa0' is'ant h'extµa8 AalJ. 17. fo-k'erdad a l'ia0pod'i huA'i fap'
s'oµ ogus vos-gaW-s'oµ kax voivA'ia0pod' ina uxt. 18. fo-k'erdad davo a lorga have huA'i fap', axt apus-k'l'ix'
s'oµ ogus yaWa8' ar'Wap' d'iaW f'r'iha as'. 19. 'n'I8a ha0'ax d'im x"-ux'u b'elJS, a cpoba xovxa�up',' oA in g'ile.
20. Is s'k'I0 mo Aaµ on s'k'r'I�und; s'k'e0'a8' mo cp'en sru0 d'i 8u� y'A'eyorm.
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English
1. I find an apple in the wood and thou carriest it to the queens. It is in the middle of the wood
that we find it. 2. They strike their three heads off them and they put them on three points of the
fork. 3. I love you, oh people of the war, and the power of your swords is no horror for me.
4. The clever merchants do not buy oak-wood for four cumals, and they do not sell it to the
queens for three cumals. 5. Are not the temptations of the world great, and am I a captive to
them? 6. It is not out of envy for thee that we say that. 7. I am like her. 8. Is the girl joyful at the
coming of Beltaine? 9. Sorrow is not fitting for us, because (ar) we are not miserable and we are
not old women. 10. My hair is not short, it is not grey, a bad veil over it is a pity. 11. Is a pilgrim
age to Rome a lot of trouble and little profit? 12. One stream of blood flows from the side of the
warrior after his wounding. 13. The whole world is not dark. But is it full of secrets in the night?
14. Envy for you does not seize us, rich men, because great wealth is a heavy burden for you.
15. Do they not point their eyes towards the enclosing wall (0Ir.: enclosure of the wall), and do
we not point our clear eyes towards penetration of knowledge? 16. Six days and seven nights he
goes over the back of the sea, and he comes to a bright island full of birds on the eighth day.
17. He throws all his balls at them, and they catch them, every single ball, in their lap. 18. Then
he throws all his driving sticks at them, but they do not ward them off and do not take a bundle
of them on their back. 19. 'We have enough of our game, father Conchobar,' said the lads. 20. My
hands are tired of writing, my pen does not pour fourth a stream of bright dark blue ink.
26.4. From the Old Irish Triads
Triad 233 enumerates three of the highest spirits:

Scol6c far llegud a salm 7 gillae far lleiciud a airi uad 7 ingen far ndenum mna di.
sko11,og iap l'eyu8 a halm ogus y'ile iap l'eg'u8 a ap'i ua8 ogus iv'y'av iap n'd'evuµ µva d'i.
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27.1. Hiatus verbs
All H-verbs, that is hiatus verbs, basically behave very much alike in the present stem, so the
three different classes can be dealt with in one lesson. The word 'hiatus' signifies the slight pause
in pronunciation that occurs in a sequence of two vowels. This indicates the main characteristic
of verbs of the H-classes: their stem ends in a vowel, and the vowel of the inflectional endings
(e.g., 3rd pl. abs. -(a)it /dd'/, 1st pl. conj. -am /dµ'/, 2nd pl. conj. -(a)id /do'/) is added directly onto
the stem vowel: e.g., stem ra-, 3rd sg. abs. raid, raid /raa8'/ 'he rows,' 3rd pl. abs. rait, rait /raad'/
'they row'; or stem bl-, 1st pl. conj. -bfam, -biam /b'iaµ/ 'we are usually,' 3rd pl. conj. ,bfat, -biat
/b'iad/ 'they are usually'; or stem so-, 3rd sg. abs. so(a)id /soa8/ 'he turns,' 3rd pl. conj. -soat
/·soad/ 'they turn.'
In the 3rd sg. conjunct hiatus verbs end in their stem vowel. But unlike Wl and W2 verbs, which
end in a vowel in the 3rd sg. conjunct, too, in H-verbs this vowel is not a personal ending, but the
pure stem: ·ra /ra/, -bi /b'I/, ·soi /soi/.
When the verbal root loses its accentuation in deuterotonic forms or when the verb has more
than one preverb, the stem vowel with the inflectional ending becomes reduced. Hl and H2
verbs look very much like Wl and W2 verbs respectively in these positions, so be careful not to
mix up the different inflectional classes. In other words, 3rd sg. Hl ad-cota 'to get' looks like a Wl
verb with its final -a, but in fact it is a compound of the substantive verb ta- with two preverbs
(ad-con-ta-); 3rd sg. H2 fris-accai 'to expect' looks like a W2 verb with its final -i, but it is a
compound of ci- 'to see' with two preverbs (fris-ad-ci-). To illustrate the reduced stem vowels in
unstressed position, I will give a separate third column for the variants with unstressed roots
besides the usual absolute and conjunct column in the following sections.

�___;;l:t.,. Illustration 27.1: ciid 'she weeps'

Many hiatus verbs are not very well attested. Some of the persons never occur. Therefore, for Hl
and H3 verbs no complete paradigms can be given.
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27.2. Verbs of the Hl-class
The stem vowel of Hl verbs is a, a. Of the absolute inflection only the third persons are attested
(present indicative of raid /raa'6'/ 'to row,' stem ra- /ra-/). The conjunct inflection is extremely
well attested, because the substantive verb at-ta 'to be,' stem ta- /ta-/, belongs to this class. For
the unaccented column I will use the forms of ad-cota, -eta /a'6-koda -eda/ 'to get, to obtain,' a
compound of ta-:
conjunct

absolute

Hl
1st sg.

alJ,O

aa6"

(at)-tau, (at)-t6
(at)-taf
(at)-ta

aaµ

aad'

(at)-taam
(at)-taid
(at)-taat

n/a
n/a
raid

2nd sg.
3rd s .
g
1st pl.

n/a
n/a
rait

2nd pl.
3rd l.
p

unaccented

ai
a
aa<>'
aad

ad-cotaim
ad-cotai
ad-cota

Cam'

-etam
*ad-cotaid
ad-cotat

Caµ

Ci
Ca
*Ca3'
Cad

Illustration 27.2: The verbs of the Hl class

27.3. Verbs of the H2-class
Of all hiatus classes H2 is best attested. This is due to the fact that a group of important verbs
belongs to this class, namely ad-cf 'to see,' biid 'to be usually,' do-slf 'to earn,' gniid 'to do, to
make,' and many compounds thereof. The stem vowel of H2 verbs is i, I. For the absolute
inflection I will use biid /b'ia'6'/ 'to be usually,' stem bi- /b'I-/. For the conjunct and unaccented
column I will use the compound verb do-gnf, -denai /do-g'n'I -d'evi/ 'to do, to make' (with nor
malized spelling) and do-ecai, -decai /do-egi -d'egi/ 'to see':
H2

conjunct

absolute

3rd sg.

bfuu
bii
biid

ia6'

1st pl.

bfmmi

Im'i

2nd pl.

n/a

3rd pl.

biit

1stsg.
2nd sg.

iii
i'i

iad'

unaccented

do-gnfu
do-gnf
do-gnf

il}

do-gniam
do-gniid
do-gniat

iaµ

Illustration 27.3: The verbs of the H2 class
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I
I

ia6'
iad

-denaim, -deccu
-denai
-denai

C(')am', C(')u

-denam
-denaid
-denat

C(')aµ

C(')i
C(')i

O'>a6'
C(')ad
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27.4. Verbs of the H3-class
The attestation is worst in the case of the H3 verbs. For the absolute endings only the third
persons can be given, for the conjunct endings little more. The H3 class covers verbs whose stem
ends in one of the other vowels, that is, in e, o, or u. In the case of the stem vowel e the 3rd sg.
conjunct ends in -e. In the case of the stems vowels o and u the 3rd sg. ends in the diphthongs -of
and -uf, but in -ai in unaccented position.
I will illustrate the attested personal forms of H3 verbs with examples of the simple verbs foid,
.fof /foa8' ·foi/ 'to spend the night' (for words with vowel o) and sceid, ·see /s'k'ea8' ·s'k'e/ 'to
vomit' (for vowel e), and with the compound verbs ad·nof, *·aithni /a8·noi ·a0'v'i/ 'to entrust,'
con·oi, ·comai /kov·oi ·koµi/ 'to protect,' for·comai, .forcmai (fop.koµi .forkµi/ 'to keep,' do·intai,
·tintai /do·inti ·t'inti/ 'to return' (all vowel o), as·lui, ·elai /as·lui ·eAi/ 'to escape' (vowel u).
H3

absolute

conjunct

1st sg.

n/a
2nd sg.
n/a
3rd sg.
fo(a)id, sceid oao\eao'
pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.
tst

n/a
n/a
fo(a)it

o�d'

unaccented
oam' (?)

at·noim (?)
n/a
.fof, ·see, as.Jui
n/a
cot·d6ith
.foat, ·sceet, as·luat

oi,e, ui

n/a
n/a
·COmai, ,e]ai

oa<i'
oad,ead,uad

do·intam
n/a
.
for comat, ·elat

Ci
Ci3µ
Dd

Illustration 27.4: The verbs of the H3 class

You can find a table with all verbal classes in Appendix F.7.

27.5. Exercise
Conjugate the following verbs:
ad·ci, ·accai /a8·k'I ·aki/ (H2) 'to see'
im·sof, ·impai /im'·soi ,impi/ (H3) 'to turn around'
liid, .Ji /l'ia8' ·l'I/ (H2) 'to accuse'

Illustration 27.5: liu-sa!
)'accuse!'

I
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27.6. The prehistory of the hiatus verbs
There is neither a uniform etymological origin for H3 verbs nor a correspondence between sub
classes and historical preforms.
1. PIE roots of the structure Cev.: intervocalic ('lenited') v. disappeared around the early
Old Irish period, e.g., H3 con-of 'to protect'< *av.eei from PIE Vh2 ev. 'to help.'
2. PIE roots of the structure Ces: intervocalic s was lenited to h, which eventually disap
peared in the interior of words, e.g., H2 ad-cf 'to see'< * kYiheei from PIE f/kYejs 'to notice.'
3. je/jo-verbs from PIE roots of the structure CeH: intervocalic j disappeared before the
Old Irish period, e.g., H2 gniid 'to do' < *gntjeei < *gneh1 jeti from PIE vgenh1 'to create.'
Peter SCHRIJVER (Studies in British Celtic Historical Phonology, Amsterdam 1995, 406)
extends the explanation as je-/jo-verbs also to those H2 verbs that continue PIE laryngeal
final roots (e.g., Hl baid 'to die'< gY(e)h2 -je-); Kim McCONE (From Inda-European to Old
Irish, Oxford 1986, 228) explains these (baid, also -ta) as secondarily thematized athematic
verbs.

27.7. The complete dependent forms at a glance
As a broad rule it may be stated that dependent forms of verbs (conjunct endings, prototonic
forms) are used after conjunct particles. But by closer inspection a more complex picture emer
ges. Many conjunct particles do not entail dependent verbal forms. The following list contains
all those conjunct particles that do have dependent forms after them:
1. After the negative particles ni-, nicon-, na·, nad·, nach-, nacon·, and after compounds
thereof like cani· 'nonne?,' mani· 'if not,' ceni· 'although not,' coni·, conna-, cona· '(so) that
not,' ama· 'in order not to.'
2. After the interrogative particle inN., innadN·; coH· 'how?'; cecha·, cacha· 'whoever,
whatever'; sometimes also after the interrogative pronoun cfa (ce-, ci·).
3. After the prepositional relative particle (s)aN. as in araN., diaN., fuaN., occaN., foraN.,
forsaN., cosaN., frisaN., lasaN., trisaN·; and after relative iN. 'in(to) which.'
4. After the conjunctions araN. 'in order that,' diaN. 'if,' coN-, conN. '(so) that.'
In all the above forms conjunct endings of verbs are used. Furthermore, conjunct endings are
used:
1. in compound verbs
2. and in simple verbs after the verbal particles ro and no.
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28.1. The substantive verb
This lesson immediately continues 24.3 about the copula, one way of expressing the verb 'to be'
in Old Irish. The so-called substantive verb covers another aspect of the verb 'to be' and differs
very much from the copula in its syntactical use. The substantive verb is especially used to
denote:
1. Existence:

at-ta in Coimmdiu 'there is the Lord, the

2. Physical presence:

at-taam i Finnbain indossa 'we

Lord is/exists.' (German es gibt)

are now in Vienna.'

3. Being in a certain condition: at-t6 i mo suidiu ar belaib rfmairi 'I am sitting (lit.: in my
seat/sitting) in front of the computer,' at-t6 i ngalur 'I am in illness = I am ill.' Note the
difference in construction with the adjective galrach 'ill, sick,' where the copula has to be
used: am galrach-sa 'I am ill.'
Sometimes, however, the substantive verb can also replace the copula, especially when the pre
dicate does not immediately follow, that is, in certain relative constructions, about which we will
learn later, and in those cases where the subject stands between verb and predicate, e.g., at-taat
mesai De nephchomtetarrachti amal abis 'the judgements of God are incomprehensible like an
abyss' (Ml. 55dll); the normal word order here would be *it nephchomtetarrachti mesai De; or
ro-batar ind liss duntai 'the ramparts were closed' (IB 1), where *robtar duntai ind liss would
normally be expected.
The basic present stem of the substantive verb is at-ta /at-ta/ and belongs to the Hl class. This
compound is used in positive main clauses. You can find the paradigm in 27.2. After conjunct
particles the preverb at· is dropped and only the stem -ta is used, but only when a datival
pronoun is infixed after the particle, e.g., nfn-ta 'there is not to us = we have not' (more about that
construction in a later lesson), or when the conjunct particle consists of preposition plus relative
element -(s)aN, e.g., lasa-ta 'with whom is,' etc.
Apart from the cases just mentioned, however, the conjunct forms of at-ta are supplied by a
completely different construction with the defective verb -fil (literally an imperative meaning
'see!'). The 'subject' of this construction is expressed by the accusative or by an infixed pronoun;
e.g., with the interrogative particle: in-fil in mnaf (acc.!) sund? 'is the woman here?' or in-fil inna
echu (acc.!) arind achud? 'are the horses on the pasture?,' and the answer would be: nfs.fil 'she is
not,' resp. 'they are not' (infixed pronoun 3rd sg. feminine and 3rd pl. -s(NJ). Accordingly, the
whole paradigm for the personal pronouns 'I am not,' etc., is:
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person

Old Irish

Ogamlr.

translation

1st sg.

nfm.fil

/n'imiA'/

I am not

sg.

nft.fil

/n'id·iA'/

thou art not

sg. m.

nf.fi]

/n'i·WiA'/

he is not

3rd sg. f.

nfs.fil

/n'is-fiA' n'is-WiA'/

she is not

3rd sg. n.

nf.fi]

/n'i·iA'/

it is not

1st pl.

nfnn.fil

/n'in·f'iA'/

we are not

nfb.fil

/n'i�·f'iA'/

you are not

nfs.fil

/n'is-f'iA' n'is·WiA'/

they are not

2nd

3rd

2nd

pl.

3rd pl.

Illustration 28.1: The negative inflection of the substantive verb

Note:
1. In the earliest literature, fil without conjunct particle is used just like at-ta in the meaning
'there is, there are,' e.g., fil and bile 'there is a sacred tree there' (IB 7).
You can find all forms of the substantive verb in Appendix F.11.

28.2. The verbal noun
One feature that distinguishes Old Irish, together with the British languages, from 'normal'
European languages is that it has no infinitive. Instead, a lot of the fu�ctions typical of infinitives
in languages like English or German is fulfilled by so-called verbal nouns in Old Irish. Verbal
nouns are abstract nouns, carrying the meaning of the corresponding verb, but otherwise
behaving completely like nouns. In grammatical jargon nouns of this type are also called action
nouns (nomina actionis). Something similar can be achieved by using the -ing-forms of English
verbs together with the article, e.g., the going, the leaping, the loving, or by using the neuter
article together with the infinitive in German, e.g., das Gehen, das Springen, das Lieben. But note
that you will never be able to form verbal nouns in Old Irish in any comparably regular way.
Therefore it is better to compare them to German abstract nouns like der Gang, der Sprung, die
Liebe in relation to the verbs they belong to.
Notwithstanding the fact that verbal noun constructions are often similar to infinitival construc
tions in other languages, verbal nouns and infinitives are not equivalent, and there are major
differences between the two categories, syntactically and morphologically:
1. Infinitives are formed by predictable rules (in English: to+ present stem, e.g., to go; in
German: present stem+ -en, e.g., geh-en; Latin: present stem+ -re, e.g., i-re). Verbal nouns
are not formed by any predictable rules. This means that one has to learn by heart which
verbal noun belongs to each single verb, e.g., techt to teit 'to go,' gabal to gaibid 'to take,' or
sere to caraid 'to love.'
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2. Infinitives, like verbs, govern accusatives to express their object (e.g., in German ieh will
meinen Mann Jieben und ehren, the inifinitives lieben und ehren require the accusative
meinen Mann, just like they do in the finite construction ieh liebe und ehre meinen Mann).
Verbal nouns, however, like all other substantives, govern genitives to express their object:
gaibid ind ingen ain inna lfathr6ite (gen.!) 'the girl begins to drive the ball.' This sentence
could be translated literally into English as 'the girl begins the driving of the ball,' or into
German 'das Madchen beginnt das Treiben des Balls.'
3. In many languages infinitives express tense and voice. For example, in Latin, in the end
ing of the infinitive the three tenses present (laudare), future (laudaturum esse) and past
(laudauisse) can be expressed, and a distinction between active (laudare) and passive
(laudan) can be achieved. In German, too, you can make the fourfold distinction between
zu loben (present active), gelobt zu werden (present passive), gelobt zu haben (past active)
and gelobt warden zu sein (past passive). Verbal nouns are absolutely indifferent to these
distinctions, and one has to know from the context what is meant: 0Ir. molad just means
neutrally 'praise, praising.'
4. Infinitives are often restricted to certain constructions, usually being dependent from
other words. Verbal nouns are inflected like any other noun and can be used in any posi
tion where nouns are admissible.
But now let's look at the Old Irish verbal noun in detail:
1. First, there is no rule in Old Irish as to how to form a verbal noun from a given verb:
1.1. Sometimes the verbal noun looks like the root of the verb, e.g., as (o, n) 'the growing,
growth' to Wl asaid 'to grow,' or rad (o, m) 'the speaking, speech' to W2a raidid 'to speak.'
1.2. Sometimes special suffixes are added to the verbal root. A very frequent suffix for
example is -ad, -iud, which inflects as a masculine u-stem and is usually employed with
weak verbs, e.g., leieiud (u, m) 'the letting, the leaving' to W2a leicid 'to let, to leave.' But
actually many other suffixes exist, e.g., -al in gabal (a, f) 'the taking, the seizing' to S2 gaibid
'to take, to seize,' or the io-stem ending in suide (io, n) 'the sitting, seat' to Sla saidid 'to sit,'
and many, many more.
1.3. Sometimes the verbal noun is built on a totally different root, e.g., sere (a, f) 'the loving,
love' to Wl earaid 'to love,' or dfgal (a, f) 'revenge' to Sl do-fieh 'to revenge.'
In the wordlist verbal nouns will be marked with the abbreviation v.n., and the verb they belong
to will be cited.
2. As with all nouns, only genitives and possessive pronouns can be dependent on verbal nouns.
The genitives/possessive pronouns usually denote the object (!) of the verbal noun, e.g., gat ind
6ir 'the theft of the gold' (the gold is being stolen), fee d6enaehta 'the salvation of mankind'
(mankind is being saved), sere inna mna 'the love of the woman' (the woman is being loved),
m'adall 'my visit' (I am being visited), a ithe 'his/its eating' (he/it is being eaten). You have to be
very careful here because from English or German usage you are trained to understand things
like mein Besueh or John's visit to mean that it is you/John who visits someone else. The super
ficially 'identical' construction in Old Irish m'adall, adall Boin, however, can only mean that you
are/John is being visited. Only with intransitive verbs a dependent genitive denotes the subject:
mo theeht 'my going' (I am going), teeht Chonairi 'Conaire's going' (Conaire is going).
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The agent of verbal noun constructions is expressed by the prepositions doL and JaH: e.g., mar
bad inna maccraide la Hiruath 'the killing of the infants by Herod,' or mo sere do Dia 'God's love
for me.' Be especially careful with this last example! The translation 'my love for God' is wrong!
3. Verbal nouns in Old Irish are used in a variety of constructions with prepositions in place of
participle constructions in other languages. Most important of these is the use of verbal nouns
preceded by the preposition oc 'at,' usually together with the substantive verb. This corresponds
to the English continuous constructions I am doing, I was going, etc., and denotes an action that
is/was extending over a long period of time or denotes an action that is/was going on while
another action happens/happened, e.g., at-t6 oc scrfbund 'I am writing,' bammar oc imbirt lid
chille 'we were playing fidchell (when Cu Chulainn jumped across the board)' (TBC 437). Since
in this construction the verbal noun stands in the prepositional case, the anlaut of the following
genitive is of course lenited: oc m6rad Chonchobuir 'praising Conchobar,' oc tabairt libuir don
scol6ic /og ta�ar't' A'i�up'/ 'giving a book to the scholar.'

28.3. Infixed pronouns class B
In contrast to infixed pronouns class A, class B pronouns are used after preverbs that originally
ended in a consonant. This comprises the preverbs for, etar, fris, con, ad(< *ad), ad(< *aith), as
(< *ess), as (< *oss) and in. Class B pronouns are characterized by a /d/ before the proper
pronominal part. This is spelled tor dafter for and etar (e.g., etardomL ., fortaH.), but t only with
all other preverbs. fris becomes frit 0• and con combines with tto cot 0• (e.g., fritammL ., coton·). For
the last three preverbs(ad, as, in) a single form at 0• appears (e.g., atotL ., atL., ataH., atab·), so that it
is not possible to distinguish between the three preverbs when a pronoun is infixed.
The 1 st and 2nd persons look very much like the corresponding forms of class A pronouns (except
for the additional d or t, of course) and they have the same mutational effects. But note that the
3rd persons differ essentially in their appearance: the 3rd sg. masculine and neuter simply end in
t, followed by nasalization and lenition respectively. The 3rd sg. feminine and 3rd pl. end in -da,
-ta, which aspirates.
person

translation

pronoun

class B
me

-domL' -dum L' -tom L' -tum L' -dam(m) L' -tam(m) L

/d.JmL/

thee

-tot L, -tat L, -tL

/d.JdL dL/

him

-tN

/dN/

her

-daH, -taH

/daH/

it

-tL

/dL/

1st pl.

us

-don, -ton, -tan(n)

/d.Jn/

pl.
3rd pl.

you

-dob, -dub, -tob, -tab

/d.J�/

them

-daH, -taH

/daH/

sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg. m.
Jrd sg. f.
3rd sg.n.
1st

2nd

Illustration 28.2: The infixed pronouns class B
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Next follow two model paradigms for the use of infixed pronouns, one for the Slb compound
verb for-cain 'to teach,' the other for the H2 compound verb ad-cf, -accai 'to see.' For variation's
sake I will use different persons in the verbal endings (3rd pl., 1 st sg.).
pronoun

Old Irish

transcription

translation

1st sg.

fordom-chanat

/fordomxavad/

they teach me

zndsg.

fordot-chanat

/fordod·xavad/

they teach thee

3rdsg. m.

fort-canat

/ford-gavad/

they teach him

3rd sg. f.

forda-canat

/forda-kavad/

they teach her

3rd sg. n.

fort-chanat

/ford-xavad/

they teach it

1st pl.
znd pl.
3rd pl.

fordonn-canat

/fordon-kavad/

they teach us

fordob-canat

/fordo�·kavad/

they teach you

forda-canat

/forda-kavad/

they teach them (themselves)

Illustration 28.3: Paradigm of infixed pronouns class B with for-cam

pronoun

Old Irish

transcription

translation

1st sg.

atom-chfu

/adomx'iy/

I see me (myself)

2ndsg.
3rrlsg. m.
3rdsg. f.
3rdsg. n.

atot-chfu

/adod·x'iv/

I see thee

at-cfu

/ad·g'iv/

I see him

ata-cfu

/ada-k'iv/

I see her

at-chfu

/ad·x'iv/

I see it

1st pl.

atonn-cfu

/adon-k'iv/

I see us (ourselves)

2nd pl.

atob-cfu

/ado�·k'iv/

I see you

ata-cfu

/ada-k'iv/

I see them

3rd

pl.

Illustration 28.4: Paradigm of infixed pronouns class B with ad-cf

Note that in negative statements, of course, class A pronouns have to be used, e.g., ata-ciam 'we
see them,' but nfs-accam (nfs·n-accam) 'we do not see them.' You'll find a survey of all infixed
pronouns in Appendix F.4.
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28.4. Exercise
Use all possible pronouns of class B with the following verbal forms:
con-gairi/kov-gap'i/ (S2) 'thou summonest, thou invitest'
in-fet /iv-f'ed/ (Sl) '(s)he relates, tells'
fris-benaimm /f'r'is-bevam'/ (S3a) 'I heal'
ad-ciat /a8-k'iad/ (H3) 'they see'
as-renam /as-r'evaµ/ (S3) 'we sell'
for-osnai /fop-osni/ (W2b) 'it illuminates'

Illustration 28.5: oc oul chorma maith 'drinking good beer'

28.5. The conjugated prepositions 4
These are the last six conjugated prepositions that take the prepositional. Many of these forms
are only attested in late Old Irish or Middle Irish texts, but I refrain from specifically indicating
the younger forms.
iarN 'after'

person
ending
1st sg.

oc

transcription

n/a

'at, with'

ending

transcription

ocum, ocom

/ogumog.Jm/

farmut

/iapµud/

ocut

/ogud/

3rd sg. m., n.

farum, iarma

/iapuµ iapµa/

occo, occa

/ogooga/

3rd sg. f.

n/a

occai, occae

/oki oke /

1st pl.
2nd pl.

n/a

ocunn

/ogu n/

n/a

occaib

/og.JW/

occaib, occo

/og.JWoko/

2nd

3rd

sg.

pl.

iarmaib

/iapµ.JW/

Illustration 28.6: The conjugated prepositions 4: farN, oc
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reN, riN 'before'

6s, uas 'over, above'

person

ending

transcription

ending

transcription

uasum

/uasum/

rium,remum

/r'il;m r'eµum/

uasut

/uasud/

remut

/r'eµud/

3rd sg. m., n.

uaso, uasa

/uaso uasa/

riam,rfam

/r'i�µ r'iaµ/

3rd sg. f.

uaise, uaisti

/uas'e uas't'i/

remi

/r'eµ'i/

1st pl.
2nd l.
p

uasunn

/uasun/

reunn,riun

/r'evn r'ivn/

reuib

/r'evW/ (?)

remib

/r'eµaW/

1st sg.
znd

3rd

sg.

pl.

n/a
uasaib, uaistib

/uasaW uas't'aW/

Illustration 28.7: The conjugated prepositions 4: uas, reN

is'under'

person

coN 'with' (archaic)

ending

transcription

ending

1st sg.

fsum, fssum

/Isum/

n/a

2nd sg.

n/a

3rd sg. m., n.

fssa

3rd sg. f.

n/a

1st pl.

fsund fsaind

;2nd pl.
3rd l.
p

fssaib

transcription

n/a
/Isa/

cono, conu

/kovo kovu/

n/a
/Isun isan'/

n/a

n/a
n/a

/IsaW/

condaib

Illustration 28.8: The conjugated prepositions 4: is, co-rv
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29.1. Test
Try to recognize the inflectional forms. Give as much information about the words as possible gender, stem class, case, number:
a cride:

or

inna umae:

or

ingin n-allaid:

srothae nglas:

inna ceile:

cnamai bain:

suili:

or

inna rrignae maith:

buaid amru:

in soilsi follais:

in chathai:

mindaib 6rdaib:

liaig becc:

meit m6ir:

or

inna comairli:

or

buachaill rrigdae:

muire n-ard:

ath chian:

ingin allaid:

legai amrai:

or

int aesa oic:

or

ungae:

or

or

aidchi dorchai:

or

or

29.2. Varia
1. Combined with the article the ordinal number/pronominal aile 'second, other,' also 'the one...
the other,' becomes indala, indara /indaAa indapa/ 'the second, the other' for all genders and
cases, always standing in front of the word it qualifies. In Old Irish it has the same mutating
effect on the following word as the article.
2. In Old Irish circumstantial conditions affecting a person are often rendered by a construction
with the preposition doL for the person affected. This can be translated in various ways, de
pending on the context. Examples would be a chlaideb briste d6 'his sword broken to him = his
sword was broken,' or at-ta dam 'there is to me = I have = I am.'
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29.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. ** Ni-denaimm gnimu maccthai. (Wb. 12c9) 2. Atorm-ciid-si oc gait irma n-ech, 7 adeidid
donaib echairib. 3. Ata-agam-ni 6n chluain tarsin n-ath. 4. Cotot-chil-siu etir crarma 7 dusu i
mmed6n ind feda for slog irma mberg, acht atot-chiat-som 7 fot-gaibet. 5. * Atom-riug indiu co
niurt triun. (GT 27) 6. Ata·gairiu ( or: ata-ngairiu) cuccum do thabairt chomairle maithe dom-sa,
ar at-ta m6r fessa doaib-seom. 7. * In-n-accaid Aed isin chath? Ni-n-accam-som, acht ad-ciam a
sciath occa imdegail. (GT 109) 8. Is d6 da-gniat: is maith leo ithe feola 7 61 fina. 9. ** Is oc precept
soiscelai at-t6. (Wb. 21cl9) 10. Nit-fil sund isind ath, acht at-tai i mmed6n irma caille oc denum
chluana indi. 11. At-ta Dia. 12. * Imma-raat (sc. in n-insi) immacuairt 7 at-ta slog m6r oc ginig 7
oc gairechtaig. (IB 61) 13. At-taam-ni for longais riam 7 ni d6ich ar techt ar ais du.rm. 14. Nib-fil
oc tabairt uball dind abaill. Irmad-fil ubla isnaib crarmaib? 15. * Ni-fil nert i llaim Brain do gabail
irma croibe. (IB 31) 16. * Fil du.rm o thossuch irma nduile cen aes, [...] nin-taidlea int immarmus.
(IB 44) 17. ** Is i persain Christ da-gniu-sa sin. (Wb. 14d26) 18. * Ad-ci [sc. Cu Chulairm] in fer ara
chiurm 7 leth a chirm fair 7 leth fir aili fora muin. (TBC 492 f.) 19. ** Fa-n-eirig Cu Chulairm 7
benaid a cherm de cosind luirg anae 7 gaibid immain liathr6ite riam [ ... ]. (TBC 501 f.)
20. * Ad-ci [sc. Cu Chulairm] in fer ocond fulucht i mmed6n ind feda, indala lam d6 cona
gaisciud indi, ind lam aile oc fuini in tuirc. Is m6r a uathmaire ind fir. Fa-n-6pair-seom ar apu 7
do-heir a cherm 7 a muicc lais. (TBC 516 ff.)
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Illustration 29.1: oc sein.m 7 oc Jeimm
'making music and dancing'
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Transcription
1. n'i·d'evam' g'n'iµu mak0i. 2. adon-k'ia8'-s'i og gad' ina v'ex, ogus ad-e8'a8' donaW exap'aW. 3. ada-hayaµ
n'i on XAuav' tars'an nae. 4. kodod·x'iA'-s'u ed'ap' krana ogus 8usu i m'e8ov ind e8a fop sloy ina m'b'erg. axt
adod-x'iad-soµ ogus od-yaWad. 5. adom-p'ivy in'd'fv ko n'ivrt t'r'ivv. 6. ada-gap'u (ada·IJgap'u) kugum do
eapar't' xoµap'A'e ma0'e doµ-sa, ap at-ta mop Wesa doaW-s'oµ. 7. in-naka8' ai8 is'an xae? n'i-vakaµ-soµ, axt
a8-k'iaµ a s'k'ia0 oga im'8'ayaA'. 8. is do da-y'v'iad: is ma0' leho i0'e evAa ogus oA f'iva. 9. is og p'r'ek'apt
hos'k'eAi at-to. 10. n'id·iA' sund is'and a0, axt at-tai i m'eoov ina kal'e og d'evuµ XAuava in'd'i. 11. at-ta d'ia.
12. ima-raad imaktiar't' ogus at-ta sloy mop og g'iv'ay' ogus og gap'axtay'. 13. at-taaµ-n'i fop loIJgas' r'iaµ
ogus v'i dox' ap d'ext ap as' dun. 14. n'iP·f'iA' og tapar't' upal d'ind aPal'. ina8-WiA' upla isvaW kranaW?
15. n'i·f'iA' n'ert i laµ' ppav' do yapaA' ina kroiWe. 16. f'iA' dun o 0osux 8uA'e k'ev ais, [ ...] n'in-ta8'l'a int
imapµus. 17. is i b'ersav' x'p'is't' da-y'v'iv-sa s'iv'. 18. a8-k'i in Wep apa x'ivn ogus A'e0 a x'in' fap' ogus A'e0
Wip' aA'i fopa µuv'. 19. fa.v'ep'ay' ku xuAan' ogus Weva8' a x'en d'e kos'and Aur'g' ave ogus yaWa8' imav'
l'ia0pod'e r'iaµ. 20. a8-k'i in Wep ogand uAuxt i m'e8ov ind e8a, inda.Aa Mµ' do kova yas'k'u8 in'd'i, ind Mµ
aA'e og fuv'i in tur'k'. is mop a ua0µap'e ind ip'. fa-vobap'-s'oµ ap abu ogus 80-b'ep' a x'en ogus a µuk' las'.

English
1. I do a childish deed. 2. We see you stealing (0Ir.: at the theft of) a horse, and we tell it to the
horse-keeper. 3. You drive it (0Ir.: him = the horse) from the meadow across the ford. 4. I hide
myself from the troop of bandits between the trees and the bushes in the middle of the forest,
but they see me and they find me. 5. We gird ourselves today with great strength. 6. He calls
thee to him to give good advice to him, because thou hast a lot of knowledge. 7. Dost thou see
the men in the battle? No (0Ir.: I do not see them), but I see their shields protecting them (0Ir. at
their protecting). 8. It is therefore that she does it: she does not like (0Ir.: it is not good with her)
to eat meat (0Ir.: the eating of meat) and to drink wine (0Ir.: the drinking of wine). 9. We are not
preaching the Gospel (use the construction from above). 10. We are here in the ford, and we are
not in the middle of the forest making a glade in it. 11. Does God exist? 12. We row around it,
but there is no large group gaping and laughing. 13. Are you in exile from her, and is your
return likely for you (do you have hope of returning)? 14. Thou art taking an apple from the
apple tree. There are apples in the tree. 15. There is strength in Bran's hand to grab the branch.
16. We are not without age from the beginning of creation (0Ir.: there is not to us without age...),
sin touches us. 17. It is in the person of Christ that we do that. 18. He sees her with half her head
on her. 19. Cu Chulainn attacks her and strikes her head from her with the driving stick. 20. He
sees her at the cooking-pit, her other hand roasting the boars. He attacks her nevertheless and
takes her head and her pig with him.
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30.1. Nouns: the consonant stems
The last large group of declensional classes includes the so-called consonant stems. Historically
(still in Proto-Celtic) they formed one declensional pattern, but due to the radical sound changes
that took place in the prehistory of Irish they branched off into a wide range of sub-classes in
Irish, behaving differently in the details, but still adhering to a certain common pattern. The
name 'consonant stems' results from the fact that originally, in the Proto-Celtic and Proto
Goidelic period, their stems ended in consonants, onto which the endings were immediately
added. The different consonant classes of Old Irish are:
guttural stems:
g-stems (masculine and feminine)
k-stems (masculine and feminine)
dental stems:
t/d-stems (masculine and feminine)
nt-stems (masculine, feminine and neuter)
nasal stems:
on-stems (masculine, feminine)
men-stems (neuter)
r-stems (masculine and feminine)
s-stems (neuter, one masculine)
some irregular nouns
The following general points have to be observed:
1. With the exception of the r- and the s-stems, the common pattern of Old Irish consonant stems
is that the eponymous (= stem final) consonant is lost in the nominative and vocative singular
but can be seen in all other cases.
2. The nominative singular may end in a vowel or in a consonant, depending on whether the
vowel before the stem final consonant was originally long or short: in the first case the word
ends in a vowel in Irish (e.g., nom. eciera, gen. caerach 'sheep'< *kajrak-, k-stem = stem final con
sonant ch /xi after an originally long a), while in the latter case it ends in a consonant (e.g., nom.
sail, gen. sailech 'willow'< *salik-, k-stem = stem final consonant ch /xi after an originally short
1).
3. In the prepositional singular most consonantal declensions have, at least in the earlier period,
two variants, a short and a long one. The short form is usually, but not always, identical with the
nominative singular (which means that the eponymous consonant is not to be seen), the long
form, however, is identical with the accusative singular-apart from the differ:�nt mutational
effects. The short form, usually called 'short dative' in standard grammars, appears mainly in
archaic texts, whereas the long form ('long dative') is the standard Old Irish form.
4. In the prepositional plural and dual and in the accusative plural, where extra syllables are
added to the words, syncope regularly applies, with the odd exceptions, of course.
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What follows below is the basic pattern of the consonant stems. Keep in mind, however, that
certain classes behave somewhat differently in detail. You will note the actual differences when
we will look at the individual classes.
case

Old Ir.

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom. voe. sg.
gen.
prep.
acc.

0
{L}C
C'L, 0L
C'N

*-h
-Cah
*-Ce(?),*-C
*-Cev

-Cs
-Cos«
-Cei,-Ci
-Cam

*-Cs
*-Cos,*-Ces
*-Cei,-Ci
*-Crp

nom.pl.
gen.
prep.
acc. voe.

C'
{L}CN
{L}Cc1W
{L}CaH

*-Ceh
*-Cav
*-Ca�ih«
*-Cah

-Ces
-Com
-Cbis («)
-Cas

*-Ces
*-Com
*-Cbhis,-bhos
*-CIJS

n. a. v. dual
gen.
prep.

C'L
{L}CL
{L}Cc1WN

*-Ce
*-Co
*-Ca�iv«

*-Ce
*-Cm;«
*-Cbim«

*-Ch1e
*-Ch1oh1s,-C(H)oh1u
*-Cbhih1 , -moh1?

Illustration 30.1: The basic pattern of the consonantal declension

Note:
1. The above table applies only to masculine and feminine nouns.
The neuters behave a little bit differently, e.g., their nominatives
and accusatives are always identical. The neuters will be dealt
with in greater detail in later lessons.

Illustration 30.2:
Pech in rrfg! Behold the king!
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30.2. Guttural stems: consonantal declension in g
Consonant-stem words whose stems end in guttural sounds (spelled g, ch, c) are called ' guttural
stems.' These can be further grouped into three sub-types: g-stems, k-stems and a single instance
of an nk-stem.
There are only a few words attested with a stem ending in g /yj. These can be masculine or
feminine. A frequent example is the word for 'king' rim., stem rig- /r'iy/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom. sg.

0

riH

*rih

fiXS <-pEt�, -pt"(�, -rix>

*h3regs

gen.

rig

*riyah

*rigos

*h3regos

prep.

{L}y
y'L, 0L

*riy («)

*rigei, rigi <-pt"(t,-pEtyt>

*h3regei, *h3regi

acc.

rigL, (rfl) «

y'N

rigN

*riyev

*rigam

*h3regrp.

voe.

0

a_L rfH

*rih

*r1xs

*h3regs

nom.pl.

y'

rig

*riyeh

riges <-pt"(E�, -riges>

*h3reges

gen.

{L}yN

rfgN

*riyav

*rigom

*h3regom

prep.

rfgaib

*riya�ih «

*rigbis («)

*h3regbhis, -bhos

acc.

{LhaW
{L}yaH

rfgaH

*rryah

rigas <-rigas>

*h3 regJJs

voe.

{L}yaH

a_L rigaH «

*riyeh

*riges

*h3reges

n.a. v. du.

y'L

*riye

*rige

*h3regh1e

gen.

{L}yL

daL rfgL
da_L rfgL

*riyo

prep.

{LhaW

dibN rrfgaib «

*riya�iv «

*r1g011

(«)

*rigbim «

*h3regh1oh1s, -(H)oh1u
*h3regbhih1 , -moh1 ?

Illustration 30.3: The g-stems

Note:
1. The words of this class continue old root nouns.

30.3. Guttural stems: consonantal declension in k

Illustration 30.4:

More frequent than the words in g are those that for historical reasons
are called k-stems. In some books they are called ch-stems. They can
be masculine and feminine. The stem of these words basically ends in
ch Ix/, but there is an important rule whereby palatalized ch /x'/
becomes g /y'/, but only when the final syllable is unstressed and
stands in absolute auslaut. Thus there is actually an alternation
between auslauting non-palatalized ch and palatalized g throughout
the paradigm in most words of this declension. A typical example for
a k-stem is sail£. 'willow-tree,' stem sailech- /sa)..'ax/:

oc scribund ar lieic

'writing on a stone'
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case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom. sg.

0

sail

*saAih

*salixs

*saliks

gen.

{L}x

sailech

*saAixah

*salikos

*salikos

*salikei, *saliki

*salikei, *saliki

sailigl, saiJl «

acc.

y'L, 0L
y'N

sailigN

*saAixev

*salikam

*salikrp

voe.

0

al sail

*saAih

*salixs

*saliks

nom.pl.

y'

sailig

*saAixeh

*salikes

*salikes

gen.

{L}xN

sailechN

*saAixav

*salikom

*salikom

prep.

sailchib

*saAixa�ih «

*saligbis («)

*salikbhis, -bhos

acc.

{L}x(')aW
{L}x(')aH

sailcheaH

*saAixah

*salikas

*salikIJs

voe.

{L}x(')aH

al sailcheaH «

*saAixeh

*salikes

*salikes

n. a. v.du.

y'L

dil sailigl

*saAixe

*salike

*salikh1e

gen.

{L}xL
{L}x(')aW

dal sailechl

*saAixo

dibN sailchib «

*saAixa�iv «

prep.

prep.

*saAiX

(«)

*salikm;

(«)

*saligbim «

*salikh1oh1s, -(H)oh1u
*salikbhih1 , -moh1 ?

Illustration 30.5: The k-stems

There is one guttural stem that does not end in lenited g or ch, but in c(c) /g/: lie, lia m. 'stone.'
For historical reasons this is called an nk-stem:
case

singular

transcr.

dual

transcr.

plural

transcr.

nom.

lie, lia

/lieH lia.H/

dal liicl

/Aiag'L /

lieic, liaic, liic

/lieg' liag'/

gen.

liac(c)

/liag/

liac(c)N

/liagN /

prep.

lieicl , liaicl , liicl

/lieg'L liag'L/

*Jecaib

acc.

lieicN, liaicN, liicN

/lieg'N liag'N /

n/a
n/a
n/a

/legaW/
/legaH/

lec(c)aH

Illustration 30.6: The paradigm of lie, lia 'stone'

30.4. Exercise
Try to inflect some of the following words. I have given the genitive singular in each case and
the prepositional plural in those cases where no syncope applies. Decline them together with the
article. Combine them with any of the adjectives you have learned so far.
ca.era /kaipa/,

gen. caerach /kaipax/ (k, f) 'sheep'
cathair /ka0ap'/, gen. cathrach /ka0pax/ (k, f) 'town'
bri jb'r'I/, gen. breg (g, f) jb'r'ey/ 'hill'
Lugaid /luya8'/, gen. Luigdech /luy'8'ax/ (k, m) 'Lugaid (man's name)'
col /koi/, gen. cuach /kuax/, prep. cuich /kuax'/ (k, f) 'cuckoo'
aire /ap'e/, gen. airech /ap'ax/, prep. pl. airechaib /ap'axaW/ (k, m) 'noble man'
nathair /na0ap'/, gen. nathrach /na0pax/ (k, f) 'snake'
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30.5. The conjugated prepositions 5
These are the last conjugated prepositions that take the accusative. Now you have learned all
conjugated prepositions of Old Irish. Try to get a feeling for them when you come across them in
texts.
person

1st sg.
2nd

sg.

amaJL 'like, as'

cenL 'without'

ending

transcription

ending

samlum

/saµAum/
/saµAud/

n/a
cenut

/saµAd8'/

cene, cenae

samlut

3rd sg. m., n. saml(a)id, samlith
3rd sg. f.

n/a

n/a

1st pl.
2nd pl.

n/a
n/a

n/a

3rd

pl.

samlaib

/saµAdf3'/

/k'evuW/

cenaib

/k'evdf3'/

sech 'over, beyond'

1st sg.

ending

transcription

sechum

3rd sg. m., n.
3rd sg. f.

sechce
secce

/s'exum/
/s'exud/
/s'exe/
/s'ek'e/

1st pl.

sechunn

/s'exun/

pl.
3rd pl.

sechaib

/s'exdf3'/
/s'eku/

2nd

sechut

sg.

2nd

seccu

Illustration 30.8: The conjugated prepositions 5: sech
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/k'evud/
/k'eve/

cenuib

Illustration 30.7: The conjugated prepositions 5: amaJL, cenL

person

transcription

Lesson 31
31.1. Deponent verbs
The forms of the verbal classes that we have learned so far are all so-called active verbal forms.
Apart from these there exists a special group of verbs with an inflection of its own, basically dis
tinguished by an r in the ending. These verbs are called deponent verbs. Students with a know
ledge of Latin will already know deponent verbs with their typical r-endings from there. In Old
Irish these verbs behave just like the verbs that we have learned so far, except for their different
endings. 'The difference between active and deponent inflection is purely lexical and has no
semantic significance whatsoever.' (EIV 74)
The deponent endings are basically the same for all verbal classes. One can roughly say that
deponent endings are distinguished by an additional r /p/ from their corresponding active end
ings. Only in the 2nd plural are active and deponent endings identical. The 3rd singular ending
can have th /0/ (e.g., -thir) or d /'&/ (e.g., -dir), and this varies even within the same word from
attestation to attestation.

�o

50 S0'i2-�"1.

Deponent verbs are numerous only in the W2 class. Apart from these
there are some deponent verbs in the Wl, a few in the S2 and even fewer
in the S3 classes. No deponent verbs belong to the Sl class and nearly
none, with a few exceptional forms (see GOI 376), to the H-verbs. Only
W2 deponent verbs are well attested in absolute and conjunct inflection.
Of the other classes mostly conjunct forms can be found, so that a com
plete absolute paradigm can only be given for W2 verbs.

Illustration 31.1:

oc suidigiud chlaidib i curp

31.2. W2 deponent verbs

'placing a sword in a body'

The present indicative of suidigidir /su'&'ay'a'&'ap'/ 'to place' serves as the model for W2 deponent
verbs. The synchronic root is suidig- /su'&'ay'-/ (root final consonant /y/):
W2

absolute

conjunct

1st sg.

suidigiur

Cup

(nf)-suidigiur

Cup

sg.

suidigther

C'(a)0'ap

(nf)-suidigther

C'(a)8'ap

3rd sg.

suidigidir

C'aS'ap', C'a6'ap'

(ni)-suidigedar

C'a0ap,C'a6ap

1st pl.
2nd pl.

suidig(m)mir

C'(a)m'ap'

(ni)-suidig(m)mer

C'(a)m'ap

suidigthe

C'(a)0'e

(nf)-suidigid

C'a6'

suidigitir

C'ad'ap'

(ni)-suidigetar

C'adap

2nd

3rd

pl.

Illustration 31.2: The conjugation of W2 deponent verbs
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Note:
1. In the 3rd persons the syllable before the proper ending is never syncopated, even though the
normal rules would demand it.
2. The overwhelming majority of W2 deponent verbs belong to the very productive group of
denominative verbs formed with the suffix -(a)ig-, which is the main suffix used in Old Irish to
form new verbs from nouns, e.g., cruth 'shape, form' 7 cruthaigidir 'to shape,' ffrian 'just' 7
firianaigidir 'to justify,' or follus 'clear, bright' 7 foilsigidir 'to clarify, to publish' etc. These verbs
inflect exactly like suidigidir 'to place' ( � suide 'place, seat').
3. In addition, there are also some 'original' W2 deponents like seichithir 'to follow' (cp. the
etymologically identical Latin sequitur 'to follow'), which are not derived from other words. Be
careful: In these cases the syncope pattern may deviate from that of suidigidir in that those
syllables which I put into parentheses in the pattern above have to be syncopated.

31.3. Wl deponent verbs
Except for the 2nd singular labraither 'thou speakest' I could find no other attested absolute ac
tive, non-relative form in Old Irish sources. A typical Wl deponent verb is molaithir /mo11.a8'ap'/
'to praise,' root mol- /mo11.-/ (root final consonant /A/):
Wl

conjunct

absolute

1st sg.

n/a

2nd sg.

labraither

Ca0\}p

(ni)-molor, (ni)-molur

Cop,Cup

(ni)-molaither

Ca0'ap

sg.

n/a

(ni)-molathar

Ca0ap

1st pl.

n/a
n/a
n/a

(ni)-molammar

Carnap

(nf)-molaid

CJ6'

(ni)-molatar

Cadap

3rd

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

Illustration 31.3: The conjugation of Wl deponent verbs
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31.4. S2 deponent verbs
As with Wl verbs, only a few absolute S2 forms are attested. The following example is
/m'i8'a0'ap'/ 'to judge,' root mid- /m'i8'-/, root final consonant /8/:
absolute

S2
1st sg.

midiur

sg.
3rd sg.

n/a

2nd

1st pl.

conjunct
Cup

n/a
n/a
n/a

pl.
3rd l.
p

2nd

(nf),midiur

Cup

(nf),mitter

C'0'ap, C't'ap

(nf),midethar

C'a8�

(ni)·midemmar

Carnap

(nf),midid

C'ao'

(nf)·midetar

C'.ldap

C'a0'ap'

midithir

midithir

Illustration 31.4: The conjugation of S2 deponent verbs

Note that in the 2nd singular the /0/ of the ending is delenited to /t/ when it comes into contact
with a d, tor n of the stem.
31.5. S3 deponent verbs
There are only two S3 deponent verbs, ro·cluinethar /ro·kluv'a0ap/ 'to hear' and ro·finnadar
/ro·f'ina8ap/ 'to find out.' Both have the peculiarity of losing their preverb ro· in dependent posi
tion, so that, e.g., 'I hear' would be ro·cluiniur, but 'I hear not' would be nf.cJuiniur.
S3

ro.cJuinethar

ro-finnadar

1st sg.

(ro),cluiniur

znd sg.
3rd sg.

(ro),cluinter

n/a
n/a

(ro),cluinethar

(ro),finnadar

}st pl.

(ro)·cluinemmar

(ro),finnammar

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

(ro),cluinid

n/a

(ro),cluinetar

(ro) .finnatar

Illustration 31.5: The conjugation of the S3 deponent verbs

y�,1
'��,
R =:�\

'(��

-¥ ,

Illustration 31.6: ro-cluiniur fogur
c.:7 -� · ����� 'I hear noise'
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31.6. Exercise
Try to conjugate the following deponent verbs.
foilsigidir /fol's'ay'a8'ap'/

(W2) 'to clarify, to publish'
beoaigidir /b'etJ.ay'a8'ap'/ (W2) 'to make alive, to animate'
samlaithir /saµAa0'ap'/ (Wl) 'to compare, to liken'
airlithir /ap'A'a0'ap'/ (W2) 'to advise'
labraithir /la�pa0'ap'/ (Wl) 'to speak'
ad-muinethar /a8-muv'a0ap/ (S2) 'to remember' (only independent!)

31.7. The 3rd person passive forms
Until now we have only met verbs with active meaning, that is, verbs where the subject of the
sentence is performing an action aimed at an object in the accusative case (= transitive verbs, as
in English I Jove you, German ich Jiebe dich), or an action without an object (= intransitive verbs,
as in English I weep, German ich weine). Now we will turn to the Old Irish passive voice, that is,
constructions where the action is being performed upon the subject by somebody or something
else, as in English they are being driven from their homes or German ich werde geliebt. The
formation of the passive voice is a bit more complicated in Old Irish than it is in English,
German or Latin, as there is no uniform formation of the passive for all persons.
Special passive endings exist in Old Irish only for the 3 rd persons. They are the same for non
deponent and deponent verbs. Be careful: They must not be mistaken for the corresponding
deponent endings, although they look very similar:
3rd pl.

3rd sg.
absolute

conjunct

absolute

conjunct

Wl
W2

carthair

-carthar

cartair, caraitir

-cartar, -caratar

leicthir

-leiether

leictir, leicitir

-Jeicter, .Jeicetar

Sl
S2
S3

berair

-berar

bertair

-bertar

gaibthir

-gaibther

gaibtir

-gaibter, -gaibetar

crenair

-crenar

crentair

-crentar

Hl

raithir

-rathar

n/a

-ratar

gnithir

·gnfther

gnrtir

·gniter

-softher

71

?

H2
H3

nuithir

Illustration 31.7: The passive forms

1

I could find no examples for 3rd pl. forms, although it is not unlikely that such forms exist.
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31.7.1. 3rd singular
1. The basic passive ending in the 3rd sg. is -thair, -thir /0(')ap'/ in the absolute and -thar, -ther
/0(')ap/ in the conjunct forms. The /0/ is non-palatalized in the Wl class and palatalized every
where else. If after the application of syncope the /0/ comes to stand immediately after ad, tor
n, it is delenited to /t/, e.g., *midithir > mittir 'he is being judged.'
2. Historically there was a vowel before the /0/ of the ending, but this is nearly always synco
pated, even where according to the normal rules syncope shouldn't apply. This is especially
important for deponent verbs for which thus a distinction between the 3rd sg. deponent ending
-C-ithir (-C-ither), -C-athair (-C-athar) and the 3rd sg. passive ending -C-thir (-C-ther), -C-thair
(-C-thar) is created: before the deponent ending there is a vowel (even against the rules of syn
cope); in the passive there is no vowel (even against the rules of syncope), e.g., foilsigidir '(s)he
explains,' foilsigthir 'it is being explained.' In rare cases, however, the rules of syncope are
applied nevertheless, and then there is no way to formally distinguish between deponent and
passive forms: the distinction can then only be made from the context.
3. In the S1 and S3 classes the ending is -air /ap'/ in the absolute and -ar /ap/ in the conjunct,
without /0/. If the root of the verb in question ends in r, and the ending -ar is in no immediate
proximity to the accent of the word, the vowel of the ending is lost. That means that, e.g., proto
tonic *·tabarar, the deuterotonic form of do-berar 'is being brought,' becomes -tabarr, with loss of
the a between the two rs. The 3rd sg. ending -ar is sometimes also found in S2 verbs, e.g., in the
compound verb fo-acabar (fa-ad-gab-) 'is being left behind.' The corresponding simple verb
gaibid, however, has the 3rd sg. passive gaibthirwith /0/.
4. In Old Irish the 3rd sg. passive is also used to express impersonality, that is, an action where no
subject is specified. In German impersonality is expressed by the pronoun man: man sagt, man
tut, man geht, and this can be directly expressed in Old Irish by 3rd sg. passive forms: raittir,
do·gnither, tiagair. In English impersonal forms are expressed by 'one,' e.g., 'one speaks,' or by
'there is,' e.g., 'there is speaking.'
31.7.2. 3rd plural
1. The ending of the 3rd plural is -tair, -tir /d(')ap'/ in the absolute and -tar, -ter /d(')ap/ in the
conjunct. The historical vowel in front of the ending may or may not be syncopated, even if the
rules of syncope would demand it, e.g., marbtair and marbaitir, ·gaibter and -gaibetar.
2. Among S1 and S3 verbs only forms without a vowel before the ending are found, e.g., bentair
and bertair. In the deponent verbs the 'syncopated' forms are preponderant, even though there
are also forms without syncope, e.g., passive miditir 'they are being judged,' which cannot be
distinguished formally from deponential miditir 'they judge.'
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31.8. The 1st and 2nd person passive forms
In Old Irish separate passive endings exist only for the 3rd persons. In order to express the
passive voice in other persons, it is necessary to infix the respective personal pronoun into the 3rd
person singular passive form, e.g., 3rd sg. gairthir '(s)he/it is being called,' but 1st sg. nom·gairther
'I am being called.' For the 1st and 2nd plural the 3rd sg. passive form is used, too, e.g., 3rd pl.
do-bertar 'they are being brought,' but 2nd pl. dob-berar 'you are being brought.'
Complete paradigms for the passive of the verbs Wl caraid 'to love' and S2 ad-gair, -acair 'to sue'
follow here:
pronoun

Old Irish

translation

transcription
independent

1st sg.

nom-charthar

/nomxap8ap/

I am being loved

zndsg.
3rd s .
g

not-charthar

/nod-xap8ap/

thou art being loved

carthair

/kap8ap'/

he/she/it is being loved

1st pl.
2,nd pl.
3rd pl.

nonn-carthar

/non-kap8ap/

we are being loved

nob-carthar

/no�·kap8ap/

you are being loved

cartair, caraitir

/kapdap' kapad'ap'/

they are being loved

dependent
lst sg.

nim-charthar

/n'rmxap8ap/

I am not being loved

znd sg.
3rd s .
g

nit-charthar

/n'Id·xap8ap/

thou art not being loved

ni-carthar

/n'I · kap8ap/

(s)he/it is not being loved

pl.

nfnn-carthar

/n'In-kap8ap/

we are not being loved

nib-carthar

/n'I�· kap8ap/

you are not being loved

ni-cartar

/n'I· kapdap/

they are not being loved

1st

2nd pl.
3rd

pl.

Illustration 31.8: Passive paradigm of caraid

Illustration 31.9:
fonn-acabar inar cotlud

'we are left sleeping'
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pronoun

Old Irish

transcription

translation

independent (deuterotonic)
1stsg.

atom-gairther

/adomyap'S'ap/

I am being sued

sg.
3rd sg.

atot-gairther

/adod-yap'8'ap/

thou art being sued

ad-gairther

/a8-gap'8'ap/

(s)he/it is being sued

pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

atonn-gairther

/adon·gap'S'ap/

we are being sued

atob-gairther

/ado�· gap'8'ap/

you are being sued

ad-gairter, ad-gairetar

/a8-gap'd'ap -gap'adap /

they are being sued

2nd

1st

dependent (prototonic)
1st sg.

nim-acarthar

/n'Im-agap8ap/

I am not being sued

sg.
3rd s .
g

nit-acarthar

/n'Id-agap8ap/

thou art not being sued

ni-acarthar

/n'I-agap8ap/

(s)he/it is not being sued

1st pl.

ninn-acarthar

/n'In-agap8ap/

we are not being sued

pl.
3rd pl.

nib-acarthar

/n'I�·agap8ap/

you are not being sued

ni-acartar

/n'I·agapdap/

they are not being sued

2nd

znd

Illustration 31.10: Passive paradigm of ad-gair

31.9. Exercise
Try to inflect all persons of the passive of the following verbs (be careful- they are cited in the
3rd sg. active/deponent):
ad-rimi /a&-r'Iµ'i/

(W2a) 'to count'

do-scara /do-skapa/ (Wl) 'to destroy, to overthrow'
ni-cuirethar /n'I-kup'a0ap/ (W2b dep.) 'to put (negative)'
aigid /ay'a&'/

(Sl) 'to drive, to impel'
(Wl dep.) 'to praise'
ni-crena /n'I·k'r'eva/ (S3) 'to buy (negative)'
ni-gaib /n'I·gaW/ (S2) 'to take (negative)'

molaithir /moAa0'ap'/

Illustration 31.11: guirthir in t6n
'the hind side is being warmed'
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32.1. Varia
1. Outside of standardized orthography one repeatedly encounters the variation between nn and
nd in Old Irish texts. Although originally these spellings were used for two different sounds, /n/
and /nd/ respectively, they had fallen together in /n/ already in the Old Irish period and
eventually became freely interchangeable orthographical variants. So whenever you encounter
nn or nd in an unknown word, keep in mind the possibility of looking it up both under nd or nn
in the dictionary. In the exercises below, for example, binn stands for older bind.
2. Note the stem variation in cof /koi/, gen. cuach /kuax/ 'cuckoo' and ceo /k'ev/, gen. ciach
/k'iax/ 'fog.' In the oblique cases they are disyllabic with a hiatus between the two syllables.
3. A number of compound verbs lose their first preverb in dependent position. I pointed out this
peculiarity already in 31.4 with regard to ro-cluinethar and ro-finnadar, which become -cluin
ethar and -finnadar outside of independent position. Other verbs share this peculiarity as well,
e.g., ad-agathar (W2!) 'to fear, to be afraid of' becomes ·agathar.
4. The verb fo-ceird (Sl) 'to put' has the peculiarity that its dependent form is supplied by a com
pletely different stem: -cuirethar, which belongs to the W2b class and is a deponent verb. So 'we
put' would be fo-cerdam, but 'we do not put;' nf-cuiremmar.
5. You will notice that in sentence 18 fo-acabar, the passive of fo-acaib, -facaib (S2) 'to leave,'
shows no syncope (we would expect *fo .a_cbar). This sometimes happens in other words as well
and is probably due to the influence of the 3rd sg. active form.
6. The prototonic passive of ad-cf, -accai (H2) is irregular: ans appears before the ending, so that
we get -accastar. The deuterotonic passive is the regular ad-either.
7. One of the ways to express possession in Old Irish is the construction at-ta X la Y 'Y has X,'
literally 'there is X with Y,' e.g., at-ta a rfgain la each rig 'every king has his queen.' A more
emphatic construction, where the owner is especially stressed, is provided by the copulaic
construction is la Y X 'X is Y's', e.g., is lim-sa in cauradmfr 'the hero's portion is mine.'

32.2. Exercise
Old Irish
1. Ra-chluiniur: benair clocan binn i n-aidchi gaithe. 2. Ni-agatar ind airig saidbri cumachtae rig
tuaithe. 3. In-llabraither briathra failte frisin rrig 7 fria rignai n-oYc oca techt don chathraig?
4. ** Beoigidir in spirut in corp. (Wb. 13d7) 5. Is for fertaib ar carpait suidigmir cenna cr6derga
inna n-airech marb. 6. Innad-cluinid feit inna gaithe isnaib sailchib ardaib ar bru inna B6inne?
7. In-samlatar in scolairi baith caercha fri echu? Ni-samaltar-som friu. 8. Cruthaigtir doini i cos
mailius De. 9. Ni .fil nathracha isind insi glais, ar ata-aig n6eb Patraic inna uili eissi.
10. Nf.trebtar ratha 7 senchathraig inna ngeinte. 11. Foilsigthir deacht i Crist, acht foilsigithir
Crist firinni nDe do doinib domuin. 12. **Ad-fiadar dom-sa at-ta mace maith lat-su. (FR 17 f.)
13. Is tre fir flatha miditir tuatha m6ra 7 chathraig inna n-uasal. 14. Canair trfrech ind luin 7 loid
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inna cuach immum-sa i mmed6n ind fedo. 15. A aiti, innad-cluinter-su rig inna fern oc labrad
frimm-sa? 16. A maicc, ni ri in-so, acht is nel ciach 7 in gaeth oc gluasacht inna nduille. 17. Scrib
thair ogom i t6eb liacc aird 7 suidigthir in lie-sin ar mulluch thulchae. 18. Nim·gairther cosin
cath, fom-acabar imo chotlud. 19. Atot-chither oc a.in inna caerach 6n chluain, nit-accastar oca
n-airi. 20. Tiagair 6 rig inna n-Ulad co Temair do denum chairdessa etarro.
Transcription
1. ra·xAuv'up: b'evap' klogav b'in' i va8'x'i yai0'e. 2. n'i·ayadap ind ap'ay' sa8'Wp'i kuµaxte r'iy tua0'e.
3. iv-la�pa0'ap b'r'ia0pa fail't'e f'r'is'an r'iy' ogus f'r'iha p'iyvi voag' oga d'ext don xaepay'? 4. b'el)ay'a8'ap' in
s'p'ipud in gorp. 5. is fop f'ertaW ap garbad' su8'ay'm'ap' k'ena kro8'erga ina vap'ax mar�. 6. ina8-gluv'a8'
fed' ina gai0'e isnaW saA'x'aW ardaW ap �pu ina bon'e? 7. iv-saµAadap in skoAap'i �ai0' kaipxa f'r'i h'exu?
n'i-saµaAdap-soµ f'r'ihu. 8. kru0ay'd'ap' doiv'i i gosµaA'us 8'e. 9. n'I·f'iA' na0paxa is'and iv's'i yAas', ap
ada-hay' noi� padpag' ina huA'i es'i. 10. nH'r'e�dap ra0a ogus h'evxaepay' ina IJ'g'en't'e. 11. fol's'ay'0'ap'
d'eaxt i g'r'Ist, axt fol's'ay'a0'ap' k'r'ist f'ip'an'i n'd'e do 8oiv'aW doµuv'. 12. a8-f'ia8ap doµ-sa at-ta mak ma0'
lat-su. 13. is t'r'e Ip �la0a m'i8'ad'ap' tuaea mopa ogus xaepay' ina vuasaA. 14. kavap' t'r'ip'ax ind Auv' ogus
Aoi8' ina kuax imum-sa i m'e8ov ind e8o. 15. a at'i, ina8-glun't'ap-su r'iy' ina Wern og la�pa8 f'r'im-sa?
16. a µak', n'i r'i in-so, axt is n'eA k'iax ogus in yai0 og gluasaxt ina ndul'e. 17. s'k'r'i�0ap' oyam i doi� A'iag
ar'd' ogus hu8'ay'0'ap' in l'ie-s'iv ap µulux 0uAxe. 18. n'Im-yap'0'ap kos'an gae, fom-aga�ap imo xodAu8.
19. adod-x'I0'ap og av' ina gaipax on XAuav', n'id-akastap oga vap'i. 20. t'iayap' o p'iy' ina vuAa8 ko t'eµap' do
8'evuµ xap'd'asa etaro.

English
1. We hear it: sweet-sounding bells are struck in a windy night. 2. The rich nobleman fears the
power of the tribal kings. 3. You(0Ir.: pl.) do not say words of welcome to the kings and to their
young queens at their coming to the town. 4. Does not the spirit vivify the bodies? 5. It is on the
rear shaft of my chariot that I place the blood-red head of the dead nobleman. 6. I hear the
whistling of the wind in the high willow at the bank of the Boyne. 7. The scholar does not
compare a sheep to a horse. It (= the sheep, feminine in Old Irish) is not being compared to it
(= the horse, masculine in Old Irish). 8. Is a human shaped in the likeness of God? 9. There are
snakes in the green island, Saint Patrick does not drive out all of them from it (0Ir.: does not
drive them out all). 10. The raths and old cities of the pagans are inhabited. 11. Is not divinity
revealed in Christ, and does not Christ reveal God's truth to the people of the world? 12. We are
told (0Ir.: it is being told to us) you (0Ir.: pl.) have good sons. 13. It is through the ruler's
righteousness that the small tribe and its city are judged. 14. The trilling of the blackbirds and
the lay of the cuckoos is sung around thee in the middle of the wood. 15. Dad, thou hearest the
kings of the aldertree speaking to me. 16. Son, are these kings? 17. Ogam inscriptions(= ogams)
are being written on the side of high stones and the stones are being placed at the tops of hills.
18. We are being called to the battle, we are not being left sleeping (0Ir.: in our sleep). 19. Are
you(0Ir.: pl.) being seen driving the sheep from the meadow? You are being seen herding them
(0Ir.: at their watching). 20. Messengers are coming(0Ir.: there is a going) from the kings of the
Ulaid to Tara to make a covenant between them.
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33.1. Dental stems: consonantal declension in t
The majority of words of this class go back to formations with suffixal tin Proto-Celtic and PIE.
In Old Irish this sound appears as lenited d /8/ or th /0/. When the dental is at the absolute end
of the word it is usually written d /8/, although, especially in old texts, it can appear as th /0/ as
well. When an extra syllable is added, e.g., in the prepositional and accusative plural, and the
dental comes to stand in the interior of the word, it usually appears as th /0/, seldom as d /8/.
This variation is partly due to regular sound changes, but obviously a lot of levelling and simple
'confusion' must have taken place as well. Other words of this stem class go back to forms with
etymological *d. These show the d /8/ more regularly throughout the paradigm, but even here
th /0/ may occasionally appear in analogy to words with etymologically justified th /0/. As in
guttural stems, in dental stems, too, the nominative singular may end in a vowel or in a con
sonant, depending on whether the etymological vowel before the dental was long or short. This
can apply to words with both etymological th or d alike. Nouns of this class can be masculine
and feminine. Below follows the inflection of cingm. 'warrior,' stem cingeth- /k'iI]'g'a0/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom.sg.

0

cing

*k1I]geh

*k1I]gets

*kengets

gen.

{L}8/0

cinged/th

*k1I]ge8ah

*k1I]getos

*kengetos

prep.

8/S'L, 0L

cingid/thL, cingL «

*k1I]ge8 («)

*kiI]getei, -ti

*kengetei, *kengeti

acc.

8/S'N

cingid/thN

*k1I]ge8ev

*knJgetam

*kengetrp

voe.

0

jL Ching

*kiIJgeh

*k1I]gets

*kengets

nom. pl.

8/0'

cingid/th

*k1I]ge8eh

*k1I]getes

*kengetes

gen.

{L}8/0 N

cinged/thN

*k1I]ge8av

*k1I]getom

*kengetom

prep.

{L}8(')al3'

cingthib (?)

*k1I]ge8a�ih «

*kiIJgedbis («)

*kengetbhis, -bhos

acc.

{L}0(')aH

cingtheaH (?)

*k1I]ge8ah

*k1I]getas

*kenget!Js

voe.

{L}S(')aH

*k1I]ge8eh

*k1I]getes

*kengetes

n.a. v. du.

8/S'L

*k11Jge8e

*k1I]gete

*kengeth1e

gen.

{L}8/0 L

*k1I]ge80

*k1I]getOl} («)

*kengeth1 oh1s, -(H)oh1u

prep.

{L}8(')al3'

*k1I]ge8a�iv «

*k1I]gedbim «

*kengetbhih1 , -moh1 ?

jL chingtheaH (?)

{

«

daL chingidjthL
daL chingedjthL
dibN cingthib (?) «

Illustration 33.1: The t-stems (etymological *t)

Note:
1. The prepositional plural and dual, and the accusative and vocative plural of this word, that is,
those cases where due to an added extra syllable syncope has to apply, are not actually attested.
I have hesitatingly set up the paradigm above with syncopated forms, on the grounds that other
words like prep. pl. traigthib 'feet' from traig (f, t) or acc. pl. lochtha (t, f) 'mice' from luch do
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display syncope here. But it seems that actually dental and guttural stems that denote certain
classes of persons like fili (t, m) 'poet,' mil (t, m) 'soldier,' ruiri (g, m) 'king,' aire (k, m) 'freeman'
for whatever reasons avoided syncope.
The next paradigm, which has a vowel in the nominative singular, is probably from a word with
etymological *d. It is the word for the 'driver of a chariot' arae m., stem arad- /apa8/. Note also
that in this word there is no syncope in those cases where an extra syllable is added (the omis
sion of syncope is etymologically justified here).
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom.sg.

0

araeH

*apeheh

*aresets

*prh2iseds

gen.
prep.

{L}8/0

arad

*apehe8ah

*aresedos

8/0'L , 0L

araidL, (araeL) «

*apehe8 («)

*aresedei, -di

*prh2isedos
*prh2isedei, *prh2isedi

acc.

8/0'N

araidN

*apehe8ev

*aresedam

*prh2isedrp.

voe.

0

aL araefi

*apeheh

*aresets

*prh2iseds

nom.pl.

8/0'

araid

*apehe8eh

*aresedes

*prh2isedes

gen.

{L}8/0 N

aradN

*apehe8av

*aresedom

*prh2isedom

prep.

{L}0('laW

aradaib

*apehe8aPih «

*aresedbis («)

*prh2isedbhis, -bhos

acc.

{L}0(')aH

araduH, aradaH

*apehe8ah

*aresedas

*prh2isedIJS

voe.

{L}0(')aH

aL

*apehe8eh

*aresedes

*prh2isedes

n.a. v. du.

8/0'L

*aresede

*prh2isedh1e

gen.

daL araidL
daL aradL

*apehe8e

{L}8/0 L

*apehe8o

*aresedm; («)

*prh2isedh1oh1s, -(H)oh1u

prep.

{L}0('laW

dibN n-aradaib «

*apehe8apiv «

*aresedbim «

*prh2isedbhih1, -moh1 ?

aradaH

(?) «

Illustration 33.2: The t-stems (etymological *cf)

Note:
1. The accusative plural ought to be
of the a-stems.

arada.

The attested form

'It\��

aradu

owes its -u to the influence

Illustration 33.3: arae 7 eirr 'chariot-driver and chariot-fighter'
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33.2. Dental stems: consonantal declension in nt
A second large group of dental stems has its stem ending in unlenited t /d/, which ultimately
goes back to PIE and CC *nt. Words of this class can belong to any of the three genders of Old
Irish. The inflection of neuters, however, differs somewhat from that of masculines and femi
nines. We will start with the latter, with the word carae m. 'friend,' stem carat- /kapad/. Note
that the /d/ can be written tor din word interior position after a consonant.
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Common Celt.

Pre-Celtic

nom.sg.

VH

caraeH

*kapeh

*karants «

gen.

.::,d

carat

*kapedah

*karantos

*kh2rents
*kh2r1Jt6s

prep.

.::,d'L

*kaped («)

*karantei, -nti

acc.

.::,d'N

caraitL «
caraitN

*kapedev

*karantam «

*kh2rvtei, *kh2r1Jtf
*kh2rentrp.

voe.

VH

aL charaeH

*kapeh

*karants «

*kh2rents

nom. pl.

.::,d'

carait

*kapedeh

*karantes «

*kh2rentes

gen.

.::,dN

caratN

*kapedav

*karantom

*kh2rIJt6m

prep.

(.::,)dCl.::,W

cairtib

*kapeda�ih «

*karandbis («)

*kh2rvtbhfs, -bh6s

acc.

(.::,)d(')aH

cairt/deaH

*kapedah

*karantas

*kh2flJbJS

voe.

(.::,)dC)aH

aL chairt/deaH «

*kapedeh

*karantes «

*kh2rentes

n.a. v.du.

.::,d'L

daL charaitL

*kapede

*karante

gen.

.::,dL

daL charatL

*kapedo

*karantov («)

*kh2renth1e
*kh2rvth16h1s, -(H)6h1u

prep.

(.::,)dO.::,W

dibN cairtjdib «

*kapeda�iv «

*karandbim «

*kh2rvtbhih1, -moh1 ?

Illustration 33.4: The nt-stems

There are only a few neuters, the most important being the word for 'tooth' det /d'ed/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Common Celt.

Pre-Celtic

nom.accsg.

dN

*ded

*dant «

*h1d6nt

gen.

d

detN «
det

*dedah

*dantos «

*h1d!Jt6s

prep.

d'L

deitL

*dede

*dantei

*h1dvtei

voe.

dN

aL detN «

*ded

*dant «

nom. acc. pl.

dL

detL

*deda

*danta «

gen.

dN

detN

*dedav

*dantom «

prep.

d.::,W

detaib

*deda�ih «

*dandbis «

n. a. v. du.

dN

daNndetN
n/a
n/a

?

?

?

?

?

?

gen.
prep.

Illustration 33.5: The neuter nt-stems
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33.3. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. I have given the genitive singular in each case and I have
noted those words where no syncope applies. Decline them together with the article. Combine
them with any of the adjectives you have learned so far.
drui /drui/, gen. druad /drua8/

(t, m) 'druid' (original d)
namae /naµe/, gen. namat /naµad/ (nt, m) 'enemy'
fili /f'i11.'i/, gen. filed /f'i11.'a8/ (t, m) 'poet' (no syncope!)
teine /t'ev'e/, gen. teined /t'ev'a8/ (t, m) 'fire' (original th)
ffado /f'ia8o/, gen. ffadat /f'ia8ad/ (nt, m) 'lord, the Lord'
luch /lux/, gen. lochad /loxa8/ (t, f) 'mouse' (original th)
traig /tray'/, gen. traiged /tray'a8/ (t, f) 'foot' (original th)

33.4. The cardinal numbers 20-1000
1. The decades 20-90 inflect like masculine nt-stems, e.g., nom. fiche, gen. fichet, prep. fichit, or
nom. trfcho, gen. trfchat, prep. trfchait. They can also be used in the dual and in the plural, e.g.,
in the frequent expressions da lichit 'two twenties = forty' or trf fichit 'three twenties = sixty.' The
final vowel of the decades 30-90 in the nominative singular is -o in the earliest period of Old
Irish, -a in later Irish. The earlier variant in -o is not always attested.
2. cet is a neuter o-stem.
3. mile is a feminine ia-stem.
4. The multiples of 10, 100 and 1000 are nouns. That means that syntactically they behave differ
ently from the numbers 1-10 which are basically adjectives. After them the counted elements
stand in the genitive plural, e.g., trfcha caerach 'lit. thirty of sheep = thirty sheep.' The multiples
of 10, 100 and 1000 are used for people and things alike.
5. In combination of digits and decades the digits come first and the latter follow in the genitive
singular, e.g., a ocht fichet /a hoxt J3'ix'ad/ '28 (lit.: eight of twenty).' Note that the elements
counted immediately follow the digit, e.g., c6ic sailm sechtmogat '75 psalms (lit.: five psalms of
seventy)' (Ml. 2c2). Digits and decades are combined with hundreds by
means of the preposition arL + prep., e.g., a dau c6icat ar chet '152,' c6ic
mfli ochtmugat ar chet '185.000 (lit.: five thousand of eighty upon hun
dred' (Ml. 34b17).

Illustration 33.6:
...a cethair sechtmagat, a c6ic sechtmagat ...
' ...seventy-four, seventy-five.. .'
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The Proto-Celtic reconstructions in the table below are tentative proposals only.
nr.

transcr.

f'ix'e
20
t'r'IXO
30
40 k'e8apxo
koiga
50
s'eska
60
70 s'extµayo
oxtµaya
80
noxa
90
k'ed
100
1000 m'IA'e

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Common Celt.

PIE

fiche

*vixeh «

*vikantI «

*dvidkrptih1

trfcho

*tr1xoh

*trikonts

*tridkomts

cethorcho

*kYeepnxoh

*kYetrnkonts

*kYetrudkomts

c6eca

*kYoigYoh < *kY ogY1xoh «

*kY mkYikonts

*penkYedkomts

sesca

*sveskoh

*svexskonts

*sveksdkomts

sechtmogo

*sextaµaxoh

*sextamakonts «

*septrpdkomts

ochtmoga

*oxtaµaxoh «

*oxtakonts

*h2oktoh3dkomts

n6cha

*novaxoh ? «

*novankonts ?

*h1nev:r:idkomts

cet

*kedav

*kantom

*dkrptom

mile

Illustration 33.7: The cardinal numbers 20-1000

33.5. The ordinal numbers 20-1000

1. The ordinal numbers 20.:...1000 are formed by adding the suffix -mad /µ.38/, which we already
met in 24.2, to the stem of the corresponding cardinals.
2. In combinations of digits with tens and hundreds the digit alone has the ordinal form, the tens
are expressed by the genitive of the cardinal, the hundreds are attached by means of arL, e.g., ind
6enmad rann lichet 'the 21st part' (LU 2455), isin lichetmad bliadain ar chet 'in the 120th year'
(Trip. 258, 13).
number

Old Irish

transcription

20th

fichetmad

f'ix'adµa8

3Qth

trichatmad

t'r'Ixadµa8

4()th

cethrachatmad

k'e8paxadµa8

50th

c6ecatmad

koigadµa8

60th

sescatmad

s'eskadµa8

7()th

n/a

8Qth

n/a

90th

n/a

10Qth

cetmad

k'edµa8

1000th

milmad

m'IAµa8

Illustration 33.8: The ordinal numbers 20-1000
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34.1. Relative clauses
We will now start with a new complex of Old Irish syntax and morphology: relative con
structions. This is a large and complicated area of Old Irish grammar, and we will approach it
cautiously, progressing step by step over the next lessons.
Relative clauses are subordinate clauses that define parts of a superordinate clause and that are
introduced by relative pronouns, for example, in English or German. Relative pronouns are
inflected pronouns like der, die, das, welcher, welche, welches in German, or qui, quae, quod in
Latin. English uses the only partially inflectable words who (whose, whom), which, that. In other
languages like Spanish or Italian uninflected particles like que, che mark the relativity of a
clause. Examples for relative clauses are English is this all that you know or German grii.ss mir
die Frau, die ich liebe.

In Old Irish things are completely different. Old Irish does not have inflectable relative pro
nouns, and although there is something like a relative particle, it is only used in very limited
contexts. This may not seem unusual to speakers of English, where sometimes relative clauses
can be construed without any overt relative marking, e.g., this one goes out to the one I love,
where I love is a relative clause dependent on the one, without being especially marked as such
by a pronoun. But this is only an option in English, whereas it is the rule in Old Irish. This lack
of a relative pronoun does not mean, however, that relativity remains unexpressed. In fact a
highly complex system is involved to express relativity in specifically relative verbal forms. So
you always have to turn your attention first to the verb of the clause to determine if you are
dealing with a relative clause, and which type of relative clause it is. To make things more com
plicated there are a number of completely different strategies to mark relativity, depending on
the person, the dependence/independence of the verb, the infixed pronoun, the relation of the
subordinate to the superordinate clause, and the syntactical category of the relativized phrase.
Strictly speaking, relative clauses are only those clauses that qualify a part of the superordinate
clause and that, in 'normal' European languages, are introduced by a relative pronoun or
particle. In Old Irish grammar, however, when speaking of relative clauses, usually all possible
kinds of subordinate clauses are subsumed, like causal, temporal or concessive clauses, etc. This
is due to the fact that the constructions of these types of dependent clauses are very much like
and follow rules similar to 'real' relative clauses. It would perhaps be more appropriate to speak
of subordinate constructions and subordinate verbal forms in Old Irish, but 'relative' is the
traditional term to which I will adhere, too.
34.2. Absolute relative verbal endings
Many different strategies exist to express relativity, depending on the type of relation between
subordinate and superordinate clause and on the shape of the verb. Let's turn to the latter
question first. For simple verbs separate inflectional endings exist to express relativity, but only
for the 3rd person singular and the 1st and 3rd persons plural, and only in the absolute inflection.
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For the 1st and 2nd persons singular and the 2nd person plural and for dependent forms a dif
ferent strategy has to be used, which I will discuss in the next section.
1. In the active inflection the ending of the 3rd sg. is /as/, spelled -as after non-palatalized
consonants and vowels and -es after palatalized consonants.
2. The 1st pl. ending is /m(')e/, spelled -mae /me/ after non-palatalized consonants and -me
/m'e/ after palatalized consonants and i. When the rules of syncope demand it, a vowel
appears before the ending, which then always has a palatalized m.
3. The 3rd pl. ending is /d(')e/, spelled -tae /de/ after non-palatalized consonants and -te
/d'e/ after palatalized consonants and i. This /d/ can be written with ad if it immediately
follows a consonant. When the rules of syncope demand it, but sometimes also without
any apparent reason, a vowel appears before the ending, which then always has a pala
talized t.
The active relative endings of Old Irish are as follows:
class

Wl

W2

S1

S2

S3

person

Old Irish

transcription

3rd sg.

caras

Cas

1st pl.
3rd pl.

carmae, pridchimme

C(a)m(')e

cartae, caraite, pridchite

Cde, Cad'e

3rd sg.

leices

C'as

1st pl.

leicme

C'm'e

3rd pl.

Jeicte, leicite

C'd'e, C'ad'e

3rd sg.

beires

C'as

bermae

Cme

3rd pl.

bertae

Cde

3rd sg.

gaibes

C'as

}st pl.

gaibme

C'm'e

3rd pl.

gaibte

C'd'e

3rd sg.

crenas

vas

}st pl.

crenmae

vme

3rd pl.

crentae

nde

}st

pl.

Illustration 34.la: The active absolute relative endings
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class

Hl

H2

person

Old Irish

transcription

3rd sg.

taas, snas

aas,as

1st pl.

n/a

3rd pl.

*ratae

a.de

3rd sg.

bfis, gnfsl

ias, Is

bfmme

Irn'e

Jrd pl.

bite, gnfte

id'e

3td sg.

foas

Vas

}st pl.

n/a

3rd pl.

foite

1st

H3

pl.

Vd'e

Illustration 34.lb: The active absolute relative endings

Not only active, but also deponent and passive verbs have special relative endings in the
absolute inflection. These are easy to remember, however, since their final consonants are non
palatalized, which means that they are formally identical with the corresponding conjunct
endings (with the one difference, of course, that they occur without a particle before them). The
deponent relative forms are as follows:
class

Wl

W2

person

Old Irish

transcription

3rd sg.

labrathar

Ca0ap, Ca8ap

labrammar

C(a)rnap

3rd pl.

labratar

Cadap

3rd sg.

suidigedar

Ca0ap,Ca8ap

}stpl.

suidigmer

Crn'ap,Carnap

pl.

suidigetar

Cadap

3rd sg.

midethar

Ca0ap,Ca8ap

1st pl.

midemmar

Crn'ap, Carnap

midetar

Cadap

1st

3rd

S2

3rd

pl.

pl.

Illustration 34.2: The deponent absolute relative endings

Further attested forms of the 3 rd sg. relative of the H2 class are cias, liess and snies; beside foas, in H3 there are sceas,
sceis, soas, luas, lues and cloas.

1
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The passive relative forms are as follows:
class

person

Old Irish

transcription

Wl

3rd sg.
3rd pl.

carthar

ceap

cartar, caratar

Cdap, Cadap

W2

3rd sg.
3rd pl.

leicther

C'0'ap

leicter, leicetar

C'd'ap, C'adap

Sl

3rd sg.
3rd pl.

berar

Cap

bertar

Cdap

S2

3rd sg.
3rd pl.

gaibther

C'0'ap

gaibter

C'd'ap

3rd sg.

S3
Hl

crenar

vap

3rd pl.

crentar

ndap

3rd sg.

n/a

3rd pl.

Jatar

H2

3rd sg.
3rd pl.

hither, lither, gnither

i0'ap, IS'ap

liter, gniter

id'ap, id'ap

H3

3rd sg.
3rd pl.

cl6ither

V0'ap

n/a

Illustration 34.3: The passive absolute relative endings

Relative constructions that use the above listed relative verbal forms without any further particle
express the following relations:
1. Subjectival relation (subject antecedent):
The relativized phrase, that is, the word on which the relative clause is dependent, is the
subject of the relative clause, e.g., ad,cfu in n-ingin caras libru maithi 'I see the girl who
loves good books.' The relativized phrase in the superordinate clause is in n-ingin 'the girl
(acc.),' whose role in the relative clause is that of the subject (she is the one who loves good
books).
2. Objectival relation (object antecedent):
The relativized phrase, that is, the word on which the relative clause is dependent, is the
object of the relative clause, e.g., ad.cfu in n-ingin caras in ri 'I see the girl whom the king
loves.' The relativized phrase in the superordinate clause again is in n-ingin 'the girl (acc.),'
but in this case her role in the relative clause is that of the object (she is the one who is the
object of the king's love).
This, of course, means that sometimes we can get ambiguous constructions, e.g., in fer m6ras in
may either mean 'the man who praises the boy' or 'the man whom the boy praises.' A

mace
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sentence like in mace m6ras in fer is superficially- at least orthographically- ambiguous, too,
but there is a difference in pronunciation: 'the boy whom the man praises' would be pronounced
/in mak mopas in f'ep/ (in fer being the subject of the relative clause, therefore in the nominative
case); 'the boy who praises the man' would be pronounced /in mak mopas in 13'ep/ (in fer being
the object of the relative clause, therefore in the accusative case). But in most cases it is clear from
the context and/or especially from the inflectional endings who is the subject of the relative
clause.
Examples for all possible uses of the different relative forms are:
in lebor caras ind ingen 'the book which the girl loves' (object antecedent)
ind ingen caras in llebor 'the girl who loves the book' (subject antecedent)
in lebor carmae 'the book which we love' (object antecedent)
in lebor cartae (inna ingena) 'the book which they (the girls) love' (object antecedent)
inna ingena cartae in llebor 'the girls who love the book' (subject antecedent)
in lebor carthar 'the book which is being loved' (subject antecedent)
ind libuir cartar 'the books which are being loved' (subject antecedent)

34.3. Leniting relative clauses
In the last section I talked about the constructions used for simple verbs in the 3rd singular or 1 st
or 3rd persons plural. If, however, the verb of the relative clause is in the 1 st or 2nd person singular
or 2nd plural, or if it is compounded, a completely different strategy has to be used. Then what is
called a leniting relative clause construction has to be used. Syntactically this construction does
not correspond absolutely to the relative clauses in the last section, in that it is only used where
the relativized phrase is the subject of the relative clause, or where a neuter pronoun is the object
of the relative clause.
How is the lenition in a leniting relative clause expressed? In compound verbs the anlauting
consonant of the stressed part of the verb is lenited, e.g., ad-chiu /a8-x'i1J./ 'which I see,' ad-iiadar,
ad-fiadar /a8-ia8ap/ 'which is being told,' do-thiagat /do-0'iayad/ 'who come.' This lenition is, of
course, often not to be seen in the orthography, but has to be pronounced nevertheless, e.g.,
do-gniam /do-y'v'iaµ/ 'which we make,' do-beirid /do-13'ep'a8'/ 'which you bring.' If, however, the
stressed part of a verbal form starts with a vowel, the lenition is neither to be seen nor to be pro
nounced, e.g., ad-ellat /a8-elad/ 'who visit,' fo-acabar /fo-aga
l3ap/ 'who is being left behind.' In these cases you simply have
to know that syntactically a leniting relative clause is deman
ded in the construction.
In those cases where a simple verb in the 1 st or 2nd person sin
gular or 2nd plural appears in a relative construction the empty
particle no-, which you already know from the infixed pro
nouns, has to be used to create a 'forced' compound. Then the
same rules as for original compounds are applied, e.g., no-char Illustration 34.4:
aimm /no-xapam'/ 'which I love,' no-gaibi /no-yal3'ij 'which oclach berthaigethar a chlaideb
'a warrior who brandishes
thou takest,' no-aigid /no-ay'a8'/ 'which you drive.'
his sword'
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34.4. Negative leniting relative clauses
For the negation of subordinate clauses a special negative particle mid·, na· is used. As with all
particles, verbs must take their dependent forms after it, that is conjunct inflection in the case of
simple verbs, the prototonic form in compound verbs. Of course no special relative endings can
be applied in dependent forms.
In constructions that demand leniting relative clauses mid, also lenites the anlaut of the follow
ing verb, e.g., ind ingen nad-chara in fer 'the girl who does not love the man,' in Jebor nad-berar
/nao-Wepap/ 'the book which is not carried,' nad-iacabar /nao-aga�ap/ 'who is not left behind,'
nad-accam /nao-akaµ/ 'which we do not see,' etc.

34.5. Special relative forms
1. Deuterotonic compound verbs with imm· and ar- as their first preverb add -a (earlier -e) to
imm·, ar· in relative position, e.g., non-relative imm-tet '(s)he goes around,' but relative
imme-thet 'who goes around, which (s)he goes around,' or non-relative ar-fognat (H2!) 'they
serve,' but relative ara.fognat 'who serve.'
2. The 3rd sg. relative of S1 teit '(s)he goes' is teite 'who goes.'
3. The relative forms of the copula is and of the substantive verb at-ta will be discussed in the
next lesson.

34.6. The prehistory of the relative endings
1. The relative forms of the 1st pl. -m(a)e /me/ and 3rd pl. -t(a)e /de/ go back to forms where the
relative particle *jo was added to the absolute endings, i.e. *-mohijo and *-ntijo.
2. In compound verbs the relative particle *jo was added to the first preverb. This explains the
lenition in leniting relative forms, and it is also responsible for the relative variants imme· and
are· < * ambijo- and * arejo-.
3. The 3rd sg. relative ending -as/-es /as/ has been analogically transferred from the relative form
as of the copula which itself perhaps continues a weakly accentuated form with relative -jo, i.e.
*estijo > *etsijo > *essjo > *esso > as (cp. MW yssyd < *estijo).

34.7. Independent personal pronouns
There is one exception to my earlier claim (see 25.1) that Old Irish has no independent personal
pronouns: In fact in one construction personal pronouns like L thou, he, she, etc. are used,
namely when they form the topic of the sentence and are therefore moved to its stressed begin
ning, usually being introduced by the copula, e.g., is e mo drui, isu Crist, 'he is my druid, namely
Jesus Christ,' or in turf inna n-Iudaide? 'art thou the king of the Jews?' (lit.: 'is it thou the king of
the Jews?'). Often the independent pronoun is followed by a relative clause, e.g., is me for-chain
in Sengofdelc 'it is I who teaches Old Irish.' These are the independent personal pronouns, with
their emphatic variants on the right:
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person

translation

pronoun

emphatic pronoun

I

me

/m'e/

me(s)se,meisse

/m'es'e/

2nd sg.

thou

tu

/tu/

tussu,tusu

/tusu/

3rd sg. masc.

he

e,he

/e/

e-som,he-som

/e-soµ/

3rd sg. fem.

she

sf

/s'i/

sisi,sissi

/s'is'i/

3rd sg. neutr.

it

ed,hed

/e8/

n/a

1st pl.

we

snf

/s'n'i/

snisni,sinni

/s'n'is'n'i s'in'i/

znd pl.

you

sf, sib

/s'i s'iP'/

sisi,sissi,sib-si

/s'is'i s'iP'-s'i/

3rd pl.

they

e,he

/e/

e-som,he-som

/e-soµ/

1st

sg.

Illustration 34.5: The independent personal pronouns

Note:
1. The emphatic forms are used to confront different persons: messe ocus Pangur Ban, cechtar
nathar fria saindan 'I (on the one hand) and Pangur the White (on the other hand), each of us
two is at his own task' (Thes. ii 293.14).
2. All independent personal pronouns except for the 3rd pl. can be construed with the 3rd sg. of
the copula: is me 'it is I,' is tu 'it is thou,' is e 'it is he,' is sf 'it is she,' is ed 'it is it,' is snf 'it is we,' is
sib 'it is you.' Only the 3rd pl. always takes the 3rd pl. form of the copula: it e 'it is they' (the same,
of course, is true for all other manifestations of the copula, e.g., negated nfH, interrogative inN,
etc.). The same is true for relative clauses that have a relativized personal pronoun as their
subject: all except for the 3rd pl. pronoun are construed with a 3rd sg. verbal form, e.g., is snisni
as·beir in mbreithir-seo /is s'n'is'n'i as·Wep' iv m'b'r'e0'ap'-s'o/ 'it is we who say (lit. who says) this
word.'
3. Stressed pronouns can only be used as nominatives. Where a stressed personal pronoun in the
genitive is asked for special forms exist. These are very rare, however. In predicative con
structions (that is constructions of the type Xis mine, hers,yours, etc.) they are usually replaced
by constructions with la, and they are more frequently used as partitive genitives (that is, in con
structions like two of us, some of them, etc.). They are 1st sg. muf /mui/ 'mine,' emphasized
muisse /mus'e/ 2nd sg. taf /tai/ 'thine' (e.g., is and nad·bf muf na taf 'it is there that there is nei
ther mine nor thine,' LU 10848), 1st pl. nathar or mfr /na0ap nap/ 'of us (two),' 2nd pl. sethar or sar
/s'e0ap sap/ 'of you (two),' and af, ae /ai/ for all 3rd persons 'his, hers, its, theirs, of them,' e.g., cia
nathar 'who of us two,' a n-af 'his, their (things),' etc.
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35.1. Varia
1. In Irish texts you will constantly encounter the sign .i. This is originally a Latin abbreviation
for id est 'that is,' but in Irish texts it is usually read as ed 6n /e8 ov/ 'that is; that means; namely,'
introducing an explanation or illustration of something said before.
2. ol is a causal conjunction, and like ar and sech, which we met in 26.2, it is followed by the
independent form of the verb. Only the 3rd sg. of the copula appears in its relative form after ol.
3. Adjectives without a noun beside them can be used substantivally to refer to persons or
things, e.g., oac 'someone young= a young person,' lobur 'someone weak= a weak, sick person,'
dorchae 'something dark= darkness, dark place,' ard 'something high= height.' When refering
to a person the adjective is masculine or feminine (depending on the gender of the person);
when refering to a thing, the adjective is neuter.
4. The preposition JaH is used to express the agent (that is the one, by whom the action is done)
in a passive construction, e.g., nft-aigther-su Jinn 'thou art not being feared by us.'
35.2. Exercise
Old Irish
1. ** Is ed in-so no,guidimm. (Wb. 21a8) 2. ** Do rigrad no-molur, ol is tu mo ruiri. (Pel. Prol.
13 f.) 3. Tongu do Dia toinges mo thuath, is sib-si in druid bertae brichtu forar nnaimtea-ni.
4. ** Rethait uili 7 is 6enfer gaibes buaid diib inna chomalnad. (Wb. lla4) 5. * Is e [sc. Dia]
fo,cheird cen dolmai neim n-6ir deirg form labrai. (GT 202) 6. Bendacht uaimm forsin n-oigid
ndil beires scela diar cairtib leis. 7. ** A mbas tiagmae-ni do-airci bethaid duib-si, .i. is ar bethaid
duib-si tiagmai-ni bas. ( Wb. 15b28) 8. Is sinni teite isin fid 7 ro-chluinethar inna eunu oc cetul.
9. Innad-n-accaid inna caercha dubai aiges int augaire a med6n inna caerach find? 10. Is si ind
ingen dailes biad 7 do-fortai fin donaib oigedaib, 7 nos·ngairiu cuccum. 11. At-taat ind araid inna
suidiu ar belaib inna n-eirred, nis-fil inna suidiu fora cliu. 12. It e filid primgraid ind fir cantae
c6ecait nduan ar thrib cetaib, .i. secht c6ecait nduan. 13. ** Ni-caraimm in n-uisce nduabais
imma,thet sech t6eb m'arais. (AU 845) 14. ** It moini cartar lib, nidat doini. (GT 48) 15. ** A
gel grian for-osnai riched co mmeit noibe, a Ri con-ic aingliu, a Choimmdiu inna ndoine!
(Pel. Prol. 5-8) 16. ** Tri buirb in betha: 6c con-tibi sen, slan con-tibi galrach, gaeth con,tibi baeth.
(Triad 82) 17. ** Tri dorchae nad-dlegat mna do imthecht: dorchae ciach, dorchae n-aidche,
dorchae feda. (Triad 100) 18. ** Tri fuili nad-dlegat frecor: fuil chatha, 7 e6it, 7 etargairi. (Triad
154) 19. ** Tri soir do-gniat d6eru dib fein: tigernae renas a deiss, rigain teite co aithech, mac filed
leices a cheird. ( Triad 167) 20. ** Tri orbai rannatar fiad chomarbaib: orbae druith 7 orbae
dasachtaig 7 orbae sin. ( Triad 205)
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Transcription
1. is e8 in-so no-yu8',3m'. 2. do p'iyp.38 no-µoAup, oA is tu mo pup'i. 3. tol)gu do 8'ia tol)'g',3s mo 0ua0, is s'iW
s'i in drua8' b'epde b'r'ixtu fop,3p naµ'd'a-n'i. 4. r'e8,3d' UA'i ogus is oiv'ep gaW,3s bua8' d'iaW ina xoµ.3AV.38.
5. is e fo-x'er'd' k'en doAµi n'eµ vop' 8'er'g' form Aa�pi. 6. b'end.3xt uam' fors',3n noi"f ',38' n'd'iA' b'ep',3s
s'k'eAa d'iap gap'd'.3P' les'. 7. a mbas t'iayme-n'i do-ap'k'i b'e0.38' du.W-s'i, e8 ov is ap �'e8,38' du�'-s'i t'iaymi
n'i bas. 8. is s'in'i t'ed'e is',3n Wi8 ogus po·xAuv',38,3p ina h'evvu og k'eduA. 9. ina.8-vak,38' ina kaipxa du�i
ay',3s int avy,3p'e a me8ov ina gaip.3X Wind? 10. is s'i ind iv'y',3v daA'.3s b'ia8 ogus 80-orti f'iv domW oiy'.38.3P',
ogus VOS·l)gap'u kugum. 11. at-taad ind ap,38' ina su8'u ap WeA.3P' ina ver'.38, n'is-f'iA' ina su8'u fopa g'l'iv.
12. id e f'iA'.38' p'r'Iµypa.8' ind ip' kande koig,3d' nduav ap 0'p'iP' k'ed.3W, e8 ov s'ext goig,3d' nduav.
13. n'1-kap,3m' in nus'k'e ndua�,3s' ima-0'ed s'ex toi� map,3s'. 14. id moiv'i kapd.3p l'iW, n'i8.3d doiv'i. 15. a
y'eAy'p'iav fop-osni r'iX'.38 ko m'ed' voiWe, a p'i kov-ig al)'g'A'u, a xom'8'u ina ndoiv'e. 16. t'r'i bur'b' in We0a:
og kon-t'iWi s'ev, slav kon-t'Wi gaAp.3X, gai0 kon-t'iWi bai0. 17. t'r'i dopxe nad-d'l'ey,3d mna do im'0'.3Xt:
dopxe g'iax, dopxe va8'x'e, dopxe We8a. 18. t'r'i fuA'i nad-d'l'ey,3d f'r'eg,3p: fuA' xaea, ogus evd', ogus
ed.3py.3p'e. 19. t'r'i soip' do-y'v'iad doipu d'iP' .f'ev': t'iy',3rne r'ev,3s a 8'es', r'iy.3v' t'ed'e ko ha0'.3X, mak f'iA'.38
l'eg',3s a x'er'd'. 20. t'r'i horbi ramd.3p f'ia8 xoµ,3rb,3W: orbe dru.0' ogus orbe das,3xt,3y' ogus orbe s'iv'.

English
1. This is it what we pray for. 2. (It is) thy royal household that we praise, because thou art our
king. 3. We swear by the god by which our tribes swear, thou art the druid who says (0Ir.: gives,
brings) charms on our enemy. 4. Do all run and is it one man of them who wins (0Ir.: who takes
the victory) at completing it? 5. It is they who put without delay the lustre of red gold upon our
speech. 6. A blessing from us upon the dear guests who bring news from our friend with them.
7. The death that I go to causes life to thee, that means, it is for life to thee I go to death. 8. It is
they who go into the wood and hear the birds singing. 9. We see the (one) black sheep which the
shepherds drive out of the middle of the white sheep. 10. She is the girl, who does not distribute
food and who does not pour wine to the guest, and thou dost not call her to thee. 11. The
charioteer is sitting in front (0Ir.: before the lips) of the chariot-fighter, he is not sitting at his left.
12. Are not they poets of the first grade who sing 350 poems? 13. Does she love the ill-omened
water, which goes around past her habitation? 14. It is not riches, which are being loved by us, it
is (0Ir.: they are) people. 15. 0 bright sun, which does not lighten up the heaven, o king, who
does not have power over the angels. 16. Three wise people (gaeth) of the world: a young person
who does not laugh about an old person, a healthy person, who does not laugh about a sick
person, a wise person, who does not laugh about a stupid person. 17. Three dark places (where)
a woman is entitled to go. 18. Three (types of) blood(-shed) that entitle attendance. 19. Three free
persons who do not make unfree persons of themselves: a lord who does not sell his
prerogatives, a queen who does not go to a peasant, a son of a poet who does not leave his art.
20. Three inheritances that are not divided in front of heirs.
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35.3. A poem: The dead princes in the mill
In men meiles in muilenn,
ni coirce acht dergthuirenn;
is do forglu in chruinn mair
fothae muilinn Maelodrain.

in µ'ev m'e).'as in mu).'an,
n'I kor'k'e axt d'erg0up'an;
is do orglu in xpun' µap'
foee muA'an' µaiAo8pav'.

Source: AU 650.
35.4. A poem: A kiss
Cride e,
daire cn6,
6can e,
p6can d6.

k'r'i8'e e,
dap'e kno,
ogav e,
pogav do.

Source: GT 112
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Illustration 35.1:
Is e mo I6ech, mo gille mer
'He is my hero, my nimble lad'
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36.1. Nouns: consonantal declension in r
The few Old Irish words whose stem ends in r /pf denote family relations. They are athair m.
/aeap'/ 'father,' brathair m. jbra0ap'/ 'brother,' mathair f. /ma0ap'/ 'mother,' siur f. /s'iiip/ 'sister'
and the very rare amnair /aµvap'/ 'maternal uncle.' The r is visible throughout the whole para
digm. In the plural the th and r of the stem can be palatalized or non-palatalized. r-stems can be
masculine or feminine, e.g., mathairf. /ma0ap'/ 'mother':
case

endg.

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom.

p'

mathair

*ma.Sip

matir <matir>

*meh2ter

gen.

p

mathar

*ma.Spah

*matros «

*meh2tres

prep.

p'L

mathafrL

*ma.Sepe«

*matrei

*meh2trei

acc.

'N

mathafrN

*ma.Sepev

materam <materem>

*meh2terrp.

p

voe.

p'

;iL mathair

*ma0Ip

*matir «

*meh2ter

nom.pl.

p'

maithir

*ma.Speh«

*materes

*meh2teres

gen.

p(')eN

maithreN,mathraeN ( «)

*ma.Spiiav «

ma.tram <µa'tpov>

*meh2tr6m

prep.

p('ldW

maithrib,mathraib

*ma0pi�ih

matribis <µmpE�o> («)

*meh2trbhis, -bh6s

acc.

p(')aH

maithreaH «

*maepah

*matras

*meh2tn)s

voe.

p(')aH

;iL maithreaH «

*ma.Speh«

*materes

*meh2teres

n. a. v. du.

p'L

*matere

*meh2terh1e

gen.

p'L

*ma.Spa

*matrol} («)

*meh2qh16h1s, -(H)6h1u

prep.

p('ldW

*ma.Spi�iv

*matribim «

*mehitrbhih1 , -moh1 ?

*dfL mathairL

(?)

*daL matharL
*dibN maithrib

(?)

*ma.Spe «

(?)

Illustration 36.1: The r-stems

Note:
1. In later Irish these words inflect as k-stems, e.g., gen. sg.
that of nathair,nathrach 'snake' and cathair, cathrach 'city.'
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The inflection of siurf. /s'iiip/ 'sister' is irregular:
case

transcr.

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom.

s'itip

siur

*sv.ihup

*sv.esur

*sv.esor

gen.
prep.

s'e8ap

sethar

*sv.e8pah «

*sv.erros «

*sv.esres

s'iap'L

sieirl, siairl

*sv.ihepe «

*sv.errei

*sv.esrei

acc.

s'iap'N

sieirN, siairN

*sv.ihopev

sv.esoram

*sv.esor:rp.

voe.

f'iap

al fiur, al phiur

*sv.ihup

*sv.esu.r «

*sv.esor

nom.pl.

s'e8'ap'

seithir

*sv.e8peh «

*sv.esores

*sv.esores

gen.
prep.

s'e8apN

setharN (?) «

*sv.e8piiav «

*sv.errom

*sv.esr6m

s'e8paj3'

sethraib

*sv.e8pi�ih «

*sv.erribis ( «)

*sv.esrbh is, -bh6s

acc.

s'e8paH

sethraH

*sv.e8pah «

*sv.esoras

*S1JeSOY1JS

n/a

*sv.e8peh «

*sv.esores

*sv.esores

dil fjefrl

*sv.ihope

*sv.esore

*sv.esorh1e

gen.

n/a

*sv.e8po «

*sv.errov. («)

*sv.esrh16h 1 S, -(H)6h1u

prep.

n/a

*sv.e8pi�iv «

*sv.erribim «

*sv.esrbh ihi , -mohl ?

voe.
n. a. v. du.

f'iap'L

Illustration 36.2: The paradigm of siur 'sister'

Note:
1. In early Old Irish the anlauting s of siur becomes /f/ when lenited, so, e.g., 'my sister' would
be mo fiur or mo phiur'. In later Irish this is 'normalized' to siur /s'iyp/, lenited siur /h'il]p/. In Sc.
Gaelic the 'normalization' went the other way, so that there 'sister' now is piuthar, lenited
phiuthar.

36.2. Nouns: consonantal declension in s
With one exception all s-stems are neuter. And, with the
same exception, in none of the s-stems can the eponymous s
ever be seen because, as is so often the case with Old Irish,
the name for this inflectional class is purely historical. The
example below is nem /n'eµ/ 'sky, heaven,' stem final con
sonant /µ/:

Illustration 36.3:
di mulluch int sleibe (Ml. 58c4)
'from the top of the mountain'
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case

ending

Old Irish

Prim.Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

nom. acc. sg.

{L}CN

nemN «

*neµah

*nemos «

*nebhos

gen.

{R}C'eH

nimeH

*neµihah

*nemisos «

*nebhese/os

prep.

{R}C'L

nimL

*neµih («)

nom. acc. pl. {R}C'eL

nimeL

*neµiha

*nemisa

gen.

{R}CeN

nimeN

*neµihav

*nemisom

prep.

{R}C'aW

nimib

*neµiha�ih «

*nemizbis

n.a.du.

{L}CN

?

?

gen.

{R}CeN

daNnnemN
daNnnimeN

*neµiho (?)

*nemism; (?)

prep.

{R}C'aW

dibNnnimib *neµiha�iv (?) «

*nemisei, *nemisi « *nebhesei, nebhesi

*nemizbim (?)

Illustration 36.4: The s-stem declension

Note:
1. The word tech /t'ex/ 'house' exhibits some variation in its stem: the nom. sg. is in the oldest
period teg /t'ey/, later tech; in those cases where raising takes place the stem can be tig- /t'iy'/
and taig- /tay'/, e.g., gen. sg. taige, prep. sg. taig and tig, nom. pl. tige and taige.
2. Note the variation in the root vowel in sliab /s'l'ia�/ 'mountain,' gen. sg. sleibe /s'l'eWe/, which
you know already from many other examples.
The only masculine word of this class is mi /m'I/ 'month,' where you can actually see ans in the
inflection. Note the change in the quality between palatalization and non-palatalization of the
stem-finalsin the paradigm, which is not expressed orthographically:
case

singular

transcr.

dual

transcr.

plural

transcr.

nom.

miH

/m'IH/

daL miL

/µ'IL/

mis

/m'Is'/

gen.

mis

/m'Is/

daL

/µ'IL/

mfsN

/m'IsN/

prep.

mfsL, miL

/m'Is'L m'IL/

n/a

misaib

/m'IsaW/

acc.

mfsN

/m'Is'N/

daL miL

misaH

/m'IsaH/

Illustration 36.5: The paradigm of mi 'month'
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36 .3. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
any of the adjectives you have learned so far.
athair /asap'/ (r, m) 'father'
brathair /bra.Sap'/ (r, m) 'brother'
glenn /g'l'en/ (s, n) 'valley'
mag /may/ (s, n) 'plane, open field'
og joy/ (s, n) 'egg'
Jeth /l'eS/ (s, n) 'side' (no raising in this word!)

I
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37.1. The habitual present of the substantive verb
The H2 verb biid supplies the habitual or consuetudinal present of the substantive verb at-ta.
'Habitual' means that biid expresses a usual condition, or activities that are done regularly or on
a 'habitual' basis. In English biid is usually translated as 'is wont to be, is continually, is regu
larly,' in German 'ist gewohnlich, pflegt zu sein.' Syntactically biid is used like at-ta (see 28.1).
The difference in meaning between the two verbs can be seen in sentences like bfuu-sa oc irbaig
darfar cenn-si 'I am always boasting about you' (Wb. 16d8) versus at·t6 oc irbaig darfar cenn-si 'I
am boasting about you (right now).'
person

absolute

transcr.

conjunct

transcr.

unstressed after ro

1st

sg.

bfuu

b'iii

-biu

·b'il}.

n/a

2nd

sg.

bf

b'I

-bf

·b'I

n/a

3rd

s g.

biid

b'iao'

-bf

·b'I

-rubai

·rul3i

rel.

bfis, bis

b'ias b'Is

impers.

bithir

b'I0'c>p'

-hither

·b'I0'c>p

-rubthar

-rul38ap

impers. rel.

hither

b'I0'ap

bfmmi

b'Im'i

·biam

-b'iaµ

n/a

bimme

b'Im'e

1st

pl.
rel.

2nd

pl.

3rd

pl.
rel.

n/a

n/a

n/a
bfit

b'iad'

bite

b'Id'e

-biat

-b'iad

-rubat

·rul3c>d

Illustration 37.1: The habitual present of the substantive verb

Note:
1. The column on the right shows the form of bi- in unstressed position after the verbal particle
ro (which is here raised to ru-). This is not of importance for you at the moment but will become
relevant in a later lesson.
2. The copula has a relic habitual form in the 3rd sg., which only appears in enclitic position as
-bi, -pi /b'i/, e.g., nipi cfan a maisse in choirp 'the beauty of the body is not long-lasting' ( Wb.
28c25).
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37.2. Relative forms of the substantive verb and the copula
1. The relative form of the substantive verb in leniting relative clauses is fil /f'i"A'/, negated nad-lil
/na8-iA'/, e.g., in fer nad-lil oc labrad 'the man who is not speaking.' Sometimes file with the
additional relative ending -e is found, e.g., in fochraicc file d6 i nnim 'the reward which he has
(lit. which is to him) in heaven' ( Wb. 26b29). The 3rd plural relative filet is a younger form.
2. The relative form of the 3rd sg. of the copula is as /as/, the 3rd pl. ata Jada/, in negated leniting
relative clauses 3rd sg. nadL /na8/ and 3rd pl. natatL /nad.Jd/. In leniting relative clauses as and
ata 'pass on' the lenition, which should be expressed on the verb, to the following word, e.g., it
sib ata chomarbai Abracham 'it is you who are the heirs of Abraham' (Wb. 19c20). Be careful not
to confuse ata Jada/, the 3rd pl. relative of the copula, with at·ta /a(d)-ta/, the 3rd sg. non-relative
form of the substantive verb, which in the manuscripts and in editions of texts is usually written
ata or even ata with omission of the length mark.

37.3. The imperative
The imperative is that mood of the verb which is used to give orders, e.g., English Love me or
leave me! or German Nimm! Lies! Schaut nicht so blod! In English imperatives are restricted to
the 2nd persons; orders can only be given to someone directly addressed. For other persons con
structions with let are used, e.g., 1st pl. Let us go to the pub!, 3rd pl. Let them not spill our pints!
In German orders to all plural persons are possible, e.g., 1st pl. Trinken wir!, 2nd pl. Trinkt mit!, 3rd
pl. (only when formally addressing a person) Nehmen Sie sich
doch auch ein Glas! A 3rd sg. imperative did in fact exist in German,
but this came out of use more than a century ago, e.g., Fil.lie Er mir
das Glas nach! (you wouldn't have a lot of success today if you said
this to a waiter). In Latin, orders to 3rd persons can regularly be
made, e.g., sumito 'let him/her take,' legunto 'let them read.' Old
Irish takes the system of imperatives even a step further than Latin
in that orders can be given also to all 1st persons, plural and
singular, e.g., biur 'let me carry,' cluinem 'let us hear.'
Illustration 37.2:
Old Irish does not distinguish between absolute and conjunct ben nach n-echraig! 'hit any key ! '
endings in the imperative. Compound verbs appear in their prototonic variant in the imperative
unless a pronoun is infixed (see 38.1). Separate imperative endings exist only for the 2nd and 3rd
singular:
1. The 2nd sg. active imperative consists simply of the bare stem of the verb, e.g., car! 'love!,'
leic! 'leave!,' beir! 'carry!,' fagaib! 'find!' (from fo.gaib), eiren! 'pay!' (from as·ren), etc. The
2nd sg. deponent imperative ending is -the/-de /0'e 8'e/, e.g., labraithe! labraide! 'speak!,'
suidigthe! 'place!,' cluinte! 'listen!,' frecuirthe ! 'worship!' (from fris-cuirethar).
2. The 3rd sg. imperative ending is /.J8/ for active and deponent verbs alike, i.e., -ad after
non-palatalized stems, -ed after palatalized stems, e.g., crenad! 'let him/her buy!,' gaibed!
'let him/her take!,' cluined! 'let him/her listen!,' tascrad! 'let him/her overthrow!' (from
do-scara), diltad! 'let him/her deny!' (from do-sluind1). Instead of /8/ in the ending th /0/
may also appear, e.g., eimeth! 'let him/her pay!,' frecuireth! 'let him/her worship!,' intam
lath! 'let him/her imitate!' (from in·samlathar).
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In all other persons the imperative is identical with the corresponding dependent form of the
present indicative. That means that the 2nd pl. imperative of a simple verb has the form of the 2nd
pl. conjunct, e.g., guidid! 'pray!,' comalnaid! 'fulfil!'; a compound verb, of course, appears in its
prototonic variant, e.g., 1 st pl. taibrem! 'let us bring! let us give!' (from do·beir), 3 rd pl. acrat! 'let
them sue!' (from ad·gair).
Still, imperative and dependent present indicative forms cannot be confused: dependent forms
always need a particle before them, whereas the positive imperative goes without particle. When
negated, the imperative uses a special negative particle na· /na/. This negative particle goes into
pretonic position before the imperative form, without any further change in the ending, e.g., car!
'love!,' but na·car! 'do not love!,' guidid! 'pray! (pl.),' but na·guidid! 'do not pray! (pl.),' or passive
tabarr! 'let it be given!,' but na·tabarr! 'let it not be given!'
The following table gives you the active imperative forms of simple and compound verbs. The
compound verbs are Wl ad·ella 'to visit,' W2 fo.daili 'to distribute,' fo·ric 'to find,' Sl do·beir
'to bring, to give,' S2 ad·gair 'to sue,' S3 fris·ben 'to heal,' H2 do·gnf 'to make,' con·snf 'to contend,
to contest,' H3 ad·noi 'to entrust,' con·oi 'to protect.' Note for the compound verbs that the
underlying palatalization/non-palatalization of the stem-final consonant can be obscured by the
effects of syncope:
class

Wl

W2

Sl

S2

S3

person

singular

1st

n/a

2nd

car, adall

3rd

ending

plural

ending

caram, aidlem

Caµ

C

caraid, aidlid

Ca6'

carad, aidled

Ca6

carat, aidlet

Cad

1st

fuircim

C'am'

leicem, fodlam

Caµ

2nd

leic, fodail

C'

Ieicid, fodlaid

C'a6'

3rd

leiced, fodlad

Ca6

leicet, fodlat

Cad

1st

biur, tabur

uC

beram, taibrem

Caµ

2nd

beir, tabair

C'

beirid, taibrid

C'a6'

3rd

beired, taibred

Ca6

berat, taibret

Cad

1st

n/a

gaibem, acram

Caµ

znd

gaib, acair

C'

gaibid, acraid

C'a6'

3rd

gaibed, acrad

Ca6

gaibet, acrat

Cad

1st

n/a

crenam, freipnem

vaµ

2nd

cren, freipen

V

crenaid,freipnid

va<>'

3rd

crenad, freipned

va6

crenat, freipnet

vad

1st

n/a

n/a

Illustration 37.3a: The active imperative endings
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ending

plural

ending

class

person

singular

Hl

2nd

n/a

n/a

3rd

n/a

n/a

n/a

denam, cosnam

*Ciaµ, Caµ

H2

2nd

bf

I

bfid, biid, bith

Ciao', c101, Cc)b'

3rd

bfid, biid, bfth

iao

bfat, biat

C'iad, Cad

n/a

n/a

H3

2nd

suf, comae

V

aithnid, comaid

3rd

at-noad, comad

Vao, cc)O

n/a

Illustration 37.3b: The active imperative endings

Note:
1. The 2nd sg. imperative continues forms ending in the plain stem vowel of the respective verbal
class, e.g., Sl beir < *bere < PIE *bhere, W2b guir < *g¥orl < PIE *g¥horeje, etc. In the 2nd pl. the PIE
ending *-te was added to the stem, which eventually resulted in Old Irish -(a)id. The 3 rd person
endings continue PIE forms in *-tu and *-ntu, which were somehow reformed to *-to and *-nto in
the prehistory of Irish.
2. A number of verbs have a rather irregular 2nd sg. imperative, which actually continues a sub
junctive formation. The other imperative persons of these verbs are formed regularly:
class

verb

imperative

meaning

S1

at-reig

at-re

'rise!'

con-eirig

comeir

'arise!'

fo-reith

*fair

'help!'

aingid

ain

'protect!'

do-ice, do-tet

tair

'come!'

teit

eirg

'go!'

S2

ad-guid

aicc

'invoke!'

H2

do-gni

dene

'make!'

con·gnf

cungne

'help!'

do-ecci

decce

'look!'

do-goa

tog

'choose!'

H3

Illustration 37.4: Irregular imperatives
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The substantive verb at-ta does not form its imperative from the stem ta-. Instead the stem br- of
the habitual forms is used for the imperative:
person

imperative

1stsg.

n/a

sg.
3rd s .
g

bf

b'I

bfid, biid, bf th

b'iao'b'I0'

1st pl.

n/a

pl.
3rd l.
p

bfid, biid, bfth

b'iao'b'I0'

bfat, biat

b'iad

2nd

2nd

transcr.

Illustration 37.5: The imperative of the substantive verb

The imperative of the copula 'be!' is:
person

absolute

after particles

1st sg.

n/a

n/a

2nd

sg.

baL

-baL , -paL

3rd

sg.

bedL , badL

-badL

1st pl.

baanL, banL

n/a

bedL , badL

-badL

batL

-batL

pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

Illustration 37.6: The imperative of the copula

An example for the use of the imperative of the copula is maxim §2.7 of Brfathra Flainn Fina
maic Ossu 'The Sayings of Flann Fina mac Ossu': 1 Ba umal corba uasal 'Be humble so that you
may be exalted.'

1

Flann Fina mac Ossu was the Irish name for king Aldfrith of Northumbria (ca. 685-705), to whom a number of Old

Irish texts are ascribed.
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37.4. The deponent and passive imperative forms
The following table gives you the deponent imperative forms. Note that the 1 st pl. sometimes
shows active endings. Note also that although S3 verbs generally have a non-palatalized stem,
the one frequent verb ro·cluinethar exceptionally has a palatalized stem final consonant:
class person

Wl

W2

52

53

singular

plural

ending

ending

1st

n/a

2nd

labraithe, Jabraide

C(a)G'e, C(a)o'e

labraid

Cao'

3rd

labrad

Cao

labratar

Cadap

1st

agur, *suidigiur

Cup

suidigem, *suidigmer

Caµ,Cm'ap

2 nd

suidigthe

C'G'e

suidigid

Cao'

3rd

suidiged

Cao

*suidigetar

Cadap

1st

n/a

2n d

mitte

C'0'e

midid

3rd

mided

C'ac>

n/a

1st

n/a

2nd

cluinte

3rd

cluined

n/a

n/a
C'ao'

cluinem,finnamar

Caµ,Camap

nte

cluinid

Cao'

vao

cluinetar

Cldap

Illustration 37.7: The deponent imperative endings

The passive imperative forms look like the corresponding relative forms, yet the two are easily
distinguishable: imperatives basically stand at the beginning of sentences, whereas relative
forms always have to appear in the interior of sentences after relativized nouns or pronouns:
class

person

Old Irish

ending

Wl

3rd

sg.

carthar

Ceap

3rd

pl.

cartar

Cdap

W2

3rd

sg.
pl.

leicther

C0'ap

3rd

leicter

Cd'ap

Sl

3r d

s g.

berar

Cap

3rd

pl.

bertar

Cdap

52

3rd

sg.

gaibther

C0'c)p

gaibter

Cd'ap

3rd

pl.

Illustration 37.8a: The passive imperative endings
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class

S3
Hl

H2
H3

person

Old Irish

ending

3rd

s g.

crenar

vap

3rd

pl.

crentar

ndap

3rd

s g.

n/a

3rd

pl.

n/a

3rd

sg.

dentar

3rd

pl.

n/a

3rd

s g.

n/a

3rd

pl.

n/a

0ap

Illustration 37.8b: The passive imperative endings

37.5. Exercise
Try to form the imperative forms of all possible persons, positive and negative, of some of the
following verbs:
as·ren, ·eiren /as-r'ev -ep'av/ (S3) 'to pay, to expend' (no syncope
glanaid /glava8'/ (Wl) 'to clean'
ceilid /k'e1/a8'/ (Sl) 'to hide'
ro-finnadar, ,finnadar /ro·f'ina8ap, .f'ina8ap/ (S3) 'to find out'
fris·gair, -frecair /f'r'is-gap' .f'r'egap'/ (S2) 'to answer'
midithir /m'i8'a0'ap'/ (S2) 'to judge'
foilsigidir /fol's'ay'a8'ap'/ (W2) 'to reveal, to publish'

, Illustration 37.9:
"'naba thoirsech! (Wb. 29dl9)
'don't be grieved!'
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38.1. Infixed pronouns in imperatives
When pronouns have to be infixed into imperatives, e.g., in expressions like push it!, call me!
etc., the 'normal' strategy is used: the pronoun is infixed after the first preverb in deuterotonic
compound verbs, or after the empty particle no· in the case of simple verbs. This means, how
ever, that no longer a formal distinction can be made between present indicative and imperative
forms, except for the 2nd and 3rd persons singular with their special endings.
For example, simple verb forms like nom-charaid! 'love (pl.) me!,' nom·charat! 'let them love me!'
and nom-charthar! 'let me be loved!' look exactly like the corresponding present indicative forms
'you love me,' 'they love me,' 'I am being loved.' The same is true for compound verbs like
atom-agaid! 'fear (pl.) me!,' atom·agatar! 'let them fear me!,' atom-aigther! 'let me be feared!,'
which could just as well mean 'you fear me,' 'they fear me,' 'I am being feared.' It has to be in
ferred from the context whether the imperative or present indicative is meant.
Note also that a 2nd sg. imperative with infixed pronoun looks like a 3rd sg. present indicative:
da-beir! 'bring it! give it!' could also be read '(s)he brings it, gives it.' Again, special attention has
to be given to the context. On the other hand, a form like 3rd sg. imperative ata-gaired! 'let him/
her call them' is unambiguous because of the ending.
Negated imperatives with infixed pronouns, however, are always unambiguous, because a
special negative particle and a special class of infixed pronouns is used for the imperative (see
38.3).

38.2. Infixed pronouns class C
Class C infixed pronouns look very much like class B pronouns, with the difference that they
always start with a d, and that the masculine and neuter 3rd singular have a number of variant
forms depending on the particle they are attached to. The initial d is basically lenited /8/, but
after relative n (which we will learn in a later lesson) and after the nasalization of certain par
ticles it is delenited to /d/.
The use of infixed pronouns classes A and B depends on phonological factors. That means that
whether class A or B is used depends on the form of the preverb to which the pronoun is
attached: class A comes after preverbs that originally ended in a vowel (see 25.1), class B after
preverbs that originally ended in a consonant (see 28.3).
In contrast to this the use of class C infixed pronouns is syntactically conditioned: they have to
be used after relative prepositions (we will learn about them in a later lesson), after certain con
junctions (diaN 'if, when,' araN 'in order that,' coN 'so that') and after the interrogative particle inN;
finally, they replace pronouns of the other two classes when the verb stands in relative position.
But note that class A 1st and 2nd person infixed pronouns can always be used instead of class C
pronouns in relative position.
An example for the use after the interrogative particle is: indam·charai? 'dost thou love me?'·
186
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Examples for the use of class C pronouns in leniting relative position are: nodam-chrocha 'which
crucifies me' (Ml. 32d28), adid-n-opair 'who offers himself' (Ml. 66b4), fod-daili 'who distributes
it' (Wb. 12a8), doda-aidlea 'who visits her' (Wb. 9d5), nodon-nerta-ni 'who strengthens us' (Wb.
6dll).
person

pronoun

translation
class C

1st sg.

me

-domL, -dum L , -dam(m) L

/8dmL/

2nd

sg.

thee

-dat L, -dif L

/8ddL/

sg. m.

him

-idN, -didN, -dN, rarely -daN

/i8(') N 8i8(') N 8N (8aN)/

3rd sg. f.
3rd sg. n.

her

-daH

/8aH/

it

-idL , -didL, -dL

/i8(') L 8i8(') L 8L/

1st pl.

us

-don, -dun, din, -dan(n)

/8dn/

2nd pl.
3rd l.
p

you

-dob, -dub, -dib, -dab

/8d�/

them

-daH

/8aH/

3rd

Illustration 38.1: The infixed pronouns class C

Note:
The usage of the 3rd singular masculine and neuter forms is as follows:
1. -dis used after preverbs that end in vowels: fod-, nod·, rod-, etc.
2. -did is used after relative iN. 'in(to) which' and after the conjunction coN· 'so that': indid·,
condid- (later conid·).
3. -id is used after preverbs ending in a consonant: conid·, forid·, adid·, frissid·, etc.
38.3. Infixed pronouns after negative na, nad
If pronouns are infixed after the negative particles na (imperative) and nad (interrogative and
relative), a special stem nach- is used with endings similar to class C pronouns:
pronoun

person

translation

1st sg.

not me

nacham·L , nachim-L

/naxdmL /

sg.

not thee

nachat. L, nachit . L

/naxddL/

sg. m.

not him

nach.N

/naxN/

2nd
3rd

3rd

sg. f.

not her

nacha-H

/naxaH/

3r d

sg. n.

not it

nach-L, nachid-L (nadid- L )

/naxL naxd8(')L na8d8(')Lj

1st pl.
2nd pl.

not us

nachan·

/naxdn/

notyou

nachab-, nachib·

/naxd�/

pl.

not them

nacha·H

/naxaH/

3rd

Illustration 38.2: The infixed pronouns after na, nad
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Examples for the use in relative position are: nachid-chualatar '(they) who have not heard it'
(Wb. 25d14), huare nachan-soirai-ni 'because thou dost not deliver us' (Ml. 93d10).
An example for the interrogative use is: innachan-caraid 'don't you love us?'
Examples for the imperative use are: nacham-dermainte! 'forget me not!' (Ml. 32d5),
nachib-eirpid-si! 'entrust not yourselves!' (Wb. 22d6).
You'll find a survey of all infixed pronouns in Appendix F.4.

38.4. Exercise
Try to infix all possible pronouns into the 2nd singular imperative,
positive and negative, of the verbs in the exercise in 37.5.
Illustration 38.3: Atom-agaid! Am olc-sa! 'Fear me! I am evil!'

38.5. The deictic particle i
Any form of the article can be combined with the so-called deictic particle i /if (also spelled fo),
which is always stressed. The article can thus function as a substantive. As a rule, a determiner
has to follow after the deictic particle. The determiner can be:
1. The demonstrative particles -sin, -siu, e.g., masc. nom. sg. int i-sin 'that one; der (Mann
dart),' masc. nom. pl. ind i-siu 'these ones; die (Manner da),' fem. gen. sg. inna hi-siu 'of this
one; dieser (Frau da),' neuter nom. acc. sg. a n-i-siu 'this one; das (Ding da),' gen. pl. inna
n-i-sin 'of those; dieser (Leute, Dinge dart),' etc., e.g., as-beir a n-i-siu 'he says this' (Wb.
12d21) or adib mogae ind i-sin 'you are slaves of that one' (Wb. 3b15).
2. A relative clause, e.g., donaib hi gnite 'to those who do,' forsna hi comalnatar toil De
'upon those, who fulfil God's will' (Wb. 20dl); cf. Germander-, die-, dasjenige, etc.).
3. A personal name, which is thus emphasized, e.g., int i Cu Chulainn 'he, the famous Cu
Chulainn,' forsin n-i Dauid 'on him, David ' (Ml. 52).
The deictic particle i may also stand after a noun, which then must also be followed by a deter
minator either of type 1 or 2, e.g., in gnim-i-sin 'that deed,' or in gnim-i do-rigenus 'that deed I
have done.'
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38.6. Indefinite pronouns
The substantival indefinite pronoun nech, nf in Old Irish has the meaning 'someone, something;
anyone, anything,' in negative sentences 'noone, nothing.' It bears the stress. The plural is sup
plied by alaili, araili 'some people; some things.'
case

masc.,fem.

neuter

nom. sg.
gen.

nech/n'ex/

nf /n'i/

prep.
acc.

neichL

/n'ex'L/
neuchL , neochL /n'evxL /
nechN /n'exN/

nf /n'i/

Illustration 38.4: The substantival indefinite pronoun

When used adjectivally, the indefinite pronoun has the meaning 'some, any' and is unstressed,
standing in proclitic position before the word it qualifies. The plural occurs only in negative
sentences.
case

masc., fem.

neuter

nom.sg.
gen.
prep.
acc.

nach /nax/

naH /naH/

nachN /naxN/

naH /na8/

nom. pl.

n/a

nachaH /naxa8/

gen.
prep.
acc.

nach /nax/, fem. nachaH /naxa8/
nachL /naxL/

n/a
nach, nacha /nax naxa/
nachaH /naxa8/

Illustration 38.5: The adjectival indefinite pronoun

Note:
1. Be careful not to confuse the stressed neuter indefinite pronoun nf with the negative particle
'not' and the negated copula nfH 'is not.'

nf·

2. The adjectival and the substantival forms of the indefinite pronoun are often combined, espe
cially in the neuter na nnf, na nf /na n'i/ 'anything whatsoever,' followed by a partitive deL, e.g.,
slogait na nnf de uisciu doda-icc 'they swallow all of the water which comes to them' (Ml. 123d3).
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38.7. The anaphoric pronoun suide
You have already learned that the article can be used substantivally together with the particles
-so, -se, -sin: e.g., in-so 'this (thing),' in-sin 'that (thing)' (see 8.9) and together with the deictic par
ticle f (see 38.5). There is one more word to be mentioned in this context. The form suide has an
anaphoric function. That means it points to something already mentioned before. For example, it
often appears in the phrase ol suide '(s)he (= that is the one mentioned just before) said.'
1. The stressed form suide /su8'e/ inflects like a io-, ia-stem, except for the nom. acc. sg.
neuter sodain, sodin /so8av'/. It occurs practically only after prepositions, e.g., do suidiu 'to
that,' itir suidiu 'between those,' amal sodain 'like that,' and together with the particle ol
'says, said.'
2. The unstressed form side /s'i8'e/, ade /a'&'e/, nom. acc. sg. neuter s6n /sov/ and 6n /ov/
is enclitic and emphasizes pronominal elements: is e-side as eola 'it is he (the afore
mentioned) who is knowledgeable' (Wb. 4bl), de-side 'from this' (de = 3rd sg. neuter of diL),
a bancheile-side 'his (the aforementioned's) wife,' as-heir-side 'he says.' You have already
met the neuter enclitic form 6n in the abbreviation .i., which expands as ed 6n /e'& ov/ 'that
means; lit.: it the aforementioned.'

38.8. Interrogative pronouns
There are two forms of the interrogative pronoun, an unstressed form (indifferent to gender and
number) ceH, ciH, ciaH /k'e k'i k'ia/, and a stressed form cfaH /k'ia/ 'who is it?,' neuter cid, ced
/k'i8 k'e8/ 'what is it?,' plural citne /k'idv'e/ (sometimes cisne /k'isv'e/) 'who, what are they?' The
copula is never used after these interrogatives, because they already contain the copulaic mean
ing in themselves.
1. The unstressed form functions as a conjunct particle before verbs, taking the place both
of subject and object of the verb, e.g., cia-beir 'who carries?,' cia-accai 'whom dost thou
see?,' ce-ricc 'to what does it come?'
2. The stressed form of the interrogative pronoun is not incorporated into the verbal com
plex but is instead followed by a relative construction, e.g., cfa nodom-chara 'who (is it
who) loves me?,' cid as maith n6 as ale do denum 'what (is it that) is good or is bad to do?'
Both forms, stressed and unstressed, can refer to a following substantive in the nominative case;
the unstressed form, however, chiefly appears in a few stereotyped phrases. Stressed cfaH is in
this case used as a masculine interrogative pronoun, the feminine being supplied by cesfL, cessiL
cisfL /k'es'I k'is'I/, the neuter by cidL, cedL, e.g., cfa tussu 'who art thou?,' cid chenel 'what is the
gender?' (Sg. 197b3), cisf chonar do-llod-su 'what is the way along which thou earnest?' (LL
24529). Examples for the unstressed variant are ce meit 'what is the amount? how much?,' ce
chruth 'what is the manner? how?,' ce he 'who is he?' etc. This latter construction, ce or cfa
followed by a substantive, is often used to furnish interrogative pronouns of manner, place, time,
etc., e.g., cfa airm, c'airm 'what is the place? = where?,' followed by a relative clause.
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Other interrogative pronouns are
1. cote, caite /kod'e kad'e/, pl. coteet, coteat, cateet, cateat /kod'e�d kad'e�d/ 'what is? what
are?'
2. Genitival coich /kox'/ 'whose is?,' e.g., is inderb coich in mug 'it is uncertain whose is the
slave' (Sg. 209b30).
3. can /kav/ 'from where is? whence is?'
4. cis lir /k'is l'ip'/ 'how many are there?,' e.g., cis lir grada filed? 'how many grades of
poets are there?' (UR §1), or cis lir ata ch6rai do rig do giull? 'How many (things) are there,
which are appropriate for a king as a pledge?' (CG 505 £.).
5. The interrogative pronoun ccft· /ko-/ 'how' is a conjunct particle, e.g., co-accai in sluag
'how dost thou see the host?' (LU 4530).

'

l

-o

/

1..-:c::._----r�.�

Illustration 38.6:
cissi chonar luide-sem?

'which way did he go?'
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39.1. Varia
1. The sentence particle tra /tra/ has a modifying force 'then, therefore, so, however, etc.' and is
often used to give the sentence a slightly different coloring, very much like German 'also.' Sim
ilar Old Irish words are dano /davo/, didiu /d'i8'u/, immorro /im6ro/.
2. The adverb tall, thall expresses distance of place and time. tall 'yonder, over there' is the third
degree of remoteness beside -so, -sa, -se 'this (here),' -sin 'that (there),' e.g., isint salm tall 'in that
psalm,' 6 chein thall 'from (that time) long ago.'
3. We will encounter two new conjunctions in this lesson: ma� means 'if' and is followed by the
independent form of the verb, the first consonant of which it lenites. However, as maL introduces
a dependent clause; infixed pronouns inserted into the verb following it have to be of class C.
4. The conjunction coN 'so that' is followed by the dependent form of the verb which it nasalizes,
e.g., co-mbeir 'so that he carries,' co-tabair /ko-da�ap'/ 'so that he gives.' Together with the copula
it forms an accentual unit: conid 'so that it is;' together with the habitual form of the copula we
get combi 'so that it usually is.' Take special notice of conid, because it is an extremely frequent
form in Irish texts. I will return in much more detail to the conjunctions in later lessons.
39.2. Exercise
Old Irish
1. ** Dom-eim-se! (Ml. 72dll) ** Na-denae ainmnit! (Ml. 55al) 2. ** 'Congnae lem, a Chu Chu
lainn! [... ] Beir sist lim!' (TBC 494 f.) 3. ** Indaig brot forsin n-echraid tra! (TBC 663) 4. ** 'Eirg-siu
tra, a Chonaill, don dun 7 nom-leic-se oc forairi sund co-lleic!' (TBC 672 f.) 5. ** Nachit-tr6ethad
do mescae! (IB 30) 6. ** Nachib-mided, .i. nachib-berar i smachtu rechta fetarlaicce! (Wb. 27a24)
7. ** 'Tiagam diar tig!' ol Conchobar. (TBC 520) 8. ** H6re ammi maicc lai 7 soilse, na-seichem
inna hi-siu! (Wb. 25c6) 9. ** Bed athramlai .i. gaibid comarbus for n-athar 7 intamlaid a bessu!
(Wb. 9a14) 10. ** Na-aimdetar! (Ml. 56a23) 11. ** Leicther [sc. int archu] dia slabradaib, daig ar
n-indile 7 ar cethrae, 7 duntar in less! (TBC 573 f.) 12. ** Tri seithir oited: tol, ailde, feile. (Triad
206) 13. ** Fo chen duit, a maccain, fo deig cridi do mathar! (TBC 592) 14. ** Fossad air-sin imrad
Bran, ni cian co tfr inna mban. (IB 60) 15. ** 'Ced sliab in-so thall?' ol Cu Chulainn, [... ] 'Cia earn
ngel in-so thall i n-uachtur int sleibe? [... ] Ced mag a n-i thall? [... ] Cissi slabrae, in discir-se
thall?' (TBC 691 ff.) 16. ** Ni tu nod-n-ail acht is e not-ail. (Wb. 5b28) 17. ** Is m6r in deithiden file
dom-sa diib-si. (Wb. 26d19) 18. ** Ma nodub-fil i n-ellug coirp Christ, adib eland Abrache
[= Latin genitive!] amal sodin, 7 it sib ata chomarbai Abracham. ( Wb. 19c20) 19. ** Is bes tra do
som a n-i-siu, cosc inna mban i tossug 7 a tabairt fo chumachtae a fer [... ] combi farum coiscitir
ind fir 7 do-airbertar fo reir De. ( Wb. 22c10) 20. * 'Is e a bes,' ol fsu, 'nach indeuin benar for-cain in
each noda-ben; ocus ni si for-chanar.' (Gasp. 26)
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Transcription
1. dom-eµ'-s'e! na-d'eve an'm'n'ad'! 2. 'kol)gne l'em, a xu. xuAan'! b'ep' s'is't' l'im!' 3. inday' brod fors'an
n'expa8' tra! 4. 'er'g'-s'u tra, a xoval', don duv ogus nom-A'eg'-s'e og fopap'i sund ko-l'eg'!' 5. naxad-trojSa8
do µ'eske! 6. naxa�·m'i8'a8, e8 ov naxab-b'epap i smaxtu r'exta f'edapAak'e! 7. 't'iayaµ d'i�p d'iy'!' oA
kovxa�ap. 8. hop'e ami mak' Aai ogus soA's'e, na-s'ex'aµ ina h'f-s'u! 9. b'e8 aSpaµAi, e8 ov gaWa8' koµarbus
�op vaSap ogus intaµAa8' a Wesu! 10. na-am'8'adap! 11. l'eg'S'ap d'ia hAa�pa8aW, day' ap v'in'd'aA'e ogus ap
g'eSpe, ogus duntap in l'es! 12. t'r'i s'eS'ap' oid'a8: toA, al'd'e, f'eA'e. 13. fo x'ev dut', a µakav', fo 8'ey' k'r'i8'i
do µa.Sap! 14. fosa8 ap'-s'iv' im'·ra�8 brav, n'i k'iav ko t'ip ina mbav. 15. 'k'e8 h'A'ia� in-so Sal?' OA ku xuAan'.
'k'ia karn l)'g'eA in-so Sal i vuaxtup int h'A'eWe? k'e8 µay a v'f Sal? k'is'f hAa�pe, in d'is'k'ap'-s'e Sal?' 16. n'i tu
no8-vaA' axt is' e nod·aA'. 17. is mop in deS'a8'av f'iA'e doµ-sa d'i�W-s'i. 18. ma vo8u�·f'iA' i v'elug kor'p'
x'p'is't', a8'aW kland Abrache aµaA ho8'av', ogus id' s'iW ada xoµarbi Abracham. 19. is b'es tra do-soµ a v'f
s'u, kosk ina mbav i dosuy ogus a da�ar't' fo xuµaxte a Wep komb'i iapuµ kos'k'ad'ap' ind ip' ogus
do-ap'Wapdap fo p'ep' 8'e. 20. 'is e a �'es,' oA isu, 'nax in'd'eyv' b'evap fop-kav' in gax no8a-b'ev; ogus n'i s'i
fop-xavap.'

English
1. Protect (pl.) us! Be (pl.) patient (0Ir.: make patience!)! 2. Help (pl.) us! Carry (pl.) a while with
us! 3. Do not (pl.) apply the goad on the horses! 4. Don't go, oh Conall, to the fort, and don't
leave us here at the guard! 5. Don't let your (pl.) drunkenness overcome you! 6. Don't let them
judge thee, that means don't let thyself be brought under the sway of the Old Law! 7. 'Let's not
go to my house!' said Conchobar. 8. Let us follow these (things)! 9. Let us be fatherlike, that
means let us take the heritage of our fathers and let us imitate their customs. 10. Do not (sg.)
attempt (it)! 11. Let them be released from their chains, for the sake of my wealth and my cattle,
but don't let the court be closed. 12. One sister, two sisters, three sisters. 13. Welcome to you,
little boys, for the sake of the hearts of your mothers! 14. Steadily therefore let the men row, it is
not long to the lands of the women. 15. 'What are the mountains over there?' said Cu Chulainn,
'What are the bright mounds over there on top of the mountains? What are the plains there?
What are the herds, the wild ones there?' 16. It is not you who nourish them, but it is they who
nourish you. 17. The concern is not great which we have for thee. 18. If thou art in communion
with the body of Christ, thou art a son/a daughter of Abraham like that, and it is thou who is an
heir of Abraham. 19. This then is a custom for them, reproval of a woman in the beginning and
then giving her under the power of her man ... so that it is afterwards that the man is repri
manded and is bent under the will of God. 20. 'This is its custom,' said Jesus, 'the anvils which
are being struck do not teach everyone, who strikes them; and it is they who are being taught.'
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39.3. Test
Try to recognize the verbal forms (give as much information about the words as possible-class,
person, number, mood, relative or not, infixed pronoun):
eipred:

comalnaithe:

airim:

crochaid:

na-crochaid:

biur:

immraidet:

nach-ngairem:

eiperr:

foilsigid:

rom-chluinter:

s6ertar:

crochthar:

na-crochthar:

finntae:

airmem:

cotob-ceilid:

na,dene:

da·gniad:

nachchluined:

eirg:

dos,mbeir:

na·comalnatar:

tair:

dailes:

pridchimme:

rfmte:

teite:

do·thfagat:

gattae:

crentar:

ffrianaigemmar:

nad,fil:

for,chaun:

nad,fodmat:

semas:

nod,carat:

indat,chluinter:

adid-chi:

39.4. Test
Try to recognize the inflectional forms (give as much information about the words as possible gender, stem class, case, number):
inna traiged:

or

ind liadat:

Temraig:

or

aithir:

cethrachat:

or

tengthaib:

ciach:

or

ind uige:

sieir:

or

cathracha:

ca.era:

or

mfledaib:

slfab:

or

airecha:

det:

or

or

or

or

or

int senduid:

a rfga:

rfga:
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40.1. Nasal stems: neuter n-stems
The neuter n-declension, also called men-declension, mainly consists of verbal nouns of strong
verbs. The eponymous n appears only in the plural and the dual. It is unlenited and it is there
fore written nn or n. In most of the words them /m/ of the stem is palatalized throughout the
paradigm. An example is ceimm /k'em'/ 'step, the stepping,' stem ceimmenn- /k'em'an/, the ver
bal noun of cingid (Sl) 'to step':
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

n.a. sg.

m'N

ceimmN

*kemev

*kengslllIJ

gen.

m'eH

ceimmeH

*kanxsman «

*kemeh

*kanxsmes

*k]Jgsmens

*kanxsmenei, -meni

*k]Jgsmenei,-meni

prep. m'am'L, m'L ceimmimmL, ceimmL « *kemeve, -mev
*kemeva «

*kanxsmana

m'anN

ceimmennL
ceimmennN

*kemevav «

*kanxsmanom

prep.

m'anaW

ceimmennaib «

*kemeva�ih «

*kanxsmambis

n.a.du.

m'N

daNceimmN

?

?

n/a

?

?

dibN ceimmennaib

?

?

n.a.pl.

m'anL

gen.

gen.
prep.

m'anaW

Illustration 40.1: The neutral n-stem declension

In some words them of the stem becomes non-palatalized as soon as an extra syllable is added,
the most important example being the word for 'name' ainm /an'm'/, stem anmann- /anman/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

n.a.sg.

m'N

*anmev

*anman «

*h1ne(h3)lllIJ

gen.
prep.

meH

ainmN
anmaeH

*anmeh

*anmes

*h1JJ(h3 )mens

*anmenei, -meni

*h11J(h3)menei, -meni

mam'L,m'L anmaimmL, ainmL « *anmeve,-mev

n.a.pl.

manL

gen.

manN

anmann L
anmannN

prep.

manaW

anmannaib

n.a.du.

m'N

daN n-ainmN

?

?

n/a

?

?

dibN n-anmannaib

?

?

gen.
prep.

mana�'

*anmeva «

anmana (anuana)

*anmevav «

*anmanom

*anmeva�ih « anmambis (anmanbe)

Illustration 40.2: The declension of ainm 'name'
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Note:
1. In nearly all words in this class the nom. sg. ends in /m/, which is spelled m or mm. Excep
tions are imb /im'b'/, gen. imbe /im'b'e/ 'butter,' mfr /m'Ip'/, gen. mire /m'Ip'e/ 'bit, morsel' and
gein /g'ev'/, gen. geine /g'ev'e/ 'birth.'
2. A few words behave irregularly. Neuter arbor /arpup/ 'grain, corn' inflects like an n-stem in
the oblique cases: gen. arbae /arpe/, prep. arbaimm /arpdm'/ etc.; neim /n'eµ'/ 'poison' is an
n-stem in the singular, but an i-stem in the plural, e.g., nom.
pl. neimi /n'eµ'i/.
3. In the later language the ending -a was added to the nom.
and acc. pl., e.g., ceimmenna 'steps' or imbenna 'butters.'
4. The prehistory of the long ending -immL in the prep. sg. is
unclear.
Illustration 40.3: mfr curad 'the hero's portion'

40.2. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
any of the adjectives you learned so far.
beimm /b'em'/

(n, n) 'the striking, stroke, blow' (v.n. of S3 benaid)

imb /im'b'/ (n, n) 'butter'
leimm /l'em'/ (n, n) 'the leaping,

a jump' (v.n. of Sl lingid)

seinm /s'en'm'/, gen. senmae /s'enme/ (n, n) 'the sounding, the playing of an
instrument' (v.n. of Sl seinnid)
ingrimm /iv'y'p'dm'/, gen. ingrimme /iv'y'p'dm'e/ (n, n) 'persecution' (no syncope!,

v.n. of Sl in-greinn)
togairm /toydr'm'/, gen. togarmae /to-ydrme/

(n, n) 'the calling, the shouting' (no

syncope!, v.n. of S2 do-gair)

40.3. Comparison of adjectives
Comparison means the formation of different degrees of adjectives, which means the formation
of forms like big, bigger, biggest in English or gross, grosser, am grossten in German. German
and English have three different degrees of adjectives: the positive (the basic form of the adjec
tive, e.g., gross, big), the comparative (the grade used for comparing two or more nouns with
regard to a certain quality, e.g., grosser, bigger) and the superlative (which expresses the highest
degree possible in a quality, e.g., am grossten, biggest). The different degrees are expressed by
special suffixes attached to the basic form of the adjective: -er in the comparative both in English
and in German, -est in the superlative in English, -(e)sterin German.
As you may have guessed things are a bit different in Old Irish. In addition to the three degrees
mentioned above Old Irish has a fourth degree called equative.1 The equative is used when a
1 You will find the four degrees positive, equative, comparative and superlative in the standard handbooks. Actually,
more degrees can be added. I will talk about them in a later lesson.
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noun possesses a certain quality in the same degree as another one. In English or German such
an equation has to be expressed analytically, e.g., he is as tall as a tree or ihre Lippen sind so rot
wie Kirschen. In Old Irish these forms are expressed by a single word with a special ending, e.g.,
deirgithir 'as red as' and m6ir 'as tall as.'
A number of syntactical and morphological peculiarities have to be observed in all degrees of
comparison apart from the positive, that is in the equative, comparative and superlative:
1. Equative, comparative and superlative are uninflected. Only a single form exists for each
of them, which does not change according to gender and number.
2. All three forms of comparison can only be used predicatively. That means they only ap
pear as predicates in copulaic sentences of the type Xis as big as/bigger than/the biggest.
It is not possible to use them attributively, like in English the greatest love of all or in
German mit langeren Wartezeiten ist zu rechnen. Instead these sentences would have to be
reformulated as mit Wartezeiten, die ]anger sind, ist zu rechnen, and the love, which is
greatest of all. In Old Irish the forms of comparison have to follow the word they qualify in
a relative clause.
3. Neither of the three can be substantivized. If you do want to use them as substantives,
they have to follow the deictic particle fin a relative clause, e.g., ind fas aildem 'she who is
most beautiful= the most beautiful, die Schonste' or inna hfata nessa 'they who are nearer
= the nearer(things), die Naheren.'
In the lessons so far you have only encountered the positive degree of Old Irish adjectives. In the
following lessons the other degrees of comparison will be discussed one after the other, starting
with the equative in the following section.

40.4. Comparison: the equative
The equative suffix, which is attached to the positive stem of the adjective, is -ithir j'a0'ap'/
(usually after monosyllabic adjectives) and -idir /'a8'ap'/(usually after polysyllables). This suffix
causes raising where possible, but it never undergoes syncope, e.g.:
gel/g'e"Aj

'bright' 7 gilithir /g'iA'a0'ap'/ 'as bright as'
tromm /tram/ 'heavy' 7 truimmithir /trum'a0'ap'/ 'as heavy as'
Other examples:
'swift' 7 deinithir /d'ev'a0'ap'/ 'as swift as'(the change from fa to ei is not rais
ing, but the regular development of fa before a palatalized consonant!)
tiug /t'ivy/ 'thick' 7 tigithir /t'iy'a0'ap'/ 'as thick as'
cas /kas/ 'curly' 7 caissithir /kas'a0'ap'/ 'as curly as'
dfan /d'iav/

Syncope, of course, takes place in adjectives of more than one syllable when the suffix -ithir is
added:
solus /soAus/

'clear' 7 soilsidir /soA's'a8'ap'/ 'as clear as'
'certain' 7 deimnithir /d'eµ'v'a0'ap'/ 'as certain as'

deimin /d'eµ'av'/

Note also cases where syncope causes non-palatalization of the adjective's stem final consonant:
amrae /aµpe/

'wonderful' 7 amraidir /aµpa8'ap'/ 'as wonderful as'(< *amar-ithir)
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or where syncope has already taken place somewhere else in the word:
/epAdµ/ 'ready' � erlamaidir / epAc}µc}b'c}p'/ 'as ready as' (< *are-lam-ithir, syncope
has taken place between rand 1!).

erlam

There are a few irregular formations of the equative:
positive

equative

il /iA/ 'many'

lir /l'ip'/

lethan /l'e0c}v/

'broad'
/
mar, m6r map mop/ ' great, much, big'
remor /r'eµdp/ 'thick'
sir /s'Ip/ 'long'
tren /t'r'ev/ 'strong'

Jeithir, lethithir /l'e0'c}p'

l'e0'c}0'c}p'/

m6ir /mop'/
reimithir, reimir /r'eµ'c}0'c}p' r'eµ'c}p'/
sithir, sithithir /s'i0'c}p'

s'i0'c}0'c}p'/
treisithir /t'r'es'c}0'c}p'/

Illustration 40.4: Irregular equative forms

Note:
1. The person or thing to which the subject is compared immediately follows the equative in the
accusative case, e.g., [is) leithir damseichi ind 6ensuil 'the single eye is as broad as an ox-hide
(damseiche)' (after TBDD 44.4), is m6ir sleibe firinne De 'God's truth is as great as the mountains'
(Ml. 55d11), or it is expressed by a conjunctionless clause, e.g., soilsidir bid i llugburt 'as bright
(as if) it were in a garden' (Thes. II 294.16).
2. In the later language the compared person or thing may be expressed by a prepositional
phrase with friH (later: riH, reH), e.g., duibidir ri bran a brae, geirithir a gae ri ailt, gilidir a chness
ri ael ... airdithir a sciath ri seal, sithithir a lam ri Jae 'his brow is as black as a raven (bran), his
spear is as sharp as a blade (ailt), his skin is as bright as lime (ael)... his shield is as high as a
phantom (seal), his hand is as long as a foot (Jae)' (LL 6390-6395).
3. Another method of equating things and persons is to prefix com- to the positive form of an
adjective and by introducing the compared element with friH, e.g., is comdub fri ec a drech 'his
face is as black as death' ( Corm. 36), bid comard a sliab fri fan 'the mountain will be as high as
the valley' (Blathm. 949).
You'll find a table with irregular comparison in Appendix F.5.

Illustration: 40.5: dian, deiniu, deinem, deinithir
'fast, faster, fastest, as fast as'
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41.1. The preterite
So far we were dealing with the different stem formations of the present tense of the Old Irish
verb. The imperative (see 37.3) is formed from the present stem. But some moods and tenses are
formed from separate stems in Old Irish. First we will look at that of the preterite. The simple
preterite (as opposed to the 'augmented preterite' or 'perfect,' which we will learn in a later
lesson) denotes a single, unrepeated action that was completed in the past and has no immediate
relevance to the present. Thus it is roughly equivalent to the English past tense; in German it is
most appropriately rendered by the Prateritum, for example:
Im-luid Bran laa n-and a 6enur .. . , co-cuala a ceol fama chul ... Con-tuil asendath frissa ceol
ara bindi. A ndo-fusig asa chotlud, co-n-acca in crofb n-argait... ina farrud. (IB 2)
'One day Bran was walking1 there by his own ..., he heard music in his back... Instantly he
fell asleep at the music because of its sweetness. When he woke from his sleep, he saw a
silver branch beside him.'
'Eines Tages wanderte Bran allein dort ..., er horte Musik hinter sich ... Sofort fie] er bei der
Musik in Schlaf aufgrund ihrer Stisse. Als er aus dem Schlaf erwachte, sah er einen sil
bernen Zweig neben sich.'
The distinction between the different present stem classes is only marginally relevant to the
formation of the various types of Old Irish preterite stems. Other factors like the opposition
between weak and strong verbs or the root structure of the strong verbs are more important:
whereas all weak verbs and most hiatus verbs in some way or the other form a so-called
s-preterite, in the case of the strong verbs the preterite stem formation depends largely on the
shape of the root.
These are the different preterite formations. We will learn all of them in the next two lessons:
s-preterite:
simple s-preterite
reduplicated s-preterite
t-preterite
suffixless preterite:
reduplicated preterite
i-, 6-preterite
a-preterite
irregular and suppletive formations

e-,

1

The Old Irish preterite cannot be rendered by an English past tense in this case.
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41.2. The s-preterite
The simple, umeduplicated s-preterite is formed by all weak verbs, by H3 verbs (except for .fof
'to sleep' and do-goa 'to choose') and by the Sl verb ibid 'to drink' and the S2 verb gaibid 'to
take.' The s-preterite is characterized by ansthat is added to the stem vowel in all persons ex
cept for the 3rd sg. conjunct. The vowel before thesis syncopated appropriately where an extra
syllable is added. In gabais/ga�as'/, the preterite of gaibid 'to take,' the stem final consonant/�/
is non-palatalized throughout; in ibis /iWas'/, the preterite of ibid 'to drink,' it is palatalized
throughout/W/.
The ending set of the s-preterite is reminiscent of that of Sl verbs. In the passive no s appears,
instead a dental suffix in various forms is added to the root.
41.2.1. The s-preterite of Wl verbs
In Wl verbs the consonant before the s is non-palatalized throughout. In the 3 rd sg. conjunct the
bare root appears, e.g., -car.
absolute

person

conjunct

1st sg.

carsu

Csu

(nf)-carus

Cus

2nd sg.

carsai

Csi

(nf)-carais

Cas'

3rd sg.

carais

Cas'

(nf)-car

C

rel.

caras

Cas

pass.

carthae

cee

(nf)-carad

Cao

pass. rel.

carthae

C0e

carsaimmi

Csam'i

(nf)-carsam

Csaµ

carsaimme

Csam'e
(nf)-carsaid

Csao'

(ni)-carsat

Csad

(nf)-cartha

Cea

1st pl.
rel.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

n/a
carsait

Csad'

rel.

carsaite

Csad'e

pass.

carthai

Cai

pass. rel.

carthai

Cai

Illustration 41.1: The conjugation of Wl s-preterites

41.2.2. The s-preterite of W2 verbs
In W2 verbs the consonant before thesis basically palatalized throughout the whole paradigm.
Verbs where the vowel of the root is a, o, or u form an exception, though. In the 3rd sg. conjunct
the oldest ending was i, e.g., -leici. Since this was indistinguishable from the 3rd sg. conjunct
present tense, which in the example above is also -leici, later the i was dropped and the bare root
remained, e.g., -Jeic.
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person

absolute

conjunct

leicsiu

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3t"d sg.

leicsi
leicis

rel.
pass.
pass. rel.

leices
leicthe
leicthe
leicsimmi

1st pl.
pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

(ni)-leiced

Cao

(ni)-leicsem

C's'aµ

(nf)-leicsid
(ni)-leicset

leicsite

C's'ad'
C's'ad'e

C's'a<>'
C's'ad

leicthi

C'0'i

(nf)-leicthea

C'0'a

leicthi

C'0'i

n/a
leicsit

rel.
pass.
pass. rel.

(ni)-leici, -leic

C'us
C'as'
C'i,C'

(ni)-leicis

C's'am'i
C's'am'e

leicsimme

rel.

(ni)-leicius

C's'u
C's'i
C'as'
C'as
C'0'e
C'0'e

Illustration 41.2: The conjugation of W2 s-preterites

41.2.3. Deponent s-preterite forms
Only a few absolute deponent s-preterite forms are attested:
1. 3rd sg.: cfchnaigistir (W2b) 'creaked,' eissistir (W2a) 'besought,' rathaigestair (W2b)
'perceived'
2. 1st pl. rel.: celsammar 'which we foreboded' (Wl)
3. 3rd pl.: tuilsitir (W2) 'they slept'
The absolute passive forms are a bit better attested, in fact their formation is not different from
that of the active inflection: 3rd sg. suidigthe (W2b) 'was placed,' 3rd pl. suidigthi 'were placed.'
The conjunct inflection, on the other hand, is well attested:
Wl
(ni)-labrasur

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd s .
g

(ni)-labraiser
(ni),labrastar

pass.
1st pl.
2nd l.
p
3rd l.
p

(ni),labrad

Casup
Cas'ap
Cdstap
Ca<>

(ni)-suidigsiur
(ni)-suidigser
(nf)·suidigestar
(ni),suidiged
(ni)-suidigsemmar

(ni)-labrasatar

Casamap
Cas'a<>
Cas.3dap

(ni)-labartha

Cea

(ni),suidigthea

(ni)-labrasammar
(ni)-labraisid

pass.

W2

(ni),suidigsid
(nf)-suidigsetar

Illustration 41.3: The conjugation of the Wl and W2 deponent s-preterite
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C's'up
C's'ap
C'astap
C'a5
C's'amap
C's'ao'
C's'adap
C'0'a
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41.3. Special formations of the s-preterite
1. In W2b verbs (except for deponent verbs in -(a)igithir) the
root vowel u of the present stem becomes o in the preterite and
the root final consonant becomes non-palatalized except for the
endingless 3rd sg. conjunct, e.g., 1st sg. con-talus 'I slept'
(con-tuil1), 3rd sg. deponent do-corastar '(s)he put' (do-cuirethar),
3rd sg. slocais '(s)he swallowed' (sluicid), but do-loig '(s)he
forgave' ( do-luig1).
Illustration 41.4:

2. All Hl and some H2 verbs form their preterite stem by 'redu
plicating' their anlauting consonant. That means that the root
'I made a mistake'
initial consonant is 'doubled,' with an e appearing between the
two consonants, e.g., bebais /b'e�as'/ '(s)he died' from baid
/ba�8'/ 'to die.' Unfortunately the reduplication can often be blurred by further sound changes.
For example, the reduplicated s-preterite:
do-genus-sa dermat

2.1. of gnfid /g'n'i�8'/ is genais, -genai /g'evas' ·g'evij< *ge-gnI-s- (the g was lost in front
of then, but caused the lengthening of thee = 'compensatory lengthening').
2.2. of do-gnf it is do-genai, -digni /do-g'evi -d'iy'v'i/; but the syncope is analogically
avoided in some forms, e.g., 3rd pl. -digensat /d'iy'evsad/.
2.3. of con-snf, -cosnai jkov-s'n'I -kosni/ 'to strive for' it is con-senai, -coissenai /kov-sevi
-kos'avi/< *se-snl-s-.
2.4. In the preterite of ad-cota, -eta /a8-koda -eda/ 'to get' (a compound of ta-) the redupli
cation is between t and d and the reduplicating e has become /a/, spelled a, in
unstressed position: 3rd sg. ad-cotadae, -etadae /a8-koda8e -eda8e/ '(s)he got,' 3rd pl.
ad-cotatsat, -etatsat /a8-kodatsad -edatsad/.
3. The 3rd sg. conjunct usually has a final vowel -(a)e in Hl verbs, e.g., -bebae /b'e�e/ from baid,
imm-rerae /im'·r'epe/ '(s)he rowed around' from imm-ra 'to row around,' and -(a)i in H2 verbs,
e.g., do-genai /do-g'evi/ '(s)he did' from do-gnf 'to do.' But in all other persons the s is visible,
e.g., 3rd pl. do-gensat /do-g'evsad/.

41.4. The t-preterite
The t-preterite is characterized by the suffix t, which is added to the root and which is followed
by the ending. The t basically stands for /t/, except in the preterite of the two roots *em- and
*sem-, where it stands for /d/. Conjunct forms are very well attested, but absolute forms are
rather rare. The t-preterite is formed by all strong verbs-irrespective of their present stem
class-whose roots end in r or 1, and also by a few strong verbs ending in g and by the two
strong roots Sl em- and S2 sem- (of these two roots no simple verbs exist, only compounds like
ar-fofm 'to accept'< *are-fo-em- or do-essim 'to pour out'< *to-ess-sem-; therefore I cite them as
abstract roots). Of course compounds of these verbs form t-preterites as well, e.g., as-bert 'he
said' from as-beir, compound of beirid. This is a list of all verbs that form a t-preterite:
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present

preterite stem

r

beirid 'to carry'
fo-geir 'to heat'
mamaid 'to betray'
semaid 'to strew'
dairid 'to bull'
gairid 'to call'

bertfo-gertmertsertdartgart-

1

at-baill 'to die'
ceilid 'to hide'
geilid 'to graze'
meilid 'to grind'
ailid 'to rear'

(*belt-) -baitceltgeltmeltalt-

m

*em- 'to take/protect'
*sem- 'to pour'

et- /ed/
(*set-) -set-, -sat- /-s(')ad-/2

g

aigid 'to drive'
aingid 'to protect'
dligid 'is due'
do-formaig 'to increase'
at-reg ( ess-reg-) 'to rise'

achtanachtdlechtdo-formacht-, tormachtrecht-, -racht-3
ort-

orgaid 'to slay'
saigid 'to seek'
ro-saig 'to reach'

siacht- /s'iaxt-/
ro-siacht, -roacht /roaxt/

Illustration 41.5: Verbs forming t-preterites

A few more verbs ending in nasals and gutturals analogically acquired a t-preterite in the
history of Old Irish; see GOI 422 for details.
The ending set of the t-preterite is reminiscent of the present of strong verbs in the singular, but
similar to the preterite of deponent verbs in the plural. Because outside of the s-preterite the
formation of the passive preterite is much more complicated, I will talk about the preterite
passive of strong verbs in a later lesson and do not give them in the following tables. The follow
ing example is the most frequent of all t-preterites, the preterite of beirid 'to carry':

2 Only unstressed forms are attested.
3 t-preterite only in compounds of the root reg-; the simple verb regid, rigid forms a reduplicated preterite.
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1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd s .
g
rel.
1st pl.
2nd l.
p
3rd l.
p
rel.

conjunct

absolute

person
n/a
n/a
birt
berte

{R}(u)Ct
{R}C't'
Ct

(ni)-bertammar
(ni) ·bertaid
(ni)-bertat, -bertatar

Ctamap
Cta6'
Ctad, Ctadap

{R}Ct
Cte

n/a
n/a

bertatar
bertar, bertatar

(ni)-biurt
(ni)-birt
(ni)-bert

Ctadap
Ctap, Ctadap

Illustration 41.6: The conjugation of the t-preterite

Note:

1. When the tis added to a root ending in g /y/, the g becomes ch Ix/, e.g., aigid 'to drive' 7
preterite stem acht-.

2. When added to a root ending in m /µ/, the two sounds merge to give a new sound /d/,
spelled t.

3. Sometimes the root can be very hard to identify in the actual attested verbal forms, especially
when it is pushed out of the stressed position by additional preverbs. For example, the verb Sl
do,fuissim 'to beget, to create, to bear' (a compound of the root *sem- with the preverbs *to-uss-)
has the t-preterite do-fosat /do-fosad/, or the prototonic form of the t-preterite of do-meil 'to
spend, to consume' is -tomalt /toµalt/, deuterotonic do-melt /do-m'elt/. Some of the preterite
forms below are never attested in stressed position, therefore I cite them with a hyphen before
them, e.g., -bait-.
41.5. The prehistory of the s- and t-preterites
Necessarily I can only offer you a very simplified survey of the prehistory of the various pret
erite formations of Old Irish. The Old Irish s-preterite continues Proto-Indo-European s-aorists:
the suffix s was added to the root and so-called athematic endings were immediately added.
This formation underwent heavy reshapings in the prehistory of Irish. The most important step
was the reinterpretation of the 3rd sg. form as a new basic stem form, unto which in all other per
sons the usual thematic endings (those of, e.g., the Sl class) were stuck. True weak, i.e., second
ary, verbal classes originally had no preterite. The s-preterite formation was taken over from
some historically strong verbs that became reinterpreted as weak verbs within Irish or Celtic,
like the verb Wl scaraid (preterite stem scaras-) in the table below. I will give you only a recon
struction of the Wl s-preterite. The prehistory of W2a and W2b s-preterites is very much similar,
with only the suffix *-1- < *-eje- and *-e- respectively before the s, instead of the *-a- in Wl
s-preterites. The absolute forms of the s- and t-preterites were probably created at the Insular
Celtic stage in analogy to the absolute/conjunct-opposition in the present tense by adding *-i at
the end of the forms.
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conj.

0Ir.

Prim. Ir.

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

PIE

1st sg.

-scarus

*skapasu

*skaratsu «

*skerasam «

*skerHsqi.

sg.
3rd s .
g

-scarais

*skapaseh

*skaratses «

*skeras «

*skerHss

-scar

*skapah

*skarats

*skerast «

*skerHst

1st pl.

-scartsam

*skapasoµah

*skaratsomos «

*skerasmo/me

*skerHsmo/me

2nd

-scartsaid

*skapase8eh

*skaratsetes «

*skeraste

*skerHste

-scarfsat

*skapasod

*skaratsont «

*skerasant

*skerHsIJt

2nd

pl.
3rd l.
p

Illustration 41.7: The prehistory of the s-preterite

The Old Irish t-preterite developed out of the same PIE s-aorist formation as the s-preterite, but
due to a different sound environment the s was lost at some stage in Celtic. Again the 3rd sg.
form was reinterpreted as the new basic stem form unto which the thematic endings were added
in all other persons. Furthermore the ending of the suffixless preterite was taken over in the
plural in Old Irish..
conj.

Oir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

PIE

1st sg.

-biurt

*birtu

*birtu «

*birsam

*bhersqi.

2nd sg.

-birt

*birteh

*birtes «

*birs

*bherss

sg.

-birt

*birt

*birt

*birst

*bherst

1st pl.

· bertammar «

*birtoµah

*birtomos «

*bersmo/me

*bhersmo/me

pl.
3rd l.
p

-bertaid «

*birte8eh

*birtetes «

*berste

*bherste

· bertatar «

*birtod

*birtont «

*bersant

*bhers]Jt

3rd

2nd

Illustration 41.8: The prehistory of the t-preterite

41.6. Exercise
Try to inflect the following verbs in the appropriate preterite formation:
anaid /awJ8'/

(Wl) 'to stay'

do·sluindi, -diltai /do-slun'd'i

-d'ilti/ (W2b) 'to deny'
soid, -soi /so�8' -soi/ (H3) 'to turn' (s-pret. soais, ·Soi /so�s' -soi/)
ad-ella, -aidlea /a8-ela -a8'l'a/ (Wl) 'to visit'
cruthaigidir /kru0ay'a8'ap'/ (W2b) 'to shape'
do-gnf, -denai /do·g'n'i -d'evi/ (H2) 'to do, to make'
fo-acaib, -facaib /fo-agaW -fagaW/ (S2) 'to leave' (no syncope in the middle
syllable in the plural forms; cp. 32.1.5)
imm-beir, -imbir /im'-b'ep' -im'b'ap'/ (S1) 'to play'
do-eim, ·dim /do-eµ' -d'iµ'/ (S1) 'to cover, to protect'
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42.1. An indecent poem
At-ta ben is' tfr
-ni·eiprimm a ainm
maidid eissi a deilm
amal chloich a tailm.

ad-ta b'ev is t'ip'
-n'i·eb'r'am' a han'm'
ma8'a8' es'i a d'el'm'
aµaA XAOX' a tal'm'

Note:
1. is' tfr stands for classical Old Irish isin tfr
2. ·eiprimm is a younger variant for what in classical Old Irish would be ·epur.
Source: Kuno MEYER, Bruchstiicke der alteren Lyrik Irlands, Berlin 1919, 34

42.2. Varia
1. The abbreviation 7rl stands for ocus araile /ogus apa.A'e/ 'and the other (things)' and is the
Irish equivalent of Latin etc.
2. In compound verbs that have the preverbs do·(< *to-), fo. and ro· as their first preverbs and in
which the stressed part of the verb in the deuterotonic form starts with a vowel, very frequently
the o of the preverb is elided, that means dropped, so that eventually the deuterotonic form of
the verb looks like the prototonic form. For example, independent, deuterotonic fo.acaib
/fo·agaW/ 'to leave' 7 fe·acaib 7 facaib /fagaW/, which looks exactly like prototonic, dependent
.facaib, or ro-icc, ·rice /ro·ig' ·r'ig'/ 'to reach' 7 rice, ·rice. Note that in the case of the preverb do·
(< *to-) the elided variant starts with a t-, e.g., do·aisfena /do·as'f'eva/ 'to show, to demonstrate'
7 taisfena /tas'f'evaj. Basically both forms can stand side by side in independent position,
although in some words the elided variants are preponderant.
3. I said in 3.2 that mutational effects (lenition and nasalization) usually do not extend across
phrases. This is no absolute rule, though, and in the example below fa.cab Patraicc a daltae n-and
'Patrick left his foster-son there' as a result of the nasalizing effect of the accusative daltae 'foster
ling' an n appears before and 'there,' although this is a different part of the sentence.
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42.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. * Cladair a fertae iarum. Saitir a lia. Scribthair a ainm n-ogaim. Agair a gubae. (TBC 1385 f.)
2. * It gilithir snechtae n-6enaidche in di d6it 7 it dergithir sian sleibe in da ngruad nglanailli.
(TBDD 19-21) 3. * It duibithir druimne ndoil in di malaig. (TBDD 22) 4. * It glaisithir bugae in di
suil. (TBDD 24) 5. * At-ta cosmailius aile leis-seom [ sc. St. Paul] in-so .i. cosmailius gotho fri tob,
ar at-taat ilsenmann do suidiu 7 is sain each n-ae .i. is sain seinm fri cath, sain fri suan 7rl. ( Wb.
12c46). 6. Is tri garmann gartae in cailech isin maitin. 7. ** Cisi in mathair con-bert a ngein-se?
(Gasp. 32) 8. * Delbais isu da enan deac, passir a n-anmann; dia Sabbait dos-geni de chri cen
madmann. (Gasp. 2) 9. * Gabais eulchaire in n-i Connlae immon mnai adid-ngladastar 7 do-cho
rastar ubull d6. (EC 7) 10. * Ni-tomult-sa far mbiad n6 far n-etach, acht is sisi doda-melt. (Wb.
18al0) 11. * Con-gab Patraicc far n-aidbairt i nDruimm Daro [...] Facab Patraicc a daltae n-and,
Benignus a ainm. (Thes. ii 238.14-15). 12. ** Is ed ainm inna inse-so Inis Subai. Fa-n-acabsat and
iarum. (IB 61) 13. * Con-gartat ind fir Judas cuccu; ar-foet argat uadib ar mrath in choimded.
(Blathm. 177-180) 14. * Ar-gabsat ind Iudaidi isu 7 na-sroigliset 7 at-n-ortat tara gruaide. (Blathm.
181-184) 15. ** Gabthae ti chorcrae immun rig. (Blathm. 205) 16. ** Latharsat d6 dig seto ar lainni
a mocheco; con-mescsat [ ...] domblas d6 ar finacet. (Blathm. 233-236) 17. ** Do-celt grian a sollsi
sain, [ ...] buiristir rian trethanbras. (Blathm. 241-244) 18. * Is isu in fer as-eracht i nisrael; is inna
anmaimm fris-accat uili cenel. (Blathm. 921-924) 19. * I Cetain chruaid scarsu-sa fri Mael
Ruanaid. Dia Dardain gabsu-sa ceill for ingnais maicc m'athar. (Bruchst. 116) 20. Con-garad
primfili ind rig cosa rrigthech do senmaimm inna cruitte. Indat-chongrad-su leis-seom?
Transcription
1. kla8.Jp' a erte iapuµ. sat'.Jp' a )..,'ia. s'k'r'i�8.Jp' a an'm' voy.Jm'. ay.Jp' a yu�e. 2. id g'D,!.J8'.Jp' s'n'exte
voiva8'x'e in d'i 8od' ogus id d'er'g'.J8'.Jp' s'iav s'l'eWe in da IJgrua8 I]glaval'i. 3. id duW.J8'.Jp' drum'v'e ndoiA'
in di µaA.Jy'. 4. id glas'.J8'.Jp' buye in d'i ha.A'. 5. at-ta kosµ.JA'us a)..,'e l'es'-s'oµ iv-so, e8 ov kosµ.JA'us go8o f'r'i
to�, ap ad-taad iAh'enm.Jn do hu8'u ogus is sav' kax vai, e8 ov is sav' s'en'm' f'r'i ka8, sav' f'r'i suav ogus
apa.A'e. 6. is t'r'i garm.Jn garte in kal'.JX is'.Jn µad'.Jv'. 7. k'is'i in µa.8.Jp' kov-Wert a IJ'g'ev'-s'e? 8. del�.Js' isu da
evav d'eag, pas.Jp' a vanm.Jn; d'ia sab.Jd' dos-g'evi d'e x'p'i k'ev µa8m.Jn. 9. ga�.Js' eµAX.Jp'e in n'i gonAe im.Jn
mnai a8'.J8·1]gla8.Jst.Jp ogus do-xop.Jst.Jp u�ul do. 10. n'Hoµult-sa �ap m'b'ia8 no �ap v'ed.JX, axt is s'is'i
do8a-m'elt. 11. kov-ga� Padp.Jg' iap va8'b.Jr't' i ndrum' 8apo. fag.J� Padp.Jg' a 8alte vand, Benignus a an'm'.
12. is e8 an'm' ina h'iv's'e-so iv'.Js' su�i. fa-vag.J�s.Jd and iapuµ. 13. kov-gart.Jd ind ip' Judas kuku; ap-foad
arg.Jd ua8.JW ap µpa8 in xoµ'8'.J8. 14. ap·ga�s.Jd ind iu8.J8'i isu ogus va-sroy'l'.Js'.Jd ogus a8·vort.Jd tapa
ypua8'e. 15. ga�ee t'i xorkpe im.Jn r'iy'. 16. la.8.Jps.Jd do d'iy' s'edo ap Aan'i a µoxego; kov-m'esks.Jd domblas
do ap ivak'.Jd. 17. do-k'elt g'r'iav a so)..,'s'i sav', bup'.Js'fap' r'iav t'r'e8.Jv�pas. 18. is isu in f'ep as-ep.Jxt i
v'israeA; is ina anm.Jm' f'r'is.ak.Jd u)..,'i k'ev'eA. 19. i g'edaiv' xpua8' skapsu-sa f'r'i maiA ruav.J8'. d'ia dardaiv'
ga�su-sa k'el' fop iI]gms' mak' ma8.Jp. 20. kov-gap.J8 p'r'iµ'iA'i ind p'iy kosa r'iy8'ex do h'enm.Jm' ina krut'e.
ind.Jd-xoIJgp.J8-su l'es'-s'oµ?
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English
1. Then their mounds are dug. Their (grave-)stones are set up. Their names are written in Ogam
(Olr.: their ogam-names are written). They are mourned (their mourning is done). 2. Her arm is
as white as snow and her cheek is as red as blood (fuil). 3. Her brow is as black as the night
(adaig). 4. Her eye is as blue as the sea (muir). 5. Are there many sounds to the trumpet? Is the
sound for war special? Is the sound for sleep special? 6. It is a single (6en-) cry that the cocks
made (OJr.: shouted) in the morning. 7. She is the mother who conceived this birth. 8. Jesus
formed a single bird, 'sparrow' its name. Did he make it (OJr.: him) on Saturday? 9. Did longing
seize the men for the women who spoke to them and who threw apples to them? 10. We
consumed thy food and thy clothes. It is not thou who consumed them. 11. Did Patrick settle in
Druimm Daro after its offering (i.e. after it had been offered to him)? Did Patrick leave his
fostersons there? 12. These are the names of these islands. He left her there then. 13. The man
called Judas to him; he received money from him for betraying his lord. 14. Did the Jew take
hold of Jesus and did he flog him and did he beat him across his cheeks? 15. Was a purple cloak
put around the kings? 16. He gave her a 'parting drink' for her swift death's sake; he mixed for
her gall with vinegar. 17. The sun did not hide its (Olr.: her) light, the sea did not roar. 18. They
are the men who arose again; is it in their names that the whole people puts its hope? 19. On a
Wednesday we parted from Mael Ruanaid. On Thursday we realized the loss of our father's son.
20. Were the chief poets of the king called to the palace to play their harps? We were not called
together with them.
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43.1. Nasal stems: masculine and feminine n-stems
There is some morphological variation among masculine and feminine n-stems. Some words
end in a consonant in the nominative singular, some in a vowel. Many words have a lenited n
/v/ in their stem, but others show an unlenited nn /n/.
43.1.1. Stems in -n
I start with the group of words with lenited n; the example is talam m. 'earth,' stem taJman
/taAµav/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom.

µ

talam

*taAaµu

*telam.u

*telh2m.o(n)

gen.

µav

talman

*taAaµovah

*telam.onos «

*tlh2m.nes

*taAaµov («)

*telam.onei, -oni «

acc.

µav'N

talmain.N

*taAaµovev

*telam.onam.

*tlh2m.nei, *tlh2m.eni
*telh2m.on111-

voe.

µ

aL thalam

*taAaµu

*telam.u «

*telh2m.on

nom.pl.

µav'

talmain

*taAaµoveh

*telam.ones

*telh2m.ones

gen.

µavN

talmanN

*taAaµovav «

*telam.onom. «

*tlh2m.n6m.

prep.

µ(a)vaW

talmanaib

acc.

µ(a)vaH

talmanaH

*taAaµovah «

*telam.onas «

*tlh2Illi11JS

voe.

µ(a)vaH

aL thalmanaH «

*taAaµoveh

*telam.ones

*telh2m.ones

n. a. v.du.

µav'L

daL tha]main.L

*taAaµove

*telam.one

*telh2m.onh1e

gen.

µavL

daL thalmanL

*taAaµovo

*telam.onm}-

prep.

µ(a)vaW

dibN talmanaib

*taAaµova�iv «

prep.

µav'L, µL talmain.L, taJamL

«

*taAaµova�ih « *telam.om.bis («)

«

*telam.om.bim. «

*tlh2I1UJbhfs, -bh6s

*tlh2I1l1Jh1 6h1S, -(H)6h1U
*tlh2I1UJbhihi, -m.oh1 ?

Illustration 43.1: Then-stems

Note:
1. Like talam inflects the semantic class of Old Irish agent nouns in -am/-em like ollam, gen.
ollamon 'chief poet,' brithem, gen. brithemon 'judge,' flaithem, gen. flaithemon 'ruler,' etc. The
a/e in these words is never syncopated.
2. A large group of masculine and feminine n-stems end in a vowel in the nominative singular,
e.g., noidiu /noi8'u/ 'child.' Outside of the nominative singular these words replace the vowel by
-en/-an /av/: gen. noiden /noi8'av/, nom. sg. toimtiu f. /toµ'd'u/, gen. toimten /toµ'd'av/
'opinion' or nom. sg. ordu /ordu/, acc. ordain /ordav'/ 'thumb.' In the prepositional singular
these words have three possible forms:
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2.1. one with an ending e, e.g., toimte /toµ'd'e/ which is the oldest form,
2.2. one that looks like the nominative, e.g., toimtiu,
2.3. and one that looks like the accusative, e.g., toimtin.
3. animm /awJm'/ 'soul' has an irregular inflection: it is an n-stem in the plural, e.g., nom.
anmain, acc. anmana, but in the singular it can behave both like a short I-stem, e.g., prep., acc.
animm, and like an n-stem, gen. anme, prep., acc. anmain.

43.1.2. Stems in -nn
Another large group of n-stems has a stem ending in an unlenited nn. To a large extent the
words belonging to this class have a syllable beginning with lenited r /p/, 1 /A/or unlenited
m(m) /m/1 before the nn, like Eriu, gen. Eirenn f. 'Ireland.' The example below, gobae m. 'smith,'
stem gobann- /go�an/, is actually an exception to this, as here the syllable before the nn starts
with b /�/:
case

ending

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom.

C(')VH
C('l,:m

gobaeH

*gopeh
*gopenah
*gopen («)
*gopenev
*gopeh «

*gobanns
*gobannos
*gobannei, -nni
*gobannam
*gobann

*gopeneh
*gopenav
*gopenaPih «
*gopenah
*goPeneh

*gobannes
*gobannom
*gobannbis
*gobannas
*gobannes

*gopene
*gopeno
*goPenaPiv «

*gobanne
*gobannm)*gobannbim

gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.

gobann

C('),m'L, C(')V L gobainnL, gobaeL «
C(');�m'N
gobainnN
C(')V
aL gobae

nom. pl.
gen.
prep.
acc.
voe.

C('),m'
C('lanN
C('l(a)naP'
C(') (a)naH
C(') (a)naH

n. a. v. du.
gen.
prep.

C('lan'L
C('lanL
C(') (a)naP'

gobainn
gobannN
goibnib
goibneaH
aL goibneaH «
daL gobainnL
daL gobannL
dibN ngoibnib

Illustration 43.2: The unlenited n-stems

Note:
1. aub f. /al)�/ 'river' has an irregular inflection: gen. abae /a�e/, prep. abainn /a��m'/, prep. pl.
aibnib /aWn'aW/.

1 This phenomenon is called NacNeill's Law. For a discussion see Karin STUBER, The Historical Morphology of n-Stems
in Celtic, Maynooth 1998, 39-44.
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43.2. Exercise
Inflect some of the following words. Decline them together with the article. Combine them with
any of the adjectives you learned so far.
ollam /olaµ/,

gen. ollamon /olaµav/(n, m) 'professor, poet of the highest grade'
Eriu /ep'u/, gen. Eirenn /ep'an/(n, f) 'Ireland'
cu /kn/, gen. con /kov/(n, m) 'hound'
retglu /r'edy'A,u/, gen. retglann /r'edy'A,an/(n, f) 'star'
menmae /m'enme/, gen. menman /m'enmav/(n, m) 'mind'
derucc /d;epuk/, gen. dercon /d'epkav/(n, f) 'acorn'
bru /bru/, gen. bronn /bron/(n, f) 'belly, womb'
aisndfs /as'n'd'is'/, aisndfsen /as'n'd'Is'av/(n, f) 'act of telling, relating; narration'(v.n.
of as-indet 'to tell, to relate')

43.3. Comparison: the superlative
The superlative suffix, which is attached to the positive stem of the adjective, usually is -em
f'aµ/, but -am /aµ/ after consonants that resist palatalization. It causes raising where possible,
e.g.:
sen /s'ev/

'old' 7 sinem /s'iv'aµ/ 'oldest'

Other examples:
c6em /koiµ/

'lovely 7 cofmem /koiµ'aµ/ 'loveliest'
ard /ard/ 'high' 7 ardam /ardaµ/ 'highest'
ansae /anse/ 'difficult' 7 ansam /ansaµ/ 'most difficult'
Syncope, of course, takes place in adjectives of more than one syllable when the suffix -em/-am
is added:
follus /folus/

'clear' 7 foilsem /fol's'aµ/ 'clearest'
uasal /uasa'A,/ 'high, noble' 7 uaislem /uas''A,'aµ/ 'highest, noblest'

Note also cases where syncope has already taken place somewhere else in the word:
/tois'ax/ 'leading' 7 tofsigem /tois'ay'aµ/ 'most leading, foremost'(< *t01;esax 0, the
syncope has taken place between v and s, before the v vanished!).

tofsech
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There are a few irregular formations, and some adjectives form their superlative from different
roots altogether:
superlative

positive
accus, ocus /agus ogus/

'near'
becc /b'eg/ 'small, few'
maith, dag- /ma0' day-/ 'good'
mar, m6r /map mop/ ' great, much, big'
oac, 6c /oag og/ 'young'
ale, droch- /olk drox-/ 'bad'
sir /s'ip/ 'long'
tren /t'r'ev/ 'strong'

nessam /nesaµ/
lugam (lugimem) jluyaµ

luy'aµ'aµ/
dech, deg Id'ex d'eyI
maam, moam /maaµ moaµ/
6am/oaµ/
messam /m'esaµ/
sfam /s'iaµ/
tressam /t'r'esaµ/

Illustration 43.3: Irregular superlative forms

Examples of the use of the superlative are: is sf ind ingen as aildem i nEirinn 'she is the most
beautiful girl in Ireland' (from alaind 'beauiful'), it e ata huaislem and 'they are the noblest there'
(Ml. 116a11), or teit i telaig as nessam 'he goes to the nearest hill.'
You'll find a table with irregular comparison in Appendix F.5.
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44.1. The suffixless preterite
Unlike the s- and the t-preterite, where recognizable suffixes (-s- and -t- respectively) are added
to form the preterite stem, no separate preterite suffix is added to the root in the various suffix
less preterite formations. Instead the appearance of the root itself is changed in various ways,
without any overt marking being added. The suffixless preterite has a separate set of endings,
which is basically identical both for absolute and conjunct. The main difference between abso
lute and conjunct forms are the passive forms and the fact that the absolute inflection has special
relatives forms for the 3rd sg. and the 1st and 3rd pl., whereas the conjunct inflection has not. Of
course, you still have to make the distinction between deuterotonic and prototonic verbal forms
in the case of compound verbs.
In the active inflection all persons are endingless in the singular, with the 1st and 2nd singular be
ing absolutely identical and showing a non-palatalized root final consonant, the 3rd sg. showing
a palatalized root final consonant. In the 3rd sg. absolute relative form the ending -e /e/ is added.
Deponent verbs have the ending -ar /ap/ in the 1st and 2nd sg., -air /ap'/ in the 3rd sg. In the plural
active and deponent verbs have identical endings, the same endings that we met already in the
plural of the t-preterite, 1st pl. -(a)mmar /(a)map/, 2nd pl. -aid /a8'/, 3rd pl. -(a)tar /(a)dap/. Some
times a special 3rd pl. absolute ending -(a)tir /(a)dap'/ can be met.
Roughly the following formations can be distinguished within the suffixless preterite class (note
that slight differences may exist between the classification presented here and those of GOI and
EIV):
reduplicated preterite:
e-reduplication
o-reduplication
a-reduplication
i-reduplication
long vowel preterite:
various formations (e, ua, fa)
I-preterite
a-preterite
irregular preterites
Except for a few irregular verbs all suffixless preterite formations
ultimately can be explained as historically going back to reduplicated
formations. As already seen in 41.3.2, reduplication basically means
that the verbal root's initial consonant is doubled and a so-called
reduplication vowel comes to stand between the 'twin' consonants.
Furthermore, in Irish the second of these consonants is regularly
lenited and the original vowel of the root is usually reduced to schwa
/a/. Reduplication can be represented structurally as follows:
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preterite:

root:

C1(R)VxC2-

C1 Vy-C1[+lenJ(R).JC2-

Yet in Old Irish in a whole range of formations for diverse reasons the vowel of the redupli
cation syllable has been lengthened and the second consonant has been lost, so that synchro
nically no reduplication can be seen at all. The list of suffixless preterites above represents the
perspicuity of reduplication in descending order.
In compound verbs where the reduplicated root would come to stand in unstressed position, i.e.,
in compounds with two or more preverbs, or in prototonic verbal forms, the reduplication is
often lost as a result of syncope, e.g., con-boing 'to break,' reduplicated preterite con-bobaig
/kov-bo�.J'y'/ 'broke,' but prototonic -combaig /komb.:ry'/ < *-kombfbaig < *·kom-bobaig.
You can find a table with all preterite formations in Appendix F.8.

44.2. The reduplicated preterite
Most of the strong verbs whose roots begin and end in a consonant form their preterite stem by
overt reduplication. The reduplication vowel is usually e, e.g., the preterite stem of maidid 'to
break (intrans.)' is memad- /m'eµ.J8/. Note that the second of the two originally identical con
sonants must be lenited in Irish, as it comes to stand between two vowels, e.g., cingid 'to step'
has the preterite stem cechang- /k'eX.Jl)g/ < Proto-Celtic *kekong-. Furthermore, it is always non
palatalized, even if in the present stem a palatalizing vowel follows, as in, e.g., Sl ligid /l'iy'.J8'/
'to lick,' but preterite stem lelag- /l'eA.J')'/ (note that only the 3 rd sg. conj. and the 3 rd pl. abs. are
actually attested in this verb; all other forms are constructed by me in the form in which they
ought to appear, if they were attested):
conjunct

absolute
1st sg.

lelag

{L}C

(ni)-lelag

{L}C

sg.
sg.

lelag

{L}C

(ni)-lelag

{L}C

lelaig

C'

(ni)-lelaig

C'

lelgae

Ce

lelgammar

{L}Camop

(ni)-lelgammar

{L}Camap

lelgammar

{L}Camap
(ni)-lelgaid

Cao'

(ni)-lelgatar

{L}Cadap

2nd
3rd

rel.
1st pl.
rel.
pl.
3rd pl.

n/a

2nd

rel.

lelgatar

{L}Cadap

lelgatar

{L}Cadap

Illustration 44.2: The conjugation of the reduplicated preterite

Note:
1. Sl lingid 'to leap' has Jeblang- as its preterite stem (the earliest form was *eblang-, but this is
attested only indirectly in compounds!). By analogy with it Sl dringid 'to climb' has acquired the
3 rd sg. preterite drebraing.
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2. Sl seinnid 'to play an instrument' and do-seinn, -tophainn 'to hunt' (root *sgen-) have sephann
/s'efan/ < *sgesgon- as their preterite stem.
3. Verbs of the Sld-class lose their n (resp. m) of the present stem, e.g., dingid 'to press, to crush,'
preterite stem dedag- /de8ay /.
4. Roots beginning with sl- and sn- usually lose the s in reduplication, e.g., S2 sligid 'to fell' 7
preterite stem selag-; S2 snigid 'to drip' 7 senag-.
44.3. Reduplication with vowels other than e
Some verbs use other reduplication vowels:
1. One verb with root vowel a reduplicates with a: Sl canaid 'to sing,'
preterite stem cachan- /kaxav /. Forms with reduplication vowel e also
exist, e.g., the 1st sg. preterite for-cechan /fop-k'exav/ 'I taught' of the
compound for-cain.

(l

2. Sld verbs with an apparent o ( < *u) in their root have o ( < *u) as re
duplication vowel, e.g., bongaid 'to break,' preterite stem bobag- /bo�ay /, Illustration 44.3:
Jeblaing-si 'she leapt'
or in-loing 'to occupy,' preterite stem in-lolag- /iv-loAay /.
3. Verbs that are synchronically felt to have i as their root vowel form their preterite stem by
reduplicating their anlauting consonant with i and 'dropping' the rest of the root. This applies to
most S3 and some H2 verbs. Remember that S3 verbs lose their n outside the present stem so
that in fact the root of an S3 verb like renaid 'to sell' is rt-. The rules of lowering the vowel before
the final consonant, which I gave in illustration 44.2, are valid for these and other formations,
too. Therefore you will find, e.g., 1st sg. or 3rd pl. forms with vowel e that has been lowered from
underlying i. The following forms are found in GOI 427 f.:
1. S3 denaid 'to suck' has 3rd sg. preterite did /d'i8'/, rel. dide.
2. S3 lenaid 'to follow': 3rd sg. .liJ, 3rd pl. -leldar /l'eAdap/.
3. S3 renaid 'to sell': 1st sg. -rer, unstressed as-comrar (from as-ren 'to pay, expend' with aug
ment cum-) 3rd sg. -rir, rel. rire.
4. H2 ciid 'to weep': 3rd sg. cich.

44.4. Long vowel preterites
1. The following verbs actually belong to the same type of formation as the one described in
44.3.3, but further sound changes have obscured the reduplication and resulted in long vowels
and diphthongs respectively where the reduplication syllable would be expected. The important
development here is the loss of the lenited fricatives *y, *x, *8, and *8 with compensatory length
ening of the preceding vowel before 1, n, r in the prehistory of Irish:
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1. crenaid 'to buy': 1st sg. •cer, 3rd sg. •ciuir /k'it)p'/ (< *kixp-)
2. ara·chrin 'to decay': 3rd sg. ara·ruichfuir, 1 ar·rochfuir, 3rd pl. ar·rochiuirtar, -arrcheoratar.
3. glenaid 'to stick': 3rd sg. ·gfuil (< *giyA-), abs. rel. giulae.
4. •gnin 'to know': 1st and 2nd sg. •gen, 3rd sg. ·geuin, 1st pl. ·genammar, 3rd pl. •genatar.
5. tlenaid 'to take away': 3rd sg. ·rothfuil.
2. The preterite of benaid 'to strike' is 1st sg. beo, 2nd sg. unstressed -ruba, 3rd sg. bii, bi, ·bf,
unstressed ·rubai, rel. bie, 2nd pl. unstressed fo·rubid, 3rd pl. ·beotar (< *bil).- < *bi/3-).
3. A few strong verbs, whose roots originally contained an i, form an I-preterite. On the surface it
looks as if they simply replaced the vowel of the present stem by /1/ to form the preterite stem:
1. S1a fichid 'to fight': 3rd sg. preterite ffch /f'IX'/ (< * lJ. il).iX-), rel. fiche, 1st pl. ffchimmar.
Unstressed 3rd sg. da·rulch (from the compound do.fich 'to avenge, to punish').
2. S1b in·fet 'to relate, to tell': 3rd sg. in·ffd (< * lJ. il).i8-); similar to its compounds: as·indet 'to
declare, to tell' has 3rd sg. as·rindid, and do·adbat/tadbat 'to show' has a 3rd sg.
do•arbith, do•arbuid, do-arbaid.

3. S3 emaid 'to grant': 3rd sg. .fr.
4. Compounds of S3 *fenaid (root fl-; not attested as a simple verb): ar-ff'he fenced.'
Two more verbs without an etymological i in the root have been secondarily drawn into this
group:
5. S2 deponent midithir 'to judge': deponent 1st sg. ·mfdar, 3rd sg. ·midair, 3rd pl. ·midatar.
When the root falls out of the stressed position reductions take place: 1st sg. ·ammadar,
3rd sg. do·rumadir, 3rd pl. .frmadatar, ·imruimdetar.
6. Maybe S1 sichid, seichid 'to declare': 3rd sg. sich (Gasp. §13, 22, 29; read: sich /s'Ix'/?).
4. The H3 verb foaid 'to sleep' has the 3rd sg. preterite .ffu, 1st pl. femmir, 3rd pl. .feotar (< * lJ.il).-;
PIE Vh2 l).es). The unstressed 2nd sg. after ro- is ·roa /roaj.
5. In some words the reduplication with vowel e has been obscured by the loss of fricatives (see
1. above).
1. The 3rd sg. preterite of deponent gainithir 'to come to life, to be born' is deponent genair
Ig'evc}p'/ (< *gerv0 ).
2. By analogy -moinethar 'to think' has -menair.
3. The preterite of active saidid 'to sit' is deponent (!) 3rd sg. siasair /s'i�sc}p'/, 3rd pl. rel.
siassatar (ultimately < Common Celtic *sesod-).
6. The preterite of deponent S3 ro·cluinethar 'to hear' (root *klu-) is active (!) 1st and 2nd sg. ·cuala,
3rd sg. •cualae, 1st pl. ·CUalammar, 2nd pl. ·CUalaid, 3rd pl. ·Cualatar (< *koxAol).0 < Common Celtic
*kuklul).0 ).

1 In the following sections you will sometimes encounter forms where an ro- (ru-) or r- is added. You need not take
notice of them at the moment. ro is a verbal particle that we will learn in full detail in a later lesson.
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44.5. The a-preterite
In this last type of regularly formed suffixless preterites, the a-preterite, the underlying redu
plication has been most thoroughly obscured in the course of time. The a-preterite is formed by
strong verbs whose roots basically conform to the structure CeT: Their roots start with a conso
nant and usually end in a dental or guttural stop. The vowel of the root is basically e but some
times appears as a. In the preterite these verbs replace thee (or a) of the root by an a /a/ to form
the preterite stem. So the 3rd sg. preterite of Sl teichid 'to flee' (root: tech-) is taich '(s)he fled,' Sl
reithid 'to run' (root: reth-): raith '(s)he ran,' Sl feidid, feithid 'to go' (root: fed/feth-): £aid, faith
'he went.' In some verbs the vowel e is not apparent as such in the present stem: S2 figid 'to
weave' (root: fig-): faig 'she wove,' or in the example below S2 guidid 'to pray' (root: ged-!):
absolute

conjunct

1st sg.

gad

ac

(ni)-gad

aC

2nd sg.

gad

ac

(ni)-gad

aC

'.3rd sg.

gaid

(ni)-gaid

ac

gade

aC'

ace

gadammar

aCamap

(ni)-gadammar

a.Carnap

gadammar

aCamap
(ni)-gadaid

aCa&'

(ni)-gadatar

aCadap

rel.
1st pl.
rel.

n/a

2nd pl.
3rd

pl.
rel.

gadatar

aC:1dap

gadatar

aCadap

Illustration 44.4: The inflection of the a-preterite

The following verbs and their compounds form a-preterites:
verb

preterite stem

damaid (S2) 'to suffer, to grant'

-damair (dep.!)

feidid, feithid (Sl) 'to go'

fad-, fath

figid (S2) 'to weave'

fag-

guidid (S2) 'to pray'

gad

ro-laimethar (S2) 'to dare'

.Jamair (dep.!)

reithid (Sl) 'to run'

rath

scoichid, scuichid (Sl) 'to depart'

scach

teichid (Sl) 'to flee'

tach-

Illustration 44.5: Verbs forming a-preterites
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Note:
1. A few verbs have short a-preterites: Sl fo.ceird 'to throw, to put' has a preterite 3 rd sg. fo·caird,
3rd pl. fo-cartar, Sl sceirdid 'to strip, to scrape off' has a 3 rd sg. preterite -scaird. The short a in
these verbs is probably due to shortening of original long a before two consonants.

gadammar do Brigti

'we prayed to Brigit'

44.6. The preterite of the copula and the substantive verb
The preterite of the substantive verb goes as follows (note the vowel reduction when the root
comes into unstressed position):
absolute

conjunct

unstressed

1 st sg.

ba

ha

(ni)-ba

-ba

-roba, ·raba

-ro/a�a

sg.
s g.

ba

ha

(ni)-ba

-ba

-raba

-ra�a

bof, baf

(ni)-bof, ·baf

·boi, ·bai

-robae, ·rabae

-ro/a.{3e

2nd
3rd

rel.

bofe

boi, bai
boie

impers.

bothae

bo8e

(ni)-both

·bo8

·rabad

·ra�6

bammar

bamap

(nf)·bammar

-bamap

·robammar

-r�amap

*bammar

bamap
(ni)-baid

-baao'

·robaid

-ro�'

(ni)-batar

-badap

1st pl.
rel.
2nd
3rd

pl.
pl.

n/a
batar, batir badap, badap'

rel.

ha.tar

-robatar, -rabatar -ro/a�adap

badap

Illustration 44.7: The preterite of the substantive verb

In the case of the copula one doesn't speak of a preterite, but of a past tense. The copula is al
ways unstressed and attaches itself to any particle that comes before it, thereby becoming further
reduced. Examples of the conjunct use would be nfbo, nfpu 'he/she/it was not,' nfbtar, nfptar
'they were not.' Note that the b of the copula can sometimes be assimilated to a preceding nasal
and disappear completely, e.g., comtar < combtar < *coN batar 'so that they were.'
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absolute

conjunct

sg.

basa

basa

-psa, -bsa

-bsa

sg.
3rd s .
g

basa

basa

-psa, -bsa

-bsa

baH

baH

-poL , -boL , -puL, -buL

-boL, -buL

baL

baL
-bummar

-bumap

1st

2nd

rel.
1st

pl.

n/a
n/a

rel.

pl.
3rd pl.

n/a

2nd

n/a

batir, batar badap, badap'
badap

batar

rel.

-bdap

-ptar, -btar

Illustration 44.8: The past tense of the copula

44.7. Irregular preterite formations
As if this were not bad enough, some verbs form irregular preterites or use suppletive stems:
1. The preterite of Sl teit 'to go' is 1st and 2nd sg. lad /108/,
1st pl. lodmar /lo8map/, 3rd pl. lotar /lodap/.

3rd

sg. luid /lu8'/, rel. luide /lu8'e/,

2. The reduplicated preterite of Sl -ice (as in do-ice 'to come,' ro-icc 'to reach') is anacc- /avag/:
1st and 2n sg. -anacc, 3r sg. -anaicc, l st pl. -ancammar /avgamap/, 2n pl. •ancaid, 3r pl. -ancatar
/avgadap/.
d

d

d

d

3. The preterite of H2 ad-cf 'to see' is formed without apparent reduplication: 1st and 2nd sg. -acca
/aka/, 3r sg. -accae, 1st pl. -accamar, 3 pl. -accatar. If it is used independently, a meaningless
conjunction coN is prefixed, e.g., co-n-acca 'I saw,' but ni-acca 'I did not see.' Other compounds of
the root er- 'to see' do show reduplication, e.g., 1st sg. fris-acacha /f'r'is-akaxa/ 'I expected' from
fris-accai 'to expect.'
rd

d

4. The preterite of S3 (ro)-finnadar 'to find out' has the present meaning 'to know': 1st and 2n sg.
(ro)-fetar /f'edap/, 3r sg. -fitir /f'id'ap'/, 1st pl. -fitemmar, -fetammar, 2n pl. -fitid, 3r pl. -fitetar
(seldom -fetatar, -fetar). An old variant of the 2n pl. is -fitis.
d

d

d

d

d

5. The suppletive preterite of S2 fo-gaib 'to find' is 1 st sg. -fuar, 3 sg. -Eu.air /fuap'/, 1 st pl.
-fuarammar, 3r pl. -fuaratar. If it is used independently the preverb fo. is added, e.g., fo .fuar-sa 'I
found,' but ni-fuar 'I did not find.'
rd

d

6. The suppletive preterite of Sl do-tuit 'to fall' is do-cer, -tochair /do-k'ep -toxar'/. Attested forms
are: 1 st sg. -torchar /topxap/, 2n sg. -torchair, 3r sg. do-cer, unstressed do-rochair, 3r pl.
do-certar, unstressed do-rochratar, -torchartar, -torchratar. Originally it did not inflect like a suf
fixless preterite, but in the course of Old Irish time it adopted the behavior of the suffixless
preterite.
d

d

7. 3 sg. at-bath /ad-�ae/, -apad /aba8/ 'he died,'
corresponding present.
rd
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44.8. Exercise
Try to inflect the preterite of some of the following verbs:
teichid

(Sl), pret. tach- /tax/ 'to flee'
rigid (Sl), pret. rerag- /repdy/ ' to stretch'
lenaid (S3), pret. Iii- /l'iA'/ 'to follow, to adhere'
gainithir (S2), deponent (!) pret. gen- /g'ev/ 'to be born'
ro·icc (Sl), pret. ro·anac- /avdg/ 'to reach'
crenaid (S3), pret. cfur- /k'it)p/ 'to buy'
for·cain (Sl), pret. for·cachan- /kaxdv/ 'to teach'

Illustration 44.9: fiu 'he slept'

44.9. The prehistory of the suffixless preterite
The suffixless preterites go back to PIE reduplicated perfects. The prehistory of the various
suffixless preterite stem formations of Old Irish is very complex and ought to be discussed for
every one of them separately. In this introductory course I can only give you a brief glimpse at
the development of the basic ending set of the suffixless preterite, exemplified by the redupli
cated preterite of ligid, i.e., lelag-:
conj.

0Ir. transcr.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

PIE

1st sg.

·lelag

*lilojga «

*leloiga

*lelojga

*leI6jghh2e

sg.

.Jelag

*lilojgah «

*lelojgas « ?

*leloixta

*leI6jghth2e

3rdsg.

·lelaig

*lilojge «

*lelojge

*leloige

*lel6jghe

*lilojgaµe «

*leloigame «

*leligme

*lelighme

.Jeltgaid

*lilojga8eh «

*lelojgate «

*lelige

*lelighe

·leltgatar

*lilojgontap «

*lelojgar «

*leligar

*lelighf

2nd

1st pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

.]elfgammar

«

Illustration 44.10: The prehistory of the suffixless preterite endings

Note:
1. Whereas in PIE the reduplication vowel was e, in Irish it depended on the vowel of the root:
where the root contained an i/j, the reduplication vowel was i, whereas in roots containing u/l),
the reduplication vowel was u.
2. The prehistory of the 2nd sg. ending is unclear. The above presented explanation is just a
possibility.
3. In the prehistory of Irish the inherited 3rd pl. ending *-ar was conflated with the 3rd pl. ending
*-(o)nt of the other tenses and moods. Since the resulting ending *-ontar > Old Irish -atar looked
like the deponent ending, the 1st pl. took on the deponent ending -ammar as well.
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45.1. From Uraicecht na Riar
The Uraicecht na Riar 'The Primer of the Stipulations' is an Old Irish law text from the later
eighth century, which concerns itself with the requirements and privileges of the seven grades of
filid 'poets.' It consists of 24 paragraphs with lots of notes, of which I give four excerpts. It has
been edited by Liam BREATNACH, Uraicecht na Rfar. The Poetic Grades in Early Irish Law, Early
Irish Law Series Vol. II, Dublin 1987.
§1 Cis lir grada filed? Ni ansae: a secht: ollam, anruth, elf, cano, dos, maduirmid,
fochloc. Tri fograd leo, .i. taman, drisiuc, oblaire.
§2 Ceist, caite dan 7 grad 7 l6g n-enech each af 6 biuc co m6r? Ni ansae: dan olloman
cetomus: secht c6ecait drecht lais, .i. c6ec each graid; is eola i each coimgniu, 7 is eola
i mbrithemnacht fenechais. Cethorcha set a dire.
§6 Ceist, cfa cruth do-berar grad for filid? Ni ansae, taisbenad a drechtae do ollamain
-7 biit inna secht ngrada fis occa-7 na-gaib in ri inna langrad ...
§9 Ocus fer de chlaind filed do- gnf frithgnum far scarad frie dia athair 7 dia sen
athair, cid grad do-berar d6? Ni ansae, grad foa dan fodeisin, air is si 6enoibell in-sin
ad-annai breo.
Transcription
§1 k'is l'ip gra8a f'D..'a8? n'i hanse: a s'ext: olaµ, avpu0, k'l'i, kavo, dos, makup'µ'a8', foxAag. t'r'i
oypa.8 l'ey, e8 ov taµav, d'r'is'ug, o�Aap'e.
§2 k'es't', kad'e dav ogus ypa.8 ogus My v'ev'ax kax ai o Wiyg ko
mop? n'i hanse: dav olaµav k'edaµus: s'ext goigad' d'r'ext las', e8
ov koig kax gra.8'; is eyAa i kax koµ'y'v'u, ogus is eyAa i
m'b'r'i0'aµvaxt ev'axas'. k'e0apxa s'ed a 8'ip'e.
§6 k'es't', k'ia kru0 do-Wepap gra.8 fop f'iA'a8'? n'i hanse, tas'Weva8 a
8'p'exte do olaµav' - ogus Wiad' ina s'ext l)gra8a f'is' oga - ogus
va-yaW in r'i ina Aavypa.8 ...
§9 ogus ep d'e XAan'd' iA'a8 do-y'v'i f'r'i0yvuµ iap skapa8 f'r'ih'e d'ia
a0ap' ogus dia h'eva0ap, k'i8 grap do-Wepap do? n'i hanse, gra.8
foa 8av fo8'es'av', ap' is s'i oivoiWal in-s'iv' a8-ani b'r'ey.
Illustration 45.1:
fili 'a poet'

45.2. From the Old Irish Triads
Triad 35:

Tri 6enaig hErenn: 6enach Tailten, 6enach Cruachan, 6enach Colma.in Ela.

t'r'i hoivay' ep'an: oivax tal't'av, oivax kruaxav, oivax koAmav' eAa.
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45.3. Test
Try to recognize the verbal forms (give as much information about the words as possible - class,
person, number, mood, relative or not, infixed pronoun). Give also the quotation form of the
verb and say to which present class it belongs:
mid-eipert:

fo.JoJgaid:

ro-cualae:

rersait:

na-dignius:

sirt:

co-n-accae:

do-logsam:

molaiser:

fo-caird:

do-gadatar:

s6erthai:

nf-eracht:

do-lichatar:

cachnae:

do-lod:

or

sephainn:

at-gen:

do-genais:

genair:

in-n-ibis:

fort-ndedgatar:

bofe:

fo.cfuir:

ni-phridchus:

rancatar:

cich:

fuarammar:

na-mbf:

ro-lamar:

or

nf-ded:

sfasar-su:

innad-fetar:

or

-roacht:

or

or
45.4. Test

Try to recognize the inflectional forms (give as much information about the words as possible gender, stem class, case, number):
ceimm:

or

arbaimm:

inna anmann:

or

ollomnaib:

toimtin:

or

or

seinmimm:

abae:

in chon:

goibnea:

Ere:

bronna:

Albain:

or

aisndis:

airmitin:

or

or

talman:

or

airecha:

nofdin:

or

or

suthainidir:

ansam:

tofsigem:

foilsithir:

lir:

messam:
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45.5. Varia
1. The two letters ae, e.g., in daltae, can be written with the ligature
times written CP.

a?.

Accordingly, oe is some

2. A word designating a period of time in the accusative followed by and 'there' (3rd sg. neuter
prepositional of iN 'in'), means 'one X' (X = the specified period of time). Frequently, the nasal
izing effect of the accusative can be seen on and, e.g., Jae n-and /lae vand/ 'one day,' or fecht
n-and /f'ext vand/ 'one time.'
3. The conjunction coN- followed by a dependent verbal form in the indicative can mean 'that, so
that' and also 'until.'
4. The conjunction diaN., followed by a dependent verbal form in the preterite, means 'when.'
5. Nad·, nach 0• 'that not' introduces dependent clauses, even if there is no overt sentence from
which it depends, e.g., in sentence 14.
45.6. Exercise
Old Irish
1. * At fechem <lorn, nita fechem-sa duit. (Wb. 32a21) 2. ** Tanaicc aimser mo aidbairte-se.
( Wb. 30dl 1) 3. * Do-cer in biail dia samthaig issa mmuir 7 fo-caird Eliseus a samthig inna diaid 7
do-luid in biail arithissi ar chenn inna samthaige, co-mboi impe. (Tur. 131) 4. * Dia-luid Dauid for
longais tri glenn [ ...], da-mbidcset a namait di chlochaib oca thecht 7 do-bertatar maldachta foir
dano di mulluch int sleibe. (Ml. 58c4) 5. ** Im-luid Bran lae n-and a 6enur i comocus dia dun.
Co-cualae a ceol iarna chul. (IB 2) 6. ** Leblaing in chr6eb di laim inna mna co-mboi for laim
Brain, 7 ni-boi nert i llaim Brain do gabail inna croibe. (IB 31) 7. ** Nibu cian far-sin co-rancatar tir
inna mban. (IB 62) 8. ** Ni-lamair Bran techt isa tir. (IB 62) 9. * Fo-caird Bran a laim forsin ceirtli.
Lil in cheirtle dia dernainn. (IB 62) 10. * Boi in snaithe inna ceirtle i llaim inna mna. Con-sreng in
curach dochum poirt. (IB 62) 11. * Lotar iarum i tech m6r. Ar-ancatar imdai cecha lanamnae and
.i. tri noi n-imdce. (IB 62) 12. * Co-n-accatar ni, eill ngeisse ara ciunn [ ...] Lathrais Cu Chulainn
cloich mbicc forsna eonu co-mbi ocht n-eonu dib. (TBC 785 ff.) 13. * Batar foidirci ind uisci, batar
hi fudumnaib talman, tri indlach inna talman i-sin. (Ml. 40d16) 14. * Nad-tochair nem inna cenn,
nacha-loisc in teine, nacha-baid rian [ ...], nacha-sloic in talam! (Blathm. 269-273) 15. ** Do-cer
mac [ ...] fo aill, bebais i n-6enuair; tachatar uili acht fsu, anais ar chiunn sluaig. ( Gasp. 41)
16. * Tri ata dech do flaithemuin: fir, sid, slog. (Triad 242). 17. * Ba e 16ech ba aildem boie di
feraib Erenn 7 Alban, acht nibo suthain. (TBF 2-3) 18. * [ ...] is ed as moam sere linn-ni ad-cho
tadsam triar saethar saindiles [ ...]. (Ml. 92c5) 19. * Is ed treide in-sin as toisigem do duiniu .i.
bairgen 7 fin 7 olae. (Ml. 20d2) 20. * Tri luchra ata messam: luchair tuinne, luchair mna baithe,
luchair con fo leimmimm. (Triad 238)
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Transcription
1. ad f'ex'aµ doµ, n'ida ex'aµ-sa dut'. 2. tavag' am's'ap mo a8'�ar't'e-s'e. 3. do-k'ep in b'ia1s' d'ia haµ0ay' isa
mup' ogus fo-kar'd' Eliseus a haµ0ay' ina 8'ia8' ogus 8o-lu8' in b'ia1s' ap'i0'as'i ap x'en ina saµ0ay'e, ko-mboi
im'p'e. 4. d'ia-lu8' dal}a8' fop lol)gas' t'r'i y'1s'en, da-m'b'i8'y's'ad a vaµad' d'i x1soxaW oga 0'ext ogus
80-b'ertadap maldaxta fop' davo d'i µulux int h'1s'eWe. 5. imlu8' brav lae vand a oivup i goµogus d'ia 8u.v.
ko-gua1se a gel}A iapva xu.1s. 6. l'e�Aal)'g' in xpoi� d'i 1saµ' ina mna ko-mboi fop laµ' �pav', ogus v'i·boi n'ert i
laµ' �pav' do ya�a1s' ina kroiWe. 7. n'ibu k'iav iap-s'iv ko-ravgadap t'ip' ina mbav. 8. n'i·laµap' brav t'ext isa
d'ip'. 9. fo-kar'd' brav a 1saµ' fors'an g'er't'l'i. l'i1s' in x'er't'l'e d'ia 8'ernan'. 10. boi sna0'e ina k'er't'l'e i laµ' ina
mna. kov-s'r'el)g in gupax doxum bor't'. 11. lodap iapuµ i d'ex mop. ap-avgadap im8i k'exa lavaµve and, e8
ov t'r'i noi v'im8e. 12. ko-vakadap n'i, el' l)'g'es'e apa g'il}n. la.Spas' ku. xu1san' klox' m'b'ig' forsna hel}vu
ko-m'b'i oxt v'el}vu d'iW. 13. badap fo8'ar'k'i ind us'k'i, badap i �u8aµvaW ta1sµav, t'r'i ind1sax ina ta1sµav
i-s'iv'. 14. na8-toxap' n'eµ ina g'en, naxa-los'k' in t'ev'e, naxa-ba8' r'iav, naxa-slog' in ta1saµ! 15. do-k'ep mak fo
al', b'e�as' i voivuap'; taxadap u1s'i axt isu, avas' ap x'il}n h1suay'. 16. t'r'i hada d'ex do 1sa8'aµav': f'ip, s'I8, sloy.
17. Ba h'e in loix ba al'd'aµ boie d'i epaW ep'an ogus albav, axt n'ibo hu0av'. 18. is e8 as moaµ s'erk l'in-n'i
a8-xoda8saµ t'r'iap sai0ap san'd'i1s'as. 19. is e8 t'r'e8'e in-s'iv as tois'ay'aµ do 8uv'u, e8 ov bar'g'av ogus iv
ogus 01se. 20. t'r'i luXPa ada m'esaµ: luxap' dun'e, luxap' mna bai0'e, luxap' gov fo 1s'em'am'.

English
1. We are debtors to you (pl.), you (pl.) are not debtors to us. 2. Did the time of our offering
come? 3. The axes (belai) fell off their handles into the sea and Eliseus threw his handles after
them and the axes came back again onto the heads of the handles, so that they were around
them. 4. When the judges ( brithem) went into exile through glenns, their enemies pelted them
with stones while they were going (0Ir.: at their going) and they cursed them (0Ir.: gave curses
upon them) from the tops of the mountains. 5. One day we walked alone near (Olr.: in the pro
ximity of) our fort. Did we hear music behind our back? 6. Did the branch jump from the hand
of the woman, so that it was in Bran's hand? Was there no power in Bran's hand to take the
branch? 7. It was long afterwards until he reached the land of the woman. 8. They dared to go
into the land. 9. They did not put their hands on the clew. The clew did not stick to their palms.
10. The clew's thread was not in the hand of the woman. Did she pull the boats towards the
port? 11. He went into a large house. He found a bed for himself. 12. She saw something, a flock
of swans before her. They placed (= shot) a small stone at the birds, so that they slew fifteen
birds of them. 13. The water, which was in the depths of the earth, was not visible through the
cleavings of the earth. 14. Heaven did not fall upon her head, the fire did not burn her, the sea
did not drown her, the earth did not swallow her. 15. Boys fell down a cliff, they died at once.
Did all flee? Did nobody wait for the host? 16. Three that are best for rulers: truth, peace, armies.
17. Were they the most beautiful warriors who were in Ireland and Scotland? But they did not
live long. 18. Is this the greatest love that I have, (for that) which I obtained though my own
labor? 19. Are these the three foremost things for people? 20. Were these the three worst
splendors: the splendor of waves, the splendor of wanton women, the splendor of dogs at the
jump?
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46.1. Irregular nouns
Only a few nouns inflect really irregularly in Old Irish (disregarding the fact that one can't avoid
the impression that nearly all nouns of Old Irish show some sort of irregular behavior). These
are the words b6 jbo/ (f.) 'ox, cow,' n6, nau /no nm;/ (f.) 'boat' and dfa, dia, die /d'ia d'ia d'ie/
'day.' Forms marked with + are not Old Irish, but belong to a later period.
46.1.1. b6 'cow'
PIE

case

transcr.

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

nom.

boL

b6L

*boh

*bOl]S

gen.

boH,bm1H

boH (arch. bouH)

*bol}ah

*bOl]OS «

prep.

bov'L

boinL «

acc.

bov'N

boinN

*born

voe.

a_L �OL

*bovev «

*g11el}ei,*g11el]i
*g116m < *g11 6l}m

a_L b6L

*boh

*bol}S «

*g116l}

baiH , baH +baJH, +baH (< *bo1H)

*bol}eh

*bol}es

gen.

boN,balJN

boN (arch. baoN)

*bol}av

*bol}Offi

*g116l}eS
*g11el}Offi

prep.

buaW

buaib

*bol}�ih

*bol}bis («)

acc.

buH

buH

*buh

*bus

*g11el]bhis, -bhos
*g11os < g116l}1JS

voe.

a_L �oiH

a_L boJH

*bol}eh

*bol}es

*g116l}eS

dfL bafL, +daL boinL

*bol}e

*bol}e

*g116l}h1e
*g11el}h1oh1s, -(H)oh1u
*g11el}bhih1 , -moh1 7

nom.pl.

n. a. v.du. �aiL,�ov'L

*bol}

(«)

*bolJei, *bol}i

gen.

�OL

daL b6L

*bol}o

*bOl]Ol} («)

prep.

mbuaW

dibN mbuaib

*bol}�iv

*bol}bim «

*g116l]S
*g11el}S

Illustration 46.1: The inflection of b6 'cow'

46.1.2. n6 'boat'
n6, nau

'boat' is actually a feminine a-stem, but because of its vocalic
stem /no- nat;-/ this does not become apparent at first glance.

Illustration 46.2:
ismd nof 'in the boat'
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ending

transcr.

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

PIE

nom.

noL , nal).L

n6L (arch. nauL)

*na.1Ja «

*nal}s?

*neh2US

*na.1Jiiah «

*nal}os? «

*IJh21JeS

*nauei? ' *naui?

*IJh21Jei, *neh21Ji

gen.

noeH,nal}eH noeH (arch. naueH)

*nalJ

prep.

nojl

+nofL «

acc.

noiN

+nofN

*nal}ev «

*nalJm?

*neh2um

nom.pl.

noaH

noaH

*na.1Jah «

*na.1Jes?

*neh21JeS

gen.

noN

n6N

*nal}av

*na.1Jom

*IJh21J6m

prep.

noaW

noib

*nalJa�ih «

*nal}bis? («)

*IJh2ubhfs,-bh6s

acc.

nooH

nooH

*na.1Jah

*na.1Jas

*neh21}1J-S

(«)

.....

.....

,..,

Illustration 46.3: The inflection of n6, nau 'boat'

Note:
1. Like n6, nau inflects g6, gau 'falseness, falsehood.'
46.1.3. dia 'day'
An old word for 'day' is nom. sg. dieH, diaH /d'ie d'ia/ (this form may also appear as an adver
bially used genitive), later dfaH /d'ia/, prep. dfuL /d'h;/, acc. deN, deiN /d'ej. It is only used in
stereotyped phrases like the days of the week, e.g., dia Aine /d'ia haiv'e/ '(on) Friday,' dia
Sathaim '(on) Saturday,' dia Samna 'at Samain-tide,' co de mbratha 'till Judgement Day, forever,'
fri de 'by day, in daytime,' indfu /in'd'fv/ 'today.'
46.2. Indeclinable words

J

1. Many personal names from foreign languages like Hebrew, Latin and
Greek remain uninflected, e.g., Hebrew (via Latin) isu 'Jesus,' Dauid,
Duid 'David,' Greek (via Latin) Agatha or Latin Patrice /padpag'/ 'Pat
ricius.' This, however, does not imply that all foreign names are unin
flected: many are adapted to Old Irish inflectional classes, e.g., the Latin
n-stem Nero is an n-stem in Old Irish as well: nom. Neir, gen. Neran.
2. Certain obsolete Irish names in the sagas also remain uninflected, like
the rather obscure name element DaL (perhaps 'god'?) in names like Da
Derga, Da Th6, Da Rea, etc.
3. A group of Latin loan words ending in palatalized consonants are not
inflected in the singular, but behave like i-stems in the plural, e.g., apgitir
f. /ab'g'ad'ap'/ 'alphabet,' sapait f. /sabad'/ 'Sabbat,' testimin m. /t'es't'a
µ'av'/ 'text, testimony,' etc.

Illustration 46.4:

Patraicc 'Patricius'

4. The native words togu, rogu, uccu n. 'choice, wish' are indeclinable. In the later language,
however, these words start to inflect as io-stems.
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46.3. Consonantal stem adjectives
In addition to the four large classes of adjectives (see 23.4) there are a few isolated adjectives that
inflect as consonant stems. These are
1. eula, eola /e1/'Aa/ 'knowing, knowledgeable,' negative aneola, which has nom. pl. eulaig,
eolaig /ev"Aay'/, prep. pl. eulachaib /ev"AaxaW/ (k-stem). Early on, however, a by-form
eulach develops, which is an o-, a-stem.
2. tee, te /t'ee t'e/ 'hot' has a nom. pl. teit /t'ead'/ (nt-stem).
3. ainb /an'W/ 'ignorant' is regularly inflected as an i-stem, but is once found in archaic
language with the expected t-stem gen. sg. ainbed /an'Wa8/ < *i;zl).id-.
Other adjectives where etymologically consonantal inflection would be expected, have either
given it up and, like ainb above, adopted another inflection or are only attested in the nomina
tive singular (e.g., sothnge /so0'1]'g'e/, dothge /do0'I]'g'e/, etnge /ed'I]'g'e/, 'having a good, bad,
no tongue') so that no statement about the stem class of these words can be made.

46.4. Comparison: the comparative
The comparative suffix, which is attached to the positive stem of the adjective, basically is -iu
/'u/, but -u /u/ after consonants or consonant clusters that resist palatalization. It causes raising
where possible, e.g.:
sen /s'ev/ 'old' 7 siniu /s'iv'u/ 'older'
oll /ol/ ' great, ample' 7 uilliu /ul'u/ 'greater,

more ample'

Other examples:
tiug /t'ivy/

'thick' 7 tigiu /t'iy'u/ 'thicker'

ard /ard/ 'high' 7 ardu /ardu/ 'higher'
assae /ase/ 'easy' 7 assu /asu/ 'easier'

Syncope, of course, takes place in adjectives of more than one syllable when the suffix -iu/-u is
added:
alaind /a"Aan'd'/
lobur /lo�up/

'beautiful' 7 aildiu /al'd'u/ 'more beautiful'
'weak' 7 lobru /lo�pu/ 'weaker'

Note also cases where syncope has already taken place somewhere else in the word:
tofsech /tois'ax/

'leading, first' 7 tofsigiu, tofsegu /tois'ay'u tois'ayu/ 'more leading' ( < *to
l).esax-, syncope has taken place between *l). and *s, before *l). was lost!).

There are a few irregular formations, and some adjectives form their comparative from com
pletely different stems altogether:
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positive

comparative

accus, ocus /agus ogus/ 'near'

nessa /nesa/

becc /b'eg/ 'small, few'

laugu, lugu, laigiu /lavyu luyu lay'u/

il /i"A/ 'many'

lia /l'ia/

lethan /l'e0av/ 'broad'

letha /l'e0a/

maith, dag- /ma0' day-/ 'good'

£err /f'er/

mar, m6r /map mop/ 'great, much, big'

m6, m6u, moo /mo mov moo/

oac, 6c /oag og/ 'young'

6a /oaf

ale, droch- /olk drox-/ 'bad'

messa /m'esa/

remor /r'eµap/ 'thick'

reime /r'eµ'e/

sir /s'Ip/ 'long'

sia, sia /s'ia/

tren /t'r'ev/ 'strong'

tressa /t'r'esa/

Illustration 46.5: Irregular comparative forms

Note:
1. Beside the above listed forms the comparative of m6r, mar 'great, much, big' has a
number of orthographical by-forms, such as mao, maa, m6a, ma /mav maa moa ma/.

great

2. The person or thing with which the subject is compared
2.1. immediately follows the comparative in the plain prepositional case, e.g., nf ardu nf
nim 'nothing is higher than the sky (lit.: not is higher anything(subject = m1) than the sky)'
(Thes. ii 248.3), or (is) aildiu each dath alailiu 'every color is more beautiful than the other'
(TBDD 999).
2.2. or it is expressed by a dependent clause, which is introduced by ol-daas /ol-daas/(sin
gular subject) or al-date /ol-dade/ (plural subject), later also in-daas, in-date, e.g., is ansu
lim-sa mo thech ol-daas mo threbad uile 'my house is dearer(= ansu) to me(= Jim-sa) than
all my husbandry'(FB 26), or [it] Jia ar mmairb al-date ar mbfi 'our dead are more than our
living'(FB 5), or is laigiu deacht Maicc in-daas deacht Athar 'the godliness of the Son is less
than the godliness of the Father' (Ml. 17c7), or contracted at cofmiu-siu in-das la samraid
'thou art more lovely than a summer's day.'
ol-daas etc. is a combination of the nasalizing conjunction olN 'than' and a relative form of the
substantive verb 'who/which is.' The d /d/ of ol-daas is simply the nasalized anlaut of the 3rd sg.
relative *taas of the substantive verb. It can be fully conjugated in all persons and tenses, e.g., 1 st
sg. present tense »is sochraidiu lam ol-d6-sa« ol coss '»Hand is more handsome than I am« says
Foot' (Wb. 12a21), or 3rd pl. preterite nibo mailliu (ind fir) do-lotar ol-mbatar in charpait (
' the

men) who came were not slower than were the chariots'(TBC 3537).
In the later language the comparative also takes over the function of the superlative and ousts
the latter completely, e.g., ind rand as trummu 7 as reime 'the part which is strongest and which
is stoutest' (ITS xiv 42.11), or in chuit as saidbriu den phopul 'the richest part of the people (lit.:
the part which is richest of the people)' (Ps. 45.12).
You'll find a table with irregular comparison in Appendix F.5.
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46.5. Special formations of the comparative
1. To express a gradual increase assaH is inserted between two identical comparatives, e.g., £err
assa £err 'better and better; immer besser,' nesso assa nesso 'nearer and nearer; immer naher.' The
first vowel of assa may be elided: lia 'sa lia 'more and more; immer mehr.'
2. Adverbial 'the; German: umso, desto' with the comparative is expressed in Old Irish by the
comparative followed by de, e.g., (is) mou de a aduath tri sodain 'the greater is the fear of him
through this; German: dadurch ist die Furcht vor ihm umso grosser' (Ml. 40c11). In Middle Irish
this enclitic de merged orthographically with the comparative and was spelled -te or -ti; at the
same time these forms more or less took on the meaning of the plain comparative, e.g., is gnath
mirr do thabairt im chorpaib [. .. } conid maillite (= mailliu de) thinaid 'it is usual to give myrrh
around the corpses[ ... ] so that it may waste away (the) slower' (PH 7023).

46.6. Exercise
Form the three degrees of comparison of the following adjectives:
c6ir /kop'/

(i) 'right, proper, correct' (depalatalized when a suffix is added!)
cosmail /kosµa11,'/ (i) 'similar' (no syncope of the second syllable)
deithbir /d'e0'Wap'/ (i) 'fitting, suitable' (no syncope of the second syllable)
firian /f'ip'av/ (o, a) 'just' (no syncope of the second syllable)
leir /l'ep'/ (i) 'eager, diligent'
sen /s'ev/ (o, a) 'old'
sollus /solus/ (u) 'clear, bright' (syncope of the second syllable and palatal
ization of the surrounding consonants when a suffix is added!)
uasal /uasaAj (o, a) 'high, noble' (syncope of the second syllable and palatal
ization of the surrounding consonants when a suffix is added!)

Illustration 46.6:
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46.7. Additional degrees of comparison
1. The elative or absolute superlative expresses a very high degree or intensity of a quality. Eng
lish or German do not have a special morphological category for the elative, but use periphrastic
constructions instead, e.g., the sentence Old Irish grammar is extremely difficult contains the ela
tival expression extremely difficult. Other ways of expressing the elative in English or German
are, e.g., the use of the adverbs very, most, highly, resp. sehr, ausserst, or in colloquial speech the
prefix ur-: die altirische Grammatik ist urschwierig. In Old Irish the elative can be expressed
artificially by the superlative in literal translations of Latin, e.g., doini saibem (Ml. 3a5) for Latin
peruersissimi homines 'very pervert people.'1 Outside of translated literature various prefixes
are used: er-, der-, rug-, as in deramrae 'very famous,' eriot 'very long,' rugil 'quite many,' or
rucloin (= rug-cl6en) 'very unfair.' Modern Irish has the prefix an(a)- as in an-bhrea 'very fine.'

I

i

,-

2. The excessive degree expresses the presence of 'too much' of a quality without an implied
contrast. This corresponds to constructions with too in English and with zu in German. Old Irish
uses the prefix ro-/ru- for the excessive degree, e.g., ro6lach 'too bibulous' or rubecc /ruj3'eg/
'too small.' It can also be added to nouns to give them an excessive meaning, e.g., rochor is an
'excessive contract ( cor),' meaning a contract that is disadvantageous for one of the involved
parties. But note that ro-/ru- added to an adjective can also be used for the mere elative degree.

Illustration 46.7: derchruaid 'very urgent'

J

I

l

1 Note also the artificial attributive use of the superlative saibem in this case, which would be impossible in authentic
Old Irish.
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47.1. Personal numerals and other numeral substantives
In order to count persons, unspecified things or particular periods of time, in Old Irish specific
numeral words have to be used, i.e., personal numerals, numeral substantives and temporal
substantives.
47.1.1. Personal numerals
When counting persons in Old Irish special personal numbers have to be used.
nr.

transcription

Old Irish

Prim. Irish

Proto-Celtic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ojvdpN

6enarN

*ojvaµipav

*ojnoµirom

d'iasL

diasL

*dµihasa

*dµisatsa < 0ad-ta (?)

t'r'iapN

triarN

*triµipav

*triµirom

k'e0pdpN

cethrarN

*k e0puµipaV

*kvetruµirom

kog'dpN

c6icerN

*kvogveµipav

*kv mkveµirom

s'es'dpN

seisserN

*sµesµipav

*sµexsµirom

mopf'es'dpN

m6rfesserN

*mapahµesµipav

*marosµexsµirom

OXtdpN

ochtarN

*oxtaµipav «

*oxtuµirom

non�dpN

n6nborN

*noµan�ipav

*noµanµirom

d'ex'd�dpN

deichenborN «

*dexan�ipav

*dekamµirom

l!

Illustration 47.1: The personal numerals

Note:
1. The numbers 6enar and from triar to deichenbor are compounds of the cardinal numbers and
a neuter o-stem abstract probably derived from the word fer 'man.' Attested forms apart from
the nominative singular are: gen. sg. ofnair, prep. sg. ofnur, gen sg. triir /t'r'iap'/, prep. pl. tririb
/t'r'ip'aW/ 'in groups of three' (Pel. Prol. 210); cethrairib 'in groups of four' (Thes. I 497, 16); prep.
sg. c6iciur /kog'up/.
2. dias 'two men, a pair' is a feminine·a-stem: gen. sg. deisse /d'es'e/, prep. and acc. sg. diis,
/d'ias'/, prep. pl. deissib /d'es'aW/ 'in pairs' (Pel. Prol. 210).

diis

3. Numbers above 10 are expressed in the same way that we already learned in 33.4, i.e., only the
digit is expressed by the personal numeral: dias ar lichit '22 persons,' deichenbor ar dib fichtib ar
trib cetaib '350 persons (lit.: ten persons on twice twenty on three hundred).'
4. It seems that, unlike in Modern Irish, in Old Irish the personal numerals were solely used to
signify 'a group of persons,' specifically 'men.' If any other type of person was meant, ordinary
numbers were used, e.g., tri maicc 'three sons,' tri (!) seithir 'three sisters,' tri sofr 'three free
persons,' etc., in the Old Irish Triads. A younger construction is to use the personal numeral
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followed either by the counted word in the genitive plural, e.g., cethrur airech 'four noble-men'
(LL 480), tanaicc Calcus 7 a thriar ban 'Calcus and his three wives came' (St. Ercuil 1952), or in a
partitive construction with the preposition deL 'of, from,' e.g., dechinbor ar dib fichtib ar trfb
cetaib de epscopaib '350 bishops.' This construction is not restricted to persons only, but can be
used for animals and things also.
5. A very frequent use of the personal numerals is in the plain singular prepositional case imme
diately after a possessive pronoun, e.g., tusu t'6enur 'thou alone,' at-taam ar ndiis i cuimriug 'we
two are in bonds' (Wb. 32a28), a cethrur /a g'e0pup/ 'the four of them.'
6. The plain prepositional case of a personal numeral without a preposition or possessive
pronoun before it signifies accompaniment, e.g., at·ta mi nad-n-imthet rf acht cethrur 'there is a
month when a king journeys only with four (companions)' (CG 535-536).
47.1.2. Numeral substantives
Something comparable to personal numerals exists for things as well: if things are to be enumer
ated (without specific mention of the things in question) numeral substantives are used:
1. 6.athad 'single thing, single number, singular'
2. dede 'two things'
3. treide 'three things'
4. cethardae 'four things'
5. c6icde 'five things'
6. sede 'six things'
7. sechtae 'seven things'
8. ochtae 'eight things'
9. nofde 'nine things'
10. deichde 'ten things'
With the exception of 6.athad, which is a neuter a-stem, all these numerals are neuter io-stems.
Examples for their use are trede neimthigedar gobainn 'three things that qualify a blacksmith'
(Triad 120) or cethardae foma·bf case n6 rfagail 'four things on which there is neither restraint
nor rule' (Triad 234).
47.1.3. Temporal substantives
Finally, sometimes a special suffix -aige (ia-stem) for periods of time can be found, e.g., fichtige
'period of 20 days,' nofchtige 'period of 29 days,' trichtaige 'period of 30 days.' These are abstracts
from adjectives in -ach, e.g., fichtech 'having 20 (days, years),' cetach 'having 100 (years).'

Illustration 47.2: a mm6rfeisser nnfamgorm 'The Magnificent Seven'
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47.2. Possession in Irish
There is no verb in Irish that corresponds to English to have. Instead possession in Irish is ex
pressed by various other means.
47.2.1. The substantive verb and infixed pronouns
One possibility is to infix a pronoun with datival force into the 3rd sg. of the substantive verb ta
'there is' or into one of its suppletive stems, e.g., nom-tha 'there is to me; mir ist = I have; ich
habe,' or nob-ta 'there is to you; euch ist = you have; ihr habt.' Before forms of the substantive
verb beginning with b- the particle TO· has to be used to infix pronouns: rot-bf 'there is usually to
thee; dir ist gewohnlich = thou hast usually; du hast gewohnlich,' or ronn-bof 'there was to us;
uns war = we had; wir hatten.' Be careful that the negated form nfm-tha means 'there is not to me
= I have not,' but nfm.fil means 'I am not;' indat-ta means 'is there to thee? = dost thou have?',
whereas indat-fil means 'art thou?' (see 28.1).
47.2.2. The substantive verb and suffixed pronouns
More common than constructions with infixed pronouns are forms where the pronoun is suf
fixed to the verb, meaning attached at its end. The relevant forms of the substantive verb1 are:

person

present tense

preterite

1st sg.

I have, I had, etc.

tathum

bafthum, bafthium

2nd sg.
3rd sg. m. n.

thou hast, etc.

tathut

baithut

he/it has, etc.

taithi, tathai

bafthi

3rd sg. f.

she has, etc.

ta.thus

bofthus

1st pl.
2nd pl.

we have, etc.

tathunn, taithiunn

n/a

you have, etc.

tathuib

n/a

3rd pl.

they have, etc.

*ta.thus

*bofthus

Illustration 47.3: The 'inflection' of tathum
Further attested forms are: present habitual bithi 'there is usually to him = he usually has,' im
perative bithom! 'let there be to me!= let me have!,' present subjunctive bethum-sa 'may there be
to me = may I have,' future bethiumm 'there will be to me= I will have' and bethib 'there will be
to you= you will have.'
The negative I don't have, etc., for both the infixed and the suffixed variant is simply constructed
with nf: nfm-tha 'there is not to me = I don't have,' nit-ta 'thou hast not,' nf.ta 'he does not have,'
nfb-bof'you did not have,' etc. Be careful to distinguish between nfm.fil 'I am not,' the negative of
at-ta, and nfm-tha 'I don't have,' the negative of the possessive construction!

1

A more detailed account of suffixed pronouns will follow in a later lesson.
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47.2.3. Prepositional constructions
Another way of expressing possession is to use prepositional constructions.
1. JaH 'with' expresses possession in various constructions. With the substantive verb it means 'to
have': at-ta X la Y 'there is X with Y = Y has X,' e.g., in-fil scela lib? 'do you have stories?'; the
substantive verb can also be left off, e.g., scel lemm duib 'I have news for you' (GT 98), or rose
nglan lais 'he has a clear eye.' With the copula the possessor is more strongly emphasized: is la Y
X'Y possesses X,' e.g., is lim-sa in cauradmir'the hero's portion is mine' (FB 73).
2. The construction with the preposition oc emphasizes the fact of possession: at-ta X oc Y 'Y has
X, Y is in possession of X,' e.g., bof cu occo 'he had a dog' (SMMD 1), is occa at-ta each maith, ...
oc mace mo De 'he has all good, the son of my God (lit.: it is with him that all good is, with the
son of my God)' (BColm. 100.16). oc, too, can be used in a verbless construction, e.g., be] occai
i-tallfad cu 'she had a mouth (lit.: mouth with her) in which a hound would fit' (Echtra Mac
Echdach Mugmed6in 35).
3. For affections and afflictions, meaning emotions, physical and mental states or conditions like
joy, pain, hunger, sickness etc., which are often expressed by to have in English or by haben in
German, the preposition for is used in Old Irish, followed by the person affected, e.g., biith galar
fort-su 'illness is on thee = thou hast an illness, thou art ill' ( Wb. 29a26), nf,bf nach deithiden foir
'there is no care on him = he doesn't care at all; er hat keine Sorgen' (Wb. 10b9).
47.2.4. Stressed possessive pronouns
Sometimes the stressed variants of the possessive pronouns (see 34.6) are used to express pos
session, e.g., is af talam ocus muir 'His is the earth and the sea' (IB 27).

Illustration 47.4: is limm-sa a mbuaid
'victory is mine'
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47.3. The preterite passive stem
I already presented the forms of the preterite passive of weak verbs without going into any
detail in 41.2, but refrained from doing so in the case of all other preterite formations. The reason
for this is that apart from the weak verbs the preterite passive forms are built on separate stems,
which are totally unconnected with the active preterite formations.
Unlike the passive in all other tenses and moods where simply a special ending is added to the
respective stem (e.g., -thair, -thar in the 3rd sg. present), the formation of the preterite passive is
rather difficult and depends on the verbal class and the root shape. The ending of the preterite
passive basically consists of an underlying *t (in some forms followed by a vowel), but depend
ing on the verbal class and the root structure this *t can appear in various forms:
1. as a lenited th /e/ with a voiced variant d /8/,
2. as a voiced t /d/,
3. as ans or ss /s/, and finally
4. as at /tj.
In addition to this, two verbs build their preterite passive forms on suppletive stems. When
citing attested forms in the following paragraphs I will use the 3rd sg. absolute or conjunct unless
otherwise stated. From the 3rd sg. all other forms can easily be derived (see 47.4).
47.3.1. Ending th /e/
When the basic formant * t is added to a vocalic stem or a root ending in a vowel, the dental is
lenited to th /0/, which in absolute auslaut is usually voiced to d /8/ in forms of two or more
syllables. Vocalic stems, resp. roots ending in a vowel are typical of the weak verbs, all hiatus
verbs, nearly all S3 verbs, the two strong verbs with roots in -b and S2 gairid.
1. We already saw in 41.2 that the preterite passive of Wl and W2 verbs is apparently built
on the root, not on the s-preterite stem: the active s-preterite stem of Wl caraid 'to love' is
caras-, but the absolute 3rd sg. passive '(s)he was loved' is carthae, the ending -the ( < *-te) is
directly added to what seems to be the root car-. 2 In most cases the preterite passive stem
is identical to the present stem of weak verbs. But in W2b verbs the root vowel u of the
present stem, e.g., for·cuirethar 'to overpower,' becomes o in the preterite passive, for·corad
'(s)he was overpowered.'
2. The two strong verbs with a root ending in -b are S2 gaibid 'to take' (root gab-) 7
gabthae, ·gabad 'was taken' (non-palatalized root!), and Sl ibid 'to drink' (root ib-) 7 ·ibed
'was drunk.'
3. The strong root gar- 'to call' forms its preterite passive in the same way, e.g., S2 ar·gair
'to forbid' 7 ar-garad 'it was forbidden,' do-aimgir 'to promise' 7 do-aimgerad 'it was
promised.'
Things get much more complicated outside of the above cases. Now the shape of the roots starts
to change (be careful to note that in the examples below absolute and conjunct and singular and
plural forms are wildly mixed, due to the chances of attestation).

2 Actually, the ending *-te is added to the root+ a stem vowel (*a in case of Wl verbs, *e in case of W2 verbs).
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4. Hl and H3 verbs add -adj-th- to the root, e.g., H3 soaid 'to turn' (root so-, soi-) 7 -soad
'it was turned,' 3rd pl. conj. -soithea 'they were turned,' Hl ro-la- (perfect stem of fo-ceird):
ro-Jaad 'it has been put,' 3rd pl. -Jatha 'they have been put.'
5. Roots with final i (that is all H2 verbs and many S3 verbs) add the -th- directly to the
root whereby the i is lengthened, e.g., H2 gniid 'to do' (root gni-) 7 ·gnith 'it was done,' S3
benaid 'to strike' (root bi-) 7 ·bith '(s)he was struck,' S3 renaid 'to sell' (root ri-) 7 rithae 'it
was sold.' When the root is moved out of the accented position, the vowel is reduced to
/a/: e.g., S3 imm·diben 'to circumcise' (root br-) 7 -immdibed f-im'8'iJWa8/ 'he was circum
cised,' or H2 ad-sli 'to earn' (root sli-) 7 ad-roilled /a8·rol'a8/ 'it has been earned' (the root
is represented by -lled).
6. Roots ending in -er and -el usually 'metathesize' this sequence and add the th to the
vowel, e.g., Sl beirid 'to carry' (root ber-) 7 brethae 'it was carried,' Sl do-beir 'to give, to
bring' 7 do-breth, -tabrad 'it was given, it was brought,' Sl ceilid 'to hide' (root kel-) 7
·cleth 'it was hidden,' S3 semaid 'to arrange' (root ser-) 7 -sreth 'it was arranged.' S3 emaid
'to grant' (root er-) behaves differently, in that it has a preterite passive ·rath 'it was
granted.'
47.3.2. Ending t /d/
In strong verbs with root final m or n the tis added directly to the nasal. In consequence the tis
voiced to /d/ and the nasal disappears with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel:
1. 0em/nt and 0am/nt > 0et /ed/, e.g., S2 daimid 'to suffer' (root dam-) 7 -det /d'ed/ 'it
was suffered,' Sl canaid 'to sing' (root kan-) 7 -cet /k'ed/ 'it was sung.' When the root
vowel is not stressed, it is shortened, e.g., do-eissim /do·es'aµ'/ 'to pour out' (rootsem-!) 7
do·esset /do·es'ad/ 'it was poured out.'
2. The preterite passive of gonaid 'to wound' (root gon-) is irregular in that it becomes
g6etae, ·gaet /goide ·gaid/ '(s)he was wounded.'
47.3.3. Endings and ss /s/
In strong verbs with roots ending in a dental (d, t, th) or nn these combine with the basic *t of the
preterite passive to gives orss:
1. S2 guidid 'to ask, to pray' (root ged-) 7 gessae 'he/she/it was asked,' S2 midithir 'to
judge' (root med-) 7 -mess 'he/she/it was judged,' Sla do-seinn 'to hunt' (root senn-) 7
do-sessa 'they were hunted,' ro-fitir 'to know' (root £inn-) 7 .fess 'it is known, it was
known.' Note that the root of Slc naiscid 'to bind' ends in a dental, too (nad-), so the
preterite passive is ·nass 'he/she/it was bound.'
2. The important H2 verb ad·ci 'to see' forms its preterite passive this way, too: ad·cess,
-accass/-aiccess 'he/she/it was seen.' In analogy to this in the other important verb of
sensorial perception S3 (ro)-cluinethar 'to hear' already in classical Old Irish the analogical
formation (ro)-clos 'he/she/it was heard' replaced the Early Old Irish preterite passive
(ro)-cloth.
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47.3.4. Ending t /t/
Strong verbs with a root ending in a guttural (g /y g/) add the dental directly onto the guttural.
The guttural is then realized as ch /xi after a vowel, or is dropped after an r; the t stays /t/:
1. Sl aigid 'to drive' 7 ·acht 'was driven,' Sl aingid, ·anaich 'to protect' (root aneg-) 7
·anacht 'he/she/it was protected,' Sld boingid 'to break' (root bog-) 7 ·bocht 'it was
broken,' Sl orgaid 'to slay' (root org-) 7 ·Ort '(s)he was slain.'
2. The Sl verb ailid 'to rear' (root al-) also has a preterite passive in /t/: altae 'he was
reared.'
47.3.5. Suppletive stems
Two verbs have a suppletive preterite passive stem: S2 fo.gaib 'to find' has (fo)-frith 'he/she/ it
was found,' and the preterite passive (only in impersonal use) of the compounds of Sl teit 'to go'
is ·eth 'one went = a messenger was sent; man ging = ein Bote kam.' Both suppletive forms
behave like normal preterite passives in th.

47.4. The preterite passive inflection
Like all passive forms of Old Irish the preterite passive has separate endings only for the 3rd
persons. All other persons have to be formed by infixing the appropriate pronoun into the 3rd sg.
form. The 3rd person forms are:
underlying

person
3rd sg.
3rd

pl.

abs.

rel.

Lth/0/

2. t/d/

3. ss /s/

4. t /t/

*-te

carthae

gIJfthe

cetae

gessae

altae

conj.

*-t

·Carad

·gilfth

•cet

·gess

·alt

abs.

*-ti

carthai

gIJfthi

cetai

gessai

altai

conj.

*-ta

·Cartha

·gIJftha

·Ceta

·gessa

·alta

+

Illustration 47.5: The inflection of the preterite passive

Note:
1. The absolute 3rd sg. form is used both in non-relative and relative constructions.
2. The 3rd pl. absolute forms are only weakly attested.

Illustration 47.6: Beltaine!
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47.5. The past passive participle (P.P.P.)
Formally closely connected to the preterite passives are the past passive participles. They are
formed by adding the suffix -th(a)e (or the variants -t(a)e, -sse according to the rules set out in
47.3) in the same way as in the case of the preterite passive forms. Past passive participles are
adjectives; the suffix -th(a)e inflects like a io-/ia-adjective. Examples are:
Wl caraid 'to love' 7 carthae 'loved'
W2a leicid 'to leave' 7 leicthe 'left'
W2b dep. suidigidir 'to place, to set' 7 suidigthe 'placed, set'
Sl canaid 'to sing' 7 cete 'sung'
Sl gonaid 'to wound' 7 gofte 'wounded'
Participles of compound verbs are always stressed on their first syllable. That means they ap
pear in their prototonic shape:
S3 im-diben 'to circumcise' 7 imdibthe 'circumcised'
Sl do-formaig 'to increase' 7 t6rmachtae 'increased'
Sl con-rig 'to bind' 7 cuimrechtae 'bound'
Sl for-cain 'to teach' 7 foircthe 'taught'
Slim-said 'to besiege' 7 impesse 'besieged' (< *imbi-sed-te)
S3 ro-cluinethar 'to hear' 7 clothe 'heard'
Note that a few strong verbs with roots ending in -er and -el have their root raised in the past
passive participle, unlike the preterite passive:
Sl beirid 'to carry' 7 brithe 'carried,' but preterite passive brethae '(s)he was carried'
Sl ceilid 'to hide' 7 clithe 'hidden,' but preterite passive cleth.ae '(s)he was hidden'
A few verbs behave irregularly:
H2 gniid 'to do' 7 pl. gnethi 'done' (Ml. 115b2)
H2 fris-accai 'to hope' 7 frescastae 'hoped, expected'

47.6. Exercise
Form the preterite passive and the past passive participle of the following verbs.
bendachaid /b'endaxao'/

(Wl) 'to bless'
ffrianaigidir /f'Ip'avay'ao'ap'/ (W2) 'to justify'
crenaid /k'r'evao'/ (S3), root crl- 'to buy'
fo-cren, -fochren /fo-k'r'ev -fox'p'ev/ (S3), root crl- 'to hire'
as-beir, -eipir /as-b'ep' -eb'ap'/ (Sl), root ber- 'to say'
ar-naisc, -amaisc /ap-nas'k' -apvas'k'/ (Sl), root nad- 'to bind, to guarantee'
fo-cain, -fochain /fo-kav' -foxav'/ (Sl), root kan- 'to sing to'
fris-oirg, -frithoirg /f'r'is-or'g' .f'r'i0or'g'/ (Sl), root org- 'to offend'
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48.1. Exercise
This is a stanza from a longer poem describing a hermitage out in nature:
Ceithri triir, tri cethrair,
cuibdi fri each les;
da seiser i n-eclais
eter tu.aid is tes.

Source: EIL 30.12

k'e0'p'i t'r'i�p', t'r'i k'e0pap'
kuWo'i f'r'i kax l'es;
da h'es'ap i v'eglas'
ed'ap tuao' is t'es.

Note:
1. is in line 4 is a short variant of ocus 'and.'

48.2. Exercise
The following stanza is part of a long religious poem on Jesus Christ by the poet Blathmacc mace
Con Brettan. The language of Blathmacc's poems belongs to the early period of Old Irish. In the
passage below this is reflected by the fact that adjectival 'each, every' still appears as cech, not as
reduced each as in the later language.
Sainemlu cech d6en a chruth,
brestu cech saer a balcbruth,
gaithiu cech bruinniu fo nim,
firianu cech breithemain.

Source: Blathm. 29-33

sav'aµAu k'ex doiv a xpue,
b'r'estu k'ex saip a �alk�pue,
gai0'u k'ex brun'u fo v'iµ',
f'ip'avu k'ex b'r'e0'aµav'.

Note:
1. cech d6en and cech saer in lines 1 and 2 are, like their counterparts cech bruinniu and cech
breithemain in lines 3 and 4, independent prepositionals.
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48.3. Varia
1. aN followed by a leniting relative clause is a relative particle with the meaning 'that, which.'
Don't confuse it with aN followed by a nasalizing relative clause, which is the conjunction 'when.'
2. Indirect speech after words of saying is expressed by a nasalizing relative clause. But like most
nasalizing relative clauses, it may also be replaced by a main clause construction.
48.4. Exercise
Old Irish
1. ** fadais Cu Chulainn indara suil d6 connabo letha in-daas cr6 snathaite. As-oilgg alaile
combo m6ir beolu midchuaich. (TBC 430 ff.) 2. ** Is demniu linn a n-ad-chiam hua suilib ol-daas
a rro-chluinemmar hua chluasaib. (Ml. 112b13) 3. ** Is ed as-berat ind heretic as laigiu deacht
Maicc in-daas deacht Athar. (Ml. 17c7). 4. * 'Fir,' ol e-seom, 'is moo sere inna deisse-ucut la
Tigernae in-dau-sa!' (LL 36647f.) 5. ** At-ta archu lem-sa.[...] Teora slabrada fair 7 triar cacha
slabraide. (TBC 572 f.) 6. ** Rom-boi denus la riga oc 61 meda 7 fina; indiu ibim medguisce [...].
(GT 51) 7. * In maccrad m6eth maith, ta.thus subae i mbithflaith; acht Heroaid, tathai bithbr6n 7
bithifernn. (Blathm. 81 ff.) 8. ** Is lais each alam ad-chi, it ai alltai 7 chethrai. (Blathm. 774 f.)
9. ** Luid Bran [...] for muir. Tri nonbuir a lin. 6enfer forsnaib trib nonburaib dia chomaltaib
ocus chomaesaib. (IB 32) 10. * At-ta cethrar ar fichit do ollamain for tuathaib, da fer deac oc acru,
dechenbor d6 for fledaib feile, ochtar for coi la rig. (UR §5). 11. ** Ni-fessa a imthechta 6nd uair
sin. (IB 66) 12. ** Ceol caille fom-chanad la Cuirithir, la fogur fairrge flainne. (GT 73)
13. * Do-breth mil uathmar la Saxanu do bas Aedain isin chath. (CM 5 f.) 14. ** Is hed in-so sis
ro-chlos 7 ad.chess inna besaib 7 a gnimaib. (Wb. 23c11) 15. * Do-breth corann [...] delgae
timchell a chinn. Bithi cloi tria chossa, alaili tria bossa. (Blathm. 201 ff.) 16. * Ro-clossa garmann
inna n-en for luamain. (Gasp. 7) 17. * 'Dia lat, a Maire[...]' ol Gabrial. 'At bendachtae 6 chiunn co
form 7 torad do bronn.' (Blathm. 605 ff.) 18. * Altae-som[sc. Cu Chulainn] la mathair 7 la athair i
mMaig Muirthemni. Ad-fessa d6 airscela inna maccraide i nEmain. (TBC 399 ff.) 19. ** Tri
aithgine in domuin: bru mna, uth b6, ness gobann. (Triad 148) 20. * Ad-cessa noi fichit en, rond
argait eter each da en.[...] Do-scartha tri euin dib. (CCC 2)
Transcription
1. ia8as' ka xuAan' indapa sUA' do kona�o A'e8a in-da�s kro sna8ad'e. as-ol'g' aAaA'e kombo µop' be-g.Au
m'i8xuax'. 2. is d'eµ'v'u l'in a va8·x'i�µ ua hTIA'aW ol-da�s a ro-xAuv'amap ua XAuasaW. 3. is e8 as-Wepad ind
ep'ad'ag' as lay'u d'e�xt µak' in-da�s d'e�xt a8ap. 4. 'f'Ip,' oA e-s'oµ, 'is moo s'erk ina d'es'e-ugud la t'iy'arne
in-dav-sa!' 5. ad-ta apxu l'em-sa. t'evpa sla�pa8a fap' ogus t'r'i�p kaxa sla�pad'e. 6. rom-boi d'evus la r'Iya og
OA µ'e8a ogus Iva; in'd'fv iWam' m'e8gus'k'e. 7. in µakpa8 µoi8 µa8', ta8us su�e i m'b'i8Aa8'; axt epoa8', ta8i
b'i8�pov ogus Wi8'if'arn. 8. is las' kax aAaµ a8-x'1, id ai alti ogus x'e8pi. 9. lu8' brav fop mup'. t'r'I nov�up' a
l'Iv. oiv'ep forsnaW t'r'IW nov�upaW d'ia xoµaltaW ogus xoµaisaW. 10. ad-ta k'e8pap ap ix'ad' do olaµav' for
tua8aW, da ep d'e�g og agru, d'ex'av�ap do fop f'l'e8aW f'eA'e, oxtap fop koi la r'Iy'. 11. n'I·f'esa a im'S'axta
and uap'-s'iv. 12. k'evA gal'e fom-xava8 la kup'a8'ap', la foyup �ar'g'e flan'e. 13. do-b'r'e8 m'IA' ua8µap la
saxsavu do �as ai8av' is'an xas. 14. is e8 in-so s'is fO·XAOS ogus a8·x'es ina Wesaw ogus a y'v'IµaW.
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15. do-b'r'e8 kop,:m d'elge t'im'x'dl a x'in'. b'I8'i klo'i t'r'ia xosa, aMA'i t'r'ia �osa. 16. ro-klosa garmdn ina v'ev
fop luaµdv'. 17. 'd'ia lat, a µa're' OA gaWp'iaA. 'ad b'enddxte o x'il}n ko £on ogus topd8 do �pon.' 18. alte-soµ la
ma8dp' ogus la ha8dp' i may' µup'8'dµvi. a8-f'esa do ap's'k'eAa ina makpd8'e i v'eµdv'. 19. t'r'i a8'y'dv'e in
doµuv': bru mna, u8 bo, n'es go�dn. 20. a8-k'esa noi Wix'dd' ev, rond argdd' ed'dp kax da ev. do-skap8a t'r'i
h'el}v' d'IW.

English
1. Did Cu Chulainn close his two eyes so that they were no wider than eye� (cruf) of needles?
2. It is not more certain for thee what thou seest through the eyes than· what thou hearest
through the ears. 3. This is what the heretic does not say, that the godliness of the Son is greater
than the godliness of the Father. 4. Love by the Lord for those three men is greater than it is for
thee (OJr. than thou art). 5. She has four watch-dogs. Four chains upon them and four men for
each. 6. We had a while with a king, drinking mead and wine; today we drink whey-water.
7. The tender, good boy, he has eternal joy in heaven (nem). 8. Is hers every herd that we see, are
hers the wild animals and the cattle? 9. The men went to sea. Nine (times) three men their
number. 10. Are there ten men to ollams? 11. Their wandering from that hour on is known.
12. The music of the woods used to play around you with him. 13. Terrible warriors were
brought by the Saxons for his death in the battle. 14. These below are (the things) that were
heard and seen in their manners and in their deeds. 15. Was a crown of thorns given around his
head? Were nails beaten through his feet, others through his palms? 16. Was a cry of the bird on
his flight heard? 17. You (pl.) are blessed from your heads to your soles and the fruits of your
wombs. 18. They were reared with their mothers and fathers. A tale of the boygroup in Emain
was told to them. 19. Bellies of women, udders of cows, furnaces of smiths. 20. Were seventeen
birds seen? Was one bird of them brought down?
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49.1. The imperfect
Like the Latin imperfect, the Old Irish imperfect expresses repeated or customary action in the
past. An example for repeated action is TBC 416 fo-cerded a bunsaig riam conda-gaibed ar loss
'he kept throwing his javelin ahead of himself, and he kept catching it at its rear end.' Customary
action can be seen in TBC 418 f. nf.teiged nech cuccu inna cluichemag co n-amastae a l6esam
forru 'nobody used to come to them onto their playing ground, until his protection had been
bound upon them(= until his security had been entrusted to them).'
The imperfect is formed by adding a special set of endings, sometimes called 'secondary end
ings,' to the present stem. These endings are also utilized by two other secondary moods, the
past subjunctive and the conditional, which we will learn in later lessons.
No distinction is made between absolute and conjunct forms in tenses/moods with secondary
endings: practically speaking only conjunct forms exist. Simple verbs in independent position
are per force prefixed with the 'meaningless' particle no· to create a compound verb. We already
saw something similar happening to simple verbs when pronouns have to be infixed(see 25.1.3)
and in certain relative constructions (see 34.3). All other verbs (compound verbs, verbs in
dependent position) use the same stem form for the imperfect as in the corresponding present
form. Furthermore, there is no distinction between active and deponent forms with secondary
endings. The same endings are used for active and deponent verbs alike.
Some examples for imperfects(and their corresponding presents):
3rd pl. no-cantais 'they used to sing' (Sl canait, stem can-)
3rd sg. pass. no-leicthe 'he/she/it used to be let go'(W2 leicthir, stem Jee-)
1st pl. no-teigmis 'we used to go'(Sl tiagmai, stem teg-)
3rd sg. as-heired, -eipred '(s)he used to say'(Sl as-beir, stem as-ber-)
1st sg. imm-teiginn, -imtheginn 'I used to go around'(Sl imm-tiag, stem imm-teg-)
1st sg. do-gninn, -denainn 'I used to do'(H2 do-gniu, stem do·gnt-)
3rd pl. imm-reiditis 'they used to ride around'(Sl imm-rfadat, stem imm-red-)
3rd sg. imm-raad 'he used to row around'(Hl imm-ra, stem imm-ra-)
3rd pl. pass. con-gairtis, -congairtis 'they used to be called' (S2 con-gairtir, stem con-gar-)
Examples for deponent verbs:
3rd sg. ro-cluined '(s)he used to hear'(S3 dep. ro-cluinethar, stem ro-clun-)
3rd pl. no-seichitis 'they used to follow'(W2 seichitir, stem sech-)
3rd pl. no-ainmnigtis 'they used to be named'(W2 ainmnigtir, stem ainmnig-)
The formation and inflection of the imperfect follows a simple and uniform pattern. It will
suffice to use a few sample verbs in the table below to demonstrate its formation for all verbs,
irrespective of their stem class: Wl caraid 'to love' for simple active verbs, W2 suidigidir 'to
place' for simple deponent verbs, Sl do-beir, -tabair 'to give, to bring' for compounded verbs in
prototonic and deuterotonic position; the imperfect of the substantive verb at-ta is built on the
suppletive H2 stem bt-:
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person

W1

W2

51

H2

ending

1st sg.

-carainn

-suidiginn

do-beirinn, -taibrinn

-biinn, -bfinn

an'

2nd sg.

-cartha

-suidigthea

do-berthea, -taibrithea

n/a

(a)8<'>a

3rd sg.

-carad, -ath

-suidiged, -eth

do-heired, -taibred

-biid, -bith

a6 a0

-carthae

-suidigthe

do-beirthe, -taibrithe

-bfthe

(a)0(')e

1st pl.

-carmais

-suidigmis

do-beirmis, -taibrimis

-bimmis

(a)m(')as'

2nd pl.

-carthae

-suidigthe

do-beirthe, -taibrithe

n/a

(a)G(')e

3rd pl.

-cartais

-suidigtis

do-beirtis, -taibritis

-bftis

(a)d(')as'

-cartais

-suidigtis

do-beirtis, -taibritis

pass.

pass.

(a)d{')as'

Illustration 49.1: The conjugation of the imperfect

Note:
1. Depending on the syncope pattern a vowel can appear before the ending.
2. In the case of the hiatus-verbs, the forms of the 1st and 3rd sg. are disyllabic in classical Old
Irish, e.g., 1st sg. -biinn /b'ian'/, later -bfnn /b'In'/ 'I used to be,' 3rd sg. im-soad /im-soa8/ '(s)he
turned around and around and around.'
3. The ending of the 1st pl. -mais/-mis /m(')as'/ always has an unlenited /m/, although it is
usually written with a single m.
4. Be careful with the 3rd pl. forms: the ending -tais/-tis /d(')as'/ is
used for both the active and the passive voice! The correct meaning
can solely be determined by the context!
5. The copula has no imperfect; instead for both the imperfect and the
preterite a combined past form is used (see 44.6).
6. Because the prehistory of the Old Irish secondary endings is
largely unclear, I will not discuss it in this course.

Illustration 49.2: no-scothad
'he peeled and peeled
and peeled'

49.2. Exercise
Try to inflect the following verbs in the imperfect. In the case of compound verbs inflect them in
both the deuterotonic and the prototonic form:
ad-ella, -aidlea /a8-ela -a8'l'a/ (Wl)
cingid /k'il)'g'a8'/ (S1) 'to step'
ad-cf, -accai /a8-k'i -aki/ (H2)
renaid /reva8'/ (S3) 'to sell'

'to visit'

'to see'

midithir /m'i8'a0'ap'/ (S2)

'to judge'
fo-gaib, -fagaib /fo-gaW -fayaW/ (S2) 'to find'
do-ceil, -dichil /do-k'eA', -d'ix'aA'/ (S1) 'to hide'
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49.3. Nasalizing relative clauses
In 34.3 we learned about leniting relative clauses. We saw which syntactic relations they express
and how they are constructed. Nasalizing relative clauses are basically identical in formation
with leniting relative clauses, except for the crucial difference that instead of lenition of the
accented portion of the verb the nasal mutation appears. The syntactic environments, however,
where nasalizing relative clauses are used, are completely different:
1. When the antecedent, that is the relativized phrase, expresses the time at which the ac
tion of the relative clause takes place: a llaithe nundam·soira 'the day when he delivers me'
(Ml. 62c6b). Therefore nasalizing relative clauses are also used after the temporal conjunc
tions in tain, in tan 'when,' cein, cene 'as long as,' aN 'while, when,' 1 lase, lasse 'while,' e.g., in
tan do·lluid in cu cuccai-seom 'when the dog came towards him' (TBC 581 f.), cein bas
mbeo in fer 'as long as the man is alive'( Wb. 10b23), a ndo·n-ecad tar a eissi 'whenever he
turned to his back'(IB 2), lasse nad·n-adraim-se 'when I do not adore' (Ml. 132d).
Optionally a nasalizing relative construction can be used after (h)6re, (h)uare 'because,'
which originally was a temporal conjunction, e.g., h6re nandat filii promissionis 'because
they are not filii promissionis'( Wb. 4c8) (nandat = nasalized negative 3rd pl. relative of the
copula); independent, non-relative constructions are very frequent after (h)6re, (h)uare,
however.
After the temporal conjunction resfu 'before' no relative construction is used, but an
independent, non-relative construction follows.
2. When the antecedent specifies the manner or extent of the action of the relative clause:
meit ata n-echtrainn 'to the extent that they are foreigners' (Ml. 72d15), in chruth fo.ndailter
'how(= the manner) it is divided' (Wb. 33b19). Therefore, nasalizing relative constructions
are also used after conjunctions like amal, amail 'as,' feib, fib 'as,' e.g., amal nguides athair a
mace 'as a father asks his son' (Wb. 24d19), Buchet ni·bia feib ro·mboi riam 'Buchet will not
be as he has been before'(ETB 493).
Into this category fall also those cases where a neuter adjective is moved forward to the
front of the sentence, where it is used as an adverbial expression of the following relative
clause: nf maith ar·railter in macrad 'the boy-group is not being treated well (lit.: it is not
good how the boy-group is being treated)'(TBC 439).
3. When the antecedent is the verbal noun of the verb of the relative clause, that is in the
so-called figura etymologica 'etymological construction'(see 49.5).
4. When the antecedent expresses the predicative nominative of the relative clause: plebs
dei asndan·berthe-ni 'plebs dei(is) what we used to be called' (Ml. 114a7).
5. When the antecedent is the object of the relative clause, a nasalizing relative construction
can be used instead of a leniting one; a clear exception to this option are neuter pronouns,
which are practically always followed by leniting relative clauses.
6. Causal conjunctions like fo bith, daig, deg and ol 'because, since' may be followed by
nasalizing relative clauses, but more often than not non-relative, independent sentence
constructions are used, e.g., ol as rann 'because it is a part'(Sg. 25b8) with a relative verbal
1

Don't confuse aN 'when, while', followed by a nasalizing relative clause, with aN 'that, which', followed by a leniting
relative clause!
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form, but ol is tu mo ruiri 'because Thou art my great king' (Pel. Prol. 14) with a non
relative construction.
7. In Old Irish nasalized relative constructions are dependent on verbs of saying and think
ing, without any conjunction intervening; furthermore, they appear after expressions like
'it is clear, possible, necessary, important,' 'it happens' and the like. In this use the nasaliz
ing construction is similar to constructions with 'that' in English or with 'dass' in German.
Examples are is derb Jinn non-sofrfea 'it is certain for us that he will deliver us; es ist ge
wiss, dass er uns erlosen wird' ( Wb. 24c18), ba doig bed n-ingcert in testimin-so 'probably
this text is corrupt (lit.: it would be likely that this text would be incorrect; es ware wahr
scheinlich, dass dieser Text unrichtig ist)' (Ml. 61b15).
However, dependent clauses of this type are frequently introduced by conjunctions like
araN, coN, cfa 'that,' and the use of the conjunction coN becomes the normal way of express
ing these constructions later on.
Nasalizing relative constructions can in many cases be replaced by formally independent con
structions, meaning by constructions with non-relative verbal forms.

49.4. The marking of nasalization in nasalizing relative clauses
The nasal mutation in nasalizing relative clauses is marked in the following ways:
1. Special relative forms of simple verbs (see 34.2) show the nasalization in their anlaut,
e.g., amal nguides 'as he prays' (Wb. 24d19), or fo bith n-6enaigedar 'because he unites' (Sg.
172a4). Especially in texts from the oldest time, however, nasalization can be omitted in
such cases, e.g., in tain biis 'when he is' ( Wb. 28b28) or lasse gabas imbi 'when he takes (it)
around himself' ( Wb. 13d22).
2. In compound verbs, in simple verbs compounded with the empty particle no·, in forms
with TO· (which we will learn later) and after the negative relative particles nad- and na-,
the anlaut of the accented part of the verb after the mid-high dot<-> in the normalized or
thography is nasalized, e.g., do-n-imchella 'whom it encompasses' (EC 14), h6re do-rrigeni
'because he has made' ( Wb. 15d13), a n-as-mbert2 'when she said' (EC 9), in tan no-mbiinn
'when I was' (Ml. 91c1), in tan nad-n-acastar 7 nad-forchluinter 'when he is not seen and is
not heard' ( Wb. 25b28).
3. When a pronoun of class C is infixed into a relative verbal form, nasalization appears
immediately before the -d- of the infixed pronoun, which consequently becomes -nd- and
later even -nn-, e.g., farsint s6erad-sin rond-s6er 'after that deliverance by which he has
delivered him' (Ml. 52) (infixed pronoun 3rd sg. masc. -dN 'him'), amal dundat-mecetar-su
'as they despise thee' (Ml. 106c11) (do-meiccethar 'to despise,' infixed pronoun 2nd sg. -datL
'thee').
4. Absolute relative forms of the copula pass on the nasalization to the following word,
e.g., in tan ba n-imdirech do-gnitis 'when it was mutual stripping which they made' (TBC
558 f.), cein bas mbeo 'as long as he is alive' (Wb. 10b23).

2 Be careful: the first n of n-as-mbert has nothing to do with nasalizing clauses; it is the result of the plain nasalizing
effect of the conjunction aN 'when.'
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49.5. The figura etymologica
The so-called figura etymologica is a stylistic device where the relativized antecedent is the
verbal noun of the verb in the nasalizing relative clause. This kind of wordplay is a frequent and
popular feature of Irish texts, e.g.,
a forcital fomdob·canar 'the teaching that (= how) you are taught' (Wb. 3b23) (forcetal
'teaching' v.n. of S1 for-cain 'to teach;' the nasalizing relative clause is indicated by then in
front of the infixed pronoun -dab-),
ba leimm ro-leblaing-seom tarsin cathraig ammuich 'it was a leap that he had leaped over
the fort' (FB 82) (leimm 'leap' v.n. of S1 lingid 'to leap;' the initial J of ro-leblaing is un
lenited, thus indicating the nasalized relative clause).

A nice example is
luigim luige luiges mo thuath 'I

swear the oath that my people swear' (TBC 2749 f.).

This construction also applies to cases where the verb and the verbal noun are not actually
etymologically related, e.g.,
frisin seirc ro-car Crist in n-eclais 'to the love wherewith Christ loved the church' (Ml.
(sere 'love' v.n. of Wl caraid 'to love;' read /ro-gap/ with nasalization of the c).

65d5)

Of course, the verbal noun can also simply be the object of the verb, although this doesn't
properly belong to a chapter on relative construction:
ro-gad-sa mo guidi 'I have prayed my prayer' (Pel. Ep.

412).

This construction was so popular that it was imitated in Hiberno-Latin, that is, in Latin texts
written by Irish writers. A few examples from the Nauigatio Sancti Brendani shall suffice:
exsultabant exsultatione 'they rejoiced in rejoicing' (NSB 1), opus operatus est 'he did a work'
(NSB 5), de habitatione in qua habitaui 'from the dwelling in which I dwelled' (NSB 7). Another
nice example of this love of etymological charades, though strictly speaking no figura etymo
logica, is quomodo potest in corporali creatura lumen incorporale corporaliter ardere 'how can a
non-physical light burn physically in a physical thing?' (NSB 12).

Illustration 49.3:

ba leimm ro-leblaing 'it was a leap he leaped'
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49.6. Conjunctions and dependent clauses
The following is a list of Old Irish conjunctions, mainly compiled from GOI 546-564. Note these
conventions:
1. Superscript Land N mean, as usual, that the conjunction lenites/nasalizes the anlaut of
the immediately following element, irrespective of the type of clause.
2. Superscript RN means that a nasalizing relative clause follows the conjunction. But keep
in mind that instead of a nasalizing relative clause often an independent non-relative
construction can be used.
3. In case a conjunction is not especially marked by a superscript RN, an independent non
relative main clause construction follows it.
4. 'Independent' means that independent verbal forms (i.e., absolute, resp. deuterotonic
forms) follow the conjunction.
5. 'Dependent' means that dependent verbal forms (i.e., conjunct, resp. prototonic forms)
follow the conjunction.
6. The arrow 7 highlights frequently used conjunctions.
49.6.1. Copulative and disjunctive conjunctions
Independent:
7

7
7

1.1. ocusL , ocuisL , acusL; os 'and' (the usual connector of coordinated phrases and
clauses)
1.2. sceoL , sceuL 'and' (only in early poetry and 'rhetorics')
1.3. -ch 'and' (in early texts only, usually suffixed to proclitics)
1.4. noch 'and; however' (sometimes used at the head of a main clause as an emphatic
form of 'and;' more often used in adversative or causal meaning, may be accompanied
by em, am 'indeed', immurgu 'however' or colleic 'yet')
1.5. sech(L?J 'and' (combines two parallel clauses)
1.6. eter (etir, itir)... ocusL... (ocusL.. .) 'and' (links parallel elements into a larger unit)
1.7. sech 'however, that means' (usually followed by the copula)
1.8. emid (RN?J... emid(RN?J 'as well... as' (on its own emid means 'nearly; as it were')
1.9. noL , n6L , nuL , nu L 'or'
1.10. rodboL , rodbuL , roboL , robuL 'either... or' (in coordinated disjunctive phrases; rodbo
appears either before the first element, with the other elements introduced by no, or
before all elements, or before later elements only)
1.11. airc, airg(g) 'or'
1.12. cenmithaRN or in<lepen<lent clause 'besides that'
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49.6.2. Temporal conjunctions
Independent:
7
7
7
7
7
7

2.1. in tainRN, in tanRN, tanRN 'when'
2.2. aN + RN, neg. an(n)a RN, with ro: arru_RN, anru-RN 'when, while'
2.3. laseRN, lasseRN 'while, when; rarely: whereas'
2.4. ceinRN, ce(i)neRN 'as long'
2.5. 6 L 'since; after; because'
2.6. iarsindf 'after'
2.7. resfu, risiu 'before' (followed by a perfective subjunctive; later followed by RN)

Dependent:
7

2.8. diaN 'when' (this meaning only with the narrative preterite)
49.6.3. Consecutive and final conjunctions

Independent:
7
7
7
7

3.1. co L, coni 'so that, in order that' (in the glosses in translation of Latin constructions)
3.2. afameinnRN, abaminRN 'utinam, if only'
3.3. dano (dana, daniu, daneu) 'then; so, also' (never at the beginning of clauses)
3.4. didiu 'then; now'
3.5. tra 'now, therefore, then'

Dependent:
7
7

3.6. coN, conN, con(n)a, con(n)ac(h)on 'until; so that; in order that, that (explicative)'
3.7. araN, neg. ama, ama, amac(h)on '(so) that; in order that; that (explicative)'
49.6.4. Conditional conjunctions

Independent:
7
7

4.1. ma L, maL, neg. mani 'if'
4.2. acht 'provided that; if only' (followed by a perfective subjunctive)

Dependent:
7

4.3. diaN 'if' (only in positive conditional clauses with the subjunctive)
49.6.5. Causal conjunctions

Independent:
7

7

5.1. (h)6reRN, huareRN 'because, since'
5.2. fo bithRN 'because'
5.3. degRN 'because'
5.4. oJRN, neg. ol ni 'because'
5.5. air(LJ, ar(LJ 'since, for'
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49.6.6. Adversative conjunctions
Independent:
7
7
7

6.1. cammaib, cammaif, camaiph 'however, nevertheless'
6.2. immurgu 'however'
6.3. acht 'but, except' (in the context of negative clauses also 'only')
6.4. cfaL, ceL, neg. cenf, ceni, cini 'although, even if; also: that (explicative)'

Dependent:
7

6.5. inN... inN... 'be it ... or be it ...'
6.6. inN... faL... 'be it ... or be it ...'
49.6.7. Comparative conjunctions

Independent:
7

7.1. amaJRN 'as; as if'
7.2. feibRN 'as; as if'
7.3. in chruthRN 'so, as'
7.4. is cummeRN 'it is the same as if' (the compared clauses are linked by ocus)
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50.1. The augment (the particle ro, etc.)
We will now turn to a very important, but at the same time highly complex lesson of Old Irish
grammar. Certain particles, i.e., grammatical elements, can be added to nearly all verbal forms to
modify aspects of their meaning, i.e., to convey perfectivity (e.g., non-perfective as·bert '(s)he
said' vs. perfective as·rubart '(s)he has said') or potentiality (e.g., as·beir '(s)he says' vs. potential
as-robair '(s)he can say'). McCONE (EIV 91) calls the elements responsible for the semantic shift
the augment, because they are augmented(= added) to an already existing verbal form. I will
follow his suggestion. In dictionaries and grammars you will frequently find the term per
fect(ive) forms, what I call augmented forms in this book. Since by far the most frequent of these
elements is ro, these forms are sometimes called ro-forms, but this is imprecise as other particles
are used as well.
With the exception of the imperative, the augment may fundamentally be added to all tenses
and moods of Old Irish (including the subjunctive and the future, which we have not learned so
far). Most frequently, however, it appears in the preterite, thereby transforming it into a perfect.
Less frequently, in descending order, it appears in the present and imperfect subjunctive and in
the present indicative. In other tenses and moods it is very rare indeed.
The augment characterizes a verbal action either from a resultative point of view, or character
izes it as potential. Resultative means that the verbal action happened at a previous time but has
a significance within the contextual frame of reference. Potential means that the verbal action,
which does not necessarily take place at the present, is characterized as possible or probable in
various degrees. Below I will give a brief account of what this actually means. But you can best
read about these questions in all necessary detail in EIV 93-11.
50.1.1. The resultative augment
In its resultative meaning the augment is most frequently used with Old Irish preterites. Aug
mented preterites have a certain similarity with English 'have'-perfects and are very often called
perfects even in Irish. Unaugmented preterites ('true preterites') are used in purely narrative
contexts in Old Irish and can practically always be rendered by English past tense verbs; on the
other hand, where in English a perfect would naturally be used the verbal action is usually ex
pressed by an augmented preterite in Old Irish, too, e.g., compare the unaugmented preterite
carsu in fer-so 'I loved this man' (but that was a folly of my past and I no longer have any
feelings for him) vs. the augmented preterite ro·carus Connie Ruad 'I have fallen in love with
red-haired Connie' (and I desire him now) (EC 3).
But between these two relatively well-defined poles a large grey zone exists, where Old Irish
uses augmented preterites, which cannot be translated by English perfects. Compare the follow
ing example: ad·opart Crimthann in port-sin du Patrice, ar ba Patric du·bert baithis du Chrim
thunn 7 i Slebti ad·ranact Crimthann 'Crimthann offered that place to Patrick, for it was Patrick
who conferred baptism upon Crimthann, and (it is) in Slebte that Crimthann was/is buried'
(Thes. ii 242.9-10). The first three verbal forms(ad·opart, ba, du·bert) are unaugmented preterites
and correspond to English verbs in the past tense. The fourth verbal form, however, ad-ranac[h}t,
is the preterite passive ad-anacht 'was buried,' augmented by the particle ro-. By using the aug250
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mented preterite and thus giving the verb a resultative meaning, the author of the story wanted
to emphasize the significance which the fact that Crimthann had been buried in Slebte had for
his own present time and, last but not least, for the narration. It looks as if augmented forms can
always be used where a present significance of a past action is understood.
Where one of two or more verbal actions is characterized by a resultative augment, the action of
the augmented verb has to be understood as having been completed before that of the other
verbs. 'The use of the resultative to express such anteriority appears to be confined to the sub
ordinate clause.' (EIV 99) Compare the example: 6 ro-boi da laa 7 di aidchi forsin muir,
co-n-accae a dochum in fer isin charput farsin muir 'when he had been two days and two nights
on the sea, he saw a man in a chariot coming towards him along the sea' (IB 32). The action of the
subordinate clause ro-boi 'had been' has taken place earlier than that of the main clause
co-n-accae 'saw' and is therefore characterized by a resultative augment.
Apart from referring to a true present action the Old Irish present tense can also be used for
habitual or general statements. Clauses dependent on such presents usually contain present
indicatives or subjunctives themselves. To stress the chronological precedence of the dependent
clause's action, the augmented tense or mood demanded by context and syntax is used. Com
pare the following example: is in nu.all do-ngniat h6 ru-maid fora naimtea remib 'it is the cry that
they make when their enemies are/have been routed before them' (Ml. 51c9). The statement of
the main clause ('it is the cry that they make') is of a general nature and therefore in the present
tense. Old Irish syntax demands that the dependent clause be also in the present tense in this
case. In order to express the logical precedence of the action in the dependent clause (first the
enemies have to be routed, then the winners can make a cry of victory) the resultative augment
ro is added to the present tense form maidid � ro-maid. While in English such a combination of
present tense and anteriority is impossible, this is easy to achieve in Old Irish by augmentation.
Basically the same rules apply in the case of habitual or general statements in the past. Instead of
the present indicative and subjunctive, in this case the imperfect indicative and past subjunctive
are used. Both can be augmented to indicate anteriority: Bai carpat rig hi Temair. No-gabtais da
ech 6endatha nad-ragbatais rfam for carpat. 'There was a king's chariot in Tara. Two horses of
the same color that had never been yoked before used to be put under the chariot' (Eriu 6, 134.56). ragbatais is the 3rd pl. passive imperfect -gaibtis 'used to be taken' with the augment ro, with
assimilation of its vowel to the a of the root gab-.
50.1.2. The potential augment
The augment with potential force is formally identical to the resultative augment, but it can be
used in any tense and mood (with the exception of the imperative) and it is not restricted to de
pendent clauses. It is, however, mainly used with the present and past subjunctive, less so with
the present indicative, and rarely outside of these. An example for the augmented present indic
ative is: at-robair each cenel 'every [sc. grammatical] gender can say [= express] it' (Sg. 190b4).
An augmented present subjunctive and present indicative is found in cia ru-be cen ni diib,
nf.rubai cenaib huli 'though it may be able to be without one of them, it cannot be without them
all' (Ml. 20d4). The following example contains an augmented preterite with resultative force
and an augmented past subjunctive with potential meaning: connacon-rabae nf ro-scrutais 'so
that there was nothing that they could examine' (Ml. 80b9).
Direct orders are given in the imperative in Old Irish, e.g., 2nd pl. dilgid 'forgive!' (Wb. 18all)
(from W2b do-luig1); more general requests can be made in the jussive subjunctive, e.g.,
du-logaid do cha.ch '(you are to) forgive everyone' (Ml. 65a10). Jussives can be augmented to
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express a less determined wish, e.g.,
then, that offence' (Wb. 18a12).

da-rolgid dom tra in frithorcuin-sin

'may you forgive me,

Final clauses that are introduced by the conjunctions araN 'in order that,' coL/N 'so that,' ama 'in
order that not,' cona, conna, coni 'so that not' contain augmented and unaugmented subjunctives
in free distribution.

50.2. The choice of the correct augment
Most verbs use ro as their augment. This particle was originally an ordinary preverb and is in
deed still used as such in a handful of verbs, e.g., ro-icc 'to reach,' ro-cluinethar 'to hear,' etc., but
eventually it acquired mainly grammatical functions within Old Irish. ro has the by-form ru, e.g.,
as-rubartammar 'we have said.' When ro comes to stand in stressed
position immediately before a reduplicated verbal form, it is changed
to r6e- and the first syllable of the reduplication is lost on the surface,
e.g., unaugmented reduplicated preterite nf-memaid 'it did not break,'
but augmented nf-r6emaid 'it has not broken' (see also 55.3.2 note 8).
As a consequence of ro's 'preverbal prehistory' it still largely appears
in the appropriate position in compound verbs demanded by the
rules of positional hierarchy (see 50.3 below). But a number of verbs
either use other particles/preverbs as their augment or take recourse
Illustration 50.1:
dom-roilge, a muimme!
to different means of augmentation altogether:
'may you forgive me, mum!'

50.2.1. Simple verbs
1. Most simple verbs use ro as their augment. As to the position of ro see 50.3 below.
2. A few verbs are augmented by preverbs other than ro. I will give a few actually attested forms
for every case, citing the underlying forms in formal representation (see 15.2):
'(s)he has drunken,' 3rd sg. pres. subj.

1.

(Sla) 'to drink': ess-ib- (3rd sg. pret. deut.
prot. -esbe '(s)he may drink')

2.

Ju-

3.

ith-/ed- (Sla)

4.

(Sla) 'to sit': dI-in-sed- (3rd pl. pres. subj. prot.
deut. do-esid '(s)he has sat')

5.

(Sla) 'to lie': dI-in-leg- (3rd pl. pres. subj. prot.
prot. -dellig '(s)he has lain')

6.

mlig-

7.

to(n)g- (Slc)

ib-

(H3) 'to drink':

ess-lu- (3rd

'to eat':

as-ib

sg. pres. subj. deut. as-Ju '(s)he may drink')

dI-uss/fo(?)-ith-/-ed- (3rd

sg. pret. prot. -duaid '(s)he has eaten')

sedleg-

(Sla) 'to milk':

to-uss-mlig- (1st

'to swear':

·deset

'they may sit,' 3rd sg. pret.

-deilset

'they may lie,' 3rd sg. pret.

sg. pret. deut. do-ommalg 'I have milked')

to-cum-to(n)g- (3rd

sg. pret. deut. du-cuitig '(s)he has sworn')

3. Two, possibly three verbs use suppletion to create their augmented forms. That means these
are built on completely different roots altogether. The first two verbs are extremely important;
augmented verbal forms of these occur frequently:
1.

(Sla) 'to carry': ro-uc- inflects as a W2b verb: 1st sg. pres. prot. -rucaim-se 'I can
carry,' 3rd sg. pres. subj. prot. -ruca '(s)he may carry,' 2nd sg. pret. deut. ro-ucais 'thou
hast carried,' etc.
ber-
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2. teg- (Sla) 'to go': dI-cum-feth- inflects as a Slb verb: 3rd sg. pres. s-subj. deut. do-cof,
prot. -dich '(s)he may go,' 3rd pl. do-cofset, -dichset, -dechsat 'they may go,' 1st sg. suf
fixless pret. deut. do-coad, prot. -dechud 'I have gone,' 3rd sg. do-cuaid, -dechuid '(s)he
has gone,' 3rd pl. do-cotar, -dechutar 'they have gone,' etc.
3. gat- (Wl) 'to steal': to-ell- (Wl) (3rd sg. pret. deut. du-ell '(s)he has stolen')
50.2.2. Compound verbs
1. Most compound verbs use ro as their augment. As to the position of ro see 50.3 below.
2. Augment ad: With only a few exceptions, all compound verbs that have the preverb cum/ con
as their first element and whose second element (a further preverb or the root) begins with a
consonant other than fuse the particle ad as their augment. Used as augment, ad always comes
after cum/con. Because of the effects of syncope the augment ad may disappear completely as a
visible element in certain prototonic forms, but it can be securely inferred from its effects on the
syncope pattern of the following syllables, e.g., unaugmented 3rd sg. impf. subj. -cosctrad '(s)he
would destroy' (< *cum-scarad) vs. augmented -comtscarad '(s)he might destroy' (< *cum-ad
scarad) from con-scara (Wl) 'to destroy,' or unaugmented 3rd pl. pret. -cottlaiset 'they slept'
(< *cum-tolaiset) vs. augmented -comttaltsat 'they have slept' (< *cum-ad-tolaiset) from con-tuili
(W2b) 'to sleep.'
3. Augment cum/con: No simple rule can be set up for the use of cum/con as augment. It seems
to be restricted to a few compound Sl and S3-verbs. It is attested for the following roots: Sl
aneg-, bo(n)g-, fed-, fed-, lo(n)g-, nig-, org-, rig-, to(n)g-, S3 be(n)-, fe(n)-, re(n)-. In the case of com
pounds of org- 'to slay' cum/con is the only possible augment; in the case of compounds of the
other roots cum/con is restricted to certain preverbs, e.g., Sl do-indnaig 'to bestow' 7 un
augmented 3rd sg. t-pret. do-indnacht '(s)he bestowed,' augmented do-ecomnacht '(s)he has
bestowed' (< *to-in-cum-anacht); S3 do-ben 'to cut off' 7 unaugmented 3rd sg. redupl. pret. do-bf
'(s)he cut off,' augmented do-combai '(s)he has cut off;' note especially Sl in-fet 'to tell, to relate'
7 unaugmented 3rd sg. pret. in-fid, augmented in-cuaid; similarly Sl ad-fet 'to tell' 7 augmented
3rd sg. pret. ad-cuaid.
4. A few verbs create their augmented stems by suppletion:
1. do-beir 'to bring, to give' is unique in having two different augmented stems, depend
ing on the meaning: to-r(o)-at-, which inflects as a W2a verb, is used for the meaning 'to
give,' to-uc-, which inflects as a W2b verb, for the meaning 'to bring': e.g., 3rd sg. s-pret.
do-rat, -tarat '(s)he has given,' 3rd pl. do-ratsat, -tartsat 'they have given' 3rd sg. a-subj.
do-rata, -tarta '(s)he may give,' 3rd pl. do-ratat, -tartat 'they may give;' and 3rd sg. s-pret.
do-ucc/do-uicc/do-uccai, -tucc/-tuicc '(s)has brought,' 3rd pl. do-uccsat, -tuccsat 'they
have brought,' 3rd sg. a-subj. do-ucca, -tucca '(s)he may bring,' 3rd pl. do-uccat, -tuccat
'they may bring.'
2. Some compounds of teit 'to go' replace teg- with de-cum-feth-, which inflects as a Slb
verb (see 50.3.1.2.3): do-tet 'to come,' fris-taet 'to come against, to oppose,' for-tet 'to
help,' remi-tet 'to go before, to precede.'
3. fo-ceird (Sla), -cuirethar (W2b) 'to put' and its compounds combine the augment ro
with a change to the root Hl la-: ro-la-, e.g., 3rd sg. unaugm. pret. fo-caird '(s)he put,'
but augmented s-pret. ro-la, -rala '(s)he has put,' 3rd pl. ro-laiset, -rolsat 'they have put,'
1st sg. a-subj. prot. -rol 'I may put,' 3rd pl. prot. -rolat 'they may put.'
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4. The augmented deuterotonic (!) preterite of ad-cf 'to see' is ad-condairc 'has seen'
(inflecting like a suffixless preterite). There is no prototonic form, after conjunct par
ticles the dependent form of the unaugmented preterite -accae is used (see 44.7.3.).
Apart from the preterite, ad-cf has no augmented forms.
5. A few verbs do not distinguish between unaugmented and augmented forms at all:
1. Compounds of -ic (Sla) and -gni(n) (S3) are never augmented, even where the syntax
would demand it.
2. Compounds with the lexical preverb ro like ad-roilli, -airilli (H2) 'to deserve'(< * ad-ro
slI-) cannot be augmented.
3. The compounds ro-finnadar (S3) 'to find out,' its preterito-present ro-fitir 'to have found
out, to know,' ro-cluinethar (S3) 'to hear' and ro-laimethar (S2) 'to dare' have ro in
independent position, but lose it in dependent position, irrespective of whether the
syntax would demand an augment or not.
4. The root ta- (Hl) in the substantive verb at-ta and in do-esta 'to be absent, to be want
ing' cannot be augmented, but its suppletive stem bl- (H2; see Appendix F.11) can be
augmented in the normal way. The compound in-ta-/ad-cum-ta- 'to get' retains the
root ta- throughout the paradigm. Its dependent form is-eta, its independent form
ad-cota. Neither can be augmented.
5. fo-gaib (S2) (with its suppletive preterite fo.f(Jair) 'to find' cannot be augmented. ad-cf
(H2) 'to see' can only be augmented in the independent preterite.

50.3. The position of the augment
McCONE (EIV 90) established for Old Irish the following positional hierarchy of preverbs in
compounds:

1

2

3

4

5

to

for
iris
eter
imb(e)
ess
fo
in(de)

ad
ath(e)
ar(e)
de/dI

cum
ro

ne

USS

Illustration 50.2: The positional hierarchy of Old Irish preverbs
Positional hierarchy means that in compounds containing more than one preverb like do-imthi
ret 'to serve'(< *to-imbe-athe-reth- = three preverbs) there is a tendency for a preverb belonging
to column 2 (like imb(e)) to come before a preverb of column 3 (like ath(e)); to will always be the

first preverb in a compound. The hierarchy within a column cannot be determined with absolute
certainty. This hierarchy seems to have been observed fairly rigidly in so-called 'primary' com
position, meaning in old, genuinely Irish formations (see EIV 89 for examples). In 'secondary'
composition, meaning in calques on Latin compounds on the one hand and in new formations
that build on existing, already lexicalized compounds on the other hand, this positional hier
archy need no longer be adhered to.
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Regarding the position of the augment, the following complex development is observable within
the history of early Irish:
1. In the oldest system of augmentation grammatical TO is placed at that position within a
compound where it belongs according to the positional hierarchy of preverbs, i.e., before
uss, ne and cum/con, but after any other preverb, with the one provision that it never
comes to stand before the first lexical preverb. In the later period this rule is weakened.
McCONE calls this system of placement the preverbal TO. Due to the added syllable of the
augment, the syncope pattern of augmented verbal forms can differ decisively from that of
unaugmented forms. In the case of compound verbs, this adds yet another dimension to
the already existing opposition between deuterotonic and prototonic verbal forms. Look at
the following example, the 3rd pl. s-preterite of do-sluindi 'to deny':
deuterotonic

prototonic

unaugmented

do-sluindtset

-dflttiset

augmented

do-rflttiset

-dertlindtset

Illustration 50.3: The result of augmentation on the deuterotonic/prototonic-opposition

This high degree of alternations led to a propensity towards levelling within the paradigm,
for example in the form of 'wrong' syncope patterns or other consequences of mutual in
fluence, e.g., in the example above do-riltiset instead of historically expected *do-TOltaiset.
In the case of simple verbs ro was treated as a normal preverb. In independent position it
came to stand in unstressed position, e.g., TOm·gabsat 'they have taken me,' TO-memdatar
'they have broken,' in dependent position, however, it was promoted into stressed position
with all concomitant shifts of the syncope pattern, e.g., condom-ragbaiset 'so that they have
taken me,' nf-r6emdatar 'they have not broken.'
2. This state of synchronic 'unpredictability' of augmented forms with preverbal TO com
pared to the underlying unaugmented forms put pressure on the system towards its
simplification as a whole. The first step was the introduction of prevocalic ro in compound
verbs: this is prefixed as elided r' immediately before a vocalically anlauting preverb in the
stressed part of the verb, even if ro ought to follow this preverb according to the positional
hierarchy, e.g., original augmented do-argart (to-ad-ro-gar-) '(s)he has pleaded' 7 do-ra
cart (to-TO-ad-gar-). This new augmented preterite do-racart is very easily recognizable
beside the unaugmented preterite do-acart. Prevocalic ro may also stand before the first
lexical preverb of a compound, e.g., original augmented prototonic present passive -imm
forlangar (imbi-fo-ro-long-) 'it can be caused' 7 -rimmfolngar, which is easily recognizable
beside unaugmented -immfolngar. The great advantage of prevocalic ro is that because of
the elision of its o the syllable count of the word as a whole is not disrupted and the syn
cope pattern doesn't change. This leads to a higher degree of paradigmatic homogeneity.
3. To avoid the complications caused by the shifting syncope pattern, in simple verbs TO
developed into a plain conjunct particle during the Old Irish period. That means it always
came to stand in pretonic position; if another conjunct particle was added, it coalesced
with TO. To use the examples from above, instead of classical Old Irish condom-ragbaiset,
now corom-gabsat would be used, or niro-memdatar instead of nf-r6emdatar. This state of
affairs can be termed proclitic TO.
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4. In the case of compound verbs, prevocalic ro could of course not be used where the
stressed part of the verb began with a consonant. In order to avoid the complex system of
preverbal ro even in these cases, the proclitic ro-solution of simple verbs was utilized,
which always appeared in pretonic position. This means that in dependent position ro was
added directly to a conjunct particle, in independent position it was added to the first
pretonic preverb, e.g., original augmented preterite do-rfltisset ( di-ro-slond-) 'they have
denied' 7 doro-sluindset, which is easily recognizable beside unaugmented do-sluindset.
Thus the syncope pattern of the verb was not disrupted. Proclitic ro has a leniting effect on
the stressed part of the verb.
5. In a further step of simplification the use of ro as augment was extended to verbs that
originally had no augment or used a different one.
6. In a final step ro was treated as a true conjunct particle: after it the regular dependent
form of the verb was used.
If the above has left you totally confused, don't let that discourage you. The position of the
augment actually is a highly complex question. I have only given a very rough description of all
the problems involved. For a thorough and truly comprehensive discussion you should read the
relevant chapters in Kim McCONE's Early Irish Verb (127-161).
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51.1. From the Ta.in B6 Cuailnge
The following short episode is from the Macgnfmrada Con Culainn (TBC 552-560), the 'boyhood
deeds of Cu Chulainn.' It tells us how one day on his way to a banquet King Conchobar visits
the playground of the boys of the Ulaid to receive their blessings for the journey. He watches the
boys at their usual games, but there is one boy standing out among all the others. They are
playing a.in phuill 'driving of the hole,' a mixture of golf and hockey.
Co-n-accae [sc. Conchobar] :iarum Coin Culaind oc a.in liathr6ite frisna tri c6ecta mac, 7
birt a rr6enu form. In tan ba [n-]ain phuill do-gnitis, no-linad-som in poll dia lia
thr6itib 7 ni-cumcaitis in maic a ersclaigi. In tan batar [n-]e-seom uili do-bidctis in poll,
ara-cliched-som a 6enur conna-teiged cid 6enliathr6it ind. In tan ba n-imthrascrad
do-gnitis, do-scarad-som inna tri c6ecta mac a 6enur 7 ni-comricced imbi-seom lin a
thrascartha. In tan dano ba n-imdirech do-gnitis, dos-riged-som uili co-mbitis
tornochta, 7 nocon-ructais-seom immorro cid a delg asa brot-som namma.
Transcription
ko-vake kovxa�ap iapuµ kov' guAan' og av' A'ia8pod'e f'r'ist> p
na t'r'i koigda mak, ogus b'ir't' a roivu foru. in dav ba vav'
cpul' do,y'v'id'as', no-l'iva8-soµ in bol d'ia A'ia8pod'aW ogus
v'i·kuµgad'as' in µak' a ersklay'i. in dav badap ve-s'oµ UA'i
do,Wi8'g'd'as' in bol, apa·k'l'ix'a8-soµ a oivup kona-d'ey'a8
k'i8' oivA'ia8pod' in'd'. in dav ba v'im'8paskpa8 do·y'v'i
d'as', do,skapa8-soµ ina t'r'i koigda mak a oivup ogus
v'i·koµ'p'ag'a8 im'b'i-s'oµ l'iv a 8paskap8a. in dav davo ba
v'im'8'ip'ax do,y'v'id'as', dos,r'iya8-soµ UA'i ko·m'b'id'as'
tornoxta, ogus vokav·rugdas'-s'oµ k'i8' a 8'elg asa �pot-soµ Illustration 51.1:
isin chluichemaig 'on the J?layground'
nama.
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51.2. Varia
1. The phrase is marb, ba marb, literally 'is dead, was dead,' actually means 'dies, died'.
2. Apart from being the augmented suppletive stem of do·beir in the meaning 'to bring,'
do·uccai, ·tuccai (W2b) can also be used as an independent verb in its own right with the
meaning 'to understand.'
3. The interrogative pronoun cid/ced 'what is it,' followed by a nasalizing relative clause, means
'why.'
4. The particles olse, olsi, olseat /o).s'e o).s'i o).s'ead/ mean 'he, she, they said' respectively. In the
later language they were reinterpreted as containing the independent pronouns: ol se, ol sf, ol
sfat.

5. The Donn Cuailnge, the Brown Bull of Cuailnge, is the object of contention in the Ta.in B6
Cuailnge.

6. The particle os, followed by an independent pronoun (see 34.6.), is translated 'and (at the same
time)' and introduces a side remark on the main statement, e.g., in UR §3: fili 6n at 6ga firiana
folad, [ enumerating a large number of qualifications here], os e mac filed 7 aue araili 'that is a
poet whose qualifications are complete and genuine, [ ...], and he is the son of a poet and the
grandson of another,' i.e., while at the same time he is the son and grandson of a poet. The par
ticle takes the form ot before the 3rd pl. pronoun, e.g., in the following statement apparently on
zombies: delb anmandae foraib, ot he marbdai ca-lleic 'a living form on them, and they dead at
the same time nevertheless' (Ml. 130a3) (actually this gloss speaks of worldly treasures, which,
although beautiful and desirable, are spiritually dead).
7. The nom. pl. be6a, instead of classical bii, in sentence 20 shows the spread of the ending -a also
to masculine adjectives.
51.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. ** Tarbfeis fer nErenn: no·marbthae tarb leo 7 no·ithed 6enfer a saith de 7 no·ibed a enbruithe 7
no·cantae 6r firinne fair inna ligiu. (TBDD 123 ff.) 2. ** Do·bert goiste imma bra.gait fadesin, conid
marb, huare nad·ndigni Abisol6n a chomairli. (Ml. 23b10) 3. * Cach tan do·rrigensaid maith
amaib bochtaib im' anmaim-se, is form-sa do·rigensaid. (LU 2335) 4. * Cach tan na·ndergensaid
maith amaib bochtaib im' anmaim-se is form-sa ni·dergensaid. (LU 2353) 5. ** Ro·lil dim m'er
naigde 7 ni·dechaid uaimm. (Ml. 54d7) 6. ** hUare is hi foscud menman ro·radus-sa inna briathra
as·ruburt, is airi in-sin ro·cuala-su guth m'emaigde-se. (Ml. 50d7) 7. ** No·scrutainn-se, in tan
no·mbiinn isnaib fochaidib, dus in·retarscar cairde nDe 7 a remcaissiu, 7 nf.tucus-sa in-sin,
imu·etarscar fa naic. (Ml. 91c1) 8. * Ro·legsat can6in fetarlaici 7 nufiadnaissi amal ronda·legsam
ni, acht ronda·saibset-som namma. (Ml. 24d24) 9. ** Is he forcenn du·rat-som forsna mm6rchol
du·rigensat a namait fris, diltud remdeicsen De de-som, huare nad·tarat digail forsna hi
du·rigensat inna hi-sin fris-sium. (Ml. 91a21) 10. ** Ced na·ronass do f6esam-su [ ... ] forsna
maccu? (TBC 446) 11. * Nipu chian iarsin gnim, ad·chuaid Fergus indossa, co·ndergeni-som [sc.
Cu Chulainn] bet n-aile. (TBC 543 f.) 12. ** Con·aggab enech 7 anmain dam-sa, [ ... ] in fer muin
tire ruccad uaimm .i. mo chu. (TBC 594 ff.) 13. ** 'Indat e-side [sc. tri braithir bat namait-som do
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Ultaib] as-berat,' ol Cu Chulainn, 'nach m6o fil do Ultaib i mbethaid ol-das ro-mbe6tar-som dib?'
(TBC 704 f.) 14. ** [ ...] is do chuingid chomraic fri fer do·dechaid in mac fil and. (TBC 729 f.)
15. * 'Rot-anacc-sa, a Cheltchair,' ol Cet mac Magach, 'co dorus do thige. Ro-eiged immum.
Tanaicc each. Tanacc-su dano.' (SMMD 13.4-6) 16. * 'Do·reilcis gae form-sa. Ro·leicius-sa gae
n-aile cucut-su co-ndechaid tret sliasait ocus tre uachtar do macraille.' (SMMD 13.7-9)
17. ** 'Do-uccus-sa in mboin-se eim,' olsi, 'a sid Chruachan conda·rodart in Donn Cuailnge lem.'
(TBR 64-65) 18. ** In moltai, do-ngniinn-se tri bindius 7 chlais, ara·ruichiuir mo guth occaib. (Ml.
136a8) 19. * Ind fir, ind oic, ind eich, no·bitis im Mail Fothertaig, do-gnitis cen chose
i-mmaig, fo.fertais graffaind [ ...]. (FR 221-224) 20. ** Cless maicc Con Culainn: Do·beired cloich
inna chranntabaill 7 dos-leiced tathbeimm forsna eonu, co·ngaibed inna airberta dib, ot e beoa,
conda·leiced uad isin n-aer do-ridissi. (AOA 2)
Transcription
1. tar�es' ep v'ep'an: no-mar�0e tar� l'ehu ogus no-i0'a8 oiv'ep a ha.0' d'e ogus no-i�'a8 a ev�pu0'e ogus
no-kante op f'ip'an'e fap' ina A'iy'u. 2. do-b'ert gos't'e ima �payad' fa8'es'av', kov'i8 mar�, uap'e na.8-n'd'iy'v'i
Abisolon a xoµap'A'i. 3. kax dav do·r'iy'evsa8' ma0' apnaW boxtaW im anmam'-s'e is form-sa do·r'iy'evsa8'.
4. kax dav na-n'd'ep'y'evsa8' ma0' apnaW boxtaW im anmam'-s'e is form-sa n'i·d'ep'y'evsa8'. 5. ro-l'iA' d'im
m'epvay'8'e ogus n'i·d'exa8' uam'. 6. uap'e is i �osku8 µ'enmav ro-ra8us-sa ina b'r'ia0pa as-ru�urt, is ap'i in
s'iv ro-kuaAa-su gu0 m'epvay'8'e-se. 7. no-skrudan'-s'e, in dav no-m'b'ian' isnaW foxa8'aW, dus in-r'edarskap
kap'd'e n'd'e ogus a p'eµkas'u, ogus n'Hugus-sa in-s'iv, inru-edarskap fa nak'. 8. ro-l'eysad kavov' WedapAak'i
ogus nu"ia8vas'i aµaA ronda-l'eysaµ-n'i, axt ronda-saiWs'ad-soµ nama. 9. is e fork'en du-rad-soµ forsna
mopxoA du-r'iy'evsad a vaµad' f'r'is', d'iltu8 r'eµ'8'eg's'av d'e d'e-soµ, uap'e nad-dapad d'iyaA' forsna h'i
du-p'iy'evsad ina hi-s'iv f'r'is'-s'uµ. 10. k'e8 na-rovas do oisaµ-su forsna maku? 11. n'ibu x'iav iars'in y'v'iµ,
a8-xua8' f'epyus ind6sa, ko-n'd'ep'y'ev'i-soµ b'ed vaA'e. 12. kov-aga� ev'ax ogus avµav' daµ-sa, in f'ep
mun't'ap'e ruga8 uam', e8 ov mo xu. 13. 'indad e-s'i8'e as-Wepad,' OA ku xuAan', 'nax moo f'iA' do ultaW i
m'b'e0a8' ol-das ro·m'b'evdap-soµ d'i�?' 14. is do xuIJ'g'a8' xoµpag' f'r'i f'ep do-d'exa8' in mak f'iA' and.
15. rod·avag-sa, a x'eltxap',' oA k'ed mak mayax, 'ko dopus do 0'iy'e. ro-ey'a8 imum. tavag' kax. tavag-su
davo.' 16. 'do·r'eA'g'as' gai form-sa. ro·l'eg'us-sa gai vaA'e kugud-su ko-n'd'exa8' t'r'ed h'A'iasad' ogus t'r'e
uaxtap do µagpal'e.' 17. 'do-ugus-sa in mbov'-s'e eµ',' oAs'i, 'a s'i8' xpuaxav konda-ro8art in don kual'I)'g'e
l'em.' 18. in µolti, dO·I)'g'ian'-s'e t'r'i Win'd'us ogus XAas', apa-pux'il).p' mo yu0 ogaW. 19. ind ip', ind oag', ind
ex', no·Wid'as' im' maiA' �o0'artay', do-g'n'id'as' k'ev xosk i-may', fo.f'epdas' grafan'd'. 20. do-b'ep'a8 klox' ina
XPanta�al' ogus 8os·l'eg'a8 ta0Wem' forsna hevvu, ko-IJgaWa8 ina hap'Warta d'iW, od e beva, konda-l'eg'a8
ua8 is'an naip do-p'i8'as'i.

English
1. Bulls used to be killed by them, and they used to eat their fill of them, and they used to drink
their broths and a song of truthfulness used to be sung upon them lying. 2. They gave nooses
around their necks so that they died because their friends did not carry out (OJr.: make) their
piece of advice. 3. Every time thou hast done a good thing for a poor (person) in our names, it is
on us thou hast done it. 4. Every time thou hast not done a good thing for a poor (person) in our
names, it is on us thou hast not done it. 5. Our prayers have not clung to us, but they have gone
from us. 6. Since it is in darkness of mind they have spoken the words that they have spoken, it
is therefore you have heard the voices of their prayers. 7. She did not use to investigate, when
she was in tribulations, whether God's friendship had departed. It is therefore (ain) she has not
understood it. 8. Thou hast read the canon as I have read it, but thou hast not perverted it ( OJr.:
her). 9. This is the end which they have put (OJr.: given) to the sins which my enemy had done
against me because I had not given revenge on him who had done those things against me.
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10. Your protection has been bound on the boy. 11. It was long after the deeds, which we have
related now, that they have made another deed. 12. They have preserved(our) honor for us, the
men of(our) household who have been taken from us. 13. It is he who used to say that there are
more of the men who are alive than he has slain of them. 14. It is not to seek encounter against
men that the boys who are here have come. 15. We did not reach you by the doors of your
houses. Alarm was not sounded around us. Everybody did not come. You did not come. 16. You
have not thrown spears at us. We have not cast other spears at you so that they have gone
through your thighs. 17. They have brought these cows, so that the bulls (tarb) of the Laigin have
bulled them for them. 18. The praise which we used to make in melody and choir, our voices
have failed at it. 19. The man, who used to be around Ma.el Fothertaig, was he wont to act
without reproof outside, was he wont to prepare a horse-race(= horse-races)? 20. I would (0Ir.:
imperfect) put (0Ir.: give) stones into my sling and I would cast (them) a stunning blow on a
bird, so that it would take the conscience from it ( 0Ir.: him), and it ( os e) still alive, so that I
would release it from me into the air again.
51.4. Test

Explain which unaugmented verbal form underlies the following augmented forms.
-torchar:

ro-carus:

as-robair:

•erbart:

do·r6nad:

·dergensaid:

do-r6et:

as-ib:

ro·suidigser:

con·acab:

do-raidled:

ad-raigsetar:

ro-laus:

con·acairt:

for-r6echan:

do-cuaid:

do-ratais:

do-rumenair:

·tuidchid:

do-uccai:

con-ascrasat:

-tartsam:

tucsat:

.fargabsat:

do-dechad:

or

ad-cuadatar:

·robae:

ro·nass:

ro-batar:
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52.1. Prepositional relative constructions

Illustration 52.1:

fer snige dia-ruilil-si

'the snowman
to which she has clung'

Old Irish relative clauses can be introduced by prepositions, and
such constructions are consequently called prepositional relative
clauses. Compare German, English or Latin examples like the man
of whom I dream, or die Frau, fiir die mein Herz schlagt, or uir de
quo nil nisi bonum narretur. In Old Irish these are the only re
lative constructions where something like a separate relative par
ticle is actually visible. This particle has the form -aN after leniting
prepositions, etir, oc and sometimes for, and -saN after all other
prepositions. It is added directly to the preposition that stands at
the head of the relative clause. The verb immediately follows in
the dependent form. These are the possible combinations of Old
Irish prepositions and the relative particle:

preposition

prepos. relative

a.H'outof'

asaN.

arL 'in front of, for'

araN.

coH 'up to, until'
coN'with'
diL'from'

cosaN.
diaN,

doL 'to, for'
etir, itir 'between'

eteraN., etiraN.

foL 'under'

foaN.' fuaN,' foN.

for'upon'

forsaN., foraN.

frjH 'againse

frisaN., frissaN.

jN 'in, into'

see below

immL 'around'

immaN., immoN·

JaH'with, by'

lasaN.

6-l,'from'

6aN., uaN., 6N·

oc'at, by'

occaN., ocaN.

triL 'through'

tresaN.

Illustration 52.2: The prepositional relatives
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Examples for the use of these forms are:
inti fora- tuit-som 'the one upon whom it falls' (Wb. 4d15): for 'upon' + rel. -aN+ do- tuit,
- tuit'to fall' = /fopa-dut'/
fil inis [. .. ] imma- taitnet gabra rein 'there is an island [ ... ] around which sea-horses glitter'
(IB 4): immL 'around'+ rel. -aN+ do,aitni, ·taitni 'to shine' = /ima,dat'n'ad/
cid dia,ta Cophur in da Muccida? 'What is it from which (the title) Cophur in da Muccida
is?' (LL 32931): diL 'from'+ rel. -aN+ substantive verb at,ta, ·ta= /d'ia-da/
cid ara-n-eperr Crfth Gablach? 'Why (= what is it for which)
1): arL+ rel. -aN+ as·beir, ·epir 'to say' = apa·v'eb'ar/

is it called Crfth Gablach?' (CG

cid asa,fordailtea grad tuaithe? 'What is it out of which the grades of a tuath have been
divided?' (CG 6): as 'out of' + rel. -saN + augmented fo,dali, ,fodlai 'to divide' =

/asa,�ordal't'a/
Note:
1. The prepositional relative for both diL 'from' and doL 'to' is diaN,.
2. The same formation underlies the conjunctions (!) araN, 'in order that' and diaN, 'if, when.'
3. The only exception to the addition of the relative particle -(s)aN is the preposition iN 'in,' for
which no special relative form exists. Instead, plain jN. is used, followed by a dependent verbal
form, e.g., intfi-mbfi in spirut 'the one in whom the spirit is' (Wb. 8b10), or sfd mar i-taam '(it is)
great peace in which we are (= live)' (EC 3).
4. In poetry in general and in prose before the substantive verb biid, the vowel a of the particle
-saN may be dropped, but the remaining -sN still retains its nasalizing effect, e.g., mag find
fris'-mben muir /f'r'is·m'b'ev/ 'a fair plain against which the sea beats' (IB 16), las'-luid /las-lu8'/
'with whom he went' (Pel. June 15), or taithiunn nf fris'·tarddam ar n-athius /f'r'is· dapdaµ/ 'we
have something against which we can put up our keenness' (Thes. ii, 203, 18 f.).
5. Before the d of infixed pronouns class C and before 3rd sg. forms of the copula in -d and -b/-p
the relative particle appears in the variant -(s)in-, -(s)im-, e.g., arind-epur 'for which I say it.' If the
added form of the copula contains one or more syllables, the vowel of the relative particle is
syncopated, e.g., airmtis 'so that they might be' < *ar-im-b(i)tis. Exceptions to this rule are dian
/d'ian-/, loan /foan-/ and oan- /oan-/.
6. In negative constructions instead of the particle -(s)aN the negative relative -na (-nach-) or
-nacon- is used, e.g., ocna,bfat 'with which there are not,' asnacha,tucad 'out of which he would
not have brought them' (Ml. 125b7), or (tire) inna-bf bas na peccad na immarmus 'lands in which
there are neither death nor sin nor transgression' (EC 3).

52.2. Word order
As stated already at the beginning of this book (see 5.7), in a 'normal' Old Irish sentence the
verbal form always comes first. It may only be preceded by a few conjunctions and particles like
nf·, inN., coN·, etc. The verb is followed by the subject, the object and then by all other parts of the
sentence (VSO-order). Thus a typical Old Irish sentence would go, e.g., benaid Cu Chulainn
omnai ara ciunn i suidiu 'Cu Chulainn cuts down a tree before them there' (TBC 827 f.). But
building sentences exclusively that way would result in a rather dull and tedious narrative style
without syntactical variation, and in fact Old Irish word order is much more flexible, as you will
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already have noticed a couple of times yourself while translating sentences from the exercises. I
pointed out a few things in paragraph 3 of 24.3, but I will now explain other possible sentence
constructions in more detail.
1. First of all, any part of the sentence may be promoted to the first position to award it special
attention. This is called fronting. The fronted phrase is usually introduced by a form of the
copula.
1.1. If the fronted phrase is the subject of the sentence (= subject antecedent), or if it is a
neuter object pronoun, the rest of the sentence follows in a leniting relative construction
(see 34.2 and 34.3).
1.2. If it is the object(= object antecedent), the rest of the sentence follows in a nasalizing or
leniting relative construction(see 49.3).
1.3. If the relativized word stands in a prepositional construction within the relative
clause, but does not do so in the superordinate clause, a prepositional relative construction
(see 52.1) is used.
1.4. If, however, the fronted phrase itself is a prepositional phrase (= prepositional ante
cedent), the relativity of the rest of the sentence finds no formal expression, but a straight
forward main clause construction is used, e.g., is do thabairt diglae beirid in claideb-sin 'it
is to inflict (lit. give) vengeance(that) he carries that sword' (Wb. 6a13), i.e., here the front
ed phrase do thabairt diglae 'for the inflicting of vengeance' is a prepositional expression
containing the preposition doL .
But in addition to nominal phrases, even subordinate clauses may be thus fronted, e.g., is
combat maithi coisctir 'it is in order that they may be g.ood they are reproved' (Wb. 31b25).
In this case the subordinate clause combat maithi 'in order that they may be good' is front
ed, and then followed by the rest of the sentence in a normal main clause construction.
2. Structurally different are constructions where some part of the sentence is brought to the front
without copulaic introduction, and the rest of the sentence follows without any relative marking,
but the fronted part is resumed by a pronoun, e.g., barr buide fordut-ta 6s gnuis chorcordai, bid
ordan do rigdelbae 'the blond hair, which is upon thee above a purple face, it will be a noble sign
of thy kingly appearance' (EC 5), or cluiche n-afmin inmeldach, agtait [. .. ] fir 7 mna 'a pleasant
and delightful game, men and women play it' (IB 41). Sentences of this type are called 'cleft
sentences.'
3. The VSO-order can be overridden if the subject of the sentence is further determined by a re
lative clause or a genitival or prepositional phrase. Thus in effect a word order VOS is arrived at,
e.g., imm-folngi inducbail d6 in molad ro-mmolastar Dia 'it causes glory to himself, the praise by
which he has praised God' (Ml. 126b16). The subject in molad has the nasalizing relative clause
ro-mmolastar Dia dependent from it and is therefore moved to a position after the object induc
bail; or nf.foircnea in ffni ithe neich di anuas 'eating something of it from above does not put an
end to a vine' (Ml. 102a15), where the genitive neich 'of something' and the prepostional phrase
di 'from it (= her)' and the adverb anuas 'from above' are all part of the subject ithe 'eating.'
Apparently, the sentence would sound rather clumsy if the whole subject phrase stood in its ap
propriate place immediately after the verb. Overlong phrases of this kind may also be moved to
the very beginning of the sentence.
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4. Other closely connected parts of the sentence, too, can be separated for the same reason. In the
following example (ni),gaid do Dia dfgail for Saul inna n-olc do·rigeni-side fris 'he did not pray
to God for vengence on Saul for the bad things he had done to him' (Ml. 55d4), the genitive inna
n-olc 'of the bad things' is directly dependent on dfgal 'revenge,' nevertheless they are separated
by a prepositional phrase to allow inna n-olc to be moved to the final position of the clause in
order to be relativized.
5. A special case of suspension of the VSO-order is the omission of the verb, usually the copula
or the substantive verb. This omission occurs frequently in descriptive passages, e.g., suil glas
bannach ina chind 'a grey, lively eye in his head' (LU 9265), where a form of the substantive verb,
at·ta or fil, has been suppressed, or maic-ni do-som 'we are
sons to him' (Wb. 19d8), with omission of ammi, 1st pl. of the
copula. In fronted constructions of the type described in para
graph 1 above the copula may also always be left out. De
pending on the context, sometimes other verbs have to be
understood, e.g., in commands like carpat dam-sa 'a chariot to
me!' (TBC 648), where Cu Chulainn certainly omitted the im�
perative tabair! 'give!' because of his impetuous character (not Illustration 52_3:
to mention the fact that he forgot the magic word not·guidiu do luil dom-sa! 'your blood for me!'
'please').
6. In poetry and in archaizing style, that means in certain stylized, rhetorical passages in Old
Irish literature, which are called retoiric or roscada in Irish, it is possible to separate the stressed
part of the verb from a preverbal particle or from its first preverb. The particle or first preverb
remains at the very beginning of the sentence, but the rest of the verb is moved to the end. This
feature is called tmesis, e.g., nom- Choimmdiu -cofma 'may God be kind to me' (Thes. ii 290.11).
You will note that the lenition of the infixed pronoun -mL, which in normal order nom·chofma
Coimmdiu would be on the stressed part of the verb, in this case affects the subject, i.e., the first
element immediately following the infixed pronoun.
7. In archaizing style, the complete verb may stand at the end of the sentence if there is no con
junct particle or infixed element involved. It then appears in the prototonic form, if it is a com
pound, or has conjunct endings, if it is a simple verb, even in independent position, e.g., ar mind
nAxal n-acallad 'our diadem of apostles was spoken to' (ACC 82), which in normal prose would
be ad·gladad ar mind nAxal.
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53.1. The subjunctive
The subjunctive mood (German Konjunktiv) has its name from the fact that it is frequently em
ployed in subordinate clauses. That means it often appears in contexts which are 'subjugated' to
other clauses. But this etymological explanation falls short of covering all of its aspects. The use
of the subjunctive in Old Irish is rather similar to that in Latin. It usually conveys a certain
measure of indefiniteness, indetermination or uncertainty of a verbal action. Try to keep this 'un
certainty' in mind when you encounter a subjunctive form in an Old Irish text- and you will
encounter subjunctives very often indeed, as they are far more common in Old Irish than in
English or German. The basic connotations of the subjunctive can be classified thus:
1. The subjunctive mood denotes that a verbal action is willed, wished or commanded. In
main clauses it may thus serve as a kind of less determined imperative, e.g., sen De don-fe
'may God's blessing lead us' (Thes. ii 299.29) (do-fe =pres. subj. of Sl do-feid 'to lead'), or
druidecht nfs-gradaigther 'druidry, thou (rather) not love it' (EC 11), or ni-comris fri baeth
'thou (rather) not meet with a stupid person' (Tecosca Cormaic, LL 46159) (·comris =proto
tonic 2nd sg. pres. subj. of Sl con-rice 'to meet, to encounter').
2. Related to this use in main clauses is the use of the subjunctive in subordinate final or
consecutive clauses, especially after the final and consecutive conjunctions araN. and coN
'(so) that, in order that,' e.g., as-bert Conchobor fria muintir ara-scortais a cairptiu 'Con
chobor told his people that they should unyoke their chariots' (CCC 2), or conna-dechsam i
n-adradu idal 'that we may not go to adore idols' (Ml. 62dl).
3. Because the imperative is excluded from subordinate clauses, in its stead the subjunctive
renders orders in indirect speech, e.g., apair iris ad-mestar duili duilemon 'tell him that he
estimates the creations of the creator' (AM 32) (ad-mestar = 3rd sg. pres. subj. of ad-mide
thar 'to evaluate, to estimate;' the direct order to the 2nd person in the imperative would be:
aimmdithe duili duilemon! 'estimate the creations of the creator!')
4. Because the subjunctive implies uncertainty, it has to be used whenever a statement is
not completely real, but rather possible, probable, doubted or assumed. Therefore it is used
after bes /b'es/ 'perhaps,' in indirect questions after duus, dus /duiis, dns/ 'to see if,' in
conditional ('if,' see 49.6.4) and concessive ('although,' see 49.6.6) clauses, when the condi
tioning or conceded action lies in the future or at an indefinite time, or whenever reference
is made to an indefinite action. Not in all of these cases would an equivalent subjunctive
construction be used in English or German. Examples are: bes as-bera-su 'perhaps thou
mayest say' (Thes. ii 7.29); duus ind-aithirset 'to see if they repent it' (Wb. 30b30) (·aithirset
is prot. 3rd pl. pres. subj. of ad-eirrig 'to repent'); ma gabthair do neoch, is dam-sa ceta-geb
thar 'if it be taken by anyone, it will be taken by me first' (SergCC 4 f.); cfa br6enae-su do
brattan, nf he mo maccan chaine 'although thou wettest thy cloak (although thou shouldst
wet thy cloak) it is not my son whom thou lamentest' (FR 191 f.); an example for the use of
the subjunctive for a general, indefinite action is each anal do-ngneid 'every breath you
(should) take.'
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5. After acht 'provided that; if only' and resfu 'before' augmented subjunctives (also called:
perfective subjunctives) have to be used, e.g., for-bia ardleigend nErenn co bra.th acht
nad-rogba for forcetal na for scrfbend 'he will have supreme status of learning in Ireland
forever, provided he would not take to teaching and writing' (TBDM); do-scara c6ecait
mace diib resfu rfstais dorus nEmna 'he overthrows fifty of the boys, before they could
reach the door of Emain Macha' (TBC 435 f.).
The negative of the subjunctive is formed with the negative
particle nf. in non-relative contexts, and with na·, nad· in
relative constructions. In Old Irish the subjunctive mood is built
on a separate subjunctive stem of the verb. Three different
types of stem formation can be distinguished, depending on the
inflectional class of the verb and/or its root shape. We will look
at them in detail in the following lessons:
a-subjunctive
e-subjunctive
s-subjunctive
Illustration 53.1:
indat-ber-su lem-sa?

'may I take you with me?'

53.2. The a-subjunctive
The a-subjunctive is formed by all weak verbs, by Hl and H3 verbs, by strong verbs whose roots
end in -b, -r, -1, -m or single -n (all S3 and some Sl and S2 verbs) and by agaid 'to drive' and its
compounds. With the exception of W2a verbs the root final consonant is always non-palatalized
before the ending of the a-subjunctive. In W2a verbs the root final consonant is always
palatalized.
53.2.1. The standard a-subjunctive
The present of the a-subjunctive (and some future formations that we will learn in the next les
son) uses a separate set of endings, which may be termed 'a-ending set.' The a-ending set looks
very much like the endings of Wl verbs, with the one great difference that the endings of the 1st
and 2nd persons singular, both absolute and conjunct, have forms of their own. In the example
below I use the Sl verb beirid 'to carry.' Note how the root final r /p/is always non-palatalized
throughout the paradigm:
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absolute (independent)

person

conjunct (dependent)

sg.

bera

Ca

·ber

C

2nd sg.

berae

Ce

·berae

Ce

sg.

beraid

Cao'

·bera

Ca

rel.

beras

Cas

pass.

berthair

C0dp'

-berthar

C9ap

pass. rel.

berthar

C8ap

bermai

Cmi

·beram

Caµ

bermae

Cme

berthae

.C8e

-beraid

Cao'

berait

Cad'

-berat

Cad

rel.

bertae, beraite

Cde,Cad'e

pass.

bertair, beraitir

Cdap', Cad'ap'

·bertar

Cdap

pass. rel.

bertar, beratar

Cdap, Cadap

1st

3rd

1st

pl.
rel.

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

Illustration 53.2: The a-subjunctive of Sl beirid

Note:
1. Apart from the 1st and 2nd sg. the present subjunctive of Wl verbs is formally identical with
the respective present indicative forms. This is also true of Hl verbs.
2. Apart from the 1st and 2nd sg. and the 3rd sg. conjunct the present subjunctive of W2a verbs is
formally identical with the respective present indicative forms. The 1st sg. has the ending -ea /-a/
in the absolute, e.g., leicea, and zero / / in the conjunct, e.g., ·leic; the 2nd sg. has the ending -e,
e.g., ()leice; the 3rd sg. conjunct has the ending -ea /-a/, e.g., .Jeicea. In early texts the 3rd sg.
conjunct seems to have had the ending -e, e.g., Dia nime, nim-reilge 'God in heaven, may he not
leave me' (ACC 0).
3. In non-deponent W2b verbs and in deponent W2b verbs without the suffix -aig- the subjunc
tive is completely distinct from the present stem. Whereas in the present stem these verbs have
the root vowel u, sometimes o, and usually a palatalized root final consonant, in the subjunctive
stem the root vowel is o and the root final consonant is non-palatalized, e.g., pres. ad·suidi 'to
hold fast,' but 2nd sg. pres. subj. ad·sode /a3·so8e/, pres. -cuirethar 'to put,' but pres. subj.
·corathar /kopa0apj. When, however, the syllable after the root is syncopated, the root final con
sonant does become palatalized even here, e.g., 2nd sg. -coirther /kop'0'apj. This is also true of
most H3 verbs.
4. Among those verbs of the Sl and S3 classes that form an a-subjunctive, the present subjunctive
is formally largely distinct from the present indicative, but the odd formal identity may occur
here, too; compare, e.g., the 3rd pl. of beirid, which is berait /b'epad'/ both in the present
indicative and in the subjunctive.
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53.2.2. The a-subjunctive of S3 verbs
The subjunctive of S3 verbs deserves a more detailed treatment. In S3 verbs with roots ending in
a vowel (usually 1), the subjunctive forms are highly dissimilar to the present forms. For
example, in crenaid 'to buy,' the subjunctive endings are added directly to the root cri-. Where an
extra syllable is added after the subjunctive a, the i of the root and the a of the subjunctive stem
coalesce into a short e, e.g., 3rd pl. relative crete < *cri-a-te:
absolute (independent)

person
1st sg.
2ndsg.
3rd s .
g

•creu

elJ

ie
iao'

-criae, -crie
-cria

ie
ia

e0'ap'

-crethar

e0ap

n/a

-criam

iaµ

n/a

n/a

n/a
criae, crie
criaid, crieid

rel.
pass.
pass. rel.
1st pl.
rel.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

n/a

crethir

n/a
n/a
n/a

rel.
pass.
pass. rel.

conjunct (dependent)

-criat

crete

iad

ed'e
n/a

cretir

n/a

Illustration 53.3: The a-subjunctive of S3 crenaid

Note:
1. Only a few persons are actually attested for the subjunctive of this class.
2. When the root vowel is moved out of stressed position, it first coalesces with the subjunctive a,
the resulting vowel then being further reduced to /a/ schwa. This can make certain forms very
hard to identify, e.g., co etir-dibet /ko h'ed'ap·d'iWad/ 'so that they may destroy' (Ml. 114c8) is the
3rd pl. present subjunctive of etir·diben, a compound of benaid 'to cut.'
3. In those S3 verbs where the root ends in a consonant the subjunctive stem shows a short e in
the root, irrespective of what the root vowel in the present stem is. The S3 verbs emaid 'to
bestow,' semaid 'to strew,' mamaid, -maim 'to betray' and at·baill 'to die' have the subjunctive
stems era-, sera-, mera- and at-bela- respectively.
53.2.3. The a-subjunctive of deponent verbs
Apart from the 1st sg., deponent a-subjunctive forms, too, are largely identical with their respec
tive present indicative forms in the Wl and W2-inflections. I will give a complete paradigm only
for the largest group of deponent verbs, which is W2. The example below is again suidigidir 'to
place,' the subjunctive stem is suidig- /su8'ay'-/, which is identical with the present stem:
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absolute (independent)

person

conjunct (dependent)

1st sg.

suidiger

Cap

-suidiger

Cap

2nd sg.

suidigther

C9'ap

-suidigther

C{fap

3rd sg.

suidigidir

C'ao'ap'

-suidigedar

C'a&ap

rel.

suidigedar

Cao'ap

pass.

suidigthir

C'9'ap'

-suidigther

C9'ap

pass. rel.

suidigther

C'9'ap

suidigmir

C'm'ap'

-suidigmer

Cm'ap

suidigmer

C'm'ap

2nd pl.

suidigthe

C'9'e

-suidigid

C'ao'

3rd pl.

suidigitir

C'ad'ap'

-suidigetar

Cadap

rel.

suidigetar

C'ad'ap

pass.

suidigtir

C'd'ap'

-suidigter

Cd'ap

pass. rel.

suidigter

C'd'ap

1st pl.
rel.

Illustration 53.4: The a-subjunctive of W2 suidigidir

Note:
1. The 1st sg. of Wl deponent subjunctives ends in -ar, e.g., -comalnar 'I may fulfil.' Apart from
this all persons are formally identical with the respective present indicative forms.
2. The a-subjunctive stem of deponent S2 -mainethar 'to think' is men- /m'ev-/, i.e., 1st sg. ,menar,
2nd sg. ·mentar, 3rd sg. ·menathar, 1st pl. ·menammar, 2nd pl. ·menaid, 3rd pl. ·menatar.
3. The slightly irregular a-subjunctive of S3 (ro)-cluinethar 'to hear' shows the two stems
(ro)-cloa- and (ro)-cloi- /ro-kloa- ro·kloi-/:
conjunct (dependent)

person
1st sg.

(ro)-cloor

oop

2nd sg.

(ro)-cloither

oi8'ap

3rd sg.

(ro)-cloathar

o�9ap

(ro)-cloither

oi9'ap

1st pl.

(ro)-cloammar

o;jmap

2nd pl.

n/a

3rd pl.

(ro)-cloatar

pass.

o;jdap

n/a

pass.

Illustration 53.5: The a-subjunctive of ro-cluinethar
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Illustration 53.6:
bid maith mo menme-se
acht ro-cloor for
cafnscel-si ( Wb. 23d2)

'my mind will be glad,
provided I hear good
news of you'

1
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53.3.

The e-subjunctive

The e-subjunctive is a very small class among subjunctive formations. It is formed by most H2
verbs, whereby the i of the H2 stem is exchanged for a short e, which becomes e in stressed abso
lute final position. If the root comes to stand in unstressed position, the forms are identical with
the corresponding a-subjunctive forms. This means that H2 compounds verbs with two or more
preverbs like ad·roilli, ·airilli 'to deserve' (< *ad-ro-slt-), where the root is always in unstressed
position, only have a-subjunctive forms attested. Best attested are forms of the substantive verb.
As an example for the use of the a-subjunctive when the root is unstressed, I supply prototonic
forms of do·gnf 'to do.'
person

absolute (independent)

conjunct (dependent)

unstressed

1st sg.

beo,beu

ey.

·beo

•den

2nd sg.

bee,be

e

ev

·be

e

•dene

beith beid

e8' eo'

·be

e

-roib,·dena

rel.

bess

es

pass.

bethir

e0'.::,p'

·bether

e0'ap

·dentar

pass. rel.

bether

e0'ap

bemmi

em'i

·bem

eµ

·robam,·denam

*bemme

em'e

bethe

e0'e

·beid

e6'

•robith,•denaid

beit

ed'

-bet

ed

·robat,·denat

rel.

bete

ed'e

pass.

n/a

do·gneter

ed'ap

•denatar

3rd

sg.

1st pl.
rel.
pl.
3rd l.
p

2nd

pass. rel.
Illustration 53.7: Thee-subjunctive

Note:
1. Compounds of -cf 'to see' show deponent inflection in the present subjunctive, e.g., 1st sg.
ad·cear, ·accar, 3rd sg. ·accathar or 3 d pl. ad·ceter, -accatar. In the 3rd sg. passive compounds of -cf
exhibit traces of an s-subjunctive: ·accastar.
r

2. The augmented subjunctive stem of do·gnf looks somewhat irregular: e.g., augmented sub
junctive 1st sg. do·r6n, ·dem, 3 d sg. do·r6na, ·dema, 3 d sg. pass. do·r6ntar, ·demtar, compared to
unaugmented subjunctive 1st sg. do•gneo, •den, 3 d sg. do•gne, •dena, 3 d sg. pass. do•gnether,
-dentar.
r

r

r
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53.4. The s-subjunctive
The s-subjunctive is one of the most demanding formations of Old Irish, but perhaps not so
much the formation itself as its transparency and recognizability for the reader who comes
across such a form. Not infrequently the stressed part of a verb may be reduced to a single letter,
in rare cases even less. The s-subjunctive is formed by strong verbs with roots ending in dental
or guttural consonants or double n, that is, th /0/, d /8/, t /d/, nn /n/, ch Ix/, g /y /, c /g/. The
only exception is Sl agaid 'to drive,' which forms an a-subjunctive. Furthermore, the three hiatus
verbs H3 luid 'to drink,' H3 do-goa 'to choose' and compounds of H2 ct- 'to see' sometimes show
s-fonns alongside more regular a-subjunctives.
The s-subjunctive is formed by adding the suffix -s- immediately to the root final consonant. The
two coalasce into a mere /s/ whereby the root final consonant completely disappears. The /s/ is
usually written double ss after short vowels and single s after long vowels, e.g., reithid 'to run':
root reth- + -s- 7 subjunctive stem res(s)-, or teit 'to go': root teg- + -s- 7 subjunctive stem
tes(s)-. The quantity and quality of the root vowel depends on the underlying root shape; note
that verbs of the Slc class lose the n of the root outside of the present stem:
1. Roots with underlying short Proto-Inda-European a have long a in the s-subjunctive,
e.g., S2 fo-saig 'to tempt' 7 3rd pl. pres. subj. fo-sasat; other verbs that behave like this are
claidid ( das-) 'to dig,' maidid (mas-) 'to break,' nascid (nas-) 'to bind,' saigid (sas-) 'to seek,'
slaidid (slas-) 'to slay,' snaidid (snas-) 'to carve.'
2. Roots with underlying Proto-Inda-European i/j, usually have long e (= e/fa) in the s-sub
junctive, e.g., Sl teit 'to go' < PIE *(s)tejgh_ 7 2nd sg. teisi, 1st pl. tfasmai; other verbs that
behave like this are Slc -ding ( des-) 'to press, to shape,' rigid (res-) 'to bind,' snigid (snes-)
'to drip;' in roots with initial f< PIE * lJ. the quantity may vary: ro-fitir 'to know' has, e.g., 3rd
sg. -festar j-f'estap/ and -ffastar /-f'iastap/. Other verbs show only short e, e.g., ad-fet, in-fet
'to tell,' root fed-< PIE *lJ.ejd- has the subjunctive stem fess-, perhaps to distinguish it from
the future stem ffass-; also do-fich< PIE * 1J. ik- has the subjunctive stem fess-.
3. Roots with underlying vowel o/u usually have long o in the
s-subjunctive, e.g., Slc fo-loing 'to endure'< PIE *lel).g- 7 1st sg.
fo-16s; other verbs with this behavior are as-boind (-bos-) 'to
refuse,' bongid (bos-) 'to break,' -oid (-os-) 'to lend,' tongid ( tos-)
'to swear.' In the case of do-tuit, -tuit 'to fall,' the s-subjunctive
seems to have a short o: tos-.
4. Roots with n that do not disappear outside of the present stem
(although the n becomes invisible before the s of the s-subjunc- Illustration 53_8:
tivel) have a long vowel in the s-subjunctive, usually e (= e/ia), fa-16s-sa coneurt
e.g., do-seinn 'to hunt' 7 1st sg. du-ses; other verbs that behave 'mav I endure it with strength!'
like this are -bruinn (bres-) 'to spring forth,' cingid (ces-) 'to step.'
-gleinn (gles-) 'basically. to collect,' -greinn (gres-) 'basically. to collect,' lingid (Jes-) 'to
jump;' -ice 'to reach'< PIE *h2enk has the s-subjunctive ·Is-.
5. Where an 1 or r precedes the final consonant of the root, it coalesces with the s of the
s-subjunctive to give 11 and rr respectively. No s is actually to be seen in the s-subjunctive
of these verbs, e.g., Sl fo-ceird 'to put' 7 2nd sg. fo-ceirr, other verbs that behave like this
are mligid (mell-) 'to milk' and orgid (orr-) 'to slay.'
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6. All other verbs show a short e in the s-subjunctive, even if in the present stem they ex
hibit a different vowel, e.g., Sl feidid 'to lead' 7 fess-, Sl laigid 'to lie' 7 less-, S2 guidid 'to
pray, to ask' 7 gess-; other verbs that behave like this are aingid < root aneg- (aness-)
'to protect,' root arc- in -duthraiccair 'to wish,' -comairc 'to ask' 7 -ress-, ar-clich (cless-) 'to
ward off,' at-reig (at-ress-) 'to rise,' dligid (dless-) 'to be due,' midithir (mess-) 'to judge,'
reithid (ress-) 'to run,' saidid (sess-) 'to sit,' scuchid (scess-) 'to move,' teichid (tess-) 'to flee.'
7. Into the latter group also belongs the augmented stem of teit
which is formed from a different root, i.e., Sl do-cuaid, -dichuid
'can go, etc.' < *di-cum-feth- (see 50.2.2.4.2). Its s-subjunctive stem
is do-coas-, -diches-, and it can become rather difficult to identify at
times, e.g., 1st sg. do-cous, -dichius, 3rd sg. do-cof, -dich/-dig, 3rd pl.
do-cofset, -dichset/ -dechsat. Some compounds of teit use this aug
mented stem, too, e.g., do-tet 'to come' 7 3rd sg. augmented s-subj.
do-dig, -tuidig, 3rd pl. do-dechsat, -tuidchiset.

Illustration 53.9:
acht ro•cla mo sluasat
'if only my shovel
would dig!'

Of many roots no subjunctive forms are attested in old texts, so that
nothing can be said with certainty about their subjunctive stem for
mation.

53.4.1. The active s-subjunctive
The endings of the s-subjunctive are those of the Sl inflection, with the exception of the 3rd sg.,
which-not unlike the s-preterite-is endingless in the absolute and even 'suffixless' in the con
junct, ending in the plain root vowel. Apart from the 3rd sg. conjunct, the s of the s-subjunctive
can be seen in all persons.
person

absolute (independent)

conjunct (dependent)

unstressed

1st sg.

gessu

SU

-gess

s

-gus

us

2nd

sg.

gessi

s'i

-geiss

s'

-gais

as'

3rd

s g.

geiss

s'

·ge

V

-g

C

rel.

gess

s

pass.

gessair

sap'

·gessar

sap

pass. rel.

gessar

sap

gesmai

smi

·gessam

saµ

gesmae

sme

1st pl.
rel.
2nd

pl.

geiste

s't'e

-geissid

s'a&'

3rd

pl.

gessait

sad'

·gessat

sad

rel.

gestae

sde

pass.

n/a

·gessatar

sadap

pass. rel.

n/a

Illustration 53.10: The s-subjunctive
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Note:
1. When the root vowel is stressed, the 3rd sg. conjunct of the s-subjunctive always has a long
vowel, irrespective of whether the vowel of the subjunctive stem is long or short, e.g., nf-ma 'may
it not break' � maidid (mas-), fo-16 'may (s)he endure' � fo-loing (las-), at-re 'let him get up' �
at-reig (ress-), slan-se 'may (s)he sit safely'� saidid (sess-).
2. But when the root is unstressed, strange things happen. It would be expected that subjunctive
stems with inherent short vowels like ress-� reithid lose everything except for the initial conso
nant, e.g., the compound fo-reith 'to help' 7 amdom-foir 'that (s)he may help me': only the r of
the root 'survives' as a visible element, the e of the subjunctive stem is reflected by the palatal
ization of the r, or do-inlet 'to inspire' (root feth-) 7 mani-tinib 'if he do not inspire': the pala
talized b reflects unstressed fin absolute auslaut, with an e lost after it. Subjunctive stems with
inherent long vowels ought to be reflected by the root's initial consonant and the shortened root
vowel in absolute auslaut, e.g., in-greinn 'to persecute' 7 -ingre '(s)he may persecute,' con-dieig
'to seek' (< *cum-di-sag-) 7 -cuintea 'he may seek,' or ar-icc 'to come' 7 -airi '(s)he may come,'
which actually has no initial consonant in the root.
3. This predictable state of affairs is indeed sometimes encountered, but more often than not
even in those cases with an inherent long vowel in the subjunctive stem, where the 3rd sg. con
junct would be expected to end in a short vowel in unstressed position, the vowel may be lost,
with only the initial consonant remaining of the root, e.g., do-etet 'to track down' (< *to-in-teg-, a
compound of teit, subjunctive stem tess-) 7 do-eit '(s)he may track down,' fo-loing 'to suffer'
(subjunctive stem loss-) 7 .fuJ '(s)he may suffer,' or do-airic 'to come' (subjunctive stem ttss-) 7
tair '(s)he may come.' Note that in the last example no trace remains of the root except for a mark
of palatalization on the r.
Although this is a highly difficult formation, I will not quote more forms here. You will
find a lot of these collected in GOI 391-395 and other handbooks. Don't be disheartened:
even the greatest among Old Irish scholars admit to having difficulties in recognizing 3rd
sg. conjunct forms of s-subjunctives at times.

53.4.2. The deponent s-subjunctive
A few verbs inflect as deponents: S2 midithir (mess-) 'to judge,' Sl ithid (ess-) 'to eat,' do-futhrac
cair, -duthraccair (-duthairs-, -duthras) 'to wish.' The most important of these is ro-fitir, subjunc
tive stem fess-, sometimes fes- (2nd sg. -fesser, 3rd sg. -ffastar). Only very few absolute deponent
forms are attested: 2nd sg. meser and 3rd sg. relative mestar, 3rd sg. estir. I will only give the
conjunct paradigm of fess- in the following table:
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person

conjunct (dependent)

1st sg.

-fessur

sur

sg.

,feisser

s'ap

,festar

stap

,fessar

sap

1st pl.

,fessamar

samap

2nd pl.

,fessid

s'ao'

3rd pl.

,fessatar

sadap

-fessatar

sadap

2nd
3rd

sg.

pass.

pass.

Illustration 53.11: The conjunct deponents-subjunctive

53.5. Exercise
Form the subjunctive stem of some of the following verbs and inflect them in the present
subjunctive:
scrfbaid /s'k'r'IJ3a8'/ (Wl) 'to write'
millid /m'il'a<>'/ (W2a) 'to ruin'
reithid /r'e0'a8'/ (Sl) 'to run'
lenaid /l'eva8'/ (S3) 'to follow'
do,cuirethar, ,tochraither /do-kup'a0ap ·toxpa0'ap/ (W2b) 'to put, to throw'
ar,midethar, ,airmidethar /ap-m'i<>'a0ap ·ap'µ'a8'a0ap/ (S2) 'to aim at'

53.6. The past subjunctive
The past subjunctive or imperfect subjunctive has the following uses:
1. It has the same connotations as described in 53.1 for the subjunctive in general when the
action of the sentence is set in the past, e.g., as,bert Conchobor fria muintir ara-scortais a
cairptiu 'Conchobor told his men that they should unyoke their chariots; C. sagte seinen
Mannern, sie sollten ihre Wagen ausspannen' (CCC 2). Since the action of the sentence lies
in the past (as,bert 'said') the past subjunctive ,scortais 'they should unyoke' has to be used
in the final clause. If the action were present, the present subjunctive ,scorat had to be
used, e.g., * as,beir Conchobor fria muintir ara-scorat a cairptiu 'Conchobor tells his men
that they should unyoke their chariots; C. sagt seinen Mannern, sie sollen ihre Wagen
ausspannen.'
2. Without any temporal connotation it is used in various types of subordinate clauses to
characterize a verbal action as hypothetical, doubtful, improbable or unreal. In this sense it
is especially common in conditional ('if') and concessive ('although, even if') clauses. Ex
amples are: no-meilinn leini mbithnuf; indfu tathumm dom seimi na,melainn cid aithleini 'I
used to wear an evernew shirt; but today I have become so thin that I could not even wear
a worn-out shirt' (GT 48); ba 16ithred fo chet6ir amal bid i talam no-beth tresna ilcheta
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bliadnae 'instantly he turned to dust, as if he had been in earth for many hundred years
(lit.: as if it had been in earth that he had been for many hundred years)' (IB 65); is fochen
lim-sa em [ . ..], ma cot-fsinn; nf-cumgaimm nf duit 'it is (= would be) right with me, if I
could do it; but I can't do anything for thee' (TBF 128); Cu Chulainn says: maith Jimm,
cenco-beinn acht 6enla for domun 'l want it (= fame), even if I should be (= live) but a

single day in this world' (TBC 640 f.).
3. Sometimes the past subjunctive is used where a present subjunctive would be expected
syntactically.
The past subjunctive is simply formed by adding the 'secondary endings,' which we have
learned in 49.1, to the subjunctive stem. As in the case of the imperfect, no distinction between
absolute and conjunct forms exists; simple verbs without a preceding particle are compounded
with the empty particle no·. Active and deponent verbs inflect alike. The sample verbs below are
the same as in 49.1:
person

Wl

W2

S1

H2

ending

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg.

-carainn

-suidiginn

do-berainn, -taibrinn

-beinn

-cartha

-suidigthea

do-bertha, ·taibrithea

-betha

an'
(a)S(')a

-carad, -ath

-suidiged, -eth

do-berad, -taibred

-beth, -bed

-carthae

-suidigthe

do-berthae, -taibrithe

-bethe

-carmais

-suidigmis

do-bermais, -taibrimis

-bemmis

-carthae

-suidigthe

do-berthae, -taibrithe

-bethe

-cartais

-suidigtis

do-bertais, -taibritis

-betis

-cartais

-suidigtis

do-bertais, -taibritis

pass.
1st pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.
pass.

a6 a0
(a)8{')e
(a)m<'>as'
(a)8(')e
(a)d{')as'
(a)d(')as'

Illustration 53.12: The inflection of the past subjunctive 1

The two examples below for the past of the s-subjunctive are S2 guidid 'to ask, to pray,' subjunc
tive stem ges- /g'es-/, and Sl do-tet 'to come,' subjunctive stem do-tes-, -tafs- or-taes- /do-t'es-,
-tais-/. Note the difference between deutero- and prototonic forms in the case of the latter:
person

S2

Sl

ending

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg.

·gessinn

do-teisinn, -tafsinn

-gesta

do-tfasta, -taesta

an'
(a)8(')a

-gessed

do-teised, -tafsed

-gestae

do-tfastae, -taestae

1st pl.

·gesmais

do-tfasmais, -taesmais

pl.
3rd pl.

·geste

do-teiste, -tafste

-gestais

do-tfastais, -taestais

-gestais

do-tfastais, -taestais

pass.

2nd

pass.

Illustration 53.13: The inflection of the past subjunctive 2
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53.7. Exercise
Form the subjunctive stem of the following verbs and inflect them in the past subjunctive:
do·meil, ·tomail /do·m'eA' ·toµaA'/ (Sl) 'to consume'
fo·reith, .foiret /fo·re0' .fop'ad/ (Sl) 'to help'
ad·cf, ·accai /a8,k'i ·aki/ (H2) 'to see'
ro·icc, ·rice /ro·ig' ·r'ig'/ (Sl) 'to reach'
do,cuirethar, ·tochraither /do·kup'a0ap ·tOXPa0'ap/ (W2b) 'to put, to throw'
53.8. The subjunctive of the copula
I already discussed the subjunctive of the substantive verb in the preceding sections. The copula
has special forms of the present and past subjunctive. Note that the copula has separate absolute
forms in the past subjunctive, whereas otherwise no distinction between absolute and conjunct
exists in this mood.
past subjunctive

present subjunctive
absolute

conjunct

absolute

conjunct

-baL
-ba
-b, -p, -dib, -dip,
-bo, -po, -bu

n/a

-bin, -benn
-ptha
-bad, -pad, -bed

2nd

sg.

ba
ba, be

3rd

sg.

ba

1st sg.

rel.

n/a

1st pl.

2nd
3rd

p
p

bes, bas
bede
n/a

l.

l.

rel.

-banL
-bad
-betL, -batL, -patL

bete, beta, bata

n/a

bid, bith
bedL, badL
bemmis, bimmis
n/a
betis, bitis
n/a

-bemmis, -bimmis
n/a

-bdis, -ptis, -dis, -tis

Illustration 53.14: The subjunctive of the copula

Note:
1. After nasalizing particles and conjunctions the nasalization appears as -m-, e.g., arimp 'in
order that it may be.' Sometimes the -b- of the copula may be assimilated completely to a pre
ceding-m-, e.g., comman 'so that we may be' for comban, or airmtis beside airmbtis.

2. The variant -dib, -dip can appear instead of -b, -p, e.g., aimdib 'in order that it may be' beside
arimp, or condib, condip 'that it may be.'
3. After the conjunctions cfa 'although' and ma 'if' special forms of the 3rd persons are used. The
present subjunctive has 3rd sg. cid, cith, ced, ceith, neg. cinip, cenip, cenib, 3rd pl. cit, 3rd sg. mad,
neg. manip, 3rd pl. mat. The past subjunctive has 3rd sg. cid, mad, 3rd pl. cetis, matis.
4. When cfa 'although' and ma 'if' are used with the indicative of verbs that have no infixed
pronoun, the subjunctive-dis added to the two conjunctions.
You can find a table with the subjunctive classes in Appendix F.9.
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53.9. The prehistory of the subjunctive
The Old Irish a-, e- and s-subjunctives all go back to the same PIE formation, the thematic
s-aorist subjunctive. The split into a- and s-subjunctives was triggered by different phonetic
environments and probably took place within Insular Celtic, the split between a- and e-subjunc
tives took place only within Irish. The reshaping of the original 3rd sg. s-subjunctive *-set(i) >
*-s(i) happened in analogy to the 3rd sg. of the s-preterite.
0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

sg.

mela «

*me11.ahu

*melasu «

*melasu

*melh2soh2

2nd sg.
3rd sg.

melae

*me11.ahehi

*melasesi «

*melasesi

*melh2sesi

melaid

*me11.ahe8i

*melaseti «

*melaseti

*melh2seti

1st pl.

meltmai

*me11.ahomohi «

*melasomosi «

*melasomosi

*melh2somosi

2nd pl.
3rd l.
p

melttae

*me11.ahe8e «

*melasetesi «

*melasetesi

*melh2setesi

melait

*me11.ahodi

*melasonti «

*melasonti

*melh2sonti

abs.
1st

Illustration 53.15: The prehistory of the absolute a-subjunctive

0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

·mel «

*meM.hu

*melasu «

*melasu

*melh2soh2

2nd sg.
3rd sg.

-melae «

*me11.aheh

*melases «

*melasesi

*melh2sesi

-mela

*me11.ahe8

*melaset «

*melaseti

*melh2seti

pl.

-melam

*meMhoµohi

*melasomos «

*melasomosi

*melh2somosi

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

·melaid

*me11.ahe8eh

*melasetes «

*melasetesi

*melh2setesi

-melat

*meMhodi

*melasont «

*melasonti

*melh2sonti

conj.
1st

1st

sg.

Illustration 53.16: The prehistory of the conjunct a-subjunctive

abs.

Olr.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

sg.
2nd sg.

tfasu «

*tesu

*texsrr

*teixsrr

*(s)teigsoh2

teisi «

*tesehi

*texsesi «

*teixsesi

*(s)teigsesi

3rd sg.

teis

*tesi

*texsi «

*teixseti

*(s)teigseti

*texsomosi «

*teixsomosi

*(s)teigsomosi

1st

1st pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

tfastmai *tesomohi «
teistte

*tese8e-

*texsetesi «

*teixsetesi

*(s)teigsetesi

tfasait

*tesodi

*texsonti «

*teixsonti

*(s)teigsonti

Illustration 53.17: The prehistory of the absolute s-subjunctive
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conj.

0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st

sg.

-tfas

*tesu

*texsu

*teixsu

*(s)tejgsoh2

2nd

sg.

•teis

*teseh

*texses

*teixsesi

* (s)tejgsesi

3rd

sg.

-te

*teh

*texs «

*teixseti

*(s)teigseti

1st pl.

-tfasam

*tesoµah

*texsomos

*teixsomosi

*(s)tejgsomosi

2nd pl.

-teisid

*tese8eh

*texsetes

*tejxsetesi

* (s)teigsetesi

3rd pl.

-tiasat

*tesod

*texsont

*teixsonti

*(s)teigsonti

Illustration 53.18: The prehistory of the conjunct s-subjunctive
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54.1. A poem
'in-n'es'.::)p doµ to a?'

'In-n-esser dom to a?'
'T6, mani-ma mo a!
Ara-tair mo a m6!'
'Mani-ma to a, t6.'

'to, mav'i-ma mo a!
apa-dap' mo a mo!'
'mav'i-ma to a, to.'

Note:
1.

toL is an early form of doL

'thy.'

2: Source: Calvert WATKINS, 'Varia III. 2. »In essar dam do a?«,' Eriu 29 (1978), 161-165
54.2. Varia
1. acht followed by an augmented subjunctive means 'provided that, if only.'
2. nicon- is a variant of the negative particle ni·; the two are freely interchangeable.
3. -ribuilsed in sentence 16 is the augmented 3rd sg. conditional 'could jump' of S1 lingid 'to jump'
< *ro-ibles-eth < *<pi-<plang-se-ti-.

54.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. ** Cid failte ad-cot-sa 7 do-ngneu, is tussu immid-folngai dam, a De. (Ml. 92a17) 2. ** Ni imned
limm, acht rop Crist pridches 7 imme-rada each. (Wb. 23b24) 3. ** Cia beith ara-n-accathar nech
inna retu inducbaidi in betha-so, arnach-corathar i mmoth 7 machthad dia seirc 7 dia n-accobur.
(Ml. 68b9) 4. * Cia beith a ndeide-sin im labrad-sa, .i. gau 7 fir, combad sain a n-as-berainn 6
belaib 7 a n-i imme-radainn 6 chridiu. (Wb. 14c23) 5. ** Is d6 do-gniinn-se a n-i-sin, combin
cosmail fri encu. (Ml. 91b7) 6. ** Ba torad saithir dtinn [...] ce do-melmais cech ttiarai 7 ce
do-gnemmis a ndo-gniat ar ceili. (Wb. 10c21) 7. * Nibu machthad do-rr6ntae dia dind lieicc la
geinti ainchreitmechu. (Sg. 65a1) 8. ** Is toisigiu ad-ciam teilciud in bela resiu ro-cloammar a
guth-side. (Ml. 112b12) 9. ** Cia theis [sc. Dia] i loc bes ardu, nf ardu de. Ni samlaid s6n dtin-ni,
air immi ardu-ni de tri dul isna lucu arda. (Ml. 23d23) 10. ** Cech n6eb boie, fil, bias (= will be)
co bra.th,[...] ro-bet ocom chobair! (Pel. Ep. 289-292) 11. * Rom-s6erae, a fsu, lat n6ebu tan tiastae,
amal s6ersai Isac de lamaib a athar. (Pel. Ep. 467-470) 12. ** 'Cia bemmi-ni for longais riam [sc.
Conchobar], nf.fil i nEire 6claig bas amru,' ol Fergus. 13. ** Ba ingnad la Conn nfcon-taibred
Connlae taithesc do neoch acht tised in ben. (EC 12) 14. * Na-mbert lais dochum a scuile
ara-ngabad leigend lais amal each nduine. (Gasp. 23) 15. ** Ni-fetar nf arndot-aigthe do neoch.
(TBC 1325 f.) 16. * Is e int ogam ro-scrfbad i tofb inna omnae, arna-dechsad nech secce co-rribuil
sed eirr 6encharpait tairse. (TBC 827 ff.) 17. ** farmi-foacht araile di felmaccaib do suidiu cid
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diambad maith a llae-sa. (TBC 612 f.) 18. ** As·bert Patraic: Toisc limm fer oinseitche dona·rruc
thae acht 6entuistiu. (Thes. ii 241.9) 19. ** Nicon·robae rann di rannaib in domuin inna·ructais i
ndoiri 7 asnacha·tucad Dia. (Ml. 125b7) 20. * Ad·taat tri glantae do each r6ut, teora aimsera
i·nglanatar, teora tucaiti ara·nglanatar. ( Corm. 1082)
Transcription
1. k'i8' fal't'e a8·god-sa ogus 80·l)gnel), is tusu im'i8·0AI)gi daµ, a 8'e. 2. n'i h'im'n'a8 l'im, axt rob k'r'ist
p'r'i8'x'as ogus im'e·ra8a kax. 3. k'ia We8' apa-vaka8ap n'ex ina r'edu h'indug�a8'i in We8a-so, apvax-gopa8ap
i mo8 ogus µax8a8 d'ia s'er'k' ogus 8'ia vaka�up. 4. k'ia We8' a n'd'ed'e-s'iv' im Aa�pa8-sa, e8 ov gal) ogus Ip,
komba8 sav' a vas-Wepan' o b'eAaW ogus a v'i im'e·pa8an' o x'p'i8'u. 5. is do do-g'n'ian'-s'e a v'i-s'iv', komb'in
kosµaA' f'r'i h'engu. 6. ba topa8 sai8'ap' dun k'e do-m'eAmas' k'ex duapi ogus k'e do·g'n'em'as' a ndo-y'v'iad
ap g'e)_'i. 7. n'ibu µax8a8 do-ronte d'ia d'ind A'iag' la g'en't'i hav'x'p'ed'µ'axu. 8. is tois'ay'u ad-k'iaµ t'el'g'u8
in WeAa r'es'fl) ro-kloamap a yu8-s'i8'e. 9. k'ia 8'es' i log b'es ardu, n'i hardu d'e. n'i saµAa8' sov dun-n'i, ap'
imi ardu-n'i de t'r'i 8uA isna lugu harda. 10. k'ex noi� boie, f'i)_', b'ias ko brae, ro-b'et ogam xo�ap'!
11. romhoipe, a Isu, lat voi�u tan d'iasde, aµaA soipsi Isag d'e AaµaW a a8ap. 12. 'k'ia Wem'i-n'i fop lol)gas'
r'iaµ, n'i·f'i)_' i v'ep'e og)_ay' bas aµpu,' OA f'epyus. 13. ba h'il)gna8 la kon n'ikon-taWp'a8 konAe ta8'ask do
vel)x axt t'is'a8 in �ev. 14. na-m'b'ert las' doxum a skuA'e apa·IJga�a8 l'ey'and las' aµaA kax nduv'e.
15. n'I·f'edap n'i arndad-ay'8'e do v'elJx. 16. Is e int oyam ro-s'k'ri�a8 i doiW inna hoµve, arna-d'exsa8 n'ex
s'ek'e ko·r'i�uA's'a8 er' oivxarbad' tap's'e. 17. iapµi-foaxt apa)_'e di eAµakaW do hu8'u k'i8 d'iamba8 µa8' a lae
sa. 18. tos'k' l'im f'ep oiv'h'e8'x'e dova-rug8e axt ointus'd'u. 19. n'ikov·ro�e ran di panaW in doµuv'
ina-rugdas' i ndoip'i ogus asnaxa-tuga8 d'ia. 20. ad-taad t'r'i glante do kax pol)d, t'el)pa ham's'apa
i·l)glavadap, t'el)pa tugad'i apa·IJglavadap.

English
1. Though it be happiness which we should attain and which we should make, it is they who
cause it to us. 2. It is no grievance for us, provided it be God whom all people preach and think
of. 3. Though it be that thou should see a glorious thing of this world, that it may not put thee
into amazement out of love of it and desire for it. 4. So that it may be different what they should
say from their lips and what they should think in their hearts. 5. It is therefore she used to do
this, so that she might be similar to the innocent. 6. It were a fruit of labor for me if I consumed
every food and if I did what my companion does. 7. It were a wonder that gods should not be
made from (the) stones. 8. Isn't it first (0Ir.: comparative) they see the throwing of the axes
before they should hear their sounds? 9. Even though thou should go into a higher place, thou
art not higher from it. 10. All ( uile) saints that were, that are, shouldn't they be helping us?
11. May you deliver us, ye saints when you should come, as you have delivered (use ro!) the
sons from the hands of their fathers. 12. Though I be in exile before you, there are no warriors in
Ireland who would be more wonderful than you. 13. It was not strange for Conn that Connlae
would give answers provided that the women would not come. 14. We took you with us to our
school in order that you might take up reading with us like all people. 15. Have you found any
thing why (0Ir.: on account of which) I should be feared by anybody? 16. These are the ogam in
scriptions that had been written on the sides of the trees, that they should not go past them until
warriors (eirr) of chariots should have jumped across them. 17. Some of the students asked him
( do) for what these days would be good. 18. She desires men of many (ii-) wives to whom many
children should have been born. 19. There were parts of the world into which I should have been
carried into captivity and out of which God should not have brought me. 20. Is there one
cleaning for a road, one time at which it is cleaned, one reason for which it is cleaned?
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54.4. Test
Try to recognize the verbal forms (give as much information about the words as possible-class,
person, number, mood, dependent or independent, relative). Give also the quotation form of the
verb and say to which present class it belongs:
cara:

-mille:

-goram:

rethir:

do-gnetis:

or

con-melae:

-messatar:

slaiss:

do-tfas:

.foJus:

-seiss:

for-chana:

ro-cloftis:

ad-fe:

imm-soa:

-tuidchissem:

-lie:

-coratar:

-maissed:

bad:

-tfsmais:

do-r6nmais:

do-dig:

ar-menar:

fris-n-orratar:

nad-ri"

as-roibre:

-aceastar:

-criat:

-dematar:

do-rotsad:

fo-16is:

ad-cetha:

do-roilcea:

ro-sasam:

•re:

or

.fofr:
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55.1. The future tense
The future tense is used for verbal actions that will take place in the future, e.g., I will always
love you or ein Schiff wird kommen. In contrast to German, where you can always also use the
present tense to denote future actions (e.g., und das bringt mir den einen), in Old Irish the future
tense has to be applied with the same rigor for future actions as in English. Among all the intri
cate treasures of Old Irish grammar, the formation of the future is perhaps the most complicated
chapter because of the many different classes and the even more numerous exceptions. Old Irish
has the following different future formations, which we will learn in this lesson:
£-future
s-future:
unreduplicated s-future
reduplicated s-future
i-future:
reduplicated i-future
iu-future
a-future:
reduplicated a-future
e-future
irregular and suppletive formations
Illustration 55.1: tarmi·regam!
Pasaremos! 'We will get through!'

55.2. The £-future
The £-future is formed by nearly all weak verbs (except Wl caraid 'to love,' Wl gataid 'to steal,'
compounds of Wl scaraid and W2 ad·gladathar 'to talk to'), by H3 verbs, by compounds of Sl
·ice, by compounds of S2 ·moinethar and by H2 ad·roilli 'to earn.' The underlying suffix of the
£-future is -if-, which is added directly to the present stem. Originally, that meant in early Old
Irish, the suffix caused palatalization of the root final consonant in all verbal classes. During the
course of the Old Irish period, however, in the Wl class and in some W2b verbs the root final
consonant and the f of the suffix become analogically depalatalized under influence from the
present stem, e.g., old 3rd pl. abs. sofrfid /soip'f'a8'/ '(s)he will deliver,' but later s6erfaid /soip
fa8'/, in: nf.fetar indam·sofrfad Dia fa nacc 'I do not know whether God will deliver me or not'
(Ml. 90c19). The i, that is to say the vowel of the suffix, is usually absent on the surface due to
syncope; it only becomes visible when it comes to stand in an unsyncopated syllable. The f /£/ of
the suffix may appear as voiced b /�/ in absolute auslaut or intervocalically, e.g., syncopated 1st
sg. abs. leicfea /l'eg'f'a/, but unsyncopated 1st sg. conj. .Jeiciub /l'eg'u�/ 'I will let.' The endings
of the £-future are those of the a-ending set (see 53.2), with the one difference that the 1st sg. con
junct is endingless and shows u-infection before the f/b.
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55.2.1. The active £-future
The paradigm of W2 leicid 'to let,' future stem leicf- /l'eg'f' -/, shall suffice to demonstrate the
inflection of the £-future:
person

absolute (independent)

1st sg.

leicfea

C'f'a

,Jeiciub

Cup

sg.

leicfe

C'f'e

,Jeicfe

C'f'e

Jeicfid

C'f';:)O'

,Jeicfea

C'f'a

rel.

leicfes

C'f'as

pass.

Jeicfithir

C'f\18\1p'

,Jeicfither

C'f',:1EJ>ap

pass. rel.

leicfither

C'f'a8'ap

leicfimmi

C'f'am'i

,Jeicfem

C'f'aµ

leicfimme

C'f'am'e

leicfithe

C'f'a8'e

.Jeicfid

C'f'ao'

Jeicfit

C'f'im.'

,Jeicfet

C'f'ad

rel.

leicfite

C'fad'e

pass.

Jeicfitir

C'f'ad'ap'

,Jeicfiter

C'f'ad'ap

pass. rel.

leicfiter

C'f'ad'ap

2nd

3rd sg.

1st pl.
znd

pl.

rel.

Jrd pl.

conjunct (dependent)

Illustration 55.2: The £-future

Note:
1. Instead of th /0/ in the forms above voiced d /8/ may also appear, e.g., leicfidir.
2. When the rules of syncope demand it, a vowel is retained before the f, which then usually
appears as voiced b /�/. Furthermore, vowels after f/b may then be syncopated, e.g., 3rd sg. abs.
pridchibid '(s)he will preach' from Wl (!) pridchid, 1st pl. do,aidlibem 'we will visit' from Wl
do,aidlea or 3rd sg. pass. do,diuscibther '(s)he will be awakened' from W2 do,diuschi.
3. If the root final consonant is a b, it and the f of the future-suffix usually merge inf or b, e.g.,
ad,trefea and ad,trebea /ad·t'r'ef'a ad·t'r'eWa/ '(s)he will dwell'< *ad,treb-fea from Wl ad,treba.
4. In the later language the £-future spreads to other verbal classes and ultimately replaces most
other future formations in Irish.
55.2.2. The deponent £-future
The inflection of deponent £-futures is absolutely parallel to that of the a-subjunctive. The hand
books cite no forms of the £-future passive of deponent verbs; apparently there are no
attestations in early texts. But judging by texts like the prophetic passages in Immacallam in da
Thuarad, the passive forms seem to have been formally identical with the deponent forms: e.g.,
dichrechnaigfither, digradaigfider (I2T 224):
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person

absolute (independent)

conjunct (dependent)

1st

sg.

suidigfer

C'f'clp

-suidigfer

C'fc)p

2nd

sg.

suidigfider

C'f'a6'ap

-suidigfider

C'f'ao'ap

3rd

s g.

suidigfidir

C'f'ao'ap'

-suidigfedar

C'f'�p

rel.

suidigfedar

C'f'a6clp

pass.

suidigfidir

C'f'a6'ap'

-suidigfedar

C'f'aoap

pass. rel.

suidigfedar

C'fc)Oclp

suidigfimmir

C'f'am'ap'

-suidigfemmar

C'f'amclp

suidigfemmar

C'f'amdp

suidigfide

C'f'a6'e

-suidigfid

C'f'a6'

suidigfitir

C'f'c)d'ap '

-suidigfetar

C'f'adap

rel.

suidigfetar

C'f'adap

pass.

suidigfitir

C'f'cld'ap'

-suidigfetar

C'fdddp

pass. rel.

suidigfetar

C'f'cldap

1st pl.
rel.

pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

Illustration 55.3: The deponent £-future

55.3. The s-future
All strong verbs that form an s-subjunctive also form an s-future. The only exceptions are com
pounds of -ice, which have an £-future, and teit and its compounds, which use a suppletive stem.
In the s-future the suffix s is added to the verbal root in exactly the same way as described for
the s-subjunctive (see 53.4). The endings of the s-future are basically those of the s-subjunctive,
with influence from the a-ending set in the 1st sg. absolute. Two subtypes can be distinguished, a
reduplicated and an unreduplicated type:
55.3.1. The unreduplicated type
As far as can be judged from the meagerly attested forms, in S1 verbs with a basic short e in the
present and subjunctive stems, the futures look exactly the same as the subjunctives; the correct
translation will have to be inferred from the context. The verbs and compounds in question are:
verb

future stem

aingid 'to protect'

aness-

at·reig 'to rise'

ress-

feidid 'to lead'

fess-

laigid 'to lie'

less-

reithid 'to run'

ress-

saidid 'to sit'

sess-

teichid 'to flee'

tess-

Illustration 55.4: The umeduplicated s-future
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55.3.2. The reduplicated type
All other verbs form their s-future by basically reduplicating their s-subjunctive stem, using i as
the reduplicating vowel. Reduplication in the s-future can basically be represented structurally
as follows:
s-future:
C1i-C1[+1en, +pa11(R)as-

Due to reduplication the verbal root is always unstressed in this formation and the root vowel is
reduced to schwa /a/. In the 3rd sg. conjunct, just as in the majority of s-subjunctives, the s of the
s-future and the preceding vowel are completely lost, leaving the bare anlauting consonant of
the root after the reduplication syllable. The example below is the future of S2 guidid 'to ask, to
pray,' subjunctive stem gess-, future stem giges- /g'iy'as-/. Note that C in this table refers to the
lenited root initial consonant, not to the root final consonant as usual:
person

absolute (independent)

conjunct (dependent)

Jst sg.

gigsea

C's'a

-gigius

C'us

2ndsg.
3rd s .
g

gigsi

C's'i

-gigis

C'as'

gigis

C'as'

•gig

C'

rel.

giges

C'c)S

pass.
pass. rel.

gigestir

C'as't'ap'

·gigestar

C'astap

gigestar

C'astap

gigsimmi

·gigsem

C's'aµ

gigsimme

C's'am'i
C's'am'e

gigeste

Caste

-gigsid

C's'a<>'

gigsit

C's'ad'

-gigset

C's'�

rel.

gigsite

C's'ad'e

pass.

gigsitir

C's'ad'ap'

-gigsetar

C's'adap

pass. rel.

gigsetar

C's'adap

1st pl.
rel.
pl.
3rd pl.

2nd

Illustration 55.5: The reduplicated s-future

Note:
1. Again, you may have already guessed: the vocalization of the endings may vary depending on
diverging syncope patterns.
2. The anlauting sound of roots beginning with f- is regularly lenited away when reduplicated,
i.e., *file- > fie-; furthermore, the resulting hiatus sequence ie/ia /ia/ is in many positions
contracted into a single short e, thus rendering the reduplicated s-future virtually indistinguish
able from the corresponding s-subjunctive, e.g., the s-future of S3 ro-fitir 'to know' is 1st sg.
-fessur, 3rd sg. with hiatus -fiastar, 2nd pl. -fessid, 3rd pl. -fessatar, or from S1 fichid 'to fight': 3rd sg.
.ff, 3rd sg. pass. -fiastar, but 1st sg. fessa, 3rd pl. pass. fessaitir. Analogically, S2 midithir behaves
the same way.
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3. Vocalically anlauting verbs reduplicate with i alone, e.g., S1 orgaid 'to slay,' subjunctive stem
orr- ""? future stem iorr-, iurr- /ior- itir-/; S1 ithid 'to eat,' subjunctive stem ess- 7 *iess-, further
contracted to future stem iss- /Is-/.
4. Roots beginning with sl- and sn- lose the s in reduplication, e.g., S2 sligid 'to fell' 7 future
stem siles-; S2 slaidid 'to strike' 7 selas-; S2 snigid 'to drip' 7 sines-.
5. S1 seinnid 'to play an instrument; to strike' and do·seinn 'to hunt' have the future stem sifes
/sibes-.
6. S1 lingid 'to jump' has the future stem iblis-, but this is only found in usually obscured form in
compounds.
7. In roots containing etymological u or a the root initial consonant remains unpalatalized, e.g.,
2nd sg. abs. memais /m'eµas'/ 'thou wilt break' from S2 maidid or 1st sg. conj. fo.JiJus /fo·l'i11,us/ 'I
will suffer' from S1 fo.Joing. Likewise; the s in these cases is depalatalized if the vowel in front of
it is syncopated, e.g., 1st sg. abs. bibsa /b'i�sa/ 'I will break' from S1 bongaid or 3rd pl. conj.
·memsat /m'eµsad/ 'they will break' from S2 maidid.
8. Where the verbal root has an underlying a (see 53.4.1. for examples), the i of the reduplicating
syllable is lowered toe, e.g., maidid 'to break' 7 future stem memas- /m'eµas-/. Note that these
verbs retain the a of the root in the 3rd sg. conjunct, e.g., ·mema '(s)he will break.' The redupli
cated s-future of saigid 'to seek' is disyllabic sias- /s'ias-/.
9. When the preverbs fo- and to- come to stand in accented position immediately before the
reduplicating syllable, they change to f6e-/foi-, resp. t6e-/toi- and the reduplication is lost (see
also 50.2), e.g., 1st sg. deuterotonic fo.cichiurr /fo·k'ix'ur/ 'I will put,' but prototonic .fofchiurr
/foix'ur/, future of S1 fo.ceird.
10. Reduplication is regularly lost when the verbal root is preceded by two or more preverbs.
I cannot go into every irregular detail here. For many more divergent or otherwise special
formations see GOI 411-413.

55.4. The i-future
Verbs with a root final i, i.e., H2 verbs (except for ·gni and ·snl) and most S3 verbs (except for
compounds of ·gnin and ·cluinethar, .fitir and other verbs without a root final i.), form an
i-future. The endings of the i-future are similar to those of W2 and H2 presents except for the 2nd
sg., which ends in -e. As in the case of the s-future, two subtypes can be distinguished: a redupli
cated type and the so-called iu-type:
55.4.1. The reduplicated type
Roots with a single initial consonant reduplicate this consonant using i as reduplication vowel.
The endings are added immediately to the root initial consonant. Reduplication can be repre
sented structurally like this:
i-future:

root:
CI-

Ci-C[+len, +paIJ-E
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Not too many forms of this formation are attested; a full paradigm of S3 renaid 'to sell,' future
stem rir- /r'ip'-/, would probably look like this:
person

absolute (independent)

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg.

ririu

C'u

-ririu

rire

C'e

-rire

ririd

C'a6'

-riri

C'u
C'e
C'i

rires

C'as
C'0'ap'
C'0'ap

-rirther

C'0'ap

C'm'i
C'm'e

-rirem

C'aµ

rirthe

C'0'e

-ririd

ririt

C'dCI'

-riret

Cap'
CdCI

ririte (?)

C'ad'e
C'd'ap'
C'd'ap

-rirter

C'd'ap

rel.
pass.
pass. rel.

rirthir
rirther
rirmi

1st pl.

rirme

rel.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

rel.
pass.
pass. rel.

conjunct (dependent)

rirtir
rirter

Illustration 55.6: The reduplicated i-future

Note:
1. The future stem of H2 ad-cf 'to see' and other compounds of .cf is a mixture of s- and i-future.
The i-future type includes 3rd sg. -accigi, du-ecigi, 3rd pl. -aiccichet; the reduplicated s-future type
includes 1st sg. do-ecuchus, 3rd sg. pass. ad-cigestar, 3rd pl. ad-cichset.
2. S3 benaid has an i-future stem bi- < *bi/3-: 1st sg. bfu, -bfu, 3rd sg. bfthus '(s)he will beat them,'
-bi, rel. bias. The attested 3rd sg. pass. is bethir, likewise, the 3rd sg. pass. i-future of S3 ad-fen 'to
requite' is ad-fether.
55.4.2. The iu-type
Instead of showing overt reduplication, S3 verbs with roots beginning with consonant and r/1
insert fu /iv/ in front of the latter. The endings are the same as in the reduplicated type, but the
'stem' before the ending is always unpalatalized. This formation can be represented structurally
like this:
iu-future:

root:
CRI-

CiuR[+len, -paIJ-E

7

Examples are 3rd pl. gfulait 'they will stick' from glenaid, ara-chfurat 'they will perish' and 3rd sg.
ara-chfuri 'it will perish' from ara-chrin.
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55.5. The a-future
There is no easy rule as to which verbs have an a-future. The a-future is formed by strong verbs
with roots ending in b, r, 1, m, n, by S3 ·gnin and compounds and by ro-cluinethar, by Wl caraid
'to love' and gataid 'to steal,' W2 ad-gladathar 'to talk to,' by Hl verbs, by H2 -gni and -sni and by
H3 do·goa 'to choose.' The a-future is so called because it uses the same a-ending set for its
inflection as the a-subjunctive (see 53.2). Again two subtypes can be distinguished: a redupli
cated type and the so-called e-future:
55.5.1. The reduplicated type
It is not easy to give simple rules about the formation of reduplicated a-futures. It may be best to
just list the various formations together with the relevant verbs. Note that, when the redupli
cation syllable is moved out of the stressed position, reduplication is lost!
1. A few verbs reduplicate with i; the vowel of the root is regularly syncopated. The stem final
consonant b�sically becomes palatalized, but analogically loses palatalization again in a few
verbs:

1. S2 gainithir 'is born' 7 future stem gigne- /g'iy'v'a-/, e.g., 3rd sg. gignithir, -gignethar, 3rd
pl. gignitir
2. Sl gonaid 'to slay' 7 gigne- /g'iy'v'a-/, 3rd sg. pass. ·gignether 'will be slain'
3. S2 ro-laimethar 'to dare' 7 lilme- /l'iA'µ'a-/, 3rd pl. -lilmatar
4. S2 daimid 'to suffer' 7 didme- /d'i8'µ'a-/, 1st sg. ·didem, -didam, 2nd sg. -didmae, 3rd sg.
·didma, 3rd pl. -didmat, 3rd sg. conditional -didmed
5. Sl ibid 'to drink' 7 *iiba- which is further contracted to iba- /iBa-/, 1st sg. iba, -ib, 3rd sg.
.fba, 3rd pl. ibait
2. The following verbs reduplicate with e. The stem final consonant is not palatalized.
1. Wl caraid 'to love' 7 future stem cechra- /k'eXPa-/, e.g., 3rd sg. -cechra, 3rd pl. cechrait
2. W2 ad-gladathar 'to talk to' 7 ad·gegallda-, ·acellda- /a8-g'eyalda- -ag'alda-/, sometimes
with further assimilation of -lld- to -11-, 1st sg. ad·gegallar, 3rd sg. ad·gegalldathar
3. Sl canaid 'to sing' 7 cechna- /k'exva-/, 3rd sg. rel. cechnas, 1st sg. for·cechan 'I will
teach,' 3rd sg. for·cechna
4. Hl baid 'to die' 7 beba- /b'eBa-/, 3rd sg. bebaid, 2nd pl. bebthe
5. Hl raid 'to row' 7 rera- /r'epa-/, 3rd sg. do·rera
6. Hl ad·cota, ·eta 'to obtain' 7 ·etatha-j-etada- /eda0a- -eda8a-/, 3rd sg. -etada, 1st pl.
-etatham; but pass. ·etastar and 2nd sg. conditional ·etaste with influence from the
s-future
7. H3 do·goa 'to choose' 7 ·gega- /g'eya-/, 3rd sg. do-gega, 3rd pl. do·gegat
8. S3 ro·cluinethar 'to hear' 7 ·cechla- /k'exAa-/, 3rd sg. ·Cechladar, the passive has s-forms
under influence from the corresponding forms of the other word for sensorial
perception ad.cf, e.g., 3rd sg. ·Cechlastar
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3. Strong verbs whose roots begin with a vowel and end with r or J substitute eb- for the initial
vowel in the future stem:
1. S3 emaid 'to bestow,' root er- 7 future stem ebra- /e�pa-/, e.g., 3rd sg. with suffixed
pronoun ebarthi < *ebraid-i '(s)he will bestow it,' 3rd sg. pass. ebarthir
2. Sl ailid 'to rear,' root al- 7 ebla- /e�Aa-/, 3rd sg. -ebla, 3rd sg. pass. ebaltair
3. S2 airid 'to plough,' root ar- 7 ebra- /e�pa-/, 3rd sg. -ebrat
55.5.2. Thee-future
Verbs with roots beginning with a consonant and ending in r, I or b, H2 and S3 verbs that begin
with Cn- and the Sl verbs do-eim 'to protect' and do-fuissim 'to create' have an e-future. This is
basically formed by substituting the root vowel of the corresponding a-subjunctive stem with e.
You will note that quite a number of verbs have identical, homophonous future stems. The verbs
in question are:
1. Sl beirid 'to carry' 7 future stem bera- /b'epa-/, e.g., 2nd sg. -berae, 3rd sg. beraid, etc. The
future stem of do-beir, -tabair 'to bring, to give' is do-bera-, -tibera- /do-b'epa- t'iWepa-/;
note that the e is not syncopated in the oldest time. Similarly: ceilid 'to hide' 7 ceJa
/k'eAa-/, meilid 'to grind' 7 mela- /m'eAa-/, fo-geir 'to heat' 7 -gera- /g'epa-/.
2. Sl do-fuissim 'to create' has the future stem do-fuissema- /do-fus'eµa-/, do-eim 'to
protect' 7 do-ema- /do-eµa-/.
3. Sl mamaid 'to betray' 7 mera- /m'epa-/, at-baill 'to die' 7 -beJa- /WeAa-/.
4. S2 gaibid 'to take' 7 geba- /g'e�a-/, gairid 'to call' 7 gera- /g'epa-/, Sl maraid 'to
remain' 7 mera- /m'epa-/
5. Wl gataid 'to steal' 7 geta- /g'eda-/, compounds of Wl scaraid 'to separate' 7 -scera
/s'k'epa-/.
6. Sl gonaid 'to slay,' beside showing reduplicated forms (see 55.5.1.1.2 above), also has a
e-future stem 7 gena- /g'eva-/, 3rd sg. •gena.
In the case of the H2 and S3 verbs in question, the e is inserted between the initial consonant and
the following n:
1. H2 gniid 'to do' 7 future stem gena- /g'eva-/, e.g., 1st sg. do-gen, 2nd sg. ·genae, 3rd sg.
-gena, 1st pl. -genam, 2nd pl. -genaid, 3rd pl. -genat. Originally the e seems not to have
been syncopated, e.g., 1st pl. -digenam 'we will make,' but later it could be syncopated as
well, e.g., -dignem.
2. Likewise, H2 con-snf 'to contend' 7 -sena- /s'eva-/, 3rd sg. -coissena, and S3 -gnin 'to
know' 7 •gena /g'eva-/, 3rd pl. •genat, 3rd sg. pass. •gentar.
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55.6. Suppletive futures
1. Sl teit 'to go' and its compounds with a single preverb use the suppletive future stem riga- or
rega- /r'i"(d- r'eya-/. riga-/rega- uses the a-ending set for inflection, e.g., 3 rd sg. abs. regaid '(s)he
will go,' rel. rigas, 3 rd sg. do-rega, -terga '(s)he will come,' 2nd sg. conj. for-regae 'thou wilt help.'
2. Sl agaid 'to drive' and its compounds use the stem ebla- /e�Aa-/ in the future. ebla- uses the
a-ending set for inflection, e.g., 3rd sg. conj. ad-ebla '(s)he will drive.'
3. The substantive verb Hl at-ta has the hiatus future stem bia- /b'i�-/, which uses the a-ending
set; for the forms see 56.2.1. But compounds of -ta have a regular reduplicated a-future.
You can find tables with the future formations in Appendix F.10.

55.7. Exercise
Form the future stem of some of the following verbs and inflect them
in the future:
Illustration 55.7:
rannaid /rana8'/ (Wl) 'to divide'
fa·geba he will find it'
gairid /gap'ab'/ (S2) 'to hide'
slaidid /sla8'a8'/ (S2) 'to strike'
gradaigidir /gra8ay\38'ap'/ (W2b) 'to love'
do-seinn, -tophainn /do-s'en' -tofan'/ (Sl) 'to pursue, to hunt' (You don't have
to attempt to form the prototonic future forms of this verb. This would get
too absurd!)

55.8. The prehistory of the future formations
As with the synchronic formation of the future in Old Irish itself, so its diachronic explanation is
a difficult field, and I can only give a very general impression of what happened. In the £-future,
in Primitive Irish the suffix *-if- was added to the root, followed by the a-ending set. The further
prehistory of this suffix is unclear and will therefore not be dealt with here. All other future
formations basically go back to reduplicated formations with i as reduplication vowel and the
suffix *-se/o- added to the root.
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An example for the 'normal' reduplicated s-future is gigis- /g'iy'as'/, the future stem of S2
guidid. Note that in the 1 st sg. absolute the ending of the a-future was taken over:
abs.

Olr.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

gigtsea «

*gviyvesu

*gvigVetsU

*gVigVetsU

*gvhigllhedsoh2

gigtsi «

*gviyvesehi

*gvigvetsesi «

*gvigvetsesi

*gllhigvhedsesi

gigis

*gviyvesi

*gvigvetsi «

*gvigvetseti

*gvhigvhedseti

1st pl.

gigtsimmi

*gviyvesomohi «

*gvigvetsomosi «

*gvigvetsomosi

*gvhigvhedsomosi

2nd

gigestte «

*gviyvese0e-

*gvigvetsetesi «

*gvigvetsetesi

*gvhigl!hedsetesi

gigfsit

*gviyvesodi

*gvigvetsonti «

*gvigvetsonti

*gvhigvhedsonti

2nd
3rd

sg.
s g.

pl.
3rd l.
p

Illustration 55.8: The prehistory of the absolute reduplicated s-future

conj.

0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

-gigius

*gviyvesu

*gvigvetsu

*gvigVetsU

*gvhigvhedsoh2

2nd sg.

-gigis

*gviyveseh

*gvigvetses

*gvigvetsesi

*gvhigvhedsesi

•gig

*gviyves

*gvigVets «

*gvigvetseti

*gl!higl!hedseti

pl.
2nd l.
p

·gigfsem

*gviyvesoµah

*gvigvetsomos

*gvigvetsomosi

*gvhigl!hedsomosi

-gigtsid

*gviyvese0eh

*gvigvetsetes

*gvigvetsetesi

*gllhigl!hedsetesi

3rd pl.

-gigtset

*gviyvesod

*gvigvetsont

*gvigvetsonti

*gvhigvhedsonti

3rd

sg.

1st

Illustration 55.9: The prehistory of the conjunct reduplicated s-future

Although being synchronically a completely irregular formation in Old Irish, on the historical
level the future stem ebra- /ef3pa/ of S3 emaid (root *perh3) is a perfectly regular example for the
development of the reduplicated a-future: originally a p was reduplicated at the beginning of the
word. Eventually the first p was lost altogether and the second p developed into /f3/. e-futures
arose exactly in the same way, only the reduplicated consonant was lost in the interior of the
word and caused lengthening of the preceding vowel, e.g., * kixiahe0i > *ke(x)iahe0i > celaid,
future of Sl ceilid:
abs.

0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

ebra «

*i�pahu

*cpi�rasu

* cpicprasu

*pipfh3 SOh2

2ndsg.

ebrae

*i�pahehi

*cpi�rasesi «

*cpicprasesi

*piprh3sesi

ebraid

*i�pahe0i

*cpi�raseti «

*cpicpraseti

*piprh3seti

1st pl.

ebraimmi

*i�pahomohi «

*cpi�rasomosi «

*cpicprasomosi

*piprh3somosi

2nd pl.
3rd l.
p

ebartthe

*i�pahe0e-

*cpi�rasetesi «

*cpicprasetesi

*piprh3setesi

ebrait

*i�pahodi

*cpi�rasonti «

*cpicprasonti

*piprh3sonti

3rd

sg.

Illustration 55.10: The prehistory of the absolute reduplicated and e a-future
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conj.

0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

-ebar«?

*i�pahu

* cpi�rasu

* cpicprasu

*pipfh3 SOh2

2nd sg.

-ebrae «

*i�paheh

* cpi�rases

*cpicprasesi

*piprh3sesi

Jrd sg.

-ebra

*i�pahee

*cpi�raset

* cpicpraseti

*piprh3seti

1st pl.

-ebram

*i�pahoµah

*cpi�rasomos

*cpicprasomosi

*piPfh3somosi

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

-ebraid

*i�paheeeh

* cpi�rasetes

*cpicprasetesi

*piprh3setesi

-ebrat

*i�pahod

*cpi�rasont

*cpicprasonti

*pipfh3sonti

Illustration 55.11: The prehistory of the conjunct reduplicated and ea-future

And finally an example for the reduplicated i-future, the future stem Jili- of S3 lenaid:
abs.

Olr.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

liliu

*liAihU

*lilisu

*lilisu

*h2lih2liHsoh2

2nd sg.

lile

*liAihehi

*lilisesi «

*lilisesi

*h2Iih2liHsesi

lilid

*liAihe8i

*li1Iseti «

*liliseti

*h2lih2IiHseti

1st pl.

liltmi

*liAihomohi «

*li1Isomosi «

*li1Isomosi

*h2lih2IiHsomosi

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

liltthe

*liAiheee-

*li1Isetesi «

*lilisetesi

*h2Iih2liHsetesi

lilit

*liAihodi

*lilisonti «

*lilisonti

*h2Iih2liHsonti

3rd

sg.

Illustration 55.12: The prehistory of the absolute reduplicated i-future

conj.

0Ir.

Prim. Irish

Insular Celtic

Proto-Celtic

Pre-Celtic

1st sg.

.JiJiu

*liAihU

*lilisU

*lilisU

*h2lih2IiHsoh2

2nd sg.

.JiJe

*liAiheh

*lilises

*lilisesi

*h2lih2liHsesi

Jrd sg.

.Ji]j

*liAihee

*liliset

*liliseti

*h2lih2liHseti

1st pl.

-lilem

*liAihoµah

*lilisomos

*lilisomosi

*h2lih2IiHsomosi

2nd pl.
3rd pl.

,Jilid

*li11,1heeeh

*lilisetes

*lilisetesi

*h2Iih2liHsetesi

-lilet

*liAihod

*lilisont

*lilisonti

*h2lih2IiHsonti

Illustration 55.13.: The prehistory of the conjunct reduplicated i-future
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56.1. The conditional
The conditional (also called secondary or past future) has three principal functions:
1. It characterizes a verbal action as possible under certain conditions (X could happen) or,
more often, as hypothetical or umeal (X would, should, could happen or have happened,
but the necessary conditions are not met or were not met), e.g., fo-lilsainn-se matis mo
namait doda-gnetis 'I would have endured (them) if it had been my enemies that would
have done them' (Ml. 73dl) (the 1st sg. conditional fo-lilsainn 'I would have endured' refers
to a hypothetical verbal action, whereas the two past subjunctives matis 'if they had been'
and doda-gnetis 'who would have done them' characterize the conditions as umeal).
2. It refers to future actions from a past point of view, e.g., as-bert Cathbad, 6claech
no-gebad gaisced and, for-biad a ainm hErinn co bra.th[ ... ] 7 no-mertis a airscelae co bra.th
'Cathbad said that a warrior who would take arms then, his name would be upon Ireland
forever and stories about him would remain forever' (TBC 613 ff.); transferred into a pres
ent frame of reference, the future tense would be used where the conditional appears in
the sentence above, namely *as-beir Cathbad, 6claech gebas gaisced indiu, for-bia a ainm
hEirinn co bra.th 7 meraid a airscelae co bra.th 'Cathbad says that a warrior who will take
arms today, his name will be upon Ireland forever and stories about him will remain
forever.'
3. It is used in negative and interrogative clauses to characterize assumed verbal actions as
false, e.g., ni-digned Dauid 'David would not have done' (Ml. 14b4), cfa no-regad acht mad
messe 'who would go, if not l' (LU 7052 f.).
The conditional is formed by adding the 'secondary endings,' which we have learned in 49.1, to
the future stem. As in the case of the imperfect or the past subjunctive, no distinction between
absolute and conjunct forms is made; simple verbs without a preceding particle are com
pounded with the empty particle no·. Active and deponent verbs inflect alike. The sample verbs
below are the same as in 49.1, except that for Wl caraid 'to
love' Wl m6raid 'to praise' has been substituted. Note that,
although originally the root final consonant and the suffix fin
-m6irfinn /mop'f'an'/, etc., would have been palatalized, it was
analogically depalatalized to ·m6rfainn /mopfan'/, etc., in the
later language:
Illustration 56.1:
6claech gebas gaisced indiu, meraid a
airscelae co brath

'a warrior who will take arms today, stories
about him will remain forever'
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51

person

Wl

W2

1st sg.

pass.

·m6irfinn
·m6irfithea
·m6irfid, -ith
-m6irfithe

-suidigfinn
-suidigfithea
-suidigfed, -feth
-suidigfithe

do,berainn,
do,bertha,
do,berad,
do-berthae,

•tiberainn
•tibertha
•tiberad
-tiberthae

-suidigfimmis
-suidigfithe
-suidigfitis

pass.

-m6irfimmis
·m6irfide
·m6irfitis
-m6irfitis

do·bermais,
do,berthae,
do,bertais,
do,bertais,

·tibermais
•tiberthae
-tibertais
•tibertais

znd sg.
3rd sg.

1st pl.
pl.
3rd l.
p

2nd

·SUidigfitis

ending
an'
(a)0{')a

a6 a0
(a)9(')e
(cJ)m{'}as'
(a)9(')e
(a)d<')as'
(a)d(')as'

Illustration 56.2: The inflection of the conditional

56.2. Exercise
Try to form the future stem of some of the following verbs and inflect them in the conditional:
do·gni, -denai /do-g'n'I -d'evi/ (H2) 'to do, to make'
do-scara, -tascra /do-skapa, -taskpa/ (Wl) 'to overthrow'
fo,Joing, .fuJaing /fo-lol)'g' -fuAal)'g'/ (S1) 'to suffer, to endure'
do-ice, ·ticc /do-ig' -t'ig'/ (S1) 'to come'

56.3. The future of the substantive verb and the copula
future

conditional

absolute

conjunct

*·bia
*·bie
-bia

-beinn
-betha
-biad

impers.

bia
bie
bieid, bied
bias
bethir

-bether

-bethe

-biam
-bieid, ,bied
-biat

-bemmis

rel.

bemmi
bethe
bieit
bete

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd sg.
rel.

1st pl.
pl.
3rd l.
p

2nd

n/a

-betis

Illustration 56.3: The future of the substantive verb

As in the case of the subjunctive, the forms of the copula are special in the future and condi
tional. Note again that unlike any other verb the copula has absolute forms in the conditional.
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future

conditional

absolute

conjunct

absolute

conjunct

n/a
-be, -ba, -pa
-be, -pe, -ba, -pa

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

bedL
bedL

-badL, -patL

rel.

be
be, ba
bid, bith
besL , basL

n/a
-beth
-batL, -patL

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

beitis
n/a

-ptis

rel.

bemmi, bimmi
n/a
bit
betaL , bat

1st sg.
2nd sg.
3rd s .
g
}st pl.
2nd pl.
3rd pl.

Illustration 56.4: The future of the copula

Note:
1. The absolute forms of the conditional are very rare; usually ro- is prefixed to the conjunct form
of the conditional when no other particle precedes it.
2. For most of those persons that are designated as 'not attested' in the table, in the later lan
guage analogical, unclassical formations can be found. I did not take them into account.
You can find all forms of the copula and the substantive verb in Appendixes F.11 and F.12.

56.4. Suffixed pronouns
Apart from the normal type of Old Irish pronouns (classes A-C), which are inserted into verbal
forms, in the classical Old Irish period another way of expressing pronominal forms existed:
They could also be suffixed to simple verbs, meaning they could be added after the ending of
simple verbs.1 We already met the most frequent use of suffixed pronouns in 47.2.2, i.e., after the
3 rd sg. of the substantive verb to denote possession. But ideally suffixed pronouns can be added
to all verbs. Practically, however, suffixed pronouns are nearly exclusively added to verbs in the
3rd sg. When the pronoun that always consists of an extra syllable is added, the vowel in the syl
lable before it is syncopated. The -d /'6/ of the 3rd sg. ending is automatically changed to -th- /0/
in this process, e.g., m6raid '(s)he praises'+ suffixed pronoun -us 'her' 7 m6rthus '(s)he praises
her,' or geguin '(s)he slew'+ suffixed pronoun -i 'him' 7 gegni '(s)he slew him.' Apart from in
stances of the substantive verb *taith in the meaning 'to have' (see 47.2.2 and Appendix F.11), in
Old Irish prose only 3rd person pronouns are used, and practically only after verbs in the 3rd sg.
absolute. In poetry 1st and 2nd person pronouns appear as well. The suffixed pronouns are:

1

Historically speaking, the conjugated prepositions of Old Irish are also combinations of prepositions with suffixed
pronouns that eventually merged into a single unsegmentable form.
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person

ending

transcription

example

1st sg.

/-uµ -um(?)/

sastum 'satisfies me'< sasaid

/-ud/

n6ithiut 'celebrates thee' < noid

/-i/

foidsi 'sent him'< pret. foidis

3rd sg. f.

-um
-ut
-i
-us

/-us/

itius 'eats her'< ithid

1st pl.

-unn

/-un/

snaidsiunn 'may he protect us'< snaidid

2J1d pl.

-uib
-us

/-uW/

tathuib 'you have'< ta-

/-us/

sexus 'followed them' < pret. sechsidir

2J1d

sg.

3rd sg. m., n.

3rd

pl.

Illustration 56.5: The suffixed pronouns

Note:
1. Apart from the 3rd sg. absolute, the only other verbal forms to which suffixed pronouns may
be attached are 3rd plurals in -it, 1st plurals in -mi and the 1st sg. future in -a. The only pronoun
that may be suffixed to these endings is the 3rd sg. masc./neuter, which, however, appears in the
form -it /-ad'/ in these cases, e.g., promfit 'I will try it'< 1st sg. future proimfea, guidmit 'we ask
it'< 1st pl. guidmi, gebtit 'they will take him'< 3rd pl. future gebait.
56.5. A 'consecutio temporum' in Old Irish
In Latin grammar the rules of consecutio temporum 'sequence of tenses' define the correct use of
tenses and moods in dependent clauses to express the possible levels of time (German:
Zeitstufen), i.e., contemporaneity= present time, anteriority = past time and posteriority = future
time, in relation to the time of the main clause. These rules have to be strictly observed in Latin
in order to achieve a logical construction of the sentences.
Something along these lines can also be set up for Old Irish, though not with the same conse
quence as in Latin. The table below gives you the possible combination for contemporaneous
and posterior actions and for the various applications of the subjunctive (see 53.1). A separate
column for anterior actions has not been included, since these may be variously expressed by
past tenses or by the use of the augment with other tenses. Note that the present time in the
main clause is expressed by the present tense; the past time in the main clause can be expressed
by the past tense and by the imperfect, or by augmented forms thereof.
dependent clause

main
clause

contemporaneous

future

subjunctive

present time

present tense

future tense

present subjunctive

past time

var. past tenses

conditional

past subjunctive

Illustration 56.6: The Old Irish 'consecutio temporum'
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57.1. A legal episode1
The following short Old Irish text with legal content is found in two manuscripts from the
modern period, printed in CIH iii 1859.6-15 and v 907.36-908.6. I have normalized the spelling.
Ninne mac Magach d'feinib, luid fo thuaid i crich nUlad triur marcach do saigid charat
and, 7 scoirsit a n-echu i tir ba cheniuil doib riam; nibu do chuingid chota ind.
Co-n-eipert int i ba thir friu: 'Beirid far n-echu asin tir!'
As-bert didiu in dias boie la Ninne: 'Ni m6 dan dun-ni ci ad-cotam scor ar n-ech sund;
nibu ar chuingid chota and.'
'Ni airassa s6n, robo lib-si riam. Ni-biat and em airi!'
Ni-fetatar-som co-sin armba leo riam a tir. Ni-leicset a n-echu as. Cartaid didiu int i ba thir
a n-echu as ar eicin. Fo-gellsat iarum imbi Conchobor mac Nessa 7 bert-side fiach n-ecair
etechtai forsin n-i cartas a n-echu asin tir 7 choml6g ind i cartas as, 7 do-combaig selba doib
a chummai-sin di thelluch.
Transcription
n'in'e mak maydx d'ev'dW, lu8' fo 0ua8' i g'r'IX VUAd8 t'r'iup µarkdx do hay'd8' xapdd and, ogus
skop's'dd' a v'exu i d'Ip' ba x'ev'ilJA' doaW r'iaµ; n'ibu do xu1J'g'd8' xoda in'd'. ko-v'eb'drt int-I ba 8'Ip
f'r'ihu: 'b'ep'd8' �ap v'exu as'dn t'Ip'!' as-b'ert d'i8'u in d'ias boie la n'in'e: 'n'I mo dav dun-n'i k'i
a8-koddµ skop ap v'ex sund; n'ibu ap xu1J'g'd8' xoda and.' 'n'i hap'asa sov, robo l'iW-s'i r'iaµ. n'I·b'iad
and eµ ap'i!' n'I·f'eddddp-soµ ko-s'iv apmba lev r'iaµ a d'Ip. n'I·l'eg'sdd a v'exu as. kartd8' d'i8'u int-I ba
8'Ip a v'exu as ap eg'dv'. fo-g'elsdd iapuµ im'b'i kovxd�dp mak n'esa ogus Wert-s'i8'e f'iax v'egdp'
ed'dxti fors'dn n'I kartds a v'exu as'dn t'Ip' ogus xoµAoy ind-I kartds as, ogus 80-kombdy' s'el�a doaW a
XUIDi-S'dV d'i 0'elux.

Note:
1. The purpose of this story is that of a legal example: Ninne unwittingly performed the neces
sary actions for a legal procedure called tellach 'legal entry,' by which claim is laid upon a piece
of land. The author of the episode demonstrates that even though Ninne did not intend the
tellach and did not even know of his right to a claim on the land, the accidentally performed
action is valid and he has to be paid compensation.
2. triur marcach in the first line does not mean 'with three riders,' but must mean, as becomes
evident from the following, 'three riders including him.' Another instance of such an inclusive
use of the independent prepositional of personal numerals can be found in the story Tucait Buile
Mongain: at-recht Mongan m6rfessiur 'Mongan arose, seven men altogether' (IB 56.14). That
Ninne is accompanied by two men is not accidental: To perform a legally correct tellach one has
to be accompanied by a witness and a surety.
3.

dan is here

4.

ba thfr is a genitival

1

used in the meaning 'payment,' which is not noted in DIL.
relative clause: 'whose the land was.'

The legal and grammatical commentaries to this piece were kindly supplied by Neil McLEOD and Dennis KING.
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5. ffach ecair etechta is a legal term for a 'penalty for improper observance of[the law of] entry':
By driving off the horses of Ninne and his men and by not submitting the case to a judge, the
owner of the land on his part is guilty of breaking the proper procedure of tellach.
57.2. Varia
1. Sometimes pronouns can be infixed into Irish verbs where no pronoun would be used in
English, e.g., the neuter pronoun in sentence 2 below adid-trefea 'lit.: who will dwell it = who
will dwell.' Often infixed and suffixed pronouns are used proleptically to refer to objects that
themselves are expressed in the sentence, e.g., as in foilsigthi in spirut and-som a rrath 'the Spirit
manifests (it) in him the grace' (Wb. 12a7), where the neuter suffixed pronoun -i 'it' refers to a
rrath 'the grace.' The pronoun should not be translated in such cases.
2. The impersonal phrase maidid re X for Y 'lit.: it breaks before X upon Y' is a fixed expression
that means 'X defeats Y.' Either of the two prepositonal complements may be left off, i.e., maidid
re X 'it breaks before X = X wins, X is victor,' and maidid for Y 'it breaks upon Y = Y is defeated,
Y loses,' as in sentence 10 below.
3. Nfallmag 'lit.: Niall's (= Niall Noigiallach's) plain' is a kenning for Ireland.

57.3. Exercise
Old Irish
1. * Is suaichnid, mani-creitid eisseirge Crist 7 inna mmarb, nib-noibfea far n-ires in chruth-sin 7
nib-scairfea fribar pecthu. (Wb. 13b19) 2. ** Bid sochaide ad-trefea indiut-su 7 bid failid nach 6en
adid-trefea. (Ml. 107a15) 3. ** Nonn-samlafammar frinn fesine. (Wb. 17b12) 4. ** A lliles dind
ainchreitmiuch bid ainchreitmech. (Wb. 10a5) 5. ** A n-i as-beirinn co-sse, is ed as-ber beus.
(Ml. 91bl0) 6. ** [ ...] sech is airde s6n do-mbera Dia do neuch nod-n-eirbfea ind 7 genas triit.
(Ml. 51bl0) 7. ** Co-n-eipred: 'Do-gen a nn6eb-sa 7 ni-digen a n-airgairthe-se, cid accobar lium,'
ni-eiper in-sin. (Ml. 69a21) 8. * Niba madae dam m'foisitiu, air na nni no-gigius, na-ebra Dia.
(Ml. 46b12) 9. ** Gigeste-si Dia linn ara-fulsam ar fochaidi. (Wb. 14c2) 10. ** Mani-roma fora cenn,
ni-mema forsna baullu. (Ml. 89cll) 11. * Do-gentar aidchumtach tempuil leis, 7 pridchibid
smachtu rechto fetarlaicce, 7 na-ngebat Iudaidi i n-apaid, 7 chon-scera recht nufiadnaissi.
( Wb. 26a8) 12. * 'Acht ro-feissinn bed tu nibad samlaid no-scarfammais,' ol Cu Chulainn.
(TBR 60) 13. * Bid comard a sliab fri fan,[ ...] bid cosmail do chlar in domun conid-reissed uball.
(Blathm. 949-952) 14. * Is lat mace bethir [ ...] sochaide isin m6rtheinid resiu ro-mestar ruiri for
gnimu each 6enduini. (Blathm. 956-959) 15. ** 'As-rubart,' ol Cu Chulainn, 'ni-regad co-rruccad
mo chenn-sa n6 co-farcbad-som dano a chenn lem-sa.' (TBC 1373 f.) 16. * Ar-dailfea fuil each
duini fil isind lius, mani-foichlither 7 mani-dichset mna airnochta friss. (TBC 84 f.)
17. ** 'Ni-regae,' ol a mathair [sc. fri Coin Culainn], 'condit-roib coimthecht di anrothaib Ulad.'
(TBC 408 f.) 18. * Ebeltair culen[ ...] lem-sa duit 7 be cu-sa do imdegail duit[ ...] co-lleice, co-rrasa
in cu i-sin 7 chorop ingnimae. 7 im-dius-sa Mag Muirthemne n-uile. (TBC 598 ff.) 19. * Tabraid
biad, tabraid dig do chain Maile Fothertaig, cu fir do-berad biad do neoch, cid ar luaig na-chriad.
(FR 205-208) 20. ** Con-melat namait Niallmaige,[ ...] fessaitir im chella cathaisi,[ ...] regaid each
6en asa richt[ ...], do-bebat flathai re n-anflathaib,[ ...] soifithir ecnae i s6ebbretha. (I2T 182, 184,
187, 191, 214)
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Transcription
1. is suax'v'a8', mav'i·k'r'ed';38' es'ep'y'e g'r'is't' ogus ina mar�, n'i�·noif'a fap v'ip'as in XPU0-s'iv' ogus
v'i�·skap'f'a f'r'i�ap b'ek8u. 2. b'i8 soxa8'e ad-t'r'ef'a in'd'ud-su ogus Wi8 faA'a8' nax oiv a8'ad·t'r'ef'a.
3. non-saµAafamap f'r'in f'es'av'e. 4. a l'iA'as d'ind av'x'p'ed'µ'ux b'i8 av'x'p'ed'µ'ax. 5. a v'i as-Wep'an' ko-s'e, is
e8 as-Wep b'el).S. 6. s'ex is ap'8'e sov do,m'b'epa d'ia do v'el} X no8-v'er'b'f'a in'd' ogus y'evas t'r'iad'.
7. ko-v'eb'r'a8: 'do-g'ev a noi�-sa ogus v'i·d'iy'ev a vap'yap'8'e-s'e, k'i8 aka�ap l'il).m,' n'i-eb'ap in-s'iv'. 8. n'iba
ma8e daµ mois'ad'u, ap' na n'i no-y'iy'us, na·e�pa d'ia. 9. g'iy'as't'e-s'i d'ia l'in apa-�uAsaµ ap �oxa8'i.
10. mav'i-roµa fopa g'en, n'i·m'eµa forsna bal}lu. 11. do-g'entap a8'xuµdax d'empuA' l'es', ogus p'r'i8'x'aWa8'
smaxtu r'exto f'edapAak'e, ogus va·l)'g'e�ad iu8a8'i i vaba8', ogus xov-s'k'epa r'ext nu'ia8vas'i. 12. axt
ro-f'es'an' b'e8 tu n'iba8 haµAa8' no-skapfamas',' oA ku xuAan'. 13. b'i8 koµard a s'l'ia� f'r'i £av, b'i8 kosµaA'
do XAap in doµuv kov'i8-r'es'a8 u�al. 14. Is lat µak b'e8'ap' soxa8'e is'an mop8'ev'a8' r'es'fl} ro·m'estap rup'i
fop g'n'iµu kax oinduv'i. 15. 'as,ru�art,' oA ku xuAan', 'n'H'eya8 ko-ruga8 mo x'en-sa no ko-�apg�a8-soµ
davo a x'en l'em-sa.' 16. ap-da)..'f'a fuA' kax 8uv'i f'iA' is'and A'il).s, mav'i·fox'A'a8'ap ogus µav'i·d'ix's'ad mna
hap'voxta f'r'is'. 17. 'n'i·r'eye,' oA a µa8ap', 'kond'id-poW koµ'8'axt di avpa8aW uAa8.' 18. eWaltap' kuA'ev l'em
sa dut' ogus We ku-sa do im'8'ayaA' dut' ko-l'eg'e, ko-rasa in ku i-s'iv' ogus xopob il)'g'n'Iµe. ogus im'·d'iiis
sa may mup'8'aµ'v'e vuA'e. 19. ta�pa8' b'ia8, ta�pa8' d'iy' do xov' µaiA'e fo8'artay', ku f'ip' do-Wepa8 b'ia8 do
vel}X, k'i8 ap Auay' na·x'p'ia8. 20. kov·m'eAad naµad' n'ialµay'e, f'esad'ar' im' x'ela ka8as'i, r'eya8' kax oiv asa
p'ixt, do-b'e�ad fla8i r'e vavAa8aW, soif'a8'ap' egne i soi�Wp'e8a.

English
1. If I should not believe in the resurrection of the dead, my faith will not sanctify me and will
not separate me from my sins. 2. Will it be a multitude that will dwell in it? Will ali people who
dwell in it ( 0Ir.: it) be happy? 3. Will he compare himself with himself ( 0Ir.: fein)? 4. They ( use 1)
who will follow the unbelieving, will be unbelieving. 5. That what we used to say so far, we will
say it still. 6. This is the sign which the gods will give to those ( use 1) who will entrust
themselves to them (Olr.: 1), and who will work through them. 7. We will do this holy thing and
we will not do this prohibited thing, although we should wish it. 8. Will thy confession be in
vain to thee? Whatever thou wilt ask, will God give it? 9. I will pray (to) God for him in order
that he may endure his tribulations. 10. If his head is defeated, his members will be defeated.
(0Ir.: If it breaks upon his head, it will break upon his members.) 11. No rebuilding of the temple
will be undertaken by them, and they will not preach the commands of the law of the Old Testa
ment, and the Jews will not receive them as lords (0Ir.: abbots), and they will not overthrow the
law of the New Testament. 12. If he had known it was (0Ir.: would have been) them, it wouldn't
have been thus that they (would have) parted. 13. The mountains will be as high as valleys. Will
the world be like a board, so that apples might run (across) it? 14. It is by their sons that a
multitude will be struck down into the fire, before the great kings pass judgement on the deeds
of all people. 15. They have said they wouldn't go until they had taken our heads or until they
had left their heads with us. 16. They will shed the blood of all people who are in the enclosure,
unless they be taken care of and a stark naked woman go against them. 17. We will not go,
unless we have accompaniment from a great warrior. 18. He will raise a puppy for us and he
will be a dog to guard for us. And he will guard all Ireland. 19. Give (sg.) food, give (sg.) a drink
to the dogs of men who would have given food to everyone, though they had to buy it at a price.
20. Enemies will not destroy Ireland, sentries will not be fought around churches, no-one will go
out of his proper state, rulers will not perish before usurpers, knowledge will not be turned into
perverted judgements.
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57.4. Test
Try to recognize the verbal forms (give as much information about the words as possible - class,
person, number, mood, dependent or independent, relative). Give also the quotation form of the
verb and say to which present class it belongs:
glanfaid:

·glainfed:

-ebrainn:

rires:

•digentais:

or

fo•geram:

-moilfithe:

do·lugub:

cechnaite:

do·gigius:

seiss:

fo.didma:

ro-chechlar:

at•re:

regthae:

·regtha:

germae:

do.ff:

·memsad:

lilid:

-issainn:

lesstae:

bieid:

fris·iurr:

·Saidfimmis:

ro·iccfe:

•tibertha:

fo-gebmais:

fo.JiJais:

gigner:

for.fether:

-tergad:

ad-cichset:

selsammai:

ro·sia:

.fessed:

or

or
57.5. Test

Try to recognize the suffixed pronouns and the underlying verbs. Give as much information
about the verbs as possible-class, person, number, tense.
m6rsus:

comallaidi:

tathut:

bethum:

gegni:

beirthi:

filus:

boithunn:
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58.1. Old Irish metrics
dan dfrech, can be characterized
stanzaic, rhyming, non-rhythmic and non-quantitative. 1

Classical Old Irish poetry, or

in a few words as

syllabic,

1. Syllabic means that the number of syllables per line is fixed, unlike, e.g., the Greek or
Latin hexameter or the Germanic long-line, where the number of syllables varies from line
to line.
2. Stanzaic means that a certain number of lines, in the overwhelming majority four lines,
are grouped together in stanzas, again unlike the hexameter, where you can freely add one
line after the other without any restriction.
3. Rhyming means that certain words rhyme with each other across the lines, unlike Greek
or Latin poetry where rhyme is not used.
4. Non-rhythmic means that stressed and unstressed syllables are not arranged according
to fixed rhythmical patterns as in classical modern German poetry.
5. Non-quantitative means that long and short syllables are not arranged in fixed patterns
as in Greek or Latin poetry.

58.2. The features of classical Irish poetry
Ten basic features can be defined that must be taken into account when analyzing classical Irish
verse (and of course when writing classical Irish verse!). These are: syllabic count, cadence,
stanza, rhyme, aicill, internal rhyme, consonance, alliteration, fidrad freccomail, closing. I will
discuss these now in some detail:
58.2.1. Syllabic count
In classical Irish poetry the number of syllables in a line is fixed for each type of metre. The
numbers can range from one to thirteen syllables, both of which, however, are very rare extreme
poles. The vast number of Irish metres uses lines of seven syllables or thereabouts. In Irish philo
logy, the syllabic count of an Irish metre is indicated by writing the number of syllables of each
line of a stanza in arabic numerals one after the other. If you look at the two poems in 3.4 and 3.5
you will see that the first one, Seel lemm duib, has three syllables in each line (schematically: 3 3
3 3), the second one, Messe ocus Pangur Ban, seven (7 7 7 7). The poem in 42.1, At-ta ben is tfr,
shows slightly more variation: it has a syllabic count of 5 7 7 7. A comprehensive list of all attes
ted combinations in Irish metrics can be found in MURPHY 1961: 74 ff.
Determining the number of syllables of a line is very easy: you just have to count them! There
are only two things that have to be observed: elision and hiatus. Elision means that an unI use the term 'classical Irish poetry' to distinguish the main corpus of Irish poetry from the so-called 'archaic style,'
which is basically non-syllabic, rhymeless, non-stanzaic, non-quantitative, but probably rhythmic. A good introduction
into the archaic style can be found in CORTHALS 1999.

1
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stressed vowel has to be dropped when another unstressed vowel immediately precedes it.2 For
example, the following line from the poems of BLATHMACC should have seven syllables:
nipu ar on6ir mi adrad
To arrive at the required number the vowel of the unstressed preposition ar has to be elided
after the unstressed u of nfpu. The line has actually to be read nfpu 'r on6ir na adrad. You could
ask yourself why the first a of adrad is not elided, too. adrad is a normal noun that bears the
stress on the first syllable. So the a is stressed and consequently cannot be dropped.
Another factor important in the calculation of the syllabic count is how hiatus words are pro
nounced. In poems from the early and classical Old Irish period hiatuses as in biad /b'ia8/ 'food'
or ree /r'ee/, gen. sg. of re 'time,' are pronounced as two syllables. Later these forms are reduced
to monosyllabic, i.e., diphthongic pronunciation like in biad /b'ia8/, or to long vowels like in re
/r'e/. Sometimes the poets play with the two possibilities, and readings with hiatus stand side by
side with monosyllabic readings. This is the case, for example, in the Poems of Blathmacc.
58.2.2. Cadence
In poetry generally the end of a line is called cadence. In Irish metrics cadence specifically refers
to the final word of a line. The native Irish terms for it are rinn /r'in/ and tarndorcenn /tarmor
k'anj. Just like the syllabic count of a line, the number of syllables in the cadence is fixed for each
metre. It ranges from one to three, rarely four syllables. It is important to bear in mind that for
the cadence the syllabic count of a word starts with the stress! That means that in terms of
cadence irregularly stressed words like indfu /in'd'f-9/ 'today' (stress on"fu) or inuraid /ivupa8'/
'last year' (stress on u) count as one and two syllables respectively. A large group of words
where this rule applies are dependent and compound verbal forms: the part taken into account
for the cadence starts immediately after the superscript dot <->; e.g., in imme-folngi 'which does
produce' only the two syllables -folngi can be considered the cadence. From this rule it also
follows that unstressed words cannot stand at the end of a line.
In schematic representation the cadence is indicated by a superscript arabic numeral, which
immediately follows the number of syllables in a line. Seel lemm duib is thus schematically
represented as 31 31 31 31, Messe ocus Pangur Ban as 71 72 71 72.
58.2.3. Rhyme
The native Irish term for rhyme is comardad /koµarda8/. Irish rhyme is markedly different from
what speakers of English or German would perceive as rhyming words. Whereas in those lan
guages the rhyming portions of words must be absolutely identical, there is much more freedom
in Irish poetry. To modern ears this sometimes gives the impression that no rhyme is involved at
all in classical Irish poems, but then Old Irish filid would probably find our modern composi
tions extremely boring!
Rhyme starts with the stressed vowel. The stressed vowels of two rhyming words must be iden
tical in quantity and quality. Identical quantity means that the two vowels must both be either
short or long; a short vowel does not rhyme with a long one. Identity in quality means that the
'color' (the simple vowels /a e i o u/ or the diphthongs /ai oi av ev/) must be the same. When
2 Elision of the Latin type, where every time a vowel meets another vowel one of them has to be dropped, does not
occur in classical Irish poetry.
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the rhyming words consist of more than one syllable, a schwa /a/ of course rhymes with another
schwa, but vowels in absolute final position again must be identical.3
In certain types of metres a stressed syllable may rhyme with an unstressed syllable, e.g., in the
poem about Pangur Ban: ban: maced@, sci§.: 6end[§_, clius: aithius, dau : 6enlau, dul: gerchrub.
In this type of rhyme, which is called rinn-airdrinn rhyme, a stressed long vowel in final position
may rhyme with a final unstressed vowel of the same quality, e.g., rg_: ceilg_.
Things get more complicated when we turn to the consonants of rhyming words. In respect to
rhyme Irish consonants fall into six classes:
Class I (voiced stops):/b d g/ (spelled p, bb; t, dd; c, gg, cc)
Class II (voiceless stops):/p t k/ (spelled p, pp; t, tt; c, cc)
Class III (voiceless spirants):/f ex/ (spelled f, ph; th; ch)
Class IV (voiced spirants and lenited liquids):/� 8 y A p v µ/ (spelled b; d; g, l; r; n; m)
Class V (unlenited liquids):/1 r n I)g m/ (spelled 11; rr, nn, nd; ng; m, mm)
Class VI:/s/ (spelled s, ss)
In perfect rhyme a consonant of one class may correspond to any other consonant of the same
class. The only exception is that, especially after long vowels, consonants of class IV and V may
correspond to each other.
Rhyming consonants must not only belong to the same class, but they must also have the same
quality. That means they must either be palatalized or non-palatalized. A palatalized consonant
does not rhyme with a non-palatalized one.
Where consonant clusters are involved in rhyme, things get more complicated, but I can't go into
the details here. This question is treated in 6 Cufv 1966.
58.2.4. Stanza
The Irish word for stanza is rann /ran/. The vast majority of Irish stanzas consist of four lines,
called lines a, b, c and d. Only in a few cases eight or another number of lines is involved. The
type of stanza, that is the metre, is typically characterized by fixed syllable counts and cadences
in the individual lines. For example, in the metre called dian airseng imp6id the stanza always
looks like this: 43 81 43 81; or in the metre called deibide smitach like this: 3 2 73 72 32. Gerard
MURPHY lists 84 different metres in Early Irish Metrics, but this hardly includes all variants
found in Irish literature.
You don't have to know all the different metres by heart, of course! But of the 84 metres listed by
MURPHY nearly all belong to one of two basic types, which are called rannaigecht /rana'y'axt/
and deibide /d'eWa8'e/ respectively, and you should be able to recognize to which of the two a
given poem belongs. This is indeed very easy and has to do with rhyme.

3 In Middle Irish, after unstressed final vowels had become /a/, all final vowels, whatever their origin, rhyme with
each other.
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1. In rannaigecht-types of metres there is end-rhyme between lines b and d, as in the
following example (MURPHY 1961: 55; GT 113):
Clocan binn,
benar i n-aidchi gafthe.
Ba ferr lim dul ina dail
indas i ndail mna baithe.
Sometimes lines a and c may join in the rhyme as well, but important for determining if a
poem is rannaigecht are lines band d.
2. In deibide-types of metres there is end-rhyme between lines a and band between lines c
and d. Furthermore in deibide very often rinn-airdrinn-rhymes are utilized, as in the fol
lowing example (MURPHY 1961: 66; GT 111):
Ni,fetar

da lassa,fifea Etan.
Acht ro,fetar Etan ban
nicon,fifea a h6enuran.

58.2.5. aiccill
There is no English word for the feature aiccill /ak'al'/. Aiccill means the rhyme between the end
of one line and the beginning or interior of the following line. This feature is especially frequent
in rannaigecht, where it regularly connects the end of line c with the interior of line d, but of
course it may be employed in deibide and in other lines as well. An example for aicill in lines
a/band c/d (MURPHY 1961: 58):
6engus all
fonn fri nath,
febda ffal,
rfan fri rath.

58.2.6. Internal rhyme
In the case of internal rhyme, for which no special Irish word exists, there is rhyme between a
word in the interior of one line and a word in the interior of the following line. In the following
example there is even double internal rhyme in lines a and b (n6emrf: c6emchli, nime : bine) and
one internal rhyme between lines c and d ( borggaig: n-ordaig)
N 6emrf nime, nert cech sluaig,
c6emchli cen bine bithbuaid,
ri betha borggaig cen brath
ros·n-ordaig feib ro,batar.
(Saltair na Rann 3785-3788)

58.2.7. Consonance
For the feature consonance various alternative names can be found in the literature, namely asso
nance or half-rhyme. In Irish it is called uaithne /ua0'v'e/. This is in fact just rhyme with relaxed
rules: stressed vowels do not have to have the same quality, they must only correspond in quan
tity; diphthongs correspond to long vowels. Unstressed final vowels, however, must correspond
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in quantity and quality,just as in normal rhyme. Furthermore,in consonance interior consonants
need not correspond in quality; thus a palatalized consonant may half-rhyme with a non-palatal
ized one. Final consonants,however, must rhyme in a proper fashion. In the following example
lines a and c make consonance with lines band d, which rhyme in a normal rannaigecht way:
Ro-sonnta fiad sl6gaib,
ot e cona mbrfgaib;
ro-bruithea i ndalaib,
ro-orta fiad rfgaib.

(Pel. Prol. 33-36)

58.2.8. Alliteration
The native word for alliteration is uaimm /uam'/ or comuaimm /koµuam'/. Words beginning
with the same radical consonant alliterate,and words beginning with any vowel alliterate. Only
stressed words can alliterate,which means that articles,prepositions,conjunctions and preverbal
particles are ignored for alliterative purposes. Alliteration does not apply if a stressed word with
a different initial sound stands between two words with identical radical sounds; but an un
stressed word does not prevent alliteration. That means that, for example, in the poem about
Pangur Ban in the line
fuachimm chein fri fegi fis
fuachimm does not alliterate with fegi and fis because the stressed word chein stands between
them. Neither does fri count for alliteration, as it is an unstressed preposition. fegi and fis of

course do make alliteration as they are both stressed and immediately follow one another. On
the other hand,in the line
6 ru · biam - scel cen scis scel and scfs do alliterate,since they are only separated by the unstressed preposition cen.

Basically the radical initial, that is, the underlying initial sound irrespective of any mutation,
counts for alliteration: thus the unmutated sound t ft/, lenited th /0/ and nasalized t /d/ all
alliterate with each other, but unmutated m /m/ and nasalized mb /mb/ (< radical b) do not
count as alliteration. There are only a few exceptions to this rule. Lenited // /,which is silent,is
ignored for the purpose of alliteration, thus hann alliterates with lam, and !err with 6c; lenited
p = ph /ff alliterates only with another ph or with f; lenited s = s /hi alliterates only with an
other lenited s; the double consonant sc only alliterates with itself; the same is true for sp, st and
sm; sl, sr and sn alliterate with each other and with s followed by any vowel; a lenited s after the
article = int s 0 can only alliterate with another s thus affected.
Rhyme, aicill, internal rhyme, consonance and alliteration put together can lead to highly intri
cate compositions like the following poem,where practically every stressed word is linked with
at least two other words. The sense of the poem,however,suffers under the extreme artificiality
(MURPHY 1961: 30):
-Oa Brice Bregain 6nd Lice lebair
tic i Temair toraib,
mair dar Mumain,daig na-dubaig,
traig dar Tulaig Tomair.
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58.2.9. fidrad freccomail
The feature fidrad freccomail /f'i8pa8 f'r'ekaµaA'/ (l it. 'letter of correspondence') means that the
last line of one stanza has to be linked with the first line of the next stanza. This can either be
achieved by completely repeating or rephrasing the last line, by repeating the last word, or by
somehow alliterating the last word of the first stanza with the first word of the second. Many
irregularities to the normal rules of alliteration can occur in fidrad freccomail: unstressed words
may alliterate here, too, as may the nasalizing n- in front of a vowel; s and s, f and l alliterate,
mutated forms of p and b, t and d and c and g are joined in alliteration; sometimes the initial
sound of one word is linked with the interior sound of another word (as in uiji: ro·Jenad or tr6ge
: fO mmarbuidin) or with the initial of the second member of a compound.
58.2.10. Conclusion
Conclusion is the translation of the Irish term dun.ad /dnva8/. It is prescribed in Irish poetry that
a poem be closed, meaning that at the very end the very first word or the very first line of the
poem is repeated. Sometimes dun.ad consists of simply repeating the first syllable or first mor
phem of the initial word. This feature is only employed when the poem consists of more than
one stanza.

Illustration 58.1: dunad 'conclusion'
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58.3. An exemplary poem
The following Middle Irish poem by the poet CELLACH OA ROANADA (t 1079) is a didactic poem,
in which every stanza belongs to a different metre. Furthermore, the name of the metre is men
tioned in each stanza. The poem has been edited by Rudolf THURNEYSEN in Zu irischen Hand
schriften und Litteraturdenkmalem, Berlin 1912, 73-77 (repr. in: Gesammelte Schriften. Band II.
Keltische Sprachen und Literaturen, ed. by Patrizia DE BERNARDO STEMPEL and Rolf KbD
DERITZSCH, Ttibingen: Niemeyer Verlag 1991, 658-662). Try to identify all metrical features that I
have discussed in this lesson. If you attempt a translation but can't find any sense in it, don't be
discouraged. The qualities of this poem lie in its formal perfection, not in its meaning:
1. Sluindfet duib dagaisti in dana
bid diglaim ratha do raith,
etir isil ocus uasail
co-rrabat i cluasaib caich.
2. Setrad fata £err a £egad,
aiste drumchla dana dein,
rind airchetail robuicc riagla
gabait na cliara do chein.
3. Setrad ngairit gres saer sorcha,
suairc a <lath;
ni-fil co n-anmain nach-molfa,
romtha a rath.
4. In rannaigecht menmach m6r
assin topor engach uar,
fegaid mar at-ta a aeb,
is ca.em do denaim na nduan.
5. In rannaigecht bee builid,
cen mangairecht, cen mebail,
ni-glama sund 'ca saigid
i ndairib dana dremain.
6. Dechnad m6r, at millsi a laide
uas insi gil greine
gaiste re dan seng na side,
aiste as £err i nEire.
7. Lethdechnad lugbairt craeb chumra
ni saeb selba;
and-sain ni laiste mo labra,
aiste ergna.
8. Is aiste rathmar co rrind,
is eicse athlam indlim;
bagaim conid bairdne bind
deibide alaind imrind.
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9. Deibide scaflte na scel,
ni hi-side nad,aithgen;
is hi-seo ind aiste blaith brass
i-ngnathaigther in senchas.
10. Aiste uallach aile ocum,
ni hord aicnid imniabthaig;
maith maisse cech raind reil rigim
a dein midsing milbriathraig.
11. Sncim sebaicc so sluindebthair,
ro-sia firu fungaire;
dentar lim-sa duas, ni g6,
do chnuas na cn6 cumraide.
12. Cassbairdne chas chumaide,
is brass ma ros-binnige;
nacho choir a cammfige
dar cenn n-oir is indile.
13. Anamain irdairc,
uasal in slonnad;
nis-denand duine
uile acht ollam.
14. Is iat-sain ardaiste in dana
fognas na llaide mar laing;
do Dia beram buide ar mberla,
cia duine segda nach·sloind?
Note:
1. The language of the poem is Middle Irish and therefore contains a number of grammatical
forms that you have not learned in this course, e.g., the future stem sluindef- of W2b sluindid 'to
enumerate, to mention,' the verbal ending -and /an/ of the 3rd sg. conjunct present tense, the 3rd
pl. independent pronoun fat instead of e 'they,' the word mar 'as, like' and many, many more.
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Cited literature:
ACC

Amra Choluim Chille:

Whitley STOKES, 'The Bodleian Amra Choluimb Chille,' RC 20
(1899),31-55, 132-183, 248-289, 400-437

AM

Audacht Morainn,

ed. Fergus KELLY,Dublin 1976

AOA

Aided 6enlir Aife:

in: Compert Con Culainn and other Stories, ed. A. G. vAN HAMEL,

Dublin 1978,1-15
AU

The Annals of Ulster (to A.D. 1131),

ed. Sean MAC AIRT and Gear6id MAC NIOCAILL,

Dublin 1983
BColm

Betha Coluim Cille:

in Lives of Saints from the Book of Lismore, ed. Whitley STOKES,

Oxford 1890
BFF

Briathra Flainn Fina maic

Ossu: Old Irish Wisdom Attributed to Aldfrith of North
umbria. An Edition of Briathra Flainn Fhina maic Ossu, ed. Colin A. IRELAND,Tempe,
Arizona 1999

Blathm.

The Poems of Blathmacc. in: The Poems of Blathmac Son of Cu Brettan together with
the Irish Gospel of Thomas and A Poem on the Virgin Mary, ed. James CARNEY,

Dublin 1964,1-88
Bruchst.

Kuno Meyer, Bruchstiicke der alteren Lyrik Irlands, Berlin 1919

CCC

Compert Chon Culainn:

in: Compert Con Culainn and Other Stories, ed. A. G. vAN

HAMEL,Dublin 1978,1-8
CCCG

Hemy LEWIS and Holger PEDERSEN, A Concise Comparative Celtic Grammar, Gottingen 1937

CG

Crith Gablach,

CIH

Corpus Juris Hibemici, ed.

CM

Compert Mongain:

in: The Voyage of Bran Son of Febal to the Land of Living, ed.
Kuno MEYER,London 1895,58-84 (repr. Felinfach 1994)

Corm.

Sanas Cormaic. An Old-Irish Glossary compiled by Cormac Oa Cuilennain,

ed. D. A. BINCHY,Dublin 1979
D. A. BINCHY,Dublin 1978

ed. Kuno

MEYER,Halle-Dublin 1905 (repr. Felinfach 1994)
EC

Echtrae Chonnlai: in: Kim McCONE, Echtrae Chonnlai and the Beginnings of Vernac
ular Narrative Writing in Ireland: A Critical Edition with Introduction, Notes, Biblio
graphy and Vocabulary, Maynooth 2000,121-123

EIL

Gerard MURPHY, Early Irish Lyrics, Oxford 1956 (repr. Dublin 1998)

EIV

Kim McCONE, The Early Irish Verb. 2,nd Edition Revised with Index, Maynooth 1997

ETB

Esnada Tige Buchet

in: Fingal Rona.in and other Stories, ed. David GREENE, Dublin

1955,27-44
FB

Fled Bricrenn: The Feast of Bricriu, ed. George HENDERSON,London 1899
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Pel.

Felire 6engusso Celi De. The Martyrology of Oengus the Culdee,

ed. Whitley STOKES,

Dublin 1984
FG

Fingal R6nain:

1-15

in: Fingal R6nain and other Stories, ed. David GREENE, Dublin 1955,

GOI

Rudolf THURNEYSEN, A Grammar of Old Irish, Dublin 1946

Gasp.

The Irish Gospel of Thomas: in: The Poems of Biathmac Son of Cu Brettan together
with the Irish Gospel of Thomas and A Poem on the Virgin Mary, ed. James CARNEY,

Dublin 1964, 89-105
GT

David GREENE and Frank O'CONNOR, A Golden Treasury of Irish Poetry AD 6001200, 1967 (repr.: Dingle 1990)

I2T

Immacallam in da Thuarad:

(1905), 4-64

Whitley STOKES, 'The Colloquy of the Two Sages,' RC 26

1B

Immram Brain: in: The Voyage of Bran Son of Febal to the Land of Living, ed. Kuna
MEYER, London 1895, 1-41 (repr. Felinfach 1994)

ITS

Irish Texts Society

KP

Stefan SCHUMACHER, Die keltischen Primarverben. Ein vergleichendes, etymolo
gisches und morphologisches Lexikon, Innsbruck 2004

LL

The Book of Leinster,

ed. Osborn BERGIN, Richard BEST, M. O'BRIEN, Anne SULLIVAN,

Dublin 1954-1983
LU

Lebor na hUidre. Book of the Dun Cow,

1929

ed. Richard BEST, Osborn BERGIN, Dublin

Ml.

Milan

NSB

Nauigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis from Early Latin Manuscripts,

Glosses: in: Thes. i , 7-483
ed. Carl SELMER,

University of Notre Dame 1959 (repr. Dublin 1989)
NW.AI

Patrizia DE BERNARDO STEMPEL, Nominale Wortbildung des alteren Irischen. Stammbildung und Derivation, Tu.bingen 1999

PH

The Passions and Homilies of the Leabhar Breac,

SergCC

Serglige Con Culainn,

Sg.

St. Gall

SMMD

Scela Mucce Meic Dath6,

SnaG

Stair na Gaeilge in 6m6s do P(h)adraig 6 Fiannachta, ed. K. McCONE, D. MCMANUS,
C. 0 HAINLE, N. WILLIAMS agus L. BREATNACH, Maigh Nuad 1994

TBC

Tain B6 Cuailnge:

TBDD

Togail Bruidne Da Derga,

TBF

Die Romanze von Froech und Findabair. Tain B6 Frofch,

ed. Robert ATKINSON, Dublin 1887

ed. Myles DILLON, Dublin 1975

Glosses: in: Thes. ii, 49-224
ed. Rudolf THURNEYSEN, Dublin 1935

Cecile O'RAHILLY, Tain B6 Cuailnge. Recension I, Dublin 1976
ed. Eleanor KNOTT, Dublin 1936

bruck 1970
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TBR

Tain B6 Regamna: Johan
B6 Cuailnge, Wien 1987

Thes.

Thesaurus Palaeohibemicus. A Collection of Old-Irish Glosses Scholia Prose and
Verse, I+ II, ed. W. STOKES and J. STRACHAN, Cambridge 1901 and 1903; repr.: Dublin

CORTHALS, Tain B6 Regamna. Eine Vorerzahlung zur Tain

1987
Triad

Kuno MEYER, The Old Irish Triads, Dublin 1906

Trip.

The Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, ed.

Tur.

Turin Glosses:

UR

Whitley STOKES, London 1887

in: Thes. i, 484-494

Uraicecht na Rfar. Uraicecht na Rfar. The Poetic Grades in Early Irish Law,

BREATNACH, Dublin 1987

Wb.

Wiirzburg

Glosses: in: Thes. i, 499-714
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Abbreviations of grammatical terms:
a
abs.
acc.
adj.
adv.
augm.
C
compar.
cond.
conj.
dep.
depon.
deut.
du.
f
fut.
g
gen.
g.sg.
Hb
H

I
la
io
ind.
indep.
k
L

a-stem
absolute verbal form
accusative
adjective
adverb
augmented
consonant
comparative
conditional
conjunct verbal form
dependent verbal form
deponential
deuterotonic
dual
feminine
future tense
guttural stem in g
genitive
genitive singular
hiatus verb
causes aspiration
i-stem
I-stem
ia-stem
io-stem
indicative
independent verbal form
guttural stem in k
causes lenition

m
n
n
N

nas. rel.
nk
nom.
n.sg.
nt
0

pal.
pl.
poss.pron.
prep.
pret.
prot.
r
rel.
s

s

sg.
subj.
superl.
t
u
v.n.
V

w
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masculine
n-stem
neuter
causes nasalization
nasalizing relative clause
guttural stem in nk
nominative
nominative singular
dental stem in t
a-stem
palatalization, palatalized
plural
possessive pronoun
prepositional
preterite
prototonic
r-stem
relative verbal form
s-stem
strong verb
singular
subjunctive
superlative
dental stem in t
u-stem
verbal noun
vowel
weak verb
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D. ELLIS EVANS, John G. GRIFFITH and E. M. JOPE, Oxford 1986, 222-226; KP§8 and§10
12.4. Possessive pronouns: GOI 276-279, 495-534; CCCG 194-195; SnaG 188
14.1.-14.2. io-Stems: GOI 179-180; CCCG 167; SnaG 98-99; NWAI 201-211
14.3. io-Stem adjectives: GOI 225-226; SnaG 121-122
15.1. Verbs: General remarks on compound verbs: GOI 495-531; CCCG 259-267; SnaG 176-177;
KP§6
15.2. Verbs: Deuterotonic and prototonic verbal forms: GOI 351; SnaG 179-181; EIV 4-9
15.4. Adverbial compounds: GOI 240-241; various forms in CCCG 259-267
17.1. Nouns: Feminine ia-stems: GOI 184-187; CCCG 169; SnaG 99; NWAI 201-211
17.2. Adjectives: ia- Stems: GOI 225-226; SnaG 121-122
17.3. Nouns: Feminine I-stems: GOI 184-187; CCCG 169-170; SnaG 117-118; NWAI 75-86
18.1. The conjugated prepositions: General remarks: GOI 272; SnaG 189-192
18.2. The conjugated prepositions 1: GOI 272-274; CCCG 199-201; OIPG 29-32
18.3.-18.4.: Verbs of the SI-class: EIV 29-31; GOI 353, 355-356 and 376-378 (note: GOI uses a different classification of the verbs); CCCG 276-278; SnaG 136-137, 141 and 147; OIPG 35; KP§5.1
20.1.-20.2. Nouns: i-Stems: GOI 190-192; CCCG 171-172; SnaG 116-117; NWAI 61-74
20.3. i-Stem adjectives: GOI 226-227
21.1. The conjugated prepositions 2: GOI 275-276; CCCG 200-201; OIPG 32-33
21.3. Demonstrative particles: GOI 299-304; Peter SCHRIJVER, Studies in the History of Celtic
Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997, 9 ff.
21.4. Verbs of the S2-class: EIV 31; GOI 354-355 and 378; KP§5.1.4-5
21.5. Verbs of the S3-class: EIV 31; GOI 356-357 and 378-379; KP§5.1.8
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23.1.-23.2. Nouns: u-Stems: GOI 194-197; CCCG 170-171; SnaG 114-116; NWAI 87-98; David
STIFTER, 'Celtiberian -unei, Luguei,' Die Sprache 39/2, 213-223
23.3. Adjectives: u-Stems: GOI 227-228; CCCG 182; SnaG 121
24.1. The cardinal numbers 1-19: GOI 242-246; CCCG 187-189; SnaG 200-205; Warren COWGILL,
'PIE *duwo '2' in Germanic and Celtic,' MSS 46 (1985), 13-28; David GREENE, 'Celtic,' in: Inda
European Numerals, ed. J. GVOZDANOVIC, Berlin-New York 1992, 497-554; Kim McCONE,
'Old Irish 'Three' and 'Four': a Question of Gender,' Eriu 44 (1993), 53-73; Peter SCHRIJVER,
Studies in British Celtic Historical Phonology, Amsterdam 1995, 448-451; Heiner EICHNER,
Studien zu den indogermanischen Numeralia, Regensburg 1982
24.2. The ordinal numbers 1-19: GOI 247-249; CCCG 192-193; SnaG 207-209
24.3. The copula: GOI 483-486 and 492-494; CCCG 317-319; OIPG 72-73; SnaG 138-139; EIV 1819; Padraic MAC COISDEALBHA, The Syntax of the Sentence in Old Irish, Ttibingen 1998
25.1. Infixed pronouns class A: GOI 255-261; CCCG 193-195; SnaG 193-195; Peter SCHRIJVER,
Studies in the History of Celtic Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997
25.3. The conjugated prepositions 3: GOI 272-273; CCCG 200-201; OIPG 29 and 31-32
25.4. Emphasizing particles: GOI 252-253; CCCG 194-195; SnaG 189; Peter SCHRIJVER, Studies in
the History of Celtic Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997
27.1.-27.6. Hiatus verbs: GOI 352; CCCG 277; EIV 24-25 and 28-29; SnaG 149-150
27.7. The complete dependent forms at a glance: OIG 350-351 and 28-30
28.1. The substantive verb: GOI 475-479; CCCG 323-324; SnaG 139 and 149
28.2. The verbal noun: GOI 444-455; CCCG 312-317 (be careful: the verbal noun is called infini
tive there!); SnaG 211; Jean GAGNEPAIN, La syntaxe du nom verbal dans Jes langues celtiques. I.
Irlandais, Paris 1963; Jost GIPPERT, 'Ein keltischer Beitrag zur indogermanischen Morpho
syntax: Das altirische Verbalnomen,' in: Berthold Delbriick y la sintaxis indoeuropea hoy.
Actas del Coloquio de la Indogermanische Gesellschaft. Madrid, 21-24 de septiembre de 194,

ed. Emilio CRESPO and Jose Luis GARCIA RAMON, Madrid-Wiesbaden 1997, 143-164; Sabine
ZIEGLER, 'Zur Syntax und Entwicklung des Verbalnomens in den keltischen Sprachen,' in:
Berthold Delbriick y la sintaxis indoeuropea hoy. Actas del Coloquio de la Indogermanische
Gesellschaft. Madrid, 21-24 de septiembre de 1994, ed. Emilio CRESPO and Jose Luis GARCIA

RAMON, Madrid-Wiesbaden 1997, 631-644
28.3. Infixed pronouns class B: GOI 257-262; CCCG 194-199; SnaG 193-194; Peter SCHRIJVER,
Studies in the History of Celtic Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997
28.5. The conjugated prepositions 4: GOI 274-275; CCCG 200-201; SnaG 189-191
30.1. Nouns: The consonant stems: GOI 199-202
30.2.-30.3. Guttural stems: GOI 202-204; CCCG 174-175; SnaG 113-114; NWAI 29-30 and 177184
30.5. The conjugated prepositions 5: GOI 273; CCCG 199-200; SnaG 190-191
31.1.-31.4. Deponent verbs: GOI 365-367; CCCG 301; EIV 74-77; SnaG 143-145
31.6.-31.7. Passive forms: GOI 367-370; CCCG 305-306; SnaG 145-146; EIV 79-85
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33.1. Dental stems: Consonantal declension in t: GOI 205-207; CCCG 175-176; SnaG 112-113;
NWAI 155-169; Britta Sofie IRSLINGER, Abstrakta mit Dentalsuffixen im Altirischen, Heidelberg
2002
33.2. Dental stems: Consonantal declension in nt: GOI 207-209; CCCG 176; SnaG 113; NWAI 170
33.3.-33.4. The numbers 20-1000: GOI 244-250; CCCG 189-193; SnaG 205-206; David GREENE,
'Celtic,' in: Inda-European Numerals, ed. J. GVOZDANOVIC, Berlin-New York 1992, 497-554
34.2. Absolute relative verbal endings: GOI 359-370; CCCG 236-237; EIV 14-15, 65-66 and 76-77;
SnaG 196-197; Kim McCONE, 'Der Prasens Indikativ der Kopula und die Relativendung -s im
Altirischen,' in: Verba et Structurae. Festschrift fiir Klaus Strunk zum 65. Geburtstag, ed.
Heinrich HETTRICH et al., Innsbruck 1995, 124-133; Jay JASANOFF, 'Some Relative Forms of the
Verb in Old Irish,' in: Compositiones Indogermanicae: in memoriam Jochem Schindler, ed.
Heiner EICHNER et al., Praha 1999, 205-221
34.3. Leniting relative clauses: GOI 313-316; CCCG 141-143; EIV 14-15; SnaG 197-198; Peter
SCHRIJVER, Studies in the History of Celtic Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997, 91 ff.
34.4. Negative leniting relative clauses: GOI 313 and 539-540; CCCG 248-250
34.5. Special relative forms: GOI 314
34.6. The prehistory of the relative endings: Kim McCONE, 'Der Prasens Indikativ der Kopula
und die Relativendung -s im Altirischen,' in: Verba et Structurae. Festschrift fiir Klaus Strunk
zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Heinrich HETTRICH et al., Innsbruck 1995
34.7. Independent personal pronouns: GOI 253-255, 279-280; CCCG 194-196; SnaG 186-189
36.1. Nouns: Consonantal declension in r: GOI 214-215; CCCG 176-177; SnaG 106-108; NWAI
121-129; Kim McCONE, 'Zurn Ablaut der keltischen r-Stamme,' in: In honorem Holger Peder
sen. Kolloquium der Indogermanischen Gesellschaft vom 25. bis 28. Marz 1993 in Kopenhagen,
ed. Jens Elmegard RASMUSSEN et al., Wiesbaden 1994, 275-284
36.2. Nouns: Consonantal declension in s: GOI 215-216; CCCG 172-174; SnaG 102-104; NWAI
140-154; KP §10.3.3
37.1. The habitual present of the substantive verb: GOI 331 and 480-481; CCCG 325
37.2. Relative forms of the substantive verb and the copula: GOI 479 and 484-485; CCCG 237,
318, 324; SnaG 196
37.3. The imperative: GOI 372-375, 481 and 487; CCCG 277-278; EIV 3 and 70-71; SnaG 161-162;
DIL I 309.50-86
38.2. Infixed pronouns class C: GOI 259-260 and 262-264; CCCG 194-199; SnaG 194 and 199-200;
P. SCHRIJVER, Studies in the History of Celtic Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997, 138-139
38.3. Infixed pronouns after negative na, nad: GOI 265-266; CCCG 197-198; SnaG 200
38.5. The deictic particle f: GOI 299 and 301; CCCG 220-221
38.6. Indefinite pronouns: GOI 309-310; CCCG 232-233; SnaG 189
38.7. The anaphoric pronoun suide: GOI 301-304; CCCG 195-196; SnaG 188
38.8. Interrogative pronouns: GOI 286-290; CCCG 226-230; SnaG 188
40.1. Nasal stems: neuter n-stems: GOI 210-214; CCCG 180; SnaG 105-106; NWAI 100-120; Karin
STUBER, The Historical Morphology of n-Stems in Celtic, Maynooth 1998, 45-83
40.3. Comparison of adjectives: GOI 232-233; CCCG 186-187; SnaG 123-124
40.4. Comparison: The equative: GOI 233, 235 and 237-238; CCCG 182-183; SnaG 125
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41.1. The preterite: GOI 332; CCCG 268; EIV 93-94
41.2.-41.3. The s-preterite: GOI 416-421; CCCG 292-295; SnaG 163-164; EIV 56-60; Calvert
WATKINS, The Inda-European Origins of the Celtic Verb- The Sigmatic Aorist, Dublin 1962;
KP§5.4.3
41.4. The t-preterite: GOI 421-424; CCCG 292-295; SnaG 164-165; EIV 54-56; Calvert WATKINS,
The Inda-European Origins of the Celtic Verb-The Sigmatic Aorist, Dublin 1962; KP§5.4.2
43.1. Nasal stems: masculine and feminine n-stems: GOI 209-214; CCCG 177-180; SnaG 108-111;
NWAI 100-120; Karin STOBER, The Historical Morphology of n-Stems in Celtic, Maynooth 1998,
65-176
43.3. Comparison: The superlative: GOI 234-236; CCCG 182-183; SnaG 123-126
44.1.-44.5. The suffixless preterite: GOI 424-437; CCCG 292-295 and 299-301; SnaG 166-171; EIV
51-54 and 72-74; KP§5.5
44.6. The preterite of the copula and the substantive verb: GOI 483 and 490-492; CCCG 327
44.7. Irregular preterite formations: GOI 483; KP§5.4.1
46.1. Irregular nouns: 46.1.1. b6 'cow': GOI 216-217; CCCG 171; SnaG 101-102; Kim McCONE,
'The Inflection of Oir. b6 »Cow« and the etymology of Buchet,' Eriu 42, 37-44; 46.1.2. n6 'boat':
GOI 184; CCCG 171; 46.1.3. dia 'day': GOI 217; CCCG 171
46.2. Indeclinable words: GOI 217
46.3. Consonantal stem adjectives: GOI 228; CCCG 182; SnaG 122
46.4.-46.5. Comparison: The comparative: GOI 234-238 and 477-478; CCCG 183-184; SnaG 123126
46.7. Additional degrees of comparison: GOI 232
47.1. Personal numerals and other numeral substantives: GOI 243-244; CCCG 193; SnaG 206-207
and 262; David GREENE, 'Celtic,' in: Inda-European Numerals, ed. J. GVOZDANOVIC, Berlin
New York 1992, 516-520
47.2. Possession in Irish: GOI 271, 279-280, 476-477 and 479; CCCG 199; SnaG 195; DIL sub
uocibus for, la, oc

47.3.-47.4. The preterite passive: GOI 437-440; CCCG 305-306; SnaG 172-174; EIV 59-62; KP§ 5.6
49.1. The imperfect: GOI 331 and 370-372; CCCG 268 and 277; SnaG 160-162; EIV 85-88
49.3. Nasalizing relative clauses: GOI 316-320; CCCG 115-117 and 236-238; Liam BREATNACH,
'Some Remarks on the Relative in Old Irish,' Eriu 31, 1-9; Kim McCONE, 'The Nasalizing Rela
tive Clause with Object Antecedent in the Glosses,' Eriu 31, 10-27; Ruairi 6 HUIGINN, 'The Old
Irish Nasalizing Relative Clause,' Eriu 37, 33-87; Peter SCHRIJVER, Studies in the History of Cel
tic Pronouns and Particles, Maynooth 1997, 91-129
49.4. The marking of nasalization in nasalizing relative clauses: GOI 318-319; CCCG 116-117 and
197-198; SnaG 197-200
49.5. The figura etymologica: GOI 317; Ruairi 6 HUIGINN, 'On the Old Irish Figura Etymologica,'
Eriu 34, 123-133
49.6. Conjunctions and dependent clauses: GOI 546-564
50.1. The augment (the particle ro etc.): GOI 341-343; CCCG 251-252; EIV 93-111
50.2. The choice of the correct augment: GOI 343-347; CCCG 252-255; EIV 127-147
50.3. The position of the augment: GOI 339-341; EIV 127-161
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52.1. Prepositional relative constructions: GOI 312-313; CCCG 117-118; SnaG 198
52.2. Word order: GOI 326-327, 492-494 and 563-564; CCCG 116-117 and 238; SnaG 198 and
210-211; Padraig MAC COISDEALBHA, The Syntax of the Sentence in Old Irish. Selected Studies
from a Descriptive, Historical and Comparative Point of View, Tu.bingen 1996; Johan CORT
HALS, 'Zur Entstehung der archaischen irischen Metrik und Syntax,' in: Compositiones Indo
germanicae in memoriamfochem Schindler, ed. Heiner EICHNER et al., Praha 1999, 19-46
53.1. The subjunctive: GOI 329-331 and 554-563; CCCG 269-272; SnaG 150; KP §5.2; Peter
MCQUILLAN, Modality and Grammar: A History of the Irish Subjunctive, Maynooth 2002
53.2. The a-subjunctive: GOI 380-387; CCCG 284-289; SnaG 153-156; EIV 36-39 and 65-70; Kim
McCONE, The Inda-European Origins of the Old Irish Nasal Presents, Subjunctives and
Futures, Innsbruck 1991, 11-54 and 85-113
53.3. The e-subjunctive: GOI 385-386, 481-482; CCCG 326; SnaG 156; EIV 35-36
53.4. The s-subjunctive: GOI 387-395; CCCG 284-286, 302-305; SnaG 151-153; EIV 33-35
53.5. The past subjunctive: GOI 333-335, 384-389, 395; CCCG 285-286, 302-306; EIV 85-88
53.8. The subjunctive of the copula: GOI 488-490; CCCG 326
55.1. The future tense: GOI 332; KP §5.3
55.2. The £-future: GOI 396-401; CCCG 289-290; SnaG 159-160; EIV 41-43
55.3. The s-future: GOI 407-413; CCCG 289-291; SnaG 157-159; EIV 43-45
55.4. The i-future: GOI 405-406; CCCG 291; SnaG 157; EIV 45-46
55.5. The a-future: GOI 401-405; CCCG 289-290; SnaG 157-158; EIV 46-49
55.6. Suppletive futures: GOI 403 and 406-407; EIV 48-49
56.1. The conditional: GOI 332-333, 400; CCCG 285-286, 302-306; EIV 85-88
56.2. Suffixed pronouns: GOI 270-271; CCCG 194-195 and 199; SnaG 194
58.1.-58.3. Old Irish Metrics: Gerard MURPHY, Early Irish Metrics, Dublin 1961; Eleanor KNOTT,
Irish Syllabic Poetry, Dublin 1928; Kuno MEYER, A Primer of Irish Metrics, Dublin 1909; Rudolf
THURNEYSEN, 'Mittelirische Verslehren,' in: Irische Texte, vol. 3.1, ed. Whitley STOKES and
Ernst WINDISCH, Leipzig 1891, 1-182 (repr.: Rudolf THURNEYSEN, Gesammelte Schriften. Band
II. Keltische Sprachen und Literaturen, ed. Patrizia DE BERNARDO STEMPEL and Rolf KODDER
ITZSCH, Tu.bingen 1991, 340-521); Calvert Watkins, '9. Ireland and the art of the syllable,' in:
How to Kill a Dragon. Aspects of Inda-European Poetry, Oxford University Press, New York
Oxford 1995, 117-125; Johan CORTHALS, 'Zur Enststehung der archaischen irischen Metrik und
Syntax,' in: ed. Heiner EICHNER et al., Compositiones Indogermanicae: in memoriam Jochem
Schindler, Praha 1999, 19-45; Brian 6 Cufv, 'The Phonetic Basis of Classical Modern Irish
Rhyme,' Eriu 20 (1966), 94-103.
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In the declensions of nouns do 'to, for' has been used as the default preposition for the preposi
tional case, even if in some cases this doesn't make the best sense. The same is true for the use of
the vocative and plural.

Exercise 3.5
The letters in brackets refer to the unmutated, underlying phonemes.
m'es'e ogus pal)gup bav,
k'extap naSap f'r'ia han'dav;
b'I0' a [m']µ'enma-saµ f'r'i s'el'g',
mu [m']µ'enma k'ev' im' hav'x'er'd'.

fuaxa8'-s'eµ f'r'i f'r'eya fa.A
a [r]posk al)'g'l'es'e koµAav.
fuaxam' x'ev' f'r'i f'ey'i [£']Wis'
mu [r]posk r'eA', k'esu im'o'as'.

kapam'-s'e fos, f'er kax klrr,
og mu [l']A'e�pav l'ep' il)gnu.
n'i for'm'd'ax f'r'im pal)gup bav,
kapao' k'es'av' a [m]µakoav.

faiA'ao'-s'eµ ku n'd'ev'e [d]ouA,
i·l)'g'l'ev lux ina [g']y'epxpu�;
i-[t]dugu xes't' ndopao' n'd'iA',
OS m'e x'ev'e am faiA'ao'.

o [r]pu-b'iaµ (s'k'eA k'ev s'k'Is')
inap [t']d'eyoas' ap voind'Is',
ta.S'un (d'iX'p'iX'ao'e k'l'il)S)
n'I f'r'is-tapdaµ ap va.S'us.

k'ia b'em'i am'iv' nax r'e,
n'I·d'ep�av kax a x'e11.'e.
maS' la k'extap nap a [d]oav,
su�ay'S'us a oivupav.

gna.S uapaW ap [g'r']y'p'esaW gaA
g'l'evao' lux ina [l']A'iv-saµ;
os m'e, du-fud' im [l']A'iv x'ev'
d'l'iy'ao ndopao' ku ndrovx'el'.

e f'es'av' as xom'sao' dal}
in [m]µuo' du·l)'g'n'I kax oivAal).
du Sa�ar't' dopao' du [g'l']y'A'e
fop mu [m]µuo k'ev' am m'es'e.

Exercise 3.6
In this exercise I have not indicated the unmutated, underlying phonemes.
'alte-soµ eµ,' 011. f'epyus, 'la ma.Sap' ogus la haSap' ogand ar'g'd'ay' i may' µup'S'aµ'v'i. ao-f'esa do ap's'k'eAe
na makpao'e i v'eµav'. ap b'iad' t'r'i koigad' mak and,' 011. f'epyus, 'oga glux'u. is saµAao' do-m'eA' kovxa�ap a
AaS': t'r'iav ind 11.ai og d'eg's'an' na makpao'e, a d'r'ian nal' og im'b'ar't' io'x'al'e, a d'r'ian nal' og Ol}A xorme,
kov'ao-gaW kod11.u8 d'e. k'ia b'em'i-n'i fop lol)gas' r'iaµ, n'I·f'iA' i v'ep'e ogAay' bas aµpu,' oA f'epyus.
'guo'ao' krr xu11.an' d'ia µa.Sap' d'io'u a 11.'eg'uo doxum na makpao'e. "n'I·r'eye," oA a µa.Sap', "kond'ad-poW
koiµ'S'axt d'i avpaSaW UAao." "rox'iav l'em-sa avao f'r'i sooav','' OA krr XUAan'. "inxos'k'-s'u daµ-sa k'eo l'eS
ad-ta eµav'." "faSuao' am'v'e," oA a µa.Sap', "ogus is dopao' a vuo'e," oA s'i, "ad-ta s'l'ia� �uad' edpuW."
"do-b'ep indas fap','' oA krr xu11.an', "am'iv'."
t'ed' as iapuµ, ogus a s'k'iaS s'l'is'av las' ogus a �uvsax ogus a Aorg ave ogus a A'iaSpod'. fo.k'er'd'ao a
�uvsay' r'iaµ konda-gaWao ap Aos r'es'il} do-rotsao a buv fop lap.
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t'ed' kosna maku iapuµ k'en na8'm' a oisµa foru. ap n'H'ey'd8 n'ex kuku ina glux'dµdy ko-vapvdste a oisdµ.
n'i·f'id'dp'-soµ a v'i-s'dv'. "non-sapdy'd8dp in mak," OA fofaµdv mak kovxd�up', "s'ex ra-eddmdp is d'i ultdW
do." argundds' do. ma8'd8' £oho.
fo.k'erddd a d'r'i koigda buvsdx fap', ogus ap-s'is"dddp is"dn s'k'ia8 s'l'is"dv UA'i les'-s'oµ. fo.k'erddd davo a
l'ia8pod'i UA'i fap'-s'oµ. ogus vos-gaW-s'oµ kax voiv' l'ia8pod' ina uxt. fo.k'erddd davo a d'r'i koigda lorg
vave fap'. apa-k'l'ix'-soµ konax·ravgdddp, ogus ya�ds' ar'Wdp' d'iaW f'r'iha as'.
r'iastdp8e im'b'i-s'oµ i su8'u. inda lat ba t'inddrguv as-vort kax fol't'v'e ina x'en lasa goµ'ep'y'e kov-epdxt.
inda lat ba oiWdl t'ev"d8 boi fop kax oiv'inu. ia8ds' inda.Aa suA' konap�o l'e8a indaas kro sna8dd'e. as-ol'g'
aMA'i kombo mop' b'el}AU f'i8xoax'. do-r'iy' d'ia yAav'iv'i ko-r'ig'i a av. as-ol'g' a WelJAU koha ivdp'8'p'ux
kombo egve a ivxpois. a8-r'ext in luav la8' asa µulux.
b'evd8' fona maku iapuµ. do-skapa koigdd' mak d'iaW r'es'fv r'isdds' dopus v'eµva. fo-ruµi nov�dp d'iaW
topdm-sa ogus xovxd�dp; bamdp og im'b'dr't' i8'x'dl'e. l'il]'g"d8'-soµ davo tars'dn Wi8'x'dl' i n'd'eyd8' ind
vov�up'.
gaWd8' kovxd�dp a p'iy'd8'. "n'i ma0' ar-ral't"dp in µakpd8," OA kovxd�dp. "d'e8'�'dp' daµ-sa, a cpoba
kovxd�up'," OA s'e. "dos-roaxt do X"-ux'u om Say' om ma8dp' ogus om a8dp', ogus v'i ma0' ro-mbaddp
f'r'ivm." "k'ia 8an'm'-s'u?" OA kovxd�dp. "s'eddnte mak sualtdµ' addm·xoµvdk'-s'e, ogus 8'ex't'dp'e do f'e8dp
su. n'i�u doy' mo xov'f'ep'e sund." "k'e8 napo·vas do oisdµ-so davo forsna maku?" OA kovxd�dp. "n'i·f'eddp
sa a v'i-s'dv'," OA ku XUAdn'. "gaW it Aaµ' mo oisdµ ar'u d'i8'u." "adµu," OA kovxd�dp.
la so8dv' do-ela-soµ fors'dn makpd8' s'exvov in t'iy'e. "k'i8 no-dai davo doW ind6sa?" OA kovxd�dp. "ko-ro
VdStdp a �oisdµ-soµ form-sa davo," OA ku XUAdn'. "gaW it Aaµ' d'i8'u," OA kovxd�dp. "adµu," OA ku XUAdn'.
loddp UA'i isa glux'dµdy iapuµ, ogus ada-rextdddp in µak'-i ro-hAasa and. fos-ra8dddp a mum'i ogus a vat'i.'

Exercise 4.8.1
a ainm /a han'm'/
a enech /a h'ev'dx/
a indile /a h'in'd'dA'e/
a oitiu /a hoid'u/
a uball /a hu�dl/

Exercise 4.8.2
mo phopul /mo cpobuAj
mo theine /mo 8'ev'e/
mo chu /mo xu/
mo b6 /mo �o/
mo det /mo 8'ed/
mo gnfm /mo y'v'iµ/
mo muin /mo µuv'/
mo n6s /mo vos/
mo lugbart /mo AUY�drt/
mo rfge /mo p'iy'e/
mo sere /mo h'erk/
mo sluag /mo hAuay/
mo smacht /mo smaxt/
mo filidecht, m'filidecht /mo iA'd8'dxt, m'iA'd8'dxt/
m' athair /ma8dp'/
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Exercise 4.8.3
ar n-ainm /ap van'm'/
ar n-enech /ap v'ev\JX/
ar n-indile /ap v'in'd';3A'e/
ar n-oftiu /ap vojd'u/
ar n-uball /ap vu�.31/
ar popul /ap bobuA/
ar teine /ap d'ev'e/
ar cu /ap gu/
ar mb6 /ap mbo/
ar ndet /ap n'd'ed/
ar ngnim /ap l)'g'n'iµ/
ar mmuin /ap muv'/
ar nn6s /ap nos/
ar llugbart /ap luy�,3rt/
ar rrige /ap r'iy'e/
ar sere /ap s'erk/
ar sluag /ap sluay/
ar smacht /ap smaxt/
ar filidecht /ap WiA'.38'.3xt/
ar n-athair /ap va0.3p'/

Exercise 6.7
mace
maicc
do mace
mace
amaicc

dun
duin
do dun
dun
adun

corp
cuirp
do churp
corp
achoirp

ball
baill
do baull
ball
abaill

roth
roith
do routh
roth
aroith

maicc
mace
do maccaib
maccu
amaccu

duna
dun
do dunaib
duna
aduna

cuirp
corp
do chorpaib
curpu
achurpu

baill
ball
do ballaib
baullu
abaullu

roith
roth
do rothaib
routhu
arouthu

rose
roisc
do rouse
rose
aroisc

sorn
suirn
do surn
sorn
a soirn
soirn
sorn
do sornaib
surnu
asurnu

bech
beich
do beuch
bech
abeich

bedg
bidg
do biudg
bedg
abedg

leth
leith
do leuth
leth
aleth

beich
bech
do bechaib
beuchu
abeuchu

bidg
bedg
do bedgaib
biudgu
abiud gu

letha
leth
do lethaib
letha
aletha

rosca
rose
do roscaib
rosca
arosca
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Exercise 7.5
in slog mor
int sloig moir
dont slog mor
in slog mor
a sloig moir

in tempul mor
in tempuil moir
don tempul mor
in tempul mor
a thempuil moir

in bel mor
in beuil moir
dont beul mor
in mbel mmor
a beuil moir

in loech becc
ind loich bicc
dond loech biucc
in lloech mbecc
a lofch bicc

int sloig moir
inna slog mor
donaib slogaib moraib
inna slogu mom/a
a slogu mom/a

in tempuil moir
inna tempul mmor
donaib templaib moraib
inna templu mom/a
a themplu mom/a

in beuil moir
inna mbel mmor
donaib belaib moraib
inna beulu mom/a
a beulu moru/mora

ind loich bicc
inna lloech mbecc
donaib loechaib beccaib
inna loechu biuccujbecca
a loechu biuccu/becca

a cenel mbecc
in cheneuil bicc
don cheneul biucc
a cenel mbecc
a chenel mbecc

in cuan mor
in chuain mor
don chuan mor
in cuan mmor
a chuain moir

a mbiad mbecc
in biid bicc
don biud biucc
a mbiad mbecc
a biad becc

a ndliged mor
in dligid moir
don dligiud mor
a ndliged mor
a dliged mor

inna cenel(a) becca
inna cenel mbecc
donaib cenelaib beccaib
inna cenel(a) becca
a chenela becca

in chuain moir
inna cuan mmor
donaib cuanaib moraib
inna cuanu mom/a
a chuanu mom/a

inna biad(a) becca
inna mbiad mbecc
donaib biadaib beccaib
inna biad(a) becca
a biada becca

inna dliged(a) mora
inna ndliged mor
donaib dligedaib moraib
inna dliged(a) mora
a dligeda mora

in sacart becc
int sacairt bicc
dont sacurt biucc
in sacart mbecc
a sacairt bicc

int iasc becc
ind eisc bicc
dond iasc biucc
in n-iasc mbecc
a eisc bicc

ind eisc bicc
int sacairt bicc
inna n-iasc mbecc
inna sacart mbecc
donaib iascaib beccaib
donaib sacartaib beccaib
inna· sacartu biuccujbecca inna iascu biuccufbecca
a iascu biuccu/becca
a sacartu biuccujbecca

Exercise 8.5
moraimm, -moraimm
morai, ·morai
moraid, ·mora
mormai, ·moram
morthae, -moraid
morait, ·morat

legaimm, •legaimm
legai, •legai
legaid, •lega
legmai, •legam
legthae, • legaid
legait, •legat

glanaimm, ·glanaimm
glanai, · glanai
glanaid, ·glana
glanmai, ·glanam
glantae, ·glanaid
glanait, ·glanat
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berraimm, ·berraimm
berrai, -berrai
berraid, ·berra
berrmai, ·berram
berrthae, -berraid
berrait, ·berrat
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Exercise 9.2
1. I love quietness, thou lovest good stories, the young boy loves swift horses. 2. We do not love psalm
books, you do not love the red cat, warriors do not love temples of priests. 3. The priests preach the story
of God to the warriors, but the warriors kill the priests with the swords. 4. Does the nice boy shave the red
hair of the small man? 5. Thou dost not praise stories of young men. 6. We love the holy quietness in
God's temples. 7. Men, I do not clean the two swords for the young boy. 8. Strong warriors, you save the
boys from bad men. 9. Men possess the big world, but God possesses the starry heaven. 10. Student, thou
writest a story in a lined book. 11. Do you read good stories in old books? 12. We cut green grass for the
swift horses. 13. I kill the small blue bird in the tree. 14. Do high trees grow in the green grass? You love
the sounds of music, warriors. 16. The young warriors of the tribe shave the heads and clean the bodies.
17. The priests preach the laws of the true God. 18. Dost thou possess a big horse, small boy? 19. The man
does not like the music of the birds in the trees. 20. Priests, you write in a big book and we read the story.
1. Nf.caraimm fos, in·carai degscel, nf.cara in mace oac ech ndian. 2. Carmai lebor salm, carthae cattu
dergu ( or. derga), carait loich templa sacart. 3. Pridchaid in sacart scela De dond 16ech, 7 ni-marba in 16ech
in sacart-co claidiub. 4. Berraid in mace c6em folt nderg inna fer mbecc. 5. M6rmai scel inna fer n-oac.
6. Nf.carai fos n6eb i tempul De. 7. A fir, ni·glanam in claideb arin mace ouc. 8. A loich threuin, s6erai
mace ar drochfiur. 9. Ni·techtat fir in domun m6r, acht in·techta Dia a rriched rrindach? 10. A maccu
leigind, scribthae scela i llibur linech. 11. Ni-legam degscel i senlebraib. 12. In·ngerraid fer nglas dond euch
dian? 13. Ni·marbam in n-en mbecc ngorm isin chrunn. 14. Asaid crann n-ard isind feur glas. 15. In·carai
son duil, a loich? 16. Ni·berra in 16ech oac a cenn, acht glanaid in corp. 17. In·pridcha in cruimther dliged
nDe fir? 18. Ni·techtai echu m6ru ( or. m6ra), a maicc beicc. 19. In·carat ind fir ceol inna n-en isin chrunn?
20. A chruimthir, in·scribai i senlibur? Ni·legaimm a scel.

Exercise 11.5
in grian gel
inna greine gile
don grein gil
in ngrein ngeil
a grian gel

in chorr ban
inna cuirre baine
don chuirr bain
in coirr mbain
a chorr ban

ind £Iese chl6en
inna fleisce cloine
dond fleisc chloin
in fleisc cloin
a £Iese chl6en

inna griana gela
inna ngrian ngel
donaib grianaib gelaib
inna griana gela
a griana gela

inna corra bana
inna corr mban
donaib corraib banaib
inna corra bana
a chorra bana

inna flesca cl6ena
inna flesc cl6en
donaib flescaib cl6enaib
inna flesca cl6ena
a flesca cl6ena

ind lam fir
inna llaime fire
dond laim fir
in llaim fir
a lam fir

in ben chl6en
inna mna cloine
don mnai chloin
in mnai (mbein) cloin
a ben chl6en

ind ires fir
inna irisse fire
dond iris fir
in n-iris fir
a ires fir

inna lama fira
inna 11am fir
donaib lamaib firaib
inna lama fira
a lama fira

inna mna cl6ena
inna mban cl6en
donaib mnaib cl6enaib
inna mna cl6ena
a mna cl6ena

inna iressa fira
inna n-ires fir
donaib iressaib firaib
inna iressa fira
a iressa fira
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int slat ban
inna slaite baine
dont slait bain
in slait mbain
a slat ban

in chloch gel
inna cluiche gile
don chluich gil
in cloich geil
a chloch gel

inna slata bana
inna slat mban
donaib slataib banaib
inna slata bana
a slata bana

inna clocha gela
inna cloch ngel
donaib clochaib gelaib
inna clocha gela
a chlocha gela

Exercise 12.2

dailiu/imm, -dailiu/imm
daili, -daili
dailid, -daili
dailmi, -dailem
dailte, -dailid
dailit, -dailet

raidiu/imm, -raidiu/imm
raidi, -raidi
raidid, •raidi
raidmi, •raidem
raitte, •raidid
raidit, . raidet

roithiu/imm, -roithiu/imm
roithi, -roithi
roithid, -roithi
roithmi, -roithem
roitte, -roithid
roithit, -roithet

sluindiu/imm, -sluindiu/imm
sluindi, -sluindi
sluindid, -sluindi
sluindmi, -sluindem
sluindte, -sluindid
sluindit, -sluindet

Poem 13.1

I extend my little, wet pen
across the meeting of fair books;
without pause for the possession(s) of masters,
very tired (is) my paw from writing.
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guiriu/imm, ·guiriu/imm
guiri, · guiri
guirid, -guiri
guirmi, · guirem
guirthe, -guirid
guirit, -guiret
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Exercise 13.3
1. I do not let the big pigs onto the grass. 2. My beautiful woman, dost thou relate the bad stories of thy
tribe to the strong man under fierce tears? 3. Dost thou not believe in God, little man? 4. We distribute our
food and our drink to the girls and boys. 5. Tribes of the big world, you do not believe in the true divinity
of the living Christ, but you believe in your false gods. 6. The bad girls break the frame of the chariot with
their swords. 7. I release sounds of music from my harp of gold and silver. 8. Thou enumeratest the
numerous churches of thy tribe to the women, red-haired Erner. 9. The big troop believes the word of the
priest. 10. We do not leave swords in the hands of the girls of the men. 11. Do you speak(about) the secret
of the psalm book to the two beautiful daughters of the wise woman, priests? 12. The bright sun warms
(the) bodies of men and women and (the) shapes of trees with might in the morning. 13. The strong wind
breaks the mast of the ship. 14. Don't they kill troops of warriors?(or: Don't kill troops a warrior?) 15. You
two old women, do you punish the young girls with hard rods on their sides? 16. Saint Colum Cille
crucifies his body on the blue waves. 17. Colum Cille, the candel of Niall, sails his boat across the sea, safe
and sound. 18. The saint breaks the high waves of the whales' sanctuary in a fragile boat. 19. The small
bird, it releases (= gives) a whistle from the bright peak, the blackbird from the green branch. 20. A stag
bellows,(the) wind(is) high(= strong) and cold,(the) sun(is) low.
1. Leicimm in mucc m6r forsa fer. 2. A mo mna ligacha, sluindte drochscel far thuath donaib feraib trenaib
fo deraib dianaib. 3. Innad-creitid Dia, a firu biccu? 4. In-dailem ar mbiad 7 ar ndig forsna ingena 7 maccu?
5. A thuatha in domuin, creitte firdeacht Crist bfi, 7 ni-creitid far ngudeu. 6. In-mbriset inna drochingena
cretta inna carpat cona claidbib? 7. Ni-leicem son ceoil asar crottaib di 6r 7 argut. 8. Ni-sluindid cella lin
mara far tuath don mnai, a ingena ruada. 9. Innad-creiti in buiden m6r briathra int sacairt? 10. Leicmi
claideb i llaim ingine ind fir. 11. Raiti runa ind libuir salm dond ingin choim inna mna gaithe, a chruim
thir. 12. In-nguiri in grfan curpu fer 7 ban 7 delba crann co neurt isin maitin? 13. Ni-brisi in gaeth aicher
cranna inna long. 14. In-mmarba buidin 16ech? 15. A senben, in-curai in n-ingin 6ic co fleisc daingin tara
t6eb? 16. In-crocha n6eb Colum Cille a chorp forsna tonna glassa? 17. Colum Cille, caindel Neill,
innad-seola a luing tarsin sal, slan co ·ceill? 18. Ni-brisi in n6eb tonna arda ind neimid bled i llongaib
briscaib. 19. Int en becc, in-lleici feit din gup glan, in Ion dinaib chraebaib glasaib? 20. Dordait daim.

Test 13.4
eoin: (o,

m) gen. sg. or nom. pl.; ind Jam: (a, f) nom. sg.; gaith: (a, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg.; in llaim: (a, f) acc.
sg.; in n-en: (o, m) acc. sg.; inna rosca: (o, n) nom. pl. or acc. pl.; claidbib: (o, m) prep. pl.; caindil: (a, f) prep.
sg. or acc. sg.; inna mban: (a, f) gen. pl.; in mace mbecc. (o, m) acc. sg.; in mace becc. (o, m) nom. sg. inna
mace mbecc. (o, m) gen. pl.; ech: (o, m) nom. sg. or acc. sg. or gen. pl.; inna rose. (o, n) nom. pl. or gen. pl.
or acc. pl.; inna mna: (a, f) gen. sg. or nom. pl. or acc. pl.; a chenn: (o, n) voe. sg.; int en: (o, m) nom. sg.; ceill:
(a, f) acc. sg.; Jaim: (a, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg.; ind leith: (o, n) gen. sg.; in chlaidib: (o, m) gen. sg. or nom. pl.;
inna run: (a, f) gen. pl.; a cenn: (o, n) nom. sg. or acc. sg.; in bech: (o, m) nom. sg.; Jeth: (o, n) nom. sg. or acc.
sg. or nom. pl. or gen. pl. or acc. pl.
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Exercise 14.4
in ceile amrae
in cheili amrai
don cheiliu amru
in ceile n-amrae
a cheili amrai

a cluiche foirbthe
in chluichi toirbthi
don chluichiu toirbthiu
a cluiche foirbthe
a chluiche foirbthe

in techtaire nue
in techtairi nui
don techtairiu nuu
in techtaire nue
a thechtairi nui

in cheili amrai
inna ceile n-amrae
donaib ceilib amraib
inna ceiliu amrai
a cheiliu amrai

inna cluiche toirbthi
inna cluiche foirbthe
donaib cluichib foirbthib
inna cluiche toirbthi
a chluiche foirbthi

in techtairi nui
inna techtaire nue
donaib techtairib nuib
inna techtairiu nui
a thechtairiu nui

int ecnae dorchae
ind ecnai dorchai
dond ecnu dorchu
in n-ecnae ndorchae
a ecnai dorchai

a fiadnaise n-amrae
ind tiadnaisi amrai
dond tiadnaisiu amru
a fiadnaise n-amrae
a tiadnaise n-amrae

int aite foirbthe
ind aiti toirbthi
dond aitiu toirbthiu
in n-aite foirbthe
a aiti toirbthi

ind ecnai dorchai
inna n-ecnae ndorchae
donaib ecnaib dorchaib
inna ecnu dorchi
a ecnu dorchai

inna fiadnaise amrai
inna fiadnaise n-amrae
donaib fiadnaisib armaib
inna fiadnaise amrai
a tiadnaise amrai

ind aiti toirbthi
inna n-aite foirbthe
donaib aitib foirbthib
inna aitiu foirbthi
a aitiu foirbthi

Exercise 15.3
ad,suidiu, -astu
ad,suidi, ,astai
ad-suidi, ,astai
ad-suidem, ,astam
ad-suidid, -astaid
ad-suidet, ,astat

con,tibiu, -cuitbiu
con-tibi, -cuitbi
con-tibi, -cuitbi
con-tibem, -cuitbem
con-tibid, -cuitbid
con-tibet, -cuitbet

fo,gellaimm, -foiglimm
fo,gellai, -foigli
fo,gella, ,foiglea
fo,gellam, -foiglem
fo-gellaid, -foiglid
fo-gellat, -foiglet

con,scaraimm, -coscraimm
con,scarai, -coscrai
con-scara, -coscra
con-scaram, ·Coscram
con-scaraid, ·Coscraid
con-scarat, ·coscrat

Exercise 16.2
1. Young Cu Chulainn said: 'I overthrow the boys of the boygroup of the Ulaid alone.' 2. Thou refusest
healing to the severely wounded man. 3. Great laughter ends the good story of the messenger. 4. Don't we
overthrow the troop of strong warriors with our left hands? 5. You do not reject the words of the Gospel.
6. Do the messengers end the meeting of the clients with swords? 7. Do I not recount the clients of my
family? 8. Dost thou visit the foster-sons of thy race? 9. Fear of God does not prevent the bold thief from
stealing in the church. 10. We recount the last days of Conaire's grandson. 11. You visit the family of your
client in a two-wheeled chariot. 12. The bold scribes stop the weak thieves in the ship. 13. Does the sun
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light up the birds in the trees and the fish in the water? 14. Do you reject the belief in the resurrection of
the bodies out of their grave and in the living man after his death? 15. The bright sun lights up the path of
the yellow bee from a white blossom to a red blossom. 16. Oh unbearable person, thou preventest my two
wonderful companions from playing fidchell. 17. Doesn't the horse-keeper distribute bread and water
among the foster-sons? 18. God pours the water of all the clouds upon the wide world of the bad people.
19. I think of the fine people of the divine kingdom over the clouds, some over beautiful feast-days, some
under strong tears. 20. Ma.el Ruain, the great sun of Mide, his grave heals the sigh of every heart.
1. Nf.tascraimm inna maccu di maccraid Ulad m'6enur. 2. In-diltai ice donaib doinib athgoitib? 3. In
nad-foircnea gaire m6r degscela inna techtaire? 4. Do-scaram cuire ll6ech tren conar clelamaib.
5. Do-sluindid breithir int soiscelai. 6. For-cennat in techtairi dail inna ceile co claidbib. 7. Ad-rimiu ceiliu
do muintire. 8. Ad-ellai daltae mo cheniuil. 9. Ad-suidi omun De inna gataigiu danu oc gait i cellaib.
10. In-nairmem laithe ndeidenach aui Chonairi? 11. Ni-aidlid muintir ar ceile i cairptib. 12. Innad-n-astat
ind notairi danai in ngataige lobrae isind luing? 13. For-osnai in grfan in n-en isin chrunn 7 inna fascu
isind uisciu. 14. Do-sluindi creitim i n-eisseirgiu do chuirp asa ligiu 7 i nduiniu biu far do bas.
15. Innad-fursannai in grfan gel uide inna mbech mbuide a blath derg i mblath find. 16. Ni-astai in duine
nemfulachtae mo cheile n-amrae oc cluichiu fidchille. 17. Fo-daili in daltae aran 7 uisce forsna echairiu.
18. In-dortai Dia uisce inna n-uile nnel for domun llethan inna ndoine n-olc? 19. Imm-raidem poplu caenu
ind rigi diadai 6s nelaib. 20. Innad-n-icca a lige cneit cech cridi?

Exercise 17.4
in chomairle foirbthe
inna comairle foirbthe
dond chomairli foirbthi
in comairli foirbthi
a chomairle foirbthe

int soilse gel
inna soilse gile
dont soilsi gil
in soilsi ngeil
a soilse gel

ind labrae amrae
inna labrae amrae
dond labrai amrai
in llabrai n-amrai
a labrae amrae

inna comairli foirbthi
inna comairle foirbthe
donaib comairlib foirbthib
inna comairli foirbthi
a chomairli foirbthi

inna soilsi gela
inna soilse ngel
donaib soilsib gelaib
inna soilsi gela
a soilsi gela

inna labrai amrai
inna llabrae n-amrae
donaib labraib amraib
inna labrai amrai
a labrai amrai

ind inis chfan
inna inse ceine
dond insi chein
in n-insi cein
a inis chian

Brigit ard
Brigte ardae
Brigti aird
Brigti n-aird
a Brigit ard

in bliadain aile
inna bliadnae aile
don bliadnai aili
in mbliadnai n-aili
a bliadain aile

inna insi dana
inna n-inse dan
donaib insib danaib
inna insi cfana
a insi cfana

inna blfadnai aili
inna mbliadne n-aile
donaib bliadnaib ailib
inna bliadnai aili
a bliadnai aili
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in meit lan
inna meite laine
don meit lain
in mmeit Hain
a meit lan

ind luib glas
inna lubae glaise
dond luib glais
in lluib nglais
a luib glas

ind epistil subae
inna epistle subae
dond epistil subai
in n-epistil subai
a epistil subae

inna 1ubai glasa
inna llubae nglas
donaib lubaib glasaib
inna 1ubai glasa
a lubai glasa

inna epistli subai
inna n-epistle subae
donaib epistlib subaib
inna epistli subai
a epistli subai

Exercise 18.5
cilu, -ciul
cili, -cil
ceilid, -ceil
celmai, -celam
celte, -ceilid
celait, -celat

fedaimm(fidu), -fedaimm(-fiud)
feidi(fidi), -feid(-£id)
feidid, -feid
fedmai, -fedam
feitte, -feidid
fedait, -fedat

agu/aigimm, -aug/aigimm
aigi, -aig
aigid, -aig
agmai, -agam
aigthe, -aigid
agait, -agat

as-biur, -eipiur
as-bir, -eipir
as-beir, -eipir
as-beram, -eiprem
as-beirid, -eiprid
as-berat, -eipret

do-iccu, -ticcu
do-icci, -ticci
do-ice, -ticc
do-eccam, -teccam
do-iccid, -ticcid
do-eccat, -teccat

for-biur, -forbur
for-bir, -forbair
for-beir, -forbair
for-beram, -foirbrem
for-beirid, -foirbrid
for-berat, -foirbret

Poem 19.1
God's might to support me,
God's ear for me to hear,
God's word for me to speak,
God's hand to defend me,
God's path to go before me( ... ),
God's friendship to protect me
from the entrapments of the devil,
from the temptations of vice,
from the attacks of nature,
from every person( ...)
alone and in a group.
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Exercise 19 .3
1. I say a word of welcome to thee, but thou dost not give welcome to me. 2. For the bringing(= infliction)
of revenge thou carriest the sword with thee. 3. The light of the sun illuminates the whole world during
the day, but the sun hides his(0Ir. her!) face in the night. 4. We do not rear sons of poor women, but we
rear foster-sons for queens. 5. Do you play fidchell with me, wives of the merchants? 6. The fish jump out
of the sea in the light of the day. 7. I do not endure the darkness of the nights of Inis Fail in the winter.
8. Thou goest (for) a day and two nights in thy curach to the big, high island. 9. The height of the snow
does not hamper the swiftness of the brown horses. 10. Do we not go to heaven with its greatness of
sanctity after our death? 11. For praying to Brigit you come into your meeting(= you meet) each night.
12. Do the wise priests teach the teaching of the New Testament to us? 13. Blessing from me on beautiful
Eithne, the daughter of Domnall. 14. The sharp wind disturbs the white hair of the sea tonight. 15. Christ,
thou blessest my speech, wonderful son of God. 16. God puts(= pours) without hesitance the lustre of red
gold upon my speech. 17. The branch jumps from the hand of Bran into the hand of the woman. 18. The
woman goes from them then and she carries the branch with her to the island. 19. The man in the chariot
sings verses to him and to Bran's foster-brothers. 20. Does Bran send a man from his retinue into the
Island ofJoy?
1. Ni·eiprem breithir failte £rib, acht do.beirid failti frinn. 2. Ni·bir in claideb latt do thabairt diglae.
3. In·fursannai soilse inna greine in n-uile ndomun isind lau, 7 in·dichil in grfan a agaid isind aidchi?
4. Alait mace mna bochtae, acht ni·alat daltu do rigain. 5. Imbir fidchill linn, a seitig in chennaigi?
6. Lingid fasc asind fairrgi i soilsi ind lai. 7. Fo·longam dorchae n-aidche n-Inse Fail isin gemriud.
8. In·tfagat lae 7 di adaig inna curuch cosin n-insi m6ir n-aird? 9. Ad·suidi airde int snechtai deini ind eich
duinn. 10. Tfagu cosa rriched cona meit noibe farmo bas. 11. Do guidi do Brigti do-eccat inna ndail each
n-aidchi. 12. For·cain in sacart gaeth forcetal ind Nuffadnaisi di. 13. Bendacht uainn for Eithni, ingen
Domnaill. 14. Nf.fuasna in gaeth aicher findfolt inna fairrge innocht. 15. A Christ, in·senai mo labrai?
16. Fo·cerdat in de cen dolmai neim n-6ir deirg forar llabrai. 17. In·lengat inna craeba di laim Brain i llama
inna mban? 18. Ni·tfagat inna mna uad farum 7 ni·berat inna craeba leo cosin n-insi. 19. Nf.cain in fer isin
charput rann doib. 20. Foidid Bran firu dia muintir i n-Insi Subai.

Exercise 19 .4
Then he goes away, and his shield of boards with him, and his toy javelin and his driving stick and his
ball.

Exercise 20 .4
a cuirm maith
in chormo/a maith
don chuirm maith
a cuirm maith
a chuirm maith

in buachaill sochraid
in buachallo/a sochraid
don buachaill sochraid
in mbuachaill sochraid
a buchaill sochraid

ind flaith sainemail
inna flatho/a sainemlae
dond haith sainemail
in flaith sainemail
a flaith sainemail

inna curmae maithi
inna curmae maith(e)
donaib curmaib maithib
inna curmai maithi
a churmae maithi

in buachailli sochraidi
inna mbuachaille sochraid(e)
donaib buachaillib sochraidib
inna buachailli sochraidi
a buachailli sochraidi

inna flaithi sainemlai
inna flaithe sainemail/-mlae
donaib flaithib sainemlaib
inna flaithi sainemlai
a haithi sainemlai
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a ndruimm n-allaid
in drommo/a allaid
don druimm allaid
a ndruimm n-allaid
a druimm allaid
inna drummae alltai
inna ndrummae n-allaid/n-alltae
donaib drummaib alltaib
inna drummae alltai
a drummae alltai

in tailm sainemail
in telmo/a sainemlae
don tailm sainemail
in tailm sainemail
a thailm sainemail
inna talmai sainemlai
inna talmae sainemailj-mlae
donaib talmaib sainemlaib
inna talmai sainemlai
a thalmai sainemlai

Exercise 21.7
airiu, ·airiu
airi, -airi
airid, -air
airmi, -airem
airthe, -airid
airit, -airet

guidiu/-imm, -guidiu/-imm
guidi, -guidi
guidid, -guid
guidmi, -guidem
guitte, -guidid
guidit, -guidet

fo-daimiu, -fodmu
fo-daimi, .fodmai
fo-daim, ,fodaim
fo-daimem, -fodmam
fo-daimid, ,fodmaid
fo-daimet, -fodmat

fris-gairiu, -frecru
fris-gairi, -frecrai
fris-gair, -frecair
fris-gairem, -frecram
fris-gairid, -frecraid
fris-gairet, -frecrat

ernaimm, -ernaimm
ernai, -ernai
ernaid, -ern
ernmai, -ernam
erntae, -ernaid
ernait, -ernat

renaimm, -renaimm
renai, · renai
renaid, ·ren
renmai, · renam
rentae, -renaid
renait, -renat

fris-benaimm, -freipnimm
fris-benai, ,freipni
fris-ben, -freipen
fris-benam, ,freipnem
fris-benaid, -freipnid
fris-benat, -freipnet

for,fenaimm, -foirbnimm
fodenai, -foirbni
for.fen, -forban
fodenam, -foirbnem
fodenaid, -foirbnid
for,fenat, -foirbnet

Exercise 22.1
Triad 66: Three prohibitions of the church: a nun for(= to ring) the bell, an ex-layman in abbacy, a drop on
the altar.
Triad 156: Three qualities of clothes: fineness, protection, long life.

Exercise 22.2
Eating something of it from above does not put an end to a vine. People passing by visit the vine to take
something for them from its fruit.
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Exercise 22.4
1. I pray a prayer from my insignificant, hard heart to thee, Son of God. 2. Dost thou follow the stud of the
horses to the meadow, lad? 3. He makes an assault on the boys after that. 4. Three signs of quality of glass:
a look through it(= transparency), liquor in it, blood out of its fragments. 5. You ring the sweet-sounding
bell of the church in a night of wind (= windy night), priests. I do not go in its meeting (= to meet it),
however, but in a meeting of a wanton woman(= to meet a wanton woman). 6. The doctors answer the
questions of the sick man. 7. I do not buy beer from the ugly merchant. 8. Thou sufferest a lot of pain and a
lot of hunger alone on the sea. 9. My good ox does not plough that land for this price. 10. We do not
spread gold and silver over the hands of the beautiful women. 11. Do you beat the head of the foreign
prisoner against the wall, soldiers? 12. Thieves drive the pigs of the tribe from the meadow. The cowboys
take victory from them(= defeat them) after that. 13. I do not pour good, sweet beer. 14. Cormac takes the
rule of the men of Inis Fail. 15. I break the bone of the back of the lad with a heavy stone. 16. Does not the
messenger bring the son of the queen with him to school? 17. You see away from you to the North-East
the glorious sea full of animals. 18. A wonderful beauty for Bran in his little boat over the clear sea.
19. Cold the night in the big bog, a storm, not weak, does pour. 20. In this way Conchobor spends his
sovereignty: a third of the day playing fidchell, another third drinking beer.
1. Guidmi itche asar cridib der6ilib duraib duit, a maicc De. 2. Lenai graig inna n-ech cosin cluain,
a buachailli? 3. In-mben £on mace farum? 4. - 5. Benai clocan mbinn inna cille, a sacairt. Tiagu ina dail, 7
nf.tfag i ndail mna baithe. 6. In-frecair in liaig ceisti ind fir thinn? 7. Crenmai cuirm dinaib cennaigib
dochraidib. 8. Fo-daim m6r peine 7 m6r ngortae a 6enur isin muir. 9. Airit mo daim in n-uir-sin arin ll6g
so. 10. Sernai 6r 7 argat for laim inna mna sochraide. 11. Benait loich cenna inna cimbide n-echtrainn frisin
fraig. 12. Aigid gataige mucca inna tuaithe 6n chluain. Gaibid buachaill bu.aid de farum. 13. Fermai cuirm
maith milis foraib. 14. In-ngaib Cormac flaith fer n-Inse Fail? 15. In-mbrisem cnamai drommo in buachalla
co cloich thruimm? 16. Berait in techtairi maccu inna rignae leo dochum inna scoile. 17. Fegmai uainn sair
fo-thuaid a muir mu.ad milach. 18. Caine amrae lasna firu inna curchanaib tar muir nglan. 19. Dar ind
adaig i mm6in m6ir, acht nf.fera dertan. 20. Is samlaid do-melat inna rignai a flaith: trian ind lai oc imbirt
fidchille, a trian n-aill oc 6ul chorma.

Test 22.5
for, 3rd sg. m./n. acc.; Jib: la, 2nd pl.; dit di, 2nd sg.; uainn: 6, 1st pl.; triit tre, 3rd sg. m./n.; and: i, 3rd sg.
m.jn. prep.; fuiri: for, 3rd sg. f. prep.; ind: i, 3rd sg. m.jn. acc.; foe: fo, 3rd sg. f. acc.; airium: ar, 1st sg.; dz.inn:
do, 1st pl.; inte: i, 3rd sg. f. acc.; indib. i, 2nd pl. or 3rd pl. prep.; fou: fo, 3rd sg. m.jn. prep.; frie: fri, 3rd sg. f.;
leis: la, 3rd sg. m.jn.; form: for, 1st sg.; uadi: 6, 3rd sg. f.; friut fri, 2nd sg.; foo: fo, 3rd pl. acc.
fair.

Test 22.6
in,crenaid: (S3) 2nd pl. dep.(crentae); nf,foircnet (Wl) 3rd pl. dep.(for-cennat); biri:(S1) 2nd sg. indep.(·bir);
gairiu: (S2) 1st sg. indep.(·gairiu); in-diltai: (W2b) 2nd sg dep. or 3rd sg. dep.(do-sluindi); ni-eiprem: (S1) 1st

pl. dep.(as-beram); nf.tascraid: (Wl) 2nd pl. dep.(do-scaraid); for-cain: (S1) 2nd sg. indep. or 3rd sg. indep.
(-forcain); ni-imbiur. (S1) 1st sg. dep.(im-biur); raitte: (W2a) 2nd pl. indep.(·raidid); imm·raidem: (W2a) 1st
pl. indep. (·immraidem); nf.frecrat (S2) 3rd pl. dep. (fris,gairet); guidid: (S2) 3rd sg. indep. (·guid);
for.fenam: (S3) 1st pl. indep. (-foirbnem); in-n-airem: (S2) 1 st pl. dep. (airmi); rentae: (S3) 2nd pl. indep.
(renaid); semmai:(S3) 1st pl. indep.(-sernam); in-freipnid:(S3) 2nd pl. dep.(fris-benaid); ni-fodmam: (S2) 1st
pl. dep.(fo-daimem); fo-gaibimm:(S2) 1st sg. indep.(-fagbaimm); gaibit(S2) 3rd pl. indep.(·gaibet)
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Poem22.7
Christ's cross across this face,
across the ear like this.
Christ's cross across this eye.
Christ's cross across this nose.
Christ's cross across this lip.
Christ's cross across this mouth.
Christ's cross across this back.
Christ's cross across this side.
( ...) Christ's cross across this belly.
Christ's cross across this back.
Christ's cross across my hands( ... )
Christ's cross across my hips.
Christ's cross across my legs.
Christ's cross with me before me.
Christ's cross with me behind me.
Christ's cross against every difficult thing
between valley and hill.(...)
Christ's cross across my sitting.
Christ's cross across my lying.
Christ's cross(is) all my force(...)
Christ's cross across my household.
Christ's cross across my temple.
Christ's cross in the hereafter.
Christ's cross in this world.
From the top of my crown
to the nail of my foot( ...)
Until the day of my death,
before going into this soil,( ...)

Exercise 23 .5
a rrind ngel
ind rendo/a gil
dond rind giul
a rrind ngel
a rind gel

in bith dorchae
in betho/a dorchai
don biuth dorchu
in mbith ndorchae
a bith dorchai

in molad cl6en
in molto/a chlofn
don molad chl6en
in mmolad cl6en
a molad chl6en

inna rind/renda gela
inna rendae ngel
donaib rendaib gelaib
inna rind/renda gela
a renda gela

in bethae/ai/a dorchai
inna mbethae ndorchae
donaib bethaib dorchaib
inna bithu dorchu
a bithu dorchai

in moltae/ai/a cloin
inna mmoltae cl6en
donaib moltaib cl6enaib
inna moltu cl6enu/a
a moltu cl6enu
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a mbir n-aicher
in bero/a aichir
don biur aichiur
a mbir n-aicher
a bir aicher

int a.es oac
ind aeso/a oic
dond a.es ouc
in n-aes n-oac
a a.es oic

in £id dorchae
ind fedo dorchai
dond fiud dorchu
in £id ndorchae
a £id dorchai

inna birjbera aichrea
inna mberae n-aicher
donaib beraib aichrib
inna birjbera aichrea
a bera aichrea

ind aesae/ai/a oic
inna n-aesae n-oac
donaib aesaib 6caib
inna aesu 6cu/a
a aesu 6cu/a

ind fedae/ai/a dorchai
inna fedae ndorchae
donaib fedaib dorchaib
inna fidu dorchu/a
a fidu dorchu/a

a mmind n-6rdae
in mindo/a 6rdai
don mind 6rdu
a mmind n-6rdae
a mind n-6rdae

in foilsigiud cl6en
ind foilsigtheo/a clofn
dond foilsigiud chl6en
in foilsigiud cl6en
a foilsigiud clofn

inna mind/minda 6rdae
inna mindae n-6rdae
donaib mindaib 6rdaib
inna mind/minda 6rdae
a minda 6rdae

ind foilsigthe/ijea clofn
inna foilsigthe cl6en
donaib foilsigthib cl6enaib
inna foilsigthiu cl6enu/a
a foilsigthiu cl6enu/a

Exercise 25 .2
dom-chil, dot-chil, da-cil, dos-cil, da-chil, donn-cil, dob-cil, dos-cil
nfm-leicet, nft,leicet, nf-lleicet, nfs-lleicet, nf-leicet, nfnn-leicet, nfb-leicet, nfs-lleicet
dom-scara, dot-scara, da-scara, dos-scara, da-scara, donn-scara, dob-scara, dos-scara
nfm,thaibrem, nft-ta1brem, nf.taibrem, nfs-taibrem, nf-thaibrem, nfnn-taibrem, nfb-taibrem, nfs,taibrem
nom-renaimm, not-renaimm, na-rrenaimm, nos-rrenaimm, na-renaimm, nonn-renaimm, nob-renaimm,
nos-rrenaimm
nom-gairid, not-gairid, na-ngairid, nos-(n)gairid, na-gairid, nonn-gairid, nob-gairid, nos-(n)gairid

Test 26.1
immum: immum-sa; cuicce: cuicce-si; etarru: etarru-som; friss: fris-seom; torunn: torunn-ni; duilY. duib-si;
latt latt-su; fair. fair-seom; imbi: imbi-seom; leis: leis-seom; mo chos: mo chos-sa; do maicc. do maicc-siu;
ar n-echu: ar n-echu-ni; a argat a argat-som or a argat-si; for ngaire: for ngaire-si; a tuath: a tuath-si or a
tuath-som; a fir. a fir-seom or a fir-si or a fir-seom; nos-crenaimm: nos-crenaimm-si or nos-crenaimm-seom
or nos-crenaimm-se; nfnn-feid: nfnn-feid-ni or nfnn.feid-seom or nfnn-feid-si; nit-glanat nft-glanat-som or
nft-glanat-su; na-mbenai: na-mbenai-seom or na-mbenai-siu; immum-agaid: immum-agaid-se or
immum-agaid-si; nib-taibrem: nfb-taibrem-si or nfb-taibrem-ni; da-beirid: da-beirid-seom or da-beirid-si;
fot-daimet fot-daimet-su or fot-daimet-som.
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Exercise 26.3
1. Thou findest apples in the wood and I carry them to the queen. It is in the middle of the wood that thou
findest them. 2. He strikes their four heads off them and he puts them on four points of the fork. 3. We do
not love you, oh people of the war, and the power of your swords is a horror for us. 4. The clever
merchant buys oak-wood for three cumals, and sells it to the queens for four cumals. 5. The temptations of
the world are great, and we are captives to them. 6. It is not out of envy for you that I say that. 7. I am not
like them. 8. The girls are joyful at the coming of Beltaine? 9. Sorrow is fitting for me, because I am
miserable, I am an old woman. 10. My hair is short, is grey, a bad veil over it is no pity. 11. A pilgrimage to
Rome (is) a lot of trouble and little profit. 12. Three streams of blood flow from the side of the warrior, and
from his hand, and from his head after his wounding. 13. The whole world is dark and full of secrets in
the night. 14. Envy for thee does not seize me, rich man, because great wealth is a heavy burden for thee.
15. He points his eye towards the enclosing wall (Oir.: enclosure of the wall), and I point my clear eye
towards penetration of knowledge. 16. Five days and six nights they go over the back of the sea, and they
come to a bright island full of birds on the seventh day. 17. They throw all their balls at him, and he
catches them, every single ball, in his lap. 18. Then they throw all their driving sticks at him, but he wards
them off and takes a bundle of them on his back. 19. 'I have not enough of my game yet, father Con
chobar,' said the lad. 20. My hand is tired of writing, my pen pours fourth a stream of bright dark blue ink.
1. Fo·gaibiu-sa uball isind tid 7 na·bir-siu cosna rignai. Is i mmed6n ind teda fa.gaibem 2. Benait-seom a tri
cenn diib 7 fos·cerdat for teora benna inna gablae. 3. Nob·caraimm-si, a a.es catha, 7 ni uath dom-sa cu
machtae for claideb. 4. Nf.crenat in chennaigi glicci £id ndarae ar chetheoraib cumalaib, 7 ni·rrenat frisna
rrignai ar theoraib cumalaib. 5. Innad m6ra aslacha in betha 7 inda chimbid-se doaib-sem? 6. Ni ar tormut
frit-su as·beram-ni in-so. 7. Am cummae-se frie-si. 8. In failid ind ingen oc techt Beltaini? 9. Ni deithbir
dun-ni br6n, ar nitan tr6ig 7 nitan sentuinni. 10. Ni becc, ni Hath mo thrilis, is Hach drochcaille tarais. 11. In
m6r saetho, becc torbai techt do R6im? 12. Do·lin 6ensruth folo a t6eb ind loich farna guin. 13. Ni dorchae
int uile bith. Acht in lan de runaib isind aidchi? 14. Ninn·gaib format frib-su, a tiru saidbri, ar is aire
tromm duib indeb m6r. 15. Innad.fuachat-som a rrosca fri £al inna frega, 7 innad.fuacham-ni ar rosca reili
fri feigi ind tessa? 16. Se lae 7 secht n-aidchi teit-sem tar druimm in mora, 7 do·tet co insi solais lain di
enlaith isint ochtmad lau. 17. Fo·ceird a lfathr6iti uili forru-som 7 nos·gaibet-seom each n-6enlfathr6it inna
n-ucht. 18. Fo·ceird dano a lorga a.nae uili form, acht nis·airchlichat-som 7 ni·gaibet airbir diib fria n-aiss.
19. 'Ammi saithig diar cluichiu, a phopa Chonchobuir,' ol in gillai. 20. It sdth mo lama 6n scribund;
ni·sceith mo phenn sruth di dub glegorm.

Exercise 26.4
Triad 223: A scholar after reading his psalm and a lad after laying off his load and a girl after making a

woman out of her.

Exercise 27.5
ad·du, ·accu/accaim
ad·d, ·accai
ad·d, ·accai
ad·ciam, ·accam
ad·ciid, ·accaid
ad·ciat, ·accat

im·soimm, ·impaimm
imm·soi, ·impai (?)
im·soi, ·impai
im·soam, ·impam
imsoid, ·impaid
im·soat, ·impat
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Huu, ·Hu
Hi, ·H
liid, .lf
limmi, ·liam
lithe, ·liid
liit, ·liat
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Exercise 28.4

atomfet, atodet, at-fet, ata-fet, adet, atonn-fet, atob-fet, ata-fet
cotom-gairi, cotot-gairi, cot-ngairi, cota-gairi, cot-gairi, cotonn-gairi, cotob-gairi, cota-gairi
fritom-benaimm, fritot-benaimm, frit-mbenaimm, frita-benaimm, frit-benaimm, fritonn-benaimm,
fritob-benaimm, frita-benaimm
atom-chiat, atot-chiat, at-ciat, ata-ciat, at-chiat, atonn-ciat, atob-ciat, ata-ciat
atom-renam, atot-renam, at-rrenam, ata-renam, at-renam, atonn-renam, atob-renam, ata-renam
fortom-osnai, fortot-osnai, fort-n-osnai, forta-osnai, fort-osnai, fortonn-osnai, fortob-osnai, forta-osnai
Test 29.1
a cride: (io, n) nom. sg. or acc. sg.; inna umae: (io, n) nom. pl. or acc. pl.; ingin n-allaid: (a, f; adj. i) acc. sg.;
srothae nglas: (u, m; adj. o) gen. pl.; inna ceile: (io, m) gen. pl.; cnamai bain: (i, m; adj. o) nom. pl.; suili: (i, f)
nom. pl. or acc. pl.; inna rrfgnae maith: (long i, f; adj. i) gen. pl.; buaid amru: (i, n; adj. io) prep. sg.; in soilsi
follais: (ia, f; adj. u) acc. sg.; in chathai: (u, m) nom. pl.; mindaib 6rdaib: (u, n; adj. io) prep. pl.; Haig becc. (i,
m; adj. o) nom. sg.; meit m6ir. (short I, f; adj. a) prep. sg. or acc. sg.; inna comairli: (ia, f) nom. pl. or acc. pl.;
buachaill rrfgdae: (i, m; adj. io) acc. sg.; muire n-ard: (i, n; adj. o) gen. pl.; a.th chfan: (u, m; adj. o) prep. sg.;
ingin allaid: (a, f; adj. i) prep. sg.; legai amrai: (i, m; adj. io) nom. pl. or acc. pl.; int aesa oic. (u, m; adj. o)
gen. sg. or nom. pl.; ungae: (ia, f) nom. sg. or gen. sg. or gen. pl.; aidchi dorchai: (long I, f; adj. ia) prep. sg.
or nom. p1. or acc. p1.

Exercise 29 .3

1. I do not do childish deeds. 2. You see us stealing the horses, and you tell it to the horse-keepers. 3. We
drive them from the meadow across the ford. 4. Thou hidest thyself from the troop of bandits between the
trees and the bushes in the middle of the forest, but they see thee and they find thee. 5. I gird myself today
with great strength. 6. I call them to me to give me good advice, because they have a lot of knowledge.
7. Do you see Aed in the battle? We do not see him, but we see his shield protecting him. 8. It is therefore
that they do it: they like to eat meat and to drink wine. 9. I am preaching the Gospel. 10. Thou art not here
in the ford, but thou art in the middle of the forest making a glade in it. 11. God exists. 12. They row
around it (the island, lit. her), and there is a large group gaping and laughing. 13. We are in exile from
him, and our return is not likely for us. 14. You are not taking an apple from the apple-tree. Are there no
apples in the trees? 15. There is no strength in Bran's hand to grab the branch. 16. We are without age from
the beginning of creation, ... sin touches us not. 17. It is in the person of Christ that I do that. 18. He sees a
man before him with half his head on him and half of another man on his neck. 19. Cu Chulainn attacks
him and strikes his head from him with the driving stick and he begins to drive the ball before him. 20. He
sees a man at the cooking-pit in the middle of the forest, the one hand with his weapons on, the other
hand roasting the boar. Great is the man's horror. He attacks him nevertheless and takes his head and his
pig with him.
1. Do·gniu gnim maccthae. 2. Atob-ciam-ni oc gait n-eich, 7 adiadam dond echairiu. 3. At-n-agaid-si 6n
chluain tarsin n-ath. 4. Cotom·chiul-se etir cranna 7 dusu i mmed6n ind feda for slog inna mberg, acht
atom·chiat-som 7 fom-gaibet. 5. Atonn-regam indiu co niurt triun. 6. Atot-gair cuccai do thabairt chomairle
maithe d6-som, ar at-ta m6r fessa duit-siu. 7. In-n-accai inna firu isin chath? Nis-n-accu-som, acht ad-du a
sciathu occa n-imdegail. 8. Is d6 da-gni-si: ni maith lee ithe feola 7 61 fina. 9. Ni oc precept soiscelai
at-taam. 10. At-taam sund isind a.th, 7 ninn-fil i mmed6n inna caille oc denum chluana indi. 11. In-fil Dia?
12. Imma-raam immacuairt, acht ni-fil slog m6r oc ginig 7 oc gairechtaig. 13. Indob-fil-si for longais remi 7
in d6ich far techt ar ais duib? 14. At-tai oc tabairt uball dind abaill. AMaat (or. fil) ubla isnaib crannaib.
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15. At.ta ( or: fil) nert i llaim Brain do gabail inna croibe. 16. Nf.fil dunn o thossuch inna nduile cen a.es,
donn·aidlea in immarmus. 17. ls i persain Christ da·gniam-ni sin. 18. Ata·d 7 leth a cinn fuiri.
19. Fos·n-eirig Cu Chulainn 7 benaid a cenn di cosind luirg a.nae. 20. Ata·d ocond fulucht, a 11am aile oc
fuini inna tore. Fos·n-6pair-seom ar apu 7 do·beir a cenn 7 a muicc lais.

Exercise 30.4
in cha.era dub
inna caerach duibe
don chaeraig duib
in caeraig nduib
a cha.era dub

in chathair ard
inna cathrach ardae
don chathraig aird
in cathraig n-aird
a chathair ard

in bri fliuch
inna breg fliche
don brig flich
in mbrig flich
a bri fliuch

inna caeraig dubai
inna caerach ndub
donaib caerchaib dubaib
inna caercha dubai
a chaercha dubai

inna cathraig arda
inna cathrach n-ard
donaib cathrachaib ardaib
inna cathracha arda
a chathracha arda

inna brig flichi
inna mbreg fliuch
donaib bregaib flichib
inna brega flichi
a brega flichi

Lugaid tren
Luigdech triuin
Luigdig thriun
Luigdig tren
a Lugaid triuin

in choi glas
inna cuach glaise
don chuich glais
in cuich nglais
a choi glas

int aire oac
ind airech oic
dond airig ouc
in n-airig n-oac
a aire oic

Luigdig trfuin
Luigdech tren
Luigdechaib trenaib
Luigdecha trenu/a
a Luigdecha trenu/a

inna cuich glasa
inna cuach nglas
donaib cuachaib glasaib
inna cuacha glasa
a chuacha glasa

ind airig oic
inna n-airech n-oac
donaib airechaib 6caib
inna airecha 6cu/a
a airecha 6cu/a

ind nathair chl6en
inna nathrach cloine
dond nathraig chloin
in nnathraig cloin
a nathair chl6en
inna nathraig cl6ena
inna nnathrach cl6en
donaib nathrachaib cl6enaib
inna nathracha cl6ena
a nathracha cl6ena
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Exercise 31.6
foilsigiur, -foilsigiur
foilsigther, · foilsigther
foilsigidir, · foilsigedar
foilsigmir, -foilsigmer
foilsigthe, -foilsigid
foilsigitir, · foilsigetar

beoaigiur, -beoaigiur
beoaigther, · beoaigther
beoaigidir, -beoaigedar
beoaigmir, -beoaigmer
beoaigthe, . beoaigid
beoaigitir, . beoaigetar

samlur, -samlur
samailter, -samailter
samlaithir, -samlathar
samlaimmir, -samlammar
samaltae, -samlaid
samlaitir, -samlatar

airliur, -airliur
airlither, -airlither
airlithir, -airlethar
airlimmir, -airlemmar
airlithe, -airlid
airlitir, -airletar

labrur, -labrur
labraither, -labraither
labraithir, -labrathar
labraimmir, -labrammar
labraithe, -labraid
labraitir, -labratar

ad-muiniur
ad-muinter
ad-muinethar
ad-muinemmar
ad-muinid
ad-muinetar

Exercise 31.8
atom-rimther
atot-rimther
ad-rimther
atonn-rimther
atob-rimther
ad-rimter, -rimiter

dom-scarthar
dot-scarthar
do-scarthar
donn-scarthar
dob-scarthar
do-scartar, -scaratar

nim-chuirther
nit-chuirther
ni-cuirther
ninn-cuirther
nib-cuirther
ni-cuirter, -cuiretar

nom-moltar
not-moltar
moltair
nonn-moltar
nob-moltar
moltair, molaitir

nim-chrenar
nit-chrenar
ni-crenar
ninn-crenar
nib-crenar
ni-crentar

nim-gaibther
nit-gaibther
ni-gaibther
ninn-gaibther
nib-gaibther
ni-gaibter, -gaibiter

nom-agar
not-agar
agair
nonn-agar
non-agar
agtair

Exercise 32.2
1. I hear it: a sweet-sounding bell is struck in a windy night. 2. The rich noblemen do not fear the power
of the tribal king. 3. Dost thou say words of welcome to the king and to his young queen at their coming
to the town? 4. The spirit vivifies the body. 5. It is on the rear shafts of our chariot that we place the blood
red heads of the dead noblemen. 6. Do you not hear the whistling of the wind in the high willows at the
bank of the Boyne? 7. Do the stupid scholars compare sheep to horses? They are not being compared to
them. 8. The humans are shaped in the likeness of God. 9. There are no snakes in the green island, because
Saint Patrick drives all of them from it. 10. The raths and old cities of the pagans are not inhabited.
11. Divinity is revealed in Christ, but Christ reveals God's truth to the people of the world. 12. I am told
thou hast a good son. 13. It is through the ruler's righteousness that great tribes and cities of the noble are
judged. 14. The trilling of the blackbird and the lay of the cuckoo is sung around me in the middle of the
wood. 15. Dad, dost thou no hear the king of the alder-tree speaking to me? 16. Son, this is not a king, but
a cloud of fog and the wind stirring the leaves. 17. An Ogam inscription is being written on the side of a
high stone and the stone is being placed at the top of a hill. 18. I am not being called to the battle, I am
being left sleeping. 19. Thou art being seen driving the sheep from the meadow, thou art not being seen
herding them. 20. Messengers are coming(= there is a going) from the king of the Ulaid to Tara to make a
covenant between them.
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1. Ra-chluinemmar: bentair clocain binni i n-aidchi gaithe. 2. Ad-agathar in aire saidbre cumachtae rig
tuath. 3. Ni-labraid briathra failte frisna rriga 7 fria rignai 6ca oca techt don chathraig. 4. Innad-mbeoig
edar in spirut inna curpu. 5. Is for feirt mo charpait suidigiur cenn cr6derg ind airech mairb. 6. Ro-cluiniur
feit inna gaithe isnaib sailchib ardaib ar bru inna B6inne. 7. Ni-samlathar in scolaire caeraig fri ech.
Ni-samaltar-si fris. 8. In-cruthaigter duine i cosmailius De? 9. At-taat ( or. fil) nathraig isind insi glais,
nis-n-aig n6eb Patraic inna uili eissi. 10. Trebtair ratha 7 senchathraig inna ngeinte. 11. Innad-foilsigther
deacht i Crist, 7 innad-foilsigethar Crist firinni nDe do doinib domuin? 12. Ad-fiadar dun-ni at-taat maicc
maithi lib-si. (FR 17 f.) 13. Is tre fir flatha rniditir math becc 7 a cathair. 14. Canair trirech inna Ion 7 loid
inna cuach immut-su i mmed6n ind fedo. 15. A aiti, ro-cluinter-su riga inna fern oc labrad frimm-sa. 16. A
maicc, indat rig in-so? 17. Scribtair oguim i t6ebaib liacc n-ard 7 suidigtir ind liaicc-sin ar mullchaib tulach.
18. Nonn-gairther cosin cath, ninn-facabar inar cotlud. 19. Indob-accastar oc a.in inna caerach 6n chluain?
Atob-cither oca n-airi. 20. Tiagair 6 rigaib inna n-Ulad co Temair do denum chairdessa etarro.

Exercise 33.3
in drui gaeth
in druad gaith
don druid gaeth
in druid ngaeth
a drui gaith

in namae cumachtach
ind namat cumachtaig
dond namait chumachtuch
in nnamait cumachtach
a namae cumachtaig

in fili danae
ind filed danai
dond filid danu
in filid ndanae
a fili danai

in druid gaith
inna ndruad ngaeth
donaib druidib gaethaib
inna druida gaethu/a
a druida gaethu/a

in namait cumachtaig
inna nnamat cumachtach
donaib naimtib cumachtchaib
inna naimtea cumachtcha
a naimtea cumachtcha

ind filid danai
inna filed ndanae
donaib filedaib danaib
inna fileda danu
a fileda danu

in teine buide
in teined buidi
don teinid buidiu
in teinid mbuide
a theine buidi

in fiado fir
ind fiadat fir
dond fiadait fir
in fiadait fir
a fiado fir

ind luch Hath
inna lochad leithe
dond lochaid leith
in llochaid lleith
a luch Hath

in teinid buidi
inna teined mbuide
donaib teintib buidib
inna teintea buidi
a theintea buidi

ind fiadait fir
inna fiadat fir
donaib fiadtaib (?) firaib
inna fiadta firu/a
a fiadta firu/a

inna lochaid liatha
inna llochad lliath
donaib lochthaib liathaib
inna lochtha liatha
a lochtha Hatha

in traig sainemail
inna traiged sainemlae
don traigid sainemail
in traigid sainemail
a thraig sainemail
inna traigid sainemlai
inna traiged sainemailj-mlae
donaib traigthib sainemlaib
inna traigthea sainemlai
a thraigthea sainemlai
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Exercise 35.2
1. This is it what I pray for. 2. (It is) thy royal household that I praise, because thou art my great king. 3. I
swear by the god by which my tribe swears, you are the druids who say (= give, bring) charms on our
enemies. 4. All run and it is one man who takes the victory from them at completing it. 5. It is he who puts
without delay the lustre of red gold upon my speech. 6. A blessing from me upon the dear guest who
brings news from our friends with him. 7. The death that we go to causes life to you, that means, it is for
your life we go to death. 8. It is us who go into the wood and who hear the birds singing. 9. Do you not
see the black sheep which the shepherd drives out of the middle of the white sheep? 10. She is the girl,
who distributes food and who pours wine to the guests, and I call her to me. 11. The charioteers are sitting
in front of the chariot-fighters, they are not sitting at their left. 12. They are poets of the first grade who
sing 350 poems, that means seven times fifty poems. 13. I do not love the ill-omened water, which goes
past my habitation. 14. It is riches that are being loved by you, it is not people. 15. 0 bright sun, which
lightens up the heaven with its amount of sanctity, o king, who has power over the angels, o Lord of
humans. 16. Three fools of the world: a young person who laughs about an old person, a healthy person,
who laughs about a sick person, a wise person, who laughs about a stupid person. 17. Three dark places a
woman is not entitled to go: the darkness of fog, the darkness of the night, the darkness of the forest.
18. Three (types of) blood(-shed) which do not entitle attendance: the blood of the battle, and of jealousy,
and of interference. 19. Three free persons who make unfree persons of themselves: a lord who sells his
prerogatives, a queen who goes to a peasant, a son of a poet who leaves his art. 20. Three inheritances
which are divided in front of heirs: the inheritance of a fool and the inheritance of a lunatic and the
inheritance of an old person.
1. Is ed in-so no-guidem. 2. Do rfgrad no-molmar, ol is tu ar rruiri. 3. Tongmai do Dia tongtae ar tuatha, is
tussu in druf beires brichtu forar nnamait-ni. 4. In-rrethat uili 7 in 6enfer gaibes buaid diib inna chomal
nad? 5. It e fo-cherdat cen dolmai neim n-6ir deirg forar labrai? 6. Bendacht uainn forsna ofgetha dili
bertae scela diar carait leo. 7. A mbas no-tfag-sa do-airci bethaid duit-siu, .i. is ar bethaid duit-siu tfagu-sa
bas. 8. Is sib-si teite isin fid 7 ro-chluinethar inna eunu oc cetul. 9. Ad-ciam in caeraig nduib agtae ind
augairi a med6n inna caerach firm. 10. Is sf ind ingen nad-daili biad 7 nad-dortai fin dond ofgid, 7 nfs-ngair
cuccut. 11. At-ta int arae inna suidiu ar belaib ind eirred, nf.fil inna suidiu fora chlfu. 12. Indat e filid
primgraid ind fir cantae c6ecait nduan ar thrib cetaib? 13. In-cara-si in n-uisce nduabais imma-thet sech
t6eb a arais? 14. Nfdat mofni cartar linn, it dofni. 15. A gelgrfan nad-fursannai rfched, a Rf nad-chumaing
aingliu! 16. Tri gafth in betha: 6c nad-chuitbi sen, slan nad-chuitbi galrach, gaeth nad-chuitbi baeth. 17. Tri
dorchae dlegtae mnaf do imthecht. 18. Tri fuili dlegtae frecor. 19. Tri sofr nad-denat d6eru dfb fein:
tigernae nad-ren a deiss, rigain nad-tet co aithech, mac filed nad·leici a cheird. 20. Tri orbai nad-ranntar
ffad chomarbaib.

Poem 35.3
The flour which the mill grinds,
it is not oats but red wheat;
it is from the choice of the great (family) tree,
the charge of Maelodran's mill.

Poem 35.4
He is a heart,
a grove of nuts
he is young,
a kiss for him.
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Exercise 36.3
int athair dil
ind athar dil
dond athair dil
in n-athair ndil
a athair dil

in brathair oac
in brathar oic
don brathair ouc
in mbrathair n-oac
a brathair oic

a nglenn nglas
in glinne glais
don glinn glas
a nglenn nglas
a glenn nglas

ind aithir dili
inna n-aithre ndil/e
donaib aithrib dilib
inna aithrea dili
a aithrea dili

in braithir oic
inna mbraithre n-oac
donaib braithrib 6caib
inna braithrea 6ca
a braithrea 6ca

inna glinne glasa
inna nglinne nglas
donaib glinnib glasaib
inna glinne glasa
a glinne glasa

a mmag llethan
in maige lethain
don maig lethun
a mmag llethan
a mag lethan

a n-og tromm
ind uige truimm
dond uig thrumm
a n-og tromm
a og tromm

a lleth n-aill
ind leithe aili
dond leith ailiu
a lleth n-aill
a leth n-aill

inna maige lethna
inna mmaige llethan
donaib maigib lethnaib
inna maige lethna
a maige lethna

inna uige thromma
inna n-uige tromm
donaib uigib trommaib
inna uige thromma
a uige thromma

inna leithe aili
inna lleithe n-aile
donaib lethaib ailib
inna leithe aili
a leithe aili

Exercise 37.5
(na-)eiren
(na-)eirned
(na-)eirnem
(na-)eirenar
(na-)eirnid
(na-)eirnet
(na-)eirenatar

(na·)frecair
(na-)frecrad
(na-)frecrathar
(na-)frecram
(na-)frecraid
(na-)frecrat
(na-)frecratar

(na.)glanaimm
(na·)glan
(na·)glanad
(na-)glantar
(na·)glanam
(na-)glanaid
(na-)glanat
(na ·)glanatar

(na-)ciul
(na-)ceil
(na-)ceiled
(na-)celar
(na-)celam
(na-)ceilid
(na-)celat
(na-)celtar

(na-)midiur
(na-)mitte
(na-)mided
(na-)mitter
(na-)midem
(na-)midid
(na-)midetar

(na-)foilsigiur
(na.)foilsigthe
(na-)foilsiged
(na.)foilsigther
(na-)foilsigmer
(na. )foilsigid
(na-)foilsigetar
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(na-)finntae
(na-)finnad
(na-)finntar
(na ·)finnammar
(na-)finnaid
(na-)finnatar
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Exercise 38.4
atom-ren, nacham-eiren
atot-ren, nachat-eiren
at-rren, nach-n-eiren
ata-ren, nacha-eiren
at-ren, nach(id)-eiren
atonn· ren, nachann-eiren
atob-ren, nachib-eiren
ata-ren, nacha-eiren

nom-glan, nacham-glan
not-glan, nachat-glan
na-nglan, nach-nglan
nos-(n)glan, nacha-glan
na-glan, nach(id)-glan
nonn-glan, nachann-glan
nob-glan, nachib-glan
nos-(n)glan, nacha-glan

nom-cheil, nacham-cheil
not-cheil, nachat-cheil
na-ceil, nach-ceil
nos-ceil, nacha-ceil
na-cheil, nach(id)-cheil
nonn-ceil, nachann-ceil
nob-ceil, nachib-ceil
nos-ceil, nacha-ceil

rom-finntae, nacham-finntae
rodinntae, nachadinntae
ra-finntae, nach-finntae
ros-finntae, nacha-finntae
ra-finntae, nach(id)-finntae
ronn-finntae, nachann-finntae
rob-finntae, nachib-finntae
ros-finntae, nacha-finntae

fritom-gair, nachadrecair
fritot· gair, nachat· frecair
frit-ngair, nach-frecair
frita-gair, nacha-frecair
frit-gair, nach(id)-frecair
fritonn· gair, nachann · frecair
fritob-gair, nachib-frecair
frita-gair, nacha-frecair

nom-mitte, nacham-mitte
not-mitte, nachat-mitte
na-mmitte, nach-mmitte
nos-(m)mitte, nacha-mitte
na-mitte, nach(id)-mitte
nonn-mitte, nachann-mitte
nob-mitte, nachib-mitte
nos-(m)mitte, nacha-mitte

nom-foilsigthe, nacham-foilsigthe
not-foilsigthe, nachat-foilsigthe
na · foilsigthe, nach · foilsigthe
nos-foilsigthe, nacha-foilsigthe
na · foilsigthe, nach(id)· foilsigthe
nonn-foilsigthe, nachann-foilsigthe
nob-foilsigthe, nachib-foilsigthe
nos-foilsigthe, nacha-foilsigthe

Exercise 39 .2
1. Protect (sg.) me! Don't be (sg.) patient (lit.: don't make patience)! 2. 'Help (sg.) me, Cu Chulainn! Carry
(sg.) a while with me!' 3. Apply (sg.) the goad on the horses then! 4. 'Go, Conall, to the fort, and leave me
here at the guard meanwhile!' 5. Don't let thy drunkenness overcome thee! 6. Don't let him judge you, that
means don't let yourself be brought under the sway of the Old Law! 7. 'Let's go to our house!' said
Conchobar. 8. Since we are sons of the day and of the light, let us not follow these (things)! 9. Be (pl.)
fatherlike, that means take the heritage of your father and imitate his customs. 10. Let them not attempt
(it)! 11. Let him be released from his chains, for the sake of our wealth and our cattle, and let the court be
closed. 12. Three sisters of youth: desire, beauty, generosity. 13. Welcome to thee, little boy, for the sake of
thy mother's heart! 14. Steadily therefore let Bran row, it is not long to the land of the women. 15. 'What is
the mountain over there?' said Cu Chulainn, 'What is the bright mound over there on top of the moun
tain? What is the plain there? What is the herd, the wild one there?' 16. It is not thou who nourishes him,
but it is he who nourishes thee. 17. The concern is great which I have for you. 18. If you are in communion
with the body of Christ, you are children of Abraham like that, and it is you who are heirs of Abraham.
19. This then is a custom for him, reproval of the women in the beginning and giving her under the power
of their men, so that it is afterwards that the men are reprimanded and are bent under the will of God.
20. 'This is its custom,' said Jesus, 'every anvil which is struck teaches everyone, who strikes it; and it is not
it that is being taught.'
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1. Donn-eimid-ni! Denaid ainmnit! 2. Congnaid linn! Beirid sist linn! 3. Na-indgaid brot forsin n-echraid!
4. Na-eirg-siu tra, a Chonaill, don dun 7 nachan-leic-ni oc forairi sund colleic! 5. Nachib-tr6ethad far
mescae! 6. Nachit-midetar, .i. nachit-berar i smachtu rechta fetarlaicce! 7. 'Na-tiagam dom thaig!' ol Con
chobar. 8. Seichem inna hi-siu! 9. Ban athramlai-ni .i. gaibem comarbus ar n-athrae 7 intamlam a mbessu!
10. Nach-aimdithe! 11. Leicter dia slabradaib, daig m'indile 7 mo chethrae, acht na-duntar in less! 12. Siur,
di phieir, tri seithir. 13. Fo chen duib a maccanu, fo deig cride far mathrae! 14. Fossad air-sin imrat ind fir,
ni dan co tir inna mban. 15. 'Citne sleibe in-so thall?' ol Cu Chulainn, 'Citne cairn gil in-so thall i n-uachtur
inna sleibe? Citne maige a n-i thall? Citne slabrai, inna discri-se thall?' 16. Ni sib nos-ail acht it e nob-ail.
17. Ni m6r in deithiden file dun-ni duit-siu. 18. Ma nodat-fil i n-ellug coirp Christ, at mac/ingen Abrache
amal sodin, 7 is tu as chomarbae Abracham. 19. Is bes tra diib-som a n-i-siu, cosc mna i tossug 7 a tabairt
fo chumachtae a fir combi iarum coiscithir in fer 7 do-airberar fo reir De. 20. 'ls e a bes,' ol fsu, 'inna
indeona bentar ni-forcnat in each noda-ben; ocus it e for-chantar.'

Test 39.3
eipred: (Sl) 3rd sg. imp.; comalnaithe: (Wl) dep. 2nd sg. imp.; airim: (W2a) 2nd sg. imp.; crochaid: (Wl) 2nd
pl. imp.; na-crochaid: (Wl) neg. 2nd pl. imp.; biur. (Sl) 1st sg. imp.; immraidet (W2a) 3rd pl. imp.;
nach-ngairem: (S2) 1st pl. imp. + neg. inf. pron. 3rd sg. masc.; eiperr. (Sl) 3rd sg. pass. imp.; foilsigid: (W2b)
2nd pl. imp.; rom-chluinter. (S3) 1st sg. pass. imp.; s6ertar. (Wl) 3rd pl. imp.; crochthar. (Wl) 3rd sg. pass.
imp.; na-crochthar. (Wl) neg. 3rd sg. pass. imp.; finntae: (S3) 2nd pl. imp.; airmem: (W2a) 1st pl. imp.;
cotob-ceilid: (Sl) 2nd pl. imp. + inf. pron. B 2nd pl.; na-dene: (H2) neg. 2nd sg. imp.; da-gn.iad: (H2) 3rd sg.
imp. + inf. pron. A 3rd sg. neutr.; nach-chluined: (S3) 3rd sg. imp. + neg. inf. pron. 3rd sg. neutr.; eirg. (Sl) 2nd
sg. imp. of teit; dos-mbeir. (Sl) 2nd sg. imp. +inf. pron. A 3rd sg. f. or 3rd pl.; na-comalnatar. (Wl) neg. 3rd pl.
imp.; tair. (Sl) 2nd sg. imp. of do-tet
dailes: (W2a) 3rd sg. rel.; pridchimme: (Wl) 1st pl. rel.; rfmte: (W2a) 3rd pl. rel.; teite: (Sl) 3rd sg. rel.;
do-thiagat (Sl) 3rd pl. len. rel.; gattae: (Wl) 3rd pl. rel.; crentar. (S3) 3rd pl. pass. rel.; firianaigemmar. (W2b)
1st pl. rel; nad-lil: (subst. verb.) neg. len. rel.; for-chaun: (Sl) 1st sg. len. rel.; nad-lodmat (S2) neg. 3rd pl. len.
rel.; semas: (S3) 3rd sg. rel.; nod-carat (Wl) 3rd pl. len. rel. + inf. pron. C 3rd sg. masc.; indat-chluinter. (S3)
interrog. 2nd sg. pass.; adid-chf: (H2) 3rd sg. len. rel. +inf. pron. C 3rd sg. neutr.

Test 39.4
inna traiged: (t, f) gen. sg. or gen. pl.; ind liadat (nt, m) gen. sg.; Temraig. (k, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg.; aithir.
(r, m) nom. pl.; cethrachat (nt, m) gen. sg. or gen. pl.; tengthaib: (t, f) prep. pl.; ciach: (k, m) gen. sg. or gen.
pl.; ind uige: (s, n) gen. sg.; sieir. (r, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg.; cathracha: (k, f) acc. pl.; caera: (k, f) nom. sg. or
prep. sg.; mfledaib: (t, m) prep. pl.; sliab: (s, n) nom. sg. or acc. sg.; airecha: (k, m) acc. pl.; det (nt, n) nom.
sg. or gen. sg. or acc. sg. or nom. pl. or gen. pl. or acc. pl.; int senduid: (t, m) nom. pl.; a rfga: (g, m) voe. pl.;
rfga: (g, m) acc. pl.
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Exercise 40 .2
a mbeimm n-aill
in beimme aili
don beimmimm ailiu
a mbeimm n-aill
a beimm n-aill

a n-imb mbuide
ind imbe buidi
dond imbimm buidiu
a n-imb mbuide
a imb mbuide

a lleimm n-ard
ind leimme aird
dond leimmimm ard
a lleimm n-ard
a leimm n-ard

inna beimmenn aili
inna mbeimmenn n-aile
donaib beimmennaib ailib
inna beimmenn aili
a beimmenn aili

inna imbenn buidi
inna n-imbenn mbuide
donaib imbennaib buidib
inna imbenn buidi
a imbenn buidi

inna leimmenn arda
inna lleimmenn n-ard
donaib leimmennaib ardaib
inna leimmenn arda
a leimmenn arda

a seinm mbinn
int senmae binn
dont senmaimm binn
a seinm mbinn
a seinm mbinn

a n-ingrimm cr6derg
ind ingrimme cr6deirg
dond ingrimmimm chr6derg
a n-ingrimm cr6derg
a ingrimm cr6derg

a togairm m6r
in togarmae m6ir
don togarmaimm m6r
a togairm m6r
a thogairm m6r

inna seinmenn binna
inna seinmenn mbinn
donaib seinmennaib binnaib
inna seinmenn binna
a seinmenn binna

inna ingrimmenn chr6derga
inna n-ingrimmenn cr6derg
donaib ingrimmennaib cr6dergaib
inna ingrimmenn chr6derga
a ingrimmenn chr6derga

inna togarmann m6ra
inna togarmann m6r
donaib togarmannaib m6raib
inna togarmann m6ra
a thogarmann m6ra

Exercise 41.6
ansu, -anus
ansai, -anais
anais, -an
ansaimmi, ·ansam
-, -ansaid
ansait, -ansat

do-sluindius, -diltus
do-sluindis, -diltais
do-sluind, -dilt
do-sluindsem, -diltaisem
do-sluindsid, -diltaisid
do-sluindset, -diltaiset

soisu, -sous
soisi, -soais
soais, -soi
soisimmi, -soisem
-, ·SOfsid
soisit, -soiset

ad-ellus, -aidlius
ad-ellais, -aidlis
ad-ell, -adall
ad-ellsam, -aidlisem
ad-ellsaid, -aidlisid
ad-ellsat, -aidliset

-cruthaigsiur
-cruthaigser
-cruthaigestar
-cruthaigsemmar
-cruthaigsid
-cruthaigsetar

do-genus, -dignius
do-genais, · dignis
do-genai, -digni
do-gensam, -digensam (?)
do-gensaid, -digensaid (?)
do-gensat, -digensat (?)

fo-acbus, -facbus
fo-acbais, -facbais
fo-acab, -fa.cab
fo-acabsam, -facabsam
fo-acabsaid, -facabsaid
fo-acabsat, •facabsat

imm-biurt, -imbiurt
imm-birt, -imbirt
imm-bert, -imbert
imm·bertammar, -imbertammar
imm-bertaid, -imbertaid
imm-bertatar, -imbertatar

do-et, -det
do-et, -det
do-et, -det
do-etammar, -detammar
do-etaid, -detaid
do-etatar, -detatar
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Poem42.1
There is a woman in the land
-I do not say her nameher fart breaks out of her
like a stone from a sling.

Exercise 42.3
1. Then his mound is dug. His (grave-)stone is set up. His name is written in Ogam (lit.: his Ogam-name is
written). He is mourned (lit.: his mourning is done). 2. The two arms are as white as the snow of a single
night and the two clean-beautiful cheeks are as red as the purple foxglove. 3. The two brows are as black
as the back of a beetle. 4. The two eyes are as blue as a hyacinth. 5. This is another comparison with him,
namely the comparison of a voice with a trumpet, because there are many sounds to the latter and each of
them is separate, that means, the sound for war is separate, (the sound) for sleep (is) separate etc. 6. It is
three cries that the cock made (lit.: shouted) in the morning. 7. Who is the mother who conceived this
birth? 8. Jesus formed twelve little birds, 'sparrow' their names; on Saturday he made them from clay
without breaking one. 9. Longing seized Connlae for the woman who spoke to him and who threw an
apple to him. 10. I did not consume your food and your clothes, but it is you who consumed them.
11. Patrick settled in Druimm Daro after the offering (i.e., after it had been offered to him). Patrick left his
foster-son there, Benignus his name. 12. This is the name of the island: Island of Pleasures. They left him
then there. 13. The men called Judas to them; he received money from them for betraying the lord. 14. The
Jews took hold of Jesus and flogged him and beat him across his cheeks. 15. A purple cloak was put
around the king. 16. They gave him a 'parting drink' for his swift death's sake; they mixed for him gall
with vinegar. 17. The sun hid its (lit.: her) light, the greatly thundering sea roared. 18. Jesus is the man
who arose again in Israel; is it in his name that all peoples put their hope? 19. On a cruel Wednesday I
parted from Ma.el Ruanaid. On Thursday I realized the loss of my father's son. 20. The chief poet of the
king was called to the palace to play the harp. Were thou not called together with him?
1. Claittir a fertai farom. Saittir a lliaic. Scribtair a n-anmann ogaim. Agair a ngubae. 2. Is gilithir snechtae a
doe 7 is dergithir fuil a gruad. 3. Is duibithir aidchi a mala. 4. Is glaisithir muir a suil. 5. In·fil ilsenmann
don tub? In sain seinm fri cath? In sain seinm fri suan ? 6. Is 6engairm gartatar in chailig isin matain. 7. Is
si in mathair con·bert a ngein-se. 8. Delbais fsu 6enen, passir a ainm. Indid·ndigni dia Sabbait? ( or. In dia
Sabbait da·geni?) 9. In·ngab eulchaire inna firu immna mna ada·gladastar 7 do·chorastar ubla doib.
10. Do·meltammar-ni do biad 7 t'etach. Ni tussu doda·melt. 11. In·congab Patraicc farna aidbairt i
nDruimm Daro? In·facab Patraicc a daltu and? 12. It e anmann inna n-inse-so. Fos·n-acab and farum.
13. Con·gart in fer Iudas cuci; adoet argat uaid ar mrath a choimded-som. 14. In·n-airgab int Iudaide fsu 7
indid·sroigel 7 indid-n-essart tara gruaide? 15. In-ngabad ti chorcrae immna riga? 16. Lathrais di dig seto
ar lainni a mocheco; con·mesc domblas di ar tinacet. 17. Ni·dichelt grfan a sollsi, ni·buirestar rfan.
18. It e ind tir as-erachtatar; in inna n-anmannaib fris·accai uile cenel? 19. I Cetain scarsaimmi-ni fri Ma.el
Ruanaid. Dia Dardain gabsaimmi-ni ceill for ingnais maicc ar n-athar. 20. In·congartha primtilid ind rig
cosa rrigthech do senmaimm a crott? Ninn·congrad-ni leo-som.
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Exercise 43.2
Eriu alaind
Eirenn ailde
do Eirinn/Ere alaind
Eirinn n-alaind
a Eriu alaind

int ollam tr6g
ind ollamon tr6ig
dond ollamuin thr6g
in n-ollamuin tr6g
a ollam tr6g
ind ollamuin tr6ig
inna n-ollamon tr6g
donaib ollamnaib tr6gaib
inna ollamna tr6gu/a
a ollamna tr6gu/a

in cu dian
in chon dein
don choin dian
in coin dian
a chu dein
in choin dein
inna con dian
donaib conaib dianaib
inna cona dianu/a
a chona dianu/e

ind retglu gel
inna retglann gile
dond retglainn gil
in rretglainn ngeil
a retglu gel

in menmae maith
in menman maith
don menmain maith
in mmenmain mmaith
a menmae maith

in derucc nue
inna dercon nue
don dercoin nui
in dercoin nnui
a derucc nue

inna retglainn gela
inna rretglann ngel
donaib retglannaib gelaib
inna retglanna gela
a retglanna gela

in menmain maithi
inna mmenman mmaith/e
donaib menmanaib maithib
inna menmana maithi
a menmana maithi

inna dercoin nui
inna ndercon nnue
donaib derconaib nuib
inna dercona nui
a dercona nui

in bru dorchae
inna bronn dorchae
don broinn dorchai
in mbroinn dorchai
a bru dorchae

ind aisndis follus
inna aisndisen foilse
dond aisndis/in folluis
in n-aisndisin folluis
a aisndis follus

inna broinn dorchai
inna mbronn dorchae
donaib bronnaib dorchaib
inna bronna dorchai
a bronna dorchai

inna aisndisin foillsi
inna n-aisndisen follus
donaib aisndisenaib foillsib
inna aisndisena foillsi
a aisndisena foillsi

Exercise 44.8
(·)ta.ch
(·)ta.ch
(·)taich
(·)tachammar
(·)tachaid
(·)tachatar

(·)rerag
(·)rerag
(·)reraig
(·)rergammar
(·)rergaid
(·)rergatar

ro-anacc, •ranacc
ro-anacc, -ranacc
ro-anaicc, -ranaicc
ro-ancammar, -rancammar
ro-ancaid, -rancaid
ro-ancatar, -rancatar
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(·)lel
(·)lel
(·)lil
(·)lelmar
(·)lelaid
(·)leltar
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(·)genar
(·)genar
(·)genair
(·)genammar
(·)genaid
(·)genatar

(·)cer
(·)cer
(·)duir
(·)ceorammar (?)
(·)ceoraid (?)
(·)ceoratar (?)

for·cachan, -forcachan
for·cachan, .forcachan
for·cachain, -forcachain
for-cachnammar, -forcachnammar
for·cachnaid, .forcachnaid
for·cachnatar, .forcachnatar
[the prototonic forms are hypothetic!]

Exercise 45.1
§1 How many ranks of poets are there? Not difficult: seven: the o., the a., the c., the d., the m., the f. They
have three subgrades, namely the t., the d., the o.
§2 What are the poetical gift and the grade and the honor-price of each of them from small to great? Not
difficult: the poetical gift of the ollam first: he has 350 literary compositions, namely, fifty of each rank; he
is expert in every historical knowledge, and he is expert in judgements of Irish traditional law. His honor
price is forty sets.
§6 How is rank conferred upon a poet? Not difficult, a presentation of his literary compositions (= he
presents his ... ) to an ollam-and he must have the seven grades of knowledge-and the king receives him
into his full rank. ..
§9 And a man from a family of poets who undertakes the labor (of becoming a poet) after his father and
grandfather have parted from it (= poetry), what rank is conferred upon him? Not difficult, a rank
according to his own poetical skill, because this is the one spark that kindles a flame.

Exercise 45 .2
Triad 35: The three fairs of Ireland: the fair of Tailtiu, the fair of Cruachu, the fair of Colman Elo.

Test 45.3
nad·eipert (51 as·beir) neg. 3rd sg. t-pret. rel.; fo.Jolgaid: (51 fo.loing) 2nd pl. red. pret.; ro·cualae: (53
ro·cluinethar) 3rd sg. red. pret.; rersait (Hl raid) 3rd pl. s-pret.; na·dignius: (H2 do-gm) neg. 1 st sg. red.
s-pret. rel.; sirt (53 sernaid) 3rd sg. t-pret.; co·n-accae: (H2 ad·ci) 3rd sg. pret.; do·logsam: (W2b do-luigi) 1 st
pl. s-pret.; molaiser. (Wl molaithir) 2nd sg. dep. s-pret.; fo.caird: (51 fo.ceird) 3rd sg. a-pret.; do·gadatar. (52
do·guid) 3rd pl. a-pret.; s6erthai: (Wl s6eraid) 3rd pl. pass. pret.; nf.eracht (51 at·reig) neg. 3rd sg. t-pret.;
do./ichatar. (51 do·fich) 3rd pl. i-pret.; cachnae: (51 canaid) 3rd sg. red. pret. rel.; do·lod: (51 do-tet) 1 st sg. or
2nd sg. pret.; sephainn: (51 seinnid) 3rd sg. red. pret.; at·gen: (53 ad·gnin) 1 st sg. or 2nd sg. long vowel-pret. +
inf. pron. B 3rd sg. neut.; do·genais: (H2 do·gni) 2nd sg. red. s-pret.; genair. (52 gainithir) 3rd sg. dep. long
vowel-pret.; in·n-ibis: (51 ibid) interrog. 2nd sg. s-pret.; fort·ndedgatar. (51 for-ding) 3rd pl. red. pret. + inf.
pron. B 3rd sg. masc.; boie: (Hl at-ta) 3rd sg. pret. rel.; fo.cfuir. (53 fo.cren) 3rd sg. long vowel-pret.;
niphridchus: (Wl pridchid) neg. 1 st sg. s-pret. + inf. pron. A 3rd sg. neut.; rancatar. (51 ro·icc) 3rd pl. pret.;
cich: (H2 ciid) 3rd sg. red. pret.; fuarammar. (52 fo.gaib) 1 st pl. pret.; na·mbi: (53 benaid) 3rd sg. red. pret. +
inf. pron. A 3rd sg. masc.; ro.Jamar. (52 ro·laimethar) 1 st sg. a-pret. or 2nd sg. a-pret.; ni·ded: (53 denaid) neg.
1 st sg. red. pret.; siasar-su: (51 saidid) 2nd sg. dep. long vowel pret. + emph. pron. 2nd sg.; innad.fetar. (53
ro·finnadar) neg. interrog. 1 st sg. pret. or 2nd sg. pret.; ·roacht (51 ro·saig) 1 st sg. t-pret. or 2nd sg. t-pret. or
3rd sg. t-pret.
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Test 45.4
ceimm: (n, n) nom. sg. or acc. sg.; arbaimm: (n, n) prep. sg.; inna anmann: (n, n) nom. pl. or acc. pl.; ollom
naib: (n, m) prep. pl.; toimtin: (n, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg. or nom. pl.; seinmimm: (n, n) prep. sg.; abae: (n, f)
gen. sg.; in chon: (n, m) gen. sg.; goibnea: (n, m) acc. pl.; Ere: (n, f) prep. sg.; bronna: (n. f) acc. sg.; Albain:
(n, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg.; aisndfs: (n, f) nom.. sg.; airmitin: (n, f) prep. sg. or acc. sg. or nom. pl.; talman:
(n, m) gen. sg. or gen. pl.; airecha: (k, m) acc. pl.; nofdin: (n, m) prep. sg. or acc. sg. or nom. pl.; suthainidir.

(i) equative; ansam: (io, ia) superlative; tofsigem: (o, a) superlative; foilsithir. (u) equative; lir. (u) equative;
irreg. superlative of ale.

messam:

Exercise 45.6
1. Thou art a debtor to me, I am not a debtor to thee. 2. The time of my offering came. 3. The axe fell off its
handle into the sea and Eliseus threw his handle after it and the axe came back again onto the head of the
handle, so that it was around it. 4. When David went into exile through a glenn, his enemies pelted him
with stones while he was going (lit.: at his going) and they cursed him (lit.: gave curses upon him) from
the top of the mountain. 5. One day Bran walked alone near (lit.: in the proximity of) his fort. He heard
music behind his back. 6. The branch jumped from the hand of the woman, so that it was in Bran's hand,
and there was no power in Bran's hand to take the branch. 7. It was not long afterwards until they reached
the land of the women. 8. Bran did not dare to go into the land. 9. Bran put his hand on the clew. The clew
stuck to his palm. 10. The clew's thread was in the hand of the woman. She pulled the boat towards the
port. 11. Then they went into a large house. The found beds for each couple there, that means twenty
seven (lit.: thrice nine) beds. 12. They saw something, a flock of swans before them. Cu Chulainn placed
(= shot) a small stone at the birds, so that he slew eight birds of them. 13. The waters, which were in the
depths of the earth, were visible through the cleavings of that same earth. 14. That heaven did not fall
upon their heads, that the fire did not burn them, that the sea did not drown them, that the earth did not
swallow them! 15. A boy fell down a cliff, he did at once; all fled except Jesus, he waited for the host.
16. Three that are best for a ruler: truth, peace, an army. 17. He was the most beautiful warrior who was in
Ireland and Scotland, but he did not live long. 18. This is the greatest love that we have, (for that) which
we obtained through our own labor. 19. These are the three foremost things for a man, namely bread,
wine and oil. 20. Three worst splendors: the splendor of a wave, the splendor of a wanton woman, the
splendor of a dog at the jump.
1. Ammi fechemain duib, nitad fechemain-si dunn. 2. In-tanaicc aimser ar n-aidbairte-ni? 3. Do,certar in
belai dia samthachaib issa mmuir 7 fo-caird Eliseus a samthacha inna ndiaid 7 do-lotar in belai arithissi ar
chenna inna samthach, co-mbatar impu. 4. Dia-lotar in brithemain for longais tri glinne, dos·bidcset a
nnamait di chlochaib oca techt 7 do-bertatar maldachta form dano di mullchaib inna sleibe. 5. Im,lodmar
lae n-and ar n-6enur i comocus diar ndun. In-cualammar a ceol iarnar cul? 6. In-lleblaing in chr6eb di laim
inna mna co-mboi for laim Brain? Innad-mboi nert i llaim Brain do gabail inna croibe? 7. Ba cian far-sin
co-ranaicc tir inna mna. 8. Ro,lamatar techt isa tir. 9. Ni-corastar a llama forsin ceirtli. Ni-lil in cheirtle dia
ndernannaib. 10. Ni-boi in snaithe inna ceirtle i llaim inna mna. In-coisreng-si inna curchu dochum poirt?
11. Luid i tech m6r. Ar-anaicc imdai do-som and. 12. Co-n-accae-si nf, eill ngeisse ara ciunn. Latharsait
cloich mbicc forsna eunu co-mbeotar c6ic eonu deac dib. 13. Niba foidirc int uisce, boie hi fudumnaib
talman, tri indlacha inna talman. 14. Ni,tochair nem inna cenn, nis·lloisc in teine, nis-baid rian, nis-sloic in
talam. 15. Do-certar maic fo aill, bebsait i n-6enuair. In-tachatar uili? Innad,n-an nech ar chiunn sluaig?
16. Tri ata dech do flaithemnaib: fir, sid, sl6ig. 17. Imbtar e loich batar aildem batar i nErinn 7 i nAlbain?
Acht nibtar suthaini. 18. In ed as moam sere lemm-sa ad-chotadus trem saethar saindiles? 19. In ed treide
in-sin as toisigem do doinib? 20. Imbtar e tri luchra batar messam: luchair tonn, luchair mban mbaeth,
luchair con fo leimmimm?
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Exercise 46.6
c6ir, c6raithir, c6ru, c6ram
cosmail, cosmailidir, cosmailiu, cosmailem
deithbir, deithbiridir, deithbiriu, deithbirem
firian, firianaidir, firianu, firianam
leir, leirithir, leiriu, leirem
sen, sinithir, siniu, sinem
sollus, soillsidir, soillsiu, soillsem
uasal, uaislithir, uaisliu, uaislem

Exercise 47.6
bendachthae, -bendachad, bendachthai, -bendachtha; bendachthae
firianaigthe, .ffrianaiged, firianaigthi, .ffrianaigthea; firianaigthe
crithe, -crith, crithi, -crftha; crithe
fo-crith, -fochrith, fo-critha, -fochritha; fochrithe
as-breth, -eipred, as-bretha, -eipertha; eipirthe
ar-nass, -arnas, ar-nassa, -arnassa; airnisse
fo-cet, -fochet, fo-ceta, -focheta; fochetae
fris-ort, -frithort, fris-orta, -frithorta; frithortae

Poem48.1
Four groups of three, three groups of four,
harmonious in every matter;
two groups of six in the church,
between North and South.

Poem48.2
More splendid his shape than any person,
more spiritful his vigorous blaze than any freeman,
wiser than any bosom under the sky,
more righteous than any judge.

Exercise 48.4
1. Cu Chulainn shut one of his two eyes so that it wasn't broader than the eye of a needle. He opened the
other one so that it was as big as the mouth of a meadcup. 2. It is more certain to us what we see through
the eyes than what hear through the ears. 3. This is what the heretics say, that the godliness of the son is
lesser than the godliness of the father. 4. 'True,' said he, 'love by the Lord for those two men is greater than
for me (lit.: than I am).' 5. I have a watch-dog. Three chains(are) on him and three men to every chain. 6. I
had(= spent) a while with kings drinking mead and wine; today I drink whey-water. 7. The tender, good
boys, they have joy in the eternal realm; but Herod, he has eternal sorrow and eternal hell. 8. His is every
herd that he sees, his are the wild animals and the cattle. 9. Bran went on the sea. Three(times) nine men
their number. One man for (= leading) the three (times) nine men from his foster-brothers and coevals.
10. There are twenty-four men(sc. allowed in company) for an ollam abroad, twelve men in legal action,
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ten on festival feasts, eight on travels with a king. 11. His wanderings from this hour on are not known.
12. The music of the woods used to play around me with Cuirithir, with the sound of the blood-red sea.
13. A terrible warrior was brought by the Saxons for the death of Aedan in the battle. 14. This below is
what was heard and seen in his manners and deeds. 15. A crown of thorns was given around his head.
Nails were beaten through his feet, others through his palms. 16. The cries of the birds on their flight were
heard. 17. 'God with thee, Mary,' said Gabriel. 'Thou art blessed from the head to the sole and the fruit of
thy womb.' 18. He was reared by (his) mother and (his) father in the plain of Murthemne. Great stories
of the boygroup in Emain were told to him. 19. Three rebirths of the world: the womb of a woman, the
udder of a cow, the furnace of a smith. 20. Nine (times) twenty birds were seen, a silber chain between
every two birds. Three birds of them were brought down.
1. In·n-iad Cu Chulainn a di suil d6 connabtar letha in-date crui snathat? 2. Ni demniu latt a n-ad·chi-siu
hua suilib ol-daas a rro·chluinter hua chluasaib. 3. Is ed nad·eiper int heretec as moo deacht Maicc in-daas
deacht Athar. 4. Is moo sere in triir-ucut la Tigernae in-dai-siu. 5. At·taat cethair archoin lee-si. Cetheoir
slabrada foraib 7 cethrar cacha slabraide. 6. Ronn·boi denus la rig oc 61 meda 7 fina; indiu ebmai
medguisce 7. In mace m6eth maith, tathai bithsubae i nim. 8. In lee each alam ad·chiam, indat ai alltai 7
chethrai? 9. Lotar ind fir for muir. Noi triir a lin. 10. In,fil deichenbor do ollamnaib? 11. Fessae a n-im
thecht 6nd uair-sin. 12. Ceol caille fob.canad lais-seom. 13. Do·bretha milid uathmair la Saxanu dia bas
isin chath. 14. It e in-so sis ro·chlossa 7 ad·chessa inna mbesaib 7 a ngnimaib. 15. In·taibred corann delgae
timchell a chinn? In·mbitha cloi tria chossa, alaili tria bossa? 16. In·closs gairm ind euin fora luamain?
17. Adib bendachtai 6 chennaib co fonnu 7 toirthea for mbronn. 18. Altai-som lia mmaithrea 7 lia
n-aithrea. Ad.fess doib airscel inna maccraide i nEmain. 19. Broinn ban, uith b6, neiss gobann.
20. In·n-accassa secht n-euin deac? In·tascrad 6enen dib?

Exercise 49 .2
ad·ellainn, ·aidlinn
ad.ellta, ·aidlithea
ad.ellad, ·aidlid
ad.ellmais, ·aidlimis
ad.ellte, ·aidlithe
ad·elltais, ·aidlitis

(no)·cinginn
(no)·cingthea
(no)·cinged
(no)·cingmis
(no)·cingthe
(no)·cingtis

ad·ciinn, ·accainn
ad·cithea, ·accaithea
ad·ciad, -accad
ad·cimis, ·accaimis
ad-cithe, ·accaithe
ad·citis, ·accaitis

(no)·midinn
(no)·mittea
(no)·mided
(no)·midmis
(no)·mitte
(no)·mitis

fo.gaibinn, .fagbainn
fo.gaibthea, .fagbatha
fo·gaibed, .fagbad
fo·gaibmis, .fagbaimis
fo·gaibthe, .fagbathe
fo.gaibtis, .fagbaitis

do-ceilinn, ·dichlinn
do-ceiltea, ·dichlithea
do·ceiled, ·dichlid
do·ceilmis, ·dichlimis
do-ceilte, ·dichlithe
do-ceiltis, ·dichlitis

(no)·renainn
(no)·renta
(no)·renad
(no)·renmais
(no)·rentae
(no)·rentais

Exercise 51.1
Conchobar then saw Cu Chulainn driving the ball against the three fifty boys, and he brought their defeat
upon them(= defeated them). When they used to make(= play) 'driving of the hole,' he used to fill the
hole with his balls and the boys were not able to ward him off. When it was they who used to hurl(at) the
hole, he alone used to ward them off so that not even a single ball could go in. When they used to wrestle
(lit.: make wrestling), he used to overthrow the three fifty boys alone and the number (necessary for) his
overthrowing could not meet around him. When, however, they used to play 'mutual stripping,' he used
to strip them all so that they were stark naked, and they could not even take only a pin out of his cloak.
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Exercise 51.3

1. The bullfeast of the men of Ireland: A bull used to be kill by them, and one man used to eat his fill of it,
and he used to drink its broth and a song of truthfulness used to be sung upon him lying. 2. He gave
(= put) a noose around his own neck, so that he dies, since Abisolon did not make(= carry out) his piece
of advice. 3. Every time you have done a good thing for the poor in my name, it is on me you have done it.
4. Every time you have not done a good thing for the poor in my name, it is on me you haven't done
it. 5. My prayer has clung to me and has not gone from me. 6. Since it is in darkness of mind that I have
said the words which I have said, it is therefore that thou hast heard the voice of my prayer. 7. I used to
investigate, when I was in tribulations, whether God's friendship and his providence had departed, and I
did not understand this, whether it had departed or not. 8. They have read the canon of the Old and New
Testament as we have read it, but they have only perverted it. 9. This is the end which he has given
(= put) to the great sins which his enemies had done against him,(namely) refusal of God's providence to
him, because he had not given revenge to them who has done these things against him. 10. Why hasn't thy
protection been bound on the boys? 11. It was not long after this deed, which Fergus has just related, that
he had done another deed. 12. He had preserved(my) honor and(my) soul(= life) for me, the member of
(my) household who has been taken from me, namely my dog. 13. 'Isn't it they who say,' said Cu
Chulainn, 'that there are not more of the Ulaid who are alive than(those) whom they have slain of them?'
14. [ ... ] it is to seek an encounter (= duel) with a man that this boy who is here has come. 15. 'I reached
thee, Celtchar,' said Cet mac Magach, 'by the door of thy house. Alarm was raised around me. Everybody
came. Thou earnest at last.' 16. 'Thou hast hurled a spear at me. I have cast another spear at thee, so that it
came through thy thigh and through the upper part of thy testicles.' 17. 'I have brought this cow, then,' she
said, 'from Sid Cniachan, so that the Donn Cuailnge has bulled her for me.' 18. The praises which I used to
make in melody and choir, my voice has failed at them. 19. The men, the young warriors, the horses who
used to be around Ma.el Fothertaig, they used to act without reproof outside, they used to prepare a horse
race(= horse-races). 20. A feat of Cu Chulainn's son: He would(= used) put(= give) a stone into his sling
and he would cast(it) a stunning blow on the birds, so that it(= the blow) would take the conscience from
them, and they still alive, so that he would release them from him into the air again.
1. No-marbtais tairb leo 7 no-ittis a saith diib 7 no-ibtis a n-enbruithiu 7 no-cantae 6r firinne form inna
lligiu. 2. Do-bertatar goistiu imma mbraigtea, combtar mairb, huare nad-ndigensat a carait a comairli.
3. Cach tan do-rrignis maith arin bocht inar n-anmannaib-ni, is fornn-ni do-rignis. 4. Cach tan na-nder
genais maith arin bocht inar n-anmannaib-ni, is fornn-ni ni-dergenais. 5. Ni-r6eltar dinn ar n-ernaigdi acht
do-cuatar uainn. 6. hUare is hi foscud menman ro-raidset-som inna briathra as-rubartatar, is airi in-sin
ro-cualaid-si guthu a n-ernaigde-seom. 7. Ni-scrutad-si, in tan no-mbith isnaib fochaidib, dus in-retarscar
cairde nDe. Is airi ni-thuc-si in-sin. 8. Ro-legais can6in amal ronda-legus-sa, acht nis-rosaebais-siu. 9. Is he
forcenn du-ratsat-som forsna col du-rigenai mo namae frimm, huare nad-tartus digail forsin n-i du-rigenai
inna hi-sin frimm-sa. 10. Ro-nass far f6esam-si forsin mace. 11. Ba chian iarsna gnimu, ad-chuadmar
indossa, co-ndergensat-som bet n-aile. 12. Con-aggabsat enech dun-ni, ind fir muintire ructha uainn. 13. Is
e-side as-berad as m6o fil do feraib i mbethaid ol-das ro-mbi-som dib. 14. Ni do chuingid chomraic fri firu
do-dechutar in maicc fil and. 15. Nib-rancammar-ni co doirsea far tige. Ni-reiged immunn. Ni-tanaicc each.
Ni-tancaid-si. 16. Ni-tairlecsid gau fornn-ni. Ni-reikisem-ni gau aili cucuib-si co-ndechdatar trebar sliastai.
17. Do-uccsat inna bu conda-rodartatar tairb inna Laigen leo. 18. In molad, do-ngimis tri bindius 7 chlais,
ara-rochiurtar ar ngothae occo. 19. In fer no-bith im Mail Fothertaig, in-denad cen chose i-mmaig, in-faired
grafaind? 20. Do-beirinn clocha imo chranntabaill 7 dos-leicinn tathbeimm forsin n-en, co-ngaibed inna
airberta de, OS e beo, condid,lleicinn uaimm in n-aer do-ridisi.
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Test 51.4
-torchar. do-cer (3rd sg. pret. Sl do-tuit); ro-carus: carsu (1 st sg. pret. Wl caraid); as-robair. as-beir (Sl 3rd sg.
pres.); -erbart -eipert (3rd sg. pret. Sl as-beir); do-r6nad: do-gniad (3rd sg. imp£. H2 do-gni); -dergensaid:
-digensaid (2nd pl. pret. H2 do-gni); do-r6et do-et (3rd sg. pret. Sl do-eim); as-ib: ibis (3rd sg. pret. Sl ibid);
ro-suidigser. suidigser (1 st sg. pret. W2b suidigidir); con-acab: con-gab (3rd sg. pret. S2 con-gaib); do-raid
led: do-aidled (3rd sg. pass. pret. Wl do-aidlea); ad-raigsetar. ad-aigsetar (3 rd pl. pret. W2 ad-agathar);
ro-Jaus: fo-card (1 st sg. pret. Sl fo-ceird); con-acairt con-gairt (2nd sg. pret. S2 con-gair); for-r6echan:
for-cachan (3rd sg. pret. 51 for-cain); do-cuaid: luid (3rd sg. pret. Sl teit); do-ratais: do-birt (2nd sg. pret. Sl
do-beir); do-rumenar. do-menair (3rd sg. pret. S2 do-moinethar); -tuidchid: -tulaid (3rd sg. pret. Sl do-tet);
do-uccai: do-bert (3rd sg. pret. Sl do-beir); con-ascrasat con-scarsat (3rd pl. pret. Wl con-scara); -tartsam:
-tubartammar (1 st pl. pret. Sl do-beir); tucsat do-bertatar (3rd pl. pret. Sl do-beir); -fargabsat -facabsat (3rd
pl. pret. S2 fo-acaib); do-dechad: do-lod (1 st sg. pret. Sl do-tet) or (2nd sg. pret. Sl do-tet); ad-cuadatar.
ad-fidatar (3rd pl. pret. Sl ad-fet); -robae: -boi (3rd sg. pret. Hl at-ta); ro-nass: naisse (3rd sg. pass. pret. Sl
naiscid); ro-batar. batar (3rd pl. pret. Hl at-ta).

Exercise 53.5
scriba, -scrib
scribae, -scribae
scribaid, -scriba
scribas,scribthair, · scribthar
scribthar,scribmai, -scribam
scribmae,scribthae, -scribaid
scribait, -scribat
scribtae,scribtair, · scribtar
scribtar,

millea, -mill
mille, · mille
millid, -millea
milles,milltir, · millter
millter,millmi, -millem
millme,
millte, -millid
millit, -millet
millte,millitir, · milliter
milliter, -

ressu, · ress
reissi, · reiss
reiss, -re
ress,ressair, · ressar
ressar,
resmai, · ressam
resmae,reste, · reissid
ressait, -ressat
restae,-, · ressatar

-, -leu
lie, -lie
liaid, -lia

do-corar, -tochrar
do-coirther, -tochraither
do-corathar, -tochrathar
do-coirther, -tochairther
do-coirmer, -tochrammar
do-coraid, -tochraid
do-coratar, -tochratar
do-coirter, -tochairter

ar-messur, -airmissur
ar-meisser, -airmisser
ar-mestar, -airmestar
ar-messar, -airmissar
ar-messammar, -airmessammar
ar-meissid, -airmissid
ar-messatar, -airmessatar
ar-messatar, -airmessatar

lethir, -Iether
-, -liam

-, -liat
lete,
letir,-
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Exercise 53.7
do-melainn, -toimlinn
do-melta, -toimletha
do-melad, -toimlid
do-meltae, -toimlethae
do-melmais, -toimlemis
do-meltae, -toimlethae
do-meltis, -toimletis
do-meltis, -toimletis

fo-ressin, -foirsinn
fo-resta, -foirsetha
fo-ressed, -foirsed
fo-resstae, -foirsethe
fo-resmais, -foirsemis
fo-reste, -foirsethe
fo-restais, -foirsetais
fo-restais, -foirsetais

ro-isainn, -risainn
ro-ista, -rista
ro-ised, -rised

do-corainn, -tochrainn
do-cortha, -tochratha
do-corad, -tochrad
do-corthae, -tochrathae
do-cormais, -tochramais
do-corthae, -tochrathae
do-corainn, -tochrainn
do-cortais, -tochratais

ro-ismais, · rismais
ro-iste, · riste
ro-istais, · ristais

ad-ceinn, -accainn
ad-cetha, -accatha
ad-ced, -accad
ad-cethe, -accathe
ad-cemis, -accaimis
ad-cethe, -accathe
ad-cetis, -accaitis
ad-cetis, -accaitis

Poem54.1
'Wilt thou lend me thy cart?'
'Yes, if thou break not my cart!
May my cart come back soon!'
'If thy cart break not, yes!'

Exercise 54.3
1. Though it be happiness which I should attain and which I should make, it is thou who causes it to me,
God. 2. It is no grievance for me, provided it be Christ whom everybody preaches and thinks of.
3. Though it be that somebody should see the glorious things of this world, that it may not put him into
amazement and wonder out of love of them and desire for them. 4. Though these two things should be in
my speech, namely falsehood and truth, so that it may be different what I should say from my lips and
what I should think in my heart. 5. It is therefore I used to do this, so that I might be similar to the
innocent. 6. It were a fruit of labor for us if we consumed every food and if we did what our companions
do. 7. It were no wonder that a god should be made from a stone by unbelieving pagans. 8. It is first(Olr.
comparative) we see the throwing of the axe before we should hear its sound. 9. Even though He should
go into a higher place, He is not higher from it. This is not this way with us, because we are higher by
going into high places. 10. Every saint that was, that is, that will be until Judgement Day, may they be
helping me! 11. May thou deliver me, Jesus with thy saints when they should come, as thou delivered
Isaac from the hands of his father. 12. 'Though we be in exile before him, there is no warrior in Ireland
who would be more wonderful,' said Fergus. 13. It was strange for Conn that Connlae would not give a
reply to anyone provided that(= when) the woman would come. 14. He took him with him to his school
in order that he might take up reading with him like every person. 15. I haven't found anything why(lit.:
on account of which) thou should be feared by anybody. 16. This is the ogam inscription that had been
written on the side of the tree, that no-one should go past it until a warrior of a single chariot should have
jumped across it. 17. Another one/someone of the students asked the afore-mentioned for what this day
would be good. 18. I desire a man with a single wife to whom should have been born but a single child.
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19. There was no part of the parts of the world, into which they would not have been carried into captivity
and out of which God would not have brought them. 20. There are three cleanings for every road, three
times at which they are cleaned, three reasons for which they are cleaned.
1. Cid failte ad-cotam-ni 7 do-ngnem, it e-som immid-tolngat dunn. 2. Ni imned linn, acht rop Dia prid
chite 7 imme-radat uili doini. 3. Cia beith ara-n-accaither ret n-inducbaide in betha-so, arnachat-chorathar i
mmoth dia seirc 7 dia accobur. 4. Combad sain a n-as-bertais 6a mbelaib 7 a n-i imme-raidtis 6a cridib.
5. Is d6 do-gniad-si a n-i-sin, combad cosmail-si fri encu. 6. Ba torad saithir dam ce do-melainn cech tuarai
7 ce do-gneinn a ndo-gni mo cheile. 7. Ba machthad nad-nderntais [too bad-an irregular form!] dei dinaib
leccaib. 8. Innad toisigiu ad-ciat teilciud inna mbelae resiu ro-cloatar a nguth-side? 9. Cia theisi i loc bes
ardu, nita ardu-su de. 10. Uili noib batar, fil, innad-robat oconn cobair? 11. Ronn-s6eraid, a n6ebu tan
no-teisid, amal ro-s6ersaid inna maccu de lamaib a n-aithre. 12. Cia beo-sa for longais remaib, ni.fil i nEire
6clacha bete amru ol-dathae-si. 13. Nibu ingnad la Conn do-mberad taithesca acht ni-tistais inna mna.
14. Nob-bertammar linn dochum ar scuile ara-ngabthae leigend amal uili doini. 15. In-fitid ni arndom-aig
the do neoch? 16. It e ind ogaim ro-scribtha i t6ebaib inna n-omnae arna-dechsatais seccu co-rribuilsitis
eirrid carpat tairsiu. 17. iarmi-foachtatar araili di telmaccaib d6 cid diambat maithi inna lae-sa. 18. Is toisc
lee fir ilseitche dia-rructais iltuistin. 19. Ro-batar ranna in domuin indom-ructhae i ndoiri 7 asnacham-tuc
cad Dia. 20. In-fil 6englanad do r6ut, 6enaimsir i-nglantar, 6entucait ara-nglantar?

Exercise 54.4
cam: 1st sg. abs. a-subj. (Wl caraid); -mille: 2nd sg. conj. a-subj. (W2a millid); ·goram: 1st pl. conj. a-subj.
(W2b guirid); rethir. 3rd sg. pass. abs. a-subj. (S3 renaid); do-gnetis: 3rd pl. active or 3rd pl. pass. deuterot.
past a-subj. (H2 do-gni); con-melae: 2nd sg. deuterot. a-subj. (S1 con-meil); -messatar. 3rd pl. deponent conj.
s-subj. (S2 midithir); slaiss: 3rd sg. abs. s-subj. (S2 slaidid); do-tfas: 1st sg. deuterot. s-subj. (S1 do-tet); .foJus:
1st sg. protot. s-subj. (S1 fo-loing); -seiss: 2nd sg. conj. s-subj. (S1 saidid); for-chana: 3rd sg. protot. len.-rel.
a-subj. (S1 for-cain); ro-cloitis: 3rd pl. deuterot. past a-subj. (S3 ro-cluinethar); ad-fe: 3rd sg. deuterot. s-subj.
(S1 ad-fet); imm-soa: 3rd sg. deuterot. a-subj. (H3 imm-soi); -tuidchissem: 1st pl. protot. augm. s-subj. (S1
do-tet); -lie: 2nd sg. conj. a-subj. (S3 lenaid); -coratar. 3rd pl. dependent a-subj. (S1 fo-ceird); -maissed: 3 rd sg.
past s-subj. (S2 maidid); bad: 3rd sg. abs. past subj. (copula); -tismais: 1st pl. protot. past s-subj. (S1 do-ice);
do-r6nmais: 1st pl. deuterot. augm. past a-subj. (H2 do-gni); do-dig 3rd sg. deuterot. augm. s-subj. (S1
do-tet); ar-menar. 1st sg. deponent deuterot. a-subj. (S2 ar-moinethar); fris-n-orratar. 3rd pl. deuterot. nas.
rel. s-subj. (S1 fris-oirg); nad-ri: 3rd sg. protot. neg. rel. s-subj. (S1 ro-icc); as-roibre: 2nd sg. deuterot. augm.
a-subj. (S1 as-beir); -accastar. 3rd sg. protot. a/s-subj. (H2 ad-ci); -criat 3rd pl. conj. a-subj. (S3 crenat);
-dematar. 3rd pl. pass. protot. augm. a-subj. (H2 do-gni); do-rotsad: 3rd sg. deuterot. augm. past s-subj. (S1
do-tuit); fo-16is: 2nd sg. deuterot. s-subj. (S1 fo-loing); ad-cetha: 2nd sg. deuterot. past a-subj. (H2 ad-ci);
do-roilcea: 3rd sg. deuterot. augm. a-subj. (W2a do-leici); ro-sasam: 1st pl. deuterot. s-subj. (S1 ro-saig); -re:
3rd sg. conj. s-subj. (S1 reithid) or (S1 rigid); -fair. 3rd sg. protot. s-subj. (S1 fo-reith)
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Exercise 55. 7
rainnfea, ·rannub
rainnfe, ·rainnfe
rainnfid, ·rainnfea
rainnfes, rainnfidir, -rainnfider
rainnfedar, rainnfimmi, ·rainnfem
rainnfimme, rainnfithe, -rainnfid
rainnfit, -rainnfet
rainnfite, rainnfitir, ·rainnfetar
rainnfetar, -

gera, ·ger
gerae, ·gerae
geraid, ·gera
geras, gerthair, -gerthar
gerthar, germai, ·geram
germae, gerthae, ·geraid
gerait, -gerat
gertae, gertair' . gertar
gertar, -

gradaigfer, -gradaigfer
gradaigfider, -gradaigfider
gradaigfidir, -gradaigfedar
gradaigfedar,
gradaigfidir, .gradaigfedar
gradaigfedar, gradaigfimmir, -gradaigfemmar
gradaigfemmar, gradaigfide, •gradaigfid
gradaigfitir, -gradaigfetar
gradaigfetar,
gradaigfitir, -gradaigfetar
gradaigfetar, -

do-sifius
do-sifis
do-sib
do.sifestar
do-sibsem
do.sibsid
do-sibset
do-sibsetar

Exercise 56.2
do-genainn, -digenainn
do-genta, -digenta
do-genad, -digned
do-gentae, -digente
do-genmais, -digenmais
do-gentae, -digentae
do·gentais, -digentais
do-gentais, -digentais

do-scerainn, -tascerainn
do-scertha, •tascertha
do-scerad, •tascerad
do-scerthae, -tascerthae
do-scermais, -tascermais
do-scerthae, -tascerthae
do-scertais, -tascertais
d O · scertais, · tascertais

fo·lilsainn, ·f6elsainn
fo.lilsatha, -f6elsatha
fo-lilsad, -f6elsad
fo-lilsaithae, -£6elsaithe
fo-lilsaimis, -£6elsaimis
fo-lilsaithe, -£6elsaithe
fo-lilsaitis, -f6elsaitis
fo.lilsaitis, -f6elsaitis

do·iccf(a)inn, -ticcf(a)inn
do-iccf(a)ithea, -ticcf(a)ithea
do-iccfa/ed, -ticcfa/ed
do-iccf(a)imis, -ticcf(a)imis
do-iccf(a)ithe, -ticcf(a)ithe
do-iccf(a)itis, -ticcf(a)itis
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selsa, -selus
selsai, -selais
selais, -sela
selas, selaistir, -selastar
selastar, selsammai, -selsam
selsammae
selaste, -selsaid
selsait, -selsat
selsatae, selsatair, -selsatar
selsatar, -
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Exercise 57.1
Ninne mac Magach of the Feini went North into the territory of the Ulaid, altogether three riders, to visit
friends there, and they unyoked their horses on a land which had belonged to the family of theirs before;
(but) it was not to demand a piece (of the land) on it. And he whose the land was said to them: 'Take your
horses out of the land!' The two who were with Ninne said then: 'The payment (due) to us is no greater
even though we unyoke our horses here; it was not to demand a piece(of the land) here.' 'This is not very
easy, it has been yours before. They(= the horses) will not be(= stay) here for that reason!' They had not
known up till then that the land had been theirs before. They didn't take off their horses. Then the man
whose the land was drives off their horses by force. After that they appealed on its account to Conchobar
mac Nessa and he put a penalty for improper observation of the law of entry on the one who drove their
horses from the land and a payment equal to that which he drove off, and he exacted(their) possessions
for them in the same amount (they would have obtained) from legal entry.

Exercise 57.3
1. It is well-known, if you should not believe in the resurrection of Christ and of the dead, your faith will
not sanctify you thus and will not separate you from your sins. 2. It will be a multitude that will dwell in
thee and everyone who dwell in it(Olr.: it) will be happy. 3. We will compare ourselves with ourselves.
4. That which will follow the unbelieving, will be unbelieving. 5. That what I used to say so far, I will say
it still. 6. And moreover this is the sign which God will give to anyone who will entrust himself to Him,
and who will work through Him. 7. So that he should have said: 'I will do this holy thing and I will not do
this prohibited thing, although I should wish it,' (but) he doesn't say it. 8. My confession will not be in
vain to me, because whatever I will ask, God will give it. 9. You will pray (to) God for us that we may
endure our tribulations. 10. If the head is not defeated, the members will not be defeated. (Olr.: If it
breaks not upon the head, it will not break upon the members.) 11. A rebuilding of the temple will be
undertaken by him, and he will preach the commands of the law of the Old Testament, and the Jews will
receive him as lord (Oir.: abbot), and he will overthrow the law of the New Testament. 12. 'If only I had
known it was(Olr.: would have been) thou, it wouldn't have been thus we (would have) parted,' said Cu
Chulainn. 13. The mountain will be as high as a valley,[ ... ] the world will be like a board, so that an apple
might run(across) it. 14. It is by thy son that a multitude will be struck down into the great fire, before the
great king passes judgement on the deeds of every single person. 15. 'He has said,' said Cu Chulainn, 'that
he would not go until he had taken my head or until he had left his head with me.' 16. He will shed the
blood of every person who is in the enclosure, unless he be taken care of and stark naked women go
against him. 17. 'Thou wilt not go,' said his mother, 'unless thou have accompaniment from the great
warriors of the Ulaid.' 18. A puppy will be raised by me for thee and I will a dog to guard for thee
meanwhile, until this dog has grown and is capable of action. And I will protect all Mag Murthemne.
19. Give food, give a drink to Ma.el Fothertaig's dog, the dog of a man who would have given food to
everyone, though he had to buy it at a price. 20. Enemies will destroy Niall's plain, sentries will be fought
around churches, every one will go out of his proper state, ruler will perish before usurpers, knowledge
will be turned into perverted judgements.
1. Mani-creit esseirge inna mmarb, nim,noibfea m'ires 7 nim-scairfea £rim phecthu. 2. Imba sochaide
ad-trefea and-som? Imbat failti uili doini adid,trefet? 3. Indid-samlafadar fris fein? 4. Ind hi lilite dinaib
ainchreitmechaib bit ainchreitmig. 5. A n-i as-beirmis co-sse, is ed as-beram beus. 6. Is airde s6n do-mberat
dei donaib hi nos-n-eirbfet intiu 7 genaite treu. 7. Do,genam a nn6eb-sa 7 ni-digenam a n-airgairthe-se, cid
accobar linn. 8. Imba madae duit t'foisitiu? Na nni no-gigis, na-ebra Dia? 9. Gigsea-sa Dia leis ara-ful a
fochaidi. 10. Ma,roma fora chenn, memais fora baullu. 11. Ni-digentar aidchumtach tempuil leo, 7
ni-pridchibet smachtu rechto fetarlaicce, 7 nis-(n)gebat Iudaidi i n-aptha, 7 nf.coiscerat recht nufiadnaissi.
12. Acht ro-feissed roptis (or: beitis) e nibad samlaid no-scarfaitis. 13. Bit inna sleine comarda fri fa.nu.
Imbe cosmail do chlar in domun conid-restais ubla? 14. Is lia maccu bethir sochaide isin teinid resiu
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ro-messatar ruirig for gnfmu inna n-uile ndofne. 15. As-rubartatar nf-regtais co-rrucctais ar cenna-ni n6
co-farcbatais-seom a cenna linn-ni. 1 6. Ar-dailfet fuil inna n-uile ndofne fil isind lius, mani-foichliter 7
mani-dig ben airnocht friu. 17. Nf-regam condonn-roib coimthecht di anruth. 18. Eblaid culen dunn 7 bid
cu-som do imdegail dunn. 7 im-df Eirinn n-uili. 19. Tabair biad, tabair dig do chonaib fer do-bertais biad
do neoch cid ar luaig na-chretais. 20. Nf.cummelat namait Eirinn, nf.fessatar im chella cathaisi, nf,rega
nech asa richt, ni-dibbet (?) flathai ren-anflathaib, nf,soffither ecnae i s6ebbretha.

Test 57.4
glanfaid: 3rd sg. £-fut. abs. (Wl glanaid); -glainfed: 3rd sg. cond. £-fut. (Wl glanaid); ·ebrainn: 1 st sg. cond.
irreg. a-fut. (S3 ernaid); rires: 3rd sg. rel. abs. red. i-fut. (S3 renaid); -digentais: 3rd pl. or 3rd pl. pass. cond.
protot. e-fut. (H2 do-gnf); fo-geram: 1 st pl. deuterot. e-fut. (S1 fo,geir); -moilfithe: 3rd sg. pass. cond. £-fut.
(Wl molaithir); do-lugub. 1 st sg. deuterot. £-fut. (W2b do-luigi); cechnaite: 3rd pl. abs. rel. red. a-fut. (S1
canaid); do-gigius: 1 st sg. deuterot. red. s-fut. (S2 do-guid); seiss: 3rd sg. abs. unred. s-fut. (S1 saidid);
fo-didma: 1 st sg. deuterot. red. a-fut. (S2 fo-daim); ro-chechlar. 1 st sg. deponent independent red. a-fut. (S3
ro·cluinethar); at,re: 3rd sg. deuterot. unred. s-fut. (S1 at,raig); regthae: 2nd pl. abs. suppl. a-fut. (S1 teit);
-regtha: 2nd sg. cond. suppl. a-fut. (S1 teit); germae: 1 st pl. abs. rel. e-fut. (S2 gairid); do-ff: 3rd sg. deuterot.
red. s-fut. (S1 do,fich); -me msad: 3rd sg. cond. red. s-fut. (S2 maidid); lilid: 3rd sg. abs. red. i-fut. (S3 lenaid);
-issainn: 1 st sg. cond. red. s-fut. (S1 ithid); lesstae: 3rd pl. abs. rel. unred. s-fut. (S1 laigid); bieid: 3rd sg. abs.
irreg. fut. (substantive verb); fris-iurr. 1 st sg. deuterot. red. s-fut. (S1 fris-oirg); ·saidfimmis: 1 st pl. cond.
£-fut. (W2a saidid); ro,iccfe: 2nd sg. deuterot. £-fut. (S1 ro-icc); -tibertha: 2nd sg. cond. protot. e-fut. (S1
do,beir); fo-gebmais: 1 st pl. cond. deuterot. e-fut. (S2 fo-gaib); fo-lilais: 2nd sg. deuterot. red. s-fut.
(S1 fo-loing); gigner. 1 st sg. deponent abs. red. a-fut. (S2 gainithir); for,fether. 3rd sg. pass. red. i-fut. (S3
for.fen); -tergad: 3rd sg. cond. protot. suppl. a-fut. (S1 do-tet); ad-cichset 3rd pl. deuterot. red. ifs-fut. (H2
ad-cf); selsammai: 1 st pl. abs. red. s-fut. (S2 slaidid); ro,sia: 3rd sg. deuterot. red. s-fut. (S1 ro-saig); -fessed:

3 rd sg. cond. of red. s-fut. (S3 ro-finnadar/ro-fitir) or of red. s-fut. (S1 fichid) or of unred. s-fut. (S1 feidid)

Test 57.5
m6rsus: 3rd sg. f. or 3rd pl. suff. pron., 3rd sg. s-pret. (< m6rais, Wl m6raid); comallaidi: 3rd sg. m. or. n. suff.
pron., 3rd sg. pres. ind. (< Wl comalnaithir); tathut 2nd sg. suff. pron., 3rd sg. pres. ind. 'thou hast' (< Hl
(ad-)ta, substantive verb); bethum: 1 st sg. suff. pron., 3rd sg. pres. e-subj. 'may I have' (< H2 beith;
substantive verb); gegni: 3rd sg. m. or n. suff. pron., 3rd sg. red. pret. (< geguin, S1 gonaid); beirthi: 3rd sg.
m. or n. suff. pron., 3rd sg. pres. ind. (< S1 beirid); filus: 3rd sg. f. or 3rd pl. suff. pron., fil 'she is, they are'
(substantive verb); boithunn: 1 st pl. suff. pron., 3rd sg. pret. 'we had'(< bof, substantive verb)

Exercise 58.3
1: class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 71 82 71 (i of in in line 1 elided); rhyme: raith : caich; aiccill: dana :
ratha; uasail : cluasaib; internal rhyme: none; consonance: none; alliteration: duib : dagaisti : dana, ratha :
raith, fsil: uasail, cluasaib: caich
2. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 71 82 71 ; rhyme: dein : chein; aiccill: riagla : cliara; internal rhyme :
none; consonance: none; alliteration: fata: £err: £egad, drumchla: dana: dein, robuicc: riagla, cliara: chein
3. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 41 82 41 (suairc is disyllabic); rhyme: sorcha : -molfa, dath : rath;
aiccill: -molfa : romtha; internal rhyme: none; consonance: none; alliteration: gairit : gres, saer : sorcha,
romtha: rath; fidrad freccomail: rath: rannaigecht
4. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 71 71 71 71 ; rhyme: uar : nduan; aiccill: aeb : ca.em; internal rhyme:
menmach : engach, fegaid : denaim; consonance: m6r : uar : aeb : nduan; alliteration: menmach : m6r,
engach: uar, denaim: nduan
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5. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 72 72 72 72; rhyme: mebail : dremain; aiccill: saigid : ndairib; internal
rhyme: rannaigecht : mangairecht, -glama : dana; consonance: builid : mebail : saigid : dremain;
alliteration: bee : builid, mangairecht : mebail, sund : saigid, ndairib : dana : dremain; fidrad freccomail:
dremain: dechnad
6. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 62 82 62 (a in line 1 elided, a in as in line 4 elided); rhyme: greine :
nEire; aiccill: none; internal rhyme: millsi : insi, gaiste : aiste, seng : £err; consonance: laide : greine : side :
nEire; alliteration: mor: millsi, gil: greine, seng: side, aiste: £err: nEire
7. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 42 82 42; rhyme: selba : ergna; aiccill: none; internal rhyme: craeb :
saeb, laiste : aiste; consonance: chumra : selba : labra : ergna; alliteration: lethdechnad : lugbairt, craeb :
chumra, saeb: selba, laiste: labra, aiste: ergna; fidrad freccomail: ergna: aiste
8. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 71 72 71 72; rhyme: rrind : bind, indlim : imrind; rind-ardrind-rhyme:
rrind : indlim, bind : imrind; aiccill: none; internal rhyme: rathmar : athlam, bagaim : alaind; consonance:
none; alliteration: rathmar: rrind, eicse: athlam: indlim, bagaim: bairdne: bind, alaind: imrind
9. class: deibide; syllabic count 71 72 71 72 (i of ind in line 3 elided); rind-ardrind-rhyme: scel : ·aithgen,
brass : senchas; aiccill: none; internal rhyme: none; consonance: none; alliteration: scailte : scel, hi-side :
·aithgen, hi-seo: aiste, blaith: brass
10. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 73 82 73; rhyme: imniabthaig: milbriathraig; aiccill: rigim: midsing;
internal rhyme: reil : dein; consonance: none; alliteration: aiste : uallach : aile : ocum, hord : aicnid :
imniabthaig, maith: maisse, raind: reil: rigim, midsing: milbriathraig
11. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 73 73 71 73 ; rhyme: fungaire : cumraide; aiccill: go : cno; internal
rhyme: duas: chnuas; consonance: none; alliteration: snam: sebaicc: sluindebthair, firu: fungaire, chnuas :
cno: cumraide; fidrad freccomail: cumraide: cassbairdne
12. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 73 73 73 73 ; rhyme: -binnige: indile; aiccill: none; internal rhyme: chas:
brass, choir : n-oir; consonance: chumaide : ·binnige : cammfige : indile; alliteration: cassbairdne : chas :
chumaide, brass: -binnige, choir: cammfige, n-oir: indile; fidrad freccomail: indile: anamain
13. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 52 52 52 52; rhyme: slonnad: ollam; aiccill: duine: uile; internal rhyme:
none; consonance: none; alliteration: anamain : irdairc, ·denand : duine, uile : ollam; fidrad freccomail:
ollam: iat-sain
14. class: rannaigecht; syllabic count 82 71 82 71 (i of in in line 1 elided, a in ar in line 3 elided); rhyme: loing
: ·sloind; aiccill: mberla : segda; internal rhyme: buide : duine; consonance: none; alliteration: iat-sain :
ardaiste, llaide: loing, beram: buide: mberla, segda : -sloind; dunad: -sloind: sluindfet
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This wordlist contains those words that are used in the exercises, poems and tests of this book.
Words mentioned in the explanatory chapters are only included if they also appear in exercises
and tests. After each word follows important grammatical information in parentheses. In the
case of nouns, stem-class and gender are given. Where these are wanting, the relevant category
is unknown or unclear. Where the inflection is somehow irregular, the genitive singular is cited.
In the case of verbs, the class is given in parentheses. In the case of compound verbs, both
deutero- and prototonic forms and the constituent elements are cited. Sometimes non-present
stem forms are cited when these are irregular or difficult. Usually nominal and verbal forms that
are not actually attested but can be set up with confidence have not been specifically marked.
This list has been specifically compiled for this book. It is not intended for outside use. The
Dictionary of the Irish Language (DIL) has to be consulted for all other purposes.
A
1. a H(+ prep.) - out of, from
2. aH - her, 3.sg. f. poss. pron.
3. aL - his, 3.sg. m. poss. pron.
4. aN - their, 3.pl. poss. pron.
5. aN - neutr. article
6. aN - that which(+ len. rel.)
7. aN - while, during(+ nas. rel.)
1. aL, aL - vocative particle
2. a(s, n?) - cart, wagon
ab, aub(n, f, g.sg. abann) - river
aball(a, f) - apple-tree
accobor(o, n) - wish, desire(v.n. of ad-cobra)
acht - but; acht(+ subj.) - provided that
acrae(io, n) - suing, legal action, process(v.n. of
ad-gair)
ad-agathar, -agathar(W2a; ad-ag-) - to fear(trans.);
ad-aigestar pret.
adaig(i, f, g.sg. aidche) - night
ad-aig, -adaig(Slb; ad-ag-) - to drive, set in motion;
ad-acht pret.
ad-annai, -adnai(W2; ad-and-) - to kindle, light
adbar(o, n, g.sg. adbuir) - reason, cause, material
ad-ci, -accai(H2; ad-ci-) - to see; co n-accae pret.;
ad-condairc augm. pret.
ad-cobra,accobra(Wl; ad-cobar-) - to wish, desire;
ad-rochabair augm. pret.
ad-cota, -eta(Hl; ad-cum-ta-+ in-ta-) - to get, attain;
to be able
ad-ella, -aidlea(Wl; ad-ell-) - to visit
ad-fet(Sla; ad-fed-; no prot. forms) - to tell, relate
ad-gair, -acair(S2; ad-gar-) - to sue
ad-gladathar, -acalldathar(W2; ad-glad-) - to talk to
ad-gnin, -aithgnin (S3; ate-gni-) - to recognize;
ad-geuin pret.
ad-midethar, -aimdethar(S2; ad-med-) - to try, attempt

ad-muinethar(S2; ad-man-; no prototonic forms) - to
remember
ad-rig, -araig(?)(Sla; ad-rig-) - to bind
ad-rimi, -airmi(W2a; ad-rim-) - to count
ad-suidi, -astai(W2b; ad-sod-) - to hinder, stop, prevent
ad-treba, -aitreba(Wl; ad-treb-) - to dwell(in)
ae, ai - his, hers, theirs, 3rd person independent possessive pronoun
Aed(u, m) - male name
a.er(o, m) - air
1. a.es(o, n) - age
2. a.es(u, m) - folk, people
agad(sg.: a-stem, pl.: i-stem, f) - face, surface
ai - see ae
aicher(o, a) - sharp, bitter
aicned(o, n) - nature
aidbart(a, f) - offering(v.n. of ad-opair)
aidchumtach(o, n) - rebuilding, reconstruction
aig(i, f, g.sg. ego) - ice
aigid(Slb) - to drive, impel; -acht pret.
ailde, aille(ia, f) - beauty
aile(io, ia; neut. aill) - other, another
ailid(Slb) - to rear, eblaid fut.
Ailill(i, m) - king of the Connachta
ailli - see alaind
aimser(a, f) - time
a.in(i, f g.sg. ano/-a, also an a, f) - the driving(v.n. of
aigid)
ainchreitmech (o, a) - unbelieving
aingel(o, m) - angel
aingid(Slb) - to protect
ainm(n, n) - name
ainmne(nt, f?) - patience
airassae(io, ia) - very easy
airber(a, f) - a handful, bundle
airbert(a, f) - pl.: conscience, intelligence
airde(io, n) - sign, token
1. aire(k, m) - nobleman
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2. aire (io, m) - burden, load
3. aire (ia, f) - guarding
airgairthe (io, n) - prohibited thing
airgart (a, f) - prohibition
airid (S2) - to plough
airlithir (W2a) - to advise
airmitiu (n, f) - consideration, reverence
airnocht (o, a) - stark naked
airrecht (?, ?) - attack
airscel (o, n) - great story
aisndis (n, f) - the telling, narration (v.n. of as-indet)
aiss (i, ?) - back
aithech (o, m) - vassal, servant
aithgin (n, n) - rebirth
aithis (short I, f) - insult, reproach, disgrace
aitte (io, m) - foster-father
alaile - araile
alaind, pl. ailli (i) - beautiful
alam (o, n) - herd, flock
Albu (n, f) - Scotland, Britain
all, aill (?) - cliff
allaid (i) - wild
alltar (o, n) - the Hereafter
alt6ir (short I, f) - altar
amalL (+ acc.) - like, as
ammait (short I, f) - witch, imbecile woman
1. amrae (io, ia) - wonderful, marvellous
2. amrae (io, n) - marvel, wonder
anaccul (o, n) - protection (v.n. of aingid)
anad (u, m, g.sg. anto/-a) - the staying, waiting (v.n.
of anaid)
anaid (Wl) - to stay, wait
and - there, then (3rd sg. neut. of i)
anflaith (i, f) - improper ruler, usurper
anim (n, f) - soul
1. anruth (o, m) - great warrior
2. anruth (o, m) - a poetic grade, lit.: beautiful stream?
ansae (io) - difficult
amias - from above
ap (t, m) - abbot, lord
apdaine (ia, f) - abbacy
apstal (o, m) - apostle
1. arL (+ prep.face.) - in front of, for, on account of
2. arN - our, 1st pl. poss. pron.
3. ar, air - because
araH (+ dep. subj.) - that, so that, in order that
ara-chrin, -airchrin (S3; are-cri-) - to perish, fail
arae (t, m) - charioteer
ar agaid (nominal preposition) - in front of
araile, alaile (io, ia) - the other; pl.: some
ar ais (adv.) - back
aran (o, m) - bread
ar apu (adv.) - nevertheless
arbor (n, n. g.sg. arbae, d.sg. arbaimm) - grain, corn
ar chiunn - before, in front; awaiting
archu (n, m) - war-hound, watch-dog
ar-clich, -airchlich (Sla; are-clich-) - to ward off
ard (o, a) - high
ardae (io, n) - height
ar-daili, -airdaili (W2a; are-dal-) - to pour forth, shed

adofm, -eroim (Sl; are-fo-em-) - to accept, receive
ar-gaib, -airgaib (S2; are-gab-) - to seize, capture
argat (o, n) - silver, money
ar-icc, -airicc (Sl; are-ice-) - to find
arithissi - back again
ar-midethar, -airmidethar (S2; are-med-) - to aim at
arna (+ dep. subj.) - in order that not
ar-naisc, -arnaisc (Sl; are-nad-) - to bind, guarantee
ams (o, n) - abode, dwelling
a.said (Wl) - to grow
as-beir, -eipir (Sla; ess-ber-) - to say; as-bert pret.;
as-rubart augm. pret.
as-eraig, -esseirig (Sl; ess-ess-reg-) - to rise again
aslach (o, n) - temptation
as-oilgi, -oslaici (W2a; uss-od-lec-) - to open
as-oirg, -essairg (Sl; ess-org-) - to cut down, beat
as-ren, -eiren (S3; ess-rI-) - to sell, pay; as-rir pret.
at-baill, -epil (Slc; ess-bel-) - to die; at-rubalt pret.
a.th (u, m) - ford
athair (r, m) - father
athgoite (io, ia) - severely wounded
athlaech (o, m) - ex-layman
athramlae (io, ia) - father-like
at-reig, -eirig (Sl; ess-reg-) - to rise, get up
at-ta (Hl; ad-ta-) - to be (substantive verb)
aue (io, m) - grandson
augaire (io, m) - shepherd
aurlabrae (ia, f) - speech, gift of speech

B
baeth (o, a) - stupid, foolish
ba1d (Hl) - to die
baidid (W2) - to drown, submerge
bainne (io, n) - drop
bairgen (a, f) - loaf, bread
baithis (short I, f, gen. sg. baitse) - crown of the head
bale (o, a) - stout, strong, vigorous
ball (o, m) - member
ban (o, a) - white
bas (o, n) - natural death
bee, becc (o, a) - small, little, short
bech (o, m) - bee
bedg (o, m) - leap
beimm (n, n) - the striking; blow, beat (v.n. of benaid)
beirid (Sla) - to carry; birt pret.; ro-uc augm. pret.
bel (o, m, g.sg. beoil) - lip; pl.: mouth
Beltaine (io, n/m) - festival on the 1st May
ben (a, f, g.sg. mna) - woman
benaid (S3) - to strike, beat; benaid fo + akk. - to attack
bendachaid (Wl) - to bless
bendacht (a, f) - blessing (v.n. of bendachaid)
berm (a, f) - summit
beo (o, a, g. sg. masc. bii) - alive
beoigidir (W2 dep.) - to vivify, give life to
beos, beus (adv.) - still
berbad (u, m) - the cooking, boiling (v.n. of berbaid)
berg (a, f) - brigand
berraid (Wl) - to shave the head, shear
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bes (u, m) - manner, custom
bet (u, m) - deed
bethu (t, m) - life; i mbethaid- alive
biad (o, n, g.sg. bi'id) - food
biail, gen. bela (i, m) - axe
bind (i) - harmonious, sweet-sounding
bindius (u, m) - harmony
bir (u, n) - spit, spear
1. bith (u, m) - world
2. bith- - eternal, everlasting (in compounds)
blath (o, m) - flower, bloom
bled (a, f) - whale
bliadain (I, f) - year
b6 (irreg., f + m) - cow
Boand, gen B6inne (a, f) - the river Boyne
bocht (o, a) - poor
borb (o, a) - stupid, rude
bos (a, f) - palm of the hand
bragae (nt, f) - neck, throat
Bran (o, m) - male name
bra.th (u, m) - judgement; Judgement Day
brathair (r, m) - brother
bratt (o, m) - cloak
brec (a, f) - lie
breo (t, f) - flame
brestae (io, ia) - lively, spiritful
1. breth (a, f) - the bringing (v.n. of beirid)
2. breth (a, f) - judgement
bri (g, m, g.sg. breg) - hill
briathar (a, f, g.sg. breithre) - word
bricht (u, m) - incantation, magical spell
Bricriu (n, m) - male name
brig (a, f) - strength, force
Brigit (I, f) - female name, a saint
brisc (o, a) - fragile
brisid (W2a) - to break (transitive)
brithem (n, m) - judge
brithemnacht (a, f) - jurisprudence
br6 (n, f) - mill
br6enach (o, a) - wet
br6n (o, m) - sorrow
brot (o, m) - goad
1. bni (n, f, g.sg. bronn) - womb
2. bni (?, ?) - edge, brink
bniach (o, n) - bank, shore, border
bruar (o, ?; singular!) - fragments, pieces, bits
bruiden (a, f) - hostel
bruinne (io, m) - breast, bosom, chest
bruth (u, m) - heat, blaze
buachaill (i, m) - cowherd, cowboy, lad
buaid (i, n) - victory; feature of quality, characteristic
bugae (io, m) - hyacinth?
buide (io, ia) - yellow
buiden (a, f) - troup
buirithir (W2) - to rage, roar
buith (short I, f) - being, existing (v.n. of at-ta)
bunsach (a, f) - toy javelin

C
each (indecl. except g.sg.m. caich and g.sg.f. cacha) each, every
each- everybody
ca.en (o, a) - fair, beautiful
ca.era (k, f) - sheep
cailech (o, m) - cock
caill (I, f) - wood
caille (o, ?) - veil
caillech (a, f) - nun, old woman
caindel (a, f) - candle
caine (ia, f) - beauty
cained (u, m) - the reviling, slandering, reproach (v.n.
of cainid)
cainid (S2) - to revile
cairde (io, n) - pact, covenant, peace
cairdes (u, m) - friendship, treaty, pact
cairdine (ia, f) - friendship, treaty
caite (interrogative) - what is
canaid (S1b) - to sing
cano (nt, m) - a poetic grade; lit.: whelp?, or: singer?
can6in (ia, f) - Bible, canon
carae (nt, m) - friend
caraid (Wl) - to love
carcar (a, f) - prison
earn (o, n) - heap of stones
carpat (o, m) - chariot
cartaid (Wl) - to expel, drive off
cath (u, m) - battle, war
cathair (k, f) - city
cathais (short I, f) - sentry, night-watch
catt (o, m) - cat
ce, cia (interrogative pronoun) - who, what, which
ceL (indecl) - this here
cech- each
ceile (io, m) - client, companion
ceilid (Sla) - to hide, conceal; -celt pret.
ceirtle (ia, f) - clew, ball of threads
ceist (short I, f) - question (often used as an untranslatable interrogative marker)
cell (a, f, g.sg. cille) - church, cell
Celtchar (o, m) - male name
cenL (+ acc.) - without
cenel (o, n, g.sg. ceneuil) - race, people
ceni (+ dep.) - although not
cenn (o, n) - head, end
cennaige (io, m) - merchant
cenntar (o, n) - the world here
ceo (k, m, g.sg. ciach) - fog, mist
ceol (o, n, g.sg. ciuil) - music, song
cerd (a, f) - art, skill
cerdchae (ia, f) - smithy
cesaid (Wl) - to suffer
cet (o, n) - hundred
Cetain - Wednesday
cetal (o, n) - the singing (v. n. of canaid)
cethair (cetheora f.) - four
cethracha (t, m) - forty
cethrae (ia, f) - animal, cattle
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cethramad(o, a) - fourth
cethrar(o, n) - four men
Cet mac Magach(o, m) - male name
cetnae(io, ia) -(before a noun) first,(after a noun)
the same
cetomus(adv.) - first, at first
1. cia(interrogative pronoun) - who
2. cfaL - although, even though
ciall (a, f, g.sg. ceille) - sense, meaning, reason
cian(o, a) - far, distant
1. cid(neuter interrogative) - what is it
2. cid - even
cimbid(i, m) - prisoner
cin(t, m) - crime, sin
cing(t, m) - warrior
cingid(Sla) - to step; -cechaing pret.
cis lir + nom. pl.(interrogative) - how many, lit.:
what is the number
claideb(o, m) - sword
claidid, -claid(Sl) - to dig, construct
eland(a, f) - children
clar(o, n) - board
clas(a, f) - choir
de(io, ia) - left
cless(u, m) - trick, feat
di(?, m) - a poetic grade; lit.: pillar?
clithchae(ia, f) - protection, shelter
cl6(io, m) - nail
doc(o, m, g.sg. cluic) - bell
clocan(o, m) - little bell
cloch(a, f) - stone
cl6en(o, a) - crooked, evil, bad
chi(s, n) - fame
chiain(i, m) - meadow
du.as(a, f) - ear
cluiche(io, n) - game
maim(i, m) - bone
cnet(a, f) - sigh
cnu, gen. cn6(u, f) - nut
1. coN(+ prep.) - with
2. coH(+ acc.) - towards, up to
3. coN(+ dep.) -(so) that
cobair(t, f, g.sg. cobrad) - help, assistance
c6em(o, a) - nice
1. coi(i, f, g.sg. cuae) - coshering visit(= an annual
journey by the king around his land during which
the vassals had to provide food and quarter)
2. coi, cuach(k, f) - cuckoo
c6icL - five
coimgne(io, m) - historical knowledge
Coimmdiu(t, m) - the Lord
coimthecht(a, f) - protection, escort, accompaniment
1. c6ir(i) - right, correct
2. c6ir(i, f) - correctness(fon c6ir-se: this way)
coirce(io, m) - oats
coiscid(Sl) - to correct, reprimand, scold
col(o, n) - violation, sin
co-lleic, co-lleice - however, nevertheless, meanwhile
Colman Ela - place-name
colum(o, m) - dove

Colum Cille - Irish name of Saint Columba(lit.: the
dove of the church)
com- - prefix of the equative
coma.es(o, m) - coeval, having the same age
comairle(ia, f) - advice, counsel
comalnad(io, m) - fulfillment(v. n. of comalnaithir)
comalnaithir(Wl) - to fulfil, complete
comaltae(io, m) - foster-brother
comarbae(io, m) - heir
comarbus(u, m) - inheritance
coml6g(s, n) - equal payment
comocus(u, m) - proximity
comrac(o, n) - encounter(v.n. of con-rice)
Conaire(io, m) - male name
Conall(o, m) - male name
con-beir, -coimbir(Sl; cum-ber-) - to beget
con-ceil, -coicil(Sla; cum-eel-) - to conceal
Conchobar mac Nessa(o, m) - male name, king of
the Ulaid
con-dieig, -condaig(Sla; cum-di-sag-) - to seek;
con-aitecht augm. pret.
con-gaib, -congaib (S2; cum-gab-) - to contain, preserve;
settle down
con-gair, -congair(S2; cum-gar-) - to call, summon, invite
con-gni, -cungni(H2; cum-gnI-) - to help, assist
con-ice, -cumaicj-cumaing(Sla; cum-ice-) - can, to be
able to; also: to have power over
con-meil, -cummail (Sl; cum-me]-) - to consume, destroy
con-mesca, -cummasca(Wl; cum-mesc-) - to mix
Conn(o, m) - male name
Connlae(io, m) - male name
con-rice, -comraicc(Sl; cum-ro-icc-) - to meet, join
con-rig, -cuimrig(Sla; cum-rig-) - to bind together, tie
con-scara, -coscra(Wl; cum-scar-) - to destroy, overthrow
con-srenga, -coisrenga(Wl; cum-sreng-) - to pull
con-tibi, -cuitbi(W2; cum-tib-) - to laugh about, make
fun of
corann(a, f) - crown
corcur(a, f) - purple
Cormac(o, m) - male name; mythical Irish king
cornaire(io, m) - horn-blower
corp(o, m) - body
corr(a, f) - heron
cos(a, f) - foot
cosc(o, n) - reproof, correction, punishment
co-se - up to this
cosmail(i) - similar
cosmailius(u, m) - similarity
cotlud(u,m) - sleep(v.n. of con-tulai)
craeb(a, f) - branch
era.es(o, m) - maw, mouth, gullet
crann(o, n) - tree, mast
cranntaball(a, f) - sling
ere(t, f, g.sg. criad) - clay, earth
creitem(a, f) - belief(v.n. of creitid)
creitid(W2a) - to believe
crenaid(S3) - to buy; -ciuir pret.
crett(a, f) - frame, frame of a chariot
crich(a, f) - boundary, territory
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cride(io, n) - heart
Crist(o, m) - Christ
cr6(io, m, pl. crui) - eye of needle
crob(o, m) - paw
crochaid(Wl) - to crucify
cr6dae(io, ia) - wild, brave
cr6derg(o, a) - bloodred
cr6eb - craeb
cros(a, f) - cross
crott(a, f, g.sg. cruitte) - harp
Cruachu(n, f) - place-name
cruimther(o, m) - priest
cruth(u, m) - shape; in chruth-so - thus, this way
cruthaigidir(W2a) - to shape
cu(n, m, g.sg. con) - dog
Cuailnge(ia, f) - place-name
cuan(o, m) - harbor
cubaid(i) - harmonious, in accord
Cu Chulainn(only Cu(n, m) is inflected) - hero of
the Ulaid
cuingid(i, f) - the requesting, the seeking(v.n.
of con·dieig)
cuire(io) - troup
·cuirethar - fo.ceird
cuirm(i, n, g. sg. corma) - beer
cuit(i, f, g.sg. cota) - share, portion, part
cul(o, m) - back, backside
culen(o, m) - puppy
cumachtach(o, a) - powerful, mighty
cumachtae(io, n) - might, power
cumal(a, f) - female slave, unit of currency(equal
to three cows)
cumgabal(a, f) - the raising up, lifting(v.n. of
con·ocaib)
cummae(io, n) - likeness, same amount(is X cummae
fri Y - X is like Y)
cumrae(io, ia) - fragrant, sweet-smelling
curach(o, m) - boat
curaid(Wl) - to chastize, punish
curchan(o, m) - small boat

D
daL, daL(+ dual) - two
daidbir(i) - poor, miserable
daig(i, f, g.sg. dego) - fire
daig, deig(+ gen.) - because, on account of
dailid(W2a) - to distribute
daingen(o, a) - strong, hard
daire(io, n) - oak wood
dairid(S2) - to bull
1. dal(a, f) - meeting, council
2. dal(a, f) - distribution(v.n. of dailid)
daltae(io, m) - foster-son
dam(o, m) - ox, stag
dan(u, n) - gift, skill, poetical skill
danae(io, ia) - daring, fearless; danu comp.
dano(adv.) - then
dar(+ acc.) - across; dar cenn(+ gen.) on account

Dardain - Thursday
dasachtach(o, a) - crazy
Dauid - David
daur(u, f, g.sg. darn) - oak
deacht(a, f, gen. sg. deachtae) - deity, Godhead
dech - best, superl. of maith
deg-, dag- - good(in compounds)
degaid(i, f) - search, the seeking(v.n. of do·saig);
i ndegaid: after
deichN - ten
deicsiu(n, f) - the looking(upon)(v.n. of do·ecai)
deide(io, n) - two things
deidenach(o, a) - last, final
deilm(n, n) - loud noise, fart
deimin(i) - certain
deine(ia, f) - swiftness
deis(short i?, f) - vassalry, privileges of a lord
deithbir(i) - fitting, proper
deithiden(a, f) - sorrow
delb(a, f) - shape
delbaid(Wl) - to form, shape
delg(s, n + o, m) - thorn, pin
demon(o, m) - demon, Devil
denaid(S3) - to suck
denum(u, m) - the making, doing(v.n. of do·gni)
denus(u, m) - a while, a time
der(o, m) - tear
derg(o, a) - red
dernu(n, f) - palm of the hand, hand
der6il(i) - lowly, insignificant
dertan(o, m) - storm
derucc(n, f, g.sg. dercon) - acorn
dess(o, a) - right, south
det(nt, n) - tooth
deug(a, f, g.sg. dige) - drink
diL, deL(+ prep.) - from, of
di - fem. of da
dia - day; dia mis - the end of a month
1. diaN(+ dep.) - if(+ subj.), when(+ ind.)
2. Dia(o, m, g.sg. De) - God
diadae(io, ia) - divine
dian(o, a) - swift, quick; eager
dias(a, f) - two persons, pair
dibergach(o, m) - brigand, robber
didiu(particle) - then, now
digal(a, f) - revenge(v.n. of do.fich)
dil(i) - dear
diltud(u, m) - rejection, refusal(v.n. of do·sluindi)
dingid(S1) - to press, thrust, crush
dire(io, n) - honor-price, penalty, mulct(v.n. of do·ren)
discir(i) - wild
dliged(o, n) - law
dligid(S1) - to be entitled to
1. doL - thy, 2nd sg. poss. pron.
2. doL(+ prep.) - to, for
do.aidlea, ·taidlea (Wl; to-ad-ell-) - to visit, touch
do.airbir, ·tairbir(S1; to-are-ber-) - to bend, lower,
surrender
do·airci, ·tairci(W2; to-airec-?) - to cause, effect,
bring about
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do-airicc, -tairicc (Sl; to-are-ice-) - to come back
do-ba, *,diba (Hl; di-ba-) - to perish
do-beir, -tabair (Sla; to-ber-) - to give, bring; do-rat
pret. gave; do-uc pret. brought
do-bidci, -dibairgi (W2; di-bide-) - to hurl, cast, pelt
(di - with)
do-boing, -tobaing (Sl; to-bong-) - to exact, levy
do-ceil, -dichil (Sla; di-eel-) - to hide
do-ceird (Sl) - to throw to
dochraid (i) - ugly
dochum ( + gen.) - to, towards
do-coaid, -dichid (Sl; di-cum-feth-) - augm. stem
of teit
do-cuirethar, -tochraither (W2b; to-cor-) - to put, throw
doe (nt, f) - upper arm
do-ecai, -decci (H2; di-in-ci-) - to look at, behold
do-eim, -dim (Sl; di-em-) - to protect
d6el (o, m) - beetle
doer (o, m) - unfree person
do-fich, -dich (Sl; di-fich-) - to avenge
do,formaig, -tormaig (Sl) - to increase
do-fortai, -d6rtai (W2b; di-?-fort-) - to pour
do·gni, -denai (H2; di-gni-) - to do, make; do-genai
pret; do-rigeni augm. pret.
do gres - always
do-guid, -digid (S2; di-ged-) - to entreat
do-ice, -ticc (Sla; to-ice-) - to come
doich (i) - probable
doini - pl. of duine
doire (ia, f) - captivity, state of being unfree
do-leici, -teilci (W2a; to-Jee-) - to throw, cast
do-lin, -tuilen (?) (S3b; to-Jin-) - to flow
dolmae (ia, f) - hesitation
do-luigi, -dilgai (W2b; di-log-) - to forgive
domblas (o, m) - gall
do-meil, -tomail (Sl; to-mel-) - to consume, use up
Domnall (o, m) - male name
do-moinethar, -tomnathar (S2; to-man-) - to suppose,
think
domun (o, m) - world
dorm (o, a) - brown, dark brown
doraid (i, n) - difficulty
1. dorchae (io, ia) - dark, gloomy
2. dorchae (io, n) - darkness
dordaid (Wl) - to make a humming, etc., sound
do-ridisi - again
do-rig, -dirig (?) (Sl; di-rig-) - to strip
dorn (o, m) - fist
dorus (u, n) - door, i ndorus (+ gen.) in front of
1. dos (o, m) - bush
2. dos (o?, m?) - a poetic grade; lit.: bush, tall man?
do-scara, -tascra (Wl; to-scar-) - to destroy,
bring down
do-seinn, -tophainn (Sla; to-sl)enn-) - to hunt
do-sluindi, -diltai (W2b; di-slund-) - to deny, reject
do-tet, -ta.et (Sla; to-teg-) - to come; do-luid pret.;
do-chuid augm. pret.
do-tuit, -tuit (S2; to-tud-) - to fall, pret. do-cer, -torchar
do-uccai, -tuccai (W2b; to-ucc-) - augm. stem of do-beir;
also: to understand

drecht (u, n) - literary composition
drisiuc (u? or n?, m) - a poetic grade
droch- - bad (in compounds)
drui (t, m, g.sg. druad) - druid, mage
druimm (i, n) - back, hill
druimne (io, m) - back
druth (o,m) - idiot
duabais (i) - sad, unhappy
dualaig (short i, f) - vice, fault of character
duan (a, f) - song, poem
1. dub (u) - black
2. dub (u, n) - ink
dui (t, m) - idiot, fool
duil (i, f) - element, creature; the creation, the universe
duille (ia, f) - leaf
duine (io, m, n.pl. doini) - human being, person
dul - the going (v.n. of teit)
dun (o, n) - fort, hillfort
dunaid (Wl) - to close
dur (o, a) - hard, severe
dus - (to see) if

E
ec (u, m) - death
ech (o, m) - horse
echaire (io, m) - stable boy
echrad (a, f) - horses (yoked to a chariot)
echtrann (o, a) - foreign
eclais (short i, f) - the church
ecnae (io, m) - knowledge, wisdom
eicen (a, f) - necessity, force; ar eicin - by force
eigid (W2a) - to cry out, raise alarm
eim - particle of affirmation
eirr (t, m) - chariot fighter
eisseirge (io, n) - resurrection
Eithne (ia, f) - female name
ellach (o, m) - union, joining
Emain, Emain Machae (only Emain (short i, f) is
inflected) - royal seat of the Ulaid
Erner (a, f) - female name
en (o, m, g.sg. euin) - bird
enairt (i) - weak, powerless
enbruithe (io, m) - broth
enech (a, f) - face, honor
enlaith (i,f) - flock of birds, birds
ennac (o, a) - innocent
eola (k?) - knowledgeable, skilled
epistil (short i, f) - letter
erbaid, -erbai (W2a) - to entrust
Eriu (n, f) - Ireland
ernaid (S3) - to bestow; .fr pret.
ernaigde (ia, f) - prayer
ersclaige (ia, f) - the act of defending, warding off
(v.n. of ar-clich)
-esser (2nd sg. dep. s-future) - will lend
et (o, m) - jealousy
etach (o, n) - garment, clothing
etargaire (io, n) - the intervening, interference
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etar-scara, -etarscara (Wl; eter-scar-) - to separate,
depart from
etsecht (a, f) - the hearing (v.n. of in-tuaisi)
eulchaire (io, n) - longing, yearning, regret

F
fadeisin - fein
failid (i) - happy
failte (ia, f) - happiness, welcome
fairrge (ia, f) - sea
1. fal (o, m) - fence, enclosure
2. Fal (o, m) - poetical name for Ireland
fan (o, m) - valley, slope
fa naic - or not
fechem (n, m) - debtor
fegaid (Wl) - to look at
feidid (Sla) - to lead
feidligidir (W2a) - to last
feige (ia, f) - keenness, sharpness, penetration
feil (short I, f) - festival
feile (ia, f) - modesty, shamefulness
fein (pron.) - -self, own
Feini (io) - old name for the Irish
feis (a, f) - spending the night, feast
felmacc (o, m) - student, pupil
fenechas (o, m) - Irish customary law
fe6il (i, f) - meat, flesh
fer (o, m) - man
fer (o, n, g.sg. feuir) - grass
feraid (Wl) - to pour
fercaigidir (W2a) - to become angry
fern (a, f) - alder-tree
£err - better, compar. of maith
fert (a, f) - shaft at the back of a chariot
fertae (ia, f) - grave, mound, tumulus
fesine - fein
fet (a, f) - whistle
fetarlaicce (ia, f) - the Old Testament
fiadL (+ prep.) - in the presence of
fiada (nt, m) - lord, The Lord
ffadnaise (io, n) - witness, testimony
fiche (nt, m) - twenty
fichid (S1) - to fight, fut. fies-, fess
fid (u, m) - wood
fidchell (a, f) - a board-game (lit.: wood-sense)
.fil (+ acc. of the subject) - to be (rel. and dependent
form of at-ta)
fili (t, m) - poet
filidecht (a, f) - poetry
fin (u, n) - wine
finacet (o, m) - vinegar
find (o, a) - fair, white, blond
findfolt (o, m) - blond hair
fine (ia, f) - vine
1. fir (o, a) - true
2. fir (o, n) - truth, correctness
firian (o, a) - just, truthful
firianaigidir (W2a) - to justify, make righteous

firinne (ia, f) - righteousness, truthfulness
fis (u, m + o, m) - knowledge
flaith (i, f) - rule, ruler
flaithem (n, m) - ruler
flann (o, a) - red
fled (a, f) - feast, banquet
flesc (a, f) - rod
fo L (+ prep., acc.) - under
fo-acaib, -facaib (S2; fo-ad-gab-) - to leave
fo-cain, -fochain (S1; fo-can-) - to sing around somebody
fo-ceird, -cuirethar (Sla; fo-cerd-) - to put, throw; fo-caird
pret.; ro-la augm. pret.
fochaid (i, f) - tribulation, suffering
fochaide (ia, f) - tribulation, sorrow
fo chen do (+ prep.) - welcome to
fo-chet6ir - immediately
fochloc (o, m) - poet of the lowest grade
fo-ciallathar, -foichlither (Wl; fa-cell-) - to pay heed to,
take care of
fo-cren, .foichren (S3; fo-cri-) - to hire
fo-daili, -fodlai (W2b; fo-dal-) - to distribute
fo-daim, -fodaim (S2; fo-dam-) - to suffer, endure
fodeisin - fein
fo-eirig, *-feirig (Sla; fo-ess-reg-) - to rise (to attack)
f6esam (o, m) - protection
fo-fera, -foir(e)a (Wl; fo-fer-) - to cause, prepare
fo-fuasna, -fuasna (Wl; fo-od-uss-an-) - to agitate,
disturb
fo-gaib, -fagaib (S2; fo-gab-) - to find, get
fo-geir, -foigir (S1; fo-ger-) - to heat, warm
fo-gella, -foiglea (Wl; fo-gell-) - to appeal, submit to
fograd (o, n) - subgrade, inferior grade
fogur (o, m) - sound, noise
foidid (W2b) - to send
foidirc (i) - visible
foilsigidir (W2a) - to explain, reveal
foilsigiud (u, m) - revelation (v.n. of foilsigidir)
foirbthe (io, ia) - perfect
foirbthetu (t, m) - perfection
foisitiu (n, f) - confession
follamnaigid (W2a) - to rule
follamnugud (u, m) - the ruling (v.n. of follaimnigid)
follus (u) - bright, clear; foillsem superl.
fo-loing, -fulaing (Slc; fa-long-) - to suffer, endure
folt (o, m) - hair
form (o, m) - sole, base
fo-6pair (fo-fuapair), -fuapair (Sla; fo-od-ber-) - to attack
1. for (+ prep, acc.) - over, upon
2. forN - your, 2nd pl. pers. pron.
foraire (ia, f) - the guarding, guard
for-heir, -forbair (S1; for-ber-) - to increase, grow
for-ben, -forban (S3; for-bi-) - to complete
for-cain, -forcain (Slb; for-can-) - to teach; for-cechain
pret.; for-roichan augm. pret.
forcenn (o, n) - end
for-cenna, -foircnea (Wl; for-cenn-) - to end, put an end
to
forcetal (o, n) - teaching, instruction (v.n. of for-cain)
for-ding, -fording (S1; for-di(n)g-) - to crush, oppress
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fo-reith, *-foiret (Sla; fo-reth-) - to help, succour;
fo-raith pret.
for-fen, .forban (S3; for-fl-) - to finish, complete
forglu (?) - choice (portion)
format (o, n) - jealousy
forngaire (io, n) - order (v.n. of for-congair)
for-osnai, -fursannai (W2b; for-uss-and-) - to light up
fortacht (a, f) - help (v.n. of for-tet)
fos (o, n) - quietness
foscad (o, m) - darkness, shadow
fossad (o, a) - firm, steadfast
fothae (o, m) - load
fo-thuaid - northward
fraig (i, f, g.sg. frego) - wall
frecor (o, m) - the care for, the attending to (v.n.
of fris-cuirethar)
frecrae (io, n) - answer (v.n. of fris-gair)
friH (+ acc.) - towards, against
fris-accai, -frescai (H2; fris-ad-ci-) - to expect, hope for
fris-ben, -freipen (S3; fris-br-) - to heal
fris-gair, · frecair (S2; iris-gar-) - to answer
fris-oirg, -frithoirg (Slb; fris-org-) - to hurt, offend
frithgnum (u, m) - labor, pain, effort, exertion (v.n.
of fris-gni)
fuachaid (Wl) - to point, direct
fudumain (i, ?) - depth, profundity
fuil (i, f, g.sg. folo) - blood
fuine (ia, f) - the cooking, the roasting (v.n. of fo-noi)
fulacht (u, m) - cooking place

G
gabal (a, f) - the taking (v.n. of gaibid)
gabul (a, f) - fork
gae (o, m) - spear
1. gaeth (a, f) - wind
2. gaeth (o, a) - wise, intelligent
gaibid (S2) - to take, begin, say; gaibid X bu.aid X wins; gaibid X bu.aid de Y - X defeats Y;
gaibid ceill - to realize
gainithir (S2) - to be born
gaire (io, m) - laughter
gairechtach (a, f) - laughter
gairid (S2) - to shout, call
gairm (n, n) - cry, shout (v.n. of gairid)
gaisced (o, m) - weapons (spear and shield)
galar (o, n) - illness
galrach (o, a) - ill, sick, sad
gat (a, f) - theft (v.n. of gataid)
gataid (Wl) - to steal
gataige (io, m) - thief
gau (a, f) - falseness
geilid (Sla) - to graze
gein (n, n) - birth (v.n. of gainithir)
geinti (i, m, pl.) - pagans
geis (1, f) - swan
gel (o, a) - bright
gemred (o, n) - winter
ger (o, a) - sharp, pointed

gerraid (Wl) - to cut, shave
gillae (io, m) - lad, servant
gin (u, m) - mouth
ginach (a, f) - gaping, laughing
glain (i, f) - glass
glan (o, a) - clean
glanad (u, m) - the cleaning (v.n. of glanaid)
glanaid (Wl) - to clean
glas (o, a) - blue, green, grey
glegorm (o, a) - dark blue
glenn (s, n) - valley
gleo (t, f, g.sg. gliad) - fight
gleth (a, f) - the grazing (v.n. of geilid)
glicc (i) - clever
gluasacht (a, f) - motion, movement (v.n. of gluaisid)
glun (s, n) - knee
gniYd (H2) - to do, make
gnim (u, m) - deed (v.n. of gniYd)
gnu.is (i, f) - face
gobae (n, m) - smith
goiste (io, m) - noose
gonaid (Slb) - to wound; geguin pret.
gop (o, m) - peak
gorm (o, a) - blue, dark blue
gort (o, m) - field
gortae (ia, f) - hunger
1. grad (o, n) - rank, grade, order
2. grad (u, n) - love, affection
gradaigidir (W2b) - to love
grafand (a, f) - horse race
graig (i, n, g.sg. grego) - herd
gran (o, n) - corn
gres - do gres
grian (a, f, g.sg. greine) - sun
gruad (s, n) - cheek
gu- (first member of compound) - false
gubae (io, n) - mourning, sighing
guide (ia, f) - prayer, request (v.n. of guidid)
guidid (S2) - to pray, ask; gaid pret.
guin (i, n) - wound (v.n. of gonaid)
guirid (W2b) - to heat, warm
guth (u, m, g.sg. gotho) - voice

H
heretec (o, m) - heretic
Heroaid - Herod
h6re, huaire (+ dep.) - because

I
iN (+ prep., acc.) - in, into
i - deictic particle, see ch. 38.5.
iadaid (Wl) - to close, shut
iall (a, f) - a flock of birds
farN (+ prep.) - after (temporal), according to
iarmi-foich, -iarfoig (Sla; iarmi-fo-sag-) - to ask, seek
iarum (3rd sg. masc. of iarN) - then, afterwards
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iasc(o, m, g.sg. eisc) - fish
ibid(Sla) - to drink
ice(a, f) - cure, healing(v.n. of iccaid)
iccaid(Wl) - to heal, save; requit, pay
idol(o, m) - idol
ifern(o, m) - hell
ifernach(o, a) - infernal
il(u) - many; lir equative, lia compar.
imb(n, n) - butter
1. imdae(ia, f) - bed, compartment
2. imdae(io, ia) - many, numerous
imdegal(a, f) - protection(v.n. of imm-dich)
imdirech(o, n) - mutual stripping
immacuairt(adv.) - around, about
i-mmaig - outside, lit.: on the field
imm-aig, -immaig(Slb; imbi-ag-) - to drive around
immain(i, f, also -an a, f) - the driving(v.n. of
imm-aig)
immarmus(u, m) - sin
imm-beir, -imbir(Sla; imbi-ber-) - to play
imm-dich, -imdig(Sl; imbi-di-fich-) - to protect, guard;
im-dis- fut.
imm-folngai, -immfolngai(W2b; imbi-fo-long-) - to
cause
imm-ra, -immra(Hl; imbi-ra-) - to row around
imm-raidi, -immraidi(W2a; imbi-rad-) - to think of,
meditate
imm-soi, -impai(H3; imbi-so-) - to turn
imm-teit, -immthet(Sl; imbi-teg-) - to go around
imned(o, n) - sorrow, suffering
imram(u, m) - rowing(v.n. of imm-ra)
imthecht(a, f) - the going around(v.n. of imm-teit)
imthrascrad(u, m) - wrestling(v.n. of imm-tascra)
1. in - article
2. inN (+ dep.) - interrogative particle
in-aig, -indaig(Sl; inde-ag-) - to apply
indala, indara - ind aile
indeb(o, n) - goods, possession
indeuin(i?, f) - anvil
i ndiaid(+ gen.) - after, behind
indile(ia, f) - wealth, possession
indlach(o, n) - cleaving, cleavage
indmas(u/o, m) - wealth, treasure, goods
indossa - now
inducbaide(io, ia) - glorious
in-fet, -indid(Sl; inde-fed-) - to tell, relate
1. ingen(a, f) - daughter, girl
2. ingen(a, f) - fingernail, toenail
ingnad(o, a) - strange
ingnas(a, f) - absence, loss
ingnimae(io, ia) - capable of action
ingrimm(n, n) - persecution
inis(i, f) - island
Inis Fail - poetical name for Ireland
inmain(i) - dear
innadN(+ dep.) - negative interrogative particle
innocht - tonight
in-samlathar, -intamlathar(Wl; inde-samal-) - to imi
tate

in tanN, in tainN - when
intech(o, m) - path, way
intled(a, f) - ambush
ires(a, f) - belief, faith
1. is - to be(copula)
2. is - short form of ocus
isel(o, a) - low
is samlaid - thus, this way
fsu - Jesus
itche(io, m) - prayer
ithe(ia, f) - the eating(v.n. of ithid)
ithid(Sla) - to eat
Iudaide(io, m) - Jew

L
la(+ acc.) - with, by
la, laa - lae
labrad(u, m) - the speaking(v.n. of labraithir)
labrae(ia, f) - speech
labraithir(Wl) - to speak
lae, laa, la(io, n) - day
laigid(Sla) - to lie
lainne(ia, f) - eagerness; ar lainni - for the sake of
laith(i, ?) - liquor, intoxicating drink
laithe(io, n) - day
lam(a, f) - hand
Ian(o, a) - full
lanamain(i, f) - couple
lar(o, n) - floor, centre
lasseN - while
lathraid(Wl) - to arrange, dispose
lebor(o, m, g.sg. libuir) - book
legad(u, m) - the reading(v.n. of legaid)
legaid(Wl) - to read
legend(o, n) - the reading, the studying(v.n. of legaid)
leicid(W2a) - to let, leave
leiciud(u, m) - the letting, leaving(v.n. of leicid)
leimm(n, n) - the jumping, leap(v.n. of lingid)
leir(i) - eager, diligent
lenaid(S3) - to follow, stick to(+ de/di)
1. les(a, f) - buttock, hip, haunch
2. les(o, m) - court, enclosed area around the house
3. les(u, m) - affair, matter; profit, advantage
leth(s/o, n) - half, side
lethan(o, a) - broad; lethidir equativ
Hach(o, n) - pain
liaig(i, m, g.sg. lego) - physician
Hath(o, a) - grey
liathr6it(short i, f) - ball
lie(nk, m, g.sg. liacc) - stone
Hgach(o, a) - beautiful, fair
Hgdae(io, ia) - brilliant, fair
lige(io, n) - the lying, bed, grave(v.n. of laigid)
Hgoll(o, a) - very beautiful
liid(H2) - to accuse
lin(u, n + m) - full number
Hnaid(Wl) - to fill, make full
linech(o, a) - lined, with lines
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lingid (S1a)-to jump; leblaing pret., -ribuilsed
augm. past. subj.
linmar (o, a)-numerous
lobur (o, a)-weak
loc (o, m)-place
16ech (o, m)-warrior
16g, hiag (o, m + s, n)-price; ar luaig-for a price
16g n-enech-honor-price
loid (short i?, f)-song
loiscid (W2)-to burn, consume by fire
Ion (o, m)-blackbird
long (a, f, g.sg. luinge)-ship
longas (a, f)-fleet; exile (longas re N - exile from)
lorg (a, f)-stick
lorg a.nae-hurling stick
luag-16g
luamain (short i, f)-movement, flight
luch (t, f, g.sg. lochad)-mouse
luchair (i, n)-brightness, brilliance
Lugaid (k, m, g.sg. Luigdech)-male name
lugbart (o, m)-kitchen-garden
lugu-compar. of becc
luib (short i, f)-herb, plant

M
maL, ma.L-if
mace (o, m)-boy, son
macduirmid (?, m)-a poetic grade; lit.: son of effort?
mace leigind-student (lit.: son of learning)
maccrad (a f)-boygroup
maccthae (io, ia)-childish
machdath (m)-wonder
macrall (a, f)-testicles
madae (io, ia)-vain
Ma.el Fothertaig (only the first element (a, f!) is
inflected)-male name
Maelodran (o, m)-male name
Ma.el Ruain-saint, founder of Tamlacht
mag (s, n)-field, plain
Mag Muirthemne (s, n)-place-name
maidid (S2)-to break (intrans.); memaid pret.;
memas- fut.; maidid for nech (acc.: vanquished)
re neuch (prep.: victor)-to defeat;
maidid aH-to break out of
maidm (n, n)-breaking (v.n. of maidid)
maisse (ia, f)-goodliness, fineness
maiten (a, f)-morning
maith (i)-good; ferr compar., dech superl.
maithes (u, m)-goodness, excellence
mala (k, f)-eyebrow
maldacht (a, f)-curse
mani (+ dep.)-if not
marb (o, a)-dead
marbad (u, m)-the killing (v.n. of marbaid)
marbaid (Wl)-to kill
marcach (o, m)-rider
marnaid (S3)-to betray; ro-mert pret.
mathair (r, f)-mother

medguisce (io, m)-whey-water
med6n (o, m)-middle
meilid (S1a)-to grind; -melt pret.
meit (short i, f)-size, amount
men (a, f)-flour
menmae (n, m)-mind
mescae (ia, f)-drunkenness
mess (u, m)-judgement (v.n. of midithir)
messa-worse, compar. of olc
mi (s, m, g.sg. mis)-month
miach (o, n, g.sg. meich)-sack
mid (u, m)-mead
midchuach (o, m)-meadcup
Mide (io, n)-one of the five provinces of ancient Ireland
(lit.: the middle)
midithir (S2)-to judge, estimate
mil (t, m)-warrior, soldier
milach (o, a)-full of animals
milis (i)-sweet
millid (W2a)-to ruin
mind (u, n)-crown, diadem
moL-my, 1st sg. poss. pron.; m 1 before a vowel
m6-soon
moch--fast, soon
m6eth (o, a)-tender
m6in (short i, f)-bog, turf
moin (i, f)-treasure, gift
molad (u, m)-praise (v.n. of molaithir)
molaithir (Wl)-to praise
1. m6r (o, a)-big, great; m6ir equativ; m6a, m6o
compar.; m6am superl.
2. m6r (o, n)-a lot of
m6raid (Wl)-to praise
moth (o, m)-amazement
mrath (u, m) - betrayal (v.n. of marnaid)
muad (o, a)-glorious
mucc (a, f)-pig
mug (u, m)-slave, serf
muilenn (o, m)-mill
muin (i, f)-neck
muinter (a, f)-household, family, retinue
muir (i, n)-sea
mullach (o, m)-top, summit

N
na-negation of the imperative
nach-any
nad (+ dep.)-negative relative particle
naiscid (S1)-to bind
namae (nt, m)-enemy
namma-only
nathair (k, f)-snake
nath6-no
nech (o, m/f, no pl.)-anybody
neimed (o, m)-sacred place
nel (o, m, g.sg. niuil)-cloud
nem (s, n)-heaven, sky
nemdae (io, ia)-heavenly
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nemfulachtae (io, ia)- unbearable
nert (o, n)- power, strength
ness (o, m)- furnace
-ni - emphasizing particle 1 st pl.
1. ni (+ dep.)- not
2. ni (gen. sg. neich) - anything, neutr. of nech
niae (t, m), gen. niad - nephew
Niall (o, m)- male name; a mythical king of Ireland
niam (a, f) - brightness, luster
nicon - ni
Ninne mac Magach (io, m) - male name
no (+ conj.) - meaningless, grammatical particle
n6- or
noco(n)- nicon- ni
n6eb (o, a)- holy, saint(ly)
n6ebaid (Wl) - to sanctify
noiN- nine
noidiu (n, m/f) - child, baby
n6s (o, m) - custom, tradition
notaire (io, m)- scribe
nu.all (o, n) - cry
nue (io, ia) - new
nuiadnaisse, nutiadnaisse (io, n)- New Testament

orgaid (Slb)- to slay; oirt pret.
os, ot + independent pers. pron.- and
6s (+ prep.)- over, above

p
passer (o, m)- Lat. passer, sparrow
Patraic (m) - St. Patrick
peccad (u, m)- sin
perm (a, f) - pen
persan (a, f) - person
p6c (a, f)- kiss
p6can (o, m)- diminutive of p6c, small kiss
poll (o, m) - hole
popa (m)- father, sir
popul (o, m) - people
port (o, m)- port
precept (a, f)- preaching (v.n. of pridchid)
pridchid (Wl) - to preach, teach
prim-- first- in compounds

R
0
6L (+ prep.)- from
1. oac (o, a) - young; 6am superl.
2. oac (o, m)- young man, warrior
oblaire (io, m)- a poetic grade; lit.: juggler, trickster
oc (+ prep.) - at, by
6c - younger form of oac
6can (o, m)- little darling
ochtN- eight
6clach (a, f)- warrior
ocusL- and
6en- - one (in compounds)
6enach (o, n)- assembly, fair
6enar (o, m)- one person; poss. pron. + 6enur- alone
og (s, n)- egg
ogam (o, m) - ogam inscription
oibell (a, f)- spark
oige, gen. oiged (t, m)- guest
oitiu, gen. oited (t, m)- youth
1. ol- because
2. ol (defective verb)- (s)he said
61 (o, m) - the drinking (v.n. of ibid)
olae (ia, f)- oil
olc (o, a) - bad
oll (o, a) - great, all
ollam (n, m)- poet of the highest grade
ollgorm (o, a)- brilliant, famous (lit.: great blue)
omnae (ia, f)- tree
omun (o, m)- fear; ar omun (+ gen.) for fear of
6r (o, n) - gold
orbae (io, m)- inheritance
ord (o, m)- mallet
6rdae (io, ia) - golden
6r firinne - a truthful incantation

rad (o, m)- the speaking, talk (v.n. of raidid)
rai'd (Hl)- to row
raidid (W2a)- to speak, talk
1. rann (o, m)- verse
2. rann (a, f)- part
rannaid (Wl)- to divide
rath (a, f)- a 'rath' (round fort)
reN, rfaN (+ prep.) - before, in front of
recht (u, m) - law
rechtaire (io, m)- steward
reil (i)- clear
reithid (Sla)- to run
remcaissiu (n, f)- providence, foresight (v.n. of *remi-accai)
remdeicsiu (n, f)- providence (v.n. of remi-deci)
remthechtas (o, m)- the preceding (v.n. of remi-tet)
renaid (S3) - to sell; rir pret.
resiu (+ subj.)- before
ret (u, m)- thing
retglu (n, f) - star
ri (g, m)- king
riam- before (3rd sg. n. of re)
rian (o, m)- ocean
riar (a, f)- will
riched (o, n)- heaven
richt (u, m)- form, shape, condition
rigain (i, f)- queen
rigdae (io, ia) - royal, kingly
rigdun (o, n) - royal fort
rige (io, n)- kingdom
rigid (S1)- to stretch
rigrad (a, f) - royal household
rimid (W2a) - to count
rind (u, n)- star
rindach (o, a)- full of stars
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ro-- grammatical particle
ro-cluinethar, -cluinethar (S3; ro-clun-) - to hear; ro-cualae pret.
rodarc (o, m) - sight, vision
r6en (o, m) - way, path; here: defeat, rout
ro-finnadar, -finnadar (S3; ro-finn-) - to find out
ro-fitir, -fitir (S3, pret. of ro-finnadar) - to know
ro-icc, -rice (Sl; ro-icc-) - to reach
roithid (W2b) - to make run
ro-laimethar, -laimethar (S2; ro-Jam-) - to dare
R6m, Ruam (a, f) - Rome
rond (o, m) - chain
ro-saig, -roich (Sl; ro-sag-) - to reach
rose (o, n) - eye
r6t (o, m) - road
roth (o, m) - wheel
ro-uccai, -ruccai (W2b; ro-ucc-) - can carry, bear,
bring (a suppletive stem of beirid)
ruad (o, a) - red-haired
ruiri, gen. ruirech (g, m) - king
run (a, f) - a secret
rundae (io, ia) - secret

s
1.-sa - demonstrative particle: this
2.-sa - emphasizing particle 1st sg.
Sabbait (i, f) - Saturday
sacart (o, m) - priest
saebaid - s6ebaid
saer (o, m) - artisan, carpenter
saeth (u, m) - trouble
saethar (o, n) - labor, toil
saidbir (i) - rich
saidid (Sl) - to sit, 3rd pl. sedait
saidid (W2) - to fix, plant
1. saigid (S2) - to seek
2. saigid (i, f) - visit, the seeking (v.n. of saigid)
sail (k, f) - willow
sain (i) - special, separate, different
saindiles (o, a) - special, peculiar, one's own
sainemail (i) - splendid, special
sair - eastward, forward
saithech (o, a) - saturated, satisfied (de+ prep. - from)
sal (o, m) - sea
salm (o, m) - psalm
samlaid- thus, this way
samlaidir (Wl) - to compare (fri+ acc. with)
samthach (a, f) - axe-handle
sath (a, f) - sufficiency, fill, appetite
scarad (u, m) - separation, the separating (v.n.
of scaraid)
scaraid (Wl) - to part, separate
seath (o, m) - shadow
sceithid (Sl ?) - to vomit, spit out
scel (o, n, g.sg. sceuil) - story, tale, news
sciath (o, m) - shield
sciath slissen - shield made of boards
scith (o, a) - tired

scol (a, f) - school
scolaire (io, m) - student, scholar
scol6c (o, m) - student, scholar
scor (o, m) - the unyoking, rest (v.n. of scuirid)
scribaid (Wl) - to write
scribend (o, n) - the writing (v.n. of scribaid)
scribndid (i, m) - scribe
scrutaid (Wl) - to examine, investigate
scuirid (W2b) - to unyoke
-se - 1.+ 2. -sa
seH - six
sech (conjuction) - and furthermore
sechmall (o, n) - the passing by
sechtN - seven
segonn (o, m) - master
seichithir (W2) - to follow
seinm (n, n) - the playing of an instrument (v.n.
of seinnid)
seinnid (Sla) - to play an instrument
seir (t, f) - heel
seisser (o, n) - six men
seitig (I, f) - wife
selb (a, f) - possession
sen (o, a) - old; siniu compar.
senaid (Wl) - to bless
sentuinne (ia, f) - old woman
seolaid (Wl) - to sail
-seom- -som
sere (a, f) - love (v.n. of caraid)
sernaid (S3) - to arrange, dispose, order
1. set (u, m) - way, path
2. set (o, m) - object of value; a unit of value = ½ milch
cow

1. -si - emphasizing particle 3rd sg. fem.
2. -si - emphasizing particle 2nd pl.
sian sleibe- purple foxglove ( digitalis purpurea?)
sid (s, n) - burial mound, peace
sidamail (i) - peaceful
-side- anaphoric pronoun, see ch. 38.7.
-sin- demonstrative particle: that
sinid (W2) - to extend, stretch
sir (o, a) - long, lasting; sia compar.
sis - below
sist (a, f) - a while
-siu- 2.-so
-sium- -som
siur (r, f, g.sg. sethar) - sister
slabrad (a, f) - chain
slabrae (ia, f) - herd, cattle
slaidid (S2) - to strike
slan (o, a) - sound, healthy
slat (a, f) - rod, stick, twig
sliab (s, n) - mountain
sliasait (short i, f) - thigh
slog, sluag (o, m) - host, army
sloicid (W2) - to swallow
sluindid (W2b) - to mention, name
smacht (u, m) - institution, command
snaithe (io, m) - thread
snathat (a, f) - needle
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snechtae(io, n) - snow
1. -so - demonstrative particle: this
2. -so - emphasizing particle 2nd sg.
sochaide(ia, f) - multitude
sochraid(i) - beautiful
sochraite(ia, f) - friendship
s6eb(o, a) - perverted
s6ebaid(Wl) - to pervert
s6er(o, m) - free person
s6erad(u, m) - deliverance, the saving(v.n. of s6eraid)
s6eraid(Wl) - to save, deliver
so'id, -soi(H3) - to turn
soilse(ia, f) - light, brightness
soinmige(ia, f) - prosperity, affluence
soiscelae(io, n) - Gospel
solus(u) - bright
-som - emphasizing particle 3rd sg. m. + n., 3rd pl.
son(o, m) - sound
s6n, 6n - this
sonairt(i) - strong, firm
sorn(o, m) - oven
spirut(u, m) - the Holy Spirit
sroiglid(Wl) - to scourge, flog
sr6n(a, f) - nose
sruth(u, m) - stream

teichid(Sla) - to flee; taich pret.
teilciud(u, m) - the throwing(v.n. of do-leici)
teine(t, m) - fire; benaid tenid - to make fire
teit(Sla) - to go(+ acc. - to); tiagair pass. messengers
are sent; luid pret.; do-co'id augm. pret.
telach, tulach(a, f) - hill
tellach(o, n) - legal entry on land
Temair(i, f + k, f) - spiritual centre of Ireland
tempul(o, m) - temple
tengae(t, m) - tongue, language
teora - f. of tri
tes(adv.) - the south
testimin(i, m) - text
ti(?, f) - cloak
tigernae(io, m) - lord, ruler
timehell(+ gen.) - around
tinn(i) - ill
tir(s, n) - land
titul(o, m) - title, headlines
t6 - yes
tob(o, m) - trumpet
t6eb(o, m) - side
tofonn(o, n) - the hunting(v.n. of do-seinn)
togairm(n, n) - the calling(v.n. of do-gair)
toimtiu(n, f) - opinion, act of thinking
toisc(i, f) - wish, desire
-SU - 2. -SO
toisech(o, a) - first; leader
suaichnid(i) - well-known, clear
tol(a, f) - will, desire
suan(o, m) - sleep
tongaid, also toingid(Slc) - to swear
subae(io, n) - joy, pleasure
tonn(a, f) - wave
1. suide(io, ia, neut. sodain) - this, that mentioned
torad(o, n) - fruit, profit
2. suide(io, n) - seat, the sitting(v.n. of saidid)
torbae(io, n) - profit
suidigidir(W2a) - to set up, place
tore(o, m) - boar
suil(i, f) - eye
tornocht(o, a) - stark naked
sund - here
tossach(o, n) - begin
suthain(i) - lasting
tothaimm(n, n) - the falling(v.n. of do-tuit)
suthaine(ia, f) - lastingness, long life
tra(interjection) - then, now
traig(t, f) - foot, leg
trascrad(u, m) - down-throwing(v.n. of do-scara)
T
tre(+ acc.) - through
tabart(a, f) - the giving, taking(v.n. of do-beir)
trebaid(W 1) - to inhabit
taeb - t6eb
treide(o, n) - three things(the Oir. word is singular!)
tren(o, a) - strong; tressa compar.; tressam superl.
tailm(i, f, g.sg. telmo) - sling
trenter(o, m) - strong man
Tailtiu(n, f) - place-name, today: Teltown
tairr(i, m) - belly, stomach
tress, triss(o, a; usually not declined) - third
taisbenad(u, m) - the showing, the demonstrating(v.n. trethanbras(o, a) - greatly thundering
of do-aisfena)
trfH - three
trian(o, n) - third part
taithesc(o, n) - answer
triar(o, n) - three men
talam(n, m) - earth
tricha(nt, m) - thirty
tall, thall - yonder
taman(o, m) - a poetic grade; lit.: trunk, blockhead?
trichem(?) - coughing
trilis(i, f) - hair
tan - in tain
trirech(a, f) - trilling of birds
tanaise(io, ia) - second
tr6caire(ia, f) - mercy
tar(+ acc.) - across
tr6cairech(o, a) - merciful
tarb(o, m) - bull
tr6ethaid(Wl) - to subdue, abate
tathbeimm(n, n) - a stunning blow
tr6g, truag(o, a) - sad, miserable
tech(s, n) - house
tromm(o, a) - heavy; trummu compar.
techt(a, f) - the going(v.n. of teit)
trummae(ia, f) - weight
techtaid(Wl) - to possess
tuaid(adv.) - the north
techtaire(io, m) - messenger
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tuaire (ia, f) - food
tuath (a, f) - people, kingdom (for tuathaib - abroad)
tucait (short I, f) - cause, reason
tuidecht (a, f) - the coming, arrival (v.n. of do-tet)
tuirenn (a, f) - wheat
tuistiu (n, f) - birth, offspring
tulach (a, f) - hill
turcbal (a, f) - the lifting (v.n. of do-furcaib)

u
uachtar (o, n) - upper part, surface
uair - uar
uallach (o, a) - proud
1. uar (a, f) - hour
2. uar (o, a) - cold
uas (+ prep.) - over

uasal (o, a in sg., i in pl.) - noble; uaislem compar.
uath (o, n) - fear, horror, terror
uathad (o, n) - small number, singular (i n-uathad alone)
uathmaire (ia, f) - dreadfulness, horror
uathmar (o, a) - terrible
uball (o, n) - apple
ucht (u, n) - breast, bosom
ucut - yonder
uide (io, n) - path, way
uile (io, ia) - all, every, each
uir (short I, f) - earth, clay
uisce (io, m) - water
Ulad (o, m) - inhabitant of the province of Ulster
umae (io, n) - copper, bronze
ungae (ia, f) - ounce
ur (o, a) - fresh, new
uth (u, m) - udder
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F.1. Old Irish phonemes and their graphematic representation
phoneme

a
e
i
0

u

a

a

a
e

anlaut

anmann,ainm
ech,eich
inathar,indeb
orgaid,oirdnid
0
ungae,uile
u
ai,e,i,au,u au-, i-, edbart
a
e

a
e,ce

i

ev

6
11
ae,ai
au
au,ao
oi,6e
eu
eo,eu

il)

iu

0

Il

aj

a9

av
oi

el)

ui

example

ar,ain
et,eisc,cf>ssi
fccaid,fsel
6g,6ig
unach,uire
aes, ame
auraicept
au,ao

om,6en
euch
eoin,eula
iubar

il)

?

?

ia
ua
m

fa
11a
m,mb
n,nd
ng
r,rr

iasc

n
IJ(g)
r

I

m'
n'
I]'

r'
l'
µ

1, 11

m
n,nd
ng
r,rr

1, 11
m

uan
maith,a mb6
nall,a ndun
ar ngothae
rann,a rrann
Jog,for JJ6g
meit
ni,a ndigal
ar nglenn
rind,a rriagol
Jeimm,i JJeth
mo mace

inlaut, auslaut

a
e
i
0

u
ai,e,i,au,u
a,e,i,o,u
a
e,ce
i
6
11
ae,ai
au
au,ao
oi,6e (ai,ae)
eu
eu,eo
ui
iu
iu
fa
11a
m,mm,mb
n,nn,nd
ng
r,rr

1, 11

m,mm,mb
nn,nd
ng
r,rr

1, 11
m

example: inlaut

daltae,dairid
dligeda,-roilgea
cengait,ceilid
esseirge,daltae
ceili,do-uccai
b1bdaid,cride
format,roithid
betho,doirseo
-rubart,muilenn
sunu,cridiu
ta11aig,telaig,t11aig
See table F.2
fan,tain,gabail
-ta
fer,grein,cenel,-bcPr
ere,da,
s11, ffrinne
sf
slog,cet6ir
b6
dun,duilem
cu
mael,ma11
-tai
baullu
?
gau,gao
tofsech,cl6en
boi,b6e
neurt
ceneuil
beo,beu
drui
fiur
-ciuir
-biu
fiadnisse
dia
tuaithe
marbm(m)ai
form,lomm,camb
mna,cenna
Eirenn, din,find
cumang
ingor,tengae
sruth,carrac
£err
sJond,buachaJJa
ball
imbi
ainm(m), caimb
tinne,ind i
Erinn,bind
fo-loing
lingid
eirr
briathar
clerech,ciJJe
ceiJJ
coem
brithemon

Table F.1.1: Old Irish phonemes and their graphematic representation
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example: auslaut
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phoneme

anlaut

example

inlaut, auslaut

example: inlaut

example: auslaut

V

n
r

do namae
mo.run
do Jubgort
mo menma
do nert
mo reeht
do Jibuir
bas,ar _]X)pul
dail,for torbae
galar,for cuit
Patraie
tol
coimdiu
beirid,ar piana
diabul,ar tige
glenaid,ar cinn
pridehid
tf.r
ciall
mo boe, ar fuil
do dan
no-guidimm
format,a phopul
mo thabairt
do chlann
mo breth,in-til
do delb
mo gillae
fir,a phreeept
mo theeh
a Christ
suil
sil
a ainm,mo suil/suil
a en,mo sere/sere

n
r

denum,senarathar
aJaile
nime
siniu
firian
fiJi
popul,Albu
etar,eardae
ecen
-impai
attaeh,daltae
euc(c)u
-epir
eairt/d(d)ea
leicid, •roilgea
impi
eitti
euic(c)e
lebor
Medb
ad-agathar
tofunn,nephberthair
acht
noibe
deidbir
tegi
ni-leic.tea,nephis
tuaithe
fiche
nessam
eicse,feissin

bun
arathar
see]
neim
ingin
athair
beoiJ
eerb, ap, abb
-berat,ard(d)
derc,derg(g), becc
sopp
oeht, brat(t)
mac(c)
eeirb
baird,teit
deirg(g),bicc
suipp
brait(t)
maic(c)
claideb, Medb
nipad
Lug

p
A
µ'
v'
p'
A'
b
d

g
p
t
k

b'
d'

g'

p'
t'

k'

13

6
'Y

f <p
9
X

w
6'

'Y'

f' cp
0'

x'
s
s'
h

h'

m
n
r

1

b,p
d,t
g,c
p
t
C

b,p
d,t
g,c
p
t
C

b,f
d
g
f,ph
th
ch
b,f
d
g
f,ph
th
ch

s
s
0,s,s
0,s,s

m
n
r

1

p,b, (bb)
t,d, (dd)
c,g, (gg),cc
p,pp
t,tt
c,cc
p,b, (bb)
d,t, (dd)
c,g, (gg),cc
p,pp
t,tt
c,cc
b
d
g
f,ph
th
ch
b
d
g
f,ph
th
ch

s,ss
s,ss

Table F.1.2: Old Irish phonemes and their graphematic representation
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eath
immach
tigib
marbaid
-teig
tuaith
eich
marbas
leis

Appendix F-Tables
F.2. Unaccented inlauting short vowels
phoneme

normal

example

CaC
C'aC
CaC'
C'aC'
CuC
C'uC
CuC'
C'uC'

a
e
ai, i

carat
fileda
berait, berit
beirid
carput
leiciud
Conchobuir

u
iu
ui

adjacent to
labial sounds

example: inlaut

o,u

Conchobor, brithemun
-gaibem
menma.in, menm.in, menmu.in
claidb1b

e

ai, i, ui
i

Table F.2: The spelling of unaccented inlauting short vowels

F.3. The complete article at a glance
case

masculine; neuter
basic pattern

anlauting s

anl. £, 1, r, n

feminine
anl. vowel

basic pattern anlauting s

anl. £, 1, r, n,V

nom.sg
inL
in; aN
int; aN
intL
indL
-- -�- --�---- �- - - -- --�---�---gen.
inL
intL
(in)naH
indL
prep.
-(s)inL etc. (auslaut as in gen.sg.)
-(s)inL etc. (auslaut as in nom.sg.)
' N, n. aN,, m. -()
" N, n. -()
acc.
m. m
sm
sN
a
nom.pl. inL; (in)naH intL; (in)naH
gen.

I

indL; (in)naH

(in)naH

(in)naN
-(s)naib
(in)naH; -(s)naH

prep.
acc.

L n. -().
n.-a. du. m. m
· acc. m. -().
s m da,
s m daN
"L n. m
in dfL; acc. -(s)in dfL
. da"N.,
. da,
gen.
in daL
prep.
-(s)naib dibN
Table F.3: The article at a glance
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F.4. The infixed pronouns at a glance
The table below gives an overview of all infixed pronoun classes side by side. I have simplified
the presentation: note that in class B the internal vowel may also be a and u (-damL, -tumL etc.),
that in class Cit may also be a, u and i, and that with nach 0 it also may be i (nachimL).
person

class A

class B

nach 0

class C

after preverbs
after preverbs ending in dependent clauses and
after inN
ending in a vowel
in a consonant
1 st sg.

-mL, -mmL

-domL, -tom L

-domL

2nd sg.

-tL

-totL, -tL

-datL

3rd sg. m.

-aN

-tN

3rd sg. £.

-s(N)

3rd sg. n.

-aL

1st pl.

-idN

'

-didN

'

instead of negative
na-andnad·
nachamL .
nachatL.

-dN

'

(-daN)

nachN.

-daH

nachaH.

-tL

-idL, -didL, -dL

nachL ., nachidL .

-n, -nn

-don, -ton

-don

nachan·

2nd pl.

-b

-dab, -tab

-dab

nachab·

Jrd pl.

-s(N)

-daH, -taH

-daH

nachaH.

-daH,

-taH

Table F.4: Overview of the infixed pronouns

F.5. Irregular comparison at a glance
positive

equative

comparative

superlative

accus, ocus 'near'

n/ a

nessa

nessam

laugu, lugu, laigiu

lugam (lugimem)

becc 'small, few'

n/a

il'many'
lir
Jia
lethan 'broad'
leithir, Jethithir
letha
n/a
!err
maith, dag- 'good'
mar, m6r 'much, big'
m6ir
m6, m6u, moo etc.
n/ a
oac, 6c 'young'
6a
n/a
olc, droch- 'bad'
messam
remor 'thick'
reimithir, reimir
reime
sir'long'
sithir, sithithir
sia, sia
tren 'strong'
treisithir
tressa
Table F.5: Irregular comparison at a glance
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n/a

n/a

dech, deg
ma.am, moam
6am
messam

n/a

siam
tressam
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F.6. Synopsis of the different verbal classifications
In section 8.2 I mentioned that there exist three different classifications of the present stems of
Oir. verbs. I have followed Kim McCONE's classification (EIV 23-25) with the one difference of
introducing a subdivision of S3 verbs. Widely used among scholars is Rudolf THURNEYSEN's
classification (GOI 352-358); John STRACHAN's system from Old Irish Paradigms and Glosses
(OIPG 34) is hardly used. To a large extent these variant classifications are just different labels
for the same contents, so that it is generally easy to change from one system into the other. The
following table will help you in this task.

EIV

GOI

OIPG

Wl
W2

AI
All

B(l)
B(2)

Hl
H2
H3

AIII-aAIII-iAIII-o/u/e-

51
52
53a

BI/ III
BII
BIV
BV

53b

Table F.6: Synopsis of verbal classes
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A(l)
A(3)
A(2)
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F.7. The complete Old Irish verbal classes at a glance
The following table gives an overview of Old Irish verbal classes, including those sub-classes
that I did not explain in detail in the lessons. This subtle classification is based on the 1st edition
of Kim MCCONE's Early Irish Verb (Maynooth 1987). In his 2nd edition from 1997 he produced a
simplified classification of Sl verbs, which is also the basis of my own teaching in 18.3. Thus the
following table has a kind of historical touch.
short description

verbal class

Wl

n.pal. -vfin. C; 3rd sg. conj. -a

W2

pal. -Vfin. C; 3rd sg. conj. - i

examples
marbaid, ·marba

Jeicid, -Jeici

W2a

W2b

-JV u or o

do·luigi, -dilgai; roithid

H1

-JV a

raid; at.ta; ad·cota

H2

-JV i

gniid; do-gnf, •deni

H3

-JV e/o/u

sceid, -see; soaid, -soi, -intai;
as-Jui, .eJai

Sl

alternation in palatalization of -vfin. C
pal. in 2nd, 3rd sg. and 2nd pl.

Sla
Slai

e in stressed -{ (i in 2nd sg.)

beirid, -beir; 2nd sg biri, -bir

Slaii

e + d/th in -V; t as -vfin. in unstressed position

Sla iii

e > a before pal. d/g

reithid, -reith, but du-etarrat;
·reid, but rfadait;

Slaiv

i > e before n.pal. C

ibid, -ib, but ebait, ·ebat

S1b

-JV a, o; n.pal. -vfin. C except 3 rd sg. conj.

canaid, -cain

S1c

n disappears ouside of pr.stem

laigid; -laig; but legait, .Jegat

S1ci

like Sla iv

for-ding, but for.dengat

S1cii

like Slb

fo.Joing, fo-longat

S2

pal. -1fin. C; -JV a or u

gaibid, ·gaib

S3

n.pal. -vfin. n; n disappears outside of pr.stem

S3a

-JV e

benaid, ·ben

S3b

-JV i

do.Jin; ro·cluinethar

Table F.7: The classification of 0Ir. verbs

Legend:
pal. = palatalized, n.pal. = non-palatalized, "1= root, "1fin. C = root-final consonant, -JV = root vowel,
conj. = conjunct ending, pr.stem = present stem.
Sla i, iii, iv = Sla in EIV2; Sla ii = Slb in EIV2; Slb = Slc in EIV2; Slc = Sld in EIV2
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F.8. The preterite stem formations at a glance

pret.

type

subtype class

remarks

Wl

"/fin. C n.-pal.

W2

1fin. C pal.

W2b pres. stem u > pret. o; "/fin. C n.-pal., exc. 3rd sg. conj.
H3

s

S

exc. foaid 'to sleep' and do-goa 'to choose'
gaibid 'to take,' ibid 'to drink'

Hl

redup{

H2

t{

exc. ciid 'to weep' and compounds of .cf 'to see'
1 ends in r, I (exc. emaid 'to bestow')
* em- 'to take', * sem- 'to pour'
some verbs with 1 ending in g

"t:>

....

e
a

basically 1structure C(R)e(i)/aC

0

Slc verbs with "IV o < *u

i
special

e

r.l:J

I

....

a

:::::

�

irreg.

a
iu
eo
i�/ia
ua
special

canaid 'to sing'

S3 verbs with 1structure C1i, ciid 'to weep'
-ice, ad-cf 'to see'
gainithir 'to be born,' -moinethar 'to think,' -gnin 'to know,'
fichid 'to fight,' in-fet 'to tell,' midithir 'to judge,' emaid 'to grant,'
fenaid 'to fence,' sichid 'to declare'
1structure CeT, daimid 'to suffer,' ro-laimethar 'to dare'
fo-ceird 'to put,' sceirdid 'to strip'

S3 verbs with 1structure CRi
benaid 'to beat,' foaid 'to sleep'
saidid 'to sit' has siasair /siasap'/ with three syllables
-cluinethar 'to hear'

substantive verb at-ta, copula is
teit, -finnadar, fo-gaib, do-tuit, at-bath

Table F.8: The preterite formations at a glance

Legend:
pal.= palatalized, n.pal.= nonpalatalized, -J= root, -Jfin. C = root-final consonant, -JV= root vowel,
pres. stem= present stem, pret. = preterite stem
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F.9. The subjunctive at a glance
verbal class

subjunctive

remarks

a-subj.

present stem u > o

e-subj.
a-subj.

ad-cf, -accai: mixture of a- and s-subj.

Wl
W2a
W2b
Hl
H2
H3

S1
S2

luid + do-goa: mixture of a- and s-subj.

} s-subj./ a-subj.

roots ending in gutturals (except aigid),
dentals or -nn have s-subj., all others a-subj.

a-subj.

S3

Table F.9: The subjunctive formations at a glance

F.10. The future at a glance
class

future

Wl

£-fut.
£-fut.
£-fut.

W2a

W2b
H1

H2
H3

S1
S2
S3

remarks

caraid: redupl. a-fut.; gataid & comp. of scaraid: e-fut.
ad-gladathar. redupl. a-fut.

redupl. a-fut.
i-fut.
£-fut.
s-fut./a-fut.
s-fut./a-fut.
i-fut.

at-ta: suppletive
ad-roilli: £-fut.; -cf: traces of s-fut.; -gni & -snf: e-fut.
do-goa: redupl. a-fut.
-ice. £-fut.; teit & agaid: suppletive
-moinethar. £-fut.

-gnin: e-fut.; -cluinethar. redupl. a-fut.; -fitir. s-future

Table F.10.1: The complete future at a glance

The following table tells you which future formation uses which inflection:
future

inflection/ending set

f

like a-subj. (except 1 st sg. conj.)

s

like s-subj. (except 1 st sg. conj.)

i

like W2 (except 2nd sg.)

a

like a-subj.

suppl.

like a-subj.

Table F.10.2: The inflection of the various future formations
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F.11. The complete substantive verb
1st sg.

2nd

sg.

at•tau,at,t6 at·tai

pres.

•tau,•t6

pret.
augm.
pret.

past
subj.

at,taat

·taam

·taid

,taat

·bithe

·bimmis

()boi
rel. boie

bothae
·both

()bammar

bimmi
rel. bimme
,bither,·rubthar ·biam

·bitis
()batar
•baid

ro·ba
-raba

ro·boi
-ro/abae

ro·both
,robad

ro·bammar
·robammar

ro•baid
-robaid

bia

bie

bieid,bied
rel. bias
-bia

bethir

bemmi

bethe

-beinn

-biam

,biad

TO·batar
·ro/abatar

bieit
rel. bete
-bieid, -bied -biat

·bemmis

biid,bith

bi

3rd

biit
rel. bite
·biat,·rubat

ro•ba
·ro/aba

imper. pres.
subj.

at·taid

,bfth

fut.
cond.

at·taam

•bi

()ba

pl.

2nd

bithir

·tathar

pl.

1st pl.

biid
rel. biis,bis
·bi, ·rubai

·biinn
()ba

impers.

·tai

biuu

imperf.

sg .

at•ta
rel. fil,file
·ta, .fil

cons.
,biu

3rd

·betis
biid,bith

biat

bethir

bemmi

bethe

,beo

be,bee beith,beid
rel. bes
·be
·be, roib

beit
rel. bete
·bem,·robam ·beid,·robith ·bet, ,robat

·beinn

·betha

·bethe

·bemmis

·bethe

beo,beu

·beth,·bed
·robad

Table F.11.1: The complete substantive verb at a glance

person

present tense

preterite

I have, I had etc.

tathum

baithum, baithium

thou hast etc.

tathut

bafthut

he/it has etc.

taithi, tathai

bafthi

she has etc.

tathus

bofthus

1st pl.

we have etc.

tathunn, taithiunn

n/a

pl.
3rd l.
p

you have etc.

tathuib

n/a

they have etc.

*tathus

*bofthus

1st sg.
2nd

sg.

3rd sg. m. n.
3rd

sg. f.

2nd

Table F.11.2: The substantive verb with suffixed pronouns
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·betis
·roibtis
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F.12. The complete copula
1st

pres.

sg .

2nd

am

at, it

-taL, -daL

-taL , -daL

cons.

past
augm.
past.
fut.

3rd

sg.

pl.

3rd pl.

ammi, ammin.

adi, adib

-tanL , -danL

-tadL, -dadL

it
rel. ata, at
-tatL , -datL

s g.

is
rel. as
speciaJl

1st

pl.

-bi, -pi
ba
-buL , -puL, -boL , -poL -

basa
psa
ropsa, robsa
-rbsa

ropsa

rop/boL , rop/buL
-rboL, -rbuL

robummar
-rbommar

be

be

bid
rel. besL , basL
-ba, -pa

bimmi, bemmi

batir, batar
-btar
roptar, robtar
-rbtar

-

baanL, banL

baL

bedL , badL
-badL

ba

ba, be

subj.

-baL

-ba

ba
rel. bes, bas
speciaJ2

-ban

past
subj.

-benn, -bin

-ptha

bedL , badL , bidL
-bedL , -badL

bemmis
-bimmis

imper.

bit
rel. betaL , batL
-bat
beitis
roptis

bedL , robadL
-badL

cond.

pres.

2nd

bedL , badL
-badL

batL
-batL

bede

ropatL
rel. bete, beta
-patL , -batL

-bad

betis, bitis
-btis, -ptis

Table F.12: The complete copula at a glance

Legend:
1 = nf; nad, nand, nant, nach; (co)ndid, (co)nid; connach; cesuL , cesoL , ciasuL , ciasoL; masoL , masuL ;
cenid; manid.
2= -dib, -dip; cid, ced; mad.
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conclusion ( dunad)
56.1
conditional
conjugated prepositions
a
25.3.1
30.5
amal
ar
21.1
30.5
cen
25.3.2
co 'to'
28.5
co 'with'
18.2.1
di/de
18.2.1
do

8.1
5.5
46.7
11.4
23.4
46.4-46.5
40.3
46.3
6.2
40.4
20.3
17.2
14.3
7.4
43.3
23.3
15.4
53.2.1
55.5
55.5.1
55.5.2
58.2.5
58.2.8
38.7
F.3
11.1-11.2
5.6
7.1-7.2
7.3
11.3
10.1-10.2
53.2
see subst. verb
50.1
50.3
50.1.2
50.1.1
50.2
10.3
46.1.1
1.4.2
58.2.2
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Index
eter
fiad
fo
for
fri

general
i
far
imm
is
la
6, ua
oc
6s, uas
re, ri
sech
tar
tri

25.3.2
25.3.1
21.1
21.1
18.2.2
18.1
21.1
28.5
25.3.2
28.5
18.2.2
18.2.1
28.5
28.5
28.5
30.5
25.3.2
18.2.2
8.1
27.7
49.6
56.5
58.2.7
30.1
46.3
24.3, F.12
56.3
24.3.1
24.3.2
44.6
37.2
53.8

nt-stems
o-stems, masc.
o-stems, neut.
o-stems, adjectives
r-stems
s-stems
t-stems
u-stems, adjectives
u-stems, masc.
u-stems, neut.
deictic particle f
demonstrative particles
dependent forms
dependent clauses
deponent verbs
a-subjunctive
£-future
s-preterite
deuterotonic verbs
dia 'day'
do tet 'to come'
dual

conjunct inflection
conjunct particles
conjunctions
consecutio temporum
consonance
consonant stems
adjectives
copula
future
present
present dependent
preterite
relative forms
subjunctive
declension
adjectives, general
6.2
a-stems
10.1-10.2
a-stems, adjectives
11.4
consonant stems, gen. 30.1
general
6.1, 6.3
g-stems
30.2
ia-stems
17.1
ia-stems, adjectives 17.2
io-stems, adjectives 14.3
io-stems, masc.
14.1
io-stems, neut.
14.2
irregular nouns
46.1
i-stems, adjectives
20.3
i-stems, masc./fem. 20.1
i-stems, neut.
20.2
I-stems
17.3
k-stems
30.3
n-stems, neut.
40.1
n-stems, masc./fem. 43.1

dunad

e-future
emphasizing particles
equative
e-subjunctive
£-future
fidrad freccomail
figura etymologica

future
a-future
copula/subst. verb
£-future
general
i-future
prehistory
s-future
suppletive
Gaelic languages
Gaulish
gender
g-stems
habitual present
hiatus
hiatus verbs
prehistory
Hl verbs
H2 verbs
e-subjunctive
H3 verbs
f

ia-stems
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33.2
6.4-6.5, 6.8
6.6, 6.8
7.4
36.1
36.2
33.1
23.3
23.1
23.2
38.5
21.3, 26.2.1
27.7
49.6
31.1-31.5
53.2.3
55.2.2
41.2.3
15.2
46.1.3
19.2.3
5.3.2
see conclusion
55.5.2
25.4
40.4
53.3
55.2
58.2.9
49.5
55.1-55.6, F.10
55.5
56.3
55.2
55.1
55.4
55.8
55.3
55.6
1.4.1
1.3.2
5.2
30.2
37.1
6.8.3
27.1
27.6
27.2
27.3
53.3
27.4
38.5
17.1-17.2

Index
adjectives
feminines
i-future
iu-type
reduplicated
imperative
deponent/passive
infixed pronouns
imperfect
indeclinable nouns
indefinite pronoun
independent pers. pron.
infixed pronouns
after na, nad
class A
class B
class C
imperatives
internal rhyme
interrogative pronouns

17.2
17.1
55.4
55.4.2
55.4.1
37.3-37.4
37.4
38.1
49.1
46.2
38.6
34.7
F.4
38.3
25.1
28.3
38.2
38.1
58.2.6
38.8

io-stems
adjectives
masc.
neut.
irregular comparison
irregular nouns
is 'is'
i-stems
adjectives
masc./fem.
neut.
I-stems
k-stems
la, Jae 'day'
leniting relative clauses
Lepontic
metrics

14.1-14.3
14.3
14.1
14.2
F.5
46.1
see copula
20.1-20.3
20.3
20.1
20.2
17.3
30.3
19.2.2
34.3-34.4
1.3.1
58.1-58.2
58.2.5
58.2.8
58.2.2
58.2.10
58.2.7
58.2.9
58.1
58.2.6
58.2.3
58.2.4
58.2.1
36.2

aiccill

alliteration
cadence
conclusion
consonance

fidrad freccomail

general
internal rhyme
rhyme
stanza
syllabic count
mf'month'
mutations
aspiration
general

4.7
4.1-4.2

4.3-4.4
lenition
4.5-4.6
nasalization
nasalizing relative clauses 49.3-49.5
49.5
figura etymologica
marking of nasalis. 49.4
49.3
use
46.1.2
n6 'ship'
21.2
nominal prepositions
nouns
5.5
adjectives
5.4
case
6.1
declension
5.2
gender
5.3
number
n-stems
43.1
masc./fem.
40.1
neuter
33.2
nt-stems
5.3
number
numbers
24.1.4
3
24.1.4
4
24.1
cardinal 1-19
cardinal 20-1000
33.4
numeral substantives 47.1.2
24.2
ordinal 1-19
33.5
ordinal 20-1000
47.1.1
personal numerals
temporal substantives 47.1.3
47.1.2
numeral substantives
2.2
Ogam
1.5
Old Irish
ordinal numbers
24.2
1-19
33.5
20-1000
3.3, F.1-F.2
orthography
3.3.3-3.3.4
fricatives
3.3.9
h
3.3.6
liquids
marking of palatalization 3.3.11
3.3.6-3.3.8
nasals
3.3.5
sibilants
3.3.2
voiced stops
3.3.1
voiceless stops
3.3.10, F.2
vowels
6.4-6.8
a-stems
6.4-6.5, 6.8
masc.
6.6, 6.8
neut.
particles
38.5
deictic i
21.3, 26.2.1
demonstrative
25.4
emphasizing
31.7-31.8
passive
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Index
1st, 2nd persons
3rd sg.
3rd pl.
past participle
preterite
passive past participle
past subjunctive
personal numerals
phonology
of Old Irish
plural
positional hierarchy
possession
possessive pronouns
prepositional rel. constr.
prepositions

31.8
31.7.1
31.7.2
47.5
47.3-47.4
47.5
53.6
47.1.1
3.1
3.2
5.3.3
50.3
47.2
12.4
52.1
9.1.4, 13.2.2, 16.1.1, 21.1,
25.3, 28.5, 30.5
11.3
after article
after poss. pronouns 12.4.3
conjugated
18.1-18.2
relative
52.1
secondary/nominal 21.2
preterite
F.8
general
41.1
passive
47.3-47.4
s-preterite
41.2-41.3
suffixless preterite
44.1-44.7
t-preterite
41.4

preterite passive
inflection
47.4
stem
47.3
pronouns
after na, nad
38.3, F.4
anaphoric suide
38.7
indefinite
38.6
independent
34.7
infixed A
25.1, F.4
infixed B
28.3, F.4
infixed C
38.2, F.4
interrogative
38.8
suffixed
56.4
pronunciation
3.2
of consonants
3.2.2
of vowels
3.2.1
prototonic verbs
15.2
relative clauses
34.1
relative construction
abs. rel. endings
34.2
general
34.1
leniting rel. clauses 34.3-34.4
nasalizing rel. clauses 49.3-49.5
object antecedent
52.2.1.2
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preposit. antecedent
prepositional rel.
subject antecedent
relative endings
copula
prehistory
special relative forms
subst. verb
rhyme
ro

ro·7r

r6e- < ro-CeC-

r-stems
Sl verbs
prehistory
S2 verbs
deponent
prehistory
S3 verbs
a-subjunctive
deponent
prehistory
secondary endings
secondary future
secondary prepositions
s-future
unreduplicated
reduplicated
singular
s-preterite
prehistory
special formations
s-stems
s-subjunctive
stanza
subjunctive
a-subjunctive
copula
e-subjunctive
general
past subjunctive
prehistory
s-subjunctive
substantive verb
future
habitual present
possession
preterite
relative forms
suffixed pronouns
suffixless preterite
a-preterite
copula/subst. verb

52.2.1.4
52.1
52.2.1.1
34.2
37.2
34.6
34.5
37.2
58.2.3
see augment
42.2.2
50.2
36.1
18.3-18.4
21.6
21.4
31.4
21.6
21.5
53.2.2
31.5
21.6
49.1
see conditional
21.2
55.3
55.3.1
55.3.2
5.3.1
41.2
41.5
41.3
36.2
53.4
58.2.4
53.1-53.4, F.9
53.2
53.8
53.3
53.1
53.6
53.9
53.4
27.2, 28.1, F.11
56.3
37.1
47.2
44.6
37.2
56.4
44.5
44.6

Index
general
irregular formations
long vowel pret.
prehistory
reduplicated
redup1. other than e
superlative
syllabic count
syncope
teit 'to go'
temporal substantives
t-preterite
prehistory
t-stems
u-stems
adjectives
masc.
neut.
verb
augment
classification
compound verbs
conditional
deponent verbs
future
general
hiatus verbs general

44.1
44.7
44.4
44.9
44.2
44.3
43.3
58.2.1
6.8.5-6.8.6
19.2.3
47.1.3
41.4
41.5
33.1
23.3
23.1
23.2
50.1-50.3
F.6-F.7
15.1-15.4, 18.4
56.1
31.1-31.5
55.1-55.6, F.10
8.1-8.3
27.1

27.2
27.3
27.4
37.3-37.4
49.1
31.7-31.8
41.1-41.5,44.1-44.7, F.8
47.3-47.4
34.2
18.3-18.4
21.4
S2
21.5
S3
special relative forms 34.5
53.1-53.4, F.9
subjunctive
8.4
Wl
12.1
W2
28.2
verbal noun
8.4
Wl verbs
31.3
deponent
12.3
prehistory
41.2.1
s-preterite
W2 verbs
12.1
deponent
31.2
12.3
prehistory
41.2.2
s-preterite
5.7, 52.2
word order
Hl
H2
H3
imperative
imperfect
passive
preterite
preterite passive
relative endings
Sl
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